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THE NEW DELL SYSTEM 425TE
25 MHz EISA i486.

THE NEW DELL SYSTEM 4 3ITE
33 MHzEISA i486.'"
• lnrcl 80486

miCroJ1n..-;:L's~1r

• lnrd 8C486 micmproccssor nmning ar

running at

25 MHz.

33 MHz with 128 KB """ma! cnche.
*""Commercial Lease Plan. Lease for

Commercial Lease Plan . Lea.~e for as
lmv "-" $278/monrh.

as low as $377/monrh .

SO, 100, 190, 330 and 650 Ml1 hard ,!rive

190 Ml1 Surer VGA Culor System
(SOOxOCl'.'l
$7.499
Price li~rcll includes4 MR of RAM.*
80, 100, 190, 330 and 650 MB hard drive

conflgurmil1ns i1\'<1ilahlt:.

ct1nil.!11r;1ritms avail<ihlc.

330 MR Surer VGA Culur Sy>rem
(S00x600l
$!0,499
Price lisrL\.I incl11.. les 4 MR ti!RAM.*

THE DELL SYSTEM 425E'"
25 MHz EISA i4S6.

THE DELL SYSTEM 4JJE
33 MH: EISA i4S6

• i486 microrruccssor rnnning ar

• i486 micruproc:essor running at

25 MHz.

33MHz.
Comn1ercial Lease Plun. LeCL'ie for us
low as $307/mcmth.

Commercial Lease Plan. Lease for as
low as .5235/monrh.

100 MB Surer VGA Culur System
(800 x600)
$8,499
SO, ICO, 190, 330and 650 MB hard ,lriw

100 MB Super VGA Cok>r Sysrem
(800x600l
$6,499
Price lisrr..\.I incl1llles 4 MR otRAM.*
80, IC\'.', 190, 330ancl 650 MB h;mlJrive

configuraritllls il\'t1ilah\c.

configurnritms m;1ilahlc.

Price lisrL'd includt:s 4 MR of RAM.*

THE NEW DELL SYSTEM 325D
25 MHz 386.'"

THE DELL SYSTEM 316SX
16 MHz 386SX.

• lntd 80386 microrroct.'ssor nnming at

• lnrd 80386SX microprocessor nmning

25 MH: wirh 32 KR t.':\(t.'mal cache.
Commercial Lease Plan. Lease for as
lcnv as $112/nwnrh.

Commercial Lease Plun. Lease for us
low m $79/nwnth.

40 MB VGA Culor Plus Systc·m $2, 999
Price lisrL'l..I inclu..les I MRofR.-'\M.*
40, 80, 100, 190, 330 and 650 MB hard

40Ml1VGACulurPlusSystem $2,099
Price li~rcdincludcs I MR o(RAM.*
20,40,80, ICOancl 190MBh;mlclrive

drive conligurarions nvailahle.

conligurarions avnilnhlc.

arl6MHz.

THE DELL SYSTEM 210
12. 5 MHz 286.

THE DELL SYSTEM 320LX
20 MHz 386SX.

• lnrd 80286 microprocessor ni1ming

•Imel 80386SX micmprocL'ssor ninning

ar 12. 5 MHz.

at 20 MHz.

Commercial Lease Plan. Lease for as
law as $59/mcnuh.
20 MR VGA Monochrome
Sy.,rem
$1. 549
Price lim.·d includt.'s I MR of RAM.*

Commercial Lease Plan. Lease for as
low as $104/month.
40 MB VGA G.kir Plus System $2, 799
Price lisrL'd includes I MR of RAM.*

40, 80, 100, 190, 330 ;m,1650 MB hard

20, 40, SO and 100 MB hard drive

drive Ct1nliguraril1ns il\'C1ilnhlc.

ct1nfig11rarions a\·<"lilahle.

THE NEW DELL SYSTEM 320LT
20 MHz 386SX.

THE DELL SYSTEM 316LT
16 MHz 386SX.

• lnrd 80386SX micn1pnlCcssor nmning

• lnrd 80386SX micruprnc.:ssor mnning

ar 16 MHz.

'" 20Ml-lz.

Commercial Leme Plan. Lease for as
low as $112/month.

Commerciul Lease Plan. Lease for as
low m $141/month.

40MB.2Ml1RAM*

20 MB. I MB RAM*

$3.899

;l\';1ilahlc.

The Dell Syslem 433TE and 425TE ore clms A devices sok:I for use in commercial environments only. 1'eiformor«- t:nhoncemeM

$2,999

40 MR harll dri,·i: conligurnrions also
;l\'aih1hlc.

20 MR hard drive conli1!u1<1rit.1ns nlsu

~ltiof.nt1~ ol memo'): 118 KS (316SX.320U 316ll and 1101 96 KB (3330 orKI 3150) or 384 KB t3~425E . 433[ 425fE
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TOP OF THE MARK.
So what do you get by
paying the extra mark-up
for a Compaq?
Not a better computer.
Dell's new 386'" systems are
as fast, expandable and
compatible as Compaq's.
Not better service. In
8 straight PC Week polls of
corporate cutsomers, Dell's
The new Dell 33 MHz and 25 MHz 386 computers.

service rated much higher
than everyone else's.
Not better personal attention. From the
ro m orn,

moment you first call

CALL

800~388~3355
HOURS,6AM.9PMCTM·f 8AM·4PMCTSAT.

Iii CanaJ;i. SC0.387-S75Z. In rhc UK. OSC04!45JS. In France
(I) )0.60.68.~'0. In Gcrm:inYC61CJ/iOl ·O. In Swed<.'n 0760·713 50.

system board and a 32 KB cache designed into a
compact footprint.
ll1e new Dell 3330 is as good as a 386 PC

us, and for as long as
you own your

can get. Not only is it 33% faster than the Dell

computer, we'll work

3250, it has a 64 KB cache for an extra kick in

with you custom configuring your computer and

performance.

We design every machine to our specs, then

answering any questions-no matter how small
-whether it be technical, sales or service

build it to yours. We design our computers; we

related.

know them inside out. So when you call us, we

In fact, the only thing extra you get from

can talk to you about what you need a computer

Compaq is, well, mark-up.

Our netv 386's pull a fast one on pricier

THE NEW DELL SYSTEM 333D 33 MHz 386 AND THE
NEW DELL SYSTEM 3250 25 MHz 386.
STANDARD FEATURES'
• l ntel~S0.386 micmprocessnr running at

33 MH: (3330) or 25 MH: (3250).

computers. Both the 33 MHz Dell System®
3330 and 25 MHz Dell System 3250 are faster

and more expandable than most higher priced

• P.1ge mode interleaved me1noryarchi cecn1 re.
• S ranJard I MBl1fRAM."' l1pciom! 2 MB or
4 ~v1BofRAM expandable co 16 MB on sysrem

h.J;m.l.
• lntegrared VGA conrrollerwich 1024 x 768
support.

• 6 indumysrandard expansionslofs (tive 16-hir,

onc.?8-birL
• High-perfom1:mce IDE (40MB. 80 MB. 100
MB, 190 MB) and ESJ I (330 MB, 650 MB)
hard disk drives.
• I raralld pNt. 1 serial porrs. PS/2 compatible
mouse porr, all inre(,!rmed.

• 177 wart power supply.

• 12 -monrh Xerox.:. On-Sire Service Comract.

• lnregrncl!'d lrnrd drive rn1 d diskene drive
inrcrfoce .

systems.

• 64 KB 0330) or 32 KB (3 250) SRAMcache.
• SmarrVu-Ad\·~1ncedSysre m Oiap1ostic Display.

ll1e new Dell'" 3250 is a fast, reliable
machine with up

to

16 MB of RAM on the

•Sacker for lnrcl 80387 or WEITEK 3167 marh
coprocessor.
• 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3. 5" l.44 MB diskette drive.

40 MB VGA Color Pl us
System

$3.599 $2,999

Prices listed include I MB of RAM.* 80, 100,
190, 330, 650 MB hard dri\·e configurations

available.

0.0 CODE 11 EM!

TOP OF THE MARK-UPS.
But, for the sake of
argument, let's suppose
something does go wrong
with your Dell computer.
Both the Dell 333D and
3250 come with our
SmartVu;· the built-in
diagnostic display that
ingeniously identifies
problems even if the
monitor goes down.

Compaq'.s 33 MHz and 25 MHz 386 computers.

If you still need help,
for, and then put together the most efficient,

our Dell toll-free technical support hotline solves

economical package for you. We take you

90% of all problems over the phone, often within

through all the choices you have in memory sizes,

4 or 5 minutes. Or, if you use our new Dell

monitors, storage devices, high performance

TechFax line at 1-800-950-13 29, we'll fax back

controllers and accessories. Once you agree about

technical information immediately.

exactly what you need, we immediately begin

If we still haven't solved the problem, we'll

custom configuring your computer, perform a

send trained technicians from the Xerox

completed system test, then send it off.

Corporation"to your desk the next business day

Then you get 30 days to use it. If you aren't
satisfied, send it back. We'll return your money,
no questions asked.

with the solution in hand.
For sale, for lease; for less. Call us. Talk to
a computer expert whose only job is to give you

Even if something goes turong, it tuon't

wreck your day. Actually, one of the nice things
about our service is that you'll rarely need it.

exactly what you want in computers, service,
software, printers and financing.
You'll get solid information that could save

Another PC Weck poll category we dominate is

you time and money on computers with high

the one called "reliability'.:..... due in no small

marks, not high mark-ups.

measure to our extensive bum-in testing on each

-----

DELL

-----

COMPUTER
----CORPORATION

- - -- -

computer before it goes out the door.
Circle 86 on Reader Service Card

HERE'S OUR N~ STORE,
SO YOU'LL NEVER HAVE TO GO
TO THEIR STORE AGAIN .
4

'
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When you buy from a traditional
computer store, here's what you get:
A beefy retail mark-up.
Pressure to buy something you don't
want.
That crummy feeling of not knowing
what you're getting, because the salesman
isn't sure what he's selling.
And, when there's a problem, some
guy with a screwdriver taking your
computer apart.
When you call Dell, on the other
hand, here's what you get:
A frank talk with experts about what
you need, and a recommendation about

!.H : Nt: W Ut:LL
'''I.''

'

the best overall package for you.
Custom configuration, with options
including monitors, memory sizes,

~C:i

l t:M, JJJU

jj

MHz J dtl.

STANDARD FEATURES:
'!mdP.. ~OJHfi micrupr<l(t'ss.·lf nuu11ng ;1r 3 l ~II~:.• ni}.!c ml...Jl. imcrlc : in~J mt·moT)· .m:hirccwr1·. • St.1nJarJ I ?-.trhit P.At-.1~.
Ppriunal 2 Ml111r4 MB1d' HAM cxp:mJabk· fll 16 ~tR.m 5~":St.~m h.i..,rJ . • lnll'J,!r.lh:J VGA c.1111rulkr 111th 1024 .\: i6$ surrt1l1 .
•6'4 KA hi~ MJX:d s.n A~,., 5'.H.:kcr fix Imel 60387 11r\'l/EITEK 3167 math co('roc1::.~1r. • 5.15" l 1 ~11\or }. 5~ 1.H fl.IS
Ji.sk11c J ri C. •fl inJ1
:~ranJ.ml~>;ramkm ~11'1(5 (tl,·c 16-hir, 1.mt" 8-liif). • l·lii:li·rcrf~lrm:uw~ tOE (40~tR . 00 t-.lr\. 100 Ml\
19JMA) J ESDI ( 3 ~1fi.6j0 f..IRI lqrJ J1'.\k Jriw~. •I parallel l'\\lft, l 5crial ('\lrl~, PS!l c11nip.1t1i-.k· mou.•.: p..uc, all lllCL'Cf;Kl'J.
~ ~rn : 1n\'.
~A.1t.~111CI
;V\fo•m 11iagn.. 1~tic [)i~rby.• 12-month On·Si11: Sen·icL' G..1mracr pnn·k.kJ I"!· x...'fl.)!( ~
)':>f\.'111

accessories,

jJ,)99

nt HAM~.. t(I, SQ, 100. 190. ) 30. anJ 650 harJ Jri,·.: c.. 111t~~urarilm$ a,·.1ibhk·

TO ORDER. CALL

software and

800--388 -- 3355

peripherals.

110URS: 6AM.9 PMCT M. F 8AM -4 PM CT SAT

In Cm~1lb 800.387.5752. In the UK. (1800 414535. In Fram:c
(]} lC.6C.68 .0J. lnGl· rm .1 n ~·06 1 03/i(l!.('. lnSwc,lenC76C-i l3 SC.

;:iir standard.
A ~ )-~ay, no questions asked, money back

Service -often

voted the best in the industry-by computer

guarar,i ee.
~'

experts who know our computers inside and out.
A variety of financing and leasing 0 options.
A firm promise

to

build your computers, a

configured systems test, and shipment by two-day

A one-year limiteq warranty.
And a Qreat price, with no retail mark-up.

C::ill

: Why wa ;tea trip when everything

you ne1 . is right in frc nt of you?

33-MHz 386DX1M,

EISA. .. $1995
TheALR

BusinessVEISA

It's What You Need
to Thrive in Today's
Hostile Business World
It's a sink or swim world out
there, and if you don't take
advantage of the latest in today's
technology, your competition will.
To survive in a sea of reduced
budgets and accelerated time
schedules, you need a computer
that's both inexpensive and fast.
You need a system that will
exploit the best of today's and
tomorrow's technology without
exploiting your budget. You
need the ALR BusinessVEISA.
One of the easiest ways for your
company to remain competitive
is to reduce its spending; that's
why we've priced the
BusinessVEISA Model 101 at
just $1995. With its 33-MHz
386-processor and its advanced
32-bit EISA bus, the
BusinessVEISA gives you all the
power you'll need to devour
today's most advanced business
applications.

Designed to survive the chang
ing tides of your business envi
ronment. the BusinessVEISA
can take advantage of both
standard 8- and 16-bit add-on
boards and advanced 32-bit
EISA enhancement products.
This powerful system can feast
on the latest in today's and
tomorrow's high-speed 1/0 and
multimastering technology .

Hunt for the Real 32-bit System
ALR
ASP
BusinessVEISA Premium TM
386/33·101
386SX/16·5V
Architectu re
VEISA
CPU Speed
16·MHz
33-MHzv
CPU
386DXV
386SX
32-BitV
16-Bit
Data Path
Memory
1·MB
1-MB
Bus
16-Bit ISA
32·Bit EISAV
List Price
$2495
~1995
Price of 25-MHz
i486 Upgrade
$1995
$4895

coeMn~

Just Upgrade the CPU!
As you conquer new territories,
your BusinessVEISA can
expand its jaws to accommo
date i486 power. Just Upgrade
the CPU! TM Simply plug in an
ALR VEJSA 25 or 33-MHz i486
CPU module to boost your per
formance up to 270%. Then
watch your competition scatter.
Don't ignore your killer instinct.
Call ALR today.

1-800-444-4ALR

AT .--R-· .

940IJeronimo.Jrvine. CA 92718
_It!/;_. ~ (714158 1-6770 FA.X:(714l 581-9240

Available at these selected resellers:
Con11ectingPoint'::JD. ~ ~coMPUTER CENTERS

Prices and configurations subject to change without notice. Prices based on U.S. dollars. System shown with optional monitor/graphics adapter and 3.5" floppy. VE/SA.
Business VE/SA , and Just Upgrade the CPU! are trademarks and ALR is a registered trademark of Advanced Logic Research, Inc. All other brand and product names are
trademarks or registered trademarks of their respectiv e owners. Shark photo : Ron Taylor/ Tom Stack & Assoc. ©1 990 by Advanced Logic Research.
AS7. we saw your mailer. Would you Ike some of our product I terature so you can get your information nght next lime?

Circle 19 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 20)

TM

flf.R VEJSA 25-MHz !486 CPU Module
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6.0 AND COUNTING!
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Integrate sophisticated features
into your Microsoft C and QuickC
applications with

c TOOLS PLUS/6.0TM

C TOOLS PLUS version 6.0 is filled
with ma ny advanced routines for
developing high-powered C applica
tions, including: virtual, stackable
menus and windows with full mouse
support and optional
"drop shadows"; multi
ple virtual pop-up
help screens; a min
iature multi-line
editor for gathering
user responses in a
robust fashion; a
single function call
which can move, resize,
and promote a window or
menu on top of all others; the
ability to update covered windows
automatically when they are written
to; support for EGA, VGA, and
MCGA text modes including 30-, 43-,
and 50-line modes; support for the
enhanced (101/102 key) keyboard.

All this and more for only $149!
C TOOLS PLUS/6.0 also contains
functions for writing interrupt
service routines; creating pop-up
memory resident applications;
general memory "peeks" and
"pokes"; access to the DOS PRINT
utility; as well as many other
general utility functions and
macros.
COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL
PACKAGE.
Blaise Computing's function
libraries offer easy to use solutions
to your programming needs. You
get source code, complete sample
programs, and a comprehensive
reference manual with extensive
examples. Supports QuickC and
Microsoft C 5.0 and later.
30 DAY GUARANTEE.
If during the first 30 days you are
not completely satisfied, we'll
refund your money.
Other powerful products from Blaise
Computing
C ASYNCH MANAGEWM
189
189
ASYNCH PLUS™
VIEW232TM
189
POWER SCREEN™
149
Turbo C TOOLSTM
149
POWER TOOLS PLUSTM
149

1

Call today for more information

(800) 333-8087
BLAISE COMPUTING INC.
2560Ninth Street, S uite 31 6
Berk eley, CA 947 10
(415) 540-5441

Trademarks a re
proper ty of th eir
res pective holders .
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HUGH KNOWS BOOKS
(AND COMPUTERS)
Our Print Queue author
has a distinguished career
outside the computer world
YTE readers know Print Queue
columnist Hugh Kenner as our
thought-provoking reviewer of
books. But some of you may
also know him as a noted literary critic
and James Joyce scholar. His interest in
computers dates back to 1973 and was
sparked by a long-standing interest in
math.
"I got one of the very first HP-35
units, having written a book about Bucky
Fuller and being interested in the math
behind his geodesic domes. The HP-35
was followed by the programmable HP
65, then by the HP-41C. By the late
1970s, I was well into programming; my
book Geodesic Math [University of Cali
fornia Press, 1976] exhibits examples,"
says Kenner.
In fact, Kenner had to choose between
mathematics and physics or English lan
guage and literature when he started at
the University of Toronto in 1941. "I
have never regretted the latter decision
1' d have been a merely competent math
ematician, but I'm better than that at
what I elected instead-but the former
has always stayed available," Kenner
explains.

B

Built His First PC
A charter BYTE subscriber, Kenner did
not immediately jump onto the personal
computer bandwagon. "The HP [calcu
lator] I could hold in my hand could do as
much [as the early personal computers]
more simply. I got interested, though,
about the time disk drives were an
nounced. What I wanted was a way to re
vise my writing without retyping.
"A longtime Heathkit builder, I got an
H-89 kit, which my 11-year-old daughter
helped me assemble. (No connection
Lisa soldered has ever failed. Same apti
tude as 11-year-olds once displayed with
needlepoint.) When the 16-bit Z-100 was
announced, someone at Brady Books
thought to ask me to write a user's guide.
The Z-100 has since been joined by a Ze
nith SupersPort and a Kaypro 386. All
four machines are still in use."

First BYTE Article a Travesty
Kenner's first BYTE article was a collab
orative effort with computer scientist Jo
seph 0 'Rourke-a language statistics
program called Travesty. "It drew as
much reader response as any program
BYTE had ever run," he recalls. That led
to Kenner writing reviews of computer
books, which led to Print Queue.
Although Print Queue "resides in the
back of BYTE, it generates more mail
each month than any other column, ex
cept for Jerry Pournelle 's Computing at
Chaos Manor. Pro or con, Kenner makes
his readers think and respond. •
PHOTOGRAPHY:

GREG PEASE© 1990

Ventura Publisher introduces the Gold Series.
It simply does more, any way you look at it.
And now there are several new ways to
look at it. Because the desktop publisher
that does more for you now does it all in
the three leading PC environments.
The Gold Series introduces new Ventura
Publisher• editions for DOS/GEM,
Windows 3.0, and OS/2 Presentation
Manager. That means new ease of use and
learning as well as compatibility with
hundreds more softwareapplications. All
three new editions can use documents
from Ventura Publisher I.I and 2.0.
It does even more than before.

The Gold Series gives you much more than
a choice of environments. At no extra
cost, each edition includes our Professional

-

Extension and Network Server. So you
also get such advanced DTP features as
interactive table creation and scientific
equation editing, cross referencing, and
vertical justification.
And you get networking. So several users
can edit and proofread simultaneously
as well as share stylesheets and network
resources. On Novell,IBM,3COM,and
other Windows- and OS/2 Presentation
Manager-compatible networks.
Whether you're designing a newsletter or
publishing a directory, you'll do it faster and
more effectively with Ventura Publisher.
Unique features give you more flexible and
precise type control,and automate many

steps other programs make you repeat
over and over. Ventura Publisher is the one
DTP program that can handle all your
publishing and design projects.

If you want to do more in desktop publish
ing, doesn't it make sense to use the
program that does the most? Call today for
more information about the new Ventura
Publisher Gold Series. (800) 822-8221
in USA; (800) 228-8579 in Canada. For
training information, call (800) 445-5554.
Ventura Software lnc., a Xerox company.

Ventura Publisher
Gold Series
It simply does more.

As the people responsible for as you've probably guessed by now,
the MicrosoffWmclows"' enviromnent, is the Microsoft Mouse.
we believe we're in a good position
You see, the Mouse allows you
to offer some very sound advice on to navigate theWmdows envirmment
Windows Computing. And that,
and applications with untold ease.
For more i11/ormatio11, call 1800) 541-1261. Dept. M29. Outside the US. a11d Canada. call (206) 882-8661. /11 Ca11ada, call 1416) 67.1-7638. © 1990 Microsoft Corporatio11. All rights reserved.Microsojl

As well as unparalleled accuracy.
Visit adealerand clffk it out for
Furthermore, we've made the yourself We think you'll see our point.
decision to buy a Mouse even easier.
Now it's available either with software,
or on its own for the purist.
Making itall make sense-

Miclusofl

Microsoft logo are registered trademarks wut Wi11dows wut Making it all make sense are trademarks ofMicrosoft Corporatio11. The Microsoft Mouse design is pate11ted. !Design Pate11t #302, 426.)

EDITORIAL

•

Fred Langa

A LAPTOP ON
A CHIP . .. ALMOST
When they're not
duking it out in the
courtroom, companies
like AMO and Intel
are redefining
laptop technology

ast month, I wrote about the cur
rent crop of laptops-and they
are indeed spectacular. But the
game's not over yet, by a long
shot. The best of current technology of
fers you a full spectrum of choices, from
i486-based lunchbox luggables, to 386
based portables and notebooks, to fabu
lously lightweight and fast 286 note
books, to tiny hand-held 8086-based
units.
Soon, very soon, you can expect hand
held 286 machines-an AT in the palm of
your hand-and a plethora of 386-based
notebooks.

L

The Hand-Helds
In October, AMD (Austin, TX) an
nounced its "AT on a chip," a single chip
that contains an AMD 286 microproces
sor and all the ancillary chips required to
build a basic IBM AT. More accurately
described as "most of an AT on a chip,"
the 286ZX and its low-power sibling, the
286LX, need only a DRAM chip, a key
board controller, and a system bus to
make a working computer. (This con
trasts with the 10 to 100+ chips some
other designs use.)
The 286ZX chip is designed for desk
top machines, and the 286LX is designed
for laptop and notebook computers. The
286LX adds some battery-saving fea
tures to improve laptop performance,
such as a CPU shutdown mode that turns
off the 80C286 section of the chip. A
standby mode shuts down all system
10
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clocks except those that are needed for
DRAM refreshing. It barely sips power,
which should stretch out battery life to
the max.
This compacting of elements reduces
many of the engineering headaches that
arise when cramming a 286-based VGA
computer into a notebook form factor, so
you can expect to see many more ofthese
laptops and notebooks on the market.
That, in turn, should help keep prices
reasonable.
It also augurs well for 286-based
hand-helds. Now that's a machine I want
to use-a full-blown go-anywhere AT
that fits in a pocket. Don't laugh; they're
being developed right now.

The Notebooks
Longtime readers may recall that I'm no
big fan of the 386SX for desktop com
puters because it has a narrow bus that
needlessly cripples 110. (Needless is the
key word. The SX was not designed to
fill a consumer need, but purely for mar
keting reasons. By promoting the SX,
which it alone manufactured, Intel hoped
to kill off the perfectly adequate 286,
which other companies-such as AMD,
Harris, and Fujitsu-also sold.)
In portables, bus width isn't much of
an issue. For one thing, you tend not to
stuff a portable full of plug-in cards. For
another, now that there's a reasonable
body of 386-specific software, a por
table SX gives you increased compatibil
ity with your desktop system's software,
albeit with the performance hit of the
SX's CPU-to-memory bottleneck.
SX chips have been used in laptops for
quite a while, and they are starting to
show up in notebook computers in some
numbers.

FromSXtoSL
Enter the 386SL. Intel describes it as a
"386 processor expressly designed for
the emerging notebook-size personal
computer market."
The 386SL is a 20-MHz 386 core com

bined with a main-memory subsystem
controller with a 32-megabyte address
space, an EMS 4.0 memory controller,
an AT/Industry Standard Architecture
bus controller, a cache controller, and
support for the 80387SX math copro
cessor. A companion chip, the 82360SL
ISA peripheral and power management
chip, supports CPU, memory, and pe
ripheral functions, as well as providing
programmable features to manage power
to prolong battery life.
Intel also provides a family of low
power support logic chips for modems,
keyboards, memory, network adapters,
and the like. Intel is setting itself up as
a virtual one-stop source for laptop sil
icon.
We can't meaningfully test these new
chips until they're installed in a real-life
system, but Intel believes that the com
pact, highly integrated 386SL is about 20
percent faster than an ordinary 20-MHz
386SX. This means that the SL line can
deliver "true" 386 performance levels
even in low-power, compact systems.
The SL may be the chip the SX should
have been all along.
How compact will SL systems be? The
SL chips themselves come in several con
figurations, the smallest being an amaz
ingly dense 227-lead land grid array. The
two main chips contain a total of 1.1 mil
lion transistors, and they are fabricated
using I-micron technology. Intel says
that a complete 386 AT can be built on a
board measuring just 4 by 6 inches (about
10 by 15 centimeters). Incidentally,
that's about the size of a Sharp
Wizard....
West Coast news editor Owen Linder
holm has been following these develop
ments all along. His report on the AMD
ZX and LX chips appeared in October's
Microbytes, and his excellent feature on
what's new in laptop chip sets appears in
this issue on page 312. Check it out.
-FredLanga
Editor in Chief
(BIX name ''.flanga")
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Borland's Turbo Pascal 6.0 is the Fastest
Way from Inspiration to Application
Jump-Start Your Application
When you're inspired to write aprogram, you want to spend your
time developing code that solves your problems. Not hours and
hours writing common routines for event handling, data manage·
mentor user interface.
Now, you can jump-start your applications development by pro
gramming with the \atest releas~ 9f the World's #1 Pascal Compiler,
Turbo Pascal"' 6.0with Turbo V1s1on.'"

Now with Turbo Vision
With Turbo Vision, the first object-oriented application framework
for DOS, you get agiant head start on creating better applications
in far less time. Use aTurbo Vision object and your program auto
matically inherits ahot program architecture that includes overlap·
ping windows, pull-down menus and mouse support. Turbo Vision
makes it fast and easy-setting you free to develop the parts of your
applications that solve your problem.
And Turbo Pascal 6.0 comes loaded with Turbo Vision applica·
tions including acalendar, acalculator, an editor, aclock, adirec
tory browser and forms.

New Turbo-Charged Environment
The new Turbo Integrated Development Environment (IDE) fea
tures amulti-file editor, overlapping windows and mouse support.
Circle 51 on Reader Service Card
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And Turbo Help lets you copy, compile and run an example program
for every standard Pascal library routine so you can use it in
your code.

Pro Version with Turbo Drive'"
Turbo Pascal"' Professional 6.0 also includes: aprofessional
version of the compiler with Turbo Drive t for compiling big appli
cations in extended memory; Turbo Debugger"' 2.0, for killing
the toughest bugs; Turbo Profiler'· 1.0, for eliminating bottlenecks;
and Turbo Assembler® 2.0, the world's fastest, 100% MASM·
compatible assembler.

An Inspiring Offer
The suggested retail price for Turbo Pascal 6.0 is $14995, and $29995
for Turbo Pascal Professional 6.n. TU RBO ii TURBOPA5CAI.
l'lOO!OOW
REGISTERED TURBO PASCAL ~
... - 
OWNERS. You can upgrade to
l!l .,,~,
l!I .......,,_.~""
Turbo Pascal 6.0for only ~6995*
='- •
• = •
or to Turbo Pascal Professional 6.0 ·.... ...
'. · .......
for only $9995* direct from
Borland.

To order, see your dealer
To upgrade, call now: 1-800-331-0877

B 0 R L A N D
The Leader in Object-Oriented Programming
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The IBM RISC System/
Designing on any other workstation

What ever you 're creating, you 'II sail in to a whole
new age with any of the four POWERstations in the
RISC System/6000
family. Because
POWER (Perform
ance Optimization
With Enhance.I RISC)
.
.
processing can give
you performance
you've probably only
tlreametl about:

up to four instructions per machine cycle, 42 MI PS
anti 13 MFLOPS. Sutltlenly, complex tlesigns tlon't
take eons anymore.
The four RISC System/6000 POWERstations
foature a range of graphics processors from grayscale
to Supergraphics to satisfy any graphics tlemantl.
Great news for Power Seekers working on animation,
scientific visualization, metlical imaging anti engi
neering solutions like CADAM;" CAEDS'" anti C1\TIA'."
Anti for electrical tlesign automation, there's IBM's
all new CBDS'" anti an arsenal of over 60 EDA appli-

IBM is a regislered trademark and AISC Syslem/6000 and CAEOS are trademarks of lnternalional Business Machines CorpOl'ation. CADAM is a lrademark of CADAM INC. CATIA is a
trndenarkof Dassault Sys1emes. CBOS is arradema1k or Bell Northern Research Corpaa~on .
HAGAR THE HORRIBLE Character(s) © 19g) King Fealutes Syndica1e. Inc- © IBM Corp.1990, all rights reserved

6000" family.
will seem downright primitive.

cations from more than a tlozen ventlors.
With every POWERstation, you can get an almost
unimaginable palette of 16 million colors, which gives
you 3 D images so realistic, they fairly leap off the
screen, with super sharp resolution of l,280xl,024 pixels.
Anti when it's time to call in the heavy artillery, the
POWERstation 730 tlraws nearly one million 30 vec
tors per secontl. Like all POWERstations, it can come
complete with its own graphics processor, freeing the
POWER processor to rapitlly create anti analyze your
tlesigns. AII at prices that won't sink an ybotly's butlget.

So if you're tire.I of patltlling upstream with
yestertlay's performance, call your IBM marketing
representative or
Business Partner to
fin.I out more about
the !USC System/6000
family. For literature,
call I 800 IBM-6676,
ext. 991.
Civilization never
looketl so goo.I.

ForthePowerSeeke~
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SOFTWARE

Times Change.
The Need To Protect Doesn't.

DEVE L0 P E RS

How Tu Manage
Your LAN Site Licenses.
Every Day.
Every Time.

ITl icensing software for use on a LAN
l.!::J used to mean "give-away." No matter
what site license limits were set, there was
really no way to manage actual usage of the
software once it was installed on the

Based on proven technology from
the worldwide leader in PC software
protection, the NetSentinel from Rainbow
Technologies can be used on
most popular PC LAN s.

network.
Now, with the NetSentinel™ security/
license management system from Rainbow
Technologies, developers can specify how
many concurrent users will be permitted
with confidence that the limits will be
observed.

Site

Simply: Effectively. Economically.

License
Revenue

Call toll-free
• ' ' S?.f.

"~ ~ 1~-

today for more details.

.
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Protection
For LAN

Applications.

With Rainbow's NetSentinel, your software
need never again be a part of the "free
distribution network."

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
9292 Jeronimo Road, Irvine, CA 92718
TEL: (714) 454-2100 • (800) 852-8569
FAX: (714) 454-8557 •Apple Link: 03058

NetSentinel is a trademark of Rainbow Tec hnologies, Inc.
Copyright ©1990 R«inbow Technologies, Inc.

Rainbow Technologies, Ltd., Shirley Lodge, 470 London Rd.
Slough, !ilerkshire SL3 8QY, U. K. TEL: 0753-41512 • FAX: 0753-43610
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The IEF™ can help you devel
unprecedented quality, prod

"Our On-line Banking system has been in
production for more than 12 months
500,000 transactions a day-without a
single code failure. And we had very few
enchancements to do. Our users got what
they needed the first time out."
Mark Quinlan
Senior Programmer/Analyst
Huntington National Bank

'To meet the dramatically reduced time
to-market requirements for our products,
we need high-quality systems that can be
changed fast. That's why we've chosen
the IEF as the CASE solution for our entire
organization."
John Pajak
Executive Vice President
Mass Mutual Life Insurance

'The strengths of the IEF are clear-cut.
One obvious quality advantage is that
application changes are made to diagrams,
not code. This ensures ongoing integrity
-the specification always matches the
executing system."
Paul R. Hessinger
Chief Technology Officer
Computer Task Group

"I've seen other CASE tools fail, so I raised
the bar high when we evaluated the IEF. It
passed with flying colors. I could not be
happier with my decision to adopt the
IEF company-wide."
John F. Mott
President
AMR Travel Services

"Our users were extremely pleased when
we finished our first project-a 60-trans
action system-in one-half the budgeted
time. We had tried interfaced CASE tools
without success. IEF integration makes
the difference."
Giorgio Sarani
Division Head - MIS
Lubrizol

"We are using the IEF to develop a new
generation of manufacturing systems
replacing over 300 existing systems. We
estimate that IEF will increase our produc
tivity by between 2-to-1 and 3-to-1 for
new systems development.."
Wal Budzynski
Head of Operations, Systems/Computing
Rolls-Royce

"We used the IEF to rebuild our aging
Frequent Flight Bonus system. With DB2
tables of up to 52 million rows, we needed
high performance. And we got it...98% of
our transactions complete in less than
3 seconds."
Cloene Goldsborough
Director of Data Resource Management

"Our first IEF system was completed
faster, and with fewer errors, than any
system I've ever seen. lf l had to go back
to the old ways, I'd find another
job ... outside the DP world. It means that
much to me."
Mogens Sorensen
Chief Consultant
Nykredit (Denmark)

"The IEF is a superior tool for implement
ing Information Engineering because it
integrates the entire process from planning
through code generation. We're deploying
the IEF throughout the corporation."
David V. Evans
Vice President
Director, Information Systems
J.C. Penney

_j
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DP information systems with
Lictivity and maintainability.
The success of Texas Instruments
CASE product is proven-in the field.
Major companies have used Tl's
CASE product, the Information
Engineering Facility™ (IEF™), for
everything from rebuilding aging
high-maintenance-cost systems to
development of new enterprise
wide strategic systems.

Study shows :z:ero code defects.
The quality of IEF-developed
systems is remarkable. In recent
CASE research by The Gartner
Group, application developers
were asked to report the number
of abends they had experienced.
(An "abend" is a system failure
or "lock-up" caused by code
defects.) IEF developers reported
zero defects-not one abend had
occurred in IEF-generated code.
Maintenance productivity
gains of up to 1O·to• l.
In this same study, developers
were asked to compare IEF
maintenance productivity with
their former methods. Of those
responding, more than 80 percent

had experienced gains of from 2-w-1
ro 1O-w-1. (See chart.)
Specifications always match
the executing application.
With the IEF, application
changes are made to diagrams,
not code. So, for the life of your
system, specifications will always
match the executing application.
The Gartner Group research
showed that all IEF users who
reported making application
changes made all changes at the
diagram level.

IEF Maintenance Productivity
Compared to Traditional Techniques.
100

!&l

(Source: Gartner Group, Inc.. 8/90)
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Developers were asked ro compare IEF maintenance to
former merhods. Of chose responding, more than 80%
reported productivity gains offrnm 2-to-l ro 10-to-l.

Mainframe applications can be
developed and tested on a PC.
With our new OS/2 toolset, you
can develop mainframe applica
tions, from analysis through
automatic code generation, on
your PC. Then, using the IEF's
TP monitor simulator and the
diagram-level testing feature, you
can also test these mainframe
applications without ever leaving
the PC.
~re

environmental
independence coming soon
develop on PC, generate for
DECNMS, TANDEM, UNIX.
The IEF has generated applica
tions for IBM mainframe environ
ments (MVS/DB2 under TSO,
IMS/DC, and CICS) since early
1988. Soon you'll be able to
develop systems in OS/2 and then
automatically generate for other
platforms. DECNMS, TANDEM
and UNIX are scheduled for
availability in 1991. More will

IOllow. We are committed to
increased environmental indepen
dence in support of the Open
Systems concept.

We are committed to standards.
IEF tools and IEF-generated code
will comply with standards as
they emerge. We will adhere to
CUA standards and to the prin
ciples of IBM's AD/Cycle and
DEC's Cohesion-and we will
support Open Systems environ
ments centering around UNIX. In
any environment, the COBOL, C
and SQL we generate adhere
closely to ANSI standards. Our
presence on standards committees
helps us keep abreast of ANSI
and ISO developments affecting
the CASE world.
Full-service support.
Of course, our technical support,
consultancy, training courses,
satellite seminars, and other infor
mational assistance will continue
apace. We also offer re-engineering
and template services. This full
service support will remain an
integral part of the IEF product.
For more information,
including a VHS video demo,
call 800·527·3500 or
214-575-4404.
Or write Texas Instruments,
6550 Chase Oaks Blvd.,
Plano, Texas 75023.

TEXAS ~

INSTRUMENTS

© 1990 Tl
Information Engineering Facility ard IEF are trademarks of Texas Instruments . Other product names listed are the trademarks of lhe companies indicaled.
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The 486 Champ
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"...THIS COMPUTER DESERVES YOUR ATTENTION."

ltn. 11.1990

FWH~~~A:86'25

PC MAGAZINE- SEPTEMBER 11, 1990

"...probably has the best mix of support,
service, and customer satisfaction policies of
all the computers in this review."
PC MAGAZINE  July, 1990
"Support Policies - Excellent."
INFOWORLD  MAY 7, 1990

FLASH CACHE

486/25
$4995

1

~'!!1!111111•-

Complete with Intel's 80486 CPU, 64K RAM Cache,
4MB RAM, 1.2MB Floppy, 1.44MB Floppy, 200MB Hard
Drive, 1024 x 768 SVGA Color Combo, Parallel &
Serial Ports, and 101 Keyboard.

CAD WORKSTATIONS

, All Tri-Cad Systems include
the Flash Cache 386/486
complete with Math Co
processor, Nanao 16"
non-interlaced display and a
12 x 12 Digitizer.
TRI-CAD PROFESSIONAL

325

$4695
/

-(

TRI-CAD ADVANCED

333

$5495

1

TRI-CAD EXPERT

425
$6495

FLASH CACHE
O n the September 11, 1990, 24 of
the industry's hottest 486 powerhouses
went head to head for the honor of win
ning PC Magazine's coveted Editor's
Choice Award. Tri-Star delivered knock
out punches in speed, price and virtually
every other important category.
Once again the choice is clear. If you
or your company demands the most
performance for the money, the highest
quality components and unrivaled 486
power, Tri-Star is more than the right
decision  it's the only decision.

386/33
$3495

Complete with Intel's 80386 CPU, 64K RAM Cache,
4MB RAM, 1.2MB Floppy, 1.44MB Floppy, 200MB
Hard Drive, 1024 x 768 SVGA Color Combo,
Parallel & Serial Ports, and 101 Keyboard.

FLASH CACHE

386/25
$2795

Complete with Intel's 80386 CPU, 64K RAM Cache,
4MB RAM, 1.2MB Floppy, 1.44MB Floppy, 104MB
Hard Drive, 1024 x 768 SVGA Color Combo,
Parallel & Serial Ports, and 101 Keyboard.

ALL FLASH CACHE COMPUTER
SYSTEMS INCLUDE:
• 60 Day Money Back Guarantee • 2 Year Warranty
Parts & Labor • 12 Month TRW On- Site Service
• Lifetime Toll-Free Technical Support
• Air Express Parts Replacement
Circle 325 011 Reader Service Card
All prices and specificatior.s subject to change without notke. Money Back guarantee does no[
include shipping charges. All systems have been verif;ed or certilied to comply with part I Sol the
FCC nJlcsfor a Class Aor Class 8 compuling device.

n

~

UPGRADES:
RENDITION 11/256

"

V

$695
20" HITACHI MONITOR

$995
"...THOSE OF YOU WHO
WORK IN THE CAD
ENVIRONMENT SHOULD
,,INQUIRE ABOUT ITS
(TRI-STAR'S) .
BUNDLED SYSTEMS."
PC MAGAZINE

TF=ll~STAFll
COMPUTER CORPORATION

1.800.678-2799
707 West Geneva, Tempe, Arizona 85282
Tech Support 1.800.688-TECH
Telephone 602.829-0584
Fax 602.345-0110
Monday - Friday 7:00am-7:00pm MST
Saturday 9:00am-4:00pm MST

MICROBYTES
Research news and industry developments shaping the world of desktop computing
Edited hy D. Barker

Monitor Noise Causes Stress, Researchers Say
he near-ultrasonic noise produced
by some computer monitors and
VDTs can actually lower worker
efficiency and might even cause health
problems in women who use them,
according to a new study. Researchers
Caroline Dow and Douglas Covert,
professors at the University of
Evansville (Indiana), say they found
that a 16-kHz pure-tone sound caused
significant amounts of stress in the
college-age women participating in the
study. They say this tone is similar to
sounds made by most of the commonly
used computer monitors.
"In these experiments we have made
the link between stress and a specific
attribute of the VDT," Dow says. In
their controlled experiments, Dow and
Covert demonstrated that the 16-kHz
tone, which is at the top of the range of
most human hearing, can cause a
significant reduction in a worker's
accuracy of intellectual performance
and also spur short-term increases in
speed. The two researchers say that
lowered productivity and a brief
increase in the speed of work are
symptoms of high stress.
Women appear most susceptible to
the problem because they tend to hear
better than men in higher-frequency
ranges. As a result, the professors say,
women can be aware of the tone while
men aren't. Dow and Covert also say
that women are especially affected by
the sound at the peaks of their estrogen
levels. High estrogen levels are typical
of the first trimester of pregnancy. Even
whisper-quiet sources of the tone appear

T

to cause stress among women, they say.
Dow says the tone could be a factor in
some of the cases of gynecological
problems, including miscarriages, that
some people have associated with
computerized workplaces.
Industrial-environment researchers
have generally discounted gender in
considering the effects of the 16-kHz
tone. Some previous studies, however,
have shown that the sound could cause
psychological distress in some men and
a greater number of women when the
sound was at high-volume levels.
The two professors offer three sug
gestions. Try to use a high-definition
monitor; they have scanning rates that
are well above the range of human
hearing. (Dow won't speculate on
which resolution is best; the higher, the
better, she says. She also points out that
some monitor cases are designed so
well that they muffle any sounds.) Ear
plugs offer temporary relief, especially
ones designed to reduce the intensity of
high-pitched sounds. Another sugges
tion is to install an electronic circuit that
produces the same 16-kHz pure tone but
operates 180 degrees out of phase; the
two sounds will cancel each other out.
The two professors admit that some
engineers are skeptical about this
process, and there is no evidence yet
that not hearing the sound actually
eliminates the effects.
Is your monitor stressing you out?
Dow suggests turning your tube off for
15 minutes and then seeing if you feel
more relaxed.
-David Reed

New Hardware, Software Squeezing Graphics

G

raphics, especially color images,
can strain the CPU capacity, bus
bandwidth, and storage space of most
personal computers. But new develop
ments in data compression will help
facilitate the use of images on not-that
exotic desktop systems.
C-Cube Microsystems (San Jose, CA)
is putting its CL550 image processor
chip, based on the Joint Photographic
Experts Group (JPEG) compression al
gorithm, onto $995 add-in boards for

Macs and IBM PC compatibles. These
boards will be able to compress images
by as much as 75 to I , the company
says. The new Compression Master
boards can squeeze image files to one
twenty-fourth their original size with no
visible loss of quality, C-Cube says.
A 300-dpi 24-bit color scan of an 8 1/1
by I I-inch page can take 28 MB of disk
space-which means that it takes only a
few such scans to fill an 80-MB disk
but after being fed through the Com-

NANOBYTES
Users apparently pushed the right
buttons when protesting Apple's
decision to disable the scripting
capabilities in the standard Hyper
Card 2 package. Apple and Claris,
now proprietor of the hypertext
program, announced that the new
HyperCard would be delivered to
users in a run-time-only version; in
other words, you couldn't develop
your own stacks (programs). Those
hyperscripting tools were going to
come in an optional package. After a
furor on several on-line services,
including BI X' s Macintosh Ex
change, the decision was nixed.
HyperCard product manager Mike
Holm says now that a full version of
HyperCard will indeed be bundled
with new Macs; however, it will not
enter scripting or programming
mode without the user making a
minor change: removing an opaque
button over the scripting choices on
the Home stack. Claris plans to have
a shrink-wrapped HyperCard 2.0
upgrade available in the near future
for a retail price of $49.95.

Microsoft (Redmond, WA) has col
lected a set of device drivers for
printers, displays, pointing devices,
and other peripherals that work with
Windows 3.0. The drivers were
written by hardware developers and
then certified by Microsoft. The
Windows Supplemental Driver
Library includes drivers for HP' s
Laser Jet Series II and III printers
that Microsoft says improve printing
performance from within Windows.
This first version of SOL also
includes printer drivers from AMT,
Bitstream, Brother, Canon, IBM,
Kodak, Okidata, Olivetti, Seiko, and
Star. The "enhanced" display
drivers, including ones for Super
VGA systems, come from AT!,
Chips & Technologies, Compaq,
Graphic Software Systems, Video
Seven, and Western Digital. Novell
has provided a network driver. You
can order the SOL from Microsoft
by calling (800) 426-9400; the cost
is $20.
DECEMBER 1990 • B YT E
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NANOBVTES
Interleaf (Cambridge, MA) says it
will soon bring to market some
desktop publishing products that
implement its "active document"
technology. Announced last March,
active documents are electronic
documents that can "access, evalu
ate, and act on information,"
Interleaf says. The first incarnation is
in the new Interleaf 5 series, a set of
six programs for specific job
categories (e.g., writer, engineer, and
illustrator). Active electronic docu
ments can evaluate and act on infor
mation they receive. For example,
Interleaf and Lotus have created an
"intelligent link" that Jets Interleaf
documents display information from
Lotus 1-2-3 files as Interleaf auto
mated tables or charts. You activate
the link by copying an icon repre
senting the spreadsheet and pasting
the icon into an Interleaf document.
Interleaf plans to offer a Lotus
toolkit for creating intelligent links
in a spreadsheet. The Interleaf 5
products for Unix workstations are
scheduled to begin shipping in
limited numbers this month.
Versions for DOS and VMS are
scheduled to ship next spring; Mac
versions will ship next summer.
Motorola (Austin, TX) has pack
aged a new version of its 68030 for
use as an embedded controller. The
new 68EC030 performs comparably
to the regular 68030, the heart of
high-end Macs and workstations, and
it's object code-compatible with its
ancestors, the 68000 and the 68020.
The 40-MHz chips cost $75 each in
quantities of I 000.
Quark (Denver) is taking XPress,
one of the leading Macintosh
desktop publishing programs, to
OS/2. As part of its development
agreement with IBM, Quark also is
developing software to "enhance
integration and connectivity of
multiple vendor systems," the
company said. These efforts include
groupware and data-exchange
software. Quark recently demon
strated a prototype of XPress running
under Windows 3.0. However,
company founder Tim Gill says that
Windows Jacks the connectivity and
networking features needed for
large-scale workgroup publishing,
and hence the focus on OS/2.
20
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pression Master, the page would take up
just a little more than I MB. This sort of
file compression is especially important
if images will be traveling across a
network.
C-Cube has also developed a pro
gramming interface, called the Image
Compression Interface. !CI is a set of
calls that can be written into Mac or PC
applications to Jet them access transpar
ently a Compression Master board
installed in the system or any other
compression board that adheres to the
!CI standard. If no board is present, the
compression is done in software,
through JPEG version 8.2 algorithms
supplied with C-Cube's Compression
Workshop software. Because both the
JPEG and !CI specifications are open,
any software or hardware vendor can
build to the standard.
Several software companies have
announced support for !Cl, and some on
the Macintosh side said !CI support has
already been written into their applica
tions, including Adobe Photoshop,
Quark XPress 3.0, Aladdin Systems'
Stuffit DeLuxe, Studio/32 from
Electronic Arts, and Salient DiskDou
blerPlus. Autodesk said it intends to
support !CI in Animator.
An early adopter of the C-Cube
squeezing technology is Macintosh
peripherals maker SuperMac Technol
ogy (Sunnyvale, CA), which announced
at the recent Seybold Conference that,
starting in January, it will include still-

image compression software with all its
color graphics cards and storage
systems. The new SuperSqueeze
software is based on JPEG algorithms
obtained from C-Cube and will comply
with C-Cube's Image Compression
Interface. People who purchase
SuperMac products now will be eligible
to receive the SuperSqueeze software
for free. Others can buy it for $49.
Radius (San Jose, CA) is also putting
the squeeze on graphics. The company
announced at Seybold a software
implementation of the JPEG standard.
The Radius software, forthe Mac II
platform, will compress still images
only. The new software can compress a
0.75-MB, 24-bit full-color image to 25K
bytes in Jess than 6 seconds on a Mac
Ilcx and in Jess than 3 seconds on a Mac
Ilfx, the company says.
The Radius software will be priced at
"around $300." The company's
software approach is more flexible than
hardware JPEG implementations like
the C-Cube chip, Radius claims. The
firm points out that an image-compres
sion board takes up a Mac II slot and
costs $1000 or more. Furthermore,
revisions to the JPEG standard will be
less painful for users of software-based
compression products, Radius says; it is
cheaper to buy a software upgrade than
it is to buy a new add-in board. How
ever, the hardware solution is still the
faster method of image compression.
-Andy Reinhardt and Jeff Bertof11cci

AT&T Promises Multiprocessing Unix Next Year
T&T's Unix System Laboratories
(USL) plans to start enhancing
Unix System V release 4 next year, with
the most significant change involving
multiprocessing. AT&T is working with
Sequent and other companies to develop
a symmetrical multiprocessing version
of Unix System V release 4 that can
handle up to JO processors. This release,
called SVR4 MP, is slated for the first
half of 1991, AT&T said.
Although it will be developed on
Intel processors (the i486 and the i860),
versions also will be available for
MIPS, SPARC, and Motorola (88000)
CPUs. A later version (SVR4 ES/MP)
will be able to handle up to 30 proces
sors. One of the companies that plan to
use the multiprocessing Unix is NCR,
which announced several multipro
cessing computer systems recently.
A new version called SVR4 ES will
be more secure, USL said, and will
conform to the B2 level of security as

A

outlined by the U.S. National Computer
Security Center. This level is designed
to be more resistant to computer viruses
and to make it more difficult for
operators to create security loopholes
either accidentally or intentionally. This
version is scheduled for the first half of
1991.
The new SVR4 will be better at disk
management, AT&T says. USL
developers are working to increase
performance by storing parts of files on
different physical hard disk drives.
AT&T would not disclose pricing for
these new versions of Unix, saying that
price information usually precedes
product availability by about 60 days.
AT&T representatives would not
commit to a single graphical user
interface forthe new Unix, and they
offered only muted support for Open
Look, the GUI that AT&T had origi
nally proposed for System V. Some
people had expected AT&T to
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Maxtor (San Jose, CA) has devel
oped a new 31/2-inch hard disk drive
that the company claims is the
biggest in the business. The new
LXT-535 can store 535 MB. The
drive comes with a SCSI or an AT
interface. Average seek time is 12
ms, Maxtor says. The OEM price
for the LXT-535 is $1450; for the
LXT-437, $1250.
IBM's M-Motion Video Adapter/A
board will soon work with Windows
3.0. The Micro Channel device for
converting video input to VGA
images currently comes with
software that runs only under OS/2
and DOS. However, IBM recently
introduced in Japan a Windows
based M-Motion board, and the U.S.
market should see a similar product
in the near future, IBM multimedia
chief Peter Blakeney told BYTE.

Qualitas (Bethesda, MD), the
company that makes the 386Max
high-memory manager for 386
based systems, has developed a new
version of the product specifically
for 386-based PS/2s. The new
BlueMax ($155) addresses a particu
lar problem experienced by PS/2
users: Because IBM uses 64K bytes
of high memory for the BIOS to
support OS/2 and other future
capabilities, there's not enough high
memory to hold network adapters,
TSR programs, and an expanded
memory page frame. BlueMax
removes those portions of the IBM
BIOS that are used only by OS/2
and reloads the BIOS to use only
64K bytes of high memory instead
of 128K. The result is that network
interfaces and EMS drivers can be
loaded into high memory, with room
left over for a few TSR programs.
Graphic Soflware Systems (Beav
erton, OR) has come out with a kit
for writing 34010-based applications
drivers to the Direct Graphics Inter
face Standard. The DGIS 3.0
Software Development Kit comes
with the DGIS firmware, C subrou
tine calls, sample programs,
documentation, program utilities,
and a 34010 board for testing the
drivers. The kit costs $695. GSS
also has the first graphical interface
for 34010-based products working
with OS/2 Presentation Manager.
24
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acknowledge support by now for Motif,
the GUI used by the Open Software
Foundation's Unix. Instead, AT&T is
talking about establishing a common
application programming interface for

all GUis. Theoretically, users who buy
programs written to this generic AP!
can choose for themselves which GUI
they would like to use.
- Rich Malloy

No RISC: Multiprocessing Architecture Will
Emulate 386, i486, Run Current Applications
ISC technology has been promoted
R
as a performance savior for
desktop computing. But if users of non
RISC systems convert to RISC, they
can't take their favorite applications
software with them. Those programs
would have to be left behind or rewrit
ten for RISC.
NexGen (San Jose, CA) says that it
can surpass RISC performance levels
without making current software
obsolete. The company is designing a
new complex-instruction-set computer
architecture that will be able to run most
software now working on IBM
PC--compatible computers. NexGen
says the multichip processor at the heart
of its multiprocessing architecture will
be binary-compatible with DOS, OS/2,
and The Santa Cruz Operation Unix.
NexGen says that its systems archi
tecture is the first to support "true sym
metric, scalable multiprocessing in a
personal computer environment." A
machine built around the NexGen
design will be able to have four CPUs.
These machines will perform at speeds
"greater than twice that of a 486,
SPARC, or MIPS" system and compa
rable to that of an IBM RISC System/
6000, said Peter Janssen, vice president
of NexGen.
Although the company has been
"thrown in the basket with" chip makers
trying to clone Intel's 386, "we're doing

a superscalar architectural design of a
microprocessor," Janssen said.
NexGen's multiprocessing system will
be based on a proprietary chip set that
can emulate the 386/i486 instruction set.
That VLSI chip set incorporates an
instruction decoder, an integer executor,
a numeric processor, a memory and
cache controller, an address preparation
unit, and instruction and data tag chips.
The processortalks to the rest of the
system with a 64-bit multiprocessor bus;
the designers say that the bus can
operate at 267 MBps. Integer and
floating-point instructions can execute
concurrently. Most integer instructions
are handled in a single cycle, Janssen
said. The memory system can feed the
processor 8 bytes of instructions or data
during every cycle. The instruction and
data caches use ordinary static RAM.
NexGen hopes to sell its design
initially to OEMs. Resultant multipro
cessing server systems could show up
early in 1991, Janssen said. Worksta
tions and servers built around the
NexGen processor will be able to "swap
disks and VO boards with PS/2s and
EISA machines," he said. Although
computer makers Compaq and Olivetti
have made equity investments in
NexGen, there's no contractual obliga
tion to use the company's new technol
ogy, Janssen said.

-D. Barker

NCR's New Environment Built on Cooperation

N

CR has concocted a "general
purpose information processing
environment" that's a model of coopera
tion. In fact, that's what NCR calls its
ensemble of client/server-based
workgroup software: Cooperation.
Cooperation provides not only a
graphical desktop interface, network
support, and E-mail, but also sophisti
cated network file management, wide
area-network support, terminal emula
tion and host links, database engines
and front ends, document conversion,
work-flow automation, an executive
information system (EIS) shell, and
network management functions. Many

of these things are available in compet
ing "office environments," but Coopera
tion, based on open standards and
software from other companies, also
includes open application programming
interfaces, development tools, and a
library of reusable objects to simplify
custom programmjng.
NCR' s system, designed to run on
386-based PCs, starts with DOS and
then adds Windows 3.0 and Hewlett
Packard's New Wave 3.0, foran iconic
workspace that can treat data files as
objects and invoke "agents" to automate
complex or repetitive tasks. The servers
will be running OS/2 LAN Manager (or,

Inaworld ~--- •
c ges econonnc
overm ~
canwe really
~ rdpersorlal .
computer
~--- _____ weeks
to setup,months
to learn, and
years to deliver
ontheirpromises?

In the 1980s,American companies invested nearly
$9) billion in PCs, yet office prcxiuctivity has shown dis
appointing gains.
Not everybodywas disappointed, however. According
to anew independent studyby Diagnostic Research, Inc7,
companies that invested in Macintosh®
computers are
enpying dramatic results. Managers gave Macintosh pro
ductivity ratings that were 37% higher than for MS-DOS
systems and 32% higher than for PCs runningWindows.
Which is like getting back 17 extra weeks a year:
In a global economy of snowballing competition,
the story behind those figures may be of interest.
In 1984, Apple introduced Macintosh on the simple
premise that computers should work the way people do.
Now, as others rush to market with Macintosh loct
alikes, Apple turns out to rave been the practical,de
pendable, results-oriented computer company all along.

Introdu9nganew
series of
Macinta;h computers

fiDmSSWt

Our three new personal computers were designed
to rectify the one flaw that still exists in Macintosh.
Namely, some people still don't have one.
So nov.~ starting at $9gj,t there is a Macintosh at a
price that almost everyone can afford.

The Macinta;h Classic"
This one has everything that makes a Macintosh a
Macintosh. Built-in networking. ASuperDrive™ disk drive,
which reads both Macintosh and MS-DOS files. And a
$999t price that includes the built-in monitor, lMB of

77:e ucw Macintosh Classic, Macintosh /lsi, am

RAM, keyboard, mouse, and system software. A40MB
hard disk is optional. Its processor is an 8 MHz 68000
chip. And it outperforms the popular Macintosh SE.

The Madnta;h LC.
The new, low-cost Macintosh LC introduces exquisite

• Tbe jguns mt• itr:ludul inn 1990 slud;' cand~IJ?d by DiagmrJU: R~arch. l!ic.. amo11g F<nl1e /000 mnnngm mu/ btl..ffrK!:ir a1111puler ZOO'S fmriliur ta'lh Madt1lasb mu/Jll.HXJS or ~1ulor1s :;;':ifl::»zs. Call mu/ u~ll Sf;'1U} JOU
Macinlruh. mu/ ''1be fKRa:r to be;r>ur 1£sl" are n.gi.~ilmtlemarks. mul SU().'7Dritc i~ a trademarl! of4(1ple Computer: Inc. MS.fXlY tlfid Wfodou'S are n:gisk.'Tai /n11femar/!f oj.Uimwj

n~evetybodycan

tosfi.

The Macintosh LC expands by adding a card to its
slot. A40MB internal hard drive is standard. Abuilt-in
video chip runs an Apple monochrome or low-cost
color monitor- without adding avideo card. And the
Macintosh LC, like the Mac"Ilsi, lets you record your voice
and other sounds into the computer. Which will make
voice-annotated software a standard Macintosh feature.

The Macintosh IIsi.
Running a 20 MHz 68030 microprocessor, the new
Macintosh IIsi delivers serious number-crunching at the
most attractive possible price.
Into its sleek vackage are compressed the powerful
es.sentials of the Mac II line. Including an optional 32-bit
NuBuf slot for high-performance graphics and acceler
ator cards. Along with advanced networlting s;stems like
Ethernet and Token-Ring. Plus a 40 or 80MB hard drive.
Built-in video chips drive four different Apple monitors.
~treleast

expensive Madntaih is more
inverful than the
mm expen5ive anything else

tlacintosb LCon stage togetlXJrfor tbe veiyfirst time.

Macintosh color and graphics to a wider world.
With its 16 MHz 68020 processor, it runs all the thou
sands of Macintosh programs at impressive speed.
And, with the optional Apple" Ile Card, it will run
thousands more Apple II applications as well.

Every Macintosh, from the original to the latest,
shares a compelHng quality unavailable in any other
PC at any cost People really like using it. What they like
to do, theydo. And so tl1ey get more done.
Call us at 800-538-9696, ext. 350, for the name of
your nearest authorized Apple reseller.
You'll find an amazing thing happens when you
give people the power to C€ their best. They'll C€ it.

The power to beyourbest:

a summary. Fonune 10001T!}i:rs toForrune 500mul FortuneSen1ice 500. u/Jich f/l't! rrr1d£'1111lfbof71~ 1/'nw Inc illag11zllw 0111/11"~'' 'Mm1t1}m:lt1t'TS JliJ!)..'l!f/ell rrtmf price.© 1990,4{1ple Compa!cr. !11c. A{iple, the :Viple /oJ,,l(J, Moc,
OrrfxJrtllitJJt. Nullu.s ii.·" lmdemorJJ 11(/CTn.~ 111$/rumelll'i. Inc. l:'IJA'r11<!1 is <I ft'1.!~I tmdl"nwrJ: ojXcrarCorporalion Clll.1,.,ic is a n>g£1'/errd tmde11u1rn u.1T'll until., liccm.re ~· A{'{Jle CaRpuJcr. Inc.
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New subsidiaries of Nakamichi

Peripherals Corp. of Japan are
gearing up to deliver their new 3'/2inch rewritable optical disk drives to

OEMs and end users. Mass Optical
Storage Technologies (Cypress,
CA) is the developer and manufacturer of the 3‘/2-inch optical disk
drive and will sell it on an OEM
basis. Ocean Microsystems
(Campbell, CA) will sell the drive to

end users. MOST’s RMD-5100
drive offers a capacity of 128 MB on
single-sided disk cartridges that are
roughly the same size as familiar

3‘/2-inch magnetic media. MOST
says that the drives have an average
access time of 35 ms, comparable to
many hard disk drives. The Ocean
Vista 130 drive, slated to be

available to users by the end of this
year in limited stock, will cost $3395
for XT/ATs and compatibles, $3595

someday, Unix System V release 4) and

that the per-user cost is still less than

the Mezzanine network file manage-

that of minicomputer and mainframe

ment software from Saros. Cooperation
comes with a set of applications from
other companies: Gupta’s SQLBase
Server, FutureSoft‘s DynaComm
terminal emulator, Mastersoft’s Word
for Word file-conversion utilities,
Channel Computing‘s Forest & Trees
EIS system, and Software Products
International’s Access SQL.
The secret to Cooperation is that it is
an amalgam of third-pany applications.
NCR has integrated them into a tightly
coupled environment that can be
installed on any IBM-compatible
computer—both a technical and a
political accomplishment.
One drawback to Cooperation, coinpared with typical PC network configurations, is its cost; the software modules
(which provide user and network
services and applications) are expensive
by PC standards and require expensive
computers. But NCR officials maintain

software or the cost of hiring consultants to integrate complex PC applications.
Cooperation client machines must be
286- or 386-based PCs with at least 6
MB of RAM. Clients run DOS,
Windows, NewWave, and whatever
other client modules have been purchased. Servers have to be 386 or 486
machines with 12 MB of RAM and at
least 200 MB of disk storage. NCR said

the servers have to be Micro Channel
systems because they require the bus

bandwidth, but the company eouldn’t
explain why an EISA-bus machine
wouldn’t sufﬁce. Servers run OS/2 and

LAN Manager 2.0, in addition to the
chosen modules of Cooperation. The
cost ranges from $23,000 (for a 12-user
system) to $58,000 (for 24 users). NCR
expects Cooperation to be generally
available in March.
— Andy Reinhardt

for PS/2s, $3195 for Macs, and
$3990 for AT-bus systems running
Unix or Xenix.

Trying to encourage software
development for its i860 RISC
microprocessor, Intel and ﬁve of its
i860 customers have formed a
support group for the 64-bit chip.
The Mass860 group will offer
software developers porting assis-

Motorola to Go Superscalar with Future Chip
A t the recent Microprocessor
Forum, Motorola disclosed not a
new product so much as its ambitious
plans for a new product. This nonannouncement concerned the Motorola

881 I0, which is a future member of the

can produce this chip sometime in 1991

and that it will be between three and
ﬁve times faster than the 88100.
The chip maker has made what some
microprocessor experts consider bold
predictions. Motorola said it can retain
object-code compatibility while adding
a highly parallel superscalar design and
dynamic instruction scheduling, and
implementing this at 100-MHZ clock
rates with extremely wide data buses.
Motorola designers say that by the end
of the 1990s, the company will be

format on workstations from Oki,

88000 family of RISC processors; if
Motorola is right, the 881 I0 chip will be
one of the performance leaders of the
decade.
The 88110 will be a superscalar
design, meaning it will be able to
execute more than one instruction per
clock cycle. Motorola will put the CPU,
FPU, graphics execution units, memory
manager, and instruction and data cache
all on the same chip. The 88110 will use
80-bit-wide data paths internally
throughout the chip. The design will
incorporate speculative execution
techniques to anticipate the tasks that it
will be given to run. Motorola says it

Olivetti, and Samsung, and will run
under PAX on “supercomputer-class
systems” from Alliant, Intel said.

Mixed-Media Magazines on Disc Are on the Way

tance as well as technical and
marketing help. In addition to Intel’s
Microcomputer Components Group,

founding members are Alliant
Computer Systems, IBM, Oki,
Olivetti, and Samsung. Mass860’s
new multilayer application binary
interface (ABI) will enable thirdparty software to run unchanged
across a variety of hardware
platforms that support the i860, Intel
said; for example, a program that
runs on an i860 auxiliary processor
on a PC will run in identical binary

An old name in typewriters, Smith-

Corona (New Canaan, CT), plans to
introduce a line of personal computers aimed at home and small

business users. The new PCs will be
developed by Taiwan-based Acer to
speciﬁcations from Smith-Corona,
and manufactured by Smith-Corona
in Cortland, New York.
28
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W ith some help from hypertext
tools and multimedia devel 9P ment programs, four companies are
readying or have released new interactive magazines on CD-ROM. The
platters will provide everything from
software demos to music videos to ads
with electronic buttons you can press
for more information.
These kinds of publications, which

producing multiprocessor chips that
contain 100 million transistors and are

capable of operating at 300 MHZ.
Motorola officials say that the 88000
architecture will provide a broad range
of processors that can control anything

from a toaster to a supercomputer, all
with the same basic instruction set.
— Owen Linderholm

tend to make heavy use of graphics,
sound, and hypertext links, are easier to
design now than a year or so ago
because of sophisticated programs for
manipulating images and linking
information. Verbum, for example, has

constructed its Verbum Interactive disk
entirely with off-the-shelf software. “A
couple of years ago," says Michael
Gosney, president and publisher, “it

•

Meet the new Practical Pocket Modemr~ .. a tiny 2400 bps
modem that delivers big modem performance and features.
A giant value at $159!
Despite its credit card size the PM2400PPM gives you Hayes 2400 compatibility and all
the advantages of 2400 bps data transmission. And thanks to a remarkable design
approach, no-fail power comes from the RS232 port and the telephone line ...you never
have to find a wall outlet or change batteries! Our new Software Speaker™ enables the
modem to send detailed call progress information to the computer's terminal.
Now, if you're a Mac-user, you'll need a separate 9V battery adaptor which is included in
the special Macintosh Package. The PM2400PPM couldn't be more portable or Practical.
Quality and reliability is backed by the Practical Peripherals warranty:
the modem performs for 5 full years or we'll repair or replace it FREE. Simple.
It doesn't get more Practical than that.

---Circle 235 on Reader Service Card

31245 La Baya Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91362. Sales Office: 1·800-442-4774
Corporate Headquarters: 1·818·706·0333, Technical Support: 1·818-991-8200, FAX: 1·818·706·2474
All products and names trademarked are properlies of their respective manulac turers.

© 1990 Praclical Peripherals. Inc All rights reserved

On the left, the best-selling VGA monitor. On

The MultiS y nc® 2A is one monitor that performs like two. On one
hand, it's an uncompromised VGA monitor that works so well, VGA
users have made it the best-selling 14" VGA color monitor in America .
On the other hand, the MultiSync 2A is also an equally uncompromised
SuperVGA monitor, providing the perfect upgrade path to a standard
that, at 800 x 600, gives you 56% more resolution than VGA.
Computers and Communicat ions

the right, the best-selling SuperVGA monitor.

It's even available in a gray-scale version-the MultiSync GS2A
which delivers everything the 2A does, in glorious shades of gray.
The MultiSync 2A. It's two of the best monitors you've ever seen.
For technical information or for the location of the dealer nearest
you, call 1-800-FONE-NEC. For product literature, call 1-800-826-2255.
In Canada, call 1-800-268-3997.
Circle 203 on Reader Service Card

NEC
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If our offices are at all representative
of Real Life, no two Macs within a
I 0-foot space are alike. To help live
with the differences caused by an
ever-increasing variety of Macin
toshes, Farallon Computing
(Emeryville, CA) has come up with
DiskPaper. With this $149 software,
networked Mac users will be able to
view, copy, and print a document
regardless of their type of Mac, color
capability, application, or font
availability, Farallon says. And with
appropriate sound-input hardware
like Farallon's MacRecorder voice
digitizer or the built-in sound
capabilities of the new Mac LC and
Ilsi-users can attach sound notes to
their documents. A DiskPaper file
contains "multiple representations"
of a document, including Quick
Draw, PostScript, or bit-mapped
images. DiskPaper sends the
appropriate representation to the
receiver's Macintosh. (Whereas a
Mac Plus on a network might receive
a black-and-white bit-mapped image
of a complex color drawing created
on a Mac Ilfx, another Mac llfx on
the network would receive a color
QuickDraw image. But other than
the lack of color, the Mac Plus image
would be identical to the one
received by the Ilfx, Farallon says.)
DiskPaper is scheduled to be ready
this quarter.
Things are slow this year, but
semiconductor companies can
expect a healthy increase in sales
during the next two years, according
to one forecast. Sales in 199 I to
1993 will perk up due to the
"continuing pervasiveness" of semi
conductors in the electronics
industry, according to the Semicon
ductor Industry Association. The
group predicts more than $75 billion
in semiconductor sales in 1993. As
for predictions of a gloomy eco
nomic situation, SIA statistical pro
grams director Doug Andrey said
that the semiconductor growth rate
doesn't necessarily follow that of the
economy as a whole. The industry
experienced double-digit growth
rates in the late 1970s, when the
economy was in a recession, Andrey
said. But then the chip industry had
its worst years in 1984 and 1985,
when the general economy was
doing well, he said.
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would have taken hundreds of hours of
custom programming." But now, the
different elements of a magazine can be
built with an assortment of Macintosh
design and illustration tools, including
Adobe Illustrator, Aldus FreeHand,
PixelPaint Professional, Studio 8,
Swivel 3D, StrataVision 3D, and
LetraStudio. Verbum assembles the
final product in MacroMind Director
2.0. "The beauty of the Mac platform,"
says Gosney, "is that all these programs
work together."
Gosney plans for Verbum Interactive
to be a showcase of creativity and a
resource of information about multi
media, hypermedia, and animation. It
will be modeled on the firm's paper
and-ink magazine, Verbttm, which
covers computer-based publishing and
graphic design. Verbum Interactive will
feature multimedia art work, a database
of multimedia products and services,
and interactive advertisements.
Subscriptions to Verbum Interactive,
which works with the Mac II, cost
$49.95 per disk. Verbum plans to
produce an edition that runs under
Windows 3.0.
Discovery Systems is putting
software, demos, games, multimedia
interviews, sound files, clip art,
hypermedia tools, and "talking" letters
to the editor, sent via voice mail, on its
Nautilus CD, says Marsh Williams,
project manager. Readers can purchase
software contained on the disk. Nautilus
prototypes were built with SuperCard,
but Discovery plans to develop its own
code to assemble the magazine. The

magazine "runs" on a Mac with 2 MB
of RAM. Issued 13 times a year, it costs
$9.95 per disk. The company plans a
Windows edition for early 1991 .
Still in the prototype stage, Antic
Publishing's as-yet-unnamed CD-ROM
magazine, according to Antic president
Jim Capparell, will capture the look and
feel of "riffling through the pages" of a
traditional magazine, but with added
dimensions of sound, animation, and
video. Capparell likens a multimedia
magazine to a Hollywood production;
Antic is even referring to the CD-ROM
magazine 's editors as "producers."
Antic's disk will be available for the
Macintosh and IBM platforms, as well
as for Commodore' s new CD TV,
which combines a compact disk drive
and computer in one machine. Subscrip
tions w i II cost in the $I 0 to $25 range.
The least computer-oriented of the
new CD-ROM magazines, under
Control's Grip, will focus on current
events and music. Grip will incorporate
animation, video, news, editorials, and
material gleaned from 8mm decks,
VCRs, cameras, videodisks, and frame
grabbers. Cofounder Nick Cutillo says
underControl is receiving material from
around the world, including a video of
the collapsing Berlin wall. Built in
HyperCard, Grip will requ ire a Mac II
with 2 MB.
The potential audience for CD-ROM
magazines is still comparatively small.
"Obviously it's not a very big market,"
says Verbum ' s Michael Gosney, "but
we expect it to grow rapidly."
- Mark Clarkson

LAN Leaders Call for Network Benchmarks

0

fficials from companies prominent
in computer networking have
called for some industry standards for
testing LANs. The new Performance
Testing Alliance met during Net World
'90 to discuss developing LAN bench
marks. The PTA includes Novell,
AT&T, IBM, 3Com, and Banyan.
"The thing about LANs is that they're
so complicated," said Drew Major,
Novell systems architect. "It's a lot
easier in many ways to test a minicom

puter. It's all centralized in one box."
While all the companies at the PTA
meeting supported the idea of standard
benchmarks, the development of those
benchmarks might create considerably
more friction. The PTA will have to
find a way to test every layer of a
network. Its benchmarks will have to be
portable. And the benchmarks will need
to isolate specific components, testing
different configurations and loads.
- Jeffrey Bertolucci

ARE VOU AN INNOVATOR? If you, your company, or your research group is
working 011 a new technology or developing products that will significantly affect
the world of microcompwing, we'd like to write about it. Phone the BYTE news
departmell/ at (603) 924-9281. Or send a fax to (603) 924-2550. Or write to us at
One Phoenix Mill Lcme, Peterborough, NH 03458. Or send E-mail to "microbytes"
011 BIX or to "BYTE" 011 MCI Mail. An electronic version of Microbytes, offering a
wider variety of compwer-related news 011 a daily basis, is available 011 BIX.

People the World Over
Everywhere you look these days you'll find
Gateway 2000 computers. That's because people

At the Grand Canyon...
Papillon Grand Canyon Helicopters uses Gateway
2000 computers in its operation. Rick Carrick, chief
pilot, started using
PC's a few years
ago to run point
of-sale software
and to perform
._,_,,......._~_. weight and balance
Rick Carrick, Papillon Grand Canyon
calculations on
.

· people are compar
ing price, quality and
service - and choosing
Gateway 2000.

In Atlanta...
ZSoft, the well-known graphics software
company, often demonstrates its software at trade
shows on Gateway 2000
computers. Dave Steier, ZSoft
code librarian and software
demonstrator, said he prefers
showing products on Gateway
...-:: ~
:..;.....
systems. "They're terrific," Dave
ZSoft employees Dave Steier, left, and
Don Womick,Jr., with Don's Gateway remarked. "I just got back from a
2000 20MHz386 system.
show where I was using Gateway
33's and they're screamers." Don Womick, Jr., a
programmer for ZSoft, bought a Gateway 2000 20
MHz 386 for his personal use because he liked the
Gateway systems at work. "With Gateway," said Don,
"I was able to get the performance I need at a price I
could afford."
Don and Dave both commented on the excellent
service they received from Gateway. "Everyone is
uniformly polite, friendly and helpful," Dave said.

. ..

Helicopters, and his indestructible Gateway
2000 286.

aircraft, a critical

safety and efficiency procedure. Initially he experi
mented with several computer firms. "I called
Gateway because I liked their ads," Rick admitted.
"But I've become a loyal customer because their
machines are indestructible and they have excellent
customer service."
Papillon Helicopters has another Gateway 2000
computer now - a 25 MHz 386 - and Rick said he's in
the process of replacing all of the company's PC's with
Gateway 2000 systems.

In Zurich...
Michael Paravicini runs a Gateway 2000 33 MHz
386 system. Michael is a management consultant for
Price Waterhouse in Zurich. "I was impressed by
Gateway's price-features comparison," he remembered.
"My system cost far less than you'd expect to pay for a
Michael Paravicini, Price
comparable computer."
Waterhouse, and his Gateway
2000 33 MHz386 system.
Continuing, he said, "It was
also the responsiveness they
showed when I sent a fax
request for a quotation.
Out of ten U.S. companies

Choose Gateway 2000 !
I contacted, Gateway was the most prompt and
efficient in responding. I still haven't heard from
some of the others."
PC Magazine's survey about service and reliability
confirms what these customers are saying:
~
"Gateway shared top billingwith such heavy- ,f:f"

"We can't run that ad anymore," continued Ted,
grinning, "because we built a new plant 14 miles
down the road in South Dakota. But the cows
really worked for us. They made the phones
ring. From then on, though, we built
our business on value - good prices
. y . .., weights as Compaq, IBM, and HP for
~ on quality systems with old
I I I I
! j ~ those who would buy their products
~~ fashioned, personal service."
. . . r-1
I I I
again .. .Overall, Gateway's high marks
Ted mentioned another reason for
I
• '
i 1'irff~I~~ bode well for the company's future, as
Gateway's success. "We take a long-term
does its commitment to customer service."
approach to customer service." he said.
PC Magazine
''In the computer industry, "When you buy a computer from
September 25, 1990
Gateway 2000, you become part
longevity should be measured in
of our family and we're going to be
dog years.''
there for you as long as you own that machine."
The combination of price, quality and service
As Ted talked about the company's fifth
anniversary, he laughed again. "In the computer
makes Gateway 2000 the best value in the industry.
But value alone doesn't explain how a little company
industry, longevity should be measured in dog years,"
in the Midwest, just celebrating its fifth anniversary,
he chuckled, "because every
thing's moving so fast. That
managed to outdistance hundreds of other companies,
makes Gateway 35 years old!
selling more systems through the direct market
channel than any other PC manufacturer in the
But seriously, we've come a long
way in five years. And I owe
country.
S 0 L D
S Y S T E M S
100,!XXJ - - - - - - - -..........
"It was the
it all to the great people at
90.!XXl - - - - - - - -n
Gateway and to our customers. Gateway 2000 will be there/or
cows,"
70.!XXJ - - - - - - -- t!
you 'Iii the cows come home.
60.!XXJ - - - - - - ---11
50,!XXJ - - - - - - -.J=fWhen you add it all up,
laughed Ted
you'll understand why you've got a friend in the
Waitt,
20.!XXJ - - - - - - 
10,!XXJ - - - - - - 
Gateway 2000
business at Gateway 2000.
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
President and
.50.
.Joo. .500. -4.ooo. .25,000. -JOQ,OOO
pro1rr1ed
CEO. "Of
Gateway 2000 sells more computers through the
direct market channel than any other PC
course."
manufacturer in the country.
Computer magazine readers will remember the
company's early ads featured a picture of the Waitt
610 Gateway Drive • N. Sioux City, SD57049 • 605-232-2000 •Fax 605-232-2023
cattle farm with the headline, "Computers from Iowa?"
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GATEWAY 2000 SYSTEMS
12MHZ 286VGA

GATElVAY 386SX

2SMHZ 386VGA
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•

80286-12 Processor
1MBRAM
1.2 MB 5.25" Drive
1.44 MB 3.5" Drive
40 MB 17ms IDE Drive
16 Bit VGA with 512K
14" 1024 x768 Color Monitor
• I Parallel & 2 Serial Ports
• IOI Key Keyboard
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.0 I

$1495.00

•
•

•
•

4 MB RAM
w.=:&
1.2 MB 5.25" Drive
1.44 MB 3.5" Drive
40 MB 17ms IDE Drive
16 Bit VGA with 512K
14" 1024 x768 Color Monitor
I Parallel & 2Serial Ports
I 0I Key Keyboard
MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01
MS WINDOWS 3.0

4MBRAM
1.2 MB 5.25" Drive
1.44 MB 3.5" Drive
80 MB l7ms IDE Drive
16 Bit VGA with 512K
14" 1024 x768 Color Monitor
I Parallel & 2 Serial Ports
JOI Key Keyboard
MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01
MS WINDOWS 3.0

$2495.00

$1995.00

2SMHZ 386CACHE

33MHZ 386VGA

2SMHZ 486VGA

•4

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• 64K Cache RAM
MBRAM
• 1.2 MB 5.25" Drive
...rr...~
• 1.44 MB 3.5" Drive -~=• 110 MB I7ms ESDI Drive
• ESDI Cache Controller
• 16 Bit VGA with 512K
• 14" 1024 x 768 Color Monitor
• I Parallel & 2Serial Ports
• I0 I Key Keyboard
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01
• MS WINDOWS 3.0
t"HOtct

$3195.00

64K Cache RAM
4MBRAM
1.2 MB 5.25" Drive
1.44 MB 3.5" Drive
200 MB l7ms IDE Drive
16 Bit VGA with 5I2K
14" I024 x768 Color Monitor
I Parallel & 2Serial Ports
• JO I Key Keyboard
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01
• MS WINDOWS 3.0

$3495.00

64K Cache RAM
8 MBRAM
1.2 MB 5.25" Drive
1.44 MB 3.5" Drive
200 MB I7ms IDE Drive
16 Bit VGA with 512K
14" I024 x768 Color Monitor
I Parallel & 2 Serial Ports
I0 I Key Keyboard
MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01
MS WINDOWS 3.0

$4395.00

CACHE SPECIAL

STANDARD FEATURES AND SERVICES

• Same features as our PC Mag
Editor's Choice 25 MHz 386
Cache system except this
machine has an 80 MB I7ms
Drive instead of the 110 MB
17ms EDS! Drive.

• Microsoft® WINDOWS™ with all 386 and 486 systems
• 30-day money-back guarantee
• One-year watranty on parts and labor
• New leasing options now available
•Toll-free technical support for the life of the machine
• Free on-site service to most locations in the nation
•Free overnight shipment of replacement parts
• Free bulletin board technical support

$2895.00

If our srondord configurarions don'I fir your needs, we'll be happy lo cuslom configure a sysrem jusr f er you.
Due lo lhe vo/a1i/i1y ofrhe DRAM marker. all pricesare subjecl lo change.

LETTERS
and Ask BYTE

Fifteen Years and Counting
I found the September issue bittersweet. I
read it thinking that it was one of the
most enjoyable issues of any computer
periodical I've ever read. (I subscribe to
many magazines, so that's quite an im
pression.) However, I was astonished to
find that the principal man behind the
Apple II, Macintosh, and NeXT com
puters-who is, of course, Steven P.
Jobs-was not on your list of influential
people in personal computing. This
omission was particularly hard for me to
bear in light of the many people on the
list whom I would not even consider in
Jobs's class. In my opinion, Jobs should
be considered the most important force
in bringing personal computers to the
masses.
I believe a gross injustice has been
done.
Kevin Weidner
Pleasantville, NY
Steve Jobs consented to participate in the
BYTE Summit but was unable to do so
due to last-minute scheduling conflicts.
-Bob Ryan

I thank you for the excellent September
issue. The coverage all around is superb,
and I thoroughly enjoyed the 63 [experts]
writing about the PC's present and fu
ture. I have learned a lot.
F. A. Mulla
Nakuru, Kenya
One would hardly expect Don Crabb's
Macinations column to minimize graph
ics-based computing, but his enthusiasm
seems to have carried him over the brink
in his September column. I thought back,
as he suggested, to the time when I read
what I thought was a really good book
and found it was not the graphics that
drew me into it (in fact, it had no pictures
at all!). Rather, it was the skill of the
writer.
Can it be that Crabb has fallen into the
very trap that he so eloquently warns of
in the very same article? As Alan Kay
points out in your Summit, "technology
is just an amplifier." Contrary to Mar
shall McLuhan, the message is really the
message. Even so, I read Crabb' s column
every month and appreciate it.
I want to congratulate you on your 15th
anniversary. I agree with Esther Dyson's

comment ("I don't want to babysit this
computer. I want it to act for me, not with
me"). That's the future of computing:
not a more servile or fun servant, but a
more able one. Graphical user interfaces
(GUis), networks, fancy input and output,
and all the rest must work toward this
goal. If I want a video game, I'll look to
Nintendo, not Apple or IBM or Microsoft.
Gary Fisher
Allendale, Ml
Congratulations rn your 15th anniversa
ry. I enjoyed the anniversary issue a
great deal.
I came away from reading Alan Kay's
comments ("The BYTE Summit") feel
ing that Kay is brilliant and innovative
but that his revolution is not forme (nor, I
think, is it for many of my colleagues).
I found it very telling that Kay said,
"The PARC stuff we did was originally
designed for children." Now the icons
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU. Please
double-space your letter on one side of the
page and include your name and address.
utters two pages in length or under have a
better chance of being published in their en
tirety. Address correspondence to Letters
Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Pe
terborough. NH03458. You can also send let
ters via B!Xmail clo "editors. "
Your letter will be read, but because ofthe
large volume of mail we receive, we cannot
guarantee publication. We also reserve the
right to edit letters. It takes about four months
from the time we receive a letter until we pub
lish it.

make much more sense to me. I can ad
mire Alan Kay without wanting to think
like him or work like him.
I think that there are many people in
computing who have very good reasons
for not using GUis. When we make our
choices, we opt for speed, flexibility,
and compactness. I know many people
who choose DOS (delphic as it is) be
cause it is a fast "shorthand" interface.
Like everyone else, I am impatient for
improvements to DOS; I want to be able
to give directions and files longer, more
descriptive names and to be able to work
with files that are associated with the
programs used to create them. I also
want to be able to switch from one pro
gram to another and then back again in
stantaneously. Occasionally, I would
also like to be able to work in true
WYSIWYG mode. I know, however, that
I do not need a GUI to achieve these
goals, and I will always opt for a solution
that is economical and agile and that
doesn't make me wait.
Richard Zakin
Oswego, NY
Your September issue completely over
whelmed me. I couldn't read it all. But I
admire you for the risk you took with
your prognostications. I am looking for
ward to your 25th anniversary issue in
2000 to see how embarrassed you are.
Predicting the future is seldom accurate.
But keep it up.
Robert LaFara
Indianapolis, IN
Alvy Ray Smith's suggestion ("The
BYTE Summit") that people would pre
fer to communicate with pictures instead
of words was a thought-provoking one,
and it is certainly a logical extrapolation
of the direction in which our nonliterate,
TV -oriented culture is moving.
To take Smith's idea a bit further,
when we get a sufficient numberofthese
new icons (including, I assume, pictures
that represent "justice," "sadness,"
"truth," etc .), we will certainly need
standards so that we can all use the same
pictures for identical concepts. I am curi
ous, however, as to how we will organize
the manuals to quickly find the appropri
ate icon to represent a specific thought
a dictionary, if you will.
I am sure that the problem is soluble.
DECEMBER 1990 • BYTE
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After all, the Chinese have been using
pictures to represent concepts for a long
time now.
Sydney B. Self Jr.
Sudbury, MA

velopers are positively compulsive about
allowing the user to redesign the inter
face at will, via elaborate customization
programs.
Andrew D. Todd
Springfield, OR

Copyright Controversies
The opportunity for full protection of
intellectual rights must be available to
all, contrary to what Mitch Kapor has
learned from his "very, very good" ex
periences with software ("Litigation vs.
Innovation," Stop Bit, September).
Innovation is not ethereal and does not
just appear to the most enthusiastic of the
bunch. It is the result of hard work and of
dedication to R&D, all of which deserve
to profit from success in the market
place. But that success does not have
much chance in an environment where
the results of effort can be stolen by any
thief or ring of thieves who declare them
selves innovators.
The only way that developers can be
protected is by the courts. The glut of in
tellectual-property litigation that scares
Kapor is perhaps a result of innovation
thieves being brought to justice.
Brian Livingston
Norman Wells, Northwest Territories,
Canada

When U.S. District Court Judge Robert
Keeton ruled in the Lotus case (Micro
bytes, September), he affirmed the right
of programmers the world over to the
fruit of their labors. Keeton' s narrow in
terpretation of the copyright law has pro
vided plenty of opportunity for other
programmers to build on the work of pre
decessors.
But the test ofthis limited concept will
come only as more and more program
mers use standard interfaces such as
IBM's Systems Application Architecture
common user interface. How does one
not infringe on creative "expression"
when everyone is using the same stan
dard style? I do not pretend to know law,
but I do know that I, for one, would like
some protection for my work if I were to
use such a standard, as I desire to do.
Please let us know, IBM and Microsoft.
Bill Hartzell
Garland, TX

I agree with Mitch Kapor's remarks on
software copyright, but I think that he
does not sufficiently address the issue of
visual copyright, per se.
When you attempt to copyright or pat
ent the user interface of your program,
that is an act of theft. How is it that the
user interface belongs to the users? Sure
ly I hear a multitude of enraged cries
from programmers: "It's our interface;
we designed it."
It is a common delusion of the more ar
rogant sort of software developer that the
value of the user interface consists in its
inherent excellence, that his or her user
interace is somehow easier to use, and all
that. Nonsense! The value of a user inter
face consists almost entirely in the fact
that users have learned to use it, all too
often with unnecessary difficulty.
When user interfaces are "user friend
ly," that generally means that they have
borrowed the conventions of street signs,
Coke machines, and the like. So the
principle holds-the value of a user inter
face is the value of the skill of the users.
In proof of this, there are any number
of minor user interfaces whose few users
will proclaim their excellence at the top
of their lungs . Yet these interfaces have
little or no cash value, because so few
people know them.
I might add that the less arrogant de

I'm glad to see BYTE publishing articles
on electromagnetic emissions from video
displays ("Of Monitors and Emissions,"
September). Bill McGinnis 's article is
good; it takes the reader right inside the
CRT.
Still, as a Ph.D. physicist, I was disap
pointed to notice McGinnis 's failure to
distinguish between electromagnetic
fields that are radiated away from the
source and those that are not. All ioniz
ing radiation (e.g., visible and infrared
light) and all broadcast nonionizing radi
ation (e.g., microwaves and radio-fre
quency radiation) radiate energy away
from the source, thereby producing radi
ation emissions. But extremely low-fre
quency (ELF) fields (which include fre
quencies from 50 Hz to 100 Hz) do not
radiate energy through the air away from
the source.
Emissions that are radiated through
space can affect creatures far from the
source. These effects do not occur for
nonradiated fields such as ELF.
I have never encountered the distinc
tion between radiation and emission that
McGinnis points out. Those who make
this distinction must be scientists or engi
neers in a specialized discipline with
which I am not familiar.
Marjorie Lundquist
Milwaukee, WI

Monitor Fallout
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I agree that very few far-field emissions
exist in the 30-Hz (wavelength I 0 million
meters) to 300-Hz (wavelength I million
meters) region. But the point ofthe article
was not to limit shielding considerations
to the far-field condition. There are
fields coming from most video terminals
that are identifiable as either electric or
magnetic.
The interest in emissions in this fre
quency range centers on two main con
siderations: How large is the field, and
how can it be reduced? The first question
can be answered by qual(fied personnel
using measurement equipment. The sec
ond question can be addressed by identi
fying emissions sources and applying ap
propriate shielding techniques to them.
My article was intended as a guide to
sources of emissions and possible reme
dies.
The distinction between radiation and
emissions is very common among mem
bers of the Electromagnetic Compatibil
ity Society and is gaining acceptance
f ram some in the IEEE. The main reason
for promoting these terms is the misun
derstanding ofthe term radiation by many
people. Too often, the first thought is of
some nuclear event, which is incorrect. It
is something like the ''.flammablelinflam
mable "problem. Now, tanker trucks are
marked ''.flammable," since the other
term was so misunderstood.
I invite all to use the word emissions
where it is appropriate to help reduce the
misunderstanding of radiation.
-Bill McGinnis

Wrestling with Resolutions
I read with some astonishment a state
ment that the resolution of images
dropped to 72 dots per inch or 75 dpi
when they were imported using the Clip
board ("Word Processors That Build
Character," September). I cannot say
that this is not true in the DOS world, but
I can definitely say that it is not true in
my experiences with the Macintosh.
My regular word processor is Full
Write Professional 1.1. I also use Write
Now 2.2, Microsoft Word 4.0B, and
MacWritell l.O. I use a Hewlett-Packard
Deskwriter for most of my printing. I
have used several of these applications to
compose a departmental newsletter for a
university. The masthead of the newslet
ter contains a 300-dpi scanned image of
the university's logo, which is pasted
into the newsletter from the Clipboard.
I could not remember any difficulty
printing the newsletter at full resolution.
After I read your article, I conducted a
test to make sure that I was not mistaken.
Each of the word processing programs

We slash interface
development time.
(and we can prove it!)
and effort. With Vermont Views,
things are a lot different. In fact,
the prototype actually becomes
the application. So menus and
data-entry forms are usable in the
final application without change.
Names of functions for retrieving,
processing, and storing data
can all be specified as the proto
type is created. And that's just
for starters.

C-PROGRAMMERS:

See for yourself how
Vermont Views
can help you create
user 1nterfaces
the easy way.
TM

If you want to start saving a tre

mendous amount of time and
effort, call for your free Vermont
Views demo
kitandputus
to the test.
Vermont Views
is a powerful,
menu -driven
screen design
er that comes
with a C li
brary of over
550 functions. Which means you
can create user interfaces in just
a fraction of the time it takes to
write the code yourself!
Why try to reinvent the
wheel when Vermont Views lets
you interactively create pull-down
menus, window-based data-entry
forms (with tickertape and memo
fields), scrollable form regions,
choice lists, context sensitive
help, and a host of other interface
objects.
Vermont Views combines the
convenience of a fourth genera
tion language with the power,
flexibility, and blinding execution
speed of native C code.
I
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Turn your prototype
into the application.
Let's face it. With most systems,
you have to throw away your proto
type when coding begins. Which
means you waste precious time
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When you create an inter
face with Vermont Views,
you can port it among
PC-DOS, OS/2, UNIX,
XENIX, and VMS.
Vermont Views can be
used with any database
that has a C-language in
terface (most do), and will create
interfaces for any roman-based
language. Our form-locking ver
sion lets you develop quickly and
safely on networks and multi
user operating systems, too.
If you need DOS graphics in
your applications, we also have
the answer. Vermont Views™
GraphEx allows all Vermont
Views' windows, menus, anc"
forms to work in CGA, EGA, VGA
and Hercules graphics modes.
So you can use your
favorite graphics package
to create charts, graphs,
and other images to enhance
text displays.
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Vermont
Creative
Software

Pinnacle Meadows,
Richford. VI' 05476
Phone: (802) 8 48-7731
FAX: (802) 8 48-3502
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WE GUARANTEE
YOUR SATISFACTION.

We're so sure you'll
love Vermont Views that
we make this iron-clad,
money-back guarantee. If
you"re ever dissatisfied
with Vermont Views, for
any reason, return it for a
prompt, no-questionsasked refund. (All you
have to do is certify that
you haven't incorporated
our code into any application. l
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Call for your FREE
demo kit!

800-848-1248
(Please mention "Offer 078")
Don't take our word for it. Put
Vermont Views to the test by
calling for your personal, free
demonstration kit. Or fax us at
fRO'.J.l
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ASK BYTE

My primary decision involves which to vote for the PC. PC Tools has many
type of computer I should choose: an uses, but the primary one is to make l~fe
Apple Macintosh or an IBM PS/2 or on the PC easier. For that reason, I
compatible. After I have decided on one, would tend to discount that package when
shopping for the right model to suit my making the decision. Similarly, you
needs (and all my desires, if I can afford would overlook Symantec' s SUM or simi
lar Mac products. Lotus 1-2-3 is another
them) should be relatively easy.
On the IBM AT, my weekly comput product with no exact parallel on the
ing environment includes MultiMate Ad Mac, except that spreadsheets are more
vantage II, Lotus 1-2-3, FoxPro, Micro alike than word processors, and you
When I tested FullWrite, I used Apple
soft Paintbrush, PC Tools, Turbo could switch. The Mac has several good
ones. Then there are cross-platform
Scan I. 0.2 (Apple's 300-dpi scanner Pascal, NewsMaster, and Print Shop.
On the Macintosh II, my environment products. You've named FoxPro, Micro
:nftware) as my 300-dpi image source
and copied the scanned images directly to includes Microsoft Word, Microsoft soft Word, Excel, and PageMaker. All of
the Clipboard. The 72-175-dpi images Excel, FoxBase+/Mac, Mac Paint, them are available on the Mac and on the
came through fine. The 300-dpi images Turbo Pascal, Think C, and Aldus Page PC under Windows. Even your paint pro
grams are a good cross. Several Windows
retained all their information; FullWrite Maker.
simply interpreted them as 75 dpi and dis
I have more expertise on the IBM; I paint programs have capabilities similar
have an AT, a Microsoft Mouse, and an to Macintosh paint programs.
played them at four times normal size.
Second, after you go through your ap
After receiving your letter, I tried Epson LQ printer. Nevertheless, I prefer
bringing some 300-dpi AppleScan images the Macintosh interface, and the Mac has plications list, look for products that you
into Adobe's Photoshop and then placing grown up; it's not just a desktop publish could replace with something on another
them in FullWrite. Oddly enough, that ing machine anymore.
platform. Do you have to exchange files
seemed to work fine. In this case, we 're
However, both my paid summer in or disks with someone else using that
both right-it apparently matters where ternships thus far have required IBM ex product? Will you be networking the ma
you get your 300-dpi graphics from. I've perience (e.g., Lotus 1-2-3 and Word chine? Factor that in, and start adding
made a note to take another look at this Perfect), and the job market stresses the up the score. Remember that you rarely
spend any actual time working with DOS,
with future releases of FullWrite or the IBM machines, too.
Ideally, I would like the best of both so don't let that scare you away f ram the
scanner software. -Howard Eglowstein
worlds in my next computer-a Mac with PC. As for the user interface, you say you
an add-in card for IBM compatibility, for prefer the Mac; lots of people do-so
example. But have all the bugs been many that Mac-like shells have become
worked out of this technology? Would very popular on other environments.
ASK BYTE
you recommend the use of such tech Windows 3.0 is a strong product in its
own right, yet it feels enough like a Mac
nology?
Direct to Disk
At the high end, I can afford a PS/2 to encourage many products to be sup
I have a Western Digital WD-1006V Model 80 or a Macintosh Ilci, with just ported on both platforms.
MM2 hard disk drive controller card and enough money left over for a 24-pin
I suggest that you take a look at Win
dows 3. 0 and play around with it for a
a Seagate ST255 hard disk drive. I'd like printer.
while. You have two products on your PC
Should I go with Apple or IBM?
to program the hard disk drive operations
Oscar Rozario applications list that require a PC. All
directly, without the help of DOS or the
Leysin, Switzerland your Mac products have exact or close PC
ROM BIOS. Where can I get detailed in
parallels. In your case, a PC running
formation about my hard disk drive con
There's no clear answer to your question; Windows might be the way to go, particu
troller?
Igor Bujanovic if there were, one or the other type of larly since your job field seems to favor
Zagreb, Yugoslavia computer probably wouldn't exist. I'll using PCs.
give you a couple of guidelines to help
That said, make sure you have enough
You can get technical literature about you decide.
computer. Windows and Windows appli
Western Digital controllers by contacting
When you 're trying to decide on either cations tend to be resource hogs, so don't
architecture or capacity, don't start by be stingy. A big hard disk drive (80 mega
picking the machine; first pick the appli
bytes or bigger) is a definite must-the
Western Digital
cations you want to run. Some types of bigger and faster, the better. Ifurther
Literature Department
15345 Barranca Pkwy.
suggest a minimum of a 25-MHz 386
applications are best represented on Ap
ple architectures, while others have more based machine with 4 MB of RAM if you
Irvine, CA 92718
support on the PC. You have a specific plan on using Windows as a multitasker.
(800) 832-4778
applications list in mind; that's an excel
Ifyou go for the Mac, the /lei would serve
BBS (714) 756-8176 (protocol 8N1)
lent start. Remember that your list will you well-again, with lots ofRAM. Ideal
In Europe, the nearest office to you is change with time, but you'll probably ly, you would own both types of ma
Western Digital Germany (Zamdorfer lean toward similar applications in the chines. (I own both Macs and PCs and
Strasse 26, D-8000Munich 80, Germany.
future.
wouldn't give up either.) Add-in cards
On the PC, you 've got MultiMate Ad
-S. W.
with Intel coprocessors for the Mac sim
vantage 11, certainly an industry-stan
ply haven't been as big a win as everyone
PC or Not PC?
dard word processor with no parallel on hoped. They're generally slower than
I am writing to get your advice before the Mac. There are good reasons to stay folks would like and fairly expensive, and
with MultiMate, and each one might seem the compatibility is good, but not perfect.
shopping for my next computer system.
printed a 300-dpi bit map pasted from
Canvas 2.1 at full resolution. In fact, the
only problem that I have with resolution
occurs with drawings created in Full
Write's drawing environment. For those
drawings, the resolution is limited to
72175 dpi.
Matthew F. Ware
Greensboro, NC
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Afew years ago, we redefined what
~ople expect from adot matrix printer.
By creating a24-pin as sophisticated as it is
simple. And as affordable to buy as it is
economical to own.
The KX-Pll24 has won its share of
awards. But it's not the only Panasonic®Dot
Matrix to receive rave reviews. Now there's

-

a whole family to choose from All with
EZ SeCo~rator panel, multiple pa~r paths,
avariety of fonts, 2-year limited parts and la00r
warranty (see your dealer for details), and other
features that typify our approach to price/~r
formance for today's office environment.
There are feature-rich 9-pin models for
every-day drafts. And su~rb 24-pins for im
portant correspondence. In both regular and
wide-carnage versions.
And we've just introduced what may well l:e
the quintessential office printer for the 90's, tre
KX-Pl654. Awide-amiage 24-pin that rockets
along at up to 375 characters ~r second With
print quality approaching that of lasers.
Chances are, your first Panasonic printer
will lead to another, and another, and another.
For further information on Panasonic Dot
Matrix Printers, see your Panasonic dealer, or
telephone toll-free 1-800-742.8086.
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ASK BYTE

For running the occasional PC package
on your Mac, SoftPC is an interesting
hack. Using the Mac 's 680xx, it emulates
the 80x6 and PC BIOS to run DOS appli
cations. It works amazingly well, but it,
too, is slower than the real thing.
To sum up, the choice between archi
tectures is a hard one, one that should be
driven by the applications you want to
run and the environment you need to run
in. Pick the !Dftwarefirst, and then fit the
hardware to it. Once you get your new
computer, start saving up for one of the
other kind. It's getting more and more
obvious that anyone serious about com
puting needs access to both a Macintosh
and an MS-DOS machine these days.
-H. E.

What Good Is a Backup?
I have an IBM PS/2 Model 80 with two
ESDI hard disk drives (one is 100 mega
bytes, the other 300 MB), an external
5 1.4-inch 1.2-MB floppy disk drive, a
mouse, and a 60-MB MaynStream (from
Maynard Systems) tape backup system
with version 2.2 of the tape backup
software.
My trouble is related tothetapebackup
system and the 100-MB hard disk drive.
At the beginning of the month, I made an
image backup of my C drive, and when I
tried to restore the data after a disk crash,
the software returned an Unable to find
partition error message. I called the
technical-support group of the company
that sold me the MaynStream.
The people I spoke with told me that I
should perform a low-level format on the
hard disk drive, repartition it into its
original configuration, and try again.
I'm using DOS 4.01, and the drive had
only one partition, so that was easy.
After reformatting, I reinstalled DOS
and tried again. I still got the same error
message.
I then brought the tapes to the techni
cal-support people. They tried the same
thing on one of their machines with the
same result. Desperately-it is very pre
cious data-I contacted some people who
also use MaynStream tapes, but they had
never encountered such problems.
Is the data on the tape lost, or is there a
way to restore it? I never had any prob
lems before with the MaynStream, and it
still works when I use the normal backup
and restore utilities. What is the purpose
of a backup system when you can't re
store the data on it?
Vereecken Luc
Leuven, Belgium
The good news is that your tape is prob
ably recoverable. Unfortunately, it's go
40
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ing to cost you gobs of money. Maybe I
should explain why.
There are two ways a tape backup sys
tem can work. The file-by-file backup
will walk through the file system and se
quentially copy each file that it encoun
ters onto a contiguous piece oftape. The
file structure on the tape is created and
maintained by the tape !Dftware and has
nothing whatsoever to do with the com
puter'sfile system The advantage here is
that {f the original disk is lost, any ma
chine, regardless of operating system,
should be able to recover the data as long
as its hard disk drive is big enough.
Image backups work by scanning through
the hard disk, sector by sector, and copy
ing an exact image of each sector without
regard to its contents. On a DOS ma
chine, this will include the boot sectors,
file allocation tables (FATs), directories,
and files, as well as the location of any
locked-out bad sectors. To restore an
image tape, the hard disk drive has to be
formatted in the same way, with the bad
sectors identified and locked out in the
same way they were before. Otherwise,
the tape !Dftware may try to restore data
onto a bad sector that wasn't marked bad
when the backup was made.
Ifthe restore disk has a different geom
etry or a different sector map than the
original, the !Dftware won't be able to
figure out where to put the data and will
report the kind oferror you found. I sus
pect that by reformatting the drive, you
either marked additional bad sectors or
freed up previously bad disk spots, there
by making the disk look different than it
was.
To recover your tape, someone is going
to have to restore all the sectors, deter
mine what your drive geometry must have
looked like, and reconstruct an entirely
new disk based solely on the FATs and di
rectory information stored on the tape.
It's an elaborate process, and it 's not
cheap. I spoke with Maynard techni
cians, who, while sympathetic to your
plight, couldn't offer any quick solutions.
To answer your last question next, it's
never been remotely obvious to me why
anyone would offer an image backup pro
gram when the chances of recovering
data were so minimal. In fact, Maynard
no longer provides an image backup facil
ity with the MaynStream, and most other
vendors have dropped them, as well. In
the future, don't use the image backup fa
cility-erase that !Dftwarefrom your disk
and stick with the file-by-file stuff And
to be doubly safe, use your !Dftware 's
verification feature, or run a full tape
verify to make sure that the tape is read
able.

The Maynard folks suggested that you
might want to send your tape to one ofthe
many file recovery services. They sug
gested X-Late (P. 0. Box 161, Lake
Elmo, MN 55042, (612) 770-8087) as
one company you might try. Prices vary,
but recovery costs could run up to $100
per megabyte ofdata, depending on how
muchworkisinvolved.-H. E.

Sparing the Sperry
I have a five-year-old Sperry 286 com
puter. It has an EGA, a 5 1.4-inch 1. 2-MB
floppy disk drive, and a 30-MB hard disk
drive. The hard/floppy disk drive con
troller circuit is on the motherboard.
I want to add a 3 'h-inch 1.44-MB flop
py disk drive. I have tried updating the
installed Sperry DOS to MS-DOS 3.3
and PC-DOS 3.3. In both cases, I could
address drive B and do a DIR that sort of
worked. But I could not make the 3 V2
inch drive format a floppy disk no matter
what I tried. Neither the Norton Utilities
nor PC Tools would recognize drive B.
I suspect the outdated BIOS chips, but
because I deal primarily with generic
clones, I have no idea where to look to
find out.
Could you help me with information
on this upgrade? If new chips are re
quired, I'd like to know where I can find
them.
Vern De Fehr
Fresno, CA
Due to the age of your computer, your
suspicions concerning the BIOS ROM are
probably correct.
Sperry Computers was bought out by
Unisys (P. 0. Box 500, Blue Bell, PA
19424 ). Unisys still supports Sperry
computers. You can order parts by calling
(800) 448-1424. The parts technicians
will need to know the model number on
the motherboard ofyour Sperry 286.
-S. W.

FIXES
• Instant Recall 1.2 does contain "tick
ler" functions. The features table in
"Strictly for Personal Information"
(September) failed to note that.
• In the October article "A Knowledge
Engineering Toolkit," we listed the Lon
don address for Logic Programming As
sociates. LPA Prolog and MacProlog are
also available from Quintus Computer
(1310 Villa St., Mountain View, CA
94041, (800) 245-6442 or (415) 965
7700) .•

ZORTECH C+ + DEVELOPER'S EDITION V2.l .

Multi-Platform C+ +
MS-DOS • WINDOWS • OS/2 • DOS 386 • UNIX 386
MS-DOS
Zortech's industrial strength
compiler provides all the benefits
of C++, but with with the speed
and code size you would expect
from the best Ccompilers.

grep browsers, to look at your
handiwork.

no better C++ debugger to use
and no better C++ to debug.

In response to hundreds of
requests, MS-Windows 2.1
support was added into the base
DOS C++ Compiler in version 2.0.
Now with Zortech C++ V2.1
development of C++ applications
for Windows 3.0 is a reality not a
promise.

Our C++ Tools package is the
most comprehensive set
available. All 25 class libraries are
extensively documented and
come with the full source code.

The quality of the original Zortech
C++ implementation together with
the continuous improvement
achieved since its launch in June
Along with the C++ compiler
1988 produces fabulous
benchmarks. Just look how far it's comes a top quality ANSI C
compiler. In fact, after reviewing
ahead of the nearest competitor.
14 CIC++ compilers in its May
1990 issue,
Zortech
Computer
C++
Language
provides
Editor J. D.
state of the
Hilderbrant
art,
said:
USEFUL
features,
"The
most of
pressure
which are
to name
added in
an
direct
overall
response to
winner in
customer requests.
the compiler sweepstakes is
nearly overwhelming... it's an
You can effortlessly cruise
easy choice. We pick Zortech! "
through the DOS 640K barrier
using Zortech's Virtual Code
Thousands of our customers had
Manager (VCM™). This allows
existing Ccode they wanted to
you to develop applications up to recompile, so we made it simple.
4MB in size whilst in real mode,
In the words of BYTE Magazine:
without changing your CIC++
source code. Zortech's much
"I ferl a Microsoft C specific
acclaimed 'handle pointers'
version of the Micro-EMACS
provide an elegant solution to
editor source to Zortech's
processing EMS memory.
compiler, and less than one
hour later, I had a new (and
Zortech C++ also uses the
smaller) program. "
Rational Systems™ DOS
Extenders allowing you to easily
Our C++ Debugger, which
compile. and debug really large
understands Cand Assembler
programs, even large
too, is CodeView™ compatible,
MS-Windows 3.0 applications. If
but that's where the similarities
you want to purchase a Rational
end. This feature packed tool can
Systems license for your own
examine your program from 19
applications, your Zortech code is viewpoints and uses overlapping
Plug & Go.
windows with full mouse
support, icons and dialog boxes.
Zortech's new C++ Workbench
provides a cross platform
Debugging large programs is no
development environment for
problem with our DOS Extender,
C++. It has really useful features
Virtual and Remote debugger
including powerful source and
versions. Quite simply, there's

The Zortech C++ Developer's
Edition V2.1 includes Cand C++
Compilers, C++ Debugger, C++
Tools and the FULL Library
Source Code (excluding Flash
Graphics). That's right, you don't
have to pay hundreds of dollars
extra for source code - it's in the
box!

MS-WINDOWS
Improved support for
MS-Windows (including new
Windows 3.0 support) is
provided in the base C++ DOS
compiler, at no extra cost.
With Zortech, you can now even
compile from within Windows!
Support for new extended
keywords _loadds and _export as
well as the ability to create DLL's
make programming in Windows
with C++ practical. We provide
extensive documentation and
50K of sample code to illustrate
development of applications in
this exciting new environment.

Do you need MS-Windows class
libraries? Call for details of third
party Zortech Validated Products.

OS/2

t\t;.~

The OSl2 Developer's Edition
option now provides a C++
Compiler and source level
Debugger designed for C++. In
the words of OSl2 Magazine:
"Zortech C++ serves as a
direct replacement for the
Microroft C Compiler in
developing applications,
allowing programmers to use
object-oriented techniques in
OS/2 development."

DOS 386

~'(.~

Now MS-DOS developers can
build true 32 bit C and C++
applications for 386 processors
using Zortech's powerful
development system. The
Zortech C++ V2.1 Developer's
Edition for DOS 386, contains 32
bit versions of the Cand C++
Compiler, Flash Graphics library,
C++ Debugger and full standard
library source code together with
all the familiar features provided
with the standard DOS
Developer's Edition.
Using Phar Lapp's much
acclaimed 3861DOS Extender
Technology, you can build
applications which access 4
Gigabytes of linearly addressable
memory. Your applications will
also be Plug & Go for use with
Phar Lapp's 386 DOS Extender
which may be purchased
seperately.

UNIX 386

t\'(.~

Not a day passes at Zortech HQ
without numerous requests for a
UNIX version of Zortech C++.
Now, DOS and OSl2 developers
can reach new markets by easily
moving their code to SCO UNIX
386 and binary compatibles.
The Zortech C++ V2.1 UNIX 386
Compiler generates the same
tight, fast code that Zortech's
DOS and OSl2 users have come
to expect. UN IX specific versions
of Flash Graphics and the C++
Workbench are also provided.
In line with the traditional Zortech
Policy, owners of the Zortech C++
V2.1 UNIX 386 Compiler will be
able to inexpensively upgrade to
the forthcoming Zortech C++ V2.1
UNIX 386 Developer's Edition.

V2.1
DEVELOPER'S EDITION

ZOR1'ECH Inc., 4-C Gill Street, WOBUR N MA 01801 T el: 617-937-0696Fax: 617-937-0793 Orders: 1-800-848-8408
ZORTECHLtd., 58-60Beresford Street, LONDON SElB 6BG Tel: +44-81-316-7777 Fax: +44-81-316-4138
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Freedom of
At Jameco, you have the freedom to choose
from a complete line ofstarter, mid-range,
and full powered computer kits. You also
ha'Ve the freedom to build and expand these
kits by choosing the major components
that best suit your individual needs. From
mem01y, monitors, and disk drives; to
scanners, mice, and trackballs; to cables,
power protectors, and more.
Take a look at our high-end 80386 and
80386SX expandable computer kits:

01ce.

.Jamcco 20Mllz 32KB Cache,
80386SX Computer Kit
Includes:

·AMI 80386SX 20MHz Motherboard with 32KB cache,
4MB RAM (expandable to 16MB)
• 101-key enhanced keyboard
• Multi 1/0 Card
• Toshiba 1.44MB, 3.5" DSHD floppy disk drive
• Mini-vertical computer case
• 200 Watt power supply
• DR DOS 5.0 by Digital Research and Diagsoft's QAPlus
diagnostic software

$1899.95

"'""''°' "'"

JE3820

.Jameco 33Mllz 32KB Cache,
80386 Computer Kit

Call Jameco for ournew 1991 catalog. In it you'll find

Includes:

• 80386 33MHz Motherboard with 32KB cache, 4MB RAM
(expandable to 16MB)

an extensive offering of quality computer and electronic

• 101-key enhanced keyboard

day and if you need assistance, expert technicians are

• Multi 1/0 Card

available from 7 am to 4 pm (PST) to help you with all

·Toshiba l.44MB, 3.5'' DSHD floppy disk drive
• Vertical enclosure with 6 half-height drive bays

components. You have the freedom to order 24 hours a

your computing needs. Enjoy the freedom of choice.
Call Jameco today at (415) 592-8097.

• 300 Watt power supply
• DR DOS 5.0 by Digital Research and Diagsoft's QAPlus
diagnostic software

$2599.95 "'"""°' """
JE3833

J~R~g>
1355 Shoreway Rd., Belmont, CA 94002
FA.'\: (415) 592-2503
Terms: Prices a rc subject to ch:mge without notice. Items subject to :1v:1il:lh ility :md prior sale. Complete list o f (C rms/w:1 r r:mties is available u po n re q uest.
All tra de names urc registered trndcmarl<S of th e ir res pec tive compnnics.
© 12/90 Jumcco Computer Products

Please
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SYSTEMS

Price: $2395.
Contact: American Mitac
Corp., 410 East Plumeria Dr.,
San Jose, CA 95134, (800)
648-2287 or (408) 432-1160.
Inquiry 1273.

Light Portables
Take Flight

N

EC Technologies has
launched the UltraLite
286V, a 6lh-pound 12-MHz
notebook computer. The sys
tem comes with 1 MB of
RAM (expandable to 2 or 5
MB), a 3 lh-inch 1.44-MB
external floppy disk drive, and
a 20-MB hard disk drive.
The system also features a
IO-inch backlit screen with
640- by 480-pixel VGA reso
lution. The removable battery
cartridge system provides up
to 2 lh hours of power; the sys
tem also comes with an auto
sensing/auto-switching AC
power supply that works with
both U.S. and international
power systems.
The system measures 9~
by 12~ by 1Yto inches. Options
include a 2400-bps modem, a
send/receive fax modem, and
a SCSI adapter.
Price: $3999.
Contact: NEC Technol
ogies, Inc., 1255 Michael Dr.,
Wood Dale, IL 60191, (708)
860-9500.
Inquiry 1271.

T

The Samsung S3600isa12-MHz laptop with a 40-MB hard disk
drive and a VGA-compatible screen.

T

he Samsung S3600, like
the NEC UltraLite 286V,
comes with a 286 processor,
1 MB of RAM, a 3 lh-inch
1.44-MB floppy disk drive,
and a VGA screen. But the
Samsung weighs in at a hefty
16 pounds, including its
battery.
The S3600 comes with a
rechargeable nickel-cadmium
battery that provides 3 hours
of power, a battery charger,
and a power management
feature similar to the
UltraLite 's.
Options include LapLink

III software, a 2400-bps
modem, and a carrying
case.
Price: With 40-MB hard disk
drive, $3499.
Contact: Samsung Informa
tion Systems America, Inc .,
3655 North First St., San
Jose, CA 95134, (800) 624
8999 ext. 851.
Inquiry 1272.

386SX Systems
with Windows
on the Side

T

he Mitac MPC2386E is
a basic 20-MHz 386SX
system with an option for
Super VGA graphics. The sys
tem comes with Windows
3.0, a mouse, and 1 MB of
RAM (expandable to 4 or 8
MB).
The system is sold without
any disk drives but has room
for both 5 'A- and 3 lh-inch
floppy disk drives.
....,._
- ____ ._____ --------
 --- · -- -
·- --------
~--

-

_.

Mi tac' s 20-MHz 386SX comes with Wirutows 3. 0 installed along
with a mouse and more.
44
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he Eltech 2200 is an
other 20-MHz 386SX sys
tem that comes with Win
dows 3.0 installed. It includes
2 MB of RAM (expandable
to 8 MB), 5 'A- and 3 lh-inch
floppy disk drives, a 40-MB
hard disk drive, a VGA card
and monitor, a mouse, and
DOS 4.01.
Price: $2199.
Contact: Eltech Research,
Inc., 47266 Benicia St.,
Fremont, CA 94538, (800)
234-4331 or ( 415) 438-0990.
Inquiry 1274.

Going for the
Gold Star

G

oldStar Technology's
GT212 is a 12-MHz 286
based system with 1 MB of
RAM and 16-bit VGA capabil
ity forunder $1000. The
base system has an Intelligent
Drive Electronics interface
and VGA capability built into
the motherboard. It also in
cludes a dual floppy disk drive
controller; serial, parallel,
and mouse ports; and DOS
4.01. The system measures 4
by 15 by 15 lh inches.
Price: $995.
Contact: GoldStar Technol
ogy, Inc ., 3003 North First
St., San Jose, CA 95134,
(408) 432-1331.
Inquiry 1275.

SPREAD THE WORD
Your new product is important to us. Please address information to
New Products Editors, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peter
borough, NH 03458. Better yet, use your modem and mail new
product information to the microbytes. hw or microbytes. sw
conferences on BIX. Please send the product description, price,
ship date, and an address and telephone number where readers can
get more information.

1

HARDWARE

•

PERIPHERALS

picture about the size of a
35mm photo on an A6 page.
It has an RS-232C interface
and accepts and outputs RGB
analog, composite video, and
S-video signals.
Price: $3999.
Contact: Sony Corp. of
America, 9 West 57th St.,
New York, NY 10019, (212)
418-9427.

HP Does It
Again for Less

H

ewlett-Packard's Laser
Jet IIID is its second
printer with the HP PCL 5
printer language and HP Reso
lution Enhancement technol
ogy. This 300-dpi, 8-ppm
LaserJet is compatible with
the III and IID and replaces
the IID, according to HP.
Like the IID, the IIID of
fers double-sided printing and
the same internal bit-mapped
typefaces as the IIP (i.e., Cou
rier and Line Printer). Two
font-cartridge slots give you
the option of plugging in
fonts, typefaces, and Post
script cartridges.
Also like the IID, the IIID
comes with two letter-size
paper trays for an input ca
pacity of 400 sheets. An auto
matic envelope feeder is
available for the IIID. In addi
tion, the IIID comes with 1
MB of memory and two slots
for memory upgrade boards.
HP's Resolution Enhance
ment technology adjusts the
position and size of dots to
smooth the jaggies of 300-dpi

Inquiry 1278.

The HP LaserJet ll/D laser printer offers low-cost printing for
high-volume users.

printing. The PCL 5 printer
language uses Intellifont font
scaling technology from
Agfa, which allows the printer
to scale typefaces on the fly.
Price: $3595.
Contact: Hewlett-Packard
Co. Inquiries, 19310 Prune
ridge Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014, (800) 752-0900.

Low-Cost Video
Printer from Sony

Hard Disk Drive
Gives RAM
to the Amiga

T

he SupraDrive 500XP
for the Amiga 500 com
bines a 20-MB hard disk
drive and installed RAM. The
drive consumes less than 4 W
of power and does not require
fans or external power, ac
cording to Supra.
The RAM is installed on
the 500XP board in DRAM
chips in configurations of
0.5, 1, or 2 MB ofRAM with
256K- by 4-bit DIP DRAM
chips, or in configurations of
2, 4, or 8 MB with an add-on
RAM board using I-megabit
by 4-bit DRAM chips. The
drive plugs into the Amiga's
expansion port.
Price: $679 for a minimum
configuration (20-MB hard

T

he Viewsonic 4 is a
multiple-frequency VGA
monitor that has a multiscan
ning frequency of from 20 to
38 kHz and a presetting
function. The monitor features

Inquiry 1277.

Inquiry 1276.

T

SupraDrive 500XP for the
Amiga.

disk drive with 0.5 MB of
RAM).
Contact: Supra Corp., 1133
Commercial Way, Albany, OR
97321, (800) 727-8772 or
(503) 967-9075.

An 8514/A
VGA Monitor

he UP-3000 prints with
256 levels of color from a
palette of over 16 million
colors per pixel at more than
500 TV lines of horizontal
resolution in a 4- by 3-inch
format.
The printer has a one
frame memory and uses RGB
8-bit digital signal processing
and advanced color-dye-trans
fer thermal printing technol
ogy. In normal scanning
mode, the printer produces a

auto-sizing controls and a
nonglare 14-inch screen on a
tilt-and-swivel base.
Price: $599.
Contact: Viewsonic, 12130
Mora Dr., Santa Fe Springs,
CA 90670, (213) 944-3041.

Inquiry 1279.

Sony's U P-3()()() turns video to color hard copy.
DECEMBER 1990 • BYTE
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ADD-INS

Orange Micro Lets
You Mix Apples
with DOS and OS/2

T

he Orange386, a single
slot coprocessor card that
works in any Mac II, features
an on-board 16-MHz Intel
386SX. With the card in
place, you can run OS/2 and
DOS applications in a Mac
window as if they were Mac
applications, according to
Orange Micro.
The Orange386 has two
AT slots so you can install any
IBM add-on card on it; you
can also add an 80387 math
coprocessor. Other features
of the Orange386 card include
PC interface hardware for
serial, parallel, 1.2-MB floppy
disk drive, and Intelligent
Drive Electronics ports. This
lets you connect almost any
PC-type peripheral to the
card.
Price: $2295.
Contact: Orange Micro,
Inc., 1400 North Lakeview
Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807,
(714) 779-2772.

The Orange386 puts a power/ul PC in your Mac.

which, ATI says, makes it the
smallest VGA card in the
world.
Price: $99.
Contact: ATI Technologies,
Inc., 3761 Victoria Park
Ave., Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada MI W 3S2, ( 416)
756-0718.

Inquiry 1281.

Mac DSP Boards
Meet Your Floating
Point Needs

Inquiry 1280.

S

Basic VGA for Less
Than $99
full 16 bits on a com
pact VGA card is what
you get for $99 with ATI's
VGABASIC-16. The card uses
a proprietary application-spe
cific IC that makes it over
three times faster than com
petitors' cards, ATI says.
The VGABASIC-16 is
compatible with CGA, EGA,
VGA, Hercules, and MDA. It
has a 16-bit bus design but also
supports an 8-bit bus. It mea
sures 61.4 by 214 inches,

A

pectral Innovations is
offering floating-point
digital signal processing
(DSP) boards for the Mac II
and SE/30.
The boards provide a peak
performance of 32 MFLOPS
and feature NuBus and pro
cessor direct slot (PDS) com
patibility. The bus interface

for the board includes a 5
MBps DMA mode that lets
you transfer programs and data
between Mac and MacDSP
local memory without inter
rupting MacDSP program
execution.
The boards, based on
AT&T's DSP32C DSP, have an
integrated DMA controller
that performs IEEE-compat
ible 32-bit floating-point
arithmetic. The higher-end
board, the MacDSPAP, is de
signed for memory-intensive
array-processing applications
such as image processing, 3-D
modeling, graphics anima
tion, and PostScript accelera
tion. It provides from 64K
bytes to l MB of zero-wait
state RAM.
The lower-cost board, the
MacDSPXI, is designed for
signal-processing applica
tions where cost is a factor.
This board features built-in

16-bit AID and DI A converters
with a sample rate of 128
kHz, and it performs at up to
24 MFLOPS.
Both boards are available
with C development environ
ments, which include a com
piler, an assembler, a simula
tor, and a linker. The boards
are also compatible with Spec
tral Innovations' signal
analysis program.
Price: MacDSPAP, $4994;
MacDSPXI, $2895; C develop
ment environment, $1500.
Contact: Spectral Innova
tions, 4633 Old Ironsides Dr.,
Suite 450, Santa Clara, CA
95054, (408)727-1314.

Inquiry 1282.

Oscilloscope Card
with a 256K-byte
Storage Buffer

S

oltec says that its SCC
1220 digital storage oscil
loscope card is the first inte
grated scope with a 256K-byte
storage buffer.
The card has a sampling
frequency of from 40 MHz to
l Hz. It is capable of simulta
neous sampling on two chan
nels at up to 20 MHz per
channel. All features, func
tions, and setup parameters
are selectable from menu
driven software called PC
Calc.
Yoo can capture single
events unattended by setting
the trigger on the card. Yoo
can also zero in on prototype
faults, which enables fault
analysis, according to Soltec.
The card installs in a sin
gle slot in an XT or AT .
Price: $1300.
Contact: Soltec Corp., Sol
Vista Park, 12977 Arroyo St.,
San Fernando, CA 91340,
(800) 423-2344 or (818)
365-0800.

Inquiry 1283.

The VGABAS1C-16 delivers 16 bits on a card that measures
inches.

6~ by2~
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DBMS That

T
0

ns Windo.ws™

1:1 Get High Performance
LJ Under Microsoft
1

Windows 3.0 With
M

db VISTA III DBMS.
Develop Windows applications
that are better, faster, and more
profitable. db_VISTA ill
combines speed, flexibility, and
productivity into one DBMS tool
for C and Windows programmers.
Add db_VISTA Ill's high-speed
SQL retrieval to your application
and watch your users enjoy power
they've never experienced before.

Built For Win1lows.
db_VISTA ill for Windows 3. 0
follows all of the Microsoft

Database Management System

guidelines for memory use.
Dynamic linked libraries (DLL),
multi-tasking, and multi-user
environments are all supported.
For even faster development, use
db_VISTA III with products like
Too!Book®, Windowcraft©, or
Actor®.

No Other DBMS Opens
Windows Like db VISTA III!
• Speed. Benchmarks show
db_VISTA III significantly
outperforms any DBMS under
Windows.
• No Royalties. Increase your
profits; decrease your overhead.
• C Source Code Available.
For total programming flexibility.
• Portability. db_VISTA III
supports most environments.

Specifications: Single & multi-user. Automatic recove1y. Automatic referential integrity. Relational and network
data models supported. Relational SQL quety and report writer. Complete revision capability. C source code is available.
No royalties. Supports: MS Windows, MS-DOS, OS/2, VMS, UNIX, BSD, QNX, SunOS, Macintosh.
Raima Corporation

3245 146th Place S.E., Bellevue. WA 98007 USA

(206)747-5570

,---------
1

Special $195 Developer's Edition

I

For alimited time only, you can get
your hands on db_ VISTA for
Windows foronly $195. Call today
and askaboutourDeveloper's Edition
and experience how db_VISTA ID
can open Windows for you.

I
I
I
I

Developer license only; not for distribution.

Call 1-800-db-RAIMA
(1-800-327-2462)
In Washington state call: (206) 747-5570

Full Raima Support Services 
Including Training. Develop
your applications even faster with
Raima Training Classes:
Dec. 3-5, 1990
Dec. 3-5, 1990
Dec. 10-14, 1990
Dec. 17-1 8, 1990
Jan. 28-Feb. 2, 199 1
Feb. 4-8, 199 1

-

Germany
Australia
SanDiego, CA
Taiwan
Dallas, TX
Switzerland

~ RAIM~M
~, CO RP O R A TI O N
Fax: (206)747 - 1991 Telex: 6503018237 MCI UW

International Distributors: Australia: 6 1 2 41 9 7177 Austria: 43 0224 3 8 186 1 llra zil: 55 t 1829 1687 Central America: 506 28 07 64 Denmark: 45 42 887249 France: 33 I 46092784
lialy: 39 045 584711 Jap an: 81 03 865 214 0 Mexico: 52 83 49 53 00 The Netherl ands: 31 2503 263 12 Norway: 47 244 8855 Sweden: 46 0 13 124780 Switzerland: 4 1 064 517475
Taiwan: 886 02 552 3277 Turkey: 90 I 152 05 16 United Kingdom: 440992 500919 Uruguay: 598 2920959 USS R: 01 32 35 9907: 812 292 7210: 0142 437952 Wes t Germany: 49 07022 34077
C11pyri.i:l1t C;J990Rllima Cmp"1·t11imr. All rights n•scnwl. df1 _is r~.i:isterC<J in tl11· U .S.Pa1r111 and1"rarlcmarl; Offia. U'imfo11·s 3.0. T rm!Bmik. \Viml111nn1fr. am/ t\(ftJI· arc tradC'marl..\ rif 1hcir r<'spenin· nm111mri<'s.
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Q ew ScanMan"' Model 256 puts professional gray scale scanning with
in everyone's grasp. It does almost everything a big, expensive scanner
can do, for a fraction of the price.

0 ew Scan Man Model 256 lets you

capture the subtlest details in your originals, in 256 shades of gray. Special

SCAN MAN.

retouching software tools let you enhance difficult originals and preview
the results. You can dramatically improve the contrast and brightness of
MOOEL

mJ
FOR IBM

• \;·

'

any image. So you always give your monitor and printer the best possible
......1. 11 .....-~ .

;;:~~:....

image to work with.

Q hat really sets ScanMan Model 256 apart is its

ingenious Ansel"' software (Windows"' 3.0 compatible). Ansel lets you scan

and print 8" x 11" images by effortlessly stitching two 4" x 11" images
together. You can instantly re-align, resize, flip or rotate images to create
special effects.

0

he possibilities are endless. You can scan photos, line

art, illustrations or logos and create magazine quality layouts. With
optional CatchWord"·' Intelligent OCR software you can scan text in most any
typeface. O

Outside CA call:
800-231-7717 ext. 348

ew ScanMan Model 256 comes with Logitech's"·' legendary

quality and lifetime warranty. All for only $499 (Micro Channel version,
$599). For more information call Logitech Customer Sales: in California
(800)552-8885; in Canada (800)283-7717; in Europe ++41-21-869-9656.
®/TM: Trademarks of registered owners.
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DSP on the NeXT
adds four SE slots to the Mac
SE; and the SE/30 chassis,
which adds four NuBus slots
to the Mac SE/30. Other chas
sis are available for the Mac
II family.
All the chassis connect to
the Macs through an interface
card and cable assembly.
Each chassis has a power sup
ply, a cooling fan , and the
slots. The NuBus chassis can
accommodate internal disk
drives, according to Second
Wave.
Price: Home Base, $995 ; SE
Plus, $795; SE, $995 ; SE/30,
$1295.
Contact: Second Wave, Inc .,
9430 Research Blvd ., Echelon
II, Suite 260, Austin, TX
78759, (512) 343-9661.

Click and Play
from the
MacJukebox

T

he MacJukebox, which
consists of an infrared in
terface box, a Macintosh
Plus, software, and cables, lets
you remotely control your in
frared peripherals (e.g., TVs
and compact disk players).
The interface box includes an
infrared receiver, a transmit
ter, and the connections to
hook it up to the serial port
of the Mac Plus.
Using the software pro
vided, you can control infrared
peripherals with the click of
a button after you've converted
command sequences to
macros , and you can link the
macros to a set time or event.
The software also gives you
extensive organizing capabil
ities, such as listing all your
CDs by artist or song title.
Then when you click on a song
or series of songs, your selec
tions will play in sequence just
as on a jukebox.
Price: $1599; without the
Mac Plus, $599.
Contact: DanCraft Enter
prises, 5520 West I 18th Place,
Inglewood, CA 90304, (213)
643-8782.

Inquiry 1285.

T

he QuintProcessor
board can add up to
67 .5 MIPS performance to
the NeXT machine, accord
ing to Ariel. The board fea
tures five 27-MHz digital
signal processors. The DSP
chips are the same as those
installed on the NeXT sys
tem's processor. Four are
used as slave processors for
computation, while the fifth
is an 1/0 processor that man
ages DRAM, SCSI storage,
and interprocessor commu

nications.
The Qu intProcessor is
compatible with Ariel's
BUG-56, a debugger bun
dled with the NeXT.
The QuintProcessor has
five DSP ports and can be
connected to Ariel's digital
microphone for recording
and signal analysis.
Price: $6995 .
Cmtact: Ariel Corp. , 433
River Rd., Highland Park,
NJ 08904, (201) 249-2900.

Inquiry 1287.

Inquiry 1284.

Expansion Chassis
Systems for Macs

S

Second Wave 's line ofexpansion chassis systems gives you the
ability to expand your Mac Portable, Plus, SE, or II. With the
Home Base, for example, you are able to add two slots to your
Mac Portable.
50
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econd Wave's line of
Expanse expansion chas
sis systems lets you add to
your Macintosh. The Home
Base, the chassis for the Mac
Portable, fits under the ma
chine and contains two slots
for standard SE option cards,
enabling you to get more out
of your Portable when it's
parked on your desk at home
or in the office.
Other Expanse chassis sys
tems include the Plus, which
adds four SE slots to the Mac
Plus; the SE chassis, which

Speak into the
Microphone

M

icro IntroVoice is a
modular speech-process
ing system that comes with a
microprocessor and has the
ability to recognize up to
1000 words. The manufacturer
reports a recognition accu
racy of more than 98 percent.
Micro IntroVoice listens to
command or data input. It then
responds by sending key
strokes via the serial port and
text to the on-board synthe
sizer for audio prompting.
The voice system works
with any IBM PC or compat
ible, according to the manu
facturer. It comes with soft
ware, sample vocabularies, a
battery charger, and a serial
cable.
The NEC V-25 micropro
cessor operates at 8 MHz and
comes with l 28K bytes of
RAM .
Price: $1295 .
Contact: Voice Connexion,
8258 Kingslee Rd ., Bloom
ington, MN 55438, (612)
944-1334.

Inquiry 1286.

--

The Carry- I 9000 series comes complete with 80386SX/80286- I 6/80286-l 2
microprocessor ICo-Processor optiona l). I 024 x 768 VGA/MGA & CGA display
interface. 1/2/4 MB RAM. one 35' 1.44 MB FDD or one FDD plus one 40/80
MB HOD. one 8 bit expansion SLOT one parallel and two serial 1/0 ports.
and one 30W auto range switching power adapter all in the traditional
240mm x I 85mm x4 5mm 19.4" x 7. r x I 8"1 casing of Carry-I. Each package
includes two mini-tower stands and a carry bag. The 82 key mini keyboard
and 9 inch color or monochrome VGA monitor are optional.
Other Carry-I products include the 8000 series XT & AT book-size personal
computers and the 6000 series XT and AT book-size LANstations. ETHERnet
pocket LAN adapter and Carry Mouse.
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Operate your own BBS
with the world's most popular, expandable, flexible

Multi-User Online Bulletin Board System
If you need multi-modem hardware:
fodel 2408 consists of up to 8 Hayes
itible modems on a single circuit card,
the PC/XT/AT/386/486 family. Each
lem operates independently at
I 300/1200/2400 bps (automatically switching
:ch the caller's bps rate). Built-in serial
tre not COM-port based, so this card can
st with other COM port hardware in the
machine (drivers for software other than
lajor BBS are not included but may be
n). RJ-11 telephone cables are included.
Class 4 (error correction) modems are
ble as an option.
MNP
Class4
non-MNP
$ 1696
..:;-.vo .v/2 modems .... ' $ 1536
11\<ll LCI llJ' llLClllo
$ 2388
A complete BBS software package for your 2408 w/4 modems ..... $ 2090
$ 3080
PC, PS/2, Xl; AT, 386, 486, or compatible. 2408 w/6 modems ..... $ 2644
Includes electronic mail with binary and 2408 w/8 modems ..... $ 3198
$ 3772
ASCII file "attachments", SIG conferencing
or "forum" areas with configurable security
level access control, file upload/download,
message keyword searching, "quickscans" for
fast access to new messages, message and file
"threading", real-time multi-user "chat" and
teleconferencing, "classified ad" and "user
registry" databases, etc. Also includes ac
counting, Audit ltail, and timed usage-meter
ing features, and hundreds of convenience
features for the Sysop (System Operator),
such as a full-screen configuration editor, the
ability to import/export files to/from floppy
When you're ready for source code:
without system shutdown, "SIG-Op" privi
lege delegation, and much more. Supports up With theC sourcecodetoTheMajor BBS, you
to 2 simultaneous users (from a database of can add 3rd-party software, such as The Major
thousands) on a single CPU. Works with stan Database (a general-purpose, configurable
dard Hayes-compatible COMl/2/3/4 internal database manager), various multi-player real
or external modems, or with serial ports up to time adventure games, dial-out utilities, global
38,400 bps. Minimum RAM requirement command utilities, accounting enhancements,
512K. Minimum disk requirement20MB. Re and much more. Also, you can maintain your
own copy of the BBS, or you can modify it to
quires PC-DOS or MS-DOS 3.1 or later.
The Major BBS Standard Edition ..... $ 59 suit your own unique requirements. The Major
BBS C source code package is fully docu
When you're ready to expand:
mented, and it includes the Galacticomm Soft
No LAN or multi-tasking OS necessary! Dou ware Breakthrough Library, plus all of the
ble the number of simultaneous users that
your system can support, from 2 to 4, or 4 to
8, or any number up to 64 simultaneous users
on a single CPU, for a flat $300 software
license fee per doubling. The upgrade process
is quick, automatic, and fully upward-compat
ible - i.e. you can install an update or upgrade
onto your existing system without disrupting
any of your user account files, E-Mail mes
sages, configuration variables, or any other
aspect of your system. For up to 16 users,
640K RAM is sufficient; above 16 users, more
than 640K may be necessary. Prerequisite:
The Major BBS (any edition).
Users, per doubling (up to 64) . .. ... $ 300

utility object libraries, linker control files, and
DOS "batch" files you will need, along with a
detailed Programmer's Guide. Works with
lurbo C 1.5, 2.0, or 2.01, Turbo C++, or
Microsoft C 4.0, 5.1, or 6.0. Prerequisite: The
Major BBS Standard Edition.
Standard Edition C source code ..... $ 285

For the ultimate in
file transfer flexibility:
The File Library Edition of The Major BBS
has everything that the starter system does,
plus built-in ZMODEM, KERMIT, Super
KERMIT, YMODEM-g, and YMODEM
(batch) file transfer protocols. Also, it offers
super-fast pre-indexed keyword file searches,
library-wide searches as well as constrained
searches, special file upload/download ac
counting options, alternate DOS "paths" per
sub-library, split paths for CD-ROM support,
a transparent "DOS-only" sub-library option,
and much more. This package is for you if the
focus of your system will be the upload and
download of large amounts of files. Yoo can
easily upgrade from the starter system to the
File Library Edition, without losing any of
your data files or configuration work you have
already done. Prerequisite: The Major BBS
Standard Edition.
File Library extensions ............ $ 199
File Library C source extensions* ... $ 159

If you decide to offer
online games and amusement'>:
The Entertainment Edition of The Major BBS
has everything that the starter system does,
plus Quest for Magic (a multi-player interac
tive text adventure game), Androids! (a multi
player arcade-style ANSI-graphics game),
Flash Attack (a futuristic tank and laser battle
for multiple players with IBM PC's), and the
Action Teleconference Link-Up, which in
cludes private "chambers", action verbs (grin,
wink, nudge, etc.), the ability to link to other
systems for huge multi-system tele
conferences, custom entry/exit strings, user
configurable profiles, and much more. This
Edition supports the Flash™ Protocol (where
most of the game functionality is on the user's

end of the phone line), for which dozens of
incredible new multi-user games are now
being developed. Upgrading from the starter
system to the Entertainment Edition is quick

and easy and involves no loss of data or f unc
tion. Prerequisite: The Major BBS Standard
Edition.

Entertainment extensions .......... $ 149
Entertainment C source extensions• .. $ 129

If your requirements include
order entry and catalog sales:
The Shopping Mall Edition ofThe Major BBS
has everything that the starter system does,
plus online shopping. Your online mall can
have multiple "stores", each run by its own
separate "merchant", if desired. Each mer
chant has control over his or her own product
line, pricing, discount structure, store wel
come message, sales tax handling, etc. Also,
each merchant may create up to 6 different
payment methods (e.g. VISA, MC, AMEX,
C.O.D., "bill me", etc.), and up to 6 different
shipping methods (e.g. UPS, FedEx, US Mail,
etc.), each with its own rates (flat rate, percent
of sale, lst-ounce/add'l-ounce, or 1st-pound/
add'I-pound). Users may browse product cat
alogs at no obligation, or order products and
services directly online! Orders generate in
voices that are posted to the individual mer
chant as attachments to E-Mail. To upgrade
from the starter system to the Shopping Mall
Edition takesonly a few minutes. Prerequisite:
The Major BBS Standard Edition.
Shopping Mall extensions ....... . .. $ 249
Shopping Mall C source extensions•. . $ 189

For super-nexibility of
menu trees and ANSI screens:
The MenuMan Edition of The Major BBS can
do everything that the starter system does, and
in addition you as Sysop can create your own
menu trees, with menus leading to menus lead
ing to menus, as deeply "nested" as you like.
The "leaves" of your menu trees can be ordi
nary ASCII or ANSI files, which are simply
dumped to the user's display(with or without
automatic screen breaks), or they can be any
of the built-in functions of the BBS such as
scanning the user's incoming E-Mail or firing
up a SIG quickscan. Includes commands like
GO <pagename>, FIND <topic>, USERS,
and for the Sysop, the equivalent of the DOS
commands DIR, RENAME, COPY, DEL,
MKDIR, and RMDIR, as well as a set of priv
ileged commands for editing and extending
the menu trees, remotely, while the BBS re
mains fully online. Upgrading from the starter
system to the MenuMan Edition takes only
minutes. Prerequisite: The Major BBS Stan
dard Edition.
MenuMan extensions . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 149
MenuMan C source extensions• .... $ 129

...and that's not all! For advanced applica
tions, we also offer an X.25 direct-connect
software option, a protected-mode develop
ment toolkit, and special licensing arrange
ments for up to 256 simultaneous users! And
don't forget the smorgasbord of 3rd-party
add-ons available, such as The Major Data
base from Galactic Innovations. Custom pro
gramming and integration services are also
available. Your system can grow in power and
sophistication, far into the future, with The
Major BBS.

Here's How To Order:

As your system grows larger...
The GalactiBoxTM is our 16-slot "expansion
chassis", for large-scale systems. It has the
unique ability to address individual modems
by slot number rather than just COM port
address, so you can use up to 16 standard
internal modems in it, side by side, without
conflict. Includes built-in 150W power sup
ply, interface card for your XT/AT/386/486,
cables, and full documentation. Up to 4 boxes
may be attached to one CPU, for a total of up
to 64-channel expansion capacity. Prices
shown below are for standard 300/1200/2400
bps Hayes-compatible internal modems. We
also have 9600 bps V.32/V.42 MNP Class 5
modems available, call for prices.

GalactiBox (unpopulated) . . . . . . . . $ 1992
GalactiBox w/4 modems ......... $ 2416
GalactiBox w/8 modems . . . . . . . . . $ 2840

Just dial (305) 583-5990 and say, "I'd like
to place an order!" We can generally ship your
order within 48 hours. We accept major credit
cards, or we can ship C.O.D. Prices shown do
not include shipping or insurance.
For more information, you may either call
the main order number and ask for a sales
engineer, or dial (305) 583-7808 with your
modem (8-N-l) for a free demo of most of our
products. This demo system also contains an
online Shopping Mall with many of the 3rd
party add-ons available for The Major BBS,
operated by the 3rd-party vendors themselves.
Give us a call today!

The Major BBS, Aash Protocol, and GalactiBox arc tradcmarlmi of
Galac ticomm, Inc. PC, PS/2, X"I: AT, and PC-DOS arc trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp. Hayes is a trademark of Hayes
Micrucomputcr Products, lnc. The Major DatabMc is a trademark of
Galactic lnnovations.i Inc. lltrbo C and Turbo C++ are tradt:marks of
Borland lnlcmational, Inc. MS-DOS and Microsoft C arc trademarks of

Mictosoft Corp. UPS is a trademark of United Parcel Service. A:dEx is a
trademark of Federal Express Corp. MNP is a trademark of Microcom, Inc.

~he C source code ertensions w-e necessay, if
you wish tJ combine multiple extended Editions
together, or add 3rd-party :xiftww-e, or develop
your own modifications. Prerequi5ites, in each
case, w-e the Standw-d Edition C source code, and

0GALAC'TiC6M'M
Galacticomm, Inc. 4101 S.W. 47 Ave.
Suite 101, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314
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Modem: (305) 583-7808
Fax: (305) 583-7846
Voice: (305) 583-5990

WHAT'S NEW
CONNECTIVITY

Connectivity
in a Box

Getting the Most
from Your Fax

T

icoh's DX-I Fax Adapt
er and communication
software, compatible with
PCs, Macs, and laptops, lets
you use your Group 3 fax as a
printer, scanner, copier, or just
a fax. DX-I software is avail
able for controlling the fax,
scanning, printing, and copy
ing capabilities.
Price: $799; DX-I software,
$275.
Contact: Ricoh Corp ., 5 De
drick Place, West Caldwell, NJ
07006, (800) 637-4264 or
(20I) 882-2000.
Inquiry 1290.

he LANPORT-11 box,
which is smaller than
most external modems, lets
you dial in to your Novell net
work from remote sites. Yoo
can hook LANPORT-11 any
where along your network ca
bling, according to Microtest.
The LANPORT-11 box
(which measures 4 by 71/i by I
inch) includes a built-in net
work interface, RAM, ROM,
asynchronous communica
tions firmware, two serial
ports, and software. It's
compatible with terminal emu
lation programs such as Pro
comm and Crosstalk, and it
works with PCs, Macs,
mainframes, and other ASCII
terminals.
Three levels of security are
included in LANPORT-11.
When you call in to the net
work, LANPORT-11 answers
the call, prompts you to log
on, and requests your pass
word. Once you're logged
onto the file server, you 're pre
sented with a menu of op
tions, and LANPORT-11 be
comes transparent.
LANPORT's two serial
ports operate at up to I9,200
bps, allowing multiple users
to share modems. With LAN
PORT's network interface,
you don't need a dedicated
communications server on
the network, as you do with
other remote communica
tions devices. With the option
al On-Link feature, you don't
need a computer up and run
ning on the network to use
LANPORT-II-you can power
up remotely.
Price: $495 to $695.
Contact: Microtest, 35 I 9
East Shea Blvd., Suite I34,
Phoenix, AZ 85028, (602)
97I-6464.
Inquiry 1288.

R

LANPO!(T-/l lets you dial into your LAN without the need for a
PC communications server.

Putting Windows
on the Network

W

indows Workstation 3
bridges the Windows
3.0 user interface and your
Novell NetWare LAN. The
software consists of seven
utilities that enhance the
network features of Win
dows 3.0.
The Workstation Print
Manager brings network print
ing capabilities to Windows
applications. Secure Station
provides transparent security
for network workstations and
offers file encryption/
decryption capabilities. The
Workstation Intercom lets you

receive and send messages to
users and groups of users
across multiple file servers.
Yoo use the Workstation Clock
to set multiple alarm mes
sages and events to occur at
user-specified times and
intervals.
Windows Workstation
3 is compatible with Novell
NetWare 286 2. I and higher.
To run the utilities you
need Windows 3.0 and at
least I MB of RAM on each
workstation.
Price: $695 for a IO-user
license.
Contact: Automated Design
Systems, Inc., 375 Northridge
Rd., Suite 270, Atlanta, GA
30350, (404) 394-2552.
Inquiry 1289.

The Mirror I! I dialing directory features pull-down menus and
can be operated with a keyboard or mouse.
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Mirror Ill
Gets a Boost

T

he communications pro
gram for PCs called Mir
ror III is now enhanced with
several new features, including
a dialing directory interface
and mouse support, according
to SoftKlone. Also new are
scripts for several on-line ser
vices, including BIX. Version
2.0 also offers ZMODEM and
XMODEM file transfer pro
tocols and support for MNP 5.
To take advantage of the
MNP session/data compression
protocol, you must have an
MNP modem. However, users
without MNP modems can
still use Mirror III software.
Additions and extensions
to the Prism communications
programming language in
clude mouse support for Prism
scripts, parameter passing,
drawing enhancements, and
several new commands.
Price: $I 49.
Contact: SoftKlone, 327
Office Plaza Dr., Suite 100,
Tallahassee, FL 3230I,
(904) 878-8564.
Inquiry 1291.

INSTANT MAINFRAME. JUST ADD SCO.
ot too long ago, a few dozen people sharing the same pro
grams, resources, and information on a single computer at
the same time meant only one thing-a mainframe.
Powerful, big, expensive, and proprietary.
More recently, the same people could be found doing exactly the
same things-simultaneously sharing programs, resources, and
information-on a minicomputer.
Alot cheaper, a lot smaller, yet powerful enough to do the same
jo~s. And just as proprietary.

N

hen along came the latest generation of personal computers.
T
And now, the same people are more and more likely to be
found doing exactly the same things-simultaneously sharing
programs, resources, and information -on a PC.
And not a whole officeful of PCs networked together, either, but
a single PC powering the whole Qffice at once.
Alot cheaper, a lot smaller, yet still easily powerful enough to do
the same jobs. Built to non-proprietary, open system standards
that allow complete freedom of choice in hardware and software.
And running the industry-choice multiuser, multitasking UNC<®
System Vplatform that gives millions of 286- and 386-based PC
users mainframe power every business day.
The UNIX System standard for PCs-SCO.'"
TheSCOfllmily ofUNIX .\)•stem soflwllre sof11/io11s is tlVllilllblefora(( 80286-,
80386-, lllld 80486-bllsed i11d11slry-slt111tlllrd mu/Micro Chl11111el'" co111p111ers.

UNIX b a~ trzdml:arltof A1&T. SCO and lhe SOO logo m ~b of'rlic Sanla CNZ Opcntion, loc. M~ and wm: att ~red
1J:i.dtma1ks of Mcnl500 Corporation. ct;/2 and Miao Cfnnnd are tn dem:uks of lnlmlaliooal &tsint!l!i Mad1ines Corvr.itioo. 1-Z.3 ii a ~rtd
tra&:mark ofl.orus ~pmmt COlpotation. d&\S£ ru Pl.US Is a ~1"'l 11:i.dema11t of khoo-Tatt.
I/~
QJ989 The Santa Cn.aOpcralion. Inc.. 400 Encinal Strttt, P.O. Box t900. Santa Uw. UUonlla 95061 IJSA
Tut Sa111:2 Cnl!Opention, Lul. . CrolltyCentre, lb.ttm Lane, Wadord WDI SYN, Unit ed Kingdom, +44 (0)9lj 816344, F~ •41 (o)!,UJ s1n e1.
ltlD:: 9111n ~~

solutions are installed on more than
Toneoday,inSCOten ofUNIXall System
leading 386 computers in operation worldwide.
Running thousands of off-the-shelf XENC<~ and UNC< System-based
applications on powerful standard business systems supporting 32
or even more workstations-at an unbelievably low cost per user.
And with such blazing performance that individual users believe
they have the whole system to themselves.
Running electronic mail across the office-or around the world
in seconds.
Running multiuser PC communications to minis and mainframes
through TCP/IP and SNA networks.
And doing some things that no mainframe-or even DOS- or
l iOS/ 2'"-based PC-ever thought about, such as running multiple
DOS applications. Or networking DOS, OS/2, XENC< and UNC<
Systems together. Or running UNIX System versions and workalikes
of popular DOS applications such as Microsoft®Word, 1-2-3®, and
dBASE Ill PLUS.®
Or even letting users integrate full-featured multiuser productivity
packages Qf their choice under a standard, friendly menu interface.
Today's personal computer isn't just a "PC" anymore, and you can
unleash its incredible mainframe-plus power for yourself-today.
just add SCO.
For more information, call SCO today and ask for ext. 8562.

/s~c;:::::;o~""'iiil~
-~~ (811) SCO-UNIX
THE SANl i\

(726-8649)
(408) 425-7222
FAX: (408) 458-4227
RUZ OPERATION E-MAIL: ... !uunet!sco!info info(aJsco.COM
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Two REASONS WHY TOSHIBA SELLS

IKl t Toshiba, we think that designing a portable computer to fit real Jive
lt1J human beings can make the difference between a computer you
love and a computer
you merely tolerate.
So that's ex
actly what we think
about when we design
Chances are, you're already used to our comfortable, full
function keyboard. Thal's because the keys are the exact size
and shape you expect them to be.

our portable PCs.

And the public has told us we were right in our
thinking. In fact, according to PC Magazine,
Toshiba portables rank number one in cus
tomer satisfaction.
Take our Tl200XE notebook PC, for
example. You'll notice how our unique
screen technology
makes it easy to read
under virtually all
lighting conditions,
no matter where
you decide to get
your work done.

The T1200XE takes up about one square foot of desk
space (er lap space) so there's always room to work.

For a free brochure or the name of your nearest
Toshiba dealer, call 1-800-457-7777.

VlORE PORTABLES THAN ANYONE ELSE.
Next, you'll find the keyboard to be immediately familiar,
since it's what you're already used to. All of the key
spacing and sizes are standard.
You'll also discover plenty of processing
power packed into the 286-based Tl200XE.
And the 201\1B hard drive means you can
keep all your programs and files right
where you need them. With you.
· Plus, you'll undoubtedly
appreciate the Tl200XE's other humane
features like a slim line battery pack and
AutoResume: which lets you pick up exactly where you left off.
No grand reopening of the system, program and file every time you want
to start work again.
The only thing you'll notice we've
skimped on is size and weight. After all, what
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With notebooks like the Tl200XE it
Toshiba designed the large, easy-to-read display with real,

should come as no surprise that Toshiba sells

10 01

~~!~~;:,~:~~s~~~~-;~a~~::a~~canworkwithouta t

more portable PCs than any other company in the world. After all, you're not
the only one who recognizes a good thing when they see it.
In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Circle 314 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 315)

WHAT'S NEW
CONNECTIVITY

Mac DAT
Runs Alone

Low-Cost
and Practical

M

T

irror Technologies has
introduced the Tl200
DAT Drive, an external 1.3
gigabyte digital audiotape
drive for Macs. The Tl200
supports unattended backup
and network backup and con
forms to the digital data stor
age (DDS) recording format
standard.
With the included Soft
BackUp software, you can pro
gram the T 1200 for 2 hours
of unattended operation. This
means that it can perform
backup for up to 2 hours and
then shut down, freeing the
system or network for other
activities.
Price: $2997.
Cmtact: Mirror Technol
ogies, Inc., 2644 Patton Rd.,
Roseville, MN 55113, (612)
633-4450.

Inquiry 1292.

Integrated System
for NetWare
Communications

F

IexCom offers a hard
ware/software asynchro
nous communications solu
tion for NetWare-based LANs.

Mirror's Tl200 DAT drive offers Mac users unattended
backups, 1. 3 gigabytes ofstorage, and high-speed access to data.

The system supports dial-in
and dial-out access on each
communications line and
provides a separate processor
for each dial-in or remote-ac
cess user. With FlexCom, you
also get as much as 550K
bytes of RAM for applications,
EGA-level graphics, and up
to 1 MB of expanded or ex
tended memory.
Version 1. 1 of the software
features reduced memory over
head for dial-in users, ex
tended management capability
for dial-out lines, user-ex
tendable activity logging, and
line-by-line modem ini
tialization.
The server base units can
handle from two to 36 lines,
and a rack-mounted version
handles up to 44 lines. Each

server includes a network
adapter (Ethernet, Token
Ring, or ARCnet) and comes
with the FlexCom/Manager
administration software.
Two communications proces
sor kits are available for the
server base unit. The kits come
with FlexCom/CPX software
and pcAnywhere III remote
access software programs.
Price: $3000 and up, includ
ing all hardware and software.
Contact: Evergreen Systems,
Inc., 120 Landing Court, Suite
A, Novato, CA 94945, (415)
897-8888.

Inquiry 1293.

Pocket-Size
LAN Adapter

Y

ou can convert your por
table computer into an
Ethernet workstation with a
pocket-size LAN adapter from
Accton Technology.
The EtherPocket adapter,
which measures 3% by ~ by
2~ inches, is used in place of
a network interface card. It
comes with its own power
adapter and attaches to the
portable's parallel port.
Price: $499.
Contact: Accton Technology
Corp., 46750 Fremont Blvd.,
Suite 104, Fremont, CA
94538, ( 415) 226-9800.
Accton 's pocket-size adapter plugs into your portable 's parallel
port and turns it into an Ethernet workstation.
58
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Inquiry 1294.

hePM9600SA modem
(a 9600-bps stand-alone
modem) features automatic
correct connection with remote
mode, V .42 and MNP 4
error correction, V .42bis and
MNP 5 data compression,
and command and data rates of
from 75 to 38,400 bps. It is
also Hayes compatible.
Price: $699.
Contact: Practical Periph
erals, Inc., 31245 La Baya
Dr., Westlake Village, CA
91362, (818) 706-0333.

Inquiry 1295.

1-2-3/G Ships
Server and Node
Editions

L

otus 1-2-3/G, the graph
ical version of the 1-2-3
spreadsheet program, is now
available in standard, server,
and node editions.
Lotus 1-2-3/G retains the
familiar 1-2-3 commands but
runs under OS/2 and adds a
goal-seeking technology called
Solver. Solver automates the
what-if process and shows you
how to achieve desired
results.
The server edition supplies
administrators with tools for
easier network management,
according to Lotus. The node
edition lets you have an addi
tional concurrent 1-2-3/G user
on the network. It includes a
single license for network use.
1-2-3/G runs on a PC with
at least 5 MB of RAM for net
work versions. It runs under
OS/2 1.1 or higher and is com
patible with IBM, 3Com, and
Novell networks.
Price: Server edition, $895;
node edition, $595.
Contact: Lotus Development
Corp., 55 Cambridge Pkwy.,
Cambridge, MA 02142,
(617) 577-8500.

Inquiry 1296.

Buy one quick.

List: S 99

Ours: $ 69

List: S 99
Ours: $ 69

Lis t: S 99

List: S 199

Ours: $ 69

Ours: $ 139

Get one free...
.~

I

I-JARD DISK BACKuP

from Programnier ~

Paradise
(800)

445-7899
An unbelievable limited-time offer! Buy Microsoft®QuickBASie,rn the easiest way to
learn how to program. Or QuickPasca1,n1 the fastest way to learn and program in Pascal. Or
QuickC,rn the easiest way to master C and write powerful C programs. Or QuickC Compiler
with Quick Assembler,rn the only integrated C and Assembly development environment for
MS-DOS.®
And get one of the great software products shown, worth up to $90 (SRP), free!*
Choose from Microsoft Flight Simulator,®the closest thing to flying short of flying. Central
Point Backup,rn an incredibly easy way to back up documents. Or Sign Designer.TM great for
creating professional quality signs on your dot matrix printer.
Call Programmer's Paradise . Today.

p,

I

~

A Division of Voyager Software Corp
1163 Shrewsbury Avenue
Shrewsbury, NJ 07702

CALL TODAY!
*While supplies last. Coupon offer redeemable through Microsol t.

Circle 237 on Reader Service Card

Programmer's Paradise®. ..
LIST OURS

CASE TOOLS

EasyCASE Plus
Profession.11 Pack
Personal CASE

29S
39S
199

265
3 55
179

COBOL LANGUAGE
Micro Focus:
COBOl/2 w/Toolsel
Personal COBOL
MS COBOL
Re.ilia COBOL

1800 1499
149 129
900 629
99S
849

CODE GENERA TORS
Logic Gem
M<ilrix L.iyoul 2.0

99
200
399

PRO-C

69
159
339

LIST OURS

LINKERS/LIBRARIANS
Overlay Toolkil
Plink86+
Plink/LTO
Polyli br a rian
.RTl in k
.R TLi nk / Plus

39S
395
49S
249
29 5
49S

369
335
419
209
265
41 9

OBJECT-ORIENTED TOOLS
Objec tive-(

249
100
200

Smalhalk/V
Small talk/V 286

225
85
169

OS/2 TOOLS
Brief
CASE:PM fo r (

24 9 CALL
l 49S 1420
l 9S 159
MKS LEX & YACC
349
279
MS 05/2 Pres. Manager Toolki l 500 349
Mul!iScope for OS/2
449 345
PCYACC
69S 625
Pl Edi1or
249 225
Small1alk/V PM
49S 369
Vitamin C IOS/21
34S
279
Epsilon

Cl.irion 2.1

Clipper S.O
0.11.1 /unction Aclv;incecl
dBASE IV
dl!F.1S1/PLUS
dGE
Dr. Switch-ASE

R,~R

79S
34S
29S
180
99
89
19S
69S
79S
l 9S
lSO
lSO

The Ooc umenlor
Tom Rcllig ' s Library
Ul2 Version 2

99
249
29S
100
59S

r;1celt
rl ;1shl oo!s!
Flipper
Force 2.1

FoxPro
FUNCK y Library
R&R Report Writer

Code GL'ner.1tor
Say Wh.11?!
Silvl'rComm "(" lnterfacl'
SilvN(omm Library 2.0

We'll Beat The Competition's Advertised Prices!
LIST OURS

386 CONTROL PROGRAMS
IJESQview 38<> w / C) EMM
Mic:rosoit W ind ows 3.0
VM/l!I(>
VM/38<> MultiUser
VM/386 Multi User Staner

220
lSO
24S
89S
39S

386 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
38f> ASM/linkLoc
l 29S
49S
38b/IJOS Extender
C-Terp 38<>
239
L.1hey F77L-EM/32 lw/ OS/38f>J 1290
895
Me1.1Ware High C 386
Novell C Network Compilt'f/J86 995
239
PC-lint 386
l 29S
WATCOM C 8.0/386 Prof.
1790
w/ 386/DOS Extender
895
W 1\ TCOM C 8.0/386 St.indard
1095
WATCOM FORTRAN 77/386
lortech C++ 386
99S

ADA

A c.iclemic: lntegrAcl,1
Acl.i S<"upe Debugger
Acl.1 Training Environment
Ad.igr.i1>hics
lnlegrAcl.1
Meridian A(laStuclent
Mericli. m Acl.i Developer's Kit

249
49S
89S
69S
79S

so

1195

ASSEMBLV LANGUAGE
Adv.int.1ge Disassembler
A SMF low
MS Melero Assembler

OPTASM
Re:Source
Sourcer w/ Pre-Processor
Spont.1neousAssembly
Turbo Debugger & Tools

Visible Computer: 80286

Power B.1sic

QuickBASIC

P.D.Q.
Proo.is

ProB.is Toolkit
QB else and Quickscreen
Quick(omm

149
129
1S9
99
149
149

C)uickP,1k Professiona l
QuickWi ndmvs Advanced

w I Objective-(

MS Quick( 2.S
MS Quick( w/ QuickAssembll'r

Turbo C 2.0
W AT COM C 8.0 Professional
WATCOM C 8 .0 Standard

C++Niews
lnlek C++
NIJP (++

49S
4 19
49S CA LL
495 479
Rogue W.1vt.• M.1th.h++
200 179
Rogue Wave Tools.h++
200 179
Turbo C++
200 139
Turbo C++ Professional
300 205
ISO 139
Compelitive Upgrade
Zinc Libr ,1ry
200 179
lortech ++ o.1tt1base
299 255
l sri 129
Zortech (++ Debugger
Zortech (++
200 165
Zortech C++ Developer's Edition 4SO 399
94S 595
Bundled w/ C+'4-Niews
lortech (++Tools
lSO 129
lortech C ++ Video Course
soo 449

c

C-COMMUNIC ATIONS
Oreakout II
C Asynch Man.1ger 3.0
Essenti.11 Communic:.11 ions
Crl'enleai Commlib
Greenle,1f ViewComm
Silver(omm 11 ( 11 Async Library
View·232

249
189
329
3S9
399
249
189

189
139
259
287
319
209
149

C-FILE MANAGEMENT
AccSysfor dBASE or P.ir.ulox
Blril'Vl' lJevel. Syslem
c-tree Plus

dBC 111 Plus
db FI LE llun dl e
Essl•nlicll 0-Tree w/ sourc:e
Par.1dox Engine
The Toolbox - Prof. Edition
The Toolbox. Special

39S 349
449
S95
2 19
29S
475
59S
500 439
295 249
149
198
49S 349
1295 1035
79S
635

( -GENERAL LIBRARIES
Ol.Kkst.u C Function Libr.iry
C Utili ty Library
Grl'l.'nle af Funct ions
Grl'l.'nle.if SuperFunctions

Turbo C TOOLS/2.0

99
149
249
229
299
149

79
109
199
179
239
109

C SCREENS
C-Wor1hy
Greenleaf Dat.1Windows
Quick Windows Aclv.1nced (()
Vermont Views
Vi laminC

VC Screen

399 CALL
39S
315
1(,9 149
495 395
225
165
149 125

(-UTILITIES/OTHER

C COMPILERS
L.i1tice C 6.0
Microsoft C 6.0

169
99
209
839

C TOOLS PLUS/f,_O
49S
129
99

BASIC LIBS/UTILITIES
Gr.iphP.1k Professional

C++

Codelme IV
295
99
l SO
lSO
lSO
170
39S
l so
100

BASIC COMPILERS
MS BASIC Prof. Devel. System

UST OURS

250
495
699
99
199
99
49S
395

Bar Code Library

Cle.irforC
C Shroud
Heap Exp.1nder

MKS LEX & YACC
Objec live-C

PC- lint
PCYACC Profess ion.ii
TimeSlicer

389
200
198
80
249
249
139
49S
295

319
169
149
70
197
225
105
459
279

c

so

CALL
519
269
489
29 5
249
149
90
79
169
589
489
179
129
129
39
89
209
245
80
479

DEBUGGERS (DOS)
MultiScope
Periscope I
Periscope 11 w I swi1ch
Periscope IV /lh. 2 5 MH2

Tr,1pper
w / o p tion.11 (·,1ble
Turbo Debugger & Tools

179 135
S9S 475
179
22S
CA LL CALL
200
179
240 219
l so
105

Flow Ch.1rting ]
I nit •r active E.isyflow
P.i gin.i te
Source Prin t
Tree Di<1gr am mer

300
200
130
2SO
lSO
100
99
99

22 9
169
115
199
125
79
74
74

EDITORS
ORIEF 3.0
EDT+
EMACS
Epsilon

KEDIT 4.0
MKS Vi
Pl Edi tor
Sage Proiession.11 Edilor

SLICK Edilor
Speed Edit
SPF/PC
SYNIJIE
VEIJIT PLUS

EMBEDDED SVSTEMS
Cf> 10 PROM
Lin k & Loctl te ++
link l~ Loc.11e ++Ex tended

249 CALL
29S 269
325
265
195
159
lSO 125
149
129
l 9S
175
29S 249
154
l 9S
29S 275
24S
199
49S 399
185 CALL
149
39S
479

119
349
395

135
S9S
99
4SO
l 3S
S9S

119
5 35
89
299
119
499

FORTRAN LANGUAGE
Gr,1fm,1tic

L.ihey F77L
L.ihey Person.ii FORTRAN 77
MS FORTRAN
Plotmtllic

RM/FORTR AN

GRAPHICS LIBRARIES
Baby Driver
Essl'nlicll Gr.iphics
Font-Tools
Gr.if/Drive Plus Developer's

Gr.iphiC 5.0
GSS Graphics 0l.'vel. Toolkit
GX Grt1 p hics

HA LO
HALO Profession.i i
HALO Wi ndow Too lkit
lcon-T ools/Plus
Menuet
Met.iWindow
Met.1Window Plus

PCX Effe cts
PCX Programmer's Toolkit

PCX Text
Sil verP.iin t
Sl.1te w/ grap hics
Turbo Geometry Library

B-lree Fil er

MS Quickl' ASC AL
Object Profession.ii

Power Tools PLUS/S.O

Topa2
Topaz Multi -user

Turbo Ana \yst
TurhoMAGIC

Turbo Pasc.115.5
Turbo Pascal 5.5 Professional
Turbo-Plus S.S
Turbo Profession.ii 5.0

149
l 2S
99
I SO
149
99
149
99
199
lSO
2SO
199
125

115
109
69
109
109
89
135
89
179
105
175
159
109

SOURCE MAINTENANCE
Cod.in
Code Check
MKS M.1ke
MKS RCS

MKS Softw.1re Mgm t. Team
PolyM.1ke
PVCS Professional

DOCUMENTING/
FLOWCHARTING
allCLEAR
Clear for C or dBASE
C-Cle.irly

PASCAL LANGUAGE
Asynch PL US

SMS
TLI B
S Station LAN

39S
49S
149
189
299
179
495
495
139
419

345
469
119
149
239
149
419
399
109
339

WINDOWS (MS) TOOLS
Acror 3.0
Asymetrix Toolbook
Bridge Too lkit

Case:W
C-Talk/Views
dOF.isl/Windmvs
DialogCodcr
Graphics Server SOK
MS Windows Development Kil
Mul!iScope for Windows
Objec1Gr.1phics
Proto View
Resource W or kshop
WinclowsM A KER
WinTrieve

WNDX GU I Toolbox

89S 719
395 CALL
69S 659
995 CALL
4SO
375
39S
335
499
435
495
419
500 349
379
289
445 365
69S 625
300 269
79S 635
39S 33 9
499
449

NEW RELEASES
Resource Worlcshop
Th e W ork shop, f ra m Ecl enSoft, is a
fund.1mcntal tool fo r Wi ndow s
development. It provides .in integra ted
resource compiler and editor. A ccess
resources instantly from the project
view, edit resources graphically o r as
text, compile incrementally. Unmatched
in features and capabililies.

Li st: SJ OO

O urs: $269

Dr. Switch-ASE
250
399
l so
299
39S
79S
149
39S
595
59S
l SO
32S
250
325
99
195
149
129
448
200

199
319
119
269
319
685
135
279
4 19
4 19
119
279
209
289
89
175
135
109
41 5
179

Make any dBASE language program
RAM resident. occupying o nly 16·20K of
RAM. Advanced cut a rd paste for
transferring of data to and from dBASE.
Ful l network co m patibility.

List: $.180

Ours; $14 9

TimeS/icer 6.0
M ul! itclski ng link ab le l ib rary o f C
functi o ns for Microsoft C 6 .0. D evelop
appli cations that will ru n an unlim ited
number of tasks concurr ently.
Multila skin t at th e applica tion leve l
ralher than y \nter.{acing with the
operating system.

Lis t: $2 9S

Ours: $279

Guaranteed Best Prices!

(800)

445-7899

LIST OURS

FAXcetera
Want more product information
on the items in the gold box 10
the righ t? T ry F AXcetera !!
Just pick up your FAX phone
and dia l 201-389-8 173.
Enter. the FAXcettra product
code listed below each product
description-infor mation will be
faxed back 10 you instantly!

SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
( corltirmed)

GUIDOJ.O

Orcad PCB
PC-MATLAB
PC T EX
SCHEMA Ill

GUIDO is a powerful library of C functions which
enables you to easily add graphical user interface
objects to your graphics application, including menus,
windows. data entry, text boxes, list boxes, radio
buttons, percent bars and more-used independently or
combined. Both mouse and keyboard are supported.
Also contains an event-driven, object-oriented
environment called the GUE, based on the high-level
objects included. Requires no other graphics library.
Includes manual with demos and
ex,1mples. No roya lties. Supports
Microsoft C/Quick C and Turbo CIC++.

Sys tal w/Syg raph
T.1n~o PCB Series II
TECH"GRAPH"PAD
T'

SPREADSHEETS
Lot us 1-2-3 3.1

Microsoft Excel
Quanro Professional
SuperCalc5

LIST OURS

XENIX/UNIX
BLAST UNIX/XENIX
Epsilon
Inter active Products
LPl-COBOL
LPl-FORlRAN

MelaWJre High C
Microport Products
MKS RCS

MKS Tri/O}.\y
Pl Editor
SCO ProduclS
VEDIT PLUS

49S
195
CALL
I 49S
995
89S
CALL
39S
119
349
CAL L
28S

395
169
CALL

1199
799
849
CALL

335
105
. 319
CALL

249

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
APL.PLUS

Dan Bric_klin's Demo 11
dBx/dBPor1

Guido
Lallice RPG
MKSAWK

Opt-Tedi Sort/Merge
PC S(heme
Persona\ Rexx

69S
549
199
159
600
459
249
189
1600 1285
99
79
14 9
119
9S
79
1SO
139

APPLICATION SOFTWA RE

COMMUNICATIONS
BLAS T II
Carbon Copy Plus
Laplink Ill
PC Anywhere I I I
Procomm Plus
SideTa lk

250
199
150
14S
99
120

225
129
99
99
63
99

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Adobe Products
Corel Draw!
HALO OPE

PageMaker
Ventur.1 Publisher

CALL CALL
S95
399
19S
139
79S
509
89S
549

Derive
M,11hCAD

200
49S
69S

179
315
625

/\boveM EM
Bootcon

Ca'-he 86
FA STBACK Plus

HeJdRoom 2.0
Hila ak Plus

Hold Everylhing
lnfoSpolle r
MACE 1990

Magellan
MKS Toolkit
MOVE'EM

No11on Commander
Norton Utilities .s.n
PC Tools Deluxe 6.0

Pizazz Plus
PreCursor
Sit Back
Softw.1re Ca rousel
Spin Rile II

Squish Plus

Switch-It
Tree 86
Turbo EMS 5.0
UpShot
XTreePro Gold
ZENO

Microsoft Word for Windows
Wor dPerfect 5.1

Basnwk Q uick BASIC

C Programmer's Toolbox/ Sun

Edix
lnformi x
Lotus 1 -2-3 for Sun

AuloCAD Release 10

Panel Plus !Sun 3)

l\utoSketch
ChiWriler

css

DADiSP
Design CAD 3-D

Drafix Windows CAD
EXACT

Generi c CADD Le ve l J
LAB TECH Acquire
LABTEC H Notebook
MICRO-CAP Ill

130
119
80
60

114
64
75
55
39
119
89
149
159
69
105

Wor clPerfecl for Sun

Ours: $189

Lisi: $Z49

so

189
130
199
199
80
149
19S CALL
249
199
89
79
149
99
179
129
149
95
79
149

%

79
90
72
75
75
89
69
89
89
89
239

99
90
119
100
100
90
100
9S
129
269

199
129
49S
349
49S CALL

SOFTWARE FOR SllN
WORK STA T/ON S

SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
3000 CALL
I SO
95
l SO
129
49S
469
89S
759
400
292
69S CALL
47S
380
3SO
289
19S
179
99S
799
1495 1269

389
319
329
319

WORD PROCESSING
Ami

Mathematica for Sun
MetaWare High C
NeuralWorks Professional II

Mathematic.1 386

S9S
49S
49S
49S

UTILITIES
386MAX5.0
above DISC

EMACSf o r Sun

MATHEMATICS

149S CALL
69S
659
249
229
49S
449
89S
759
S9S
559
39S
319
479
S9S

w/ source

FAXr..ura #2089-0004
Lisi: $499
Ours: $3Z9

Objective-C

o tepstone

Objective-C offers proven twe object-oriented tech
nology consisting of language, compiler and libraries.
State-of-lhe-art development tool suitable for building
object-oriented commercial applications in DOS, OSI
2 and many other popular environments. The Objec
tive-( language is specifically designed for reusability
and flexibility, while retaining the performance and
character of the indus lry standard C language. ICpak
I 01 Foundation Class Libr;ny, a basic library consisting
of over lwenty basic dat<l lypes and VO handlers, is
included .
List: $Z49

Ours: $ZZ5

FAX rtlM1 #1688-0001

WindowsMAKER
WindowsMAKER is a code generator that builds
complete Microsoft Windows J .O applications.
Prototype 1he entire user interface (menus, icons,
dialog boxes, child windows, controls, etc.) in a
WYSIWYG screen designer. Animate and test on
users without a lengthy compile. Then generate
Microsoft C code for high performance Windows
applications. No runtime iees. C++
compatible. Custom code is perserved during
0
reger.eration. WindowsMAKER handles
Candlelight '""""'
message processing, memory, debugging,
compiling, MDI and more. Port DOS or Mac
programs to Windows in record time . A power tool fcr professional C
programmers. WYSIWYG point and click programming at its best. JO day

money-back gu,uantee.
CALL
49S
42S
39S
CAL L
CA LL
CALL
119S
409S
1S9S
49S

CALL

449

339
369

Lisi: $795

Ours: $635

#2602-0002

WATCOM CB. 0/386

CALL
CALL
CALL

849
CALL

1355
CALL

Programmer's Policies
Phone Orders
Hours 8:JO AM-7 PM EST. We accept
MC,Visa, AMEX. Domestic shipment s,
please add $5 per item for shipping/
handling by UPS ground. For domestic
COD shipments, please add $ J. Rush

FAXatera

WAT~~f~~

WATCOM C8.0/J86 is a 100% ANSI C
optimizing compiler and run-time library for the
Intel 80J86 architecture generating applications
for J2-bit protected mode. With C8.0IJ86, you
can go beyond the 6401\ DOS limit. Library
and source code compatibility with Microsoft C
simplifies many porting projects. Significant
features include: protected mode version of the
compiler; VIDEO full-screen source-level
debugger; Microsoft library and source
compalibility; execution profiler; high
performance linker; graphics library.
Stand.vd
List: $895
Ours: $119
Profession,1/ List: $1295 Ours: $1099
FAXc<ltra

#1683-0001

service available.

Our Guarantee ...
Producr:-; listed here are backed

hy the following guar:mtet"•:

Should you see one of these
products listed at a lower
price in another ad in this
magazine, CALL US!
We'll b eat the price, a nd still
offer our same quality
service and support.
Terms of Offer:
• Off er good throu~h December 3 1. I 990

• Applicable 10 pricing on current versions
of softw.1re listed; Dec. issue prices on ly.
• Offer does not apply towards obvious
errors in competitors' ads.

*

Subject to same terms and conditions.

Mail or FAX Orders
POs are welcome. Please include
phone number.
International Service
Phone number required with order.
Call or FAX for additional information.
Dealers and Corporate Accounts
Call for information.

International : 201-389-9228
Customer Ser vice: 201-389-9229
Fax: 201-389-9227

Corporate: 800-422-6507
Canada: 800-44 5-7899
FAXcetcra: 201-389-8173
Call or Write for Latest Free Catalog!

1-800-445-7899

Unbeatable Prices
We' II beat the competition's advertis ed
prices. Prices subject to change
w ithout notice.

~

Return Policy
JO days. Due to copyright laws, we
cannot take back software with the disk
seal broken unless authorized by the
manufacturer. Returned product must
include R.A. number.

A Division of Voyager Software Corp
.
116J Shrewsbury Ave., Shrewsbury, NJ 07702'

Circle 238 on Reader Ser11ice Card

WHAT'S NEW

SOFTWARE•

PROGRAMMING

CASE Tools Ease
OS/2 Cooperative
Development

Borland's Pascal
Interface Library
in a Box

S

L

QL/Workbench, a Pre
sentation Manager appli
cation for OS/2 Extended
Edition, lets a team that's
developing cooperative pro
cessing applications benefit
from the expertise of one
Structured Query Language
programmer.
SQL/Workbench can gen
erate and compile Static SQL
directly instead of requiring
you to program it in C. One
programmer keys in the SQL
and puts the compiled SQL
into the IBM Database Man
ager for use by all. This way,
other programmers can do
procedure calls instead of hav
ing to embed complex SQL
strings into an application.
With the repository, a
database administrator can
check and validate the best
callable procedures from a sin
gle source and not have to
worry about code spread out
among several programmers.
CP/Workbench helps a
communications expert define
transactions, conversations,
buffers, and data types outside
the program.
Both work on PC-to-main
frame applications.
Price: SQL/Workbench,
$7200; CP/Workbench,
$4200.
Contact: Intelligent Environ
ments, 2 Highwood Dr.,
Tewksbury, MA 01876,
(508) 640-1080.

Inquiry 1297.

Build Your Own
Data Bridge

D

BMS/Program lets you
build applications that
can directly read and write
data simultaneously in multi
ple formats, including most

SQL/Workbench and CP/Workbench, two additions to the
Applications Manager family of OS/2 development tools, help
ease the creation ofcooperative processing applications.
major DOS databases, spread
sheets, statistical packages,
and Structured Query Lan
guage databases. Created ap
plications can directly process
more than 15 Macintosh ap
plications supported by the
company's DBMS/Copy Mac
program.
Conceptual Software says
that an application created with
DBMS/Program can merge a
database with another data
base, create new variables in
the merged database, assign
computed variables for each
record in the database forthe
new variables, and output the
result to another package for
further analysis.
DBMS/Program supports
Excel, Lotus 1-2-3, Quattro
Pro, ACT!, dBASE, Data
Ease, Paradox, PFS: File,
Clarion, and Oracle, Ingres,
and Informix SQL databases.
Over 22 statistical packages
are supported, including SAS,
SPSS, StatGraphics, and
BMDP.
Price: $595.
Contact: Conceptual Soft
ware, Inc., P.O. Box56627,
Houston, TX 77256, (713)
667-4222.

Inquiry 1298.

Create Foreign
Language Versions
of Your Software

P

erformance Technology
developed PowerTranslate
for software companies that
want to create, without recom
piling, foreign-language ver
sions of their programs or En
glish versions of an appli
cation originally written in
another language.
PowerTranslate creates a
database of all the text that ap
pears to the end user of the
program, which you then
translate. When you update a
program, you need to translate
only the modifications that
will result in display changes.
PowerTranslate maintains
the integrity of program text
containing embedded or spe
cial codes that shouldn't be al
tered. Also, it will not mod
ify text that contains a
copyright banner.
The program works with
C, Pascal, and similar
languages.
Price: $595; corporate li
cense, $4995.
Contact: Performance Tech
nology, 800 Lincoln Center,
San Antonio, TX 78230,
(800) 825-5267 or (512)
524-0500.

Inquiry 1299.
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ibraries of reusable ob
jects are one of the touted
benefits of object-oriented
programming. They do, how
ever, require substantial ef
fort to develop and (when the
libraries come from several
sources) maintain. In its new
version of Turbo Pascal, Bor
land is jump-starting that pro
cess by including Turbo Vi
sion, a library of objects,
including windows, pull
down menus, dialog boxes, and
scroll bars, all with built-in
mouse support. Turbo Pascal
6.0 also supports object per
sistence, the ability to map in
memory structures to disk
directly.
A new compiler in Turbo
Pascal 6.0 works in protected
mode, letting you free up
more memory for the compila
tion of large real-mode appli
cations. The integrated devel
opment environment features
a multifile editor with macros,
overlapping windows, and
built-in support for expanded
memory. For bug squashing,
version 6.0 offers integrated
source code debugging, con
ditional breakpoints, a CPU
window, and a hypertext help
system.
With object persistence,
objects know how to store
themselves on disk, freeing
memory and saving time by re
ducing instantiation. The
new version also lets you inte
grate assembly code with its
own in-line assembler.
Price: $149.95; with Turbo
Debugger & Tools, $249.95.
Contact: Borland Interna
tional, 1800 Green Hills Rd.,
P. 0 . Box 660001 , Scotts
Valley, CA 95066, (408)
438-8400.

Inquiry 1300.
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That's Intel's. And our
new family of Math
CoProcessors is faster
u p to 50% for the 287XL.
In fact, working side by side with the Intel
microprocessor already inside your computer,
an Intel Math CoProcessor can increase the
speed of your spreadsheet, graphics, CAD and

database programs by as much as 500%. That's
good to know.
And the fact that it's made by Intel is also
good to know.
Because Intel developed the first Math
CoProcessor in 1982, and we've shipped
millions since then. Each one is manufactured
by Intel in the world's most advanced logic

facility, and then tested and retested against an
exacting set of criteria.
And we can guarantee that every Intel
Math CoProcessor lives up to the industty
hardware standards we helped develop,
delivering the same results regardless of what
type of computer you're doing calculations on.
So call Intel at (800) 538-3373. Ask for

Literature Packet #F6 on Intel's new and im
proved Math CoProcessors. And put an Intel
Math CoProcessor inside your computer. It's the
only one with the Intel name to live up to.

inter
The Computer Inside:M

©1990 Intel Corporation. 386 and 387 are trademarks of Intel Corporation.
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Abacus's Ripple
Effect Eliminates
Data Duplication

C

omsoft's Abacus II pro
gram for DOS integrates
all accounting functions
from the ground up with a real
time, single-point entry sys
tem designed for networks.
You can extract information
at any time from the dBASE III
Plus-compatible system
without closing accounts.
Once you enter informa
tion in data screens, the pro
gram ripples the entry
through the entire system,
automatically distributing in
formation where needed.
Abacus II comes in single
user and multiuser versions.
Both include a spreadsheet,
business graphics capability,
several modules, and a
db.Detective program that
searches nonindexed fields at
up to 1000 records per second.
Price: $1695; with Job Esti
mating/Costing and Inven
tory/Order Entry, $3395.
Contact: Comsoft, Inc.,
10335 172 St., Suite 208, Ed
monton, Alberta, Canada
T5S l K9, (403) 489-5994.

Inquiry 1301.

The word processor included with Comsoft' s Abacus II
accounting program lets you tag reminder notes onto a master
file so you can easily access information on accounts.

Improve
Negotiating Skills
with Negotiator Pro

B

eacon Expert Systems'
hypertext-based program
forthe Mac and IBM PC can
help individuals and teams im
prove their negotiating skills.
Negotiator Pro offers advice on
making better deals, devel
oping options, and dealing
with difficult opponents. The
program includes a communi
cations feature that acts as a
referee, suggesting to both

Hassle-Free Overseas Transfers

W

hen you have to send
employees overseas,
Ernst & Young's two pro
grams for the IBM PC can
help you plan and manage
these potentially costly as
signments.
E & Y Expatriate helps
you calculate and plan the
costs of overseas assign
ments. To minimize costs,
you can, for example, do
what-if analyses and com
pare alternative tax-reduc
tion strategies. The program
has current U.S. and foreign
tax information for more
than 25 countries.
Expatriate Tracking Sys
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tern (ETS) helps you manage
costs after you have trans
ferred employees. You can
track advances, obtain U.S.
and foreign compensation
payment statements for ex
patriates, and obtain from
one source the information
required for international
management, such as year
to-date costs for each oper
ation.
Price: E & Y Expatriate,
$1500 per country; ETS,
$7500.
Contact: Ernst & Young,
277 Park Ave., New York,
NY 10172, (212) 773-2595.

Inquiry 1305.

sides of a negotiation alterna
tive methods of dialogue when
two teams must strike an ac
cord but opposing strategies
block this. This referee fea
ture helps teams get on with
the job when things have
bogged down.
The program asks negotia
tors questions and, based on
their answers, creates a pro
file of their negotiating style. It
then provides a proposed ne
gotiating strategy. It also gen
erates reports at different
levels of detail for various team
members. Negotiators can
use the program to prepare
strategic and tactical ways to
circumvent objections.
Price: $299 for the first
copy; $99 for each additional
user.
Contact: Beacon Expert Sys
tems, Inc., 35 Gardner Rd.,
Brookline, MA 02146, (617)
738-9300.

Inquiry 1302.

Sagacity Helps
Managers Assign
Resources

ious tasks, considering skills,
availability, costs, and other
factors. Once you've entered
information about tasks and re
sources-including available
dates, billing rates, skill
levels, and average time to
complete the work-the pro
gram determines an optimal
schedule.
Sagacity also lets you ac
commodate factors that are be
yond your control. For exam
ple, if a client demands that a
task be done by a certain in
dividual, Sagacity lets you
modify the schedule.
Price: $1595 each forone to
four users; $1395 each for five
or more users.
Contact: Erudite Corp., 533
Airport Blvd., Suite 400, Bur
lingame, CA 94010, (415)
348-7714.

Inquiry 1303.

Integrated Sales
Prospecting

I

ntegrated Sales Manager
(ISM) is designed to help
qualify prospects, letting you
access one of up to 1500 pros
pect records within seconds.
The program does this by
keeping all client files stored
in RAM. Once you pick a
name, you can copy it to a
group for even faster access.
ISM provides numerous re
ports and can store in RAM up
to two screens of information
per client. It can also store a
third page on your hard disk.
Other features include a week
at a glance, calendar func
tions, and alert messages.
Price: $498.
Contact: Aselco, Ltd., P.O.
Box 251, Station S, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada M5M 4L 7,
(416) 391-2277.

Inquiry 1304.

E

rudite's Sagacity pro
gram helps resource man
agers juggle the assignment
of people or equipment for var
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SMALL IS IN.
IN '

Introducing the Falco InfinityDesktop Computer.
The Smallest 386SX Desktop.
If you're sizing up desktop computers, you'll
immediately see the advantage of the Falco Infinity"
Desktop. It gives you 386NSX power and perform
ancewithoutdominating your deskspace.
Halfthe size of astandard PC, the Infinity Desktop
has everything you need on-board: Peripheral
interfaces like disk controllers. Memory expansion.
Communication ports. And VGA" level graphics up
to 1024 x 768 resolution.Plus, two AT~compatible,
16-bit expansion slots.
It runs DOSN 4.0, UNIX~ OS/2™ and Microsoft•

V l990FticoDma ProJuru. /nc.

Windows 3.0.What's more, you can choose from
four configurations, including adiskless network node
and a full-featured model with l.44MB floppy and
the option of 40, 100 or 200 MB hard drive.
The only thing we left out is the noise.The Infinity
Desktop runs so quietly, you'll hardly know it's on.
Whether you work in closequartersor spacious sur
roundings,the Falco Infinity Desktop covers all your
needs.Without covering your desk. And that's about
the size of it. To get one for your desk,call us today.
l-800-FALC04U

440 Potrero Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086-4117
Circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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Seleditlg a new computer system can be a real
challenge: That's where we come in We have the
knowledge and experience to make your job eas}~
So, just do the Standard thing. Pick up the phone
and check us out. Test us. Talk to us about our
qualit}~ Our service. And especially our prices.
You'll like what you hear.
Introducing Features, Flexibility
and Fantastic Color.

Introducing Our New
lligh Speed 386T 25 System.
D 4MB of 32-bit high speed memory (Expandable to 16MB on board)
D 64K Cache memory (Expandable to 256K)
0 High performance 1024 x 768 VGA with 256 colors including 1MBof
video memory

D Super Hi-Res 14" VGA color monitor with tilt/swivel base
D lOOMB IDE hard drive with Cache buffer
0 l.2MB 5.25" & l.44MB 3.5" floppy drives
D 1 parallel & 2 serial ports

Then ask U5 about our new 386/25 and 386/33
systems.The list ofstandard features includes the
latest that high technology has to offer. Features
like a 64 KB memory cache for the 386/25, and
128 KB for the 386/33, boih expandable to 256 KB,
00 M
101-key
keyboard
S DOSenhanced
4.0l
providing the fastest possible memory access. Then
D Microsoft Windows 3.0
there's the integrated VGA controller supporting
D Hi-Res serial mouse
'
I
1024 x 768 resolution, with 256 vibrant colors and
a 50% performance increase all made possible by
1MB of 32-bit video memory Plus support for
386• 33 This powerful systemhas Cache memory upgraded to 128K
interlaced and non-interlaced monitors. When it
in addition to the features listed above for only52995.00.
comes to features, we set the standard.
No one can beat our flexibility either. An inte
Visit us at Comdex booth # N2193.
grated floppy controller and hard disk interface
that support up to three floppy drives ar.d two
hard drives. Up to 16 MB of RAM on board using
the new industry standard 32-bitmemdry modules leave all six
additional floppy drive or tape backup and 2 hard
expansion slots available. Our small footprint chassis includes
drives. So, we can help you add on and update to your
heart's content.
both 5.25" and 3.5" floppy drives and 1parallel and 2serial
Our research and development center is always
ports. And consider this feature, our new 386/25 and 386/33
striving for excellence. Since 1984 we've been designing our
systems come standard with 5drive bays to hold up to one
own products, and all of our system
boards are manufactured right here in
the U.S. When building our computers
Look At Our Other Value-Packed Systems
we utilize the latest surface mount and
VLSI technology for the ultimate in prod
All of these fully-loaded systems include:
D 1:1 interleave Floppy/Hard Disk
uct reliability and space saving design.
Controller
D 2Ml3 RAM (Expandable to 8Ml3 on
D 40MI3 28ms Hard Disk Drive
board)
Our performance and quality are simply
D High performance 1024 x 768 VGA with
D L2Ml3 5.25" & L44MI3 35" floppy drives
the standard for our competitors to beat.
256 colors including I MB of video
D I parallel, 2 serial and I game port
We are committed to providing you
D IOI-key enhanced keyboard
memory
with
a complete system that is ready to
0 MS DOS4.0l
D Super Hi-Res 14" VGA color monitor
use the minute you open the carton.
wi th tilt/swivel base
D 386SX includes Windows3.0 and mouse
Everything is loaded, tested, burned in,
and ready to go. And, in order to help
386 ~SX at Sl895.00 286 ~ 16 at Sl595.00 286 ~ 20 at Sl695.00
you easily handle the new multi-tasking

$2 695 oo

286 systems. And we back them with our total cus
tomer satisfaction program beginning with a 30
day money-back guarantee. If you are dissatisfied,
simply return your system within 30 days fcr a full
refund. No questions asked.
You can buy from Standard Computer with total
confidence because all systems are also covered by
our complete one-year parts and labor warranty If
you need help, we'll see that you get it. If you need
a part, we'll express ship it to you.
When you have aquestion, just call our cus
tomer service hotline. Our technicians are available
to you toll-free for as long as you own your sys
tem If that isn't enough protection, how about
this? We'll even include one year of on-site service
at no extra charge.
-

·

-·
-
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Value That's Easy to Afford.

I

We work hard to make it easyfor you to own
and use our products.That also includes
offering many convenient ways to
purchase or lease a Standard system
~-... Our corporate leasing programs are
~~~~~~~~~~~~!!j!!!!~::]~!!.J!~!!!~M~~~~-~
designed to fit your business needs.
Qualified company pur
..--_~!!"!!"!'!!!!!!!!!!
- ~ chase orders, person
al checks and most
and multi-screen programs, we preload MS DOS 4.01 and
major credit cards are also
Microsoft Windows 3.0 then throw in a high resolution mouse
accepted.
to boot. How's that for commitment!
So, go ahead. Pick up
the phone and call us. Right now Find out why we take so
much pride in the exceptional products and services that we
provide. Why our repeat customer rate is one of the highest
in our industry And why our product reliability is so famous.
For us, it's just the
-\IJSC
....•
II Standard
thing.
.4
We're also a Novell Gold Authorized Dealer, so you have total
Standard Computer
compatibility with all levels of the Novell operating system
Corporation, 12803
We Stand Behind Our Systems
Schabarum Avenue,
Irwindale, CA 91706,
and Our Customers.
phone 818/337-7711,
At Standard Computer, we manufacture everything from
0 M p u T E R
FAX 818/337-2626.
high performance 486 and 386 systems to low cost 386SX and

800[662-6111
~

STANDARD
c
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WHAT'S NEW

SOFTWARE•

SCIENCE

AND

ENGINEERING

Optimize
Mechanical Designs
on the Sun
pplied Motion, a 3-D
program for mechanical
engineers who work on Sun-3
and Sun-4 workstations, in
cludes an automatic design
feature that lets them evaluate
several alternatives. The pro
gram provides static, kinemat
ic, dynamic, and inverse dy
namic analyses in a 3-D
environment. An engineer
who needs to know the reac
tion loads of joints in a mech
anism, for example, can use
Applied Motion to compute
the loads and, using the design
sensitivity feature, minimize
them.
Price: $12,000.
Contact: Rasna Corp., 2590
North First St., Suite 200,
San Jose, CA 95131, (408)
922-6833.

A

Inquiry 1306.

Racal-Redac and
Mine Meld All-in-One
Circuit Designer
acal-Redac has inte
grated its CADAT pro
gram for simulating and test
ing programmable logic
devices with Minc's tools for
designing them. The program
lets you design and test all
kinds of digital logic circuit
boards in one package.
With Minc's PLDesigner
and PGADesigner device-inde
pendent tools, you describe
how you want the device to
work, including constraints
such as maximum wattage or
board size. The program's
rule-driven technology map
ping then automatically gen
erates a device-specific design.
These designs can incorpo
rate devices ranging from a
single field programmable
gate array (FPGA) up to 20

R
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Rasna's Applied Motion recommends several alternatives to your
mechanical design.

programmable logic devices
(PLDs) or a combination of
them.
CADAT then simulates the
design, letting you verify the
functionality of systems that
incorporate standard logic, ap
plication-specific ICs, pro
cessors, and PLD/FPGAs
without having to build a pro
totype board. CADAT runs on
Sun workstations. Versions
are planned for DEC and IBM
RISC workstations.
Price: $20,000 and up.
Contact: Racal-Redac, 1000
Wyckoff Ave., Mahwah, NJ
07430, (201) 848-8000.

Inquiry 1307.

Three
from Dynacomp

D

ynacomp adds three
new programs-The
Equator, Matrix Laboratory,
and Molecular Modeling-to
its line of math and science
software for the IBM PC.
With The Equator, you can
save equations on disk and plot
them later with a range of
values that you choose. The
program supports trigono
metric and hyperbolic func
tions and their inverses,
square roots, and many other

The PW and PG A tool sets let you design, simulate, and verify
your logical device and gate array plans in one package.

types of functions. The
Equator lets you store defini
tions of variables with their
constants. Optional packages
($19.95 each) for The Equa
tor include equations for elec
trical engineering, statistics,
and electromagnetics.
Matrix Laboratory lets you
perform operations on moder
ate (20 by 20) matrices. The
program supports such func
tions as inverse, condition,
and square root.
The Molecular Modeling
program lets you select ele
ments from a periodic table
and bond them. Once you have
created the chemical model,
you can view and animate it
in 3-D.
Price: The Equator, $59.95;
Matrix Laboratory, $19.95;
Molecular Modeling,
$29.95.
Contact: Dynacomp, Inc.,
178 Phillips Rd., Webster, NY
14580, (716) 265-4040.

Inquiry 1308.

How to Find
the Best Equation
to Fit Your Data
he TableCurve curve
fitting program takes your
x,y data set and fits 221 can
didate equations to it, ranking
each equation in order of best
fit. The program's equation set
includes 60 first-order equa
tions, 66 second-order equa
tions, 55 third-order equa
tions, rational polynomials,
and polynomials.
TableCurve ranks each
equation by the r-squared
"goodness of fit" value, but
it also ranks equations by
floating-point efficiency.
This means that you can
choose the more efficient of
two equations that are closely
ranked in r-squared value.
Price: $395.
Contact: Jandel Scientific,
65 Koch Rd., Corte Madera,
CA 94925, ( 415) 924-8640.

T

Inquiry 1309.

Hayes
ESP™

When your high-speed
error-control modem out
runs your PC system,you
stand lO lose more than a
few characters.You could lose valuable lime, nol
lo mention your company's money.
The problem is lhal today's error-control
modems oflen send data al speeds faster than
even the best PC systems can handle.
This problem can be easily solved, however,
with the new dual serial port from Hayes. When
used with such high-performance sotlware as
Smarlcom Exec,™ or Smarlcom Ill,® this remark
able communications coprocessor ensures data
integrity al lhe highest speeds.
In fact, Hayes ESP is lhe only coprocessing
serial card lhal can be used with standard
communications software lO prevent serial porl

errors and provide error-free data transfer al
speeds up lo 57.6k bps. Even with such advanced
operating systems as OS/2® and WiIX1ows.®
Of course, Hayes ESP also provides all the
basic functions you want from aserial card,
including lwu serial porl connections for your
printers, modems, or other equipment. And il
works with al/ IBM® and fully compatible PCs.
What's more, Hayes ESP is backed nol only
by one of lhe best customer service staffs in lhe
industry, bul by atwo-year performance warranty
as well.
For more informalion about Hayes ESP, call
us al 1-800-635-1225.
There's just no way you can go wrong with it.

Hayes,,

our iechnology has
lhe computer war/I la/king. More lhan eve1:

WHAT'S NEW
SOFTWARE

•

CAD

AND

GRAPHICS

Civil Engineering
and Surveying
for AutoCAD 11

Two2-DCAD
Programs for the
Mac and IBM PC

D

G

CA Software' s civil en
gineering and surveying
programs now support Auto
CAD release 11. The company
offers Survey Collection,
Data Input and Reduction,
Digital Terrain, Highways,
Earthworks, and Landscape
modules for AutoCAD, along
with Coordinate Geometry,
Design, and Advanced De
sign programs. New features
of the programs include a
project management system
that lets you work with, store,
and access information from
any drive or directory, a new
point database, negative sta
tioning, right-to-left profil
ing, and dynamic TIN (trian
gulated irregular network)
viewing.
The new point database of
fers complete point protection,
sorting, and editing. With
full point protection, you can
add new points without wor
rying about overwriting previ
ous point data. The ability to
do negative stationing lets you
add to existing drawings by
extending from point zero. Dy
namic TIN viewing and edit
ing eliminates the step of going
through DXF file conversion.

DCA Software offers a host ofprograms for AutoCAD I 1.
The programs also add real
time cross sectioning and
profiling and on-line TIN and
contour generation.
Price: $495 to $1995 per
module.
Contact: DCA Software,
Inc., 7 Liberty Hill Rd.,
Henniker, NH 03242, (603)
428-3199.

Inquiry 1310.

Vellum for Windows
and Silicon Graphics

V

ellum, the 2-D CAD
program for the Mac, is
now available for Windows.
As with the Mac version, the
Windows version includes the

Drafting Assistant, Vellum's
drawing aid that lets you ac
curately place objects in rela
tion to one another. Other
features include NURB
splines, parametrics, and
symbol libraries. Vellum will
also soon be available on the
Silicon Graphics Iris 4D work
station, according to Ashlar.
The company says that it
will release a 3-D add-on for
the Mac early in 1991 and
one for Windows in the second
quarter of 1991.
Price: $1995 for Windows
and Silicon Graphics versions.
Contact: Ashlar, Inc., 1290
Oakmead Pkwy., Suite 218,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408)
746-3900.

Inquiry 1311.

New AutoCAD Links Directly to Spreadsheets, Databases

A

utoCAD release 11 in
cludes a programming
language environment that
lets you create programs in C
that directly link with Auto
CAD. Release 11 provides
record locking on networks
and lets you display several
different views of a drawing
at onetime.
The optional Advanced
Modeling Extension (AME)
is an integrated tool created
with the Autodesk Develop
ment System that allows you
to create solid objects from
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primitive shapes. Once you
have created the surface
model, you can edit it with
normal AutoCAD com
mands, perform Boolean op
erations, and calculate mass
properties.
Release 11 's main menu
includes a routine for recov
ering and reconstructing a
damaged AutoCAD drawing
file. Dimension style tables
let you save groups of dimen
sion variable settings by
name.
The DOS version of re

lease 11 will not run on any
thing smaller than a 286 sys
tem; it also runs on Sun,
DEC, Mac, and Apollo
workstations. Versions are
available for OS/2 1.1 or
higher. At press time, Auto
desk had not yet announced
whether it would port AME
tot he Mac.
Price: $3500; AME, $495 .
Contact: Autodesk, Inc.,
2320 Marinship Way, Sau
salito, CA 94965, (415) 332
2344.

Inquiry 1313.

eneric Software has re
leased version 5.0 of its
2-D CAD program for the
IBM PC and version 1 of its
2-D program forthe Mac,
both of which support auto
mated associative dimension
ing. With associative dimen
sioning, when you modify an
object, the data associated with
that object changes as well.
Other new features of Ge
neric CADD 5 .0 include the
ability to zoom, pan, and ex
ecute other commands while in
the middle of a drawing or
editing command. It also lets
you undo and redo your last
25 commands and offers sup
port for attributes. You can
export attributes in . WK 1 and
.CSV file formats for use in
spreadsheets and databases.
Version 5.0's shell lets you
exit the program, start another
program, and return to your
original position without hav
ing to restart Generic CADD.
The File Selector utility dis
plays a video memory of your
hard disk's directory with
date, size, and other infor
mation about the files.
In addition to associative
dimensioning, Generic CADD
for the Mac includes an Info
Palette that lets you modify a
drawing object by editing
data rather than the object it
self. Snap previewing and
symbol previewing let you
change elements of a design
before committing to the
results.
Price: $395; Mac version,
$595.
Contact: Generic Software,
Inc., 11911 NorthCreek
Pkwy. S, Bothell, WA
980 11, (206) 487-2233.

Inquiry 1312.

Introducing a Revolutionary Concept

HEALTHY COMPUTING
• Flicker free ... less eyestrain
and stress.
• Flat screen ... less fatigue
and headaches.
• Low electromagnetic
radiation ... healthier
work environment.

Low Radiation Monitors
The Difference Is What You Can't See.
Do you experience eyestrain, headaches, fatigue and stress?
Scientific studies show that many of these symptoms are
caused by computer monitor radiation - even with occasional
use.
We Care About Your Computing Safety.
Our customers demand quality, and expect long life from
monitors. We expect the same from our customers. As a
concerned manufacturer, ADI announces a new line of low
radiation monitors to innovate a next to radiation-free computing
environment.
ADI Is More Than a Monitor Manufacturer.
We also offer personal computers ranging from desktop and
diskless PCs to workstations, and the complete spectrum of
IBM plug-compatible and ASCII/ANSI terminals.

For more information, please contact:
HEADQUARTERS
ADI Corporation
14/F, 1, Nan-King E. Road,
Sec. 4, Taipei, Taiwan,
R.O.C.
Tel: 886-2-713-3337
Fax: 886-2-713-6555
Tix: 21790 ADICORP

U.S.A. HEAD OFFICE
ADI Systems, Inc.
2121 Ringwood Avenue
San Jose, CA 95131

U.S.A. EAST COAST
ADI Systems, Inc.
1259 Rt. 46E ., Bldg #4
Parsippany, NJ 07054

Tel: (408) 944-01 00
Fax: (408) 944-0300
CA: (800) 232-8282
US: (800) 228-0530

Tel: (201) 334-0019
Fax: (201) 334-0076

J.~J
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WHAT'S NEW

SO FTWARE•

Make DOS Friendly
in a Foreign Land

T

o a novice DOS user,
unraveling the mysteries
of DOS is difficult enough.
Imagine how hard it must be if
you can't speak English. A
program called StarCOM con
sists of four programs that let
you rename DOS commands to
names and abbreviations that
make sense in another lan
guage.
Developer OurSoft says
you can also use the program
to rename the DOS command
and substitute a more powerful
third-party command. Star
COM is not an interpreter, and
thus both the command line
and a batch file recognize the
same command set. Star
COM does its work by renam

ing the internal command
table of COMMAND.COM.
The program code of DOS
remains untouched.

Price: $59.95.
Contact: OurSoft, P.O. Box
6396, Bellevue, WA 98008,
(206) 643-0204.
Inquiry 1190.

OT HER

Stay in Touch
on the Mac

I

ntouch 1.0, Advanced
Software's desk accessory
for the Mac, lets you store
names and addresses with up

to 14 pages of notes attached
to each address.
You can use the program
for envelope printing and pre
viewing, and it lets you de
sign label and envelope lay
outs. The program's dial
function lets you locate and
dial numbers in the database,

Add Context-Sensitive Help to Your Applications

Z

aron Software's Help!
utility lets you add con
text-sensitive help and
menus for your programs
and DOS operations without
requiring any changes or re
compiling ofthe application.
When used with standard
text files, you can use Help!
to create a flat-file help sys
tem. When used with Hyper·
Word, Zaron's hypertext

word processor, you can
create multidimensional
help. You can use the TSR
program to create a menu
system to return text strings
and commands to any appli
cation, as well as to the DOS
command processor. The
program is also capable of
running a series ofprograms
from script.
Help! includes sample

help files and programs,
plus a help system for com
monly used DOS com
mands, the company re
ports.

Price: $49.95.
Contact: Zaron Software,
13100 Dulaney Valley Rd.,
Glen Arm, MD 21057,
(800) 669-3348 or (301)
592-3334.
Inquiry 1191.

Prospero: the Pascal experts
The Language Definition

Prospero Pascal is a full ISO standard
Pascal, with a whole range of
extensions including dynamic length
strings, longreals, random access file
handling, bit level manipulation, type
breaking, include files and separate
compilation. Prospero also produced
the first ever microcomputer Pascal
compiler to be validated as conforming
to the ISO standard (for the Z80 under
CP/M) in 1983, as well as the first
validated Pascal compiler for the IBM
PC in 1985.

Prospero Pascal is available forthe following environments.
OS/2
$390 Full support for OS/2 and DOS. Full ISO level l, with
Prospero Workbench, the power programmer's choice.
MS-DOS
$290 As above, but without OS/2 support.
PC clones
$99 Personal version.
DOS/GEM
$99 Full GEM support, integrated development environment.
DOS-lCP/M $768 MS-DOS hosted Z80 cross comoiler.
Now with 30 day money back guarantee. Prices include UPS shipping. Federal
Express next day delivery is available for an additional charge. For information
on any of these products, or any of our other development tools, contact us at the
address below.
Call us for further details on 1-800-327-6730.

The Package

As well as a compiler, you get a linker,
librarian, cross-reference generator,
source level symbolic debugger (except
for Z80 systems) and a free technical
support hot-line.

72PC-2
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Prospero
Software
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~ANGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS

100 Commercial Slreet, Suite 306, Portland, ME 04101 Tel: (207) 874 0382 Fax: (207) 874 0942
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You

Develop

When You Use Nutshell Plus II!
Programmers, dealers and end-users
alike love the power of Nutshell Plus II.
Imagine setting up a relational
database ready to go in a matter of
minutes! Don't worry if you change
your mind; the database is modifiable
instantly! Whether you wish to create

a simple mailing list or sophisticated
invoicing system that joins a master
client file, the capability is all there
thanks to Nutshell's simplicity of
setting up custom input screens,
custom reports, form letters, labels.
The list is endless!

Features:

New Features with Nutshell Plus II:

• Quick & easy design
•Fast execution
•Custom screen layouts
• Sophisticated reports, form letters,
labels, etc.
• Relational lookups and information
capturing
• Modifiable at any time

•More import/export formats: dBASE
II, III and IV, FileMaker along with
ASCII and DIF.
•More search/find capabilities
• International symbol support
•Runs up to I 0 times faster than Yer.I.
• Special upgrade pricing available to
existing Nutshell users

And also Nutshell Plus II
Professional:
• Nutplus II full development version
• 4 run-time disks to distribute your
applications
• Designed specifically for corporate
users, V ARs, consultants and
resellers

Don't Create Another Database Without Trying Nutshell Plus II.
~

IRIS Software Products™

Nutshel/Plus
II
•r.t.
i ·-. i ~ : ;•, ...

Visit your nearest retail dealer or call 1-800-582-IRIS to get the name .of the
dealer nearest you who sells Nutshell and Nutshell Plus II.
P.O. Box 57, Stoughton, MA 02072
Phone: 617-341-1990
FAX: 617-344-4640
Cirde 6290 n Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 630)
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WHAT'S NEW
SOFTWARE

the company reports.
You can search for names
and addresses using any text
string, and Intouch lets you
import and export addresses
from other applications. As
you add notes about each name
in the address, the program
time- and date-stamps them.
Price: $69.95.
Contact: Advanced Soft
ware, Inc., 1095 East Duane
Ave., Suite 103, Sunnyvale,
CA 94086, (800) 346-5392 or
(408) 733-0745.

Inquiry 1189.

A Program to
Watch Over You

A

lthough most people
prefer not to work while
someone watches over their
shoulder, Micro Logic's

newest program may change
this attitude.
Key Watch lies in wait in
your system, watching your
keystroke patterns as you
work in your word processor,
spreadsheet, or database ap
plication. Once it detects a re
petitive pattern (e.g., refor
matting a document or deleting
a series of cells in a work
sheet), Key Watch sounds a
beep to offer its assistance.
At this point, you can perform
the repetitive motion with a
single keystroke. Other actions
in which the program can
save keystrokes include modi
fying a series of fields in a
database or commenting lines
of code in a program.
Micro Logic says the first
implementation of the program
can't look for repetitions over
several different sessions in an
application, although that

•

OTHER

ability will be added in a later
version. The purpose of Key
Watch for now ti to keep you
from typing the same thing
twice, saving time and effort in
the process.
Key Watch runs on the
IBM PC with 256K bytes of
RAM. It is RAM-resident
and requires 3K bytes.
Price: $69.95.
Contact: Micro Logic Corp.,
P.O. Box 70, Dept. P, Hack
ensack, NJ 07602, (800)
342-5930 or (201) 342-6518.

Inquiry 1192.

Lightning
Strikes Again

T

he newest version of
Lightning, DacEasy's
caching program for the IBM
PC, lets you specify the size of

its buffer, up to 8 MB of con
ventional, extended, or ex
panded memory.
In addition to its claim that
Lightning 5. 5 is the fastest
cache on the block, DacEasy
says the program lets you
choose which drives will be
affected and lets you specify
full track read.
The program supports
DOS 4.0 and drives larger than
32 MB. It also works with
Windows 3.0.
The program's Disk Watch
feature, a color-coded screen
indicator that appears in a
corner of your screen, shows
the number of disk accesses
as they occur.
Price: $29.95.
Contact: DacEasy, Inc.,
17950 Preston Rd., Suite 800,
Dallas, TX 75252, (800)
877-8088 or (214) 248-0205.

Inquiry 1193.

Complete CAD Worl<stations

Summagraphlcs
Sketch 1112 x 12,
4-But ................................... 345
Sketch II 12 x 12,
16-But ................................. 427
Sketch Pro II 12 x 18,
16-But ................................. 666
Large Formats .....•...•.•.•........ Cal

Kurta
12x12, 4 Puck Stylus ........ 345
12 x 12, 12-But Corded ...... 435
12 x 17, Corded Puck ......... 585
30 x 36, 16-But.............•... 2015
36 x 48, 16-But ................. 2394
GTCO
Sketch Master 12 x 12 ........ 319
SL 24 x 36 ........... Super Pricing
SL 36 x 48 ........... Super Pricing
Hitachi
Puma 12x12, 4Of12-But ... 375
Tiger 12x12, 12-But............ 648

Each system luly configured induding 2 Serial Ports, 1 Parallel Port, corresponding Math
CoProcessor, Enhanced "AT" 101 Keyboard, 1.2MB Floppy, DOS 3.3, GW-Basic,
SUMMAGRAPHICS SUMMASKETCH PLUS, EVEREX VGA GRAPHICS CARD and
EVEREX MODEL 300-01 (15-3SKHz) MUL11SCAN COLOR MONITOR. Each system
thoroughly tested prior to shipment and supplied with a Ful One Year On-Site Warranty Ill
System
Configuration
EverexStep 486/33w/8MB
EverexStep 486/25w/8MB
Everex Step 386/33w/4MB
Everex Step 386125w/4MB
Everex Step 386/20 w/4MB

Cache
Memory
128Kb
128Kb
64Kb
64Kb
64Kb

44MB
MFM
$8495
7595
6295
5295
4879

BOMB
MFM
$8595
7695
6395
5495
5028

92MB
ESDI
$8895
7895
6895
5995
5495

150MB
ESDI
$9095
8095
7095
6195
5795

Monitor & Card Combos
Only

GraphIce
Cwd

Artist XJ 10/16
Artist XJ 12116
Matheus 1124
Matheus 1224
#9Pro1280
#9Pro1024
VMICobra 16HS
Video 7 VRAM 512
Monitor Only

Call
Call
$1250
1260
2110
1299
1350

380

Hitachi 21" Hitachi 20"

Neneo16"'

Neneo

HL8905

4320-21 AP CM208SM

9070S

9070U

$3515
3985
3270
3280
4130
3319
3370
2400
2020

$4105
4575
3860
3870
4720
3909
3960
3039
2610

$2480

$2594

2235

2350

WI lilltau

1~"

$3415
3885
3170
3180
4030
3219
3105
2300
1920

2284
2335
1384
985

2398
2449
1479
1099

6760 Miller Road • Breclcsville, Ohio 44141
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Plotters-All Models
HP

Calcomp

Houston lnstuments
loline
Roland
Cuoted pricee relied a 2%caah discount. • Rated corrpanlaa call a lllflT1S.

1-800-289-1650

CAD Buster

$13,500.00

"Speed & Compatablllty' EVEREXSTEP386/33 w/SMB"

The abcMI la a partial Ilating ol our product line. Pleaae Inquire 1 ·
• Pricee subj~ to change without notice.
Kyoore Interested In a procU:t not llated. AU namea are tr·
rnalkaand reglslered tradematllB olthelrrespecllve~laa. • All manullldurera' wa1Tantlaa ~-
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Renaissance GRX
Graphic Boards

• C.0.0. VISA. Mast81C3rd & Amex.
• Mermer BetterBualneaa Bureau.

SIMM, 150MB ESDIHardDrlve
lndudaa Renalaaanca Rendition II
16" Color with VGA Module, Hbachl
CM·2085M or Mltaublahl HL-8905
19' Color Monitor. A thru D 8-Pen
Plotter, 12x12Dlgltlzeryourd1olca
ol three. '5MB minimum require·
ment !or AutoCAD/386. Delivery
llrnlted to continental U.S.A.

WAREHOUSE
Circle 619 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 620)

386 DX (not SX), true 32 bit, upto 100MB HDD
LAPPOWER™ 386 VIDEO
SPECIFICATIONS

CPU AND MEMORY
Processor
• CMOS 80C386 DX (not SX) 32-bit processor
20/8 MHz, switchable. Socket for
80C387 numeric coprocessors.

Memory
• 2MB RAM standard expandable to
8MB support EMS 4.0.

DRIVES
• The internal 3.5" I .44MB floppy disk drive,
and one 40MB orone IOOMB HDD with average
access time less than 29ms.

IJisplay
• A Double-STN Black and White displaY. with
VGA resolution. Adjustable contrast and
brightness. Backlight timeout feature.
IJisplay Graphics
• 640*480 high-resolution text and graphic;
16 levels of gray scale.
Video
• VGA/EGA/CGA/MDA utilizing the laptop
LCD video controller, higher resolution
possible through Desktop Expansion
Chassis.

POWER
AC
• 90/250 VA (50/60 Hz) autosensing with
charging indicator.

Battery
• '40.6 Watt-Hr NiCad battery pack; easy
changeable recharge, orange low power,
LED indicator plus audible warning beeps,
overcharge protection.

Intelligent Pow.er :Mailageme11t

Ii Power control of backlight, mass storage,
internal modem and process speed.

PHYSICAL
Size
• 13. 1· w•s .5·D•4.3 "H
(349mm*316mm* 107mm)

Weight
• 14 lbs (6.4 Kg).

DESKTOP EXPANS ION
CHASSIS (OPTIONAL)

VERIDA TA RESEARCH INC.
Unit A&B, 11901 Goldring Road, Arcadia, CA91006.
Fax: (818)303-0626
Tel : (818)303-0613

DISTRIBUTORS:

Where creativity thrives with ingenuity

in CA Tech Power 714-979-1330 Matrix Digital. Produces, Inc. 800-227-5723
in GA Computer & Cancro/ Solutions, Inc. 404-491 -l/31
818-566-8567
Circle 64 5 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 646)

PORTABLE
LIGHTEST &
SMALLEST
CRT PORTABLE

5 YEARS PORTABLE
EXPERIENC

ALL SYSTEMS RUN UNIX, XENIX,
LAN OS DOS AND OS/2.

386-33 200MB COLOR VGA PORT ABLE
• Built-in SONY 8.5" Color VGA Monitor
• 0.26mm Dot Pitch,
• Speed Digital Display. 3 Drive Bays
• 220W PIS 110/220V. 4 Exp. Slots
• 86-Key Detachable Keyboard
• 386-33 MHz CPU, w/64 K Cache Memory
• 1MB Memory on Board (To BMB)
• VGA Graphic Card (512K, 1024x768 Res)
External Monitor Adaptor
• 1.2MB or 1.44MB FDD
• 200MB 19ms HOD (To 500MB)
• Serial/Parallel/Game Ports
• Carrying Bag. Weight 27 Lbs.
• Dimensions: 17.5(W) x 14.1(DJ x 6.B(H)
• Bigger Case wi.th 7 Exp. Slots Optional

The BSI 386SX was the
Fastest Machine
in PC Magazine Review
See Aug. 1990 P. 109, 120
386SX 40MB SYSTEM (Desk Top)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

386SX·16 MHz CPU, 1MB Memory (To 4MB)
200W P/S, 11 0/220V
1o1 Enhanced Keyboard
1: 1 Interleave Cont. Card
1.2 MB or 1.44MB FDD
40MB, 23ms, SCSI IDE Hard Drive
2 Serial/1 Parallel/1 Game Port
Mono Graphic Card w/Printer Port
12" Amber Monitor (720x348 Res.)

S"'·os9
a\e
O" S

$'l,?.69
oo sa\e

HDD

286-12

386SX

386125

386133

486/25

HDD

286-12

386SX

386125

386133

486125

40MB

2189

2469

2779

3049

4109

40MB

1729

2009

2319

2589

3649

100MB

2519

2799

3109

3379

4439

65MB

1859

2139

2449

2719

3779

150MB

2879

3159

3469

3739

4799

100MB

2039

2319

2629

2899

3959

200MB

2919

3199

3509

3779

4839

150MB

2319

2599

2909

3179

4239

345MB

3809

4089
-

4399

4669

5729

200MB

2409

2689

2999

3269

4329

345MB

3199

3479

3789

4059

5119

~~

VGA AMBER CRT PORTABLE 100MB AT

386-33 200MB SYSTEM (Desk Top)
•
•
•
•

386-33 200MB VGA PLASMA PORTABLE
• 640x480 VGA Plasma Display
• Detachable 101 -key Keyboard
• 200W PIS, 110/220V. 3 Drive Bays
• 386-33 MHz CPU, w/64 K Cache Memory
• 1MB Memory on Board (To BMB)
• 1.2MB or 1.44MB FDD
• 200MB 19ms HOD (To500MB)
• Serial and Parallel Ports
• External Monitor Adaptor
• Carrying Bag. Weight: 26 Lbs.
·Dimensions: 16 "(W) x 9.75"(H) x 8 5"(D)

386-33 MHz CPU. w/64K Cache Memory
1MB Memory on board (To BMB)
200MB, 19ms, !DE Hard Drive
Other features the same as 386SX

• Built-in 9" Amber VGA Monitor
• Speed Digital Display. 3 Drive Bays
• 205W PIS 110/220V. 4 Exp. Slots
• 86 Keyboard, Detachable Keyboard + $30
•AT 12 MHz System, 1MB Memory (To 4MB)
• VGA Graphic Card (256K, 800x600 Res.)
• Run 48 Grey Scales VGA Internally
Run Color VGA Externally
• 1.2MBor 1.44MB FDD
"'°\
• 100MB 25ms rlDD (To 500MB) '=II '
• Serial/Parallel/Game Ports
• Carrying Bag. Weight 26 Lbs
·Dimensions: 17.5 (W) x 14.1 (DJ x 6.8 IH)

CGA PLASMA PORTABLE 100MB AT
• 640X400 CGA Plasma Display
• Detachable 86-Key Keyboard
• External RGB Monitor Adaptor

386SX

386125

386133

486/25

40MB

799

1089

1359

1639

2759

65MB

859

1149

1419

1699

2819

BOMB

1139

1449

1719

1999

3119

100MB

1139

1449

1719

1999

3119

150MB

1409

1689

1959

2239

3359

200MB

1459

1729

1999

2279

3399

HDD

286-12

386SX

386/25

386/33

486/25

345MB

2229

2489

2759

3039

4759

40MB

1449

1729

2039

2309

3369

65MB

1569

1849

2159

2429

3489

100MB

1779

2059

2369

2639

3699

150MB

2139
2179

2419

2729

2999

4059

200MB

2459

2769

3039

4099

345MB

3069

3349

3659

3929

4989

HDD

286-12

Upgrade to VGA (640 x 480 Res) + $330
Upgrade to VGA ( 1024 x 768 Res) + $560
Mini Vertical Case + $50
Regular Vertical Case +. $100
MOTHER BOARD ON SALE
PORTABLE
286-12
MB
$105
SKD KITS AND
MB
386SX
$355
BARrnONE SYSTEMS 386 25
MB
$570
AVAILABLE
MB
$850
386 33
CALL FOR PRICING
486 25
MB
$2.000
•
•
•
•

119

AMBER CRT PORTABLE 100MB AT
• Built-in 9" Amber Monitor
• Speed Digital Display. 3 Drive Bays
• 205W PIS 110/220V. 4 Exp. Slots
• 86 Kevboard. Detachable Keyboard + $30
•AT 12 MHz System, 1MB Memory (To 4MB)
• Mono or Color Graphic Card
·Amber EGA Display (option)+ $100
• 1.2 MB or 1.44 MB Floppy Drive or...
• 1OOMB 25ms Hard Drive
JI ' '
• Carrying Bag Weight 26 lbs.
• Dimensions 17.5(W) x 14.1(DJ x 6.B(H)

•386SX VGA 40MB LAPTOP LT54CC $2400
•386SX VGA 40MB LAPTOP LT5600 $2450
Prices subject to change without notice.
Call for return policy

o,99

HDD

286-12

386SX

386125

386/33

486125

40MB

.1169

1449

1759

2029

3089

1569

1879

2149

3209

65MB

1289

9440 Telstar Ave., #4, El Monte, CA 91731

100MB

1499

1779

2089

2359

3419

For Order Only Call Toll Free

150MB

1859

2449

1-800-872-4547
1-818-442·0020 Information

2139

2719

3779

200MB

1899

2179

2489

2759

3819

345MB

2789

3069

3379

3649

4709

Customer Support: (818) 442-7038
Fax: (818) 442-4527

COLOR EGA CRT Portable Available

All orderwlll be shipped by UPS COD cashl•r'1 check. Comp.an)' check on approval IBM PC XT/AT are 1eg!1te1ed triMie matkl ol IBM Inc.

Circle 615 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 616)

$1.119

HDD

286-12

386SX

386125

386133

486/25

40MB

1409

1689

1999

2269

3329

65MB

1539

1819

2129

2399

3459

100MB

1719

1999

2309

2579

3639

150MB

1999

2279

2589

2859

3919

200MB

2089

2369

2679

2949

4009

345MB

2879

3159

3469

3739

4799

386·33100MB VGA LCD PORTABLE
• 640x480 Res. Backlit LCD VGA Display
with External Color Monitor Adaptor
• 200W 110/220V PIS, 5 Exp. Slots
• Detachable 89-Key Keyboard
• 386-33 MHz CPU with 64K Cache Memory
• 1.2MB or 1.44MB FDD
• 100MB 25ms HDD (To 500MB)
• Serial/Parallel/Game Ports
• 9.45"(H) x 7.9"(D) x 15.?"(W), 23LBS

$?.,539

eest
BUY

HDD

286-12

386SX

386125

386133

40MB

1369

1649

1959

2229

3289

65MB

1489

1769

2079

2349

3409

100MB

1679

1959

2269

2539

3599

150MB

1999

2279

2589

2859

3919

486125

200MB

2059

2339

2649

2919

3979

345MB

2839

3119

3429

3699

4759

•LCD CGA 640X400 Res Porlable Less $120
•LCD EGA Model Available

Call

All Merchandise FOB El Monte

Now you can build more in a day.
HyperPAD"' 2.0, a powerful software
construction set for MS-DOS"' systems,
dramatically increases your productivity.
Applications that might take months to
build with tools like Pascal, C, or BASIC
now take only minutes.
PC Week calls HyperPAD "the first
PC program that can compare with
HyperCard~" HyperPAD 2.0, now
updated with over 100 new features
and improvements, has almost limitless
potential for creating and customizing
tutorials, help systems, software proto
types, front ends to databases, networks,
or CD-ROM devices, executive informa
tion systems, and dozens of other
applications.
It's easy. HyperPAD's object-oriented
environment gives you all the building
blocks you need for maximum produc
tivity. Its English-like scripting language
is easy to use and learn, with dozens of
samples to get you started.

It's flexible. HyperPAD will take you into
the 90's with a full set of development
tools. Its open architecture lets you easily
use data stored in dBASE and ASCII files.
If you need to, you can even write C or
assembly language extensions.

Order before December 31, 1990, to
get HyperPAD 2.0 for only $59.95
directly from Brightbill-Roberts
(suggested list $149.95). Mention this
ad and receive a royalty-free runtime
module. 60-day money-back guarantee.
VISA, MasterCard, American Express,
or C.O.D.
Call 1-800-444-3490 today.
Try HyperPAD 2.0 on your next project.
No one will ever know how much time
you didn't spend.

. ....

J' I

It works on your PC. HyperPAD 2.0 is
compatible with almost all PCs. You don't
need a high-performance processor,
multiple megabytes of memory, a graphics
card, or a mouse. You get the benefits of
a graphical user interface without invest
ing in Microsoft"'Windows™ or OS/2.
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Brightbill-Rd:>er1s
120 E. Washington St., Syracuse, N.Y. 13202

HyperPAD is a regislered lrademark of Brigt11bill-Robe1ts & Company, l.td. All olher lrademarksand regislered trademarks are 1he properly of !heir respeclive holders. Call for upgrade informalion. ©1990 Brightbill-Roberts & Company, I.Id.
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WHAT'S NEW
BUS I NESS

ACCOUNTING

AND

MANAGEMENT

80949, (800) 245-7789 or
(719) 528-8990.
Inquiry 1167.

Take Control of
Project Contracts
with Artemis Cost

Act! Now Works
on Networks

M

etier Management Sys
tems, a company that of
fers several applications for
project management, devel
oped Artemis Cost to help
you manage a project's con
tract throughout its Ii fe cycle.
The program helps you main
tain consistency between
costs and schedules, develop
realistic proposals and bud
get baselines, and increase
productivity with automated
cost spreading, rating, and val
idation, the company says.
Along with its manage
ment capabilities, the program
lets you perform what-if
analyses to assess the potential
cost of a change in rate or an
other factor. The program pro
vides more than 200 standard
reports, including Department
of Defense formats.
As with other programs
for large projects, Artemis
Cost lets you define a project
according to work breakdown
structure, organization
breakdown structure, and cost
element structure.
The program works with
Metier's other programs for
the 386: Artemis Project
7 .1.6 and Artemis Team, for
allocating human resources.
Artemis Cost requires either
the Artemis 7000/386 com
mand language for customiz
ing the program to fit your
company's specific needs or
the run-time version. It re
quires a 386 with at least I MB
of extended memory.
Price: Artemis Cost, $3830;
7000/386 command language,
$6090; run-time version,
$1830.
Contact: Metier Manage
ment Systems, Inc., 12701
Fair Lakes Cir., Suite 350,
Fairfax, VA 22033, (703)
222-1111.
Inquiry 1166.
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The screen layouts ofArtemis Cost complement the underlying
data structures, so that Cost Account, Ubrlc Package, and
Elements maintain a hierarchical structure.

Take Care
of Your Business

T

akin' Care of Business,
a program for small- to
medium-size businesses, lets
people without accounting ex
perience monitor assets, li
abilities, net worth, capital,
and other areas of business
finances.
The General Ledger is the
foundation of the program. It
records your transactions into
the appropriate account and
lets you generate a variety of
financial statements.
The Account Reconcilia
tion module balances your
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checking accounts, finding
the exact amount of any dis
crepancy. Financial Utilities
helps you calculate financial
risk by calculating future
values, payments, terms, inter
est rates, and amortization
schedules.
The Accounts Payable
module automates the payment
of invoices, preventing you
from missing a discount or
payment. Other modules in
clude Accounts Receivable and
Payroll, which can handle up
to 1000 employees.
Price: Module prices range
from $14.95 to $49.95.
Contact: Hooper Interna
tional, Inc. , P.O. Box 50200,
Colorado Springs, CO

C

ontact Software Interna
tional says it wrote the
new version of its contact
management program Act! in
C + + to provide the hooks to
run on any DOS-based LAN
and provide portability to
other platforms in the future.
The company added a TSR
critical alarm that pops up
while you're in an application
such as Lotus 1-2-3.
Act! 2.0 has all the normal
features of contact manage
ment programs: tracking
calls, scheduling meetings,
keeping to-do lists, setting
alarms, and resolving con
flicts. It deals with these in
multiples: You can schedule
tasks with reminders.
The program's word pro
cessor supports automatic mail
merge.
Price: $395; LAN version ,
$995 for five.
Contact: Contact Software
International , 1625 West
Crosby Rd ., Suite 132, Car
rollton, TX 75006, (214) 418
1866.
Inquiry 1169.

Financial Planning Without Software Manuals

G

ranville Publications
Software has released
a new version of its program
for managers who need to
plan finances but don't want
to buy an expensive spread
sheet and plow through a
thick manual.
Up Your Cash Flow 2.0
has seven spreadsheet for
mats that automatically link
related items.
Menus guide you through
a financial forecast in min
utes, providing a profit and
loss forecast/budget, cash

flow forecast/budget, pro
jected balance sheet, term
loan amortization schedule,
payroll analysis, sales by
product/product I ine, and
cost of goods sold by prod
uct/product line.
Up Your Cash Flow 2.0
lets you forecast and consoli
date up to 99 branch opera
tions and separate entities.
You can complete a multiple
year forecast, use fixed and
variable costs of goods sold,
and have different fixed and
variable costs for each month

ofthe forecast. The program
has 28 predefined expense
categories. It also provides
forup to 30 user-defined cat
egories.
Up Your Cash Flow 2.0
runs on the IBM PC with .
512K bytes of RAM.
Price: $129.95.
Contact: Granville Publica
tions Software, 10960 Wil
shire Blvd ., Suite 826, Los
Angeles, CA 90024, (800)
8 7 3- 77 8 9 or ( 2 13) 4 77
3924.
Inquiry 1168.

When MACWORLD Expo comes
to San Francisco, it's big news.
125 pages
25 cents
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50 000 MacHeads invade San Francisco
Register
now fm. MACWORLD Expo/San Francisco,
'.
·
JanuarvJ 10-13'
and save s10-s15

For details, please tum the page ...
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EXTRA! The original Macintosh
computer show returns tQ San Francisco

I('

('/

•nc I _

Mark your calendar and make your reservations.
The world's biggest Macintosh event is returning
to San Francisco, January 10-13, 1991. In four
action-packed days, you'll pick up all the latest
Macintosh news - and discover new ways to put
your Mac to work - in the office, lab, studio,
classroom, or in your home.
Whether you're interested in networking,
spreadsheet analysis, databases, multimedia, educa
tion, accounting, law, engineering, design, publish
ing, illustration, animation, music, programming,
or fun and games, you'll find it at MACWORLD
Expo/San Francisco.
Visit over 500 exhibiting companies, attend
dynamic seminars and workshops run by industry
experts and sharpen y_our Mac skills on the spot.
And more.
,Here's a quick look at what you can expect in
San Francisco in January:

Following the Keynote Sessions you can
choose from sessions in nine different confer
ence tracks, including:
• The Multimedia Mac, the integration of
video, sound, and animation by the Mac
• Designer Solutions for architects, graphic
artists, engineers and advertising professionals
• The Mac in Entertainment, ranging from
Desktop Video to the Mac in Hollywood • User
Workshops, for those just getting started with
the Mac • The Mac in Big Business for users in
large organizations• Programmer/Developer
Forums for veteran and novice techies •Special
Interest Group Meetings for users in educa
tion, healthcare and more • The Lighter Side
because the Mac was designed to be fun! • Late
Breaking/Popular Demand Topics for those
who want to get the scoop on the latest Mac
developments

Start off Thursday, January IO with State-of
the-Art Show Starters designed to provide you
with an overview of the latest and greatest develop
ments in each conference track (and a few surprise
areas). Friday and Saturday begin with exciting
Keynote Sessions featuring luminaries from the
world of Macintosh, insights from industry leaders,
and a classic example of just how much fun the
Mac can be!

And finally, on Sunday, January 13 attend
Application Workshops, a series of two-hour,
intensive, application specific learning sessions.
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Register for MACWORLD ..,,.,i• . · , ~:~~'.~';,
Expo/San Francisco by
:;:~;
December 10th - save $10-$15 ."'

This rs your chance to preregister
for MACWORLD Expo/San Francis
co, Thursday through Sunday . J anuary
10- 13 • J99 J• at Moscone Center and
Brooks Hall/Civic Auditorium. Due to
popular ?emand, plastic badges are
~ack .which may cause Jong registrat10n Imes at the show. To avoid the
hassle, preregister and save!
Please choose your package and
fill out this form completely. Incomplete forms will be returned. Use one
form ~er person. (Make photocopies
to register additional people.) Then
send the completed form(s) along with
payment to: MACWORLD E
P.O. Box 4010, Dedham,

t'V0RLD E i/S
nounces showWooursan Fra
N

',January J 2
l anuary 13

.

"1n 1,,.; ..

-000, />11.
de'/..''/' ,
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Special Instructions for
International Attendees.
I'. you're preregistering from
outside the U.S. and prefer to have
Y?u~ badge sent to you instead of
p1ckmg rt up at Moscone Center be
sure to ch~ck the appropriate bo~ on
the. preregistration form. Also
please.add an additional $45 t~ your
preregistration cost. We will Federal
Express your badge directly to
Please fill in the exact street ad~~u.
and be sure to include your tele- ess
pho.ne number. Do not use a Post
Office Box.
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This is your chance to preregister for MACWORLD Expo/San Francisco, Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, January
I0, 11, 12, and 13, 1991, at Moscone Center and Brooks Hall/Civic Auditorium.
Please choose your package and fill out this form completely. Incomplete forms will be returned. Use one form per person.
(Make photocopies to register additional people.) Then send the completed form(s), along with payment to: MACWORLD Expo,
P.O. Box 4010, Dedham, MA 02026. Please do not staple check to form.
Registration cards must be received by December I 0. Cards received after December IO will be returned. Purchase orders
cannot be accepted. Registration fees are non-refundable. For further information call the MACWORLD Expo/San Francisco
Hotline at 617-361-3941. U.S. attendees should receive their badges no later than December 28. (Be sure to check box indicating .
where badge should be sent.) All other badges will be held at the Non-U.S. Preregistration Counter at Moscone Center for pick up
beginning Thursday, January 10.
MACWORLD Expo Attendee Bonus:
All registration fees to MACWORLD Expo/San Francisco include a six month, $7.50 paid subscription to MACWORLD
Magazine. (MACWORLD's basic subscription rate is $30.00 for 12 issues.) When you preregister, we'll include your
MACWORLD Magazine subscription request form in the preregistration package.

Please register me for:
D Package One $65

D I am an International attendee

D Package Two $15

and would lik_e my badge shipped
by Federal Express. I have
enclosed an additional $45.00.

Admission to exhibits only.
Preregister by December I0.
($25 cash only at the door)

Conference sessions* and exhibits.
Preregister by December I 0.
($80 cash only at the door)

Please send my badge and further information to:
Please check one: D Home Address

D Company Address

Last Name

I I First Name l
I I I I I I
I
I I I LlJ

Street Address

I I
I I

City , State, Zip

I

I
•

I

-+

I
I

I

I

Country

'l

Telephone
If mailing to company address:
Title

I.___.__I__.l_,_I__._I __,__--'---'_,__.__.__.__...__.__.___._
I

Company

I I I I I I

I. I

D Check enclosed (make payable to MACWORLD Exposition) Amount: $ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Master Card

D VISA

Account Number

I

D American Express

I I I I

Amount: $ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

I I I I I I I I

Expiration Date

'-I_,_....._..__.

(Include all numbers)

Card holder signature
(Signature necessary to be valid.)

If card holder is other than registrant, please print name below:

,,

lf

'V

l\

, ..

...

:(
le

:I
Ii
!ii

1!:
;1

·11·

Last Name

I I I I I I I I I I I I First Name I'-~~~~~~~~~
Cash only at the door. After December 10, you must register at the show.

Please check the appropriate boxes:
Your indus1ry or profession
01 D Manufacturer(non-computer)
02 D Manufacturer (computer industry)
03 D Distributor/dealer/retailer/serv ice
04 D Finance/insurance/real estate
05 D Business services
06 D Professional (law/medicine)
07 D Health services
08 D Communications/publishing
09 D Educa1ion
10 D Government
I I D Consultant
12 D Other (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

* All conference sessions are on a first-come, first
served basis with no guaranteed seating.
ALL REGISTRATION FEES ARE NON
REFUNDABLE.

Your title
13 D CEO/president/vice presidenl
14 D Comptroller/lreasurer/accountant
15 D DP/MIS manager
16 D Owner/partner
l 7'0 Engineer
18 D Doclor/lawyer/dentist
19 D Educator
20 D Art director/writer/editor
21 D Consullant ·
22 D Marketing
23 D Sales
24 D Other (specify) _ _ __ _ _ __

MACWORLD

EXPOSITION

Which personal compuler(s) do you own/or use?
25 D Macintosh
26 D Macintosh Plus
27 0 Macintosh SE
28 D Macintosh II
29 D Apple II Series
30 D IBM PC (or compatible)
31 D None
32 D Other (specify) _ _ _ _ _ __

Please fill out this form completely and send
it, along with your check or money order to:
MACWORLD Expo, P.O. Box 4010,
Dedham, MA 02026.
Byte

PLEASE DO NOT ST;\PLE CHECK
TO FORM.

Circle 637 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 638)
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WHAT'S NEW

BUSINESS

MAILINGS

Qume Releases
New Version
of Mailing Database

Find That ZIP

W

T

he Qumatic Instant
Mailing Lists and Labels
program for the IBM PC now
offers a menu-driven method
for easily importing an estab
lished mail list compiled in an
other application, Qume re
ports. A new feature of version
2.0 automatically enters the
city and state when you type in
a ZIP code.
You can sort a database by
many different categories, and
the program prints out a re
port itemizing the number of
pieces sent to each ZIP code
to qualify for the lowest bulk
mail rates.
Price: $59.95.
Contact: Qume Corp., 500
Yosemite Dr., Milpitas, CA
95035, (408) 942-4000.

Inquiry 1170.

Add Bar Codes
to Your Mailing
Labels

C

omputaLabel now has
an alternative to the film
master method of incorporat
ing bar codes into your mailing
label. Its Label Designer lets
you combine text and art from
a variety of sources and ma
nipulate them with a bar code
to make your label appear ex
actly as you want it. The pro
gram relies on PostScript
printing technology to support
printing at the high resolution
(better than 300 dpi) required
by some bar code families.
Label Designer lets you
design your label so that it's
aesthetically pleasing, yet
still complies with bar code
specifications. You can rotate

72PC-12

Qume 's mailing database program lets you identify fields that
you won't use and automatically skip them.

text, graphics, and bar codes at
90-degree intervals.
The program lets you ad
just the code size between 80
percent and 200 percent of
the nominal size, as recom
mended by the Uniform
Code Council. Code height is
adjustable in up to 0.0004
inch increments. To adjust for
print gain when you print the
code, you can manipulate bar
width by 0.0002 inch, the
company reports, for maxi
mum accuracy.
Label Designer works on
the Mac with any PostScript
output device. It supports a
variety of code symbology
families, such as UPC, Code
39, and many others.
Price: $395; bar code for
mats, $250 each.
Contact: ComputaLabel,
Inc., The Carriage House, 28
Green St., Newbury, MA
01951, (800) 289-0993 or
(508) 462-0993.

ostWare PrintForm is
for hospitals, utilities,
and financial institutions that
want to take advantage of post
age discounts without sorting
thousands of letters by hand.
The program works by
capturing a print image form
of each letter's address. It
assigns ZIP codes, ZIP+ 4
codes, and carrier routes.
The program presorts the let
ters in first-, second-, or third
class mailstream order and
prints them in the new order.
PostWare PrintForm runs
on a 386 with 1 MB of RAM.
Price: $15,000 to $30,000.
Contact: Postalsoft, Inc.,
4439 Mormon Coulee Rd.,
La Crosse, W I 54601, (608)
788-8700.

Inquiry 1172.

Inquiry 1171.

Reduce Postal
Costs on Mass
Mailings

P

Share Your Opinion

W

ith Solicit Your Edi
tor, a database for the
IBM PC that has the names
and addresses of hundreds
of newspaper and magazine
editors, you can let your
opinion be known across the
U.S. The program includes
an editor and fields for keep
ing track of what you've sent
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to each editor.
Price: $49. 95; LAN ver
sion, $129. 95; yearly up
dates, $24.95 and $74.95,
respectively .
Contact: T-Lan Systems,
RR 2, Box 1290, Nor
ridgewock, ME 04957,
(207) 397-5511.

Inquiry 1174.

ith ZIP* Phone, tele
marketers can key in a
phone number's area code
and prefix and instantly deter
mine the number's city,
state, time zone, and local
time. You can use it in TSR
mode while writing a docu
ment to do things like verify
ing a ZIP code. You can also
use it by entering a partial
ZIP code or city name, and the
program fills in the rest.
Price: $95.
Contact: Melissa Data Co.,
32118-8A Paseo Adelanto, San
Juan Capistrano, CA 92675,
(714) 661-5885.

Inquiry 1173.

Label Publishing
for the Mac

M

acLabelPro acts as a
companion to your data
base or word processor, let
ting you directly merge exist
ing addresses and combine
them with graphics and other
text elements to produce eye
pleasing mailing labels.
The program is designed
to work as a back end to such
applications as Works, Excel,
Word, FileMaker, Multiplan,
and Mac Write. You select the
type of label, and MacLabel
Pro displays a template win
dow inside which you design
the label. Once you design
the label using the program's
layout and drawing tools,
each address will print accord
ing to that format. Mac
LabelPro is also available in
an IBM PC version.
Price: $99.95.
Contact: Avery Commercial
Products Division, 818 Oak
Park Rd., Covina, CA
91724, (800) 541-5507 or
(818) 915-3851.

Inquiry 1175.

H. Co. Computer Products
Your #1 Source For All P.C. Memory Upgrades
Call Toll Free 1-800-RAM-CHPS Ext. 200

*

FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT
LIFETIME WARRANTY ON ALL MODULES
BEST PRICES
BEST SERVICE
BUYDIRECT

*

==-=-=
WOtlcsWith

PRICE

30F5348 (512K)
30F5360 (2MB)
6450375 (1MB)
6450379 (2MB)
6451060 (4MB)
6450603 (1MB)
6450604 (2MB)
6450608 (2MB)
78X8955(128K)
34F2933 (4MB)
6450605 (2-·8MB)
6450609 (2-16MB)
1039136 (1MB)
1039137 (2MB)
1038675(3.SMB)

30-286
30-286
80-041

$ 49.00
$ 165.00

80·111, 311
BO·A21, A31, 111 ,3 11

502, 55SX. 70·E61, 70-121, P-JO
502, 55SX, 70·E61, 70-121, P-70
70-A21, A61, 0-21, 861
25
SSSX, 65SX

$
$
$
$
$

85.00
160.00

All 70's and 80's (Board)
Laser Printer 4019, 4019e
Laser Printer 4019, 4019e
Laser Prin1er4019, 4019e

I v1SAJ

ti Apple'

•

Part# E O

PRICE

Model

Memory Added

Part#EO

PRICE

$

BRAV0/286

128K KIT
5 12KKIT
2MBKIT
4MBKIT

500510 ·011
500510-010
500510-002
500510-008

s 40.00
s 60.00
s 150.00
s 300.00

MACl!ci

4MBKIT
16MBKIT

M0292LL-A $ 225.00
$1500.00

PREMIUM/286
ADVANCED

500510-001
500510·-007
500510·002
500510.ooa

MAC SE
&PLUS

1MBKIT
2MB KIT
4MBKIT

M0218
M0219
M02707

512KKIT
1MB KIT
2MBKIT
4MBKIT

FASTBOARD
1386

1MBKIT
4MB KIT

500510-007
500510-008
500510-010
500510-002
500510-010
500510-007
500510-002
500510-008

1MB KIT
2MB KIT
3MBKIT
4MBK1T

M0248
N/A
N/A
NIA

$ 279.00

PREMIUM
WKSTl286

512KKIT
2MB KIT

$ 899.00
$1299.00
$1695.00

PREMIUM
WKST
3861SX

MACmx

4MB KIT
16MB KIT

M0292LL-A
NIA

$ 369.00
$1695.00

512K KIT
1MB KIT
2MB KIT
4MBKIT

LASER WRITER

1MBKlT
4MB KIT

M6005
M6006

$ 179.00

MAC PORTABLE

11/NTX

Cyrix

s

369.00

Math Co-Processor

Up to 200% Faster Than
Intel Math Co-Processor
100% Compatible - 5 Vear Warranty

Part#

PRICE

Pall#

83087-16
83D87-20
83087-25

Call
$ 325.00
$ 385.00

83D87-33
83087SX-16
83D87SX-20

PRICE
$ 485.00
$ 275.00
Cal

[¥] HEWLETT
PACK ARD
Model
LASER
ll&llD
llP&lll

JET

Memc»')'Added

Part#EO

PRICE

1MB MODULE
2MBMODULE
4MBMODULE

H334438
H33444B
H33445B

$ 145.00
$ 249.00

1MB MODULE
2MB MODULE
3MBMODULE
4MBMODULE

H33474A
H33475A
N/A
N/A

$ 109.00

$ 119.00
$ 155.00
$ 215.00
$ 259.00

$

1MB BOARD

113'44-001

4MB BOARD

113645·001
113131-001
113132-001
113633-001

60.00

s 120.00
s 150.00
s 300.00
s 120.00
s 300.00
60.00
150.00
$ 60.00
120.00
150.00
300.00

s
s
s
s 120.00
s 300.00
s 160.00
s 300.00
s 120.00
s 300.00

512K KIT
2MB KIT
1MB BOARD
2MBB0ARD
4MB BOARD
8MB BOARD

113634-001
113646-001
112534--001

107331-001
107332-001
108069-001
108069-W/71
108070·001
108072-001

s 249.00

TOSHIBA
Model

Memory Added

Part#EQ

Portable Tl DOOSE
&XE
Portable T1200XE
Portable Tl600
Porlable T3100c

1MBKlT
2MB KIT
2MB KIT

PC14-PA8311 U
PC14-PAB312U
PC13-PA8306U
PC-PA8302U
PC-PA8340U
PC-PA8341U
PC1 S.PA8308U
PC15-PA8310U

Portab~ T3100SX

Portable T3200sx
PortableT3200
Portable T5100

2MBKIT
512K KIT
2MB KIT
2MBKIT
4MB KIT
2MB KlT
3MBKIT
2MBK1T
2MB KlT

PC-PA8307U
PC-PA7137U
PC-PA8:ll1U
PC-PA8304U

2MB KIT

PC-PA8301U

PREMIUM
386c

1MBKIT
4MB KIT

500510-007
500510-008

PREMIUM
386/25/16sx

1MBSIMM

500718·-001

$

00.00

NEC

PREMIUM
386133

1MBSIMM

500718·002

$

05.00

Model

Memory Added

Part# E'Q

Power Mate SX Plus

1M8 Board
2MB Board
4MB Board
8MBBoard

APC-H850E
NIA
APC-852E
NIA

$ 17.00
$ 18.00
$ 19.00
$ 17.00
$ 10.00
$ 19.00
$ 24.00
$ 26.00
$ 50.00
$ 51.00
$ 60.00
$ 55.00
$ 56.00
$ 61.00
320.00
350.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

s
s

Portable T5200
DESK10PT8500

$
$
$
$

5.50
5.75
6.25
1.75
2.00
2.15
2.35
2.55
3.35
5-75
6.00
2.50
3.00
1.tlO

1.a5
2.00

EPROMICPU/SRAM/VRAM Also Available

PRICE

s 319.00
s 444.00
s 214.00
s 214 .00
s 135.00
s 214 .00
s 214.00
s 649.00
s 214.00
s 359.00
s 214.00
s 214.00
s 214.00

Ask About Other Toshiba Upgrades

DRAM
PRICE

$ 209.00
$ 159.00

Ask About Olher Compaq Upgrades

500510-003
500510-004

1 x1-100
1 X1-80
1x1-70
256-150
256·120
256-100
256-80
256-70
256·60
256X4-10
256 X4-80
4464-10
4464-80
4164-15
4164-12
4164-10

$1350.00

110235-001
117081-001
117081-002

500510007
500510·008

256 x 8-12
256 x 8-10
256X8·80
256 x 9·12
256X9·10
256X 9·80
256X 9-70
256X%0
1 X 0-10
1 x 8-80
1x8-70
1 X9-10
1 X9·80
1 X9-70
4 X 8-bO
4 x 9-80

$ 355.00

$ 525.00
$ 850.00

1MBMODULE
1MB BOARD
2MB BOARD

'MB KIT
4MB KIT

Patt#

7000
$ 165.00

SLT/286

1MBKIT
4MB KIT

PRICE

189.00

479.00
139.00
339.00

$ 245.00
$ 799.00

PREMIUM
386

Part#

$
$
$
$
$

107651-001
1076S3-001

PREMIUM
386/16

STANDARD SIMMS

$ 339.00

1M8 KIT
4MBBOARD

$

s

1MBBOARD
4MB BOARD
1MB MODULE
4MBMODULE

$ 189.00
$ 479.00
$ 139.00

DESKPRO
386 PORTABLE
LTE/286

M0218
M0219
M02707

80.00
115.00

$ 139.00
$ 339.00

386116

1MB KIT
2MB KIT
4MBKIT
16MBKIT

$

113131·001

113132-001

PORTABLE
Ill
DESK PRO

Memory Added

$ 22500

1MB MODULE
4MB MODULE

DESKPRO
3865

MACH, llx: llcx
llcx & SE/30

s

$ 229.00

1MB MODULE
4MB MODULE

Model

s

PRICE

115144-001

DESKPRO
386120e-25e

ASr
80.00
115.00
$ 225.00
$1500.00

Part#EO

2MB MODULE

286e

NO SURCHARGE

Call for Ol h er IBM Upgrades

Memoty Added

DESKPRO
DESKPRO
386/20·25

We will match or beat
any advertised price.

$ 525.00
$ 525.00
$ 599.00
$ 199.00
$ 325.00
$ 499.00

Model

386/3~486/25

Trademarks are registered
with their respective companies.

149.00
239.00
559.00

$ 165.00
$ 26.00

50, 502. SSSX. 60, 65SX (Board)

comPAa"

We Accept Purchase Orders
from Qualified Firms, Universities
and Government Agencies.

==-= ~=

Part#EO

*

PRICE
$ 295.00

$ 49500
$ 725.00
$1375.00

M l/II

i1tel

'1$W!'Co-processors
llT Math

Part#

PRICE

Part#EQ

8087-3
8087-2
8087-1
80287-6
80287-8
80287-10
80287XL {12.5 MHz)
80287XCT {12.5 MHz)
80387-16
80387SX-16
80387SX-20
80387-20
80387-25
80387-33

$

2C87-8
2C87-10
2C87-12
2C87-20
3C87-16
3C87SX-16
3C87-20
3C87-25
3C87-33

s
$

$

$
$

s
$
$

$

80.00
117.00
155.00
can
Call
Cal
229.00
Call
305.00
290.00
315.00
350.00
450.00
550.00

PRICE
$ 175.00
$ 185.00
$ 215.00
$ 255.00
Call
Call
$ 325.00
$ 385.00
485.00

s

We also carry memory upgrades for
ACER • AT&T • DELL • DTK • EPSON • ZENITH
• EVEREX • HP Vectra • SAMSUNG • SUN • Canon Printer
• SILICON GRAPHICS • WYSE • and other AT & XT clones
1228 Village Way, Unit D • Santa Ana, CA 92714 • (714) 542-8292 • FAX (714) 542-8648 • Hours 8:00 AM-5:00 PM PST

DEALER'S INQUIRIES WELCOME

Prices are subject to change
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WHAT'S NEW
DESKTOP

PUBLISHING/WORD

PROCESSING

Import Math
Equations into Your
Word Processor

Wave4 Bridges
Desktop and
Dedicated Systems

K

B

-Talk Communications'
MathEdit 2.0 lets you
create typeset-quality math
equations that you can import
into WordPerfect, Microsoft
Word, WordStar, MultiMate,
PageMaker, and any other
program that supports TIFF,
PIX, or EPS files.
The program has more
than 250 math and Greek sym
bols. MathEdit's macro facil
ity lets you assign a symbol or
entire equation to one
keystroke.
Square roots, parentheses,
division signs, and other de
limiters automatically adjust
to the size that's needed for
each equation, according to
the company.
MathEdit 2.0 requires
400K bytes of RAM and a
graphics card to run on your
IBM PC.
Price: $199.
Contact: K-Talk Communi
cations, Inc., 30 West First
Ave., Suite 100, Columbus,
OH 43201, (614) 294-3535.

Inquiry 1176.

MathEdit lets you create complex arithmetic equations and
export them to a variety ofapplications.

Avalon Publisher
for SPARCstations

E

Ian Computer Group
says its new desktop pub
lishing system for the Sun
SPARCstation, Hewlett-Pack
ard 9000, and DECstation
provides pagination, graphics,
page/document layout, and
word processing under a Mac
like interface.
Avalon Publisher supports
PostScript printers and other
typesetters, plus the HP
LaserJet family of laser

printers. Features supported
for page makeup include multi
ple threads for newspapers;
text flow around graphics; text
templates; and the ability to
name and manipulate objects,
paragraphs, and graphics as
groups.
The drawing package sup
ports Bezier curves, several
types of fill patterns, and the
ability to scale various bit-map
formats (e.g., raster, raw bit
map, MacPaint, PCX, and
TIFF). Graphics can flow
with text or remain stationary.
Elan is offering Avalon
Publisher with a floating li
cense, which makes it avail
able to everyone on your net
work but requires you to
purchase only enough licenses
for concurrent use. The sys
tem requires 18 MB of disk
space, 8 MB of main mem
ory, and the XI I Windowing
System.
Price: $1295; $995 for each
additional concurrent license.
Contact: Elan Computer
Group, Inc., 888 Villa St.,
Third Floor, Mountain
View, CA 94041, (415)
964-2200.

Inquiry 1178.

Avalon Publisher brings desktop publishing under the XI 1
windowing system to the SPARCstation , DECstation, and Hewlett
Packard 9000.
72PC-14
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estinfo says its Wave4
publishing system for
OS/2 Presentation Manager
bridges the gap between Iow
cost, low-powered desktop
applications and high-end tech
nologies like Penta and Alex.
With Wave4 and the multitask
ing capabilities of OS/2, sev
eral people can work on the
same document, pages, and
articles without file corruption
or work-flow conflicts.
The program integrates
proprietary Hell and Scitex
color imaging and PostScript
color imaging. For production
people, the program supports
masking, automatic head fit
ting and sizing, rotation of
images and frames at any ori
entation, and image zooming
independent of the frame or
page.
Price: $12,000 to $95,000.
Contact: Bestinfo, Inc .,
1400 North Providence Rd.,
Media, PA 19063, (800) 346
7920 or (215) 891-6500.

Inquiry 1177.

Island's Desktop
Publishing
for Open Desktop

I

sland Graphics' Productiv
ity Series 2.0 combines the
company's word processing,
painting, and drawing pro
grams under one package for
desktop publishing under SCO
Open Desktop. The program
is available for the IBM PC,
Open Look on Sun worksta
tions, and OSF /Motifon
Apollo and Hewlett-Packard
workstations.
Price: $995.
Contact: Island Graphics
Corp., 4000 Civic Center Dr. ,
San Rafael, CA 94903, (800)
255-4499 or (415) 491-1000.

Inquiry 1179.

Circle 644 on Reader Service C arrJ

Easy to use desktop mapping for companies on the move.
Ryder Truck Rental, Inc. uses ATLAS mapping software to define
and optimize sales territories, track and report revenues, and add
impact to board room presentations. And they're on the move.

Desktop mapping and the road to success.
Whether your business is big or small, ATLAS software moves
you ahead of the crowd. Now it's simple to analyze market poten
tial, locate prospects by inputting addresses, site new retail stores,
and perform scores of other useful applications. What's more, you
can add punch to your next meeting by printing quality maps on
almost any output device.

Mapping the easy way.
A built-in, dBASE compatible database manager allows you to
select geographic regions and associated data-then pop-up useful
summary statistics. Create pin and thematic maps by street, block,
ZIP, county, or any set of custom territories.

Call for a free demo diskette.
Strategic Mapping, Inc. offers desktop mapping solutions for the
PC and MAC-ranging from ATLAS*GRAPHICS and
ATLAS*MapMaker for presentations to ATLAS*GIS,
a full-featured geographic information system. See how
thousands of businesses put themselves on the map
with ATLAS software. Call today for your free demo
diskette: (408) 985-7400, FAX (408) 985-0859.

~~~~~

Capture data by zip code and
summarize by county to ltigl1Jiglrt areas
ofopportunity.
Resellers inquiries invited.

leaders in Desktop Mapping since 1983.

MacUser

STRATEGIC MAPPING, INC.4030 Moorpark Avenue, Suile250, San Jose. CA 95117 (408) 985-7400 FAX: (408) 985-0859

Jan90

SPECIAL OFFER ON

FUJITSU RX7300 Nlodel A

Super-Fasr Desktop Laser Printer

10MHz CPU SVSTEMS

•Emulates Ep5on FX-BO, Dlablo 630 & LaserJet Plus
• 300 dpl
• 2.5MB RAM

• 18 pages/min

• Choice of Serial or Centronlcs-Parallel Interface

"999

•lndudeslnstallation ~~
,'f'.
(listS6.9!lS.OO)
~
!I ;
'J
IARGE CAPACITY PAPER HOPPER A

• 102-key ertended kerboard
• 1 parallel and 1 seria pon
• HD/fD Cllnlroll er
• 90-Day IME warranty

0 AVAILABLE

• sme RAM
• 1.lMB floppy drive
• 7 erpan1ionslo15
• MS·DOS l.3

s379

While supplies lasl ........ only

Microsott Bookshelf
CO·ROM 10-WL.RfFERENCE LIBRARY
LIST: S29S.OO

IMEPlllCE:

s79
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WHAT'S NEW
PROGRAMMING

TOOLS

Visual PC-to
Mainframe
Programming Tool

Spinnaker
Adds to Plus

S

E

asel says its new visual
programming tool simpli
fies the process of creating a
PC application for accessing
3270-based host systems .
Called CommBuilder, the tool
lets you build an application
as you interact with the host
computer. Generated code
works with Easel/DOS or Ea
sel/2 (for OS/2), the com
pany's graphical application
development system.
As you access and interact
with a 3270-based system,
CommBuilder presents the
host screen in a window. After
the session is over, Comm
Builder automatically gener
ates the communications por
tion of the Easel code required
by the application. You can
use CommBuilder on-line or
capture host screen images
for later coding.
As CommBuilder presents
the host screen to you, it uses
color coding to identify pro
tected fields, assigned fields,
watch characters, and unpro
tected fields . The tool can in
terface with Layout/CUA for
DOS, Easel' s tool that lets you
design and generate a graphi
cal user interface for Easel (the
company hasn't yet released
Layout/CUA for OS/2). You
can use CommBuilder to as
sign links between host
screens for programming an
Easel application that
navigates through several
host screens.
CommBuilder runs under
DOS and generates code for
use with Easel/DOS or Ea
sel/2. It requires DOS 3.0 and
l MB of RAM.
Price: $1900; Easel/DOS
and Easel/2, $7500 each.
Contact: Easel Corp., 600
West Cummings Park, Wo
burn, MA 01801, (617)
938-8440.
Inquiry 1181.
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Working with CommBuilder, you create the communications
portion ofyour PC-to-3270 application by interacting directly
with the host screens.

ParePlace
Opens Up
Objectworks \C + +

P

arcPlace Systems has
opened up Objectworks,
the set of tools that helps you
find, understand, and reuse
existing C + + code. No
longer are you required to use
default tools like the Sun C
compiler. Object works\ C + +
2.0 supports traditional Unix
tools for C preprocessing, C
compiling, and linking, the
company says.
Objectworks helps you an
alyze C + + code, even if it's
not your own. The Ob
jectworks \ C + + inheritance
browser draws class inheri
tance trees and supports multi
ple inheritance, so that you
can view existing class rela
tionships in graphical form.
Also included is an error
browser, a C ++Translator
using AT&T's Language Sys
tem 2 . l , and a source-level
debugger.
The optional ObjectKit\ C ++includes AT&T's
Standard Library and Stan
dard Library Extension, a col
lection of 15 general-purpose
C + + 1ibraries. It also has the
NIH C + + libraries.
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Objectworks\ C + + 2.0
requires 12 MB for the Sun-3
and SPARCstation.
Price: $3000; ObjectKit\ C + +, $500.
Contact: ParcPlace Systems,
Inc ., 1550 Plymouth St.,
Mountain View, CA 94043,
(415) 691-6700.
Inquiry 1182.

STSC Plans APL for
IBM's System/6000

S

TSC, developer of APL,
known for its ability to
perform complex and ad hoc
analyses on large quantities of
data, says it will release a
version of the language for the
IBM RISC System/6000 by
the end of this year or early
1991. Currently available for
the 386, DEC workstations,
and the SPARCstation, APL
is used for actuarial work, cur
rency trading, customer
tracking, and other applica
tions, the company says.
APL interfaces with lan
guages like assembly and C.
STSC says APL excels at ma
trix manipulation and supports
nested arrays within a single
element of other arrays.
Price: $3000 and up.
Contact: STSC, Inc., 2115
East Jefferson St., Rockville,
MD 20852, (301) 984-5000.
Inquiry 1184.

pinnaker Software de
veloped the Plus Software
Slot Developer's Kit for
creating new object classes and
customized extensions for the
Plus programming language.
You can use the kit to create
applications that can run un
modified on the Mac and
IBM PC with Windows or
OS/2 Presentation Manager.
Four categories of exten
sions are possible with the kit.
Software Slot Objects add a
new object class. to Plus, with
all properties of the new ob
ject defined by you. Once you
create and compile the new
object, it goes in the same
folder as Plus, and you access
it like any other object. An
other category, External
Draw Objects, already have
some properties defined in
advance, since they are de
signed to display information
on-screen. However, you deter
mine the source and form of
the displayed information,
whether it be a bar graph,
chart, or other data
representation.
Two other categories,
Software Slot Commands and
Software Slot Functions, let
you extend Plus. When you use
these extensions to add new
commands and functions, you
can define an unlimited num
ber of arguments and custom
ized syntax, giving you
greater flexibility than with
external commands and ex
ternal functions, according
to the company.
Price: $695.
Contact: Spinnaker Software
Corp., 201 Broadway, Cam
bridge, MA 02139, (617)
494-1200.
Inquiry 1183.

.
~a'~~
MetaWare Del 1vers
The Essential Tool For

c

Way back in 1986, Meta Ware delivered the first 32-bit protected
mode DOS compiler for the 386. Our High C compiler set the
standard for professional software developers. High C DOS 386/486,
Version 2.3, brings important features to extended DOS that
our UNIX C customers have come to rely on for creating
lightning-fast executable code:
True Globally Optimizing Technology

-

In an ever-changing, puzzling, multi-platform world, it's reassur
ing to know that:
Your Code is Portable to Other Platforms

1 32-Bit

Many professional programmers are delighted to
discover that their existing High C programs may
be easily ported to many other popular platforms,
including MS-DOS, FlexOS, OS/2, UNIX Sys~ tern V 386/486, Sun 386i. Sun-3, Sun-4, SPARC,
and IBM AIX on PS/2, RT, i860, and 370, IBM
AOS 4.3 on RT and 370, Am29K, Motorola
680x0, and Intel i860. And we're already talk\
ing with several of our OEMs about porting the
debugger to these and other new platforms.

'
Source-Level
Debugger

Global Optimizations that increase speed of ~
code execution include: constant and copy
propagation,constantexpressionfolding,local
and global common subexpression elimination,
removal of invariant expressions from loops, live/
dead analysis, dead code elimination, global register
allocation, and tail merging. We've also included
faster libraries with ANSI conformance a nd greater Micro
soft compatibility. These optimizations make Version 2.3
generate46% better Whetstone codeand 15% better Dhrystone
code than our previous version. But one piece was still missing:

Our customers who are already using the combi
nation of High C and the new debugger all agree that the
new, 32-bit source-level debugger is the essential tool for the
only compiler you need.

True 32-Bit Source-Level Debugging
Our customers really needed a Meta Ware-quality 32-bit, source
level debugger. lt had to offer a friendly user interface with color or
monochrome windows, featuring pull-down and pop-up menus. They
needed to watch or edit data, registers, and breakpoints through
windows that displayed: flag>, memory in any format, variables, stack
data, 387 registers, locals, globals, structs, pointers, modules, and
more! We've delivered! MetaWare's 386 protected-mode debugger
features source-level symbolic debug capabilities. High C users can
tackle even the largest DOS C programs and debug code on the host
or a remote DOS machine, via a standard serial port.

MetaWare®
INCORPORATED

Complier Products for
Professional Software Developers
High C® • Professional Pascal ®

2161 Delaware Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA • 95060-5706 • 4081429-6382 • Fax 4081429-9273
Meta Ware, High C. and Professional Pascal are regislered trademarks at MelaWa re lncorporaled.Other names are trademarks ol lheir respecl ive companies.
(I Copyright 1990 MetaWare lncorporaled
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WHAT'S NEW

EDITORS

AND

LIBRARIES

Spreadsheet
Functions in
Your Database

Develop for
Windows Without a
Low-Level Plunge

R

K

aima, developer of C
products for the design of
databases that combine rela
tional- and network-model
technologies, now has a li
brary oflinkable functions for
embedding spreadsheet capa
bility in your application.
Applications created with
the PowerCell Spreadsheet Li
brary let you analyze and
otherwise manipulate data
without having to export to a
spreadsheet, perform the anal
ysis, and reimport the
changed data to the database.
The library can function
as a stand-alone library, letting
you add its capability to other
applications. Built-in file ac
cess functions let you import
and export data from WKS,
WKl, DBF, and ASCII for
mats. The PowerCell Spread
sheet Library supports a vari
ety of operating systems,
including DOS, Windows,
OS/2, Unix, Xenix and SunOS.
Price: $695 and up.
Contact: Raima Corp., 3245
146th Place SE, Suite 230,
Bellevue, WA 98007, (206)
747-5570.
Inquiry 1185.

With the PowerCell Spreadsheet Library, you can develop
database applications with built-in spreadsheets.

TAGS Function
for C, C + + Added
to Pl Edit

P

I Edit4.0, a software
development system for
DOS, OS/2, and several ver
sions of Unix, lets you use
third-party tools to make,
link, debug, or execute your
application, all from within
the PI Edit environment. A
new TAGS function goes
through your source code and
creates a database from
which you can reference any
function or element by name,
without knowing its location.
Initially available for C and

Pl Edit 4.0, a software development system, lets you do all your
programming in one environment.
72PC-l8
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C + +, the TAGS function
should support dBASE and
Pascal by the end of the year.
For programmers with a
Unix background, the new ver
sion has a vi keyboard inter
face, which lets you toggle be
tween vi and PI modes.
While in vi mode, you still
have access to all PI's com
mands, Iliad Group says.
Version 4.0 lets you save
your workspace, quit, and re
turn to it in restored condi
tion, saving you time from hav
ing to get up to speed at the
start of your next program
ming session.
The MS-DOS version can
remove itself from memory
when it executes another ap
plication, storing itself in EMS
or disk memory. Supported
versions of Unix include SCO
Unix and Xenix, Interactive
Unix 386/ix, and AT&T
systems.
Price: MS-DOS version,
$195; PI for OS/2, $249; PI for
Unix, $349 and up.
Contact: The Iliad Group,
Inc., 77 Geary St., Fifth
Floor, San Francisco, CA
94108, (800) 473-2053 or
(415) 563-2053.
Inquiry 1186.

nowledgePro for Win
dows lets you create so
phisticated applications that
can directly run other DOS
and Windows applications
without requiring you to delve
into a low-level language.
KnowledgePro handles the
difficult memory management
problems of Windows, letting
you concentrate on the applica
tion, Knowledge Garden
says. Windows screen objects,
fonts, icons, and bit-mapped
images can be handled using
on~-line commands. Topics,
the basic building blocks of the
program, lie in wait for a
particular event to occur.
Knowledge Garden says
experienced Windows pro
grammers can use Knowl
edgePro to quickly prototype
applications.
Price: Windows version,
$695; DOS version, $495.
Contact: Knowledge Gar
den, Inc., 473A Malden
Bridge Rd., Nassau, NY
12123, (518) 766-3000.
Inquiry 1187.

V

iewpoint Systems'
graphical-user-interface
development tool iets you
create applications for seam
lessly linking Windows 3.0
applications with IBM main
frame data through Dynamic
Data Exchange.
l/F Builder 2. 1 also lets
you cut and paste 3270 main
frame data with an applica
tion for further analysis or
graphing. The program sup
ports Microsoft Word and
Excel for now.
Price: $17 ,500; run-time
component, l/F Manager, $395
per workstation.
Contact: Viewpoint Sys
tems, Inc., 1900 SouthNor
folk St., Suite310, San
Mateo, CA 94403, (415)
578-1591.
Inquiry 1188.

Microcom Computers

•

•

A HRW Technologies Company

All Systems with Free 4 Month On-Site Warranty

Custom Configuration Computer systems

Pre-Configured Computer Systems

Standard System Features:
* 1MB RAM Standard

Our Commitment to Service & Quality

• Teac 5.25' 1.2 MB or 3.5' 1.44 MB Diskette Drive
• 1: 1 Interleaved Hard/Floppy Drive Controller
•Enhanced 101-key Keyboard
• 2 Serial & 1Parallel Port & Real Time Clock/Calendar w/Battery
•Small Footprint Casew/200 Watt Power Supply(14.9' W x 16.3' D x 6.8' H)
•Tower Case w/230 Watt Power Suoolv (Standard for 386/25C & 386/33C\

• Free 4 Month On-Site Servii::i11g Na.tianwiG!e
* 1 Year Warranty on Parts &Labor
*Toll-free Technical Service & Support
* No Surcharge on Credit Card Purchases
*Comprehensive 72 Hour Burn-in Testing on All Systems
* All Systems Made with pride in the USA
*Guaranteed 100% IBM Comoatible

Mll,;HUl,;UM 286/12

286/12 Xmas Special

286/12 System Features, Hard Drive, Monitor & Video Card
Hard Diives:
IUc
/DE
/DE
IUc
MB/Ms
42/28
80/18
105/18
205/18
No video
$799
$1,049
$1,099
$1,499
Mono
$899
$1, 149
$1, 199
$1,599
VGA-Mono
$1,274
$1 ,024
$1,324
$1,724
Hires
$1,349
$1,599
$1,ti49
$2,049

• 286/12 Standard System
c::>UI • 42 MB Hard Disk w/28 ms Access Time
340/18 • 16-bit Hires 1024 x 768 Graphics Card
$2,099 • 14' Color Hires Monitor (1024 x 768)
$2,199 Ii Microsoft MS-DOS 3.30 or 4.01
$2,324 * Free Mouse with This Special
$~,ti49

MICROCOM 386SX/16

386SX/16 Xmas Special

386SX/16 System Features, Hard Drive, Monitor & Video Card
Hard Drives:
IDE
IOE
IDE
IDE
MB/Ms
42/28
80/18
105/18
205/18
$1,249
$1,299
No Video
$999
$1,699
Mono
$1,399
$1,099
$1,349
$1, 799
$1,224
$1,474
$1,524
$1,924
VGA-Mono
$1,849
Hires
$1,549
$1,799
$2.249

• 386SX/16 Standard System
ESDI • 42 MB Hard Disk w/28 ms Access Time
340/18 • 16-bit Hires 1024 x 768 Graphics Card
$2,299 • 14' Color Hires Monitor (1024 x 768)
$2,399 • Microsoft MS-DOS 3.30 or 4.01
$2,524 • Free Mouse with This Special
$2,849

MICROCOM 386/25
for 64 KB Cache, add $300
386/25 System Features, Hard Drive, Monitor & Video Card
Haid Dfives:
IUI::.
IUI::.
IUI::.
IDE
MB/Ms
42/28
80/18
105/18
205/18
$1,399
$1,649
$1,699
$2,099
No Video
Mono
$1,499
$1,749
$1, 799
$2,199
$1, 874
$2,324
$1,624
$1,924
VGA-Mono
$1,949
Hires
$2,199
$2,249
$2,649

ESDI
340/18
$2,699
$2,799
$2,924
$3,249

• 386/25 Standard System
• 42 M3 or 105 M3 Hard Disk
• 16-bit Hires 1024 x 768 Graphics Card
• 14' Color Hires Monitor (1024 x 768)
•Microsoft MS-DOS3.30 or 4.01
* Free Mouse with This Special
11 With 64 KB eache - Md $.,30(!)

MICROl,;UM 386/33C

386/33C Xmas Special
• 386/33C Standard System w/Tower Case
• 105 MB Hard Disk w/Quick 18 ms Access Time
• 16-bit Hires 1024 x 768 Graphics Card
• 14' Color Hires Monitor (1024 x 768)
• Microsoft MS-DOS 3.30 or 4.01
* Free Mouse with This Special

Options/Upgrades:

Microcom Xmas Mouse
Add
Add
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386/25 Xmas Special w/42 MB Hard Disk
386/25 Xmas Special w/105 MB Hard Disk

386/33C Svstem Features, Tower Case, Hard Drive, Monitor & Video Card
IDE
Hard Drives:
IDE
IDE
IDE
ESDI
MB/Ms
42/28
80/18
105/18
205/18
340/18
ND Video
$1,799
$2,049
$2,099
$2,499
$3,099
$2,199
Mono
$1 ,899
$2,149
$2,599
$3,199
VGA-Mono
$2,024
$2,274
$2,324
$2,724
$3,324
Hires
$2,349
$2,599
$2,649
$3,049
$3,649
Mini-size Desktop Tower Case
Full-size Tower Case (Standard for 386/25C & 33C)

$1,299

D

$1,999
$2,299
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$29.99

$50 Hi-Resolution 3-Button Microsoft-compatible Mouse
$150 Up to 432 dot per inch Resolution (Great for VGA)

Microcom Computers' Customers Include:
Xerox, <IrE, Motorola, Raychem, General Electric, Eastman Kodak, Pacific Ben, SEGA ofAmerica, Toshiba, Genetech, Holiday Inn, U.S. Court of Appeals, NASA,
U.S Food & Drug Administration, U.S. Dept. of Energy, U.S. Dept. ofAgriculture, Lawrence LNermore National Laboratory, U.C. Berkeley, U.C. San Francisco,
Stanford University, Princeton University, University of Pittsbura, University of Vermont, Pacific Gas & Electric, Wells Farao Bank, and many more.

To Order - Call Toll Free 1-800-248-3398
Open from 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. PST, Monday-Friday

Microcom Computers
48890Milmont Drive, FremonL, CA 94537 -Tel: (415)623-3628 -Fax: (415)623-3620
3650-lBth Street, San Francisco, CA 94110 - Tel: (415)255-2288 -Fax: (415 255-8873
Prices are subjec\ to change without notice. Not responsible for typographical errors. CA residents please add 7.25% sales tax. No surcharge on credit card purchases. Personal and company
"Checks require 2 weeks clearance. All trademarks acknowledged. Tower Is a registered trademark of NCR Corporation. Microcom Computers reserves the right lo substitute any and all items with
equivalent or better parts. All benchmarks and specifications are for your Information only and may vary from system to system. Prices do nol Include shipping and handling.
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GRAPHICS

Price: $695.
Contact: Astral Develop
ment Co.rp., Londonderry Sq.,
Suite 112, Londonderry, NH
03053, (603) 432-6800.
Inquiry 1195.

Sculpting and
Texturing Made
Simple for the Mac
he new version of Sculpt
3D with Textures, Byte by
Byte's three-dimensional
rendering program, lets you
develop textures and position
image maps by means of an in
terface approach. Sculpt uses
a Tri-View windows system to
let you scale, rotate, and
freely position textures accu
rately onto a 3-D model.
With Sculpt, you can im
port TIMM, PICT, and PRIM
files to use as textures. You
can also create solid textures
from algorithmic or 3-D tex
tures and use them to com
pletely cover any object or
space. Sculpt 3D lets you alter
turbulence, irregularity, and
inter-ring distance to create an
unlimited number of tex
tures. A reference cursor inter
acts in all three dimensions
simultaneously, the company
reports.
Sculpt 3D also features
an imation capabilities, includ
ing key frame and global ani
mation, motion paths, splined
motion paths, and object
metamorphosis. Sculpt's capa
bilities are all provided with
in the Tri-View interface.
Sculpt 3D runs on the Mac
with at least 4 MB of RAM, a
40-MB hard disk drive, an
Apple or compatible 8-bit
video card, System 6.0.5 or
higher, and 32-Bit Color
QuickDraw.
Price: $2500.
Contact: Byte by Byte, Ar
boretum Plaza II, 9442 Capital
of Texas Hwy. N, Suite 150,
Austin, TX 78759, (512)
343-4357.
Inquiry 1194.

T
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Render Me
on the Mac

D

Sculpt JD lets you animate objects once you've modeled and
rendered them.

AT&T Takes You
to RIO for Graphics

T

he new version of
AT&T's RIO graphics
software, version 4.0, im
proves upon its predecessor by
offering enhanced two
dimensional layout and slide
preparation capabilities. The
company has also developed
RIO Animator, an add-on
module for RIO that provides
vector-based 2-D animation
with antialiased objects, text,
gradients, and trans
parencies.
RIO 4.0's multicolor gra
dient maps let you specify up
to eight colors for coloring
objects, text gradient maps, or
backgrounds. You can also
use hot keys for more efficient
text editing, and you can im
port and output TIFF files.
RIO 4.0 supports Color Post
Script as an output option.
Other features of RIO 4.0
include variable page format
and added rulers and tick
marks, for increased accuracy
in the placement of objects
within the page.
The AT&T RIO package
runs in Truevision TARGA and
ATVista graphics environ
ments and requires 2 MB of
RAM.
Price: TARGA version,
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$1795; ATVista version,
$2495; RIO Animator,
$3000.
Contact: AT&T Graphics
Software Labs, 3520 Com
merce Crossing, Suite 300,
Indianapolis, IN 46240, (317)
844-4364.
Inquiry 1196.

Color Image Editing
Comes to Windows

A

stral Development
brings its color image
editing program for the Mac
to the PC with the release of
Picture Publisher Plus for
Microsoft Windows. The pro
gram allows for interactive
editing and image placement.
You can change the hue, satu
ration, and lightness of images.
For page composition, you
can crop, size, scale, rotate,
and mirror using registration
marks. You can edit pictures of
any size and resolution, re
gardless of your system's mem
ory capacity, Astral says.
Offered as a stand-alone
program, it includes a utility
for scanner calibration.
Picture Publisher Plus
runs on any VGA-based system
with Windows 3.0.

igital Arts brings its
three-dimensional model
ing, animation, and render
ing software forthe PC to the
Mac with the Digital Artist
Series for the Mac II family.
Model, MacRenderMan, and
Animate are designed for use
by virtually any professional
graphics user.
Model supports spline
based modeling, object sculpt
ing, and advanced deforma
tion with gravity. Both 2-D and
3-D commands are available
from a set of pop-up, pull
down menus, and you can al
ternate between environments
of different dimensions.
MacRenderMan is a cus
tomized version of the Pixar
MacRenderMan program.
The Digital Arts software fea
tures Render Manager, which
lets you interactively compose
images by setting object
placement, lights, and various
shading and texturing param
eters.. You can save the images
you create as TIFF, Post
script, or PICT files.
Once you've modeled and
rendered the images, you can
use Animate, which contains
all the advanced animation ca
pabilities provided by Digital
Arts' DGS products.
These three programs
from Digital Arts require 4
MB of RAM and an 8-bit dis
play card.
Price: Model, $2250; Mac
Render Man, $1995; Animate,
$2250.
Contact: Digital Arts, 7050
Convoy Court, San Diego, CA
92111, (619) 541-2055.
Inquiry 1197.

LT5200 SERIES

FREE: 3 BUTTOM MOUSE
WITH EVERY LT5200 ORDER

$1499
Here is your chance to pickup on the biggest
bargain in Laptops anywhere. The LT-3500 is
packed with features. The 80286-12 MHz CPU
runs at 0 wait state, ready to blaze hrough those
tough applications. There is also a 40 MB fast
HOD & an internal 3.5 /1.44MB diskette drive
• Intel 80286 CPU 0 wait state
• 6/12 MHz clock speed
• EGA GAS plasma display
•1 MB installed 4MB max
• 3.5/1.44MB floppy drive
• 40MB(28ms) hard drive
• 2 serial/1 parallel/CRT port
• Free carrying case

Flexibility of a Laptop with the true power and
expandability of a high-performance Desktop
computer. MYODA has designed & built these
machines with the needs of today's demanding
ueers in mind. Just look at our features & then
compare them with other machines costing
twice as much and you will see why we are the
clear choice for professional users. We offer true
expandability with TWO FULL SIXTEEN BIT
SLOTS, MEMORY IS EXPANDABLE TO 8MB
ON THE BOARD, VGA SCREEN.EXTERNAL
VGA MONITOR PORT, EXTERNAL FLOPPY
DRIVE PORT. There 's
even a true 386 - 25
running at 0 WAIT STATE
available with 32 KB
CACHE MEMORY. &
they all come with a
CONNER,40 MB HOD
& a 3.5/1.44MB FDD
AMI or Award BIOS.

MYODA
.i1.

microprocessor

• Baby AT caee
•Up to4 MB RAM
•AMI BIOS
12" MONO 14" MONO 14" VGA 14" SVGA

$539

$579

$895

MD7240

• Intel 80386-25
microprocessor
• 64KB cache memory
• 4MBRAM
• Full size case
• AMI designed mother
board up to 16MB RAM
•AMI BIOS
• Fully compatible: EMS, LIM 4.0
DOS, OS/2, UNIX, XENIX and NOVELL

$969

12" MONO 14" MONO 14" VGA

$1599

$1629

$1969

MYODA
MD7280
• Intel 80386-33 microprocessor
• 32KB cache memory
•4MB RAM
•up to 16MB RAM
• Fully compatible: EMS, LIM 4.0
DOS, OS/2, UNIX, XENIX and
NOVELL
• CALL FOR PRICE

•Intel 80386SX-16 Microprocessor
• Baby AT case
• Up to 8 MB RAM
•Fully compatible: EMS, LIM 4.0,
DOS, OS/2, UNIX, XENIX and
NOVELL
12" MONO 14" MONO 14" VGA 14" SVGA

$839

$865

$1169

$1249
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WHAT'S NEW

USERS

The Good, the Bad,
and the Ugly
of HyperCard 2.0

T

he recent reversals and
stopgap measures in the
continuing saga of the HyperCard distribution strategy are
leading users to ask, "What
does Claris want?"
Apple's announcement that
HyperCard will be bundled
with the new Macs in a runtime-only version sparked an
outpouring of protest, ca using Apple and Claris to rethink
their strategy. Apple's announcement that the version of
HyperCard 2.0 to be bundled
with new Macs would not have
scripting capabilities has
been the object oflively discussion in the Mac community. The ensuing protest from
users caused Apple and
Claris, which has taken over
proprietorship of HyperCard,
to reverse the earlier announcement and bundle a
full version with the new
Macs.
At the regular Thursday
night meeting of BMUG, Inc. ,
the impending release of HyperCard 2.0 was the most discussed topic of the meeting.
Amid all the rumors and speculation, one person's comment illustrated just how personally users take HyperCard, which was designed to
bring hypertext authoring to
anyone who owns a Mac. As
users wondered how much
the scripting version of Hyper-

Card might cost, someone
from the audience suggested,
"Let's just not buy it.
[Apple] will get the idea we
don't like them messing with
our program."
Claris apparently heard,
and listened to, the protests of
stack developers and users.
The company later said a full
version will be shipped, but
to enter scripting mode, you 'II
have to make a minor change
to the home stack. However,
it's not clear if this last-min
ute change in strategy will
mollify HyperCard devel
opers.
At least one HyperCard
expert is calling the latest turn
in this drama "pathetic."
David Drucker, a HyperCard consultant since 1987 and
a member of the Boston
Computer Society's MacStack
Group, says the decision by
Claris to put an opaque button
over the scripting choices on
the home stack connotes "a de
spicable attitude." Drucker
said the company is "still putting it out with the attitude
that what you don't know is
good for you." He also said
the opaque button represents
"the exact opposite of
empowerment."
The official Claris line is
that the opaque button scheme
will prevent new users from
destroying or altering stacks.
But Drucker says that if a
person is that concerned about
data integrity, it's up to the
developer to protect the stack,
which is easily done with a
one-line command.

What's Going On in Your Users Group?
Any visitors lately? What
happened at your last general
meeting? BYTE magazine is
interested in hearing about
the products you see and
what their developers are
saying . Phone the BYTE
news department at (603)
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924-2630 or send a fax to
(603) 924-2550. You can
also send a copy ofyour news
story to One Phoenix Mill
Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458, or send E-mail to
"dave.news" on BIX or to
"BYTE" on MCI Mail.
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Despite the waffling of
Claris on this issue, Drucker
sees the company's acquisi
tion of the upgrade and devel
opment responsibilities of
HyperCard as good news, in
general. "If HyperCard had
to end up in a place, this
[Claris] is the best place."
According to Drucker,
now that Claris has taken over
HyperCard, users can look
for network support, spread
sheet capabilities, and the in
corporation of the XTND fileformat conversion technol
ogy into future versions of
HyperCard.
But Drucker says the
opaque button announcement
left him "amused and irri
tated at the same time."
"Apple's giving it over to
Claris is still a good sign," he
said. "As long as they
[Claris] don't pull any more
boneheaded things like this."
-Dave Andrews and
Kandy Arnold

BBS for
Vietnam Vets

A

Vietnam veteran named
Larry Horn has started a
new project fo r Vietnam vet
erans to contact each other.
According to Horn, there
isn't an easy way for veterans
to contact other veterans. He
is organizing a computerized
project to list and refer veter
ans through a national BBS.
The primary goal is a na
tional veterans' reunion center
that will serve veterans of all
eras.
If you want to help in the
financing of the project or reg
ister as a vet, you should
write to the project. If you
want to register, you need to
include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
Contact: Vietna m Veterans
Registry, Inc., P .O. Box 430,
Bridgton, ME 04009, (207)
647-8608.

Nanobytes

A

ta Berkeley Macintosh
Users Group meeting,
Esther Dyson, editor and
publisher of the newsletter
Release 1. 0, spoke in hushed
tones about General Magic,
the Apple spin-off that is
supposedly developing a
new class of communica
tions products.
Presumably because of
nondisclosure, Dyson said
she couldn't comment if
she'd heard anything about
the new company's product,
which could be a new class of
personal intelligent commu
nicators. However, she did
say, "When I'm alone at
night, I think about General
Magic."
At the same meeting, Dyson
also said, "There are a lot of
women industry observers,
but not a lot ofwomen indus
try managers. You can't leg
islate it. Legislation helps,
but the old guys have to die
off."
Jeff Cherniss, president of
Advanced Software, said be
fOFe he demonstFated his
document-comparison pro
gram for the Mac, "Our
office was burgled over the
weekend. The thief took
Pluses overthe386s."
A report in Microscope, the
Mile High Computer Re
source Organization's news
letter, says Windows 3.0 is
causing some users to lose
more than their patience.
Users with exceptionally
large hard disk drives (more
than 1024 cylinders), drives
formatted by non-FDISK
programs, or systems with
mismatched components
might encounter problems,
including the destruction of
hard disk systems. If you're
concerned about. your sys
tern's safety, call technical
support at (206) 637-7098.

Buy with

ence
Reputable computer dealers
will answer all these questions
to your satisfaction. Don't
settle for less when buying your
computer hardware, software,
peripherals and supplies.

This message is brought to you
by:

the MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing
Association, Inc.
E. 43rd St.,
6
Purchasing Guidelines
New
York, NY 10017
• State as completely and ac

In an effort to make your
telephone purchasing a more
successful and pleasurable
activity, The Microcomputer
Marketing Council of the
Direct Marketing Association,
Inc. offers this advice, "A
knowledgeable buyer will be a
successful buyer." These are
specific facts you should know
about the prospective seller
before placing an order:

curately as you can what
merchandise you want in
cluding brand name, model
number, catalog number.

MMC

• Establish that the item is in
stock and confirm shipping
date.

MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL

of the Diract Marketing Association, Inc.

• Confirm that the price is as
advertised.
• Obtain an order number
and identification of the
sales representative.

• Make a record of your
order, noting exact price in
cluding shipping, date of
Ask These Important
order,
promised shipping
Questions
date and order number.
• How long has the company
If you ever have a problem,
been in business?
remember to deal first with the
• Does the company offer
seller. If you cannot resolve the
technical assistance?
problem, write to MAIL
• Is there a service facility?
ORDER ACTION LINE, c/o
OMA, 6 E. 43rd St., New York,
• Are manufacturers warran
NY 10017.
ties handled through the
company?
• Does the seller have formal
return and refund policies?
• Js there an additional charge
for use of credit cards?

• Are credit card charges held
until time of shipment?
• What are shipping costs for
items ordered?

(Gl Direct Markl'ling Association, Inc. 1988
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Jerry Pournelle
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WORKING SMART

Diagnostic equipment,
portable computers,
and better ways of
working on the road

software reset; test for crash; and so
forth. Now, of course, you can just ex
clude vast areas of memory, but that de
feats the purpose of using QEMM-386.
It's better to do the trial and error.

his month we had the oddest
pair of computer failures I ever
heard of. They're also instruc
tive. First, the Cheetah 486:
Alex was working with QEMM-386 and
Desqview, trying to get the largest pos
sible working memory space-what in
CP/M days we called a transient pro
gram area-by packing mouse drivers,
buffers, and other such stuff up into the
area between 640K bytes and I mega
byte, what we're learning to call high
memory; the more you can stuff up there,
the larger the TPA you'll have. Alas,
sometimes this can be tedious work.
It's tedious because most video board
manufacturers do not tell you what areas
of high memory they are going to usurp,
nor indeed how large their BIOS is. You
can learn only by trial and error. In gen
eral, the faster the video board, the more
likely it is to be a memory hog; and if it
uses the Tseng Laboratories' chips and
has five crystals on-board, it's likely to
be not only very fast and very reliable,
but also capricious in its memory wants.
For example, the Micro Labs video
board in the Cheetah 486 is extremely
fast, has five crystals, uses Tseng chips,
and is wonderful for those who want a
high-end board for graphics or CAD; but
it also grabs high-memory areas without
warning, which can crash systems using
QEMM-386, as I found out when the
Railroad Tycoon game locked up tighter
than a drum.
The only remedy is to exclude the right
memory areas from QEMM-386 in the
CONFIG.SYS, reset, and see if the sys
tem crashes. If it does, do a hardware re
set, change the CONFIG.SYS, and do a

T

Failure Modes
Doing this makes you reset the machine
often, which shouldn't be a problem; but
suddenly the Cheetah 486 wouldn't come
up. It reported a memory error on start
up; and it did that every time. Very con
sistent.
I called Gene Sumrall of Cheetah. In
cidentally, Cheetah was recently bought
by Northgate Computer Systems. They
also hired key Cheetah people, including
Gene and Ron Sartore. Northgate's Art
Lazare says he'll keep Cheetah intact as a
high-end product line, which means that
buyers will get Cheetah engineering
backed by Northgate technical support
and financial resources; that's going to
be one formidable high-end system.
Gene was understandably upset. My
Cheetah 486 was an early production
model, and it had been tested nine ways
to Sunday before being sent to me.
"Video board," Gene said. "When
something like that happens, it's gener
ally the video board."
"Right," I said, and got out my trusty
Video Seven board, which, if not as fast
as the Micro Labs board, is about as reli
able as they come. It took about 2 min
utes to put in the Video Seven board and
turn on the machine.
I got the same error reading. Call
Gene again.
The Cheetah 486 is built up with a
motherboard capable of going up to some
incredible speed and a board that carries
the i486 chip and its associated glue
chips. This lets you swap for a faster sys
tem when faster i486 chips become avail
able. Cheetah sent a new CPU board by
Federal Express. I swapped. Same error.
By now, Gene was ready to tear out his
hair. "Can you take all the boards out,"
he said.

That was no problem, although I kept
wondering what the machi ne would do
with m CPU. However, the Cheetah
motherboard has a small LCD that tells
precisely what is going on in the boot-up
process. We were hung at stage 26 (it
should go to FF), and apparently that's
well before the system ever gets to the
i486 chip. I pulled all the boards.
"Same error," I reported. "Stops at
26."
Long silence. "I'll call you back."
The next step sounded a little weird.
"Take the machine, take the boards out
of it, turn it upside down, and beat on it,"
I was told. "Ron [Cheetah guru Ron Sar
tore] says there may be a little bit of metal
shorting the address Ii nes."
Well, OK, I thought. I turned the ma
chine over and tapped it. Then I tried the
vacuum cleaner, used canned air from
the cleanup kit, and looked at every
board slot with a strong light. I thought I
found a bit of metal. Gloat. Turn on the
machine. "Same problem."
The next step was a new motherboard,
and to be sure it was installed right, they
sent in Larry Aldridge, the local Chee
tah distributor. Incidentally, Larry is
also going to work for Northgate, as a di
rector of product development. He deliv
ered the motherboard. Installed it, and
turned on the machine.
Same error.
"Power supply," Larry said. "Except
that I never heard of this kind failing ."
He borrowed my voltmeter and fooled
around a bit. "Something's pulling down
the regulated voltage," he decided. But
we couldn't figure what. It looked like
there was nothing for it but to replace the
power supply, too. Then Larry had an
inspiration.
"Keyboard."
"Keyboard?" I shook my head.
"OK." We disconnected the keyboard
and got out another. Turn on the ma
chine. The LCD 'M:nt past 26, on up.
The hard disk clicked over. The machine
booted fine. Clearly, somekindofshort
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in the keyboard was pulling the power
low, which made the machine believe it
had a memory error.
There was only one problem: that key
board is a Northgate OmniKey/Plus in
the "Pournelle configuration," with the
Backspace key next to the P, where God
intended it to be. There aren't many of
those in the world, and I sure hated the
idea that one of mine (I have four) didn't
work properly.
Inspection showed that the keyboard is
held together with six screws. I opened it
up. Everything is modular, and nothing
fall s apart; no problem. As I removed the
keyboard from the case, something fell
out. A scrap ofmetal, I think; it vanished
behind the cushion of the couch. Mean
while, other stuff fell out, nutshells,
crumbs, bits of popcorn. I shook every
thing out, vacuumed it, and put it back
together, said a quiet prayer, and plugged
it back into the Cheetah.
No problem. Everything works fine
and has for a couple of weeks now.
Meanwhile, we solved a second prob
lem: the old Zenith Z-248, one of the
early 286 machines, still does service in
education, but it recently began having

l :e major
moral ofthe story
is clear: ifyou have a
problem, it could be
anything. ~ knew that
back in CP/M days.
problems on boot-up. If it ever got past
the boot problems it was all right, but as
Bill Godbout says, "If the error rate is
highenoughto measure, it's too high ."
Zenith has built-in diagnostics in their
ROM monitor, but running that all night
didn't find anything. I didn't have time
to do much more with the machine, so I
sent it to the local Heath/Zenith store.
Alas, they couldn't find anything wrong
with it at all; but when I got it back here
and put it on the bench, the same problem

developed. Then, by accident, I moved
the 110-volt power cord-and the ma
chine rebooted.
Turns out there's something wrong in
side the power cord. You can't see any
thing wrong by inspection; and, natu
rally, we didn't send that power cord out
to Heath/Zenith with the machine. Sigh.
There are two morals to the story, one
major and one minor. The minor one is,
go clean your keyboards out. If you're
not sure that you can get them back to
gether, it's probably best not to take them
apart. But Northgate keyboards are no
problem, and you can at least vacuum the
others. I've also found that washing key
boards out with warm water (I just take
mine into the shower) and drying with
low heat from a hair dryer will fix sticky
keys and generally spruce up their ap
pearance, as well as remove foreign ob
jects.
The major moral of the story is clear:
if you have a problem, it could be any
thing. We knew that back in CP/M days.

Diagnostics
All this got me looking at diagnostics.
Alex and Barry Workman recommend

Compact
Desk.
This pocket-sized box instantly turns a
portable computer into a laptop office.
Introducing the WirldPort 2496"' portable
fax anddata modem.
If your business is like most, fax is a way of
life. TheWorldPort 2496 is the fax of life on
the road.
~ i g hi ng less than 8 ounces, with battery, it
also runs on ACpower and connects to RJ II s
or optional acousticcouplers for public phone

use anywhere. Via Bell or CCITT standards.
It evensends and receives fax and data

messages unattended or while you run other
applications.
Suddenly, a laptop in the field is a full com
munications center. With up-to-the-minute
incoming from your host. Overnight outgoing
to the branches. And on-the-run faxes to any
client. Over pay phones, hotel phones and
PBXs worldwide.

Get the WorldPort 2496. It adds the power of
your office to the portabilityof your laptop.
And the advantages of a fax to the convenience
of your desktop.
Call us today at 800-541 -0345 (in New York,
516-261-0423) for more on the WorldPort line
and the dealer nearest you.

...... ··wrT.
:
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• • • •• • • • • •: • • •
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1ouchbase Systems, Inc.
160 Laurel Avenue
Northport, NV 11768
(516)261 -0423
Fax (516) 754-3491

WorldPort 2496 is a trademark ofTouchbase Syslems, Inc. © 1989 Touchbase Systems. Inc.
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Everything\Ou Ever Wanted In UNIX.
And Less. $99.95.*
OK. \\e know it's hard to
believe. So just consider this.
CoherenC is a virtual clone of
UNIX. But it was developed
independently by Mark
Williams Company.
\VQich means we
don't pay hundreds of
dollars per copy in
licensing fees.
What's more,
Coherent embodies
the original tenet of
UNIX: small is beautiful. This
simple fact leads to a whole host of
both cost and perfonnance advan
tages for Coherent So read on,
because there's a lot more to
Coherent than its price.
SMAU.ER, FASTER...BEITER.
Everybody appreciates a good
deal. But what is it that makes small
so great?
For one thing, Coherent gives
you UNIX capabilities on a machine
you can actually afford. Requiring
only 10 megabytes of disk space,
LESS
lSMORE\

Coherent For Santa Cruz
the IBM-PC/AT Operation's
and compatible XENIX 286,
286or 386 Version 2.3.2
based machines..

No. of Manuals

1

8

No. of Disks

4

21

Kernel Size

64K

198K

Install Tune

20-30min.

3-4hours

Suggested Disk Space
Min. Memory Required

Perfonnance•
Price

lOmeg

30meg

640K

1-2meg

38.7 sec

100.3sec

$99.95

$1495.00

Coherent can reside with DOS. So
you can keep all your DOS applica
tions and move up to Coherent You
can alsohaveitmnning faster, learn it
faster and get faster overall perform
ance. All because Coherent is small.
Sounds beautiful, doesn't it?
But small wouldn't be so great if
it didn't do the job it was meant to do.
EVERYTHING UNIX
WAS MEANTTO DO.
Like the original UNIX,
Coherent is a powerful multi-user,
multi-tasking development system.
With a complete UNIX-compatible
kernel which makes a vast world of
UNIX software available including
over a gigabyte of public domain
software.
Coherent also comes with Lex
and Yacc, a complete C compiler and
a full set of nearly 200 UNIX com
mands including text processing,
program development, administrative
and maintenance commands.
And with UUCP, the UNIX to

UNIX Communication Pro
gram that connects you to a
world-wide network offree soft
ware, news and millions of users.
All for the cost of a phone call.
We could go on, but stop
we must to get in a few more very
important points.
EXPERIENCE, SUPPORT
AND GUARANTEES.
Wondering how something as
good as Coherent could come from
nowhere? Well it didn't. It came from
Mark Williams Company, people
who've developed C compilers for
DEC, Intel, Wang and thousands of
professional programmers.
We make all this experience avail
able to users through complete techni
cal support via telephone. And from
the original system developers, too!
Yes, we know $99.95 may still
be hard to believe. But we've made it
fool-proof to find out for yourself.
With a 60-day money-back no-hassles
guarantee.
You have to be more than just a
little curious about Coherent by now.
So why not just do it? Pick up that
phone and order today.
You'll be on your way to having
everything you ever wanted in UNIX.
And for a lot less than you ever
expected.

1-800-MARK WMS
(l-800-627-5967or1-708-291-6700)

60-DAYMONEYBACKGUARANTEE!

flJ

Mark Williams
Company
60 Revere Drive
Northbrook, IL 60062

*Plus shipping and handling. Coherent is a trademark of Mark
Williams Company. UNIX is a trademark of AT&T. XENIX is a
trademark of Microsoft.
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Finally, a fast, powerful text
editor that integrates your
Favorite
programming
tools and uses
no memory!
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mouse support
Pull-down menus
~·
Columnar blocks
~~
1000 Level Undo
~ /,
Regular Expressions
Small 70K, super fast
DOS, UNIX/XENIX, FlexOS
Also VEDIT $69, VEDIT Jr. $29

FREE Evaluation Copy
Call 1-800-45-VEDIT
The new VEDIT PLUS is the productivity
breakthrough programmers have been
looking for. Run not only popular com
pilers, but all of your favorite tools from
within the editor. When shelling to DOS,
VEDIT swaps itself and any desired TS Rs
out of memory to give you more memory
than when you entered VEDIT.
Only VEDIT gives you the advantages of
a powerful and flexible editor without
giving up the convenience of an integrated
environment.
VEDIT offers stunning performance, ver
satility and ease of use. Completely writ
ten in assembly language, it's small and
lightning fast. Edit text and binary files of
any size, even 100+ megabytes. Installa
tion is trivial; VEDIT .EXE and an optional
help file are all you need - no overlays, no
configuration files.
Otherfeatures include multiple file editing,
windows, unlimited keystroke macros,
"hot keys", context sensitive help, word
processing, automatic indenting and total
configurability . VEDIT has been the
choice of 100,000 programmers, writers
and engineers since 1980.
VEDIT PLUS adds a powerful "off the cuff"
macro programming language, complete
with source level debugging.
VEDIT PLUS - $185 for DOS, $285 for
UNIX/XENIX. Call for a free demo today.

Greenview
P.O. Box 1586, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106
(313) 996-1299 • Fax (313) 996-1308
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two products: a software diagnostics
package called Checklt, and a hardware
card called Kickstart.
Checklt, from Touchstone Software,
produces detailed reports, does exhaus
tive memory tests, and generally does
about all a software diagnostics package
can do. It's the kind of thing that you
don't need often, but when you do need
it, you need it bad. Of course, it can oper
ate only if the computer is working.
Kickstart I, from Landmark Research
International, works on dead computers.
Machines that use 286 and higher chips
generate what are called power-on self
test codes during the start-up process.
Some ofthese may be interpreted and put
up on the screen by the BIOS, but most
are not, and anyway the machine may not
get that far. The Kickstart board displays
the POST codes through LEDs on the
board itself. You can then look in the sup
plied documents to see what they mean.
Alas, not all clones use the standard
POST codes. Landmark has documented
all they could find, but with some clones,
all you can do is look up the standards
and guess. That will probably be helpful,
but it's better if you are getting standard
information.
By the time you read this, there will be
a Kickstart II, which will check that
power is within 5 percent of standard
(Kickstart I just looks to see that there is
power) and will use an LCD rather than
LEDs. Barry Workman says the current
one is plenty good: he has to maintain
systems for many clients and would hate
to live without Kickstart.
The company also makes diagnostic
disks to test the alignment of floppy disk
drives; ifyou get a lot ofretry errors, you
might give that a try. Of course, nowa
days the remedy for floppy disk drive
problems is to use a head cleaning kit,
and if that doesn't work, just replace the
drive. They're cheap enough.

Organizing Your Thoughts
It was already plenty good, but Syman
tec has improved GrandView a lot. New
features of version 2.0 include the ability
to import and export Q&A Write files
that helps me a lot-and new screen orga
nization. One problem with an outline
program is that as you indent farther and
farther, you eventually get all the way
over to the right, with no room for fur
ther work. GrandView has always had a
hoist command, which fills the screen
with what you 're working on, but that's
not always optimum either; sometimes
you want to see some of the other sub
heads in relation to what you're entering
now. Anyway, the new version solves

that problem nicely.
In fact, GrandView is good enough
that I could use it to write this column.
Most of the word processing commands
work as you'd expect, and there' s mouse
support. Like Q&A Write, GrandView
incorporates many of the old WordStar
Control-key commands, meaning that
touch-typists don't have to bother with
cursor keys and PageDown and Control
cursor keys, and the other stuff that tries
to get your fingers offthe home keys.
I only installed GrandView 2.0 last
week, but I find that I'm using it a lot
more than I did the old one; mind you, I
used the old version quite a bit. All my
old outlines read right into the new ver
sion without problems.
If you do much expository writing and
you haven't tried an outline program,
you may have the wrong idea about what
they do. I certainly did: my previous ex
perience with outlines came from high
school, when I was required to write and
turn in an outline before I could write an
essay.
No doubt the exercise was good for my
soul and helped me organize my thoughts
in later years, but at the time I hated out
lines passionately; consequently, when
outline programs first appeared, I dis
missed them with my most cynical sneer.
I'd probably still be doing that if Jim
Baen, my once and future editor and pub
lisher, hadn't persuaded me to give them
a try. Jim was right: outline programs
really are useful.
Yoo don't use them as my high school
teachers demanded, as a kind of prelimi
nary draft when you already know what
you ' re going to say. That may work for
some people, but I find it's about as easy
in that case simply to tear into the sub
ject, write everything I know, and, with
the magic of word processors, edit the re
sulting mess into coherence. No: an out
line program comes into its own when
you haven't the foggiest notion of what
you' re going to say.
As an example, in addition to the re
port on the U .S.S.R. I did for BYTE, I'm
working up a much longer version that I
intend to integrate with another essay on
the strategy of technology in this new
age. That means I have to include first
hand impressions I got in Moscow, infor
mation I was given by people while I was
there, reports from books and periodi
cals, and strategic stuff from my earlier
works. The result is a haphazard jumble
ofthoughts in no discernible order.
Item: pictures of young provincial con
scripts paying a ruble-10 percent of
their monthly salary-to have their pic
ture taken on Red Square in front of

All®
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UNINTERRUmBLE POWER SUPPLIES
TOTAL POWER PROTECTION
* BLACKOUTS
* BROWNOUTS
* OVERVOL TAGE
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UNDERVOLTAGE
SURGES
SPIKES
EMllRFI

STANDBY UPS MODELS
• 250 VA To 2300 VA
• Sinewave output - 1 millisecond
transfer time

UNICATIONS
INTERFACE

• Communications interface and
external battery packs available
for extended run times

For Unattended
System Shutdown

ON-LINE UPS MODELS
• 500 VA To 5,000 VA
•Static By-pass Standard
• True On-Line - Sinewave outputs
• Communications Interface and
external battery packs available
for extended run time

COMPATIBLE WITH:
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• Novell

• LAN
Manager
• ALTOS
• BANYAN
• VINES
• System V
UNIX
• Custom
Configuration
Any
System
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POWER DEBUGGING
BOUNDS-CHECKER
Finds out-of-bounds memory accesses 
AUTOMATICALLY.
"BOUNDS-CHECKER and Soft-ICE make
sophisticated use of the most powerftd
versions of Intel's processor family to track
down some of DOS programming's most
insidious bugs. If you're developing programs
for DOS, these are essential tools."
PC Magazine
July, 1990 pg. 48

Flush out those Nasty pointer problems and
other out-of-bounds memory accesses 
AUTO MATICA LLY.
Each time you make a change to a program, run
BOUNDS-CHECKER while testing the new
code. If you accidentally access out-of
bounds memory, BOUNDS-CHECKER
will pop up displaying the offending
SOURCE LINE. And your program runs
at full speed.

Soft-ICE 2.5
New Version, New Features

Ship Bug-Free Products
You can run BOUNDS-CHECKER while
testing your program. There are no
additional steps to your testing cycle,
but you can feel secure when the program
has passed through BOUNDS-CHECKER
with no reported problems.
Many over-write problems and other out-of
bounds memory accesses do NOT show up
during normal testing. An out-of-bounds memory
location may be modified, but that particular
location doesn't happen to be important at the time.
Once the program is in the field and a certain
network is loaded or a certain T&SR or device
driver is loaded, that memory location suddenly
becomes very important... AND THE SYSTEM
CRASHES.
You can prevent these problems by making
BOUNDS-CHECKER a standard part of your
testing procedure.

Gives you the protection of a protected
operating system under MS-DOS.

The only debugger specifically designed to
solve those problems unique to MS-DOS that
we call the DOS Nasties.
• Memory over-writes
• Hung programs
• Program too big to debug
• Debugging T&SRs and Loadable Drivers
• Multiple Symbol Tables
• Supports Microsoft C 6.0 & Turbo C++

MagicCV 3.0
(with LOAD-BIG)
A set of tools designed to ease the memory crunch
with Microsoft C 6.0.
• Run Code View in Less than Bk
• Run Code View with EMM & VCPI
• Increase heap space when compiling
• Increase memory with make
• Load high T&SR's and device drivers
• VCPI support

BOUNDS-CHECKER uses the 80386 virtual
machine technology to provide real-time memory
protection. In addition BOUNDS-CHECKER uses
the symbolic information output by your compiler
to differentiate CODE and DAT A When your
program is running, BOUNDS-CHECKER
protects the program's CODE and all memory
outside your program.
Requires 80386 PC.
MS-DOS is a trademark of
Microsoft Corporation.

-,,

Nu-M~

BOUNDS-CHECKER ................. $249
Soft-ICE 2.5 .................................. $386
MagicCV 3.0 ................................ $199

Special Offer.. .
Buy BC & S-ICE ............... Save $100
Buy S-ICE & MCV .............. Save $86
Buy all three ...................... Save $186
30 Day Money-Back Guarantee

"-TECHNOLOGIES
CALL TODAY (603) 888-2386 or FAX (603) 888-2465
P.O. BOX 7780 • NASHUA, NH • 03060-7780 • U.S.A.
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Lenin's tomb. These kids are proud and
walk tall, and that has implications.
Item: when we were in a working
class-district grocery store, we noted that
there wasn't much for sale: plenty of po
tatoes and wheat flour and kasha, some
butter, no vegetables at all. While we
were there, two military trucks pulled
up, and the officers bought several cases
of milk and several gross of eggs, paying
for the goods with loose cash from their
pockets. The troops loaded the stuffonto
the trucks and drove away. These weren't
commissary officers: it was the company
commander, a decorated airborne sol
dier ofthe Moscow garrison unit. An odd
way to feed an elite military unit, and
that too has implications.
And so forth. The neat part about
GrandView is that I can write about dis
connected items as I think of them. I can
take my pile ofphotographs, leaf through
them, and write whatever they remind
me of; if during that process I remember
something totally unconnected, it's no
great trick at all to put that note in an ap
propriate place. Later, all this gets orga
nized into something that is meaning
ful-and when it does, I'm more than

If

you

have to write anything
at ml complex and
you haven 't tried
GrandView, you're in
for a pleasant surprise.

halfway through the final essay.
Outline programs aren't quite as use
ful for fiction, but I find I do use Grand
View for character notes.
If you have to write anything at all
complex and you haven't tried Grand
View, I think you're in for a pleasant sur
prise. Recommended.

Organizing Your Life
When you reach my age, you forget
things. Actually, I suspect my memory

never was as good as I like to think it
was, but lately it's best described as
wretched. The result is piles of little
notes, scribbled on all sizes of paper.
The important ones invariably get lost,
and they surface only after it's just too
late to call whomever I was supposed to
call or do whatever job the note reminded
meof.
I have, to some extent, alleviated the
problem by carrying a hardbound log
book and training myself to make most of
my notes in that. I also use Scotch tape to
glue into the logbook business cards,
photos, and the scraps of paper that still
turn up. In addition, I have computerized
some permanent telephone, address, and
memo files I add to from time to time; I
print them and paste those pages in the
front of each new logbook. The result is a
fairly good chronological file of what
I've done and who I've seen, as well as
my telephone list.
This system has its problems. One is
that I go through two or three of those
logbooks a year, and on trips I generally
must carry at least the current book and
its immediate predecessor; they weigh
about as much as Sir Zed, the Sinclair

SAVE 30 MINUTES
EVERY TIME YOU
HAVE APC PROBLEM!
By using Checkvlt®to find out if the problem is
Hardware or Software
The second you suspect a problem with your PC, you should reach for CheckV'lt,
the world's most popular PC diagnostic software. Running CheckV'lt should be the
first thing you do - because confirming or eliminating your PC's hardware as the
source of the problem can save you time, money, and unnecessary repair calls.
CheckV'lt will test your PC's main system board, memory, hard disk drive and
floppy disk drives, video subsystem, communication ports, printer, keyboard,
mouse, or joystick. CheckV'lt will also display key_software and setup data,
including your PC's exact equipment configuration, current I RO assignments,
memory allocation, device drivers, and CMOS table.
Take a minute to run CheckV'lt the next time you have a PC problem. Then
you'll know the answer to these key questions: Should you back it up, pack it up,
and send it out for repair? Should you fix a hardware problem yourself? Or,
should you concentrate on the software and configuration problems that you can
correct?
The moment you suspect a PC problem, run Checkvlt.
It's about time'
)

Q

6%.
~~-u~

o

Look for CheckV'lt at leading
retail stores everywhere,
Or call TouchStone TODAY!
(714) 969-7746 or (800) 531-0450

~-~_,__~~~T~!h!!!~•

-

2130 Main Street, Suite 250 ,Huntington Beach, CA 92648

Checktl II is a registefed lradematk of T ouchStone Sotrware Coq>0ration. Copyrighl C'J199CI TouchStone Software CCH'pOfalion. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Z88. Second, although I try to make a
sort of combination index and table of
contents of my logbooks, I don't get
around to that very often, so I can spend
quite a bit of time hunting for a business
card if I can't remember exactly when I
got it.
Still in all, my system does work, be
cause it's built around the way I normally
do things: it's free-form, doesn't make
me design forms and stick to them, and
has access by browsing; and despite all

my computers and dozens of attempts to
computerize my life, I find I always
come back to my hardbound logbooks
and Scotch tape.
Still, hope springs eternal, and I keep
hoping to find electronic ways that will
take over at least part of the job; which
brings us to Tornado.
This isn't a new product. It was rec
ommended to me when it first came out,
but that version didn't work with either
SideKick or Desqview, so I didn't see

SYSTEMS: INC.
urce For Quality Embedded-System Tools
Avocet Systems, Inc., 120 Union St., P.O. Box 490,

Rockport, ME 04856
In Maine, or outside U.S., cal (207) 236-9055
TLX: 467210 Avon•! Cl I FAX: (207) 236-6713

Call today for free catalog 1~500
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how it would do me any good.
The latest version of Tornado works
with both products, although there are a
number of cautions about using it with
SideKick (not to mention that if you have
both Tornado and SideKick resident,
you're going to have a pretty small TPA;
no great matter, for I seldom use Side
Kick any longer, and then only in its own
Desqview window).
As for Desqview, Tornado will work
either as a TSR program beneath some
other program in a window or in a win
dow by itself. Micro Logic recommends
the latter arrangement, and it seems rea
sonable to me. It's also possible to have
multiple copies of Tornado running at the
same time.
Tornado is a character-based free
form memo database. Once it's in
stalled, you can make any text notes you
please in any format you like. The result
will be a number of little windows, each
with some text in them. Their sizes will
be appropriate to how much information
you have put in them. The arrangement is
controlled by you: think of the various
note windows as a pile of scraps of paper
of different sizes. If you pull a very large
one out and put it on top, it will probably
be the only one you see. On the other
hand, if you put the big one on the bot
tom, you can lay out quite a few on top of
it and then put more on top of them, until
you have a jumble of notes, some visible
and some partly so.
One note will be on top, and that's the
one you can write on. You can also create
a note on a new scrap of paper and then
leave it on top or bury it into the pile.
Retrieval is simple enough. You can
either browse through the notes or have
the program search intelligently for
some keyword or name. If it finds one, it
will bring it to the top; if it finds several,
it will bring all of them up and give you
the chance to do another search, or, al
ternatively, to search for all those with
your first keyword but without some
other keyword or phrase.
You can also cause the program to date
your notes from the system clock (it will
insert the time, too, if you like). Alas,
there's no setting to make it date notes
"automagically"; you have to remember
to press Escape-D when you edit the
note. It will also add sequence numbers,
although again not automatically.
You can group your piles of notes, so
that when you call up one of the group,
you use the arrow keys to flip back and
forth through the others (as if you'd
paper-clipped a bunch of paper scraps to
gether). You can incorporate the contents
of one note into another. There's a paste

One Word About Your
Hard Disk Controller

One Word About the PSI
hyperSTORE Controllers

Intelligent Mass Storage Controllers
Virtually all applications are disk
bound. Today's PCs have over 60
times the power of their ancestors
of just ten years ago, while hard
disk performance has only just
tripled. This makes mass storage
the PC's worst bottleneck. PSI has
eliminated this bottleneck with
the hyperSTORE Caching Disk
Controller, a sort of mass storage
co-processor. The hyperSTORE

does for disk-intensive programs
what a math co-processor does
for number-crunching software.
Databases, fileservers, multiuser
systems, and other disk-hungry
applications start screaming ...
frustrated users stop screaming!
Call (800)486-FAST now to find
out more about PSI's line of
intelligent controllers. All you
have to gain is time.

•
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Perceptive Solutions, Inc.

2700 Flora Street · Dallas, Texas 75201

hyperSTORE FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
· Data access In 0.28ms or less at 3-4MB/sec
· Works In any 286, 386, or 1486 system
· Simultaneously control any drive Interface:
MFM RLL, ESDI, SCSI, or AT!IDE
· Controls LP to 28 physical disk drives
· OKB to 20MB of SIMM-based cache memory
· Supports all PC-based operating systems:
DOS, Windows, UNIX/Xenix, Netware, etc.
· Data mirroring option for fault tolerance
· NO DEVICE DRIVERS REQUIRED

"Normally, it's a bit hard to pick the most impressive item at Comdex
[Spring 1990], ... This time it was easy, ... the hyperSTORE/1600."
-ferry Poitrnelle, Byte Magazine, September 1990
"PSI has created the power user's ultimate Lego set for disk
controllers: the hyperSTORE/1600"
-Alfred Poor, PC Magazine, /1me 12, 1990
"The real-world result will be blazing record handling from within a
data file as well as unstoppably fast program loads."
-Bill O'Brien, PC Magazine, February 13, 1990

800-486-FAST · 214-954-1774 · Fax: 953-177 4

European Inquiries: 4 75-284-9505
©1990 by PSI. All righls reserved. hyper STORE and the PSI logo are trademarks d Perceptive Solulions. Inc. Other brand and produc!
names a1e trademarks or registered trademarks of their respeclive companies. Specihcations are subject to change.· Ad Code: BYt 090

RapidFACTS™ 1-900-776-3344 ·Doc# 8101
Detailed specifications faxed directly to you 24 hourslday · $4.95 billed to your phone
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The price of our new 9600EX
makes the price of other 9600bps
modems look, well, rather inflated.
Especially when you consider the
quality and features the 9600EX offers.
Features like V.42bis, which compresses
data up to 400% and speeds throughput up to
38.4Kbps (it's also downward compatible with
MNP5). And V.42 LAP-Mand MNP Level 1-4 error
control that detects when data is being garbled and
automatically retransmits-so you get error-free
©lrm:l Corporation 1990.

communication. Or full-compliance with V.32,
the industry standard 9600 mooem protocol, as
well as downward-compatibility with 4800, 2400,
1200 and 300bps modems. The 9600EX also gives
you the option to Ciperate on standard phone
lines or two-wire leased lines and offers both
synchronous and asynchronous transmission.
Fact is, at $799, the 9600EX rivals the price
of high-end 2400 modems. Yet, it offers 16 times
the performance. Or in other words, more
modem for the money.

And that added performance saves you
money, too. With the increase in throughput
speed, the 9600EX spends less time on the
phone so you spend less money on your phone
bill. You'll also spend less time waiting for it to
finish transmitting-and if time is money-you'll
save a bundle.
Plus, like our entire family of 2400 modems,
the 9600EX comes with a full, five-year warranty
The new 9600EX modem: another example of
Intel's commitment to affordable quality. For

more information or a dealer near you, call:
800-538-3373. To have information faxed directly
to you, call: 800-525-3019 and request Doc.#9989.
And don't be swayed by those over-priced
modems, because with everything the 9600EX
offers for the money, you might say it just burst
their bubbles.
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feature that's useful if you use Tornado
inside a word processor; with Desqview,
you're better offusing Desqview's mark
and transfer features.
The broad features of Tornado are
easy enough to learn; it took me about
half an hour to go through the tutorial
program and experiment until I was com
fortable with it. The text editor has the
WordStar control commands, as well as
the more obvious ones involving arrow
keys; it's reasonably intuitive. There are
a few surprises, but no real problems.
The Tornado manual is adequate and
generally well organized. Alas, there's a
strong "Clear Only If Known" compo
nent to some of the instructions: for in
stance, they keep telling you that chang
ing the default window (notepaper) size
is "easily accomplished," but they don't
tell you how to do it, and it's not in either
the index or the table of contents. It took
no end of fooling around before I real
ized that you call up any window; press E
for edit; Escape; use arrow keys to adjust
the window size; press Fl to get "addi
tional menus" from within the edit
menu; do not follow the instructions to
press Escape-E, but instead merely press

a few associates, both
beginners and
power users, swear by
Tornado, and some find
it indispensable.

E; and then press Escape, and when it
asks if you're sure (it doesn't say sure of
what), tell it Yes.
Even then, your wiIJdows will still col
lapse vertically if there's blank space at
the end of them. This is, I suppose, to
save space on-screen, but the result is
that when you call up the window, there
may be more text in it than you can see. It
is easy enough to expand the note win
dow, but you have to do it. There are
some other "features" that you can find

only by poking about.
Still, these are nits. Tornado isn't per
fect, but it's pretty good. If you're look
ing for a way to keep your computer near
the phone and make files of the stuff that
now finds its way onto little scraps of
paper, this program will do the job. Tor
nado has a big-brother program, Info
Select, that works in a similar fashion
but has increased capabilities and fea
tures. Quite a few associates and col
leagues, both beginners and power users,
swear by Tornado, and some find it in
dispensable; in fact , the raves of several
friends persuaded me to try it.
So far, I like it fine. I'll let you know
in a few months if I'm still using it. It's
quite possible I will be.

The Portable Problem
The most obvious difficulty with using
Tornado or any other software for orga
nizing your life is that you can't take it
with you. If you don't travel much this is
no problem, but, alas, many of us find
we're on the road a great deal more than
we like-and the need to make and ac
cess records and notes doesn't go away
when we leave home. If anything it gets

ABC Flowcharter for Windows
"Simply the easiest way to document procedures."
ABC Flowcharter"' makes drawing and editing
flowcharts easier than ever. It's loaded with
features that help you make and edit charts in
a fraction of the time needed with other
flowcharting or drawing programs.
ABC Flowcharter's advanced link feature lets
you break complicated procedures into smaller,
more manageable steps. Just click on a shape to
display a sub-chart or procedure. It's that easy.
Ask your dealer for a demonstration or call
1-800-227-0847 for more information. See for
yourself why ABC Flowcharter is quickly
becoming the standard flowcharting tool for
the Fortune 1000. Retail price S295.

Roykore'"
2215 Filbert St.
San Francisco, CA 94123
415-563-9175
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CSS/3 rM

Complelc S1a1islical Syslcm wilh Ol'cr 1,000 prcscnla
lion-qualily graphs fully in1cgra1cd wilh all procedures and on-screen
graph cus1omiza1ion • The larges! sclcclion of slalistics in a single
syslcm; in-dcplh, comprchcnsil'C implementations of: Exjiomtory
tecl!11iq11es; m11lti-U'ay tables witb banners; nonparametrics; dis
trib11tion filling; m11ltiple regression; geneml nonlinear estima
tion; logitlprobil ana(rsis; geneml ANCflW.t/ANCOVA; step11'ise
discrimilumt mw(1•sis; log-linear ana(1•sis;f(lc/or mw(vsis; c/11ster
m1a(vsis; m11ltidimeusional scaling; canonical correlation; item
mm(vsislreliabili(I'; s11niirnl analJ•sis; time series mofleling;fore
rnsting; lags mw(rsis; q11ality crmtrol; process ana!J·sis; e.1Jieri
mental design (1t'itb Tt1g11c/Ji); and much more • Manuals wilh
comprchcnsil'C introduclions to each procedure and examples •
Integrated Slats Adl'isor cxpcrl syslcm • Extcnsil'C dala managcmcnl
facililics (powcrful sprcadshccl wilh formulas; rclalional merge: data
l'Crification; flexible programming language) • Oplimizcd (plain
English menus/mouse) user intcrface:Cl'Cn complex analyses require
jusl fcw self-explanatory selections (CSS can be run wilhout manual;
Quick Slarl booklet explains all basic com·cnlions) • Macros, ba1d1/
commands also supporlcd • All outpul displayed in Scrollshccls "'
(dynamic tables with pop-up windows and inslanl graphs) •
Extremely large analysis designs (e.g., corrclalion matrices up to
32,000x32,000) • Vnlimilcd size of files: extended precision:
unmalchcd speed (Assembler, CJ • Exchanges data (and graphics)
wilh many applicalions (incl. Excel®, Lolus 3®, dl!ASEIV®, SPSS®) •
Highcsl rcsolulion oulpul on praclically all prinlcrs (incl. HP,
Postscript), ploucrs, recorders, l)·pcsctlcrs • lllM compatibles, 6i0k
or more • Price: S595.

Quick CSS TM Subscl of CSS/ 3: all basic statistical modules
(incl. dala managcmcnl) and the full, prcscntation-qualily graphics
capabilities of CSS/3 • Price: S295.

CSS:GRAPHICS TM

A comprchcnsil'C graphics/charl
ing system wilh dala managcmcnl • All graphics capabilities of CSS/.i
and, in addition, cxlcndcd on-screen drawing, 19 scalable fonls,
special c(ccls, icons, maps, multi-graphics management • llundrcds
of types ofgraphs • ln1craclil'c rolation and in1cracti1·c cross-scclions
of 30 graphs • Extcnsil'c selection of tools for graphical exploration
of data; filling: smoolhing; spcclral planes: Ol'Crlaying: layered com
pressions: marked subsets • Vniqucmuhil'ariatc (e.g., 40) graphs •
Facilities to cuslom-dcsign new graphs and add them pcrmancnlly to
menu • lmport/cxporl of graphs and da1a, 1; formats • Oplimizcd
(menu/mouse) user interface: Cl'cn complex graphs require few
kcyslrokcs: all graphs m this page Gill be produced from raw dala in
less lhan 20 minulcs • Macros, batch/commands also supponcd •
Vnlimilcd size of files • Highest rcsolulion oulpul on all hardware
(sec CSS/3) • I!l,\l compatibles, 6·i0k or more • CSS:GR\PIUCS is
included in CSS:St\TISTICA (al'ailablc scparalcly for S495).

Megafile Manager™ Comprchcnsil'c analytic

data
base managcmcnl syslcm • Vnlimilcd size of files (up to 32.000 fields
or 8 MB per record) • Megafile Manager is included in CSS/.i and
CSS:St\TISTICA (separately: S295).

CSS:STATISTICA ™

,\ fully inlcgraled syslcm thal
combines all !he capabililies of CSSd and CSS:Glt\l'lllCS inlo a single
extremely comprehcnsil'e dala analysis system • Price: $795.

Oomeslic sh/h $7 per product: I·i-day money back guarantee.

g St;·ts~f;::.ru
2325E.13thSt.•Tulsa,OK74104• (918) 583·4149
Fax: (918) 583-4376

STATISTICA/Mac '"

ACSS-compalible, comprehensi1e daia anal1·sis
and graphics system designed for lhe Macintosh • Large selection of statistical
methods fully integrated with presentation-quali~· graphics !incl. EDA, muhiplots, a
wide selection or interactively rotatable 30 graphs; MacOraw-s1vlc tools) • Unlimited
size or files • Exchanges data with Excel and other applications • Price: $395.

Quick CSS/Mac'" A subset or SHI'ISTICA/Mac: all basic stalis1ical
modules and the foll, presentation-qualit)' graphics capabilities or STATISTIC..VMac •
Price: $245.

Overseas Offices: StatSoflol Europe (Hamburg, FRG), ph: 04014200347: fax: 04014911310, StatSofl UK (London, UK). ph: 04621482822: fax: 04621482855, StatSol!Paclllc (Melbourne, Australia),
ph: 613-497-4755. lax: 613-499-7410, StatSofl Canada-CCO (Ontario), ph: 416-849-0737, fax: 416-849-09 18 Available From: CORPORATE SOFTWARE and other Authorized Representatives
W:lrldwide: Holland: Lemax BV 02968-94210: France: Conceptel (1) 45669700; Sweden: AkademiData 018-240035: Spain: ADDLINK, SRL: ph: 34-3-459-0722
CSS. CSS 3 . CSS:GAAPHICS. Megalite Manager .Quick CSS. STATISTICA. StatSolt. dBaselV. Excel.lotus. MacDraw. Macintosh. Postscrl>t a relradema1ksof lheir respective companies: SPSS is a registered trademark of SPSS. Inc .
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ITEMS DISCUSSED
American Heritage
Dictionary ......................... $89.95
Houghton Mifflin Software
One Memorial Dr.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(800) 633-4514
Inquiry 1149.
Checklt ... ... ................. ....... .$149
Touchstone Software Corp.
909 Electric Ave.
Seal Beach, CA 90740
(800) 531-0450
(213) 598-7746
Inquiry 1150.
Cheetah486
(call fer price)
Northgate Computer Systems
7075 Flying Cloud Dr.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(800) 548-1993
Inquiry 1151.
GrandView 2.0 ......................$295
Symantec Corp.
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800) 441-7234
(408) 253-9600
Inquiry 1152.

worse. That's when my hardbound log
book, carried with a roll of Scotch tape in
a shoulder bag, comes into its own.
Clearly, there are other methods .
Some use the Day-Timer system, in which
they make notes in a pocket-size diary
for later hand transfer to a matching desk
calendar/logbook. This works very well
if you do it. But after investing consider
able money in Day-Timers, I found I'd
get hopelessly behind in updating the
desk copy, after which there wouldn't be
any master schedule and I was thrown
back on my memory. I gave it up.
Others use an enormous book that ap
parently comes with a course on how to
organize your life: everything goes into
the book, and you don't have to transfer
from it to anything else because you
carry it all with you. I gather that those
who've developed the proper habits like
that system a lot; but I don't have the
right habits, and I'm unlikely to acquire
them, or for that matter to take the course
that tells me how.
For a while I was hoping I'd found the
solution with gadgets: either the Sharp
Wizard or the Casio Boss. Alas, neither
really did the job. The Wizard was just a
86
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Info Select. .... .................... $99.95
Tornado ........................... $79.95
Micro Logic Corp.
P.O. Box70
Hackensack, NJ 07602
(800) 342-5930
(201) 342-6518
Inquiry 1153.
Kickstart I ........................... $199
Kickstart 11 ..........................$599
Landmark Research International
703 Grand Central St.
Clearwater, FL 34616
(800) 683-6696
(813) 443-1331
Inquiry 1154.
LapLink ..........................$149.95
Wizard Link for the Mac .....$149.95
Traveling Software, Inc.
18702 North Creek Pkwy.
Bothell, WA 98011
(800) 343-8080
(206) 483-8088
Inquiry 1155.

tad too large to slip into a pocket, but
that's not fatal: people, including BYTE
editor in chief Fred Langa, do manage to
carry it. What was fatal for me was the
ABCDE keyboard located off to the side
ofthe screen. No matter how hard I tried,
I simply could not write real notes with
that keyboard.
I worked at using that Wizard. I kept
thinking one day something would click,
and I'd really love it. Alas, it never hap
pened, and after a while the Wizard be
gan gathering dust. It's on a prominent
shelf, so I can't forget to carry it on trips;
but somehow I don't carry it, and when
out of guilt I do take it, I've forgotten
how to use it. I had much the same prob
lem, although for other reasons, with the
Casio Boss.
However: comes now the Sharp ZQ
5200; and while it's not all I'd like it to
be, it does look to be good enough.
The ZQ-5200 is in a clamshell case
about the depth of a 3 Y2-inch floppy disk
(twice that when opened, of course) and
6 inches wide. The closed thickness is
about that of a cigarette case. It has an
LCD screen visible in any reasonable
ambient light and a QWERTY keyboard

MusicEase ... .... ....... .......... ... .$295
Grandmaster, Inc.
P.O. Box 2567
Spokane, WA 99220
(509) 747-6773
Inquiry 1156.
TravelMate 2000 LT286
with 20-MB hard disk drive ... $3999
Texas Instruments, Inc.
P.O. Box 2022230
Austin, TX 78720
(800) 527-3500
Inquiry 1157.
Zenith SupersPort SX
with 40-MB hard disk drive ... $5499
with 120-MB hard disk drive .. $6499
Zenith Data Systems
1501 Feehanville Dr.
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056
(800) 553-0331
(708) 699-4800
Inquiry 1158.
ZQ-5200 ............... .. .........$239.99
Sharp Electronics Corp.
Sharp Plaza
P.O. Box650
Mahwah, NJ 07430
(201) 529-8200
Inquiry 1159.
below it. The whole thing is smaller and
1ighter and a heck of a lot easier to use
than the old Wizard.
The ZQ-5200 comes with Traveling
Software's Do List and Expense pro
grams, which you could get as an add-on
card with the Sharp Wizard. Other built
in functions are the calendar/schedule,
world times, telephone directory, memo
pad, and the like. The keys are grouped
sensibly, with those directly controlling
things up on the half with the screen, and
text and calculator functions down on the
keyboard half. There's no attempt at a
numeric keypad: I use the numbers above
the QWERTY keyboard. This isn't a
problem for me, and I doubt it will be for
anyone else.
In general, the ZQ-5200 operates like
the Wizard did, but the QWERTY key
board makes that a lot easier. Moreover,
the Traveling Software link system that
worked with Wizard works here: it's
fairly easy to move data back and forth
between the ZQ-5200 and your PC.
Never having become a Wizard addict, I
can't say for sure, but I'd bet that if you
liked Wizard you '11 love this.
I certainly intend to carry the ZQ

DBMS Case Study:

The 1990 Goodwill Games:
2500 athletes in 22 events at
1 J 1uLduu11::., u1dw111g111.mdreds of thousands to watch
them perform. A show-place for international good
will. A potential targetfor terrorists. A challenge for
security agencies.
With only 3,000 off-duty officers to fill 30,000 as
signments, there's no room for confusion in scheduling.
And scheduling must respond to last minute changes,
as event times slip, as dignitaries arrive on short notice,
or as threats arise. Hand-scheduling can't meet the
challenge. But the Games' Integrated Police Planning
Group (IPPG) found that no automated system had
ever been developed for securing such events.
Automated Manpower
On-line Scheduling
(AMOS) matches personnel to scheduling require
ments, taking into account special training, language
skills, and other factors. AMOS prepares an assign
ment sheet for each individual, explaining the
assignment, when and where to report, how to get
there - even where to park.
AMOS responds to changes quickly. The database
is large and complex, yet thanks to the innovative

db VISTA III '"
Database Management System
Specifications

combined technology of the
underlying db_ VISTA
database engine, search,
match, and update times are
negligible. Data integrity is
assured by avoiding data
redundancy. That means
the information is reliable.

AMOS was created by
Raima's services subsidiary,
C11mma11d ce111er pers111111el ca11
Vista Development Corp.,
adjust schedules without delay or
using the db_ VISTA III
co11fu.~i1111, 1ha11/.:s /0 d/J \I/STA Ill's
abi1ir.\• !II ha11dle large i:-olumes of
DBMS. "We looked for
data 11•11/i speed a11d acrnracy.
months for a database that
was fast, flexible, and could handle a huge volume of data
while still maintaining speed," said Sgt. Alan Bernstein of the
£PPG. "We also wanted to find a company that could not only
furnish the product, but provide the development services."
They discovered Raima and db_VISTA III.
Your end users may not be fighting terrorists, butt hey still
need fast, reliable information to gettheir jobs done. If you
develop applications for MS-DOS, MS Windows, UNIX,
QNX, OS/2, VMS, Macintosh, and other environments,
db_VISTA III is the solution.

Call 1-800-db-RAIMA

[N
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Circle260onReaderServiceCard
H1g performance. C language portab1l1ty.
CompleteC source code available. No royalties.
RAIM ~M

Nc1wo rk data model. Relational B-lrec indexing. Relational SQL11uery and report writer.
Singl.e & mu Iii: user. .Alllomatic recovery. Buill -in rcfcrcmial inrcg rity . Complete schema
1cv1.<1on capaboluy. Supporls: VMS. UNIX, QNX. SunOS. XE NIX, Macm1osh. MS-DOS,
MS Windows. OS/2 compaliblc. Most C Compilers a nd Li\Ns supported.

Raima Corporation

(1-800-327-2462)

3245 I 46th Place S.E., Bellevue. WA 98007

USA

~

~

·

C 0 R p 0 R A T I0 N
(206)747-5570

Tel ex: 6503018237 MCI UW

FAX : (206)747- 199 I
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v

8 Mbytes of memory + 2 serial ports.
"' Extended and expanded memory. LIM 4.0.
v Works with all of your programs.
Jll' Run DOS or OS/2 effortlessly.
v Fast and simple switchless instaUation.
v Auto-configuration for all operating systems.
v Works in all Micro Channel•M computers.
v Expanded memory 10 times faster than Intel.
v Risk free guarantee. Two year warranty.
V IBM approved ID. Best price. Fast delivery.
Call today 1-800-234-4232 or 617-273-1818

====

Capital Equipment Corp.
Burlington, MA. 01803
PS/2 and Micro Channel are trademarks of IBM

5200 and use it, and I expect to like it.
However, I do have one request: I want
Traveling Software to get together with
Micro Logic and develop software that
lets the ZQ-5200 transfer Tornado files
simply and quickly. When that happens,
I may actually get my life organized and
keep it that way.

TravelMate 2000, Part One
We just got it, so I don't know how it
will hold up; butTexasinstruments' Tra
velMate 2000 LT286 makes a terrific
first impression. To begin with, it's
light. The detachable battery gives it
about 3 hours oflife; without it, the inter
nal battery can run it for an hour. You
must charge the internal battery without
attaching the external, though. There's a
20-MB hard disk drive and a bright back
lit screen.
What there isn't is a floppy disk drive.
You can buy an external 3 Yi-inch floppy
disk drive, or you can use the built-in
Traveling Software LapLink system to
connect to a desktop (or another laptop
with floppy disks, which is what I've had
to do).
Zenith SupersPort SX
We're in San Diego for the weekend, so I
brought both the TravelMate 2000 and
the Zenith SupersPort SX. I'm writing
this on the SupersPort SX, because given
88
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the availability of both at your destina
tion, I think anyone would use it every
time. Its screen is brighter, and the key
board is better. There's a built-in 3 Yi
inch floppy disk drive, the 386SX chip
with 2 MB of memory handles Desqview
just fine, and the SupersPort SX is just
an all-around better machine. Moreover,
the battery lasts an honest 31/i hours, and
you may get more. I find the SupersPort
SX the closest thing yet to my home
environment.
What the SupersPort SX isn't is light.
By the time you get it into a case-and
it's heavy enough that you'll need a case
with a shoulder strap-it's a good 17
pounds, and if you put anything else in
the case, such as the power converter,
that's even more. For all its versatility,
it's no heavierthan its 286 predecessor
but it's no lighter, either.
On the other hand, I carry it, because
much as I curse it while walking 3 miles
in the Dallas Airport-I'm sure they use
a linear program to maximize the dis
tances you have to walk-as soon as I get
to my destination, or for that matter to
the Admiral's Club if there's much of a
layover, I'm glad I have it. The Travel
Mate 2000's screen is reasonably bright,
but it's nothing compared to the Super
sPort SX's; that screen is not merely visi
ble, but easy to read in any lighting con
ditions I've ever encountered.

In fact, the SupersPort SX would be
good enough to be your only computer, a
proposition I'm about to test: we have ac
quired part-time use of a beach house
here in San Diego, a place I can go to get
away from telephones and modems and
UPS deliveries so I can write fiction. The
SupersPort SX accepts an external moni
tor and keyboard, and next time we come
down that's what I'm going to bring:
either a Zenith Flat Technology Monitor
or a Princeton Graphic Systems Ultra-14
high-resolution monitor (excellent: more
on that one next month) and one of the
"Pournelle configuration" keyboards.
I'll leave monitor and keyboard here and
carry the SupersPort SX back and forth.
After all, I have good reason to know
that Zenith laptops are rugged: you may
recall that a porter dropped my previous
one on the tarmac just before I boarded
an airplane for Europe, and it not only
survived despite a cracked case but per
formed flawlessly. Cracked case and all,
that machine is still in use. The Super
sPort SX, meanwhile, has been carried
through three western states, down here
to the beach, out into the Mojave, up to
Mars Hill (8000 feet) in Flagstaff, and
over many a bumpy road; and it works
just fine.
The bottom line is that of all the lap
tops I've tried, I like this SupersPort SX
the best, despite its weight; enough so
that I put up with the weight.
Meanwhile, Roberta has dibs on the
TravelMate 2000, which weighs a bit
more than her Toshiba T 1000 but is im
mensely more powerful; and she isn't
willing to carry a SupersPort. In a few
months, I'll have a detailed report on
how the TravelMate 2000 stands up to
life at Chaos Manor.

American Heritage Dictionary
I'm about out of space, so this will have
to be brief: it works fine. I've installed
the American Heritage Dictionary pro
gram on the SupersPort SX, set up a
512K-byte Desqview window for it, and
opened the program. It's memory-resi
dent, invoked with Control-left shift plus
a letter (e.g., D for dictionary or T for
thesaurus), and it comes up instantly in
its window. I then loaded Q&A Write in
the same window and brought up AHED
inside that. No problem.
Unlike Word Finder, which can be
specially configured to work with Q&A
Write so that it looks up the word the cur
sor is on when you invoke Word Finder,
AHED simply asks what word you want
to work on; but when you tell it, AHED is
fast and efficient.
The definitions are right out of the
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actual American Heritage Dictionary.
Alas, there's little about word origins.
However, the AHED program will look
up anagrams or search with wild cards
(if, for instance, you aren't sure how to
spell the word); and it really is fast,
much faster than you ' d be able to look up
the word in the printed volume.
AHED comes with an adequate but
not fancy word processing program,
Writer; it's a very vanilla little thing with
simple commands intended for people
who bought the dictionary and didn't
have any editor; a lot better than nothing,
but under those circumstances, I'd rec
ommend getting PC-Write and paying
the shareware fee.
AHED has a Search feature: tell it
"fire AND burn" and it will, quickly,
find and list all words whose definitions
contain both those words. It doesn't take
long for a writer to think of a lot of uses
for that.
I have a few minor quibbles on inter
face, and I do wish they'd left in the full
etymologies instead of cutting them to
the bone, but otherwise AHED is the
American Heritage Dictionary on-line in
all its glory, and it works just fine. Ifyou
want a dictionary program, this is as
good as any I've seen. Recommended.

MusicEase
I'm no music expert, but I know that
printing and publishing music is slow and
expensive. I recall one friend who com
posed for films; he had to hand-draw his
scores using the Ozalid process. A good
music program would have been a god
send.
Grandmaster's MusicEase lets you
enter notes from the keyboard, or, if you
have a MIDI, you can play notes that it
will record. The samples I have seen,
and a couple I have produced, are sure in
the same league as hand-engraved.
Writing the program took Gary Rader,
the program's music professor author,
quite a while, since it involves scanning
in dozens of symbols for the weird and
wonderful notations musicians need.
The program works, and it produces
acceptable drafts; the laser printer output
looks as good as the stuff in my wife's
opera books. I claim no musical exper
tise, so all I can say is that it looks great;
meanwhile, here's my condensation of
the description Professor Rader gives of
the capabilities:
An unlimited number of connected
staves; one or two voices per staff; un
limited number of notes (of unlimited
range) per chord; dotted and doubly dot
ted notes/rests; treble, bass, alto, and
tenor clefs; slanted beams; tied slurs;
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8 Mbytes of fast 32 bit memory.
Works in all Micro Channel'" computers.
Fast LIM 4.0 driver included.
Provides extended and expanded memory.
Easy switchless installation.
Automatic configuration for DOS, OS/2 or UNIX.
Risk free guarantee. Two year warranty.
Accepted under IBM service contracts.
From $299 to $998 with 8 Megabytes.
"Best price performance", says PC Week •
Call today 617-273-1818 or l-800-234-4CEC

CW'iJ

Capital Equipment Corp.
Burlington, MA. 01803

PS/2 and Micro Channel are trademar,ks or IBM

phrase marks; cue notes; grace notes; ac
cidental signs; alternating stems; brack
ets and braces; and a partridge in a pear
tree.
It looks to me as if this program goes a
long way toward doing for music com
posers what word processors did for
writers.

Winding Down
There's so much to write about that I
can't possibly get to it all, but first things
first: John Eklund, curator ofthe History
of Computers and Information Technol
ogy exhibit at the Smithsonian, just sent
me a picture of Zeke II, my old friend
who happens to be a CompuPro Z80, on
display in their newest wing. Zeke looks
happy enough, but I expect he gets lone
some. Ifyou haven't been to the Smithso
nian lately, get over and say hello. I'm
trying to get to Washington for a confer
ence on diamond film technology next
month, and I'll certainly drop by.
I wanted to write a mini essay on why
you should never buy a dedicated word
processor because you get so much more
bang for the buck from a computer: as for
example the Gola Star XT clone, which
sells for less than any dedicated word
processor I know of, and yet is just as fast
and a great deal more versatile. Better
yet, get a good 386SX and you can have
Desqview too.

We're still working with the new DR
DOS; they've about solved the problems
of incompatibility with LANtastic. More
on that when I learn more.
The new Desqview anq QEMM-386
work fine with Windows 3.0; more on
that next month.
The book of the month is Arab and
Jew: Wounded Spirits in a Promised Land
by David Shipler (Penguin, 1987); really
excellent. The CD-ROM of the month is
Ludwig van Beethoven's Symphony
Number 9, for the Macintosh, from The
Voyager Company, 1351 Pacific Coast
Hwy., Santa Monica, CA 90401; mag
nificently done.
The game of the month is still Micro
prose's Railroad Tycoon; every time I
think I've had enough, I find myself
playing it again . •
Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns a comfortable living writ
ing about computers present and future.
Jerry welcomes readers' comments and
opinions. Send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Jerry Pournelle, c/o BYTE,
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH 03458. Please put your address on
the letter as well as on the envelope. Due
to the high volume ofletters, Jerry cannot
guarantee a personal reply. You can also
contact him on BIXas "jerryp. "
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There are
three ways
to get

everything

you expect
from alaser
printer.

When you want corporate-size
features in a desk top_p.~
Speed, fonts, flexibility. Everything you
want in a personal laser printer, in
a package that fits comfortably in your
office or home. The KX-P4420 prints
at a fast 8 letter-sized originals per
minute - up to twice the speed of some
personal laser printers. And its standard
features include a large-capacity paper
cassette, 22 internal fonts available in
25 symbol sets (including legal), plus
512K of memory, expandable to a full
4.SMB. The 4420 personal laser printer.
Corporate-size features. Personal price.

The Panasonic®
Personal Laser
"! (

Printers, Computers, Peripherals,
Copiers, 7jpewnters and Facsirniles

Panasonic
Office Automation

~
'1

When you have several people in
Y-Our department,_you need a
printer that can handle them all.

What makes the company look
good makes you look good.

Lots of speed, lots of capacity, lots of
emulations. The KX-P4450i is meant for
the whole department. It has dual-bin,
high-capacity paper cassettes.And does
a full 11 pages per minute even if every
page is different. Each page will be crisp
and clear, no matter which of the 28
internal fonts you're using. And the 4450i
emulates LaserJet Series II, as well as
popular dot matrix and ~aisy wheel
printers.* This is one laser everyone will
be happy to share.

The Panasonic
Shared Laser

~

D

When appearance is all, choose the
KX-P4455 with Adobe Postscript. With it,
you can dramatically enhance every
document with multiple fonts, varied type
sizes, even images rotated and scaled to
fit. At 11 pages per minute, and with
superb print quality: The features you
'Mlllt most are standard. From 39 Adobe
fonts, to dual-bin, high-capacity paper
cassettes. Plus a wealth of optional
typefaces. And its interfaces work beauti
fully with MS- DOS, UNIX or Apple
environments'." With the 4455, you don't
just print your documents, you publish
them.

The ParuN>nic

PostScript* Laser.

'·--

D

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, SEE THE PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS ON THE NEXT PAGE, OR CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-742-8086.

Three great laser Qrinters.
Designed ~ecificallyiortheways
people do bUSllless.
The KX- P4455
Panasonic PostScript Laser.
Printing].P-eed: 11 pages per minute~ *
Comgatibility_; Adobe Postscript, HP LaserJet
Series II and Diablo 630 emulations.*
fonts: 39 Adobe Fonts."
Pager Handling: l\vo 250-Sheet Cassettes.
Resolution: 300 Dots Per Inch.
RAM: 2MB Standard, expandable to 4MB.
Interfaces: RS- 232C/422A Serial, Centronics
Parallel and Appletalk~

The KX-P4450i .
Panasonic Shared Laser.
Printing.SP.eed: 11 pages per minute~ •
ComgatibiliW.; HP LaserJet Series II,
Panasonic, Epson, IBM and Diablo
emulations~

The KX- P4420
Panasonic Personal Laser.
Printing.SP.eed: 8pages per minute.**
Comgatibility.;. HP LaserJet Series II

fonts: 28 Internal Fonts-14 available
in both portrait and landscape. l\vo
slots fer optional font cards.
Paper Handling: 1\vo 250-Sheet
Cassettes with Manual Feed.
Resolution: 300 Dots Per Inch.
RAM: 512K Standard, expandable
to 4.5MB.
Interfaces: Centronics Parallel and
RS- 232C Serial.

emulation~

Fonts: 22 Internal Fonts-11 available
in both portrait and landscape. l\vo
slots for optional font cards.
Paper Handling:_ 250-Sheet Cassette
with Manual Feed. Face-up and
face-down output.
Resolution: 300 Dots Per Inch.
RAM: 512K Standard, expandable
to 4.5MB.
Interfaces: Centronics Parallel;
Optional RS- 232C Serial.

· asonic

Office Automation~

·HP and LaserJet Series II, Epson, IBM, Diablo, Adobe and PosrScript, MS-DOS, UNIX and Appletalk are registered trademarks or trademarks of Hewlett-Packard Co., Seiko Epson Corp.,
International Business Machines Inc , Xerox Corp., Adobe Systems Inc , Microsoft Corp., AT &1: and Apple Computer Inc., respectively. • •Letter size, text mode, 5.5% image area, all originals.
(Specifications are subject to change 1vltl1oul nolice.]
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Wayne Rash Jr.

GETTING BIGGER
GROUPWARE
High-end companies
make groupware
solutions into a fine art.
But at what price?

astmonth I looked at group pro
ducti\·ity and the newer group
ware vendors, as well as a way
to create your own groupware
solution. This month, I'll look at pack
ages from vendors that created the field
of groupware. One ofthese firms, Wang,
has made groupware into a fine art.
In April 1989, I discussed earlier in
carnations of WordPerfect Office and
Higgins. Both packages have been up
dated since then. I'm mentioning Wang's
solution to group productivity for the
first time, but it's a direction you may
find worth investigating.
·
Group productivity is a major reason
that businesses use LANs. For routine
uses, such as word processing, stand
alone computers work fine. But when
several people have to work together, you
need to find ways to support the interac
tion of the group as a whole. Where once
you were satisfied when a document was
generated, now you find that an entire
workgroup must have access to it. This
group access and the interaction that goes
with it is one reason for the growth in
group productivity software.
The primary activity in a workgroup is
communication. When several people
are assigned to a task, they are expected
to communicate with each other so that it
will be a communal effort. If a work
group is set up so that the members are in
close physical proximity, then communi
cation can be accomplished by talking.
When they are physically separated, they
need other means of communicating,
such as E-mail. Useful groupware sup
ports this natural communication, while

L
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enhancing it with such functions as file
transfer and automated scheduling.

In the Beginning and Now
WordPerfect Office and Higgins helped
start the trend toward groupware. Al
though initially they were rather limited
in functionality, they did support excel
lent E-mail services, and their schedul
ing packages automated what was other
wise a tiresome process. Unfortunately,
at that time, neither was a total solution.
WordPerfect Office chained you to a
single file server and wouldn't let you at
tach binary files to its E-mail. Higgins
had the same single server limit, and it
didn't let you incorporate specific exter
nal software into the menu system. Both
packages have now been updated and are
as full of features as groupware could be.
Then there's Wang, a company long
known for being ubiquitous in office
automation. Wang looked at group pro
ductivity with a fresh slate. It analyzed

the work people did and how they did it;
it also looked at ways to get those people
usually left out of the group productivity
solution, such as managers, into the auto
mated group. Looking at the results of
their studies, Wang engineers decided a
couple of important things:
• Managers can't type.
• Managers are used to dealing with
paper forms.
Knowing how totypeis usually neces
sary for successful computer use. But
managers are used to pencils. So Wang
invented a way to let people use a pencil
to run their computers, at least with
Wang Office and Wang Freestyle appli
cations. You're still on your own with
third-party applications, though; if you
go the pencil route, you can't take advan
tage of non-Wang-compatible software.
Wang Office and Wang Freestyle are
complementary office automation appliDECEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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U.S. History on CD-ROM
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images, tables & maps on one disc!
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Freestyle system .. .... ... ... . ... $995
(includes tablet and interface,
stylus and cables, tablet software,
video software, voice option
software, and local printer
software for one workstation)
Freestyle Fax Option ..... ... . . $595
Freestyle/LAN Office Interface
software . .. .. . $100 per workstation
Freestyle/Light software . .. ...$249
Freestyle Scanner
software . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . $200
Freestyle Voice Option ........$795
(includes handset and board)
LAN Office server software .. $795
Wang SC300 Scanner ... . .... $I400
Wang Laboratories, Inc.
I Industrial Ave.
Lowell, MAOI85I
(508) 459-5000
Inquiry 1221.

cations that allow nearly all office work,
from voice mail to routing, to be done on
the computer. They support digital im
aging, so you can scan in your favorite
forms and process them electronically.
They also support digitized voice, so you
can make comments while you write.
They handle voice input in real time, so
recipients of your message can hear you
explain what's going on and see your an
notations appear on the screen as if you
were writing them right then.
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Use Tools You're Familiar With
Unlike the other groupware packages,
the Wang solution includes hardware as
well as software. Freestyle requires the
use of the attached electronic pencil and
tablet, and you can add a scanner, a fax
server, and a telephone. A version of
Freestyle, called Freestyle/Light, does
not require specialized hardware. Wang
Office provides the more traditional
groupware functions, such as E-mail,
but it also supports Freestyle.
Let's say, for example, that I send
BYTE editor Ken Sheldon my Comdex
travel expense voucher over the BYTE
LAN, so that he can approve it and I can
get paid for my services. Ken would re
ceive the digitized image of my com
pleted and signed voucher in his E-mail.
When he looked at the image and noted
the expenses I'd recorded, he could also
hear my voice over a Wang telephone at
tached to the computer, giving all the
reasons why I might have exceeded the
per diem. Ken could then sign his ap-

Higgins
eight users ........ .. ............$695
fem-user expansion ...........$349
I2-user expansion ..... . ... . ... $995
20-user expansion ... ... .. .. . $I495
Enable Software, Higgins Group
I I50 Marina Village Pkwy.,
Suite IOI
Alameda, CA 94501
(4I5) 865-9805
Inquiry 1222.
WordPerfect Office LAN 3.0
five users .. ... .. .. . .... ... .. .... $495
20 users . .. ... . .. .... .. ... .. .. . $I 595
Office Connection Server.....$695
MHS Gateway .... .... ..... .... .. $695
WordPerfect Corp.
I555 North Technology Way
Orem, ur 84057
(801) 222-4455
Inquiry 1223.

proval on the voucher using the electron
ic pencil attached to the tablet. His signa
ture would show up on the screen and
would be added to the digitized image.
Once the voucher was signed, Ken
could forward it to the proper department
for payment, or somewhere else for fur
ther action. With Wang Office, you can
also use an electronic pencil and tablet to
make menu selections. Thus, ifhe chose
to, Ken could complete the whole trans
action using those tools rather than hav
ing to type anything. Of course, the peo
ple on both ends must use the Wang
system. As you might imagine, this pro
cess isn't simple to implement.

An Alternative GUI
While other groupware packages are
built around menus, Wang uses a graphi
cal desktop metaphor. Documents are
placed in file folders where they stay on
your virtual desktop in the same types of
piles that you have on your real desktop.
If you're using groupware, though, this
may be the only graphical user interface
you have.
I was not able to get WordPerfect
Office to work with Microsoft Windows.
Higgins is supposed to work with Win
dows and Desqview, but I haven' t yet
proven this for myself.

Commitment
To be an effective productivity solution,
Wang Freestyle and Wang Office require
an organizational commitment. While
you don't have to buy every part of the

Take Our Course In C
And The First Lesson You'll
Learn Is In Economics.
NTSC
or

PAL

CLASSJ{_OOM INST~UCTfON $1.500
COMPLETE C VIDEO COURSE $ 2.95

Formats

"I heartily
recommend . . .
. . .an excellent
bargain."
GARY RAY
PC WEEK
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C's powe~ and portability make it
Learn C in as little as two weeks
the language of choice for
Speaking of speedy, with The
software developers.
Complete C Video Course you can
learn C in only two weeks.
Unfortunately, learning C can be a
Compare that with the up to four
very costly proposition. Classroom
months it can take to
instruction is, in a
learn C in class.
word , expensive. And
l!linclude cstdlo.h >
many C video courses
Each lesson averages I 7
#define NAMLEN 15
#define NUMMARK 4
carry hefty price
minutes of clear, concise
struct person
tags.
instructions. Used in
{
conjunction
with our
char name[NAMLE N);
The top C video
workbook you'll find they
Int mark(NUMMARK);
I:
course at the lowest
provide everything you
possible price
need to know to become
in programming in C.
proficient
But now, there's The Complete C
Video Course from Zortech.
Save your company thousands
It's the ultimate C training tool for
If you think The Complete C Video
home or work. And all it costs is
Course is a great way for you to
$295.
save money learning C, think
You get ten
about how much it could save
videos with
your company. Use it instead of
361essons
sending programmers to school
covering all
and you'll save thousands. What's
levels of
more, The Complete C Video
programming
Course is even tax deductible.
skill. A comprehensive,
C is unquestionably the most
easy-to-follow 365 page workbook. valuable programming language
And even a free C compiler.
you can master. And now you can

Free C compiler included
Yes, that's right. The Complete C
Video Course includes our famous
C compiler (it runs on any
MS-DOS machine) with linker,
library manager, full graphics
library and on-line help. It's the
cho ice of professional
programmers everywhere
for fast code, fast
development and
fast debugging.
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• Only $295 complete.
• Ten videos with 36 lessons.
.. Comprehensive 365-page
workbook.
• Free C compiler with linker,
library manager, full graphics library
and on-line help.
.. Compiler and hardware
independent.
.. Designed to help you learn C in
as little as two weeks.
•
.. Tax deductible.
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*
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Wang system, each user must have cer
tain necessities, such as a special tele
phone to receive voice messages. But
once you make the commitment, Free
style and Office allow groups, even those
scattered around the globe, to work to
gether as if they were in the same room.
Of course, you have to make an orga
nizational commitment to WordPerfect
Office and Higgins, too. Both packages
reside on the file server, and because
they are software, they can be run from
any IBM PC-compatible computer. Hig
gins sells its licenses for groups of five;
WordPerfect offers individual licenses.
You' 11 need to license every user you plan
to have using these packages. If you only
automate part of the group, the rest will
be hard pressed to work.
WordPerfect Office continues to be
the program to beat for ease of integra
tion into the office. Since it works just
like WordPerfect, nearly everyone al
ready knows how to use it. In addition, it
installs easily, is intuitive, and has clear
documentation. Your coworkers will not
waste time puzzling over confusing
screens or obscure commands.
Higgins is greatly improved over its

earlier version. The menu structure is
more carefully thought out, and its user
interface is much improved. Unfortu
nately, I couldn't get the software to
work with NetWare 386, and the docu
mentation was so weak that I couldn't
figure out why. However, I was able to
install it on an earlier version.
WordPerfect Office's installation
does not work flawlessly with NetWare
386. You have to enter the user names
manually because of differences be
tween versions 2.15 and 3.0. At least
there is an alternative method, however,
to perform the installation.

workgroups in places where not too long
ago you couldn't. This kind of software
really does let groups work better togeth
er. Since it prevents the familiar time
killers of telephone tag and synchroniz
ing meeting schedules, groupware can
make the workmore productive as well.
While Wang has given us a total solu
tion to group productivity, not all compa
nies need something so comprehensive.
Some can work just as well with a nice E
mail package that provides a way to set
up meetings and share information. All
three of these packages offer those capa
bilities.•

Finding Groupware

Wayne Rnsh Jr. is a contributing editor
for BYTE and technical director of the
Network Integration Group of American
Management Systems, Inc. (Arlington,
VA). He consults with the federal govern
ment on microcomputers and communi
cations. You can contact him on BIX as
"waynerash, " or in the to. wayne con
ference.
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

There's no question that a well-designed
groupware package can enhance the pro
ductivity of your business. If you can get
people to use the package, they will find
that it makes their communications eas
ier and faster. And if your personnel are
physically separated from each other, the
benefits of groupware are even greater.
Because all three of these packages
can communicate over long distances
using wide-area networks, fax gateways,
or public E-mail networks, you can form

You ot the lookJ---~~c~~~~;---1
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Carmina Cortez
Friendly Press. inc.
Dear Carmina,

Welcome to the age of personal communication!
As you can see, all PC fax software is not alike.
The fax that you are now reading was created
using Communique from Grey Matter Response. f

wrote the body of this letter using Communlque's
on-board Memo Processor and then let the software
take care of the rest. It automatically merged
in our company logo and my personal signature as
it transmitted the fax using Communtque's
exclusi ve proportional Fax Fonts. This
prof esslonal looking document was completed in a
matter of minutes. saving me time and energy.
The Communique software has a graphic user
interface based on easy-to-understand icons and
buttons (everyone at the office keeps dropping by
my desk just to see itl) Let's get together
sometime and I'll show it to you.

persqnal.
commun1cat1on.

The better your faxes look, the better you
look. That's why Communique produces
eye-catching faxes like the one on the left.
Communique even improves the look of
your PC with its easy-to-use Graphic User
Interface. And right now, Communique
software plus a 9600 baud PC fax board is
at an introductory price of only $249 ($50
off the retail price.) For more information
or to order, call 1-800-927-9713.

Best Regards,

i~~~e~e~:~~n

CJ 11Tf1Jt /Ct.\"
board mJ11icr,·:

nsh about our
.__________ $179 tm:fr-in
Grey Matt crRcsp:onsc
PO 3147 S'Jnta C rn1., CA 95063
(408)4 27-367~ /f ax: (408) 427-0493
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Free Working Model

See for yourself With Windows'"
Computing, using your PC becomes
easier, faster, and more productive than
you ever imagined possible. But you don't

I

Windows Com[!uting
is the Windows
veision 3.0
environment colllbined
withanyofthe
hundreds ofWindows
applications
already available.

have to take our word for it. Because,
right now, we're making fully functional
Working Models of Microsoft®Windows
version 3.0, Microsoft Excel, Project,
Word and PowerPoinf' presentation
graphics program as easy to get a hold
of as they are to use.
Just pick up the phone and call
(800) 323-3577, Dept. N62, and we'll

•The first Working Mode/you select isfreeduringour Windows Computing Promotion, September JS through December3J, 1990. One free Working Model per person. Each additional Working Model is $9.95. applicable sales la.r nol included. I/fer good whil

send you a free copy of the Working
Model* you're most interested in.
Or, if you would prefer, just ask
for the date, time and location of a
Windows Computingr:::: ---i.r=JL.----.
seminar being held
near you. Either way,
the experience is
sure to impress you.

The truth is, we believe there
could be only one reason why people
might not see just how much Windows
Computing means to the future of the
personal computer.
They haven't looked.
••~soft"

IOJ
U:..:
l\1aking it all make sense·

supplies laslandon/y in the SI United States. ©l"OMicroso/l Corporation. All righJs resenied. Micr<W/l, Powt7Poinl aml the MicrOS11/l logo are regi.stered trademarks and Making ii all make sen~ and Windowsaretrademarkso[Microsnft Corporation.

Now you can have the power and performance of A/tee's fully loaded 486 EISA
Tower delivered to Y'),,urdoor! Check out these outstanding features:

486EISATOWER

~5,995

Intel 486-25 CPU D 4 Meg RAM D 1.2 MB 5.25" drive D 1.44 MB 3.5" drive D 150 MB 18ms ESDI
hard drive D ESDI controller w/32K cache o 16-bit VGA card o 14" VGA monitor (1024 x 768) o 2
serial, 1 parallel & 1 game ports o 101-key Keyboard o Genius Mouse o MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01 o Six
32-bits EISA slots & two 16-bit slots

"AltecZlp 386sare soltd machines featuring
b1and-name parts. A good buy,
they are clearly affo1dable"
PC Magazine. May 30. 1989

"Compufer users should find Altec machine
an excellent value with good performance."
PC Magacine. July 1990

A/tee sets the standatd for the highest quality design and
manufacturing of all ourproducts. Were fast, friendly, and
ready to he/ p you select the right features foryour needs.
Take a look at some of our other great systems:

$3,295

386/33 VGA

Intel 386-33 CPU D 32K Cache D 4 Meg RAM D 1.2 MB 5.25"drive D 1.44
MB 3.5" drive D 150 MB 18ms ESDI hard drive D ESDI controller w/32K
cache o 16-bit VGA card o 14" VGA monitor (1024 x 768) o 2 serial, 1
parallel & 1 game ports o 101-key Keyboard o Genius Mouse D MS
DOS 3.3 or 4.01
(25 MHz Cache System deduct $100)

$2,595

386/25 VGA

Intel 386-25 CPU D 4 MegRAM D 1.2 MB 5.25"drive D 1.44 MB 3.5" drive
D 105 MB 18ms IDE hard drive o 16-bit VGA card o 14" VGA monitor
( 1024 x 768) o 2 serial, 1 parallel & 1 game ports D 101-key Keyboard D
Genius Mouse D MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01

$1,850

386/SX VGA

Intel 386SX-16 CPU D 2 Meg RAM D 1.2 MB 5.25"drive D 1.44 MB 3.5"
drive D 66 MB 25ms hard drive D 16-bit VGA card D 14" VGA monitor
(640x 480) o 2 serial, 1 parallel & 1 game portso 101-key Keyboard D
Genius Mouse D MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01
(20 Mhz 386/SX version add $150)

286/12/66 MB VGA COMBO

$1,695

1 Meg RAM o 1.2 MB 5.25" drive o 1.44 MB 3.5" drive o 66 MB hard ctive
o 16-bit VGA card o 14" VGA monitor (640 x 480) o 2 serial, 1 parallel
& 1 game ports o 101-key Keyboard o Genius Mouse o MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01
o Panasonic 1180 printer w/cable o Surge Protector

286/12 VGA STAR

$1,295 NEW

o

1 Meg RAM o 1.2 Mor 1.44 M drive o 40 MB hard drive o 16-bit VGA
card o 14" VGA monitor (640 x 480, .41 mm) o 2 serial/1 parallel & 1 game
po11s D 101-key Keyboard D MS-DOS 3.3
Various hard drive capacity available.

AL1EC
Technology Corp.

~

Allee

--

1-800-255-9971
Polley: Same day shipping with standard configurations for orders before 3 PM EST.
Shipping and handling e)(tra. Personal and company checks reQuire tJ days to clear. Prices
are subject 10 change. and all ilems are subject 10 availability. All returns mus! be shipped
prepaid. insured. in original condi1ion and complete with do:;umenlation. All returns mus!
have AMA number. 30-day money back guarantee does no! include shipping. No surcharge
for Visa & MasterCard, 2% for American Express.

chnologyCorporalion • 18555 East Gale Avenue• Industry, CA 91748 • 818/912-8688• FAX: 818/912-804!
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Martin Heller

I'VE GOT DIBS
Device-independent
bit maps and
palette management
make the PC a
serious color platform
ime was, you could count the
number of display options for
the PC on the fingers of one
hand, without letting go of your
teacup. Now, a PC can be equipped with
any of hundreds of displays, from porta
ble low-resolution gray-scale LCDs to
colossal high-resolution 24-bit color
monitors.
Now consider its documentation's
view of the Windows bit map: "a matrix
of memory bits that, when copied to a de
vice, defines the color and pattern of a
corresponding matrix of pixels on the de
vice's display surface." In other words,
it's a memory image compatible with a
specific display. The Windows 3.0 docu
mentation dryly says: "Each device has
its own unique color format. In order to
transfer a bit map from one device to an
other, use GetDIBits and SetDIBits."

T

DIBs: Device-Independent Bit Maps
The DI in GetDIBits stands for device
independent. Instead of mimicking the
planar structure of a given display, the
DlB format contains a Bitmapinfo data
structure that describes the bit map, plus
the actual array of bytes that defines the
pixels of the bit map. All well and good,
but that is not the end ofthe story.
DIBs first surfaced in OS/2 1.1 as the
Graphics Programming Interface bit
map. The designers of Presentation Man
ager understood the problems of the
Windows 2.0 bit map and wanted to
avoid them. The OS/2 1.1 Bitmapinfo
structure specifies the width and height
of the bit map in pels (i.e., picture eleILLUSTRATION: NURIT BOCHNER © 1990

.)\ t .,
. . .-.:... '
~

ments-called pixels in the Windows ·
documentation and pels in the OS/2 doc
umentation), the number of bit planes,
and the number of bits per pel within a
plane. It can also contain a color table to
accommodate devices like the VGA that
can display a certain number of colors
from a larger palette-in the case of
VGA, 256 colors out of256,000.
The OS/2 l. l Bitmapinfo structure is
fine as far as it goes, but it doesn't go far
enough. Bit maps can be very large: A
256-color bit map at 640 by 480 pels is
about 300K bytes. That number is inde
pendent of the image. Without compres
sion, even an all-black bit map will be
that big.
The Windows 3.0 Bitmapinfo struc
ture, which carries over into OS/2 2.0 as
the Bitmapinfo2 structure, allows for
run-length-encoded images with 4 or 8
bits per pixel. While not as effective as
the Ziv-Lempe! compression that Graph
ics Interchange Format (GIF) images

use, RLE compression will reduce large
areas of a single color to a few bytes.
The new structure also specifies the
resolution for which the DIB was cre
ated, the number of color indexes actu
ally used by the bit map, and the number
of colors considered important for dis
playing the bit map. Windows 3.0 allows
images with l, 4, 8, or 24 bits per pixel
and restricts the number of planes to l.
OS/2 2 . 0 adds some extra fields to the
DIB format. These govern, among other
things, recording order (i.e., direction of
scan when a bit map paints), color encod
ing, and halftoning. Windows 3.0 does
not use these fields. Even OS/2 2.0 does
not use them all yet. Although it does
support half toning, it has only one option
for recording order (bottom-to-top) and
one for color encoding (RGB structures).

Getting DIBs
Assuming you have installed Windows
3.0, you can find a small collection of
DECEMBER 1990 • BYTE
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DIB images in your Windows directory.
They have the .BMP extension and serve
as wallpaper for the Windows desktop.
You can find more DIB images on BIX in
the microsoft conference, generally in
ZIP files. You can also convert GIF
images to OS/2 1. 1 bit maps (which are
also readable from Windows) using Gra
ham Welland's GIF2BMP, which you
can download from the "ibm.os2 list
ings" area on BIX.
Don't panic if you don't have OS/2:

GIF2BMP is supplied as a bound execut
able file that will run on DOS 3.3 and
higher and on any version of OS/2. Many
GIF images are in the "photo listings"
area on BIX, as well as the "ibm.os2"
area and the microsoft conference; you
can find thousands of GIF images in
CompuServe's PICS forum areas, al
though downloading them can be costly.
If you have access to clip art in PCX
format, you can convert it to BMP format
using PC Paintbrush for Windows 3.0.

''Compiler Ads
Afe Confusing~'
--r

hey all claim that their products are the fastest and most powerful.
Buzz words like optimized, integrated, and modular are everywhere-never
meaning quite the same thing.
We'd like to be more direct. We'll tell you what you can do with
our compiler- then you make the comparisons.

--

Stony Brook Professional Modula-2 (both the Quick and
optimizing compilers for DOS and OSl2) for $295. Stony Brook QuickMod
(for DOS or OSl2) for $95.
Stony Brook-we eliminate the confusion.
• The fine print version of this information
with all the details, including our benchmark
performances, will be mailed to you within
24 hours if you call our 800 number.
800/624-7487 805/496-5837 ~~~~.~:national

805/496-7429

Fax

187 East Wil bur Road. Suite 9
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

Your Partner
in Software Development
'tJ 1989 Gogesch Mic ro Systems. Inc.

To convert other formats (e.g. , IFF,
TIFF, and TARGA), you may have to re
sort to a utility program, such as HiJaak
or TGL+. If you are converting TIFF
files, be aware that there are several
levels and types of TIFF format, and that
not every TIFF reader supports every va
riety of file . For instance, HiJaak is un
able to read level 5 color TIFF files.

Palette Management
I mentioned palettes briefly when I was
describing the Bitmapinfo structure, but
I didn't go into all the implications of
supporting a selectable palette. For start
ers, I'll consider a 256-color VGA dis
play, such as a Video Seven video RAM
card with 512K bytes of memory.
Windows 2.x and OS/2 l.x load such a
display with a default palette. To paint a
bit map without palette management, you
have a choice of getting best-match solid
colors or best-match dithered colors. The
solid-color image will look posterized
because of the false colors and loss of
shading, and the dithered image will
look very grainy. Such restrictions are
quite obvious in Windows 2.x and OS/2
1. x GIF viewers and in other programs
that try to display 256-color images.
Under Windows 3.0 and OS/2 2.0,
programs can control the palette using
the system's palette manager. The sys
tem reserves 20 colors for its own use so
that menus and icons will always be visi
ble; on a 256-color display, the remain
ing 236 colors are available. If you have
the Windows 3.0 Software Development
Kit (SDK), you can see the palette change
if you run the SHOWDIB and MYPAL
sample programs and display some 256
color images; otherwise, you can display
images with Windows PBRUSH.
Suppose two windows want different
palettes. The palette manager gives pri
ority to the active (foreground) window;
background windows can take the leav
ings. You can see this happen by putting
up two images with different palettes and
bringing them to the front alternately.
You'll see the active image snap into its
correct colors, the background image be
come posterized as the palette changes,
and the background image adjust itself to
the new palette as well as possible.
On a 24-bit "true-color" display, the
palette manager does very little. And on
a 4-bit (16-color) display, there aren't
any colors left over from the system pal
ette. Applications have to be aware of
what sort of display they're running on
and what sort of DIB they're displaying
to do the right thing-but it isn't all that
complicated if you start from the SDK
examples.
continued
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Mylex has the best EISA solution.
At least that's what people tell us.

Tl 34020"' Graphics Controller

SCSI Caching Host Adapter

"The GXE020A TIGA board
"The Mylex MAE486 with its
...scored as much as 45
32-bit EISA SCSI controller
Ethernet IAN Adapter
percent higher on our low
kills the competition for reading
level benchmark tests than any other
large sequential files in the IOBench 2 tests
TIGA board evaluated." BYTE, April 1990
Under UNIX." Pe sonal Work station, June l990
"If I wanted to replace my entire
system for optimum all-around
performance, I'd build it from Mylex
EISA-based boards.''

"AJylex has done a lot ofwork with EISA
and we plan to use its nwtherboard and
adapters in a LAJV Labs 'super-AT' se17Jer.JJ
1

PC Magazine, May 1990

Personal Workstation, June 1990

Of course, we've tested our EISA peripherals for compatibility with major EISA systems.
To see what our high-performance EISA solutions can do for your system, call us at
1-800-446-9539, or fax us at 1-415-683-4662.

l'ft.~I ~x
~ I.~

11

486 is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation.Tl 34020 is a registered trademark of Texas Instruments. M)kxis a registered trademark of Mylex Corporation. ©MylexCorporalion.1990
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Getting Up to Speed
I recently added DIB display and print
ing to EnPlot and Room Planner, two
Windows 3.0 applications I've written.
(EnPlot is a data-visualization and data
analysis program for scientists and engi
neers; Room Planner is a room-layout
package for the hospitality industry.) To
do that, I copied the SOK examples,
modified the code somewhat to preserve
my applications' mapping and back
ground modes, and wrote a few "glue
routines." It took me about two days to
add DIB support to Room Planner, and
another day to add it to EnPlot.
A big issue I had to address was what
size the bit map should be on the screen.
The natural size of a bit map is its dimen
sion in pixels. But I wanted my applica
tions to be WYSIWYG, and the resolu
tion of a laser printer is about four times
the resolution of a screen, so that a bit
map image that is full-screen covers
about x6-page when it is printed.
Rather than explicitly scale the image
to each resolution, I took advantage of
Windows mapping modes. Room Plan
ner uses MM_ISOTROPIC mode, with
the window extent set big enough to show

the room dimensions in units of tenths of
a foot; with this system, a bitmap that is
100 by200 pixels will be drawn the same
size as a platform that measures 10 by 20
feet, no matter what the device resolu
tion.
There are about half a dozen ways of
getting the device-independent bit map
from disk to screen. I chose to read in the
file (being careful of the 64K-byte limit
on far pointers), keep it in memory in
DIB format, create a palette for it, and
then send it to the screen or printer with
StretchDIBi ts, since this is the only
Graphics Device Interface function that
correctly converts colors (i.e., to shades
of gray) and scales the bit map as needed.
When drawing to the screen, I set the
background mode to transparent, select
and realize the palette, call StretchDI
Bi ts, and then restore the old palette and
background mode. When drawing to the
printer, I skip the palette manager calls.
After I've drawn the bit map, I release its
memory.
If I were drawing the same bit map
over and over, I would probably convert
the DIB to a screen-compatible memory
bit map ofthe correct size once with Set-

DIBi ts, and then I would BitBlt the con

verted bit map to the screen as needed,
avoiding multiple conversions and gain
ing a little speed. As it is, my application
may be drawing multiple bit maps that
could not all reside in memory simulta
neously, so the StretchDIBits method
is as good as anything.

What Does It All Mean?
Now that Windows 3.0 (and OS/2 2.0)
support device-independent bit maps and
palette management, the PC is ready to
become a serious color platform.
Not everyone can afford a 24-bit color
display, but an 8-bit Super VGA with pal
ette management behind it can do a more
than acceptable job of image display.
Color separation, animation, and image
processing software aren't far behind. •
Martin Heller develops software and
writes about technical computer applica
tions. He holds a Ph.D. in physics. He
can be reached on BIX as "mheller."
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

OMPUTERIZED
POP-UP CALCULATOR

------------

--·----.......
........
-  --------~._..
------------

DESIGNED FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Run with
the Fox

.-

~-

--~

Once in a lifetime someone, somewhere will
come up with a marvelous idea or product
whose time has come. Well, WE HAVE DONE IT!

Fox Software is committed to excellence, and
with products like FoxPro and FoxBASE+/Mac,
we prove it.
We've been producing superb database manage
ment software since 1983. And our products
continue to win awards worldwide.
For a FREE demo disk of any of our products,
call (419) 874-0162 and see why "Nothing Runs
Like The Fox!"

•A Computerized Construction Calculator that
"POPS-UP" over any Accounting, Estimating, or
Spread sheet, programs or even Word Processing.
•Does BASIC MATH functions, HIGH LEVEL MATH,
Converts Construction units of measure OVER 100
WAYS (SF to CY, LBS to TONS, LF to BF or MBF, SF to
ACRES, etc. (In Imperial or Metric Measure).
• PRINTS EVERY TRANSACTION ON AN AUDIT TRAIL.
•ALLOWS YOU TO STORE UP TO 50 DIFFERENT
TRANSACTIONS IN MEMORY and lets you select and
total any group of Units of measure. (SF-$-CY-LF
ONLY, Etc.).
•The program will AUTOMATICALLY deposit the answer
into the program that you were working on and then
CALCULATOR WILL DISAPPEAR until you need it again!
•Works on any l.B.M. PC or compatible

AMAZING! UNBELIEVABLE? BUT TRUE!

Fax Software
134 W. South Boundary, Perrysburg, OH 43551
USA (419) 874-0162 /UK (44) 462-421-999

ANDLISTENTOTHEBOTTOMLINE . . .

oNLv$59so

Dealer Inquiries Invited

57 .sotorDEMO disk
Send $69.50 to order. (Add Sales tax in California)

Racine Technologies• PO BOX 477 • Alpine, CA 92001•(619)445-3692
A Subsidiary of LOGICAL PROGRESSION CORP.
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CompuAdd's NEW DX Success Kit Features:
80386 microprocessor runnin g at 20MHz
1 MB DRAM expandable to 16MB
0 wait-state cache memory
40MB (28ms) hard drive
5.25" 1.2MB or 3.5" 1.44MB diskette drive
Dual diskette controller
Dual IDE hard drive interface
Six 1 6-bit and two 8-bit expansion slots
Five 5.25" half-height drive bays
Built-in parallel and two serial ports

.

..
....

High-performance MGA monitor and
graphics adapter
FREE Panasonic KX-P1180 pri nter

$299.95 value
FREE CompuAdd mouse $34.95 va/11e
FREE CompuAdd Windows 3.0 preloaded
$149 va/11e
A Fl<EE Microsoft Working Models preloaded
A FREE CompuAdd MS-DOS 4.01 preloaded
$89 va/11e

CompuAdd's Top-of-the-Line Technology
at Bottom-Line Prices
CompuAdd 316sL Laptop
The CompuAdd 316sL - our hot
test seller- is the perfect on-the-go
computing solution! It packs the
power of the 386SX microproces
sor into a con ven ient laptop~ __ .... ~ . . ._
-~ ~j::· .~,h .: :". ·-=at a price far below competitive
·1r;.;~: &~~- -~
models! Plus Y<?U getFREE
·
CompuAdd Wmdows 3.0,
FREE Microsoft Working
Models, FREE CompuAdd MS-DOS 4.01,
FREE LapLink II communications software and a FREE
CompuAdd mouse.
You'll find the crisp, clear VGA display and spacious
keyboard a pleasure to use. And if you want to use your
desktop color monitor and expanded 101-key keyboard
when you're not on the road, simply plug them into the
built-in external ports.
CompuAdd also offers portable printers, projectors and
data displays to make your 316sLa complete office on the
road! Check out the savings when you buy CompuAdd's
316sLKit with Diconix printer and modem/send-only fax.

·: f.-r · ·,

.-- :-.---

CompuAdd 316sL
Laptop Features:
II 386SX microprocessor rated at l 6MHz
11111 2MB high-speed DRAM expandable to 6MB
I!!!! 0 wait -state page-mode memory architecture
llli 40MB (28ms) hard drive
• 3.S" l .44MB high-density diskette drive
• Dedicated interna l modem/send-only fax
expansion slot
1111 Ded icated 80387SX math coprocessor socket
• Bu ilt-in ser ial, paral lel prin ter, externa l VGA,
keyboard and S.2S" diskette drive ports
!:a High-resolution (640x480) VGA display
!SI 7" x S.2S" supertwist LCD screen (sidelit)
• 8S-key keyboard with 101-key emulation
Ill FREE CompuAdd serial mouse $34.95 value
Iii! FREE CompuAdd Windows 3.0 $149 value
II FREE CompuAdd MS-DOS 4.01 $89 value
• FREE LapLink II software with serial cable
~

$89 value
FREE Microsoft Working Mode ls

lfi Carrying case

Ill Dimensions: 12.7" x 12.4" x 2.4"
II Weight : 11.5 pounds
Iii System Price: $2895 (62202)
m Kit Price: $3 195 !62203)
(Kit include s Diconix 150 Plus print er and
2400 baud modem/send-o nly fax.)

CompuAdd 425 Features:

CompuAdd 425

~

1\\1
filil

Ill
Iii
11!1

llt
II!

Ill
Iii
~

•

80486 microporcessor rated at 25MHz
with internal 8Kll c ache and floating
point processor
4Mll DRAM, expandable to 16Mll
5 .25" l.ZMB or 3.5" l.44Mll diskette drive
80Mll hard drive
Three 16-bit and two 8 -bit expa nsion slots
16-bit video graphics adapter
C VGA monitor
FR EE Co m pu Add mouse 534.95 1'a /11e
FREE CompuAdd Windows 3.0 5149 value
FREE Microsoft Working Models
FR EE Comp uAdd MS-DOS 4.01 589 m/11e
System Price: $4995 (66652)

ComeuAdd®
Customer driven. by design~M

Think Technology, Think CompuAdd!

5~1~-~t~~{jJ~fsi
savmgs.

800-456-6008
Hours: Monday - Friday 7:UUam to 9:00pm CST; Saturday 9:0Umn to 5:00pm CST

1
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1230 3 Technology, Austin, Texas 78727
7635~3 COMPUADD AUS
Tele x:
Fax:
512-335·6236
~00-99 9 -9901
Technical Support:
Outside US:
512·258-SS75
Canilda:
800-387-3266
Mexico:
95-800·010·0·101
0800-373S35
United Kingdom:
Germany:
0130-6009

EXPERT

ADVICE

MACINATIONS

•

Don Crabb

INSPIRATION AT
THE YEAR'S END
The Mac markets
changed during 1990,
and new markets
are developing

H

ow time flies. The first year of
the new decade whipped by as
fast as a screen update on a
Mac Ilfx. It's time to evaluate
what's happened to the computing com
munity, including the Mac's position
within it. In the IBM-compatible world,
the Rest of Them have been cranking out
486 systems at higher clock speeds, and
Windov1s 3.0 is a major improvement as
far as DOS-based graphical user inter
faces (GUls) go.
Apple, after some dithering about,
took muster and waged the battle of the
market share on two fronts. It took the
high ground in March with its introduc
tion of the Mac Ilfx, the first-ever Mac
clocked at 40 MHz. In October, Apple
began the blitzkrieg on the low end with
three new low-cost Macs. Just as impor
tant, the company slashed prices on the
existing models.
Apple's attack plan so far has been im
pressive, but it's not without flaws. The
Mac Ilfx's much-touted SCSI OMA will
not work with anything but A/UX. Sys
tem 7.0 still hasn't seen the light of day.
The features on the low-cost Macs are
so-so, including their pricing. If Apple is
indeed in the market-share battle for the
long haul, I wonder whether it will have
the nerve to reduce prices further if the
situation warrants it. In other words,
we've gone through another year of some
improvements to the Mac and its soft
ware, but we're still waiting for the next
Mac revolution. I'm getting pretty itchy
waiting for it to come.
The one place I see a difference is not
in the volleys from the big guns overILLUSTRATION: JOHN BREAKEY © 1990

head, but when I look in the trenches
where the small Mac developers hunker
down. Try as we might, we just can't kill
these little guys. We entice them with
promises of greater profits (Windows
3.0), hotter development systems (Next
Step), and other baubles, but they stick to
the Mac like glue.
Whatever the reason, it's these folks
who make the most interesting Mac soft
ware today, and who typically define
new software categories. These develop
ers think about more than just adding
more features to a word processor or bet
ter kerning to a page-layout system. They
think about what might be possible with
a Mac.

The Mac Gets Inspired
Not surprisingly, one of the newer Mac
products I've found is called Inspiration
2.0. It's from a tiny family-owned com
pany called Ceres Software in Portland,
Oregon, and it's been around for a year

now, largely ignored. I spent a pleasant
time conversing with its creator, Don
Helfgott. He calls his program a thought
processor, but that doesn't do it justice.
Inspiration 2.0 takes the Mac's ability
to give you a consistent and meaningful
GUI and lets you brainstorm, cranking
out ideas by the bushel basket. It then or
ganizes the ideas in a way that helps you
realize what, if anything, you've really
invented. Inspiration 2.0 is sort of a vi
sual diagraming and outlining tool inter
weaved with a simple word processor.
It's the first computer aid to creative
thinking I've tried that actually works
and I've tried them all.
The theory behind Inspiration 2.0
goes something like this. Databases,
word processors, and spreadsheets store
and access information in ways that don't
help us relate information more clearly,
because they fail to distinguish between
right-brain thinking (i.e., creativity,
images, comprehension, imagination,
DECEMBER 1990 • BYTE
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Inspiration 2. 0 combines visual
diagraming and outlining with a simple
word processor. This Inspiration
flowchart outlines the general algorithm
for factoring a polynomial, as shown
in listing I.

visualization, music, and daydreaming)
and left-brain thinking (i.e., logic, se- ·
quence, reasoning, and analysis). Inspi
ration 2.0 works by filling the gap be
tween these two kinds of thinking.
Other programs have promised to ac
centuate the synergy between the right
and left brains. Neil Larson's Maxthink,
early versions of Dave Winer's Think
Tank outliner, ODS's Consultant, and
a myriad of other shareware have all
skipped through this software minefield
before. None of them really pulled it off,
however, because they just didn't have a
good model to implement.
Inspiration 2.0 has a good model, and
that's why it succeeds. Rather than try
ing to be all things to all thinkers, the
Helfgotts have pinned down their cus
tomers-writers, entrepreneurs, creative
directors, analysts, planners, educators,
and consultants.
They did not make Inspiration 2.0
some kind of unwieldy general manage
ment tool, or imbue it with powerful fea
tures that its target audience will not
need. In short, they didn't kitchen-sink
this product by trying to make it fit the
needs of a general presentation tool, a
business graphics package, or a free
form charting tool.
The only thing that Inspiration 2.0 as
sumes is that you think visually. If you
never leave the mental domain of num
bers and text, Inspiration 2.0 won't do a
thing for you. But if you think in terms of
relationships and their organization, this
program must be tried to be appreciated.
I've spent the last month doing just
that. In fact, I've fallen into its organiza-

Listing I: This listing was derived from the Inspiration flowchart shown
in the figure.
Factoring polynomials
Is there a common factor of all terms?
Count number of terms
Binomial
Difference of two squares
a2 - b2 =
(a + b) (a - b)

Sum of two cubes
aJ + bJ =
(a + b) (a2 - ab + b2)
Difference of two cubes
aJ - bJ
(a - b) (a2 + ab + b2)
Trinomial
Trial and error or AC method
Four terms
Factor by grouping
Factor out common factor
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tional metaphors so easily that it's some
times hard to go back to a more tradi
tional outliner like More or Acta. I'm
now using Inspiration 2.0 in my intro
ductory programming class (in which I
teach HyperCard 2.0 and HyperTalk) to
help my students invent and categorize
algorithms and get them into a form that
will suggest code to them.
One way Inspiration 2.0 does that is by
letting them come at both ends of a pro
gramming problem at the same time. My
students learn about top-down design and
bottom-up testing right from the start,
but one thing they often miss is the inter
action between the two. Because Inspira
tion 2.0 can present your information
either as a free-form chart or as an out
line, you can use the chart to plan your
global program segments (top-down de
sign) and the outliner to punch out the
code necessary for each segment (bot
tom-up testing).
In a flowchart created with Inspiration
2.0 (shown at left), the general algorithm
for factoring a polynomial has been out
lined. To code individual segments of
this algorithm, you switch to Inspira
tion's outline view, where you can bang
out and reorganize all the code state
ments (see listing I). This sort of view
change doesn't really scream to be no
ticed, but it's exactly the kind of subtle
capability that makes Inspiration 2.0 so
useful.
Inspiration 2.0 isn't flashy, it isn't full
of multimedia bells and whistles, it
doesn't fit any traditional business com
puting category, and it's not expensive.
Yet it's exactly the kind of software that
made the Mac a ground-breaking ma
chine and keeps me hoping for better
things. It's one more reason why the Mac
can easily play the power, performance,
and usable facility game with any desk
top computer.

Tip ofthe Month: Software Bridge
If you have to work between a Mac and
the rest of the world-whether that world
includes other Macs or PCs, whether on
a network or running stand-alone-you
need some good file filters or format
converters. And if most of your work is
with text on vastly different word proces
sors, you need world-class translators.
The only company I know that provides
such high-class translators is Systems
Compatibility. It makes the Software
Bridge for the PC and the Mac.
The Software Bridge costs $129, pack
ing together a set of Apple File Exchange
translators that cover 24 different word
processor formats in one of 380 possible
translator pairings. You can choose from
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Inspiration2.0 ...... ....... .. ... $199
Ceres Software
2520 Southwest Hamilton St.
Portland, OR 97201
(503) 245-9011

Inquiry 1146.
Software Bridge................. $129
Systems Compatibility Corp.
401 North Wabash Ave.,
Suite 600
Chicago, IL 60611
(800) 333-1395
(312) 329-0700
Inquiry 1147.

The Hercules Graphics Station
Caro gives you the real picture and
power to spare. Power to nm Wmdows 3.0
and beyond
With 1024K of VRAM for 16- and 24-bit
color, up to 16.7 million colors are within
your grasp. Pictures will appear more
lifelikethan ever. And with its TI 34010
processor, the Hercules Graphics Station
Card frees your CPU from time-con
suming graphics functions. You can run
programs like PageMaker, Excel and
Corel Draw up to five times faster than
the fastest super VGA card, even at
1024 x 768 resolution.
Only the Hercules Graphics Station
Card combines VGA for today's

applications, the TI 34010 for more
power and future applications, and
16- and 24-bit color high quality photo
realism. All at a surprisingly low
price. Call 800 532-0600, ext. 722
fer more information.
After all, 24'-bit
color is just one of
wr strengths.
•
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Word 3.0x and 4.0, MacWrite II, Micro
soft RTF, WordPerfect, ASCII, and
DCA/RFT on the Mac, with dozens
more PC formats supported. You can
translate your files between Mac and PC
formats or across platforms. The Soft
ware Bridge AFE translators all work
like the ones from Apple, DataViz, or
Claris that you might already be using on
your Mac.
Unlike the Apple and DataViz transla
tors, the Software Bridge doesn't leave
anything untranslated when it's done
with your file. You'll retain the exact
same formatting (e.g., boldface, under
lined text, indents, tabs, headers, foot
ers, fonts, and styles) in your translated
copy as you had in the original. Graphics
incorporated into the original Mac docu
ments are also translated exactly into
other Mac formats.
The Software Bridge translators auto
matically identify the file format before
making the change, and they never limit
you to one-way conversions. I've used the
Software Bridge to convert files back and
forth many times without any translation
artifacts.
I've never been very happy with the
file translators that I've used from Apple
and DataViz, since they always seem to
leave untranslated residue. The Software
Bridge for the Mac seems to fix these
problems for just about any combination
of file formats you might encounter. •
Don Crabb is the director oflaboratories
and a senior lecturer for the computer
science department at the University of
Chicago. He is also a contributing editor
for BYTE. He can be reached on BIX as
"decrabb."
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

Lease a Macintosh System
43
for as little as $43. /month.
Why You Should Buy
Your Mac from CDA.
Over the last ten years CDA has
worked hard to create something
unique in the field of computer
mail order-a company that
could provide customers with the
support they would expect from a
local computer dealer, along with
the convenience and economy of
direct-order, by mail, fax or
phone. Thus CDA has grown
with the computer industry and,
in the process, has earned a
rock-solid reputation for pro
viding superior-quality service
and suppo11. To insure you're
100% satisfied with your
purchase, CDA offers a 30 Day
Money-Back Guarantee as well as
a full One Year Performance
Guarantee on all orders.
IBM/Macintosh Hardware
Or.Lllge 386 ............................ $1699
DaynaFile Dual 5.25/l .2Mb ...... $699
Dayna Translation Software ........ $89
flccessPC by Dayna ..................... $85
Soft PC by Insignia ................... $I 29
Printers (cables included)
tipple LaserWriter IINT .......... $."395
Personal LaserWriter NT ........ $2475
QMS PS 410 ........................... $2199
Scanners
Microtek MSF 300GS w/SCSI .. $1559
Modems
DoveFax Desktop ..................... $279
DataLink Mac Internal (Mac II) $199
Monitors
Mega Graphics 19" Rival ........ $11 99
Magnavox 14" Color RGB ......... $459
E-Machines T-16 w/card ........ $2149
lkegami 20" Trinitron w/card $2799
RasterOps 19" Trin w/card .... $4569
/'lease callfor our complete list of
Macintosh hardware & sofiware.
Purchase Orders Welcome.

Fax: (908) 832-9740 Ad#50-I 2
In NJ/Outside US (908) 832-9004

Macintosh Classic System

Macintosh Ilsi System

Macintosh Ilci System

• Macintosh Classic w/40 Mb
Apple Hard Drive, Apple
SuperDrive, Keyboard, Mouse,
& 2 Megabytes of RAM
• HyperCard and MultiFinder
• Virex (anti-virus) Software
• Adobe Type Manager
• 6 Outlet Surge Protector
• IO Diskettes
• Diskette Storage Box
•Mouse Pad
Ask for Package #9 I0 I

• Macintosh Ilsi CPU w/40 Mb
Apple HD, Apple SuperDrive,
and 2 Megabytes of RAM
• Microphone
• DataDesk Switchboard
• Magnavox I4" RGB Monitor
• HyperCard and MultiFinder
• Virex (anti-virus) Software
• Adobe Type Manager
• 6 Outlet Surge Protector
• Mouse Pad
• IODiskettes
• Disk Storage Box
Ask for Package #9 I I0

• Macintosh Ilci CPU w/built in
Video Card, Microtech Nova
105 Mb HD Apple SuperDrive,
& 4 Megabytes of RAM
•Magnavox I4" Color Monitor
• DataDesk SwitchBoard
• HyperCard & MultiFinder
• Virex (anti-virus) Software
• Adobe Type Manager Software
• Norton Utilities Software
• Total Recall Software
• Demo of Microsoft Excel
• 10 Diskettes
• Disk Storage Box
•Mouse Pad
• 6 Outlet Surge Protector
Ask for Package #9 I07

CDA Price $1,539
Only $43.41/month*
*Based on 48 month FMV lease

US/Canada 800-526-5313

CDA Price $3,769
Only $90.1i/month*
*Based on 60 month FMV lease

CDA OJmputer Sales
Circle 65 on Reader Service Card

CDA Price $5,969
Only $142: 11/month*
*B;L~ed

on 60 month FMV lease

I CDA Plaza, P.O. Box 533 Califon, NJ 07830
Apple Marinlm;h & l.a.serWrill'r ;1re rt~istt'rl'd lrade111:1rks of Apple Computer lnc

Call me a lyre.
(Or, how we wrote the book on PC mail order.)
ruth tends. to be stranger than fiction in the telltail
town of Marlow, NH (pop. 564). That's why you'll
often find the local color.gathered 'round the
ancient sage as he recounts in vivid detail how our forest
glade was transformed into a PC paradise.
For, in days of yore, buying software and peripherals
by mail was a perilous.task, fraught
with danger and uncertainty. Only
those well versed in the black arts
dared risk such unpredictable
delivery and uncertain compatibility.
Then one day the enlightened
Order of the Connection appeared
majestically on the scene, bringing

T

the classic virtues of toll-free tech\upport, prompt
way-under-retail prices to the brave new
world of the IBM PC. Since that glorious day our humble
home hP..S served as a b.eaG.on of light to noble users in
cottages, condos, and corporations throughout America.
That'll be the day.
·
·
It's not every day of the"week you get offered your very
own 1991 PC Connection Calendar. This very timely
offer includes 13 classic illustrations
of our legendary mascots, all your
favorite holidays, and fascinating
historical facts about the fiefdom of
Marlow, NH. This wondrous wall
calendar is free to everyone who
places an order of $750 or more
between now and February 28.

shipping~ and

Mark lime with the PC Connection Calendar featuring
our very awn day·trippingmascots. Offer not a'1lilable
to accounts on net tenns. One per customer.
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o 3112 11 format available from us. Specify
when ordering.
11
~package includesboth51/4" and 31/2
disks.
181 31/2" format available from manufacturer
by request. Call us for details.

Adobe Systems ... NCP
7902 OAdobe Type Manager for Windcws with
Microsoft Windcws 3.0-Automatically convert
Windows 3.0 screen displays and dot matrix

CP-copy·protected; NCP-not copy-protected.

The four-digit number nextto each product

. printed output to crisp, legible text at any point

is the product's ITEM NUMBER. Please refer

size. And Windows 3.0 itself is the Graphical
User interface that is revolutionizing the PC
industty. Wr!re packing them together for a
limited time at agreat price . . . . . . . . . . . $149.

to this number when ordering. Thank you.

SOFTWARE

5104

We only carry the latest versions of products.
Version numbers in our ads are current at
press time.

7847

Products listed here in red are Microsoft
Windows Applications.

6580
4450

6591
7547
7902
6590
7392

1214

Adobe Systems .. . NCP
~Illustrator Windows 1.0 . . .. . .. $279.
~Adobe Type Manager for Windows 59.
DAdobe Type Manager for Windows and
MicrosoftWindows3.0 . .. . . .. .. 149.
~Streamline Windows 1.0 . . . . . 229 .
~Adobe Postscript Cartridge .... 249.

7384

(Entire Adobe Type Library, from 1to133
is available. Call for more information.)

7568
8040
7569

Aldus ... NCP

6006
7336
4665

1332 OPageMaker 3.01 .. . .. . . .. .. . 499.

~ AVERY.

1447
8086
6245
8087
4594

Avery ... NCP
Fast & easy label printing. Design labels using
special fonts, designs & clip-art. Includes
pre-set layouts for Avery brand labels.
6006 ~Label Pro 1.0 (laser) ........... $49.
7336 ~Label Pro 1.0 for Dor Matrix ...... 49.

7346
7357
7356
5335
6242
1514
1434
1416
6419

Alpha Software .. . NCP
~Alpha Four 1.1 .............. 319.
Application Techniques ... NCP
~Pizazz Plus 2.0... .. .. . ...... . 69.
ASD Software ... NCP
~Planisoft 1.0 .. . . . . ...... . ... 145.
Ashton-Tate .. . NCP
MultiMate 4.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 299.
DdBASE IV 1.1 ...... . . ...... 499.
Asymetrix .. . NCP
~ Toolbook 1.0 for Windows ..... 309 .
Avery ·-· NCP
~Label Pro 1.0 (Laser) ......... . 49.
~Label Pro 1.0 for Dot Matrix .... . 49.
Bastech ... CP (5 copies)
181Bastech Utilities 2.07 .. ... .. .. . 25.
Bitstream ... NCP
~ Facelift 1.0 for Windows 2.x/3.0 . 59 .
~Facelift for WordPerfect 5.0/5.1 .. 59.
DCompanion Value Pack for Facelift 1.0
(includes 25 typefaces) .
125.
~Collections: Newsletters, Flyers, Books
& Manuals, Reports and Proposals,
Presentations or Spreadsheets each 129.
~Fontware . . . .
. . . each 89.
Bloc Publishing _,, NCP
~FormTool Gold 3.0 ........... . 55.
~Personal Law Firm 1. 1 . . .
59.
~Pop Drop Plus 1 O. . . . . . . . . . . . 59.
~Ram Pack (Pop Drop Plus and
Above Disk) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85.
~FormFiller 3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89.
Borland International ... NCP
OTurbo C + + 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145.
oTurbo C + + 1.0 Professional .... 219.
oTurbo Pascal Professional 2nd Ed. 179.
DTurbo Pascal 5.5 .... .. ...... 109.
~Quattro Pro 1 O ... .. ... ..... 325.
~Paradox3.5.... . . .
. .. 569.
Broderbund .. . NCP
~New Print Shop . .
. . . . . . . . 39.
~New Print Shop Companion . . . . 33.
ButtonWare .. . NCP
~PC-File 5.0 ...... ... ......... 89.

6004
5039
5038
8114
6360
1663
7546
6575
5506

7414
1748
1751

-- -- --- -------·- ---------- - --- --

---~-

Bloc Publishing ... NCP
With FormTool Gold, design any form in
ninutes. With FormFiller 3.01 accurately
Jlug in your data. It's a perfect forms team.
l447~FonnToolCold3.0 ............. $55.
~594 ~FormFiller 3.0 .. ......... ....... 89.

---

--~__...... ......_

-----~
,.__

._

Caere ... NCP
~ Omn i page 386 2.1
.... .. . 599.
Central Point ... NCP
~PC Tools Deluxe 6.0 .... ... . ... 95.
DCopy II PC 5.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
29.
~Backup 6.0 . .... . .. .. .. . ... . 65.
Checkfree
CheckFree (electronic checkingsrv.) . 25.
Chipsoft .. . NCP
~Turbo Tax 8.0 for 1990 Taxes ..... 45.
CompuServe
DOS Membership Kit . . . . . . . . . . . 23.
Concentric Data Systems .. . NCP
~R & R Relational Report Writer 3B 109.
Corel Systems ... NCP
DCorelDRAW! 1.2 . .. ...... . . . 329.
Custom Applications .. . NCP
DFreedom of Press 22 ......... 255.
DAC Easy .. . NCP
~Accounting 4.0 . . ... . . . . .... . 89.
~Bonus Pak 4.1 . .... . . . ...... 129.

---

~®~=

·
·-- 

·---~
--=~

best upgrade path?
Data Storm . . . NCP
4798 [!]PROCOMM PLUS 1.1 .... .. .. $65.
DCA ... NCP
7936 [!]Crosstalk Communicator 1.0 . . . . 59.
2908 OCrosstalkXVl3.71 ........... 119.
5611 OCrosstalk for Windows 1.1 . . . .. 129.
De Irina Technology .. . NCP
7351 [!]PerFORMPRO 1.0 for Windows . 299.
Dow Jones ... NCP
5494 [!]News/Retrieval. .... . . ........ 24.
Fifth Generation Systems ... NCP
7725 [!]Direct Access 5.0 ............. 59.
8804 [!]Brooklyn Bridge 3.0 ...... . .... 89.
8729 [!]MaceVaccine 1.0 ... .......... 89.
2762 OMace Utilities 1990....... . .... 99.
7795 [!]0isklock 1.0 .......... ... _. . 109.
3950 [!]fastback Plus 2.1 ............ 119.
FNN Data Broadcasting ... NCP
7005 [!]NewsReal 1.0 ........ ....... 99.
FormWorx .. . NCP
5810 OFormWorx with Fill & File 2.5 .... 85.
7311 [!]form Publisher for Windows 1.2 . 145.
Fox Software .. . NCP
2233 181Foxbase Plus 2.1 ....... . .... 199.
6188 IBJFoxPro 1.02 . . ... . ... .. . .... 489.
Franklin Software .. . NCP
7071 [!]Language Master 2.0 . . . . . . . . . 59.
7416 [!]Language Master 3.0 for Windows 59 .
Funk Software .. . NCP
2228 OSideways 3.3 ..... ..... .. .. .. 52.
7380 [!]P.O. Queue 1.0 (print spader) .. . 55.
4479 OAllways 1.2(for1·2-3orSymphony) 115.
Generic Software .. . NCP
2265 181Generic CADD Level 3 5.0 .... 225.
Great American Software .. . NCP
4880 OOne Write Plus Acct. Sys. 2.06 . . 179.
5825 [!]Money Matters 1.0 ... .. .. . .... 55 .
4879 OPayroll for Accounting System 2.0 89.
7378 OFinancial Manager .. . ........ 479.
Harvard Associates . .. NCP
2324 181PC Logo 3.0 .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 59.
hDC Computer Corp. .. . NCP
55.
7389 [!]Windows Express 3.0 . . .
55.
7383 [!] first Apps 1.0 .

Hilgraeve .. . NCP
2323 [!]HyperACCESS/51.1 (OOS&OS/.?)$115.
IBM ... NCP
6599 oCurrent 1.1 .... . __ .
. ... . 239 .
Individual Software . .. NCP
2415 [!]Typing Instructor Encore 3.0 . . . . 19.
6222 [!]Resume Maker 1. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . 29.
Inset Systems .. . NCP
7298 [!]Hijaak 2.0 .. . ...... . ... . .. . . 99.
7300 [!]Inset Plus Hijaak ...... . . . ... 125.
Intuit ... NCP
2426 [!]Quicken 4.0 ..... . . ..... ..... 39.
lsogon .. . NCP
7478 [!]fontSpace 2.0 ............... 59.
Laser Go .. . NCP
7635 oGo Script Plus 3.0 .......... . 189.
LaserTools . . . NCP
6882 [!]PrintCache 2.3 ........... . . • 99.
Lord Publishing .. . NCP
5191 [!]Ronstadt's Financials 1.02 . . _ . .. 75.

2731

Great American Software ... NCP
4880 DOne Write Plus Accounting System 2.06
Complete small business accounting that
provides easy set-up and operation. Includes 3
best-selling programs-Master (CL), Accounts
Receivable, and Accounts Payable ... S179.
5417
5653
5134
4529
4603
7002
2798
7649
6234
7683

Lore! ~ystems ... NU
5506 DCorelDRAW! 1.2- Theworld's leading
PC illustration software now comes with
even more value: CorelTRACE, over 100
typefaces, over 300 clip-artimages, a Pantone
license-all bundled in for free ...... $329.

Chipsoft ... NCP
1663 ~TurboTax 8.0for1990 Taxes-The best·
selling, easy-to-use and complete software for
preparing individual tax returns. TurboTax
provides on-line help, IRS instructions and
comprehensive tax assistance........ $45.

6787

Lotus ... NCP
01-2-3 3.1 ....... . . ........ 429.
01-2-3 2.2 ...... . . . .... . ... 349.
[!]Magellan 2.0 ........ . ...... 119.
MECA ... NCP
[!]Checkwrite Plus 1. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . 29.
[!]Andrew Tobias' Tax Cut-1990 Taxes 49.
[!]Home Lawyer 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 69.
OManaging Your Money 6.0 ... .. 135.
Microcom ... NCP
[!]Virex 1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79.
OCarbonCopy Plus 5.2 ... . ..... 119.
Micrografx ... NCP
OCharisma 1.0 ......... . ..... 349.
Micro Logic .. . NCP
[!JI nfo Select 1 .1 ............... 55.

1-800/776-7777
790E!
PC Connection
6 Mill Street
Marlow, NH 03456
SALES 603/446-7721 FAX603/446-7791

MMC

7882
7010
7388
7387
2904
2901
6195
2856
2894
2853
4925
5122
2982
4928
4929

Microlytics .. . NCP
oGOfer 2.0 . . . . . . . . . .
. 45.
Microsoft ... NCP
OProductivity Pack for Windows .. . 45.
OWindows 3.0 ... . ... ..... .... 99.
[!]Projectfor Windows 1.0 . .. .... 469.
[!] PowerPoint for Windows 1.0 ... . 329 .
OWorks 2.0 .................. 99.
OWord 5.0 . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. 209.
[!]Word for Windows 1.1 . ..... .. 329.
[!] Excel 2.1 ...... .. ..... . .. .. 329 .
OQuickBASIC 4.5 .. . .. .. .. . .... 69.
[!JC Compiler 6.0 ............. 339.
Multisoft ... NCP
OPC-Kwik Power Pak 1.5 .. ...... 79.
Nolo Press .. . NCP
OFor the Record 2.0 .. . ......... 35.
OWillMaker 4.0 ................ 39.
Norton-Lambert ... NCP
OClose-Up Customer/Terminal 3.0 135.
OClose-Up Support/ACS 3.0 .... 165.

Fast & easy-to-use, Facelift scales screen &
printer fonts to any size. Includes 13 typefaces
to give you professional documents instantly.
7568 ~FaceLifr 1.0 for WindCJ.vs 2.x/3.0 . $59.
8040 ~Facelifr 1.0f or WordPerfect 5.015.1 . 59.
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Or a faster way
Reality Technologies .. . NCP
7891 l!JWealthStarter 1.0 ...... . .. . . . $49.
6572 l!JWealthBuilder 1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . 145.
Reference Software .. . NCP
4396 l!JGrammatik IV 1.0.... . ....... . 52.
7483 l!lGrammati k for Windows 1.0 .. .. . 52.
Revolution Software .. . NCP
4480 l!JVGA Dimmer 2.01 (screen saver) . 29.
RightSoft .. . NCP
4155 l!lRightWriter 4.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55.
Samna ... NCP
5799 l!lAmi Professional 1.2
... 309.
Sitka/TOPS .. . NCP
6675 DTOPS Network Bundle 3.0 . .. .. 159.
3720
Flashcard 2.1 (Applelalk network card;
Software Ventures ... NCP
1 year warranty) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155.
6889 ~MicroPirone IJfor W11tdcws- Telecom
6649 l!llnbox (20 user) (electronic mail) . 219.
1
softwarethat1s "a joy to use; says PC
Softlogic Solutions .. . NCP
3542 DSoftware Carousel 4.0 . ........ 55.
Compuring. With Watch Me mode to auto
Software Publishing ... NCP
mate script creation, and portability with
7769 l!JPFS:Preface 1.0 (with Viruscan) . . 49.
MicroPhone scripts on the Mac ..... $215.
3499 DPFS:First Publisher 3.0
(with Deluxe Paint II) . . . . . .
99.
34 78 DPFS :First Choice 3.02
PC Globe ... NCP
5902 DPC Globe4.0 .... . . . . .. . . . . .. 39.
(with Prodigy) . . . . . . . . . . .
105.
3496 DProfessional Write 2.2
5900 DPC USA 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39.
(with Professional File)...
179.
Personics .. . NCP
3495 l!lProfessional Plan 1.01 . . . . .
69.
4384 l!JUltravision 2.0 .... ... . ... .... 79.
7475 l!JMacro Editor/Debugger 1.0 ... . 135. 3482 D Harvard Graphics 2.3 . . .
359.
4766 l!lFirst Choice Network . .
299.
7048 l!lMonarch 1.0 (Data Mgmt. TooO . 319.
7507 l!lProfessional Writer Network 2.0 . 349.
PowerUp ... NCP
7513 l!lProfessional File Network 2.0 . .. 379.
7860 l!JCalendar Creator Plus 3.0 .
45.
3483 l!lHarvard Graphics Network 2.0 . 599.
7858 l!lExpress Publisher 2.0 . . . .
89.
Precision Software .. . NCP
4342 l!lFirst Graphics 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.
Software Ventures .. . NCP
8102 l!JSuperbase 2 1.2 ....... .. . . 219 .
6600 l!JSuperbase 4 for Wi ndows 1.2 . . 469. 6889 l!lMicroPhone II for Windows . . . .. 215.
Qualitas .. . NCP
Solution Systems ... NCP
7977 l!lBrief 3.0 (Programmer's Editor) . 155.
7539 0386MAX 5.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75.
7967 Blue MAX 1.0 (386 PS/2) (3\12" only). 85.
Spinnaker ... NCP
Quarterdeck . .. NCP
7604 l!lPLUSforWindows 1.0 . . . . . .. . 289 .
4441 DResume Kit 1.32 . .. ....... . .. 25.
6422 DORAM 1.0 ... . . ... .. . .... . .. 49.
3221 DExpanded Memory Mgr: 386 5.1 . 59.
4446 DEight In One 2.0 . . ............ 39.
3220 DDESOView 2.3. . . .
79.
Systat ... NCP
7415 l!JSystatlSyGraph 5.0. . .
. . 649.
4586 DDESQView386 5.1 .......... 129.
Symantec ... NCP
3152 l!lNorton Commander 3.0.
105.
6397 l!lThe Norton Backup 1.1
105.
3146 l!lThe Norton Utilities 5.0.
125.
3425 oO&A 3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229.
3431 DTimeline 4.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 469.
hi I\ \oncy Magazine
llt.o"""'"9...__.,,,.._..,lo_ _ ..
Systems Compatibility .. . NCP
6564 DSoftware Bridge 4.1 ......... . . 79.
6570 DSoftware Bridge LAN 4.1 ...... 155.
TIMESLIPS ... NCP
2987 DTimeslips 1114.0 .... . . .. . ... . 195.
4277 DTimeslips Ill Network . . . . . . . . . 399.
6994 DPercentEdge 1.0 ..... ....... . . 69.
Timeworks ... NCP
6253 l!JPublish-lt! 1.1 . . . . . . .
w;
Reality Technologies .. . NCP
Touchstone Software .. . NCP
6572 ~ WealrJrBuilder by Money Magazine 1.1
7 420 l!lCheck It 3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89.
Save & invest wisely. Set financial goals &
Traveling Software .. . NCP
5179 l!llaplink 1113.0 ............... QS
achieve them. Plan for retirement, achild1s
True BASIC .. . NCP
education, a home. Optimize your portfolio
3561 l!lTrue BASIC 2.1 ............. .
& trackall of your investments ..... $145.
Vericomp .. . NCP
6771 l!lMemory Master 1.1 .. . .... . .. .

MECA ... NCP
4603 ~Andrew 7obias' Tax Cur-New power
for handling your 1990 taxes. Import data
from Ouicken and/or TurboTax, read last
year1s Tax Cut data, and print your retum
all with new versatility ............ $49.
Volkswriter .. . NCP
6246 DVolkswriter 4 1.02 .... ... . . . .. 109.
West Lake Data Corp. .. . NCP
7577 DPC-FullBak+ 1.12 . .. . . . . . .... 52.
7574 181PathMinder+ 1.0 ....... . ... .. 79.
7575 181ValuePak (includes 4 programs). 69.
WordPerfect Corp. .. . NCP
7781 l!lletterPerfect 1.0 . . . .. . .. . .. . 135.
3804 DWordPerfect 5.1. . . . . . . .
265.
6685 l!lDrawPerfect 1.1 ........ . .... 279.
WordStar International .. . NCP
6791 DWordStar Prof. 6.0 ...... . . . .. 279.
7605 DWordStar 6.0 Network ........ 345.
Xerox ... NCP
7796 l!l \/entura Publisher for Windows 3.0 569.
XTREE ... NCP
6161 l!lXTreePro Gold 1.4 ...... . ... .. 85.
ZSoft ... NCP
7016 l!lPC Paintbrush IV Plus 1.0 .
119.
7014 l!J PCPaintbrushPlusforWindows1 .12 89.

\VealthBuilder

Software Publishing ... NCP
Holiday Bundles-11 Free for all promotion!11
7769 ~Preface (wirJr Viruscan). . . . . . .. .. $49.
3499 DFirsr Publisher (wirh Deluxe Painr m. 99.
3478 DFirsr Choice (wirh Prodig;) ....... 105.
3496 DProfessiona/ Wtire (w!Professiona/ File) 179.
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to do coniplex 01ath?

Broderhund ... CP
8068 ~Where in tire World is Cannen Sandiego
Dehtxe &Mon-Chase Carmen & her band of
thieves through 45 countries. Video & audio
enhanced with location graphics provided
by the National Geographic Society . . $52.
RECREATIONAL/EDUCATIONAL
Accolade ... CP
6030 DTest Drive II: The Duel .. .. .. ... 32.
8081 OJack Nicklaus' Unlimited Golf &
Course Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39.
8079 ~Search for the King . . . . . . . . . . . 39.
Bible Research Systems .. . NCP
1464 DThe Word 4.3 (KJ or NIV) . . . . .. 159.
Broderbund ... CP
5701 ~Where/Time Carmen Sandiego? . 32.
8068 ~Wher e in the World is Carmen
Sandiego Deluxe Edition . . . . . . . . 52.
5851 ~S i mCity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33.
Electronic Arts .. . NCP
5698 IBIAbrams Battletank .... .. . . .... 11.
8112 OTV Sports Basketball . . . . . . . .
39.
6881 D Populous. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.
8109 oHarpoon . . .. . . . .. . .. . ... . .. 45.
5804 ~Deluxe Paint II (Enhanced) . . .... 89.

i

GO MASTER
~\.. ,,...,.,,,.. ...
'

e .

HyperGlot ... NCP
7849 DWord Torture - French . .. . . . . . $29.
7853 DWord Torture - Spanish . . . . . . . . . 29.
Lucas Film . .. CP
8113 ~Pipe Dream . . . . . .
19.
7583 Dlndiana Jones & L.C.. . ... ..... 35.
5803 DTheir Finest Hour (Battle of Britain) 42.
Microsoft ... NCP
7881 DEntertainment Pk for Windows 1.0 29.
2858 DFlight Simulator 4.0 . . ... . ... . . 39.
Microsoft Press (Books)
8127 Working withWordforWindows ... 20.
8126 Running with DOS 4th Edition ... .. 20.
8129 Running Windows (2nd Edition) . . 22.
8136 Running Microsoft Excel . . ....... 22.
Parlor Software .. . CP
3159 DB ridge Parlor 2.3 ... . ...... ... 49.
Penton Overseas .. . NCP
~VocabuLearn/ce Levels I & II (French,
Italian, German, Spanish, Russian,
Hebrew and Japanese) . . . . . each 39.
Sierra On-Line .. . CP
6023 ~Leisure Suit Larry Ill .
. . . 39.
6796 ~Codename: Iceman. . . . . . . . . . . 39.
6972 ~Conquests of Camelot . .. . . . . _. 39.
5106 ~Space Quest Ill . .. .. _
39.
7972 DKing'sOuestV . ... . .. ... .. . .. 45.
Spectrum Holobyte ... NCP
3467 ~Tetris . . . . .
. .... . .. .. . . 22.
5993 ~We l ltris . . . .
22.
5817 ~Vette . .. . .... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . 25.
7602 ~Faces . . . .... . . .. ... . .. . .. . 32.
Spinnaker ... NCP
5580 DSargon IV (Chess Game) .
32.
Software Toolworks .. . N
6436 IBJHunt for Red October . . . . .
20.
4659 ~Chessmaster 2100 (CP) .
35.
4534 ~Mav i s Beacon Typing . . . . . . . . . . 35.
7372 DWorld Atlas . . . . . . . ........ . 42.
7879 ~U.S.A. Atlas . . . . . . . . .
42.
Stone & Assoc. .. . NCP
7564 ~Young Math (ages 5 to 8) .
22.
3434 ~Kids Stuff (ages 2 to 6) . . . .
22.
3435 ~Letters, Numbers, Words (ages 2-6) 22.
3436 ~Memory Lane (ages 2 to 6) . .... 22.
5231 ~Phoni cs Plus .. .............. 22.
27.
3439 ~2nd Math (ages 7 to 16). . .
3433 ~Algebra Plus Vol 1 (ages 13 +) . . 27.
Toyogo ... NCP
7676 ~Nemes i s Go Master Deluxe
88.
True BASIC, Inc . ... NCP
IBlKemeny/Kurtz Math Series. each 45.

1.t

Microsoft ... NCP
7881 DEntertainment Pack fer Windcws 1.0-A
collection of games and a screen saver made
especially for Microsoft Windows 3.0. The
perfect gift for any Windows user! ... $29.
American Power .. . 2 years
7108 APC Smart-UPS 400 . . . . .... . ..
6811 360SX (stand-by power source). . .
7107 450AT (stand-by power source) . ..
7106 520ES (stand-by power source).
AST Research .. . 2 years
1299 SixPakPlus 384k C/S/P .
8041 SixPak2860k .. . . .. . ... . ....
4107 RAMpagePlus286512k .. . . .. . .
4105 RAMpage Plus MC 512k . .... .. .
6979 VGA Plus Video Card (256K

7001
7061
7135
6998
6999
6995
7026

339.
219.
279
329.
179.
105.
419.
419.

expandableto512K) ...... . .... 199.
Boca Research .. . 5 years
BOCARAMIAT PLUS (0-8 Meg)
(LIM 4 .0 extended) .. . ........ . 125.
BOCARAMIXT OK (0-2 Meg, LIM4.0) 99.
TophAT (16-bit backfill 512K to 640K) 99.

1/0 Board for AT . ........ . ..... 59.
1/0 Board for Microchannel SIS/P . 109.
SuperVGA (BOO x 600, 1618 bit) . .. 115.
1024 VGA (16 bit non-interlaced) . . 149.

HARDWARE
Manufacturer's standard limited
warranty period for items shown is
listed after each company name.
Some products in their line may
have different warranty periods.

fj\
Toyogo ... NCP

7676 ~o Master Deluxe-Chaos Manor Users
Choice Award 1990 (Byte 4/90). Unites the
Go playingabilities of Go Master1 the comer
opening tutorial )osekfs Genius1 and the !ife
and death consultant1 Tactical Wizard. $88.

CH Products ... 1year
Pick the stick the pros use1 & the thrills are on
us. FlightStick w/FREE Falcon! New two-port1
automatic gamecards complete the package.
8119 FliglrtStick w/Falcon & GameCard lll $79.
8120 RiglrtStick w1Falcon & Ganr<Card MC4 95.

1-800/776-7777
IMC

PC Connection
790B
6 Mill Street
Marlow, NH 03456
SALES 603/446·7721 FAX 603/446-7791
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Or what odd glitch
1694 EmeraldSP-2 . ..
. ..... . . . .. $36.
1708 Ruby-Plus SPF-2 Plus . . . . .
65.
7358 Command Center. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93.
GlassFilterPlus(specifysize) .. ea. 65.
DataTechnology ... 1 year
6249 5280 (ATFloppy/Hard Controller) .. 119.
6248 7280 (AT Floppy/Hard Controller) . 129.
Datadesk .. . 3 years
6901 Switchboard ...... . .......... 175.
Epson . . . 1 year

vie are an authorized Ep~ Service Center

Intel .. .

5 years

80287XL & 80287XLT Math CoProcessotS-Runs
up to 50% msterthan other 80287 math chips.
The 80287XL works in virtually every 80286
based PC, and the 80287XII is made
especially for Compaq IIE/286.. each

$199.

Bravo Communications .. . 2 years
7400 2 Pos. Laser Compatible Switch Box 109.
Brother International ... 1 year
5787 HL-8e Laser Printer (HP2comp.). 1399.
Canon .. . 1 year
7894 BJ-10e BubbleJet Printer (4. 6 lb.) . 349.
7896 Sheet feeder for BJ-10e ........ 75.
CH Products .. . 1 year
7341 Gamecard Ill Plus (for Microchannel) 49.
7935 Gamecard Ill - Automatic .. ...... 33.
8119 FlightStick w/Falcon &GameCard Ill . 79.
8120 FlightStick wlFalcon &GameCard MCA 95.
7345 Rollermouse (Trackball) serial 85. bus 99.
Compucable .. . 2 years
1604 2-Position switch box
25.
1605 3-Position switch box ........... 35.
Cuesta Systems .. . 1 year
429.
1608 400 Watt DataSaver .....
5130 600 Watt DataSaver ... ..
599.
Curtis ... lifetime
1704 Universal Printer Stand PS-1
18.

1906
1904
5183
1930
1917
5184
1052
7775
7774

Removable Hard Drives for Epson Laptops
7777 40 Meg . . 699.

7776 20 Meg . . 499.

Intel .. .

2346 Inboard 386/PC with Free Samna Ami

communications without sacrificing compat
ibility. Supports V.32 & V.42 9600 bps opera
tion, as well as MNP Level/5 and Hayes
compatible

2400/1200/300 bps modes . $549.

5336
5342
4272
5396
7782
7552

Above Board Plus 8 2 Meg . . . . . .
Above Board Plus 8 1/0 2 Meg .
Above Board 2 Plus 512k . . . . .
Above Board MC 32 Ok . . . . . . . .
SatisFAXtion (fax board) .. ......

7385
4750
2371
2372
4121
2375
2374

80287XL (16MHzB02B6 CPU's) . . . 199.
80387SX(16MHzB03B6SXCPU's) 309.
80387 (16 MHz B03B6 CPU 's) . .... 349.
80387-20 (20 MHz B03B6 CPU's)
399.
80387-25 (25 MHz B03B6 CPU's)
429.
8087 (4. 77 MHz BOBB CPU's) . . . . . . 89.
8087-2 (8 MHz BOBB CPU's) ...... 129.
Kensington Microware ... 1 year
Master Piece Plus ............. 109.
Expert Mouse serial . . 119. bus . . 129.
Key tronic .. . 3 years
101 Plus Keyboard . . . ...... . .. . 99.
Kraft .. . 5 years
3 button Thunder Joystick ... .... . 29.
Trackball . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59.
G/S+ (microchannel game card) .. 79.
Game Card/Thunderstick Bundle . . 55.
Kl30 Joystick .. . . .. ... .. . .. . . _ 29.
TopTrack (Laptop Tr'ackbal/) . ...... 79.
Logitech ... limited lifetime
C9 Mouse for PS/2's. . . . . . . . . . . . 69.
C9 Mouse with Windows. . . . . . . . 149.
HiREZMouse(C9) .... . . . ...... 85.
Trackman (Tr'ackball) serial 85. bus 89.
ScanMan Plus (hand scanner) ... 185.
ScanMan Plus (MicroChannel) .
219.
ScanMan 256 ................ 319.
Magnavox .. . 1 year
CM9032 (13" VGA Monitor,
.42dotpitch) .. . . ........ . .. . 299.
9CM082 (13" VGA Monito1;
.31 dot pitch). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 349.
Micron Technology . .. 2 years
Intensify 2 Meg Expansion for HP
LaserJet llP or Ill ...... ........ 175.
Intensify 2 Meg Expansion for HP
LaserJet II or 110 .............. 219.

2582
7899

and Manifest with any Above Board or
piggyback, now through December 31,
1990! . ....... see Intel listingforprices.

7976
6754
6582

Gives you 80386 processing power, 1Mb
RAM, and Samna's powerful Windows
based word processor (regularly at $129).
30 Day Money Back Guarantee..... $519.

5 years

Above Boards-FREE Quarterdeck ORAM

2307
8049
7391

5 years

5 years
7880 9tooEX Modem-Provides ultra-fast data

Intel .. .

599.
629.
469.
359.
399.
NetPort(3yearwarranty) ........ 489.

MATH COPROCESSORS

7157

Intel ...

FX-850 (BO col., 264 cps, 9 pin) ... call
FX-1050(136col.,264cps, 9pin) .. call
L0-510 (BO col., 1BO cps, 24 pin) . .. call
L0-850 (BO col., 264 cps, 24 pin) .. call
L0-1050 (136 col., 264 cps, 24 pin) call
LX-810 (BO col., 1BO cps, 9 pin) . ... call
Printer-to-IBM cable(6feet) . . . .. .. 15.
Equity LT286e Laptop .. .. ..... 1995.
Equity LT386SX Laptop ....... 3069.

6421
4696
2352
5119
6420
7880
2346
2348
4646
4266
4267

5th Generation ... 1 year
Logical Connection Plus 512k . . .. 599.
Hayes .. . 2 years
Smartmodem 2400 . ........... 349.
JT-FAX 9600B. . . . . . . . . . .
499.
Ultra 9600 Modem ...... . .. ... 899.
Hewlett-Packard ... 1 year
DeskJet 500 (wlink cartridge) . . . . 599.
LaserJet Ill (wltoner) .
1699.
LaserJet 11 P (wltoner) . . . . . . . . . 1069.
Intel .. . 5 years
2400B MNP Internal Modem .... 199.
2400B Internal Modem . . . . . . . . . 159.
2400B Internal Modem 2 (for PS/2) 249.
2400 Baud External Modem ..... 179.
2400EX MNP Modem .......... 229.
9600EX Modem . . . . .
. . . . . 549.
lnboard386/PCw/1 Meg(wffreeAmO 519.
Inboard 386/PC wl1 Meg Piggyback 349.
Inboard 3861PC w/4 Meg Piggyback 669.
Above Board Plus 512k ......... 369.
Above Board Plus 1/0 512k . .. . . . 399.

4518
5800
5802
7912
5831
7581
7862
5464
7768
5151
6029
4297
4794
7975
5990
4762

7595
6668

your hard disk hath?
6831
6832
6835
7324
3101
3100
3103
3102
5286
5285
4542
8132
7934

Microsoft Press
Best MS-DOS & Windows computing books.
8127 Wo1bng with Word for Windcws . . . . $20.
8126 Running wirh DOS (4rh Edirion) .. .. . 20.
8129 Running Windo.:ils (2nd Edition) . .. .. . 22.
8136RunningMicrosofr Excel .. . ...... . . . 22.
6670 Intensify 4 Meg Expansion for HP
LaserJet II or 110 .............. 357.
7012 Beyond Memory Board for PSl2
265.
Model 70 (2 Meg). . . . . . . . .
Microsoft .. . lifetime
7597 Microsoft Mouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89.
2897 Mouse with Paintbrush .... . .. . . 109.
2898 Mouse with Windows 3.0 . . . . . . . 149.
MicroSpeed .. . 1 year
PC-TRAC Trackball (1r1cl copy of WeHtris)
6007 serial . . . ... 75. 6008 bus . . . . .. 85.
7271 lnport . . . . . 79. 6330 PS/2 . . . . . 79.
Mouse Systems .. . lifetime
5997 Trackball (1 yr. wrnty.) serial 75. bus 85.
7878 PC Mouse Ill . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . 99.
NEC ... 2years
4799 Multisync2A(VGAMonitor) .. . .. 499.
5085 Multisync 30 Monitor . . . . . . . . . . 689.
Orchid Technologies ... 4 years
7064 Peanut VGA (256k) ... . ... .. . .. 129.
7512 ProDesigner VGA II (1024 x 768) . . 299.
7888 ProDesignerle (256k) . . . . . . .. . . 209.
7097 a116 Memory Card (1 Meg) . . . .. . . 349.
PC Power & Cooling ... 1 year
REPLACEMENT PCJNER SUPPLIES
3202 Turbo Cool 150 (25°. 40° cooler). 129.

7915 Turbo Cool 300 . . . ... .. . . .... . 165.
3200 Silencer 150 (84% noise reduction) 115.
7053 lnnersource 2210 (internal UPS) . . 399.
Pacific Data Products .. . 1 year
6779 25Cartridgesin One! (fer LJ II, /IP, 110) 275.
7072 25Cartridgesin One! (fer LJ /IQ. .. . . 349.
Memory upgrade for LaserJet /IP/Ill

7054 1 Meg . . . 149. 7055 2 Meg . . . 199.
7758 3Meg . . . 279. 77594 Meg .. 339.
Memory upgrade for LaserJet II

6839 1 Meg ... 179. 6838 2 Meg .

7086
7090
7962
7127
4561
6747

Plotter in a Cartridge (U /IP, 110, Ill) $249.
Plotter in a Cartridge (for LJ II) .... . 249.
Headlines in a Cartridge (U II, /IP, 110 ) 209.
Pacific Print (for Novell LANS) .... 235.
Practical Peripherals .. . 5 years
1200 Baud Internal Modem ... . .. 65.
1200 Baud External Modem (mini) . 77.
2400Baudlnterna1Modem ..... 135.
2400 Baud External Modem ..... 179.
2400 Baud Int. MNP Modem(Lev. 5) 175.
2400 Baud Ext. MNP Modem (Lev. 5) 209.
2400 Baud Internal Modem for PSl2. 229.
PM2400 Pocket Modem ....... . . 99.
PM9600SA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 489.
PSION .. 1 year
MC600 Mobile Computer ...... 2149.
512K Flash EPROM .. . ... . .... 309.
3W' External Drive.. . ......... 299.
Reflection Technology .. 1 year
Private Eye(virtualdisplay) . ... . . 499.
SAFE Power Systems .. . 2 years
Safe 250W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 199.
Safe400S(Slimline) . ... .. .. ... 399.

MicroSpeed ... 1year
PC-IRAC Trackball- The PC Magazine Editor's
Choice (8/90)! Ergonomicallydesigned, it
requires a desk space less than 4inches wide.
6007 Saia/ . .. . $75. 6008 Bus . ... $85.
7271 lnparr ... .. 79. 6330 PS/2 .. .. . 79.
4562
7913
7914
4560
4899
7028
6037
5140
8082
6797

6834 Pacific Page wi th free 2 Meg
Memory Board (for LaserJet II) . .. 379.
7632 Outlines I . 209. 7631 Outlines II . 209.

11 I

Safe 425W ... . . .. . . . . . .. .... 329.
Safe 650W . . . . . . . . . . .
459.
Safe 800W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 599.
Safe 1200W ..... . .. . . . . .. . . . 739.
Targus ... lifetime
Nylon Laptop Carrying Case. . . . . . 55.
Foliopac . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79.
Premier Leather Carrying Case. . . 199.
TheComplete PC ... 2 years
TheComplete Page Scanner . . ... 549.
TheComplete Half Page Scannerl400
wlReadRight Personal OCR Software 289.
TheComplete Fax Portable .. . ... 319.

1-800/776-7777
lol ~ ol•

PC Connection
790B
6 Mill Street
Marlow, NH 03456
SALES 6031446-7721 FAX 6031446-7791
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Borland International ... NCP
1514 f!JParadox 3.5- This powerful database
manager is even stronger. It provides faster
performance using less memory while
managing any available expandable or
extended memory (up to 16 Mb) .... $569.
4887
5828
4885
8083

249.

Memory for Tee Engine Laser Printers
7634 2 Meg . . . 219. 7633 4 Meg . . . 369.
7158 Pacific Page(PostScript Cartridge for
LaserJet /IP/Ill) ... ... . . ...... . 379.
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6622
6623
6624
7890
7889
7903
6018
6019
7979
6200
6201
6202
6198
6203

TheComplete Fax 9600 . . . . . . . . 429.
TheComplete Communicator . .. . 449.
TheComplete Answering Machine 249.
ReadRight Personal (for TheComplete
Half Page Scanner/400) .... .. . . 149.
Tripp Lite . .. 2 years
BC-200 (200W Battery Backup). . 179.
BC-325 (325W Battery Backup) . .. 219.
BC-450 (45 0W Battery Backup) .. 269.
BC-750 (750W Battery Backup) .. 469.
BC-1200 (1200W LAN Backup). . . 649.
CCl6· 12 (Command Console). . . . . 69.
LC-1200 (1200W Line Conditioner) 159.
LS-600 (600W Line Stabilizer) . . ... 85.
LS-604 (600W Line Stabilizer w/ORC
Voltage Protection) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.
Isobar 6-6 (6 outlets, 6 ft. cord) . . . 59.
Isobar 8-12(8outlets, 12ft. cord) . 69.
Isobar BRM (with remote control) .. 79.
lsoblok IB-2-0 (2 outlets, no cord) . 29.
lsotel (4 outlets, RJ II protection) . . 59.

RightSoft ... NCP ·
4155 f!JRighrWrira 4.0-Now available! Premier
grammar and style checker with more than
5,500 rules. Works within WordPerfect,
Multimate, Microsoft Word, WordStar,
Professional Write and O&A Write .. . $55.
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· DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE REPLACED IMMEDlllT'ELY. DEFECTIVE HARDWARE REPLACED OR REPAIRED AT OUR DISCRETION.

We've got the story.
Video 7 .•. 7 years
3778 Vega VGA. . . .
. . . .. $155.
5883 1024i VGA (indudes 512k) . ... .. . 219.
4931 VRAM VGA512k .
. ........ 379.

DRIVES
5116
5117
5113
2500
2503
7551
2917
2916
5500
5502
5190
6153

IOMEGA .. . 1 year
Bernoulli II Single 44 Meg Internal 995.
Bernoulli II Dual 44 Meg External 1969.
44 Meg Cartridge Tripak (5 11•") . .. 249.
PC2B Controller .. . . .... ... ... 229.
PC4B Controller (Microchannel) . . 299.
Bernoulli II Transportable 44 Meg . 997.
Mountain Computer .. • 2 years
40-60 Meg Internal Tape Drive .. . 259.
40-60M Ext. Tape Drive
(w/power supply) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 489.
80-152M Int. Tape Drive . .... . .. 629.
83-152M Ext. Tape Drive . . . . . . . . 799.
DC2000 Pre-formatted Cartridges ea. 35.
DC2120 Tape Cartridge ( 5 pack) . . 135.

4950
4951
4670
4326
6951
6952

TEAC .. . 1 year
360k Drive (for PC) . . . . . . . . . . . . $79.
720k Drive (specify XT or AT. 31/l') . 75.
1.44 Meg Drive for PC/XT (31/l'). . 89.
1.44 Meg Drive for AT .......... 109.
1.2 Meg Drive for AT. . . .
99.
1.2 Meg Drive for PCIXT . . . . . . . . . 99.

Tiie Intel
SatisFAXtion

Board
add1afax
and amodem

5011
7727
5009
5010
6602
6425
6424
2285
2286
4554
7102
7103
7099
7154
7155
7153

Pacific Rim .. . 1 year
360k External . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
360k External for PS/2. . . . . . . . . .
1.2 Meg External .. .. ...... . . .
1.2 Meg External (for PS/2 's) . . . .
1.44 External (for PC/XTIAT) .....
Plus Development .. . 2 years
Hardcard 1140 Meg (19 ms) .....
Hardcard II 80 Meg (19 ms) . . . . .
Seagate .. . 1 year
20 Meg Int. Hard Drive ST225
(wlcontroller and cables, 65 ms) . .
30 Meg Int. Hard Drive Sf238R
(wlcontroller and cables. 65 ms) . .
40 Meg Int. HD ST251-1 (28 ms) . .
Sf251-1 Model 25 (wlcontroller) . .
Sf251-1 Model 30 (wlcontrdler) . .
ST251-1 PC/XT (wlcontro//er)
ST138R·1 Model 25 (wlcontroller).
ST138R-1 Model 30 (wlcontro//er).
ST138R-1 PC/XT (wlcontro/ler) . . .

179.
189.
209.
215.
239.

269.
329.
339.
339.
329.
359.
359.
359.
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Intel ... 5 years
7782 SatisFMtion-Send and receive faxes
from within most applications U5ing the
print command. Built-in 2400 bps MNP
modem standard. Includes coupons for free
PC Tools and Fax-It software . ..... . $399.

@CUI!

•
•

DISKS
2789
2790
2792
2793
3291
3292
3297
3298
6659

We accept VISA and MASTERCARD only.
No surcharge added for credit card orders.
Your card is not charged until we ship.
If we must ship a partial order; we never charge
freight on the shipment(s) that complete the order
(in the U.S.).
Nosalestax.
All U.S. shipments insured; no additional charge.
APO/FPO orders shipped 1st Class Mail.
International orders U.S. $250 minimum.
Upon receipt and approval, personal and company
checks clear the same day for immediate shipment
of your order:
COD max. $1000. Cash, cashier's check, or money
order:
120 day limited warranty on all products:
To order, callus Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to
1:ODAM, cr Saturday 9:00 AM to 5:30 PM. Yru can
call our businessofficesat 6031446·3383 Monday
through Friday 9:00AM to 5:30 PM.

ii'•

Reflection Technology ... 1year
7127 Private Eye-A large screen in a small
box. Atiny virtual display which offers a
full-size, 12'' IBM CGAauxiliary screen to
PCs & laptops. View privately in planes or
meetings. Brighter than LCDs. . . . . . $499.

Pacific Data Products ... lifetime
7158 PacipcPage PerSCfla! Edition4.0-New
and improved PostScript emulation for your
HP LaserJet JJP, JID or JI!. Faste~ superb
font quality. Minimum 1.5M printer
memory required .. .... .......... $379.

399.
699.

255.

6556 256k DRAMs (100 ns, setof9) ... . 29.
5510 1 Meg x 9 SIMMs (80 nanosecond). 79.
69.
5746 1 Meg Chips(80ns, setof9) . . . .

'\'\'~'

m:au I

Practical Peripherals ... 5years
8132 PM24m Pocket Modem-2400bps perform
ance in atiny package. Attaches to and draws
power directly from the RS232 serial port.
Greatforlaptops,desktops,or Macs .. S99.

MEMORY

SHIPPING
•

Maxell .. . lifetime
51/•" MD2.0360kDisks(Oy.10) ... . 12. •
51/4'' MD2-HD 1.2Mb Disks (Oty. 10) . . 19.
3 1/2" DSIDD720k0skettes(Oy.10J .. 14.
3 112" DSIHD 1.44Mb Diskettes(Qty. 10) 27.
Sony ... lifetime
•
51/•" DS/DD360kDisks(Oy. 10) .... 10.
51/•"DSIHD1.2MbDisks(Oy.10) ... 19.
3 112" OS/DD 720k Di9<ettes (Qty. 10) . . 13.
31/2 11 DSIHD 1.44Mb Diskettes (Qty. 10) 22.
OD 2000Tape Cartridge ...... .. . 19. •

Note: Accounts on net terms pay actual shipping.
Continental US:
Forheavyhardwareitemssuchas printers, monitors.
Bernoulli Boxes, etc. pay actual charges. Call for UPS
2nd-Day & Next-Day-Air.
For all other items, add $3 per order to cover UPS
Shipping. For such items, we automatically use
Airborne Express at no extra charge if you are more
than 2 days from us by UPS ground.
Hawaii:
For monitors. printers. Bernoulli Boxes. computers.
hard drives, and power backups, actual UPS Blue
charge will be added. For all other items, add$3 per
order:
Alaska and outside Continental US:
Call 6031446-7721 for information.
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F airCom introduced the first portable
server to the developer community in 1988.
Since then developers have been demanding
increased user response time. faster server
performance. more flexible interface options
and industrial-quality transaction processing.
The kind of server technology that devel·
opers can incorporate into their applications
to create more sophisticated. flexible and
dependable DBMS products.
Fair Com Servers. The server technology
developers have been waiting for.
The FairCom Servers utilize high perfor·
mance design features:
• Multi-threaded design
• 1/0 minimization. Sophisticated pro
prietary caching and compression algorithms
reduces 1/0 functions
• Key locks. Minimizes interference
between users while maintaining maximum
data availability.

HtlrC1m Server &

8QL• Designed
SPI'\tr
.
with developers m

mind -you can incorpor~te the
FairCom Servers directly mto your
applications. Something Oracle
and MS/SGL Server won't let
you dol
• No other server can match
the speed. flexibility or concur
rency of FairCom Servers.
• Multi-threaded design
increases performance - .the
server utilizes all the previously
unused time spent waiting for
locks or 1/0 operations.
.
• Industrial-quality transactmn
processing. including full commit
and roll-back. intermediate save
points and complet~ logging.
• Compatible with c-tree plus.
ANSI-standard SGL. QBE. our nat
ural Ianguage query tool. and
other interfaces.
.
• Two configurations (FairCom
Server or FairCom SGL Server)
each comes with a comple.te
c-tree plus file handler; Fa1rCom
SGL Server also includes an ANSI
standard SGL engine.

Transaction Processing - The heart of
the FairCom Servers.
FairCom provides industrial quality on-line
transaction processing (DLTP) and fully auto·
matic recovery, including full commit and roll
back intermediate. save points and complete
togging. No other server can match the spee
flexibility or concurrency of FairCom Servers.

Complete interface flexibility.
FairCom Servers offer developers two cor
figurations. The FairCom Server is an ultra·
high performance server utilizing the widely
accepted c-tree'" and c-tree plus·· Applicatio1
Programmers Interface (AP/). The FairCom
SOL Server includes c-tree plus and afull
ANSI-standard SGL. serving both SQL and
non-SGL clients simultaneously.
The FairCom Server can also re used Ii <
stand-alone (vs. a network\ configuration 
it can be tightly coupled with a developer's
application.

FairCom -A decade of performance
and quality.
This new client/server technology break
through will come as no surprise to the U.S.
and international software developers who
have been utilizing FairCom products during
the past decade. Our file handling technolog
is incorporated in the products of many lead·
ing companies including 3Com. Hewlett
Packard. NCR. Cray, lnformix. Sharp. Digital
Research. IBM and others.
Call (800) 234-8180 to get a complete
technical overview of the latest generation c
servers - FairCom Servers.
The developers client/server.
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David Fiedler

BACK TO THE
WORKSTATIONS II

An overview of
personal computers,
workstations, and how
they are colliding
in the marketplace
hat with all the new high
resolution Unix worksta
tions and the move toward
open systems, some people
are already proclaiming the death of the
personal computer. They have a point,
but it's not that Unix will be taking over
the world or that you 'II be forced to give
up DOS after New Year's Day. And PCs
as you have come to know them (and in
some cases love them) are not going
away. They're just going to get better.

W

No Computer Is an Island
The point is that the world of computers
has been changed forever by the intro
duction of networking. Whether you're
using Novell or Network File System
(NFS) in your office and BIX or a BBS at
home, almost all machines these days
can be hooked up to others. It's almost
essential for obtaining and sharing the
information resources that people are
finding necessary.
People generally think of LANs when
they're talking about networks. How
ever, today's computers must be able to
hook up to wide-area networks, such as
Usenet or Internet, as well as general
purpose information networks such as
BIX or CompuServe. These allow you
not only to retrieve information stored
in value-added databases, but also to in
teract with hundreds of thousands of
other users. In many cases, you can ask a
question in the morning in a conference
(also called newsgroup or forum) dedi
cated to a particular subject and have
answers from knowledgeable users later
ILLUSTRATION: DAVID MONTIEL © 1990

on that same day.
This capabilit~ is often underestimat
ed by people who have never seen it in
action. Imagine having the power to ac
cess indu~try experts (and get written re
sponses) without paying any more than
normal communications charges!
The future will bring even more inten
sity into this area, because-at least in
North America-everyone is getting
wired with fiber optics and coaxial cable
(right now, it's just carrying cable TV).
This will eventually allow companies to
offer high-speed digital data communi
cations to homes and offices, so that
you'll be able to just plug your computer
onto the network (without a modem) and
connect to anybody, anywhere. Sounds
futuristic, but it's coming.

The I-Minute LANager
Despite this movement in the world of
dial-up databases, the really exciting
things for the office are happening in

LANs. As I mentioned in this column a
year ago, Sun's version of Unix intro
duced local-area networking in the form
of NFS, which was quickly brought to
Berkeley Unix. In a LAN, you hook up
machines via Ethernet cable, using in
dustry-standard protocols such as TCP/
IP, so they can communicate with each
other at a speed approaching that of a
hard disk. NFS allows you to access a file
from anywhere on a LAN, without hav
ing to know which machine the file is
located on.
Networking wasn't limited to just one
vendor, since other manufacturers (nota
bly Digital Equipment Corp.) also based
their products on Berkeley Unix. Even
more important, NFS was ported to
other operating systems, so PCs and
mainframes could also hook up to the
LAN. AT&T countered with its Remote
File System, which didn't catch on well.
But its new version of Unix, System V
release 4, will have both NFS and RFS,
DECEMBER 1990 • BYTE
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which neatly wraps things up for every
body.
Of course, the power of LANs isn't
just in the ability to share databases and
print resources, although that's been
about the limit of many PC LAN instal
lations. Networks also give you the op
tion of configuring powerful servers that
can be accessed by workstations without
expensive disks of their own. Thus, these
diskless workstations can be made rela
tively powerful (say, with high-resolu
tion graphics and good CPU perfor
mance) while still being economical
enough to put one on everyone's desk.
This gives people a lot of computing
power so they can be more productive.

sion of Unix. By all accounts (I haven't
had the chance to work with it yet),
A/UX 2.0 is the environment that Apple
was promising when it first released
A/UX: an operating system that runs real
Unix, the X Window System, and virtu
ally any Macintosh application.
It does all this, remarkably, without
giving up that user interface that has
made the Macintosh so popular. Not only
that, but an optional software emulator
allows you to run DOS applications from
A/UX as well. For a great many people,
this can be the best of all worlds.

Workstations vs. PCs
So where does this all lead? The work
station market has already been fairly
well defined. It's that huge list of prod
ucts typified by offerings from Sun, <HP/
Apollo, DEC, IBM, Data General, Sony
Microsystems, and a host of others. This
group of formidable competitors has
been chasing after basically the same
customers (although the market for
workstations has itself been expanding).
Factor that in with the return of reason
able pricing for RAM chips and the
plethora of powerful. ~PUs, and the net

The Mac Factor
While there are many people who think
of PCs as "computers that run DOS,"
many Macintosh users out there would
disagree. In many ways, the Mac has a lot
more going for it than PCs and their
clones-at least when you're discussing
networks, workstations, PCs, and Unix.
The Mac can be a real workstation,
even by my rigorous definition, when it's
running A/UX 2.0, Apple's latest ver

THE MOST ADVANCED
CORDLESS MOUSE

result is that workstation prices have
dropped dramatically.
In the PC market, you have the same
price drop for memory, and certainly
more powerful CPUs are common. The
i486 and 68040 are probably the leaders
in the high-end PC market, while less ex
pensive 386SX chips and 386 clones are
rapidly bringing down prices for that
level of power. High-resolution VGA
boards are already fairly standard in the
PC arena. Again, Macs have enjoyed this
advantage from the beginning.
Microsoft Windows 3.0 is introducing
large numbers of PC users to the elegance
and ease of a graphical user interface
(GUI), even if it isn't quite as elegant as
some users might like. PCs of all types
are networked these days, so everyone is
familiar with the concepts of LANs,
Ethernet, and file servers. And the Unix
operating system is becoming so main
stream that P.Veryone from PC users to
MIS managers seems to have at least a
nodding familiarity with it.

It's the Best of Times
Clearly, it's time for the revolution. With
workstation prices starting below $5000

AT BUS DESIGN
At last, here is the timing book for the XT and AT
Bus. Detailed text, tables and diagrams tell you what
each signal line is for, what it does and when it does
it. All the information is compatible with the IEEE
P996 Specification for the ISA (AT) Bus. In addi
tion, the 8 and' 16 bit parts of the EISA Bus are
included. AT Bus Design, by Ed Solari, has over 200
pages, with more than 100 figures and tables. Handy
7" x 9" format, soft cover, $69.95.

THE

ZEN

MOUSE

Available in cordless and corded models for
IBM PC's, PS/2's, and compatibles.
•
•
•
•
•

Dynamic Tracking
• No Mouse Pad Required
• Compatible with virtually
10-1000 dpi
No Cleaning Required
all application software
Rechargeable
• Made in USA
Compatible with Microsoft':' Logitech'~ and MSC Mice

ZENY
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS INC.
4033 Clipper Court
Fremont, California 94538

Tel 415/659-0386
Fax 415/659-0468

10'7. OFFWITHTHIS AD
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FREE

We'll include a free copy of the pocketsized XT-A T Handbook by Choisser
and Foster with each AT Bus Design book if you tell
us where you saw this ad. Of course, this $9.95 value
is also available by itself. Or buy five or more foronly
$5.00 each.

800-462-1042
619·271-9526

Annabooks
I 2145 Alta Carmel Ct., Suite 250
San Diego, CA 92128

FAX 6 I9-592-0061

Money-back guarantee
Circle 28 on Reader Service Card

e Juggling files, documentation, people and time is
no way to manage a software project. You need to
know who is working on what, which files are being
changed and why. And your team should be moving
ahead on development, not stuck in costly collisions.
MKS RCS - Your Project Manager

with locking options. Manage and track development to
deliver your project on time, on spec and on budget.
For individual projects, MKS RCS handles the headaches
of recording and retrieving files. Whether you are on a
LAN or an individual PC, MKS RCS will make you
more productive.

MKS RCS (Revision Control System) helps keep your pro
Price and Performance Leader
ject from becoming ajugglingact by maintaininga com
MKS RCS has all the features you will ever need
plete history of changes to a file and giving you access to
in a revision control system at a price that will fit
any of the changes. MKS RCS also automatically saves
your budget.
crucial descriptive information about each revision.
MKS RCS for DOS is just $249; for OS/2, SCO or 386
An advanced user interface and excellent documenta
Unix $349. A 5-CPU LAN license for DOS is $995; for
tion make MKS RCS extremely easy to use. Or if you
OS/2,
SCO or 386 Unix $1,395.
prefer, you can operate from the command line. MKS RCS
call MKS for LAN pricing for more than 5 CPUs.
can automate every aspect of your project, handle both
binary and text files with ease, provide unlimited branch
MKS Software Management learn
ing and merging capabilities and compress log files to save
Reduce the juggling act even more with the MKS Software
valuable disk space.
Management Tham (MKS RCS and MKS Make). You set
The Bi~er the Better
up the rules stating which files must be changed when
The more complex your project, the more you need MKS other files are altered, and MKS Make automatically keeps
RCS. In a multi-user environment, eliminate access conflicts those files in synch.
TO ORDER. CALL:
1-800-265-2797 (continental U.S. only)
1-519-884-2251 (outside continental U.S.)
1-519-884-8861 (FAX)
Full 30 day money back guarantee.

Australia 03-419-0300
03-555-4544
England 0763 244114
0364 53499
0718331022
Finland 08-5054536

France
01 4 7 95 01 07
Netherlands 020 14 24 63
Sweden
0762 704 60
West Germany0551-704800
0721886664
061261595-0

MKS. MKS ACS and MKS Makearelrademar~sor Mortice Ke1nSYslemslnc. UNIX is .a1radema1kof AT&T

Circle 192 on Reader Service Card

Jrlfl'iii

35 King Street North
Waterloo, Ontario
~ Canada. N2J 2W9
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and plenty of PCs priced over that, cost is
no longer the issue. You're about to see
PCs turn into workstations, and worksta
tions turn into PCs. The only things
holding back the inevitable tide are old
habits and operating-system religion. As
I write this column, Sun is starting an ad
vertising campaign aimed at PC owners,
based on exactly the points I mentioned
in my October column.
In the next few months, I expect to fi
nally see some real diskless workstations
based on PC technology: They' ll be in
expensive (under $2500), single-box
computers based around a 386 or i486
CPU, with built-in Ethernet, mouse,
serial, and parallel ports. They will
come with a certain amount of software
in ROM, which will drive the ports and
display, running X Window or perhaps a
higher-level GUI.
The rest of the software will be deliv
ered on disk for installation on the serv
er. This will include DOS and Unix, as
well as software that will connect them
transparently. I hope and expect to see
Apple introduce the same types of prod
ucts, perhaps by making a lower-cost
Macintosh with enough of A/UX built in

that the cost and complexity doesn't go
too high.
Next, you'll have to go the other way
around. That would be something like
this: a RISC-based workstation (possibly
built around SPARC and SCSI architec
ture) that has the usual Unix workstation
capabilities, plus a separate 386 proces
sor with its own memory and AT expan
sion slots, and a VGA display that could
be just another window on the screen.
The 386 would run DOS on its own so it
wouldn't slow down Unix (or vice versa),
but you could share files between the two
operating systems the way VP/ix does
now. The price would be competitive
with both high-end PCs and current
workstations.

Yes, I know it sounds almost too good
to be true. No, I haven't personally tried
or seen one yet, although the folks at
Mars swear that I'm going to be one of
the first to receive an evaluation unit.
You can communicate with Mars (I
couldn't resist that one) at P.O. Box
1080, Mars, PA 16046, (412) 934-1040,
fax ( 412) 934-1060, or E-mail at uunet!
marsmcro!br.
This is one of those occasions where
"if it didn't exist, I would have had to in
vent it," since the Mariner really does
exactly fit the scenario as I outlined it.
Things are starting to happen almost as
fast as they can be predicted, which
means we're in for an interesting decade
forsure. •

Computers from Mars

David Fiedler is executive producer of
Unix Video Quarterly and coauthor of
the book Unix System Administration.
He has helped start several Unix-related
publications. You can reach him on BIX
as "fiedler. "
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

Think I've finally inhaled too much sol
der smoke? The workstation I just men
tioned is already a reality. I will skip the
most obvious jokes and simply tell you
that the machine is called the Mariner 4i
and it's from Mars Microsystems. You
can buy the color version for less than
$9000 including a disk drive. The DOS
module is an extra $2000.
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Our Hostess multiuser serial controllers are an
excellent choice for up to eight occasional users.
The Hostess 550 provides buffering for even
higher performance. And for truly high perfor
mance, choose the Ultra 8.
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16

Expand up to 16 users with the Ultra 16 high
performance intelligent serial controller. But if
your multiuser requirements are more modest a
16 port Hostess 550 controller makes an equally
intelligent choice.

64+

Our Ultra Cluster gives you the flexibility and
power for virtually limitless growth. Starting
with an Ultra 8 base board, you can expand 16
users at a time, while maintaining current levels
of performance every step of the way.

MULTIPLY YOUR CHOICES

At Comtrol we pioneered multiuser
technology. And we know that there
are no single
solutions to
multiuser en
vironments.
That'swhywe
offer more
choices than any
other company .. .from text to graph
, ics .. .for modest users to over64 users
supported by a single PC. AndI we've
notonlymultipliedyourchoices, we've
multiplied performance, allowing you
to expand without the high cost of adding computers.

MuLT1V1s10N. FoR CHOICES BEYOND WORDS

When graphics enter the equation, MultiVision enters the
picture. Afully functional multiuser system for up to 16 users,
MultiVision speeds images to the screen at a blistering 100
megabits per second. As a result, you'll experience near
instantaneous trans
mission of your
graphics.
With software that
enhances standard

MuLTIPLIED PERFORMANCE

No company offers you more perfor
mance than Comtrol. In fact, our new
DT fapress driver transforms our Ultra
Series into the high
est performing con
t.rollers available
~ot'.iy.

• Performance
remains high as
you add users.
• Host utilization
decreases.

DT Erpress

terminal, MultiVision is a multiuser system that transfers
data up to 100 times faster. When you compare that
performance with the cost of an "X" terminal...
MultiVision's advantages really compute.
MULTIPLIED PROTECTION

jramatically
reduces hos1
utilization
significant .
creases throughput by managing
all data transmission and data
transform functions on the con
troller. So now as you add users,
no one gets caught in a wait state.

We back our products with an uncom
promising 30-day satisfaction guarantee,
a *S year warranty, complete technical
support, and most importantly...a com
pany that's easy to do business with. It
all adds up to the best protection plan
available. And if you're a VAR, call us
about our Reseller Program that provides you with options
designed exclusively for your needs.
•1 yr. JfulriVislon

Opti

Graphics

Our products offer serial port and memory
options that are field upgradable; compatibility
with ISA (AD, MicroChannel and EISA buses;
RS232, 422, 485 and Current Loop interfaces and
DB 9, DB 25 and RJ 45 connectors.

When yourneedsmovebeyond text, MultiVision
moves into view--a high speed (100 megabits
per second) communications conrroller that
offers near instantaneous multiuser graphics
like you've never seen before.
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A Control Systems Company

Multiply your choices. Call Comtrol today.

1-800-926-6876

ComuolCorp., 2'75PanonRmd, P.O. Box 6475051. Paul. MN 55164
©l9'Xl COMTROL CORPORATION. All rights rese1Vt'd. All other hrJnd n:nncsand
p1oduct names an: lrJdemarks or n:gisft'rt'd tradenwks of their r1.:sp1:c1ivi.: holdt:rs.

u to32
Sim taneous
PC-to-Ma' rune
Connections
with
Nolm act

onYour OSor
plications!
Your applications shouldn't
have to compete with 3270
communications for your PC's
scarce resources.
That's why we deliver our

Supports NetView, HLIAPI
3.0, and CLEO'Sown APl
DataTalker 3270 high-perfor
mance PC-to-mainframe con
nectivity software on powerful

co-processor boards with on
board memory.
With DataTalker 3270, you
can offload all communica
tions processing and screen
storage to the co-processor,
freeing your DOS or UNIX
system for applications
processing. A5 a result,
users can perform up
to 32 simultaneous
mainframe sessions

without affecting performance.
DataTalker 3270 provides
full emulation of IBM 3278
terminals and 3274 controllers,
along with 32 LUs, 512K
RAM, file transfer
(IND$FILE), BSC or
SNA support, and
IBM 3287 printer em
ulation. Line speeds
of up to 56K baud
are supported.

Adds only JK to DOS appJ
cations, 40K to UNIX
To learn more, call us today
at 1-800-233-2536. Or write
to us at 3796 Plaza Drive,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108.
FAX: 313"562-1965.

£!!Q~

A Division ofInterface Systems, Inc.

AVAIIABl.E WORIDWIJE!
In Europe, call Sintec Peripherals Ltd. in Slough, England, at 0753-811888 (FAX: 0753-811666) .
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Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings

KICKING
AND SCREAMING
INTO THE PRESENT
DEC's LANworks
for OS/2 is the latest
of the firm's grudging
steps to embrace PC
networking standards
nee upon a time, standards for
using and linking computers
came blasting from corporate
MIS departments like missives
from above. Those days are gone. To
day's standards arise from the micro
computers that sit on our desktops. Mini
computer vendors have been slow to
recognize this change, and they've paid
for their slowness with decreased sales.
Networking was one area where many
minicomputer vendors thought they were
safe. After all, Digital Equipment Corp.
and others have long had their own pro
prietary networking products. No need
to make VAXes adhere to microcomputer
LAN standards; just move the VAX stan
dards to the microcomputers, and all will
be well.
This strategy led to DEC's first PC
networking products, PCSA (Personal
Computer System Architecture) and
DEPCA, DEC's proprietary Ethernet PC
Adapter. PCSA was basically DECnet,
the VAX networking standard, for the
PC. To run PCSA on a PC, you needed a
DEPCA or a 3Com Ethernet board. With
those products, PC users could work
with files stored on a VAX, print on VAX
printers, and log onto the VAX.
DEC provided these file and print ser
vices by using DECnet in conjunction
with two PC standards: the NetBIOS and
SMB (Server Message Block) protocols.
Those two protocols are at the base of PC
LAN operating systems like 3Com's
3+0pen. By following them, DEC was
able to use a standard PC file-service re
director on top of its own DECnet proto-

0
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col stack. Unfortunately, PCSA can't es
cape its DECnet origins: Client PCs must
run a DECnet protocol stack. Few, if
any, PC LAN users run DECnet as their
main transport protocol, so their normal
LAN software won't work with the VAX;
when they run DECnet, they can't use
their standard LAN servers.
PCSA 's requirement of either a DEC
or a 3Com Ethernet board is also a prob
lem for PC users accustomed to being
able to shop around for the cheapest or
fastest Ethernet card available. PCSA
could have avoided this by following the
Microsoft/3Com Network Driver Inter
face Specification, but it didn't. NDIS
defines an interface with which Ethernet
board device drivers can communicate
with higher-level protocol stacks. By
supporting NDIS, PCSA would have
been able to work with any NDIS-com
patible board.
DEC also didn't look too closely at
typical PC LAN operating-system pric

ing schemes when it wrote the PCSA
price book. While most PC LAN operat
ing-system vendors, such as Novell,
charge per server license, DEC charges
for PCSA per client license. DEC actu
ally bundles the VAX server software li
cense with every VAX. You then pay
$215 for each PC that.you want to attach.
A fee of $215 per PC license is cheap as
long as you don't hook up too many PCs,
but the story changes when you connect a
lot of systems. PC buyers who expect to
spend $3000 to $5000 per serverforsoft
ware and then hook as many clients as
possible to that server will not be happy
when PCSA' s cost for 50 PCs comes in at
over $10,000.
The problem with PCSA was that DEC
ignored a simple fact: Microcomputer
users outnumber minicomputer users by
a substantial margin, and that margin is
growing. Therefore, the right way to link
a minicomputer to a microcomputer is
to bring the microcomputer networking
DECEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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EasyLAN

II™

The Care Free Resource Sharing Network- For 2 PCs
standard to the minicomputer, not the
other way around.

A Resource Sharing Network

Another Perspective

The original EasyLAN has over
100,000 happily installed users.
Now EasyLAN II is introduced.
Highlights:
- Supports Baud Rates to 115,000
- PC-to-PC Messaging
·Supports Remote Operations
Operate remote applications
~~.... . .
, ..<'
..
Operate remote fax or modem ·~i'>; ·• '. ~t.. ....
· Print Spooling/Sharing
...( .;.. ":?t-"'_,.
· File Transfer
~-;,.:.:JI"· r::,. ~- Pop-up Menu
.......'
· Background Operali.ons

PC Magazine ...Cast Iron Reliable...

Call Toll Free - Today
To Order, or Free Information
800/835-1515 USA or Canada

EasyLAN II • $149.95
Server Technology 2332-A Walsh Ave
Santa Clara, California 95051
Fax 408/738-0247 Tel 408/988-0142

EAL PROGRAMMERS
DON'T USE SHELLS,
THEY WRITE THEM.
If you or your clients
require a custom menu
system, Mi·Shell is the
ideal tool ... generate
the perfect DOS shell
with Mi·Shell's Forth
like script language.

$89

• Uses less than lOK • Built in debugger
• Fast browser & multi window editor
• Includes several pre-defined scripts

WHY BUY SOMEONE ELSE'S SHELL?
To order call

CJJfJEl\l~ork

800•542 •0938

POWER. TOOLS FQR PO:WER USERS

VISA and MasterCard accepted

21 } Berkeley Pl.• rooklyn, NY 11217 ·Voice: 718·398·3838 ·BBS: 718·638·2239
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Novell figured this out well before DEC,
and the result was NetWare VMS. Net
Ware VMS lets a VAX act as just another
server on a NetWare LAN. With it, PCs
running client NetWare software can
read and write VAX files, print to VAX
printers, and even manage VAX servers
just as they would any standard NetWare
PC server. NetWare VMS even adds a
terminal service, which is not available
on regular NetWare servers, for those
who need to use their PCs as VAX ter
minals.
Unfortunately, NetWare VMS has a
few serious problems. We noted one of
the biggest ones in an earlier column:
The product is based on older NetWare
technology that is now out of date. Newer
NetWare features, such as the ability to
store Macintosh files on the server, are
not present under NetWare VMS. The
product's performance is also not great;
on our simple file transfer tests, for ex
ample, NetWare VMS ran significantly
slower than PCSA.
The most potentially devastating prob
lem, however, is that NetWare VMS and
normal PC NetWare use slightly differ
ent implementations of Ethernet. Conse
quently, if you have an existing NetWare
LAN and you decide to add a VAX to it,
you can't use the same client driver soft
ware on your PCs to talk to both the VAX
and your standard NetWare servers. You
can work around this problem by con
verting all your current NetWare client
PCs to DEC's type of Ethernet, but that
means running different software on all
the client and server PCs. You can also
use a NetWare bridge to handle the trans
lation, but that, too, is a hassle.

Little Steps Forward
We expect Novell to fix these problems
someday, but right now they're major
ones for existing NetWare sites. Mean
while, DEC is not standing still: It is
slowly migrating its products toward PC
standards.
One of the first such steps was purely
cosmetic: DEC renamed PCSA to LAN
works for DOS and replaced DEPCA
with its EtherWorks boards. The next
step was far more significant: DEC an
nounced a VAX-Macintosh networking
product, LANworks for Macintosh, that
adheres closely to Apple's current net
working standards (see our October Net
Works column). With LANworks for
Macintosh, DEC took a giant step toward
the microcomputer-dominated future by
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embracing the existing Mac software
networking standards.
As we write this column, DEC is about
to announce its first new PC networking
product in some time: version 1.1 of
LANworks for OS/2. Unfortunately,
this new release, while more in tune with
PC standards than DEC's previous PC

A

shard
as it might be for a
minicomputer company
to believe, PC servers
will often contain data
that lt4X users
might want to access.

Now, there are more ways than ever
to see your data with Maplnfo.
Whatever your platform - DOS,
Windows'™ or Macintosh®- Maplnfo
can help you see patterns, trends,
and opportunities you may have
otherwise missed.

MaPJ[JDU@l Corp.
Changing The Way The World Looks At Information®
200 Broadway Troy, NY 12180
Call l-518-274-8673 or 1-800-FAST-MAP
for a reseller near you.
Maplfio :ind Changing11ir W.y lllc World Looks Al Information ue regis!Ntd tndffTlllic.~
of Maplnfo Corp. Olhm are tradmwks of lhcirr~pecliYr ownm.
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networking offerings, still has a long way
to go.
From the PC perspective, the major
positive feature of LANworks for OS/2
is that it now conforms to the NDIS stan
dard. It should, therefore, work with any
NDIS-compatible Ethernet adapter. The
biggest drawback is that LANworks for
OS/2 still uses DECnet. At first glance,
DECnet's presence seems to mean that,
yet again, you must choose between talk
ing to a VAX server and talking to a stan
dard PC server.
Fortunately, that's not necessarily the
case. First, it's at least theoretically pos
sible for a client LANworks for OS/2 PC
to run two different protocol stacks at the
same time and thereby work with both
VAX and PC servers at once. For exam
ple, by running both DECnet and Net
BEUI (NetBIOS Extended User Inter
face), a client PC could work with both a
VAX server and a standard OS/2 LAN
Manager server. We don't know of any
software that currently provides this abil
ity for OS/2 clients, but it is possible.
LANworks for OS/2 does include a
second way for client OS/2 PCs to talk to
both VAX and OS/2 LAN Manager serv
ers: Put DECnet on the OS/2 server.
This feature is available because you can
buy both client and server LANworks for
OS/2 1.1 software. (The server package
is based on Microsoft ' s LAN Manager
2.0.) In this approach, the PC server, not
the clients, runs both DECnet and Net-

BEUi. Those clients that are content to
ignore the VAX can continue to use their
normal NetBEUI software, while those
that want to see both the VAX and the PC
server run DECnet. The server can han
dle both types of requests.
This solution is obviously not perfect,
but it indicates DEC's grudging accep
tance that client PCs might want to talk
with both VAXes and other servers. To
embrace the PC standards entirely would
mean abandoning DECnet on PCs in
favor of NetBEUI and/or Novell' s SPX/
IPX, a move that we don't think DEC is
anywhere near ready to make.
Even without that step, however,
there's room for improvement in LAN
works for OS/2. For one thing, the VAX
should be able to be both a client and a
server. As hard as it might be for a mini
computer company to believe, PC serv
ers will often contain data that VAX
users might want to access.
LANworks for OS/2 also follows the
same client-based pricing scheme as
DEC's DOS and Mac products. The cli
ent software runs $215 per system, while
the OS/2 server software is $325 per sys
tem. If you want to run a single OS/2 PC
as both client and server, you have to buy
both licenses.

Still Not Far Enough
LANworks for OS/2 is a small step for
ward, but it's not enough. DEC seems
aware of this, because the firm is work
ing on alternatives to the DECnet proto
col stack. We have heard about only one
for sure-TCP/IP, which is due early in
199 l -but we hope that NetBEUI sup
port is in the works as well. DEC is also
developing a LANworks product for its
VAX Unix operating system, Ultrix, and
the firm plans to bring LANworks for
DOS in sync with its OS/2 offering by
adding NDIS support to the DOS prod
uct.
Clearly, the people at DEC are slowly
coming to recognize the importance of
adhering to microcomputer networking
standards. We hope that they, as well as
the other large-system vendors, continue
to do so, and do so fast enough to survive
the ongoing blitz ofthe little systems. •
Mark l. Van Name and Bill Catchings are
BYTE contributing editors. Both are also
independent computer consultants and
freelance writers based in &Leigh, North
Carolina. You can reach them on BIX as
"mvanname" and "wbc3, "respectively.
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

Our Printer Sharing Unit
Does Networking!
An Integrated Solution

MasterLink'" utility diskette for PCs

it. We also have automatic switches, code

Take our Master Switch'", a sophisticated

comes with every unit and unleashes the

activated switches, buffers, converters,

sharing device, combine it with MasterNet'"

powerof the switch with its memory-resident

cables, protocol converters, multiplexers,

networking software for PCs, and you've

access to 'the commands and menus.

line drivers, and other products.

got an integrated solution for printer and

Other Products

Commitment to Excellence

plotter sharing, file transfer, electronic mail,

We have a full line of connectivity solutions.

At Rose Electronics, we're not satisfied

and a lot more. Of course you can also

If you just want printer sharing, we've got

until you're satisfied. That's why we have

share modems, minis, and mainframes or

thousands of customers around the world

access the network remotely. Installation

including large, medium, and small

and operation is very simple.

businesses, factories, stores, educational

Versatile

institutions, and Federal, state, and local

Or you can use the Master Switch to

governments. We back our products with

link any computer or peripheral with a serial

full technical support, a one-year warranty,

or parallel interface. The switch accepts

and a thirty-day money-back guarantee.

over ~O commands for controlling the flow
of data. It may be operated automatically,
by command, or with interactive menus. Its
buffer is expandable to one megabyte and
holds up to 64 simultaneous jobs. The

~) ROSE
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Call now for literature or
more information.

(BOO) 333-9343
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Houston, Texas 77274 •
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HEWLETT

ci$sAMSUNG

.:~PACKARD

@Seagate

HARD DISK DRIVES

MONITORS

PRINTERS

SEAGATE

HEWLETT PACKARD

SAMSUNG

LaserJet Ill . .. .. .. .... . .....P.AICEMATCH
Laser Jet UP . . . . . . . . . . . . ....P.RICE MATCH!
Laser Jet II D . •. . ...... .. ...•...•. S::ALL
DeskJe~skJet fllus- •••....•.••.•• •S::ALL
LaserJetToners •..•..••..•..•..... $ 79.
200SheetPapertletterTray .•..••..•.... $ 59.

1257 Amber (12' 720x350) . .......... . • $ 74.
1464 AG8 (14' 640x200) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 205.

KENSINGTON
1tm. HP Compalib/1 Memory Boan/•
1MG Upgrade .... . ... .. .... . . . ... CALL
2MG Upgrade . . . • • . • . . . • . • • • . • • •• CALL
4MG Upgrade • . . . • . . . • . . . • . • . • . •. CALL

PANASONIC
KXP1180192cps,80col.9-pin . .•..•••. .• $ 164.
KXP 1124 192 cps,24-pin • . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 275.
KXP1624 192 cps. 132 ool. 24-pin •••.•.. .. S::ALL
KXP 1695 330 cps, 132 col, 9-pin .......... CALL
KXP 4420 Laser, 8page per minu e .. . ... ... S::ALL

1453 EGA (14' 600x350) .............. $ 319.
VGA (14' 720x580) ....... . . ..... ... $ 349.

NEC
Multisync 2A 14' (800x600) VGA . . . . . . . . . . $ 460.
MultisyncGS 14' Mono ...... . ...... . . S::ALL
Multisync 3014' (1024x768) EGANGA ...... $ 580.
Multisync 40 16' (1024x768) .28DP . . . . . . . . . S::ALL
Multisync5020' (1280x1024) .31DP ........ S::ALL
PACKARDBEUJPGS~ONY

Mono 12' Amber720x350 ..•......•.... $ 74.
PGS Ultrasync 14' VGA .....•....•.... SCAlL
Sony 1302/ 1304 . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • S::ALL

VIDEO CARDS

EPSON
LXB10 180130, 9-pin •• •.•..• .•. ••..• .'$ W.s.
FX850 330/88, 9-pin • • . • • . • . , . • . • . • . . $ 325.
L0850 330/118,24-pin •...••.. . .•.•... $ 515.
L0950264/88, 24-pin • • . • • • . . • . • . . •. .S::ALL
L0510 180~. 24-pin ..•............. S 314.
FX1050 264/54, 9-pin . • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . $ 429.
LQ10S0 ~9-pin .••••..•.• • . ; • .• $ 699.
LC2550~108.24-pin .•••• , .... . .•.•(:ALL

PC BRAND

LAPTOPS
TOSHIBA
Toshfbe Tl 000 • . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . $ 575.

TIOOOSE .• .. .. • . . . ... •• .. • .•. ..S::ALL

TIOOOXE . • . • . . • • • • . • • . • . . . . . • . . CALI.
T1200XE . • • • . • • • . • • • . . . • . . . . . . .S::ALL
T1600 2862otlB .••••....•...•..•. $2350.
T 160028640MB ..•..•••..•....... $2650.
T3100E286 40MB .... . ..... . .. . . .• $2550.
T3100SX40MB ........• . •.••..... $3550.
T3200SX40MB . . . . . • . . . . • . . • .• , • . $3700.
T5100 386 100MB • . . • • . • • • . . . . . • . . . $4250.
T5200 386 40MB . . . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . $4500.
T5200 386 100MB •• • ..••.•..• . .•.•. $4900.

COMPAQ
Qeskpro286E20mb/«MI . . • . •... • S 2050/2350.

Deslciwo386S .•. • •.•. .•• •••.. . . . •l:Al.l
Deskpro 386f20E 40MB • • .••.•. • ....•• $4225,
Deskpro 386120E 110MB . .•••.. ..
Deskpro 386/25E 84MB • . . . • . • . , .
Deskpro 386t25E 110MB , • • • • . • . .
Deskpro 386(25E 300MB • • . . . . . . .
Deskpro 386133 84MB • . • . . • . . • • .

MODEL 486ll5N

.•... $4750.
. . • . •$5450.
. • . . •$6150.
. . ...$8450.
. . . • . $7200.

au.

120MB/J20MB,\)50MB . . • • • . • . . • . . • . . .
Poctable Ul 20MB/«M3 • • • . . • • . • • . $ 3350/3950.
PCltlble 386 40MB/100MB , . . • • . • • . 475Q,15550.

229
299.
239.
345
339
535

HARD DRIVE CARDS
XT MFM f20.1!1.9 Controllerl . • . • . . . • . , . . . $
XT ALL 27xtJ!Jmg ControOer) . . . . • • • . . ... $
AT MFM 2:1 Controller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $
ATMFM 1:1Controller .... " . . ..•..... $
AT RLL 1:1 Controller ..........•. . ... $

55
59
79

10sj
110

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
TOSHIBA

360K 5.25' HH Black . . . . . . . . . .' . . • . . . $ 59
720K3.5' HH w/5.25' Mount ......••.... $ 64
1
12MB5.25' HHGrey . ............... $
1.44MB 3.5' HH Grey w/5.25' Mount ...... . . $ 75

6:

PARADISE
VGA 1024x768 with 512K ..... .. ..•.... CALL
MonoGraphics wiPr nterPort . . .
Color Graphics w/Printer Port . . .
EGA (640x480) Autosw tch . . . .
VGA16Bit .. . . . .......•

2tlMBSS'MS ST225 wOOT Controller • . , .. , .. $
20MB 35MS ST125 w/XT Controller . . . • . ... $
30MB 65MS ST238 w/XT Conroller . . • . . . . . $
30MB 35MS ST138 w/XTQintroller . ...• .. . $
40MB 28MS ST251-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $
BOMB 28MS ST4096 Full Height ... . . . .. .. $

... ... ... $
. . . • . . . . .$
. . . • . . . . .$
.. .. •.. .. $

34.
34.
85.
149.

TEAC
360K5.25' HH Black . . . . . . . .
7201\3.5' r.iH w/5.25' Mount . . . .
12MB 5.25' HH Grey . . . . . . . .
1.44MB 3.5' HH Grey w/5.25' Mount

. • . . . . . .$
. • . . . . . .$
. . . . . . . .$
........ $

59
!i.4

69 j
75

FUJITSU

360K 5.25 ..•. . ...••... . ........ $ 59
.
1.2, 5.25 . . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . $ 691

HARDWARE
AT12 MHZ(exp. 4megOwaiQ .. .. .. . .... $
XT 10 MHZTurbo (exp. owaiQ . .. .. ... . .. $
Power Supply 200 Watt . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . $
Power Supply 150 Watt ......... . .. ... $
XT Case (w/hmdware) . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . $
Baby AT Case (vv/h;lfctivare) . . . . . . . . . . . .• $
AT Case (Full Size) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. $
Keyboard 6.§ Key (tactiletouch) . . • . . • . . . . $
Keyboard 101 key (tactiletouch) . . . . . . . . . •$
Multi 1,0 Card • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . $
Floppy Controller Card . . . • . • . . • . • . . . • . $
FHDC (1.44/1.2/720K/360K) . . . • . . . • . , . . • $
AHO •.. . ... .. ...... ......... $
Serial Card • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . $
Parallel Card . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . $
Game Card •... ... .......•.... ... $

165.
69.
49.
39.

a'4.
52.
59.

110.
54.
34.
21.
45.
32.
20.
20.
20.

LAPTOPS ·continued
ZENITH LAPTOPS
Minisport 2M8 RAM NOTE BOOK •.•••..•• SCALI.
Supersport 184 • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . $1150.
Supersport 184-2 .................. $1650.
Supersport28620M8 ......• . ..•••.•• $2450.
Superspoit 286 40M8 • . . . . . . . . . ••..• $2650.
386SX 40MB . . . . . • • • • • . • . .•.• ..• . $3850.

NEC LAPTOPS
Prospeed 286 20MB
Prospeed 286 40M8
Prospeed 3-86SX . .
Prospeed 386 40MB

..
..
•.
..

...
.•.
•..
...

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

...
..•
•..
.•.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
•
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

. $1650
. $2425.
. $ 2650.
. $3550.

SONY
720K3.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 64.
1.44, 3.5 ....•..•..........•.... $ 75.

MODEMS
Mastercom • 12008 Ontemal) . . . . . . . • . . .. $ 44.
Mastercom• 24008 ~ntemaQ • . . • . . . . • . . •$ 75.
US Robotics, Courier HST,96008 .....• , , . . $ 61'6.

·tfil

SOFTWARE

Wordperfecl5.1 •..•. . ..•. . . •.....
Lotus 1-2-3 2.2/3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ALL
MicrosoltALL . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . .

MOUSE
Genius Mouse, GMSX • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • $ 35.
Genius Mouse F301 . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . $ 50.
Logitech Mouse C9 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CALI.

INTEL
AU. CO-POOCESSORS

. '. . . . . • • . . . . . SCAl.l

6/12 MHz Motherboard

•16 MHz Motherboard

• 20/25 MHz Motherboard

•33 MHz Motherboard

•25 MHz Motherboard

80286CPU
Norton Si Rating 15.3
OWaitState

• 80386SXCPU

• 80386CPU

• 64K Cache Memory

• 80486CPU

• 1Meg RAM (80 nsec.) Installed

• AMI Bios

• 80386CPU

•AMI Bios

• 1.2MB or 1.44MB Floppy Drive

• 1Meg RAMAJpgrade to 8 Meg

•AMI Bios

• 4 Meg RAM

• 2 Serial Ports

• 1.2MB/1.44 High Capacity Drives

• 1 Meg RAM (80 nsec) Installed

• 1.2MB/1.44 High Capacity Drives

• 1 Parallel Port

• 2 Serial Ports/1 Parallel Port

• 1.2MB/1.44 High Capacity Drives

• 2 Serial Ports

• 80387SX Co-processor Socket

• 80387 Co-processor Socket

• 2 Serial Ports/ 1 Parallel Port

• 1Parallel Port

• Floppy Drive Controller

• Floppy/Hard Drive Controller

• 80387 Co-processor Socket

• 80487 Co-processor Socket

• Hard Drive Controller

• 8 Expansion Slots

• Floppy/Hard Drive Controller

• Floppy/Hard Drive Controller

• 8 Expansion Slots

• 2-32 Bit. 5-16 Bit. 1-8 Bit

• 8 Expansion Slots

• 8 Expansion Slots

• 230 Watt Power Supply

• 2-32 Bit, 5-16 Bit, 1-8 Bit

• 2-32 Bit, 5-16 Bit. 1-8 Bit

• RAM Upgradable to 8 Meg

• 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard

• RAM Upgradableto 8 Meg

• RAM Upgradable to 16 Meg

• 200WattPowerSupply

• Clock/Calendarw I Battery Backup

• 230WattPower Supply

• 230WattPowerSupply

• 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard

• Mono Card/Parallel Port

• 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard

• 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard

• Cloc~/Calendar w/ Battery Backup

• Monochrome Amber Monitor

• Clock/Calendar w/ Battery Backup

• Reset Button I Keyboard Lock

• Mono Card/Parallel Port

• AC Power Pad

• Mono Card/Parallel Port

· LED Power & Turbo Indica tors

• Monochrome Amber Monitor

• Clock/Calendar w/ Battery Backup

•AC Power Pad

•AC Power Pad

• 1.2MB High Capacity Floppy
· 1 Meg RAM Expandable to 4 MB
Serial Port/Parallel Port
· 1.2MB Floppy Controller
· 8 Expansion Slots
· 6-16 Bit, 2-8 Bit Slots
200 Watt Power Supply
AT Style Keyboard
• Mono Card/Parallel Port
• Monochrome Amber Monitor

$ 675.
XT Power System
· 4.77/10 MHz Motherboard
8088-10CPU
(1) 360K Floppy Drive
640fK RAMifloppy Controller
8Expansion Slots
150 Watt P.SJAT Style Keyboard
SerialiParallel/Clock & Game Port
Mono Card/Parallel Port
Monochrome Amber Monitor

$ 459.

• 5-16

Bi~

3-8 Bit

• Monochrome Amber Monitor

$ 1,275. 20MHz
$ 1,375. 25MHz

•AC Power Pad

$ 849.

HARD DRIVE OPTIONS
• 20MB Seagate Hard Drive

' $175.

• 30MB Seagate Hard Drive

' $185.

• 40MB Seagate Hard Drive

. ' $339.

• BOMB Seagate Hard Drive

. $525.

$1,749.

MONITOR OPTIONS
• Monochrome Amber Monitor
Mono Card/Parallel Port
• EGA Monitor
EGACard .
• VGA Monitor
VGA+ 16 Card +512K

$108.
$419.
$436.

$ 3,900.
A II Slslem l'a11s l'<tll be
p11n:hascd Sl-parnlel)'.
\ \'e also Cll!T)'
HI', Epson, Panasonic.
S:uns11ng, NEC. So fl ware

and l\ IO R E.. .

90 DAY MONEY BACK. GUARANTEE· 3 TEARS PARTS fl LABOR
:JUICK SHIPMENTS TO US/OVERSEAS
:.O.D. AV AILABLE
~OURS :

MON - FRI BAM to SPM

1•

::USTOMERITECH SUPPORT: 9:30AM to 4:3 0PM
0

rices subject to change without notice
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~
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Orders: 800-955-4858 Customer Service: 800-933-5161
Overseas Sales and Support: 213-379-4866
Technical Support: 213-379-9209 - FAX: 213-318-0555
2629 Manhattan Avenue #235 - Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

SHORT TAKES
BYTE editors' hands-on views of new and developing products

Step 486/50
Muse
Praline Backup System
Amiga 3000UX
Hardcard llXL

The Experimental Step 486/50 Redefines Cool

E

percent edge over the Step
verex has joined the rac
ing circuit with its Step 486/33 on the CPU tests, and
it posted roughly 50 percent
486/50. Although the com
pany won't actually bring this higher results on the floating
point tests. The FPU tests
product to market, it is a tech
benefited because more of the
nological showpiece with a su
percooled engine that pushes tests run within the i486's on
board cache. Had Everex
Intel's i486 CPU to a scorch
tuned its external pro-cessor
ing 50 MHz.
At the heart of the new cache for 50 MHz, both num
machine is Yelox Computer bers would have been higher.
Remove the Step system's
Technology's ICECap, which
is a sophisticated temperature cover and you can't miss the
and voltage control system that ICECap. The module rises
lets Everex boost CPU clock . from the CPU socket like a
speed to 50 MHz without high-rise office building, tow
overheating the CPU. The ering 3 inches above the moth
ICECap IC module, which erboard. The system is made
encases thei486, plugs directly up of three stacked com
into the CPU socket and main
ponents-a thermoelectric
cooler, aheatsink,anda fan
tains the i486 at a chilly 0°C.
The Step 486/50 isn't ex
and on-board control circuitry
actly a true 50-MHz system. that keeps voltage up and
TheICECap sits on a modified temperature down.
Step 486/25 motherboard that
clocks the CPU at 50 MHz and
the rest of the motherboard at
Step 486/50
25 MHz. Everex also had to
add extra wait states between
Everex Systems, Inc.
the external I 28K-byte pro
48431 Milmont Dr.
cessor cache and the CPU.
Fremont, CA 94538
Even with these handicaps,
(800) 356-4283
however, the Step 486/50 gave
Inquiry 1160.
an impressive performance.
The Step 486/50 held a 28
132
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For Yelox, merely prevent
ing the i486 from overheating
isn't enough. The company
claims that cooling the CPU to
the bottom of its operating
temperature range increases
reliability and lets the chip run
35 percent faster. Since it
doesn't have to worry about
overheating the CPU, Yelox
also maximizes power input at
the i486's peak of 5.2 volts.
This reduces propagation de
lay and, Yelox claims, im
proves performance by an
other 15 percent.
Heat sinks and fans are
common, but Yelox is the first
microcomputer company to
use a Peltier effeel device-a
thermoelectric cooling system
based on the principle that
passing a current between two
physically connected, dissimi-

Yelox Computer
Technology, Inc.
2334 Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 727-6100
Inquiry 1161.

1a r materials produces cooling
on one side and heat on the
other.
The Yelox device has four
components. At the top and
bottom of the Peltier device, an
aluminum oxide "cold plate"
and "hot plate" transfer heat
from the i486 to the heat sink.
Sandwiched between the
plates are two semiconductors
that do the work. These semi
conductors have opposite elec
trical properties, and they are
arranged in such a way that,
when you apply voltage to the
system, electrons in both ma
terials flow from the cold plate
to the hot plate. This carries
heat away from the CPU and
into the heat sink. The fan then
blows air down into the cool
ing fins, dissipating the heat
inside the system unit case.
Yelox claims that the ICECap
raises the temperature inside
an AT case by 1 to 3 degrees.
To keep the CPU tempera
ture constant, a thermal sensor
generates a control signal
when the chip temperature
rises above freezing. The sys
tem also includes a dual clock
speed generator that ramps up
clock cycles as the CPU tem
perature drops and lets the
CPU operate at normal speeds
if the ICECap fails .
After running for several
days, the ICECap remained
surprisingly cool. The mother
board, hacked to accommo
date a 50-MHz CPU, wasn't
pretty. And the system had
trouble running several appli
cations, including PageMaker
and Lotus 1-2-3.
In the future, you'll proba
bly see the ICECap in systems
from other vendors. In a mar
ket full of clone vendors des
perate to differentiate their
products, the ICECap is sure
to attract attention. And forthe
extra $600 it's likely to add to
the price of a 486 system, us
ers may bite.

-Rob Mitchell

lli Chilrt Edit OpUont. (nll ironml!nt Wfndow1
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Finally
There's Muse
for the Mac

terns for colors. The resulting
charts were as good as any
thing I have seen from WingZ,
DeltaGraph, or Excel.
Scripts are the records of
questions and answers posed
to Muse. It's basically a col
lection of boxes (with one box
for your questions and anoth
er box for Muse's answers)
stacked on top of each other.
You can save or modify them
just like plain text.
I looked at an early beta
copy of Muse. It would run

only on a Mac II with an FPU
and 4 MB of RAM, although
Occam said that the release
version should be able to run
on a Mac SE or Plus with 2
MB as a minimum (if slow)
configuration. While the beta
version I saw is certain to
change, the basic functionality
of the program came through
rather well. The illustration
shows how a simple single
variable query produced a
single answer in the script
window. When multiple-vari
able queries are made, a work
book window containing the
results is produced. I tried dif
ferent forms of queries, and all
produced well-formatted and
useful answers.
However, I thought the cur
rent system of error checking
left something to be desired. If
you pose a query with less than
the needed number of vari
ables, for instance, Muse sim
ply shoots back "underde
fined ." It would be far more
useful to have some idea of
what it was that Muse actually
needed for the query to be
defined, perhaps with a scroll
ing list of available choices. I
expect to see this resolved in
further beta testing.
Muse is the first attempt on
the Mac to make data useful
by being easily obtainable. Oc
cam seems to be on the right
track thus far, and I look for
ward to seeing a final copy of
the product.
- l..o.1tre11ce H. Loeb

ture Domain SCSI host bus
adapter? No, I had to use the
Tecmar-supplied Adaptec
controller-somewhat redun
dantly, in this case. (It's a stan
dard Adaptec device, though,
so if you're already using one
ofthose,you won ' thaveto add
a second.) That, in turn, meant

I'd have to add a new driver to
NetWare. Like its NetWare
386 cousin, the driver links
dynamically with NetWare.
The driver's installation
program scans the NetWare
executable file; reports the
IRQ, 1/0, and RAM settings
that are consumed by Net-

t were tlj C<lbD, l>Otie ruth"s ni ts for 1923 10 192'6

250

use calls itself a nat
ural-language interface
program, but a more accurate
description might be "query by
English-like commands." You
load your data by creating
databooks, which represent a
collection of up to 64,000
homogeneous or heterogene
ous data structures, each of
which can be tables of infor
mation that range into mega
bytes (with available hard disk
storage). You can reference 15
of these databooks at once.
One way of thinking of data
books in conventional terms
would be as a relational data
base. Databooks are how Muse
stores things.
You import or create data in
workbooks, which look like
spreadsheets with labeled
axes. You can manually place
information or import it in
WKS, WKI, WK3, DIF,
SYLK, or DBF formats. It's
also possible to import it in
comma, space, or tab-delim
ited formats. You can import
fixed-tield ASCII. Workbooks
may have definitions and re
lations that apply only to the
data within that workbook at
tached to them.
Muse can create charts from
numeric data. It's also possible
to create two-dimensional or

200

M

150

IOO
50

THE FACTS

Muse
$695

Requirements:
A Mac with System 6.0.3
or higher and 2 MB of
RAM. A hard disk drive is
recommended.
3-D (or animated series of
both) charts. Other chart pos
sibilities are bar, column, x ,y,
scatter, line, 3-D surface, per
centage, pie, 3-D spline, 3-D
ribbon, log-log, log-linear,
stacked bar, stacked column,
high-low-close, contour map,
dual-y-axis, and combinations.
Automatic axis labeling is
performed with auto-sizing of
the legends. While graphs are
displayed on the Mac screen
in color, printing them on a
LaserWriter substitutes pat-

Occam Research Corp.
85 Main St.
Watertown, MA 02172
(617) 923-3545
Inquiry 1162.

DAT's a Classy Backup System
he ProLine DA TaVault, a
toaster-shaped SCSI digi
tal audiotape-recording system
(DAT) drive, packs I .3 giga
bytes of data onto a tiny 4-mm
cartridge. Pop in Tecmar's
new Proserve software, an
innovative client-server pro
gram suite, and you've got the

T

ProLine Backup System, a
comprehensive-but pricey
tape backup solution fora Net
Ware LAN .
Installing the DATaVault
on a Net Ware 286 server was
a mixture of ups and downs.
Could I piggyback the drive
onto the server's existing Fu
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Ware-controlled boards; and
recommends compatible set
tings for the Tecmar/Adaptec
controller. So I figured I
wouldn't have to run NET
GEN and reinstall NetWare.
But, alas, it was not to be.
Industry Standard Architec
ture board conflict resolution
remains an uncertain science.
The server's TCP/IP gateway,
for reasons apparent neither to
Tecmar' s installation program
nor to me, fought with Tec
mar' s adapter. I tossed out the
TCP/IPboard (it wasn't a per
manent fixture anyway) and
ran NETGEN to tell Net Ware
I had done that.
In spite of the conflict, I
applaud Tecmar' s clever
scheme. In many cases, it
shouldsa vebusy LAN admin
istrators a lot of time and
trouble, and it offers a ray of
hope to the many NetWare 286
users not in a position to up
grade to NetWare 386.
Once loaded, TAPEDRV
.YAP provides an assortment
of NetWare console com
mands. With these commands,
you can reset the DATaVault
and erase, format, test, or list
the contents of a 4-mm car
tridge. A second value-added
process, PROSERVE.VAP,
supplies the server (or back
end) component of the backup
application. Multitasking with
NetWare, PROSERVE.YAP
accepts connections from
client workstations, queues
backup requests, and performs
backups.
Client software also comes
in two parts. With PRO
SERVE.EXE, you administer
users and queues, schedule
attended or unattended jobs,
and monitor tape-drive status,

THE FACTS

ProLine Backup System
(includes drive, adapter,
cable, server and client
software, and documenta
tion)
for Net Ware 286, $5995;
for NetWare 386, $6295

Requirements:
File server: AT, PS/2, or
compatible running
NetWare 286 (2.1 x) or
tape contents, and a history of
backup transactions. A Novell/
C-Worthy point-and-shoot
interface neatly manages a
formidable array of options.
You can specify the target file
set to be all files, new files, or
dormant files.
You can save NetWare
bindery, trustee, and file attri
butes; in the case of a Net Ware
2.15 server with Macintosh
clients, you can save Mac-re
lated directory information
and resource forks as well.
There is, however, no client

NetWare 386 (3.1).
Client: AT,PS/2, or compat
ible running DOS 3.0 or
higher with 640K bytes of
RAM.
Tecmar, Inc.
6225 Cochran Rd.
Solon, Ohio 44139
(216) 349-4030

Inquiry 1163.

software for the Mac; you' II
have to schedule the backup of
Mac directories on the server
from a PC, and you can't back
up a Mac client directly to
tape.
You can move files from a
PC straight to tape, thanks to
the client-server architecture
of the Proserve software.
PSCLIENT.EXE, a small
(!SK bytes) DOS TSR pro
gram, communicates with
PROSER VE.YAP.
Once it's loaded, a backup
job scheduled by means of

PROSERVE.EXE can draw
files directly from the client
PC. Because direct client-to
tape backup obviates the need
for a large intermediate trans
fer area on the file server, it's
a feature I prize highly.
Tecmar's deluxe Proserve
software is clearly a class act.
It does more than I have room
to describe, and does it well.
In fact, Proserve works with
several species ofTecmar tape
drive: DC600 (250 and 525
megabytes), DAT ( 1.3 giga
bytes), and 8-mm analog heli
cal-scan (2.2 gigabytes).
Given this range of choices,
and considering that the cur
rent highest-capacity Tecmar
tape drive is 8-mm, not 4-mm
DAT, why choose the DATa
Yault? Frankly, I'm not sure.
Proponents point out that
DAT-compared to 8-mm
technology-offers superior
error correction, requires
fewer moving parts, and can
find random files much more
quickly.
While I've no reason to
doubt those claims, I am
obliged to report that the first
4-mm DAT tape I used in the
DATaYault developed prob
1ems--after I formatted it,
tested it, and performed two
apparently successful backups.
Tecmar agrees that it ought to
provide a rigorous verification
utility; the existing format and
test utilities don't touch most
of the tape. Although I've
since had no further problems
with other4-mm tapes, I'm left
wondering whether there's a
percentage in being the first
one on the block to use one of
those newfangled DAT systerns.
-}011 Udell

A Unix Graphics Workstation for the Rest of the World

A

miga enthusiasts keep
telling me that the Amiga
is a serious computer, that it is
for the business and profes
sional user. But old beliefs are
hard to shake-at least they
were until I saw the Amiga
3000UX. This workstation is
the most complete implemen
134
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tation of the new AT&T Unix
System V release 4.
The base Amiga 3000UX
machine includes a 25-MHz
MC68030, a math coproces
sor, 8 megabytes of RAM, a
100-MB SCSI drive (optional
200 MB), and either a high
resolution monochrome dis

play or the standard Amiga
color display. All the hardware
parts are already integrated
with the system, including a
port for additional SCSI de
vices, a port for an additional
floppy disk drive, a port for a
parallel printer, and a serial
connection for an external ter-

minal, modem, or printer. Al
though Ethernet (thick- or
thin-wire) is an option, the
network software is already in
place.
Most important, the system
includes Unix System V re
lease 4 and the X Window
System, including Level 1

HeresHowWeProtect
l6urSoftwareAndProfitsBetter

~llNever1ell...
.. . the world how we protect your hard work.
But then, why should we? It's not that we're hard
to get along with. On the contrary. We'll show you
how our unwordy approach to software protection can
actually work better for you. We'll deliver the best balance
ofguaranteed copy control and cost-effective installation.
Unlike other manufacturers, our hardware is uniquely
custom-wiredfor each developer and supplied with aspecific
encrypted interrogation routine for maximum security.
1he precise routines assume responsibility for all hardware,
software and timing issues so your time and money isn't
wasted engineering protection schemes.

1he Products 1hat Protect Your Revenues
.... PROTECH KEY
Identically reproduced packages.

.... MEMORYKEY
MACINTOSH MEMORY KEY
NEC MEMORY KEY
Active protection, modular packages, customized packages,
serialization, demo control, access control.

.... MEMORY-ONE KEY
Customized packages, modular packages

.... MICROPROCESSOR KEY

\Ql MICROPHAR

In EUROPE:

MICROPHAR, 122 Ave. Ch. De Gaulle 92200,
Neuilly Sur·Seine FRANCE Tel: 33·1·47-38-21-21Fax:33-1-46-24-76-91
For distributors in:
•BELGIUM/NETHERLANDS. E2S (091211117) •SPAIN, (343 237 3105)
•IRELAND, TMC(02187 37 ll) •GERMANY, MicropharDeurschland (06223 737 30)
•PORTUGAL, HCR (1 56 18 65) •UNITED KINGDOM, Clearsoft(091·3789393)
•SWITZERLAND, SAFE (024 215386) • ltAIY, Siosisremi (030 24 21 074)

Non-operating system specific protection based on RS232C
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SHORT TAKES

implementation of Open Look.
The Unix manual pages are
on-line. Bundled with the
operating system are two C
compilers (the AT&T standard
compiler and the GNU opti
mizing compiler), the popular
screen-oriented mail manager
elm, and several Amiga-spe
cific utilities.
The Amiga 3000UX with
release 4 is not a clone, nor a
work-alike, nor a toy. It is a no
nonsense workstation that is
impressive and compact. I am
not saying that if you put the
Amiga beside a full-size
SPARCstation or a Silicon
Graphics workstation you
won ' t be able to see obvious
differences that favor these
automobile-priced machines.
But when you put it beside a
NeXT or a Macintosh or a 386
workstation, the differences
are in favor of the Amiga.
Consider the work (and
money) that is required to
build a workstation out of a
386-based Industry Standard
Architecture or Extended In
dustry Standard Architecture
bus machine; you have to get
one part here and another part

THE FACTS

Amiga 3000UX
Approximately $4000
Commodore Business
Machines, Inc.
Computer Systems
Division
Brandywine Industrial
Park
1200 Wilson Dr.
West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 431-9100

Inquiry 1164.

there. All the parts have to be
configured to work together
without conflicts in interrupts
and memory addresses. The
Amiga 3000UX is a plug-and
play operation.
The newest release of Unix
System V is significant be
cause it incorporates the BSD
features that make it so well
suited for workstation comput-

ing, including mechanisms for
mounting remote file systems
and distributed processing.
Since AT&T sells only source
code rights to Unix (unless you
are buying an AT&T com
puter), users have had to wait
until the hardware vendors
finished their work on porting
the new source codes to their
machines. Although many

Unix licensees are well along
in completing this task, it ap
pears that Commodore will be
the first to complete it.
The Amiga 3000UX greatly
outperforms the equivalent
NeXT and Mac with A/UX. In
raw Unix performance, it is
roughly equivalent to a 20
MHz 386 system, but it is
much more suited to handling
the graphics requirements of a
graphical user interface like
Open Look. At roughly $4000,
it is an obvious choice as a
low-end workstation.

-Ben Smith

Caching In on the Hardcard

T

he Hardcard is a popular
way to augment storage
capacity because you just open
your computer and drop a full
length card into a free bus slot,
and you ' ve got another drive.
The new Hardcard IIXL,
available in 52- and 105-megaTHE FACTS

Hardcard IIXL SO
$579; Hardcard IIXL 105,
$999

Requirements:
A 16-bit ISA -bus slot in
an IBM PC-compatible
286 or a non-PS/2 386.
Plus Development Corp.
1778 McCarthy Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 434-6900

Inquiry 1165.
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byte capacities, includes a
built-in 64K-byte read-ahead
disk cache that gives the drive
a rated average access time of
only 9 milliseconds.
I installed the Hardcard
IIXL in less than 10 minutes.
Once the drive was installed, I
loaded it with software and
noticed how quiet and fast it
was. File copies and directory
listings zoomed along at twice
the speed of my old, frag
mented, 65-ms Seagate, and
my applications loaded more
quickly. However, a two-level
database indexing and a test
suite of assorted Windows ac
cessories were only slightly
faster on the Hardcard.
On the low-level BYTE
benchmarks, running on a
slow 286 machine, the drive
turned in a rating of 1.97, or
about twice as fast as a stan
dard 40-MB hard disk drive in

an IBM AT. Running in a
Compaq Deskpro 386/33, its
rating was 2.90. These num
bers compare with a score of
2.20 for the hard disk drive
supplied with the Compaq
Deskpro 386/25e.
Data throughput for the
Hardcard ranged from 465K
bytes per second on the 286 up
to 930K bytes per second on
the Deskpro 386/33, versus a
speed of 700K bytes per sec
ond for the Compaq 386/25e.
Measured seek times averaged
between 16 and 19 ms; the
Hardcard performed near its
hardware access speed of 17
ms rather than the cache-as
sisted rate of9 ms, because the
BYTE benchmark test de
feated the read-ahead cache
with random sector seeks. In a
real application that uses more
typical contiguous sector
seeks, the performance would

certainly be better.
My only disappointment
with the Hardcard IIXL was
that its built-in cache and the
SmartDrive caching software
supplied with Microsoft Win
dows 3.0 didn't seem to com
plement each other.
Plus has typically charged
more for the Hardcard than the
price of equivalently sized
hard disk drives. The 52- and
l 05-MB Hardcard IIXLs
break that tradition with sug
gested list prices of $579 and
$999, respectively . Those
prices are expected to fall to
$399 and $699 on the street,
which will make the Hardcard
IIXL not only convenient but
also cost-competitive. If you
are running out of disk space
and you have slots to spare, I
recommend you take the Hard
card IIXL for a spin.•

-Andrew Reinhardt

DRDOS5.0.
WE COULDN'T HAVE
SAID IT BETTER.

Turbo C++
Delivers power
To Programmers
Qu Peter Coffee---::

So what's all the hoopla about?
MemoryMAX.. for one thing. A breakthrough in
memory management that can give you more than
620K so you can run today's memory-intensive
applications, including, for example, dBASE IVe
on Novell NetWaree.
In fact, John Dvorak calls MemoryMAX nothing
short of "amazing'.'
The Press goes on to mention that because
DR DOS 5.0 is fully DOS compatible, you can run
all your current DOS applications. And because it is
easy to install and requires no hard disk reformat-

ting, upgrading to DR DOS is simple. Since DR DOS
5.0 also includes ViewMAX,., a graphical interface,
DOS is easier than ever to use.
Now if we could just get a word in edgewise, we
would simply like to add that DR DOS 5.0 available
now. Call your local dealer today.

s

DRDOS5.0
, . , Digital Research ®
~

WE MAKE COMPUTERS WORK

s

For Laptop and Notebook manufacturers, DR DOS 5.0 fully executable from either RAM er ROM. And , it's available
with BatteryMAX,., a battery-saving feature that can increase battery life 2-3 times (dependent upon OEM implementation).
Digital Research is a registered trademark, and the Digital Research logo, DR DOS,
MemoryMAX, ViewMAX, and BatteryMAX are trademarks of Digital Research Inc. Copyright© 1990. Digital Research Inc.
Reprinted from PC Week May 14. 1990. Copyright© 1990 Ziff Communications Company
Reprinted with permission from The San Francisco Examiner. Copyright© 1990 The San Francisco E><arniner
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The affordable HP Lase1

Put an HP LaserJet printer
on everyone's desk.
With a list price of $1,495,* we're
now delivering the legendary
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet IIP
printer at a very personal size
and price. Without sacrificing
any of the qualities people love
in a LaserJet.
You get crisp 300 dpi text and

graphics. Software and hard
ware compatibility. And a wide
selection of HP typefaces and
accessory products.

NOW GET AN EXTRA $195* PAPER CASSETTE FREE!**

JetIIPcantop anyone's hardware.

Plus, there's room to grow, with
out taking up any more desk
space. From our Great Start
font cartridge up through scal
able type, you can dramatically
expand the way people express
themselves. You can even add
an optional 250-page paper cas
sette for people who have a lot
to say. Or need the flexibility of
two paper trays.

What's more, with HP quality
built into every printer, you
can look forward to smooth
operation.
It's no wonder PC Magazine
gave the HP LaserJet IIP its
coveted 1989 and 1990 Editors'
Choice awards. Or that InfoWorld
selected the LaserJet IIP as
the 1989 Hardware Product
of The Year.

Call 1-800-752-0900, Ext.
1587 for the name of your
nearest authorized HP dealer.
You'll find that when it comes
to affordable laser printers,
nobody can top HP.
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Sun's newest progeny couples performance
with innovative software

Son of SPARCstation
he low-end workstation market
is in full swing. You now have
more choices for under $15 ,000
than ever before (see the text
boxes "CompuAdd Delivers a Low-Cost
SPARCstation" and "Solbourne S4000
Outguns SPARCstation I+"). So why is
Sun Microsystems introducing its new
SPARCstation 2 series, starting at rough
ly $20,000? As with everything, when
you cut costs, you also cut corners.
Graphics, performance, expandability,
ease of use: One or more of these impor
tant aspects typically disappears from
low-end workstations.
Sun's SPARCstation 2 series shows the

T

•
Tom Yager
and Ben Smith

2GX system we received is the low-end
model (see photo I); nonetheless, it has
accelerated color graphics.

A Look Inside
company's commitment to the power
user. Even at the bottom of the new line,
Sun doesn't scrimp on features. Sixteen
megabytes of memory is standard (a
trend that we hope catches on-you can't
do diddly in 8 MB anymore), as are a 40
MHz SPARC CPU, a 200-MB SCSI hard
disk drive, three SBus connectors, two
serial ports, audio I/O, thick-wire Ether
net, and a SCSI port. The SPARCstation

Photo 1: The Sun SPARCstation 2GX.
This tiny case holds up to 96MB ofmemory, two SCSI hard disk drives,
and three SBus expansion cards. Access to the 31/i-inchfloppy disk drive is
on the right side. The window system is Sun's Open Windows, a mix
ofthe X Window System and Sun 's NeWS PostScript-compatible extensions.

The inside of the SPARCstation 2GX is a
study in effective computer design (see
photo 2). The motherboard is smaller
even than most "baby" AT clone types,
with most of the space taken up by single
in-line memory module sockets. Four 4
MB modules make up the 2GX's 16 MB
of memory. The motherboard has room
for 16 such modules for a total of64 MB;
an optional daughterboard can hold an
other 32 MB for a system total of96 MB.
The motherboard is small by necessity.
It has to fit in a pizza box-size case along
with up to two 31h-inch SCSI hard disk
drives, one 31h-inch floppy disk drive,
and a power supply.
The hard disk drives are mounted on
plastic brackets that allow easy snap-out
removal. The entire case comes apart by
removing two screws. There wasn't even
enough room in the case for a 50-pin
SCSI cable between the two hard disk
drives; Sun mounted dual connectors on
the motherboard, so both hard disk
drives have their own short cables going
right to the board.
The 2GX's display controller is
mounted on a daughtercard, overlapping
another of the expansion slots. Sun
claims there are three SBus "slots,"
which are really just sockets on the
motherboard, but our 2GX had only one
such socket free-the other two were oc
cupied by the display controller. Outside
the case are connectors fortwo serial de
vices, SCSI devices, monitor, keyboard/
mouse, and audio. The audio connector
is a DIN socket, which is where you plug
in the microphone/speaker.

In Living Color
The 2GX's display controller accelerates
wire-frame operations to what Sun calls
"the fastest in the industry" (for the
price, we tend to agree), but it also ap140
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parently extends its might to the window
ing system. It displays 256 colors (from a
palette of 16. 7 million) at a resolution of
1152 by 900 pixels. Our 2GX came
equipped with a 19-inch (76-Hz refresh
rate) Sony Trinitron monitor. Images are
sharp, corner to corner, an important
consideration if you are selling work
stations into the contentious advanced
graphics market. The SPARCstation 2
line reaches into that very market, with a
set of options geared to match the user's
level of need. The 2GS offers accelerated
three-dimensional solids operations,
with a 24-bit main display buffer depth
and a 16-bit z-buffer. (Sun claims the
2GS will calculate and display a mini
mum of 150K-byte 3-D vectors, and
20K-byte solid Gouraud-shaded poly
gons per second.)
The 2GT, Sun's top of the SPARCsta
tion 2 line, adds hardware antialiasing, a
24-bit z-buffer, double-buffered 24-bit
display (for animation), alpha transpar
ency, 8-bit overlay, and a resolution of
1280 by 1024 pixels. Sun claims the 2GT
will calculate and display SOOK-byte 3-D
vectors (or IOOK-byte antialiased 3-D
vectors) and 100 z-buffered Gouraud
shaded polygons per second, a fivefold
increase over the 2GS. (For an explana
tion of graphics buffering, see "3-D
Graphics, from Alpha to Z-Buffer," July
BYTE.)
The 2GS and 2GT are targeted at the
mid- to high-end graphics market domi
nated by the likes of Silicon Graphics and
Hewlett-Packard. These two companies
pack more hardware features into their
workstations (e.g., hardware texture
mapping and specularity), but Sun's per
formance numbers are impressive. For
the mainstream CAD, CAM, and other
design applications users, the 2GS and
the 2GT speed up essential operations
enough to make complex modeling a
snap. In the area of "virtual reality,"
however, more capable workstations still
make a better choice.
From an ordinary user's standpoint,
the 2GX's graphics price/performance
ratio is excellent. You rarely spend time
waiting for windows to draw-they just
appear. Moving, resizing, and other
window manipulations are similarly
speedy. The graphics performance
makes the 2GX's operating environment
a pleasure, but there's a lot more to Sun
systems than just fast hardware.
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its own, it Jacks functions needed to sup
port modern applications.
But OpenWindows 2.0 is impressive.
It is an excellent demonstration of the
strengths of Open Look. It is complete,
well integrated, and easy to use. Months
ago, we had seen beta versions of Open
W indows 2.0 on much smaller machines
and were impressed with the speed with
which it worked then. It sings on the
SPARCstation 2 series.
OpenWindows has, as its root, Sun's
XI I /NeWS (Network-Extensible Win
dowing System). NeWS adds PostScript
compatibility (Sun's own, not Adobe's)
to X Window. XI I /NeWS uses a single
server to handle both the Postscript and
the X 11 requests. The compatibility is
complete. In our tests, every X applica
tion we ran across the network worked
perfectly, with the exception of one that
tried to take control of the color map.
The Open Look Window Manager
(olwm) did give up the color Open Win
dows' designers, because the Mac is an
obvious influence. There is a marvelous

0

N S

File Manager, and a bundle of other ap
plications called the DeskSet. Out of the
box, Open Windows might not be as easy
to use for new users as a Macintosh, but
with a bit of effort, system administra
tors can build a collection of menus and
icons that can call out every function of
the system without resorting to the shell.
The rest of the operating system is the
familiar SunOS, a BSD Unix derivative
with some System V libraries and util
ities thrown in. SunOS is both a software
developer's and a user's playground, not
only because it has so much third-party
support, but also because Sun provides
libraries for all its added layers. As a re
sult, there are tens of thousands of com
mercial applications for SunOS, a point
that has not been missed by Solbourne
and CompuAdd.
X Window, NeWS, and Open Look
combine to make a powerful graphics ap- ·
plication environment, and Sun even in
cludes X Graphics Library (XGL), an
XI I -based immediate-mode 2-D and
3-D graphics library. This makes the

Photo 2: The inside of the 2GX.
Everything is designed to conserve space, without sacrificing expandability.

Gunning for the Mac
Steve Jobs, among other luminaries, has
proclaimed the X Window System every
thing from poorly done to outright
"brain damaged." And true enough, on
DECEMBER 1990 • B YT E
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SON OF SPARCSTATION

CompuAdd Delivers a Low-Cost SPARCstation
Jon Udell
The SPARCstation 1
lives in the guise
ofthe CompuAdd SSl.
CompuAdd uses a metal
case, as it hopes to get
an FCC class B rating.
The SSl can also accept
5 ~-inch storage devices
and sports a 100-watt
power supply.

SPARCstation from CompuAdd,
the mail-order PC-compatible
folks? Yes. CompuAdd's SSI looks,
feels, and, for all intents and purposes,
is the original I2 .5-million-instruction
per-second SPARCstation I that Sun
Microsystems discontinued this sum
mer. Differentiation was not the goal
here. The SS! has the same SPARCsta
tion "pizza-box" case. Pop the top, and
you'll find the same compact 8Vz- by
I I-inch motherboard. With the same
three SBus slots. And the same SPARC
chip set: LSI Logic's 20-MHz L6480I
integer unit, along with a supporting
cast of LSI Logic application-specific
ICs handling floating-point, caching,
memory management, and DMA
chores. Clearly, we've entered the era
of the commodity workstation.
Don't feel sheepish if you can't tell
the SSI and the SPARCstation I apart.
Neither can SunOS 4. I. The SS! comes
bundled with the current release of
Sun 's hybrid BSD/System V Unix,
which boots and runs flawlessly. Any
lingering doubts about the SS! 's com

A

patibility dispel when you run sundiag,
Sun's low-level diagnostic utility. It
probes every hardware nook and cran
ny: physical and virtual memory, disks,
CPU andFPU, and Ethernet. No smoke
and mirrors here ; the SS! aces all the
tests.
Our prototype system came with 8
megabytes of memory, the standard
connectors (SCSI, thick Ethernet, two
serial, keyboard, and audio I/0) , a I 9
inch Moniterm monitor (monochrome,
I I52 by 900 pixels), a 3Vz-inch floppy
disk drive, a pair of internal SCSI har~
disk drives (105-MB Quantums), and
an external 200-MB SCSI drive. SubTHE FACTS

CompuAdd SSI
$5995 and up

CompuAdd
I2303 Technology Blvd.
Austin, TX 78727
(800) 53I-5475

Inquiry 1067.

tract the disks, and you've got Com
puAdd 's entry-level system, priced at
$5995 . A diskless unit with a I6-inch
color monitor and an 8-bit frame buffer
will run $7495, or, with 200-MB of disk
storage, $8695.
How does the CompuAdd stack up
against the low end of Sun's SPARC
product line? If you're comparing en
try-level systems, the SS! looks like a
more expensive (but expandable) ver
sion of Sun's $4995 SLC (see table A).
But what about real-world systems with
adequate storage and color capabilities?
An SS! with a 200-MB drive and 8-bit
color will cost $1300 less than Sun's
comparably equipped IPC, and a whop
ping $5800 less than a comparably
equipped SPARCstation I+ (see table
B). Of course, both the IPC and the I+
are 25-MHz machines rated at I5 .8
MIPS, so the SSI does give away some
speed. Note also that the CompuAdd
prices don't include Sun's OpenWin
dows , which Sun now bundles with all
its SPARC products.
Beyond that, Sun's seemingly anom
alous pricing clouds the issue some
what. Does the I + 's extra RAM capac
ity (40 MB versus 24 MB) and third
SBus slot make it $4500 better than the
IPC? Sun thinks so, and, following that
logic, CompuAdd's three-slot, 64-MB
maximum SSI looks like a real deal.
However, relative to the IPC-assuming
you don't plan to grow out of it-Com
puAdd's price advantage is less compel
ling. Either way , though, there's clearly
a niche forthe SS 1.
There are a few minor differences be
tween the SS I and the I +. The SSl's
entry-level system comes with a larger
monitor-I 9 inches as opposed to I 7
inches. The SSI 's case is metal, not
plastic, and leaves room inside to re-

LOW-END PRICE/FEATURE COMPARISON
Table A:. Weighing your performance needs against your budget will determine whether the CompuAdd SSl is a

viable SPARC system choice. Sun provides superior performance, but the SSl offers three SBus slots and up to 64
MB ofRAM. The entry-level systems are diskless and have 8 MB ofRAM and a 1152- by 900-pixel display.

SunSLC
CompuAdd SS1
SunlPC
Sun SPARCstation 1 +
Solbourne S4000

Price

Color?

Monitor

Slots

MIPS

Maximum
RAM

GX graphics
option?

$4995
$5995
$8995
$8995
$8995

No
No
Yes
No
No

17"
19"
16"
17"
19"

0
3
2
3
3

12.5
12.5
15.8
15.8
25.5

16MB
64MB
24MB
40MB
104MB

No
Yes
No*
Yes
Yes

'The lPC has two SBus slots and can theoretically support a GX accelerator. Sun "doesn't support" that configuration.
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HIGH-END PRICE/FEATURE COMPARISON
Table B: The high-end systems are configured with a 200-MB hard disk
drive, a 16-inch color monitor, and a 1152- by 900-pixel by 256-color
graphics display.
Price

SunOS?

ONC/NFS?

Open Windows?

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

$8695
$9995
Sun SPARCstation 1 + $14,599
Sol bourne S4000
$22,495

CompuAdd SS1
SunlPC

place the 31/i-inch floppy disk drive
with a 5 1A-inch device-for example, a
CD-ROM. It has a beefier power supply
(100 watts). It also comes with a me
chanical mouse instead of Sun's stan
dard optical mouse. Who cares? I do.
Last year, a software vendor hauled a
Sun system up to BYTE for a demon
stration and then found he'd forgotten
the optical mouse pad. An hour ofhand
waving ensued. Since then, I've viewed
optical mice with suspicion.
For demonstration purposes, Com
puAdd provided a healthy assortment of
applications, including Lotus 1-2-3,
AutoCAD, Interleaf's TPS, Frame
Maker, and Island Graphics' iWrite,
iPaint, and iDraw. The arrival of 1-2-3
and AutoCAD legitimized the SPARC
station in the eyes of many people. The
availability of popular PC spreadsheet
and CAD software makes SPARC ma
chines seem less exotic. Meanwhile,
programs like TPS and FrameMaker
designed, built, and targeted to run on
high-performance workstations-make
SPARC more desirable. That's the push
pull dynamic that Sun hopes will carry
its latest low-end machines beyond the
technical arena and into the much larger
commercial realm . CompuAdd, gam
bling on the success of that strategy,
plans to ride along in Sun's slipstream.

ABasketfulofGUis
Unix is a real face-dancer these days,
and on the CompuAdd I had a chance to
try out several of its current manifesta
tions. The SSI will ship with Sun View,
the original Sun graphical user inter
face. It's awkward and dated, but more
SPARC programs today support Sun
View than support any other GUI. Al
though CompuAdd won't be bundling
OpenWindows, the XI I/NeWS/Open
Look amalgam that is Sun's new stan
dard, our prototype SS I came with
OpenWindows 2 .0. (OpenWindows ·

Yes
Yes
No

will be available separately from Com
puAdd, but the company hadn't yet de
cided on a price. You can get it directly
from Sun for $295.) OpenWindows
runs a pair of networkable window
servers-X Window and NeWS-under
the control of the Open Look window
manager. The servers can cooperate so
that, for example, X applications can
use NeWS's scalable fonts. Too bad that
only Sun and Silicon Graphics seem to
take NeWS seriously. Its PostScript im
aging model adds a lot of spice to a win
dow system.
OpenWindows tolerates SunView ap
plications, albeit grumpily. I was able to
run Interleaf in a SunView window,
alongside X 11 and NeWS windows. The
Sun View windows kept getting stuck in
the foreground, though, and things
never seemed quite right. Clearly
there's some distance to go yet before
SPARC machines will be able to lay
claim to the seamless ~upport of a large
software base that characterizes the
Macintosh and, to a lesser extent, Mi
crosoft Windows.
On the other hand, I'm more and
more impressed by the ease with which
Unix machines communicate-over
both LANs and wide-area networks .
This, more than cosmetics, will be what
drives commercial acceptance of Unix.
CompuAdd, a vendor of PC and Mac
equipment, understands that its custom
ers increasingly want to build heteroge
neous networks, and that Unix can help
glue such networks together. You want
Macs in the art department and PCs ev
erywhere else, all hooked up to a couple
of SPARCstations acting as file servers
and typesetting workstations? No prob
lem. It will be one-stop shopping from
CompuAdd.

Jon Udell is a BYTE senior editor at
large. You can reach lim on BIX as
''.judell."

power of the graphics hardware available
to the developer, and it smooths over the
differences between SPA RC station 2
models, but the developer needs to com
pile with different versions of the library
for different graphics levels of the
SPA RC station 2 series.

Over the Line
As we mentioned, Sun's selection of X
Window as its graphics environment base
makes connectivity across platforms al
most automatic, but only in one direc
tion. Ordinary X applications run
without difficulty under OpenWindows,
either locally or across network connec
tions, but running OpenWindows appli
cations that use NeWS, Open Look, or
other extensions require those extensions
on the displaying system. It is possible to
write Open Windows applications that
don't require fancy software on the dis
play server, but that would mean strip
ping out some of the things that make
OpenWindows special. Developers
should not resort to this, because Sun's
low-end monochrome and color work
stations also run Open Windows.
When you can attach a fully compat
ible diskless node for under $5000 (the
Sun SLC), the lack of ability to exploit
the window system's full potential on an
X terminal or PC X server becomes un
important. Sun has even rolled its GX
graphics accelerator into its SPARCsta
tion IPC, making that (according to Sun)
the lowest-cost high-speed color work
station.
Being a Sun system, the SPARCstation
2 series systems come loaded with TCP/
IP, NFS, and NIS (the Network Informa
tion Service, previously known as Yellow
Pages). We had no trouble at all getting
the 2GX talking to all the systems in the
BYTE Unix Lab. X applications like
xterm and ico, which didn't use Open
Look fonts or services, ran fine across
the wire, and remote log-ins and NFS ac
tivities proceeded without a hitch.

The Whole Enchilada
Sun is still the top dog in workstations.
Systems like the SPA RC station 2 series
offer proof that the number one spot is
likely to be Sun's domain for some time.
The SPARCstation 2 series' design is re
markable throughout, from its down
sized desktop case to Sun's imaginative
approach to operating environments. It
seems perfectly suited to both demand
ing graphics applications and typical
business fare.
Sun provided demonstration versions
of many applications, including Frame
Maker, WingZ, and iPaint, iDraw, and
DECEMBER 1990 • BYTE
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Solbourne S4000 Outguns SPARCstation 1 +
Owen Linderholm
The quiet-running
Solbourne S4000 offers an
estimated 20 percent
performance increase over
the Sun SPARCstation 1 +.

olbourne Computer, one of the first
companies to license and build
SPARC-compatible systems, has mostly
concentrated on the high end with high
powered server systems. However, the
company, along with its Japanese part
ner, Matsushita, has had the goal of
building a desktop SPARC system based
around a highly integrated SPARC pro
cessor of its own design. The Solbourne
S4000 is that system (see the photo).
The S4000 is based around a custom
SPARC chip codeveloped by Matsushita
and Solbourne. The MN10501 chip
uses 64-bit data paths throughout, mak
ing it the first fully 64-bit SPARC pro
cessor. It incorporates a floating-point
unit (FPU), memory management unit,
cache controller, and memory, making
it one of the most highly integrated
SPARC processors available. The on
chip cache is 8K bytes of direct-mapped
physical instruction and data cache. The
memory bus used by the chip is 64 bits
wide and transfers data at a rate of 60
megabytes per second. Solbourne and
Matsushita have been working on this
processor since Solbourne first an
nounced its intentions to make SPARC
compatible systems.
The 33-MHz processor achieves a
MIPS rating of25 .5 and a SPECmark of
12. This makes it about 20 percent
faster than the SUN SPARCstation 1 +.
The FPU and integer units within the
chip operate asynchronously, and each
has separate registers. Separate instruc
tion and data caches, 64-bit data paths
to the caches, and l1.e ability to do load
and store operations in a single clock
cycle make the chip operate fast.

S

The base system ($8995) includes 8
MB of RAM and can be expanded up to
104 MB in 8- or 32-MB increments
using I-MB single in-line memory
modules. The S4000 comes with three
SBus slots operating at 25 MHz. It in
cludes an Ethernet port, two RS-423A
serial ports, 8-kHz audio with an inter
nal speaker, and various SCSI mass
storage options. Supplied with the sys
tem is a 107-key PC-style keyboard,
which seemed lightweight compared to
Sun's keyboard, and an optical three
button mouse. During the boot process,
an LED on the front of the unit changes
color at each phase. Should the boot
fail, the color of the LED will tell you at
what point the problem occurred.
The S4000 can hold either one or two
31h-inch full-height, SCSI hard disk
drives, each with 200 MB of storage
space. The system can also optionally
have a single 3 1h -inch floppy disk drive.
The system box measures 17 by 17 inch
es and is a little over 3 inches tall.
The system board is only 9 by 11
inches, which leaves room for consider
able expansion inside the system. The
size was achieved by the integration of
the processor and using four custom
THE FACTS

Solbourne 84000
$8995 and up

Solbourne Computer, Inc.
1900 Pike Rd.
Longmont, CO 80501
(303) 772-3400

Inquiry 1068.

ASICs for glue logic, peripheral, and
memory control. Installing the full
complement of RAM, however, limits
mass storage expansion options to a sin
gle 200-MB hard disk drive. The result
is that users must make a trade-off be
tween memory storage available and
mass storage available, a trade-off that
may be difficult to make in some cases.
The design of the system is very
clean. It consists of six field replaceable
modules, so that if problems occur,
modules can be rapidly removed and re
placed with repaired or new parts in the
field. All that you need to do is unscrew
seven screws to strip the machine.
The Solbourne's operating system is
OS/MP 4.0D, a SunOS 4.0.3 derivative
that includes NFS, ONC, TCP/IP, Sun
View, X Window, the Solbourne Win
dow Manager and options for GKS
graphics, PEX (Phigs Extensions to X
Window), Solbourne Phigs, and a DOS
emulator. The Window Manager has a
"virtual desktop" feature that effec
tively expands your work area beyond
the screen's boundaries. A box in the
lower right corner shows available Open
W indows. This box is live; move the
cursor into it, and you can select what
you need. A "hammer and nail" feature
lets you tack a window in place, so no
matter where you move on the virtual
desktop, that window remains in view.
There are many graphics options for
accelerated two-dimensional and three
dimensional graphics. Standard graph
ics are monochrome on a 19-inch moni
tor with 1152 by 900 pixels and a 1-bit
per-pixel frame buffer.
Standard color options include a 16
or 19-inch monitor displaying 1152 by
900 pixels with an 8-bit color storage
frame buffer and a 2-bit overlay frame
buffer. This allows up to 256 colors
from a palette of over 16 million. A
high-resolution color option is also
available with a 19-inch monitor and a
display of 1280 by 1024 pixels with two
color maps, each providing 256 colors
from a palette ofover 16 million.
An advanced coloroption includes an
accelerated color frame buffer known
as SBus Graphics Accelerator (SGA),
which can have an optional piggyback
z-buffer daughtercard to accelerate hid
den pixel removal. An eight-plane ver
sion, the SGA40, uses two SBus slots.
continued
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Database Users
Respond To Queries
Users vote ORACLE number one in.five important userpolls.
In a series of recent polls, Oracle's
products were ranked number one
by five magazines representing over
four hundred thousand readers.
Leading to only one conclusion:
Oracle's database and networking
products are the best solutions for
the widest variety of PC and Mac
users.
The readers of both DATA BASED
ADVISOR andDBMS Magazine named
Professional ORACLE Tools and
Database the best SQL-based data
base. The readers of VAR BUSINESS,

who should know something about
developing applications, named it
the best applications software. And
Government Computer News cited
reliability, compatibility and speed
as some ofthe reasons they awarded
Professional ORACLE Tools and
Database the number one data
manager for local area networks.
ORACLE for Macintosh received
its share of acclaim from InfoWorld
readers, who named it Macintosh
Product of the Year.
Info World readers also

named Oracle's newest desktop
product, ORACLE Server for OS/2,
product of the year. As did
subscribers of DBMS Magazine,
who rated ORACLE Server for OS/2
the best database server.
Call 1-800-633-0498 Ext. 4905 to
order or sign up for the free Oracle
Client-Server Forum in your area.
And see what kind of software
generates this kind of hardware.

NO. OF
READERS

200,000
190,000
180,000
170,000
160,000
150,000
160,000
150,000
14G,OOO
130,000
120,000
110,000
100,000
90,000
80,000
70,000

Professional ORACLE Tools
and Database Version 5.1 C
Professional ORACLE Tools
Version5.1 C
ORACLE for Macintosh Version 1.2
Database Version
Networkstation Version
(without database)
ORACLE Server for OS/2
ORACLE for 1-2·3 Version 1.1

$1,299
$799
$699
$299
$3,699
$299
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SON OF SPARCSTATION

Solbourne S4000 (continued)
Solbourne expects a 24-plane version to
be available in early 1991.
Many hardware graphics accelerators
for Unix systems put X Window primi
tives in hardware to speed them up. Sol
bourne goes beyond this by putting both
X Window and PEX graphics primitives
in microcode on these boards to dramat
ically improve the system's 2-D and 3-D
performance in these environments.
Graphics information is stored in main
memory and is pageable. The SGA ac
celerator board has direct memory ac
cess across the SBus to this information,
so there is no work for the CPU to do in
supplying the graphics information to
the SGA, resulting in improved perfor
mance. The SGA board also uses two
digital signal processing chips to im
plement a graphics transform engine
that runs at a peak of 50 million float
ing-point operations per second. One
part of the board implements a fast rect
angle area fill at 240,000 pixels per
second.
Some of the functions handled in
microcode on the SGA include 2-D and
3-D line drawing with line styles and
perspective and depth cues; 2-D poly
iWrite. These programs all take advan
tage of the unique environment created
by Open Windows, and the system's per
formance makes them fast and glamor
ous. Any PC user enamored of Windows
3.0 or X Window on a VGA should feel
like the horse-and-buggy driver at the
dawn of the automobile. Thereare graph
ics environments that just get you where
you're going, and then there ' s the real
thing. Workstations still have that sewn
THE FACTS

SPARCstation 2GX
less than $22,000

SPARCstation 2GS
less than $27,000

SPARCstation 2GT
less than $52 ,000

SPARCstation IPC GX
less than $15,000

SPARCserver 2
less than $22,000
(Upgrades available for SPARCstation
and SPARCserver system 1 and 1 + .)

Sun Microsystems, Inc.
2550 Garcia Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 960-1300

Inquiry 1066.
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gon pattern fills; 3-D polygons with
strips, meshes, Bezier patches, Gour
aud shading and hidden surface remov
al; an illumination model with eight
light sources; BitBlt and dithering; and
multiple color maps.
Solbourne claims that the SGA40 ac
celerator can !raw 450,000 lines per
second in 2-D operations, 200,000 lines
per second in 3-D operations, and can
draw 10,000 Gouraud shaded polygons
per second. The SGA has direct mem
ory access to graphics information that
is stored in main memory, so that the
CPU and the SGA can operate in paral
lel.
The S40C with a I Ii-inch color
monitor, 8 MB of RAM ind no disk
drives costs $11,495; it costs $13,995
withtheSGA40. A 19-inchcolorsystem
with 16 MB of RAM, a 200-MB hard
disk drive, a floppy disk drive, and thf
SGA40 with the z-buffer option c'
$22,495. (See the tables in the text box
"CompuAdd Delivers a Low-Cost
SPARCstation" for price and feature
iparisons.)
ne oaSIC Solbourne MUUO is an
95 mono rrome SPARCstation 1 +
up, along with the Macintosh, and Open
Windows widens the gap even farther.
Although other SPARC machines like
the Solbourne and CompuAdd challenge
Sun for price and performance and take
advantage of the abundance of Sun appli
cations, they are attacking only the
SPARCstation 1 and 1 +. It is unlikely
they will have a negative effect on Sun's
preeminence. In fact, their presence for
tifies Sun's position. Sun ~ARCstations
will not suffer the same fate that IBM
PCs did from the clone world. Sun is not
IBM; Sun is still hungry and can move
fast enough to stay ahead of the spawned
industries.
Working with the SPARCstation 2
series is almost an educational experi
ence, disproving some widely held be
liefs. First, those who insist that Open
Look has been murdered in its sleep by
OSF/Motif should feast their eyes on
Open Windows. OSF has been quicker in
giving Motif more press coverage and
(perhaps as a result) getting it on more
machines, but more applications devel
opers have gone with Open Look. Open
Windows 2 is X Window and Open Look
taken to their best and most logical po
tential. Second, even though the line be
tween PCs and workstations is getting
blurrier by the day, systems like the 2GX

clone that runs faster. It can also be ex
panded far more than other SPARC sys
tems in this price range. In fact, internal
memory expansion can go beyond that
of the SPARCstation 2 series. The oper
ating software is not pure SunOS. It is,
however, derived from SunOS and
.should be highly compatible with it. At
the high end, the S4000 with full graph
ics options costs a little more than a Sun
SPARCstation 1 + or IPC with GX
graphics, but it also outperforms them
considerably. In fact, some of its graph
ics features can be compared to those in
the new SPARCstation 2 line.
All in all, the S4000 line is a very
flexible and expandable one that makes
a great deal of sense. It starts relatively
cheap but with good performance. It ex
pands easily to a very respectable level
of performance, still with a good price.
This level of flexibility should help Sol
bourne m che years ahead, where there
is likely to be an explosion of SPARCsta
tion clones.

Owen linderholm is a BITE news edi
tor. Yo14 can contact mm on BIX as
"owenl.
(and the IPC, for that matter) prove that
workstations still have an edge over even
Unix-equipped personal computers.
Third, X Window is not unsuitable as an
environment for demanding applica
tions. If a vendor takes the time, as Sun
has, to build on the base that MIT pro
vides, then X applications can be fast,
feature-laden, and easy to use.
Some systems are trendsetters. Just as
the Apollo 2500 gave the low-end work
station market reason to exist, the Sun
SPA RC station 2 series redefines the mid
range. And since Sun is the unquestion
able leader of the workstation world, re
sponsible for introducing workstation
technology that sets standards, we hope
that the SPARCstation 2 series signals a
veering away from the cutting of corners.
While some users may want the world's
cheapest workstation on their desks,
others can afford, and demand, the tradi
tional performance, effortless network
ing, and software leadership that make
the term workstation mean something.
Two thumbs up for the SPARCstation 2
series and Open Windows 2.0. •

Tom Yager and Ben Smith are BITE tech
nical editors. You can contact them on
BIX as "tyager" and "bensmith," re
spectively.

You're only as good as the tools you use.
An excellent reason to acquire the new
Microsoft® \Vindows'" Software Development
Kit. Tools tailor-made to build applications for
the huge new \Vindows market.
Including a specially
made CodeView® debugger for
\Vindows that easily debugs
even the largest applications.
And all the "how to"
_ _ ___. help you'll ever need-from the
extensive hard copy and online documentation
to the sample source code to the comprehensive
IBM®CUA style guide.
Plus some sophisticated analysis tools
and improved resource editors.
All of which suggests that if you're not

using our SDK, then you're trying to write tomor
row's programs with yesterdays tools.
But that's a situation you can easily fix
with the following official code numbers:
(800) 323-3577, Dept. 1\124.
Call now to update your old kit with the
\Vindows version 3.0 SDK at $150 per kit. Or call
us just to answer your questions.
The sooner you dial, the sooner you can
really go to work on \Vindows apps.
Instead of just toying around with them.

(800) 323-3577
MiClosoti~

Making it all make sense·
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The 486M PC. It may be a little

Never before has this much
a u power been plugged into a
business PC.
Presenting the Intel 486 micro
processor- a veritable powerhouse that's
been harnessed for business.
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©1990 Imel Corporation.

A 486 microprocessor-based PC has
everything it takes to run today's high
powered applications. And run them the
wayyou need to-simultaneously and at
lightning speed.
Plus, it's compatible with the hard
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more power than you're used to.
ware and business applications you already
own, so you won't spend any extra time or
money on training.
The 486 PC. Plug it in and start shock
ing the corporate world.
For additional information, call

1-800-548-4725 and ask for "The 486 Micro
processor Means Business" brochure.

intel·
The Computer Inside.™
486 is a trademark of Intel Corporation.
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We found APPLAUSE II to be easier to work
with than either Harvard Graphics or Free
lance Plus, and faster than the Windows
based products.

.
.
·
.___ _ __ _ __ _APPLAUSEIIhandleschartmg,drawmg,
and on-screen presentations with a fluidINFOWORLD
.JUNE 11, 1880
ity and ease-of-use not found in either
- - - - - - - - - Harvard Graphics or Freelance Plus-and
it does all this in a mere 512K.

It's graphical. It's interactive. It makes
excellent use of the mouse. Best of all, it
abandons the stodgy fill-in-the-form
approach to creating charts that is used by
Freelance, Harvard and 35mm Express.

PC MAGAZINE MARCH t3, 1990

The critics are raving
about its ease-of-use and intui
tive "Windows'~like interface.
And how APPLAUSE II"' turns
data into 37 different chart
types automatically. In black
and white or 3.6 million colors.
Creating everything from daz
zling overheads, slides and
on-screen presentations to

high-impact hard copy.
To find out more, call
1-800-437-4329 ext.1308 for a
free video and eye-opening
demonstration disk*
And see why the critics
are giving APPLAUSE II a
standing ovation.

------------------------

·'• Ashtoniate®

•Requires ei1herEGAorVGAc:irdand monitor.Trademark/owners: APPLAUSEll,Ash1on-T1ue, MJuon-T:ue ~As hfon.-T.:uc Corp. 01her producl and publica1ion names used herein are for identification purposes only
and may be trademarks of 1heir respective companies. '1:11990 Ashton-Iille Corpor:uion. All rig\11s reserved.
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Suddenly,
Everything's Smaller

in Texas

n Texas, where everything is larger
than life, they suddenly seem to
have a knack for designing com
puters that are especially small.
Hard on the heels of the Compaq LTE
386s/20 comes a new 386SX notebook
from Texas Instruments (Tl) called the
Trave!Mate (TM) 3000. This petite pow
erhouse from Dallas undercuts its rival
from Houston: The overall performance
is somewhat lower, but the TI notebook
is almost 2 pounds lighter and has a list
price that's $1000 less.
The compact size and weight of the
new TI notebook system are not surpris
ing, since it follows in the wake of the
company's impressive Trave!Mate 2000.
This lightweight notebook, codeveloped
with Sharp and also sold by CompuAdd,
includes a 286 processor and a hard disk
drive, yet it weighs under 4 Y2 pounds.
The TM 3000, along with similar
notebooks from Compaq, Epson, and
Toshiba (see the text box "Toshiba and

I

PHDrOGRAPHY: PAUL AVIS © 1990

TI'snew 386SX
notebook weighs
less than 6pounds

•
Andrew Reinhardt

The Texas Instruments
TravelMate 3000 packs a 20-MHz
386SX, floppy and hard disk
drives, and a VGA screen into a box
three-quarters the size ofthe
Manhattan yellow pages.

Epson Join SX Notebook Club" on page
152), is part of a new wave of computers
that combine compact size with 386 per
formance and compatibility. The jump to
the 386 has brought other improvements
as well. In the LTE 386s/20, Compaq
erased a drawback of its earlier 8086 and
286 LTEs, the lack of VGA graphics. TI
has likewise solved the problems of the
TM 2000 by adding to the TM 3000 a
floppy disk drive, better screen contrast,
conventional 110 ports (instead of the
miniature ports used before), and 50 per
cent longer battery life, the company
says.
The TM 3000 uses the 20-MHz ver
sion of the 386SX, boasts a VGA-resolu
tion display, and includes both a floppy
disk drive and a hard disk drive. All this
power is packed into an 8Y2- by I I-inch
case less than 2 inches high and weighing
a comfortable 5 pounds, including the
battery. To top it off, TI tosses in some
snazzy software utilities and offers a

*
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Toshiba and Epson Join
SX Notebook Club
esigners from Texas are not the
only ones shrinking 386SX com
puters into notebooks. Toshiba, whose
TIOOO practically defined the early
notebook, and Epson, a quiet but long
time player in the laptop market, have
both announced plans to produce SX
machines in svelte form factors.
Both machines were announced too
late fcr a hands-on evaluation, but their
specifications indicate that they could
be contenders in the market, assuming
that pricing (which was unannounced at
press time) is in line with their some

D

what lower performance.
The Toshiba T2000SX, scheduled to
be available in January 1991, looks like
a cross between the company's existing
286-based Tl 200XE notebook and its
T31 OOSX laptop. Measuring 10 by 12
by 2 inches and \\eighing in at just
under 7 pounds including battery, it is
larger and heavier than the TI Travel
Mate 3000 but lighter than the Compaq
LTE 386s/20.
The T2000SX uses a 16-MHz 386SX
chip and comes with I megabyte of
RAM standard, expandable to 9 MB.

The Toshiba nooosx is a little larger
than the Texas Instruments TravelMate 3000
and uses a 16-MHz 386SX. It has the same
keyboard as the Toshiba T3JOOSX.

keyboard that I believe is superior to that
of the LTE.

Power to Go
The TM 3000's 20-MHz 386SX CPU
has enough horsepower to run demand152
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ing applications while on the road, in
cluding software written specifically for
the 386 instruction set. An 80387SX
math coprocessor is an option, although
it was not installed in the unit I evalu
ated. Preliminary BYTE benchmarks

An 80387SX coprocessor is optional.
Both a 3'h-inch 1.44-MB floppy disk
drive and a hard disk drive are built into
the system; initially, only a 20-MB hard
disk drive will be available, but Toshiba
eventually plans to offer a 40-MB drive
as standard.
The edge-lit supertwist nematic LCD
offers VGA-resolution graphics with 16
shades of gray but measures only 8'h
inches diagonally. Serial, parallel, ex
ternal monitor, and numeric keypad
ports are included, and there is an ex
pansion bus for a desktop docking sta
tion. A slot for an optional modem is lo
cated under the machine.
Epson announced its machine, the
NB3s, cautiously: Although it was the
first SX notebook to be unveiled, Epson
disclosed neither prices nor a firm de
livery date. However, on paper the note
book looks impressive. It reportedly
weighs just under 6 pounds and mea
sures 8 'h by 11* by 1* inches, or
about a tenth of a pound and I cubic inch
more than the TI TravelMate 3000.
The NB3s uses a 16-MHz 386SX
CPU and can hold up to 5 MB of inter
nal RAM and an optional math copro
cessor. The base memory configuration
has not been announced, but it will like
ly be I or 2 MB of RAM. For mass stor
age, both a 3 1h-inch floppy disk drive
and a 20- or 40-MB hard disk drive are
included. The backlit, black-on-white
Lm offers VGA resolution with 16
levels of gray. Standard 1/0 ports in
clude serial, parallel, external CRT,
and numeric keypad.
One ofthe most distinctive aspects of
the Epson notebook is its desktop dock
ing station, which, in addition to two
full-size AT-bus slots, offers bays for up
to 120 MB of mass storage and support
for a 101-key keyboard. The docking
station itself is only 3'~ 0 pounds, so the
notebook and base combined weigh less
than 10 pounds. The NB3s is slated to
ship befcre the end of this year.
rate the CPU performance at 2. 75 times
the speed of an IBM AT, which is a tad
faster than the Compaq LTE 386s/20 and
most of the deskbound 20-MHz SX ma
chines that BYTE has reviewed so far.
The system is supplied with 2 MB of
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RAM, expandable on the motherboard in
2-MB increments up to 6 MB. For mass
storage, one of two 21/z-inch Conner Pe
ripherals hard disk drives is available: a
20-MB drive with a 23-millisecond aver
age access time or a 19-ms 40-MB drive.
A 3 V2-inch 1.44-MB floppy disk drive is
located on the front ofthe system.
On the BYTE benchmarks, the 20-MB
drive turned in a disk 1/0 rating of 1.60,
or about 70 percent as fast as the LTE's
drive. But TI supplies a disk-caching
utility that boosts performance and saves
battery life; with a 64K-byte cache in
stalled in extended memory, the bench
mark index rose to 1. 80. It should be
noted that the drives for the Compaq
notebook are available in 30- and 60-MB
capacities; TI plans to offer a 60-MB ver
sion in the second quarter of 1991.
The TM 3000's display is a triple su
pertwist nematic LCD measuring 10
inches diagonally. It is switchable be
tween black on white or white on black
via a toggle. While it is essentially the
same screen used in the TM 2000, TI
says that engineering refinements have
produced blacker blacks and better con
trast.
The screen offers 640- by 480-pixel
VGA resolution with a 32-gray-shade
palette (16 shades visible at a time) using
the Chips & Technologies VGA chip and
Quadtel VGA BIOS. It is lit from the side
by a single cold-cathode fluorescent
tube, yet I found it very crisp and legible
in a variety of lighting conditions. The
only drawback is performance: The
video subsystem posted a rating of 5. 31
in the BYTE benchmarks, versus 8.00
for the LTE 386s/20.
What the display and hard disk drive
lack in zip, the keyboard makes up for in
comfort. The TM 3000 has a 79-key key
board with 10 function keys on the top
row (Fl 1 and Fl2 are accessed with an
Fn key) and an embedded numeric pad
superimposed on the alpha keys. Sepa
rate cursor-movement keys are arranged
in an inverted T on the lower right side of
the keyboard. I found typing on the TM
3000 much easier than on an LTE: the
keys have a good "clicky" feel and ade
quate travel, and I greatly prefer the ar
rangement of the arrow keys to the awk
ward reclined-L pattern on the LTE.
Toconnectthe TM 3000tothe outside
world, TI provides standard 1/0 ports
(i.e., parallel, serial, PS/2 mouse, and
external VGA monitor), grouped behind
a hinged door on the left side of the com
puter. Also on the left is a proprietary
slot for an optional 2400-bps internal
modem. On the right side is a mini
connector for an optional numeric key-

BENCHMARK RESULTS

Preliminary BYTE Lab benchmark results indicate that the new Tl notebook
computer has a fast CPU index compared to other 20-MHz 386SX systems, but
disk and video performance are mediocre. All benchmark indexes show
performance relative to an 8-MHz IBM AT; higher numbers are better.
System

CPU

Disk 110

Video

Tl TravelMate 3000

2.75

1.60

5.31

Compaq LTE 386s/20
Dell 320LX

2.58
2.19

2.32
1.86

8.00
7.10

NEC ProSpeed SX/20

2.05

1. 11

5.33

pad, and on the back is another miniport
for connecting to a desktop base station.
The base station is the same one of
fered for the TM 2000 except for a differ
ent adapter to accommodate the greater
height of the TM 3000. It contains 1 Vi
AT-bus slots for add-in cards, a 3 Vi-inch
storage bay, and a power supply to drive
both the notebook and the expansion
chassis. The base station is scheduled to
be available in December, but TI hasn't
yet announced a price.

A Power Boost
Notebook computers push the envelope
in power management, because design
ers have to squeeze the maximum operat
ing time out of the smallest possible bat
tery. Although the TM 3000 uses about
twice as much power as the TM 2000, TI
has managed through improved power
engineering and a variety of software
utilities to boost run time by 50 percent,
from 2 hours to 3. I wasn't able to verify
this claim because my evaluation unit
had some power glitches.
The TM 3000 uses removable, re
chargeable nickel-cadmium batteries that
together weigh about 1 pound. (Without
the batteries, the system weighs only 4}; 0
pounds, or about one-third of a pound
more than the NEC UltraLite.) TI says
that the batteries can be recharged inside
the computer in 3 to 4 hours when it is not
in use. An external charger will also be
available.

TravelMate 3000
with 20-MB hard disk drive, $5499
with 40-MB hard disk drive, $5999
Texas Instruments, Inc.
Information Technology Group
P.O. Box 202230, ITG-065
Austin, TX 78720
(800) 527-3500
Inquiry 1076.

To prolong operating time, TI inte
grated many of the TM 3000's functions
into low-power application-specific ICs.
CPU speed drops automatically from 20
MHz to 8 MHz when the system is idle,
and a software utility called BatteryPro
induces processor wait cycles when the
CPU is holding for keyboard entry or
110. These techniques alone can save 20
percent to 25 percent of battery life, TI
says. Other utilities included with the
TM 3000 let the user specify time inter
vals for blanking the screen and power
ing down the hard disk drive. The system
also includes BatteryWatch from Travel
ing Software.

Swimming with Sharps
TI produced the TM 2000 in conjunction
with Sharp, which sells the same ma
chine under the name PC 6220, but
Sharp did most of the engineering work.
With the TM 3000, that situation is re
versed: TI did the design near Dallas,
and the machine will likely be relabeled
and sold by Sharp as well. This alone is
a clear indication of Tl's engineering
prowess. That TI was also able to match
and even beat Compaq at a game the lat
ter has made a specialty bodes well for
Tl's future in notebooks.
Then there is the price. For a starting
configuration with 2 MB of RAM and a
20-MB hard disk drive, the TM 3000's
suggested list price is $5499. This in
cludes DOS 4.01, LapLink, Battery
Watch, and other bundled software for
controlling the display, disk cache, and
power management. A configuration
with a 40-MB drive will list for $5999,
or $500 less than the 30-MB Compaq
LTE 386s/20. This is still a lot of money,
but if you need a 386 on the road or you
just can't resist the latest breakthrough in
portable power, the TM 3000 may be just
the ticket.•
Andrew Reinhardt is an associate news
editor for BYTE in New York. He can be
reached on BIX as "areinhardt."
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to re-invent
t e aser rioter.
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What's the Okidata OK? It's a badge of honor
that every Okidata product has to earn-a symbol of
our commitment to design and deliver products that
offer outstanding value and performance. Products
that will not only satisfy you, but impress you.

The Laserless Printhead:
Warranteed for 5Years.
The performance promise behind the Okidata
OK is the reason we had to re-invent the conventional
laser printer. Our engineers frankly rejected the
industry-standard page printer technology of laser
beams, lenses and rotating mirrors. Instead, they
designed and built aproprietary, solid-state LED
Printhead with no moving parts. It's aprinting system
EDITORS '
rno1u:
so trouble-free, we guarantee our LED print element
~~':
for 5full years-making it by far the longest warranty
r~-,r-......;:.,-.--""..-in the industry.
ir=====~
'· ,
But reliability isn't the only advan
~~iililiiii;;;::. , rage our unique printhead offers. It also
means a simpler design, resulting in a
straight-line paper path that's far less
likely to jam-even when feeding heavy
stock, envelopes, or labels. And, since we
build it ourselves, it means something
else-a lower cost.

The OL400:The
Only $999 Page Printer.
Our 4ppm OL400, for example, has the lowest
list price of any page printer on the market: only
$999.* Yet that price gets you aprinter that earned a
PC Magazine Editor's Choice Award, with standard
features-extra fonts, a full 200-sheet paper tray
that you won't find on a LaserJet® IIP selling for
hundreds of dollars more. Plus a slim, low-profile
design that's less bulky on adesktop.

The OL800:Twice the Output,
with Room to Grow.
And the OL400 isn't the only Okidata LED
page printer to offer outstanding value. For applica
tions where greater speed is needed, the OL800
delivers 8ppm with all the advantages of the Okidata
LED printhead: straight-line paper path, 5-year

printhead warranty,and alow $1499 list price.
Like all our LED page printers, the OL800
emulates HP®Series II for compatibility with most
popular software; with its speed and selection of resi
dent type fonts, it can handle the printing needs of a
whole work group. What's more, as your applications
change and your needs grow, a simple upgrade kit
turns the OL800 into either afont-scaling OL820 or a
PostScript®-compatible OL840.

The OL820: Smarter
Than aLaserJet III.
TheOL820earned the Okidata OK by learning
how to do font-scaling on the fly. Thanks to aspecial
chip our engineers designed into the 820, it can solve
complex type-sizing and positioning problems
instantly-problems the LaserJet III needs to talk to
its software to work out.That means the OL820 can
deliver up to three pages of sophisticated text while
the LaserJet III is still working on its first page.
And all at aprice that's hundreds of dollars less
than the Laser]et III.

TheOL840:
PostScript and Beyond.
And for applications that require full Adobe
PostScript®compatibility, our OL840 delivers it in
spades. It's readyto connect to anyPC or Macintosh®
system, or to both at the same time-then switch
between systems with the push of abutton.
The Okidata OK. It's apromise that makes our
job-to design and manufacture a line of page
printers offering both
outstanding value
and performance-a
hard one.
But it makes
your job-choosing
the right brand of
page printer for your
application-easier
than ever before.
For additional

OKi
OK!

~~f1~~~0~~~~~7J~~. us OIQQA1~ OJ(!

We don't just design it to vvork. We design it to vvork vvonders~M
Pictured with optionalsecond paper tray; available on OLBOO,OLBZO and OLB40 models.
HP. Lascr]ct, Adobe lbstScript, Macintosh arc trademarks of their respective corporations.

'Manufacturers suggested retail price. Dealer prices may racy.
OKIU\TA is aregistered trademark of Oki America, Inc.. Marqucdcposcc de Oki America Inc.
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When Laser Printers
Can't Cut It
The BYTE Lab tests
27 dot-matrix and page
printers that pick up
where laser printers
leave off

either IBM Proprinter or Epson LQ emu
lation. This narrowed the field to 21 dot
matrix and two ink-jet printers. Another
alternative to a laser printer is a page
printer with a nonlaser print engine. The
text box "You're Being Paged" on page
158 introduces two LED, one LCS (liq
uid-crystal shutter), and one ink-jet page
printer, each with print quality to rival
the laser printers and full Hewlett-Pack
ard PCL emulation.

Stanford Diehl and
Howard Eglowstein

If You Can't Fight 'Em,

A

re you planning to run out and
buy a laser printer? If so, stop,
take a deep breath, and consider
what you are buying a printer
for. You might want to consider a laser
printer alternative.
Sure, laser printers are fast and getting
less expensive by the day. But maybe you
need to print multipart forms; laser
printers can't do that. Or perhaps you
will be printing long program or data
base listings. A large stack of cut sheets
is definitely not the way to print long list
ings. And at 5 cents per page, they're
five times the cost of dot-matrix output.
A long piece ofperforated pin-feed paper
is much more convenient and fits easily
in a special binder. If you've ever pasted
together multiple letter-size spread
sheets, you 're sure to appreciate the abil
ity to print on 13-inch-wide paper.
There are alternatives to the laser
printer, and this month, the BYTE Lab
looks at 27 printers that might suit your
needs. You be the judge.
Quality is a big consideration when
buying a printer, so all the reviewed
printers have 24-pin print heads (or the
equivalent) and produce letter-quality
output. For the dot-matrix printers, we
chose wide-carriage models and further
required that they all handle graphics in
156
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Emulate 'Em
All printers evolved from the simple
typewriter. Teletypewriter machines
provided feedback to the earliest hackers
before CRTs became popular. Even after
monitors became the preferred interface,
modified teletypewriters hung around as
simple hard-copy output devices. From
the teletypewriter evolved the daisy
wheel, whose loud and clumsy operation
drove users to dot-matrix printers as
soon as the machines produced accept
able quality. Now, of course, ink-jet
printers and cheap laser printers threaten
the dot-matrix models for mainstream
applications.
Centronics marketed the first success
ful line of dot-matrix printers and, for a
time, had the market mostly to itself.
Then the Japanese printers poured in.
Seiko was the first Japanese company to
manufacture dot-matrix print heads.
Then Seiko turned them over to its Epson
subsidiary, which began selling printers
of a quality and price that Centronics
couldn't match.
In 1981, when IBM needed a printer
for its new Personal Computer, it chose
an Epson. Although the name tag said
"IBM," the printer and its underlying
command set were pure Epson. IBM's
choice of an Epson solidified the Epson
standard. Even the so-called Centronics
parallel port is actually an Epson modi
fication of the original Centronics de
sign.
In today's dot-matrix market, most

manufacturers emulate the Epson printer
command set. Printer companies emu
late the Epson so that their printers will
be compatible with leading software
packages. To communicate with a print
er, every software package must include
a driver that the specific printer can
understand. A printer vendor must either
write its own driver for every major piece
of software or create a printer that can
talk to the most popular drivers around.
While having a wide range of emulations
will increase a printer's chances of being
compatible with software products, all a
printer really needs these days are IBM
and Epson emulations. To be successful,
most software must include drivers for
the Epson and the IBM Proprinter. If
your printer emulates these two (see
photo 1), you won't have to worry about
software compatibility.
Still, emulating the commands is not
enough. The command sets, after all,
continue to evolve, sprouting new fea
tures and capabilities each time Epson or
IBM releases a new printer. Luckily, the
enhanced commands are backward-com
pati bl e. If you have a newer Epson
printer, you can still use software that
supports the old models; you just won't
be taking full advantage of the printer.
For instance, in table 1, we list two
Epson emulations-Epson 1050 and
Epson 2550. Any printer that emulates
the 2550 will also work with a 1050
driver and, indeed, with drivers dating
back to the original MX series. The
printers that do not support 2550 emula
tion do not include the latest enhance
ments to the Epson printer command set.
Likewise, IBM's latest printer, the Pro
printer XL24E, has an enhanced com
mand set (that's what the E stands for).
You should always use the most recent
driver that your printer will support to
ensure that you're getting the most out of
your investment.
Fujitsu takes an interesting approach
to the emulation issue. The DL4600 uses
the Fujitsu DPL24C Plus command set,

PHOTOGRAPHY: PAUL AVIS © 1990
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You're Being Paged
erhaps you want a page printer but
P
you have specific needs that a laser
printer cannot address-larger paper,
say. While they 're not in the same cate
gory as the dot-matrix and ink-jet char
acter printers, the four page printers
that we examined (see photo A) have
specific design advantages over their
laser counterparts (see table A).
The first thing we wondered when we
started to test these LED, LCS (liquid
crystal shutter), and ink-jet page print
ers was: What's the point? They aren't
really cheaper, they're not always faster

(see figure A), and the LED/LCS tech
nology uses essentially the same sup
plies as a laser printer.
The Epson EPI-4000 ink-jet printer is
unique in that it can handle PCL or
Epson graphics on I I- by 17-inch pa
per. It's probably not a good choice as a
general-purpose printer; it's slower
than the Hewlett-Packard Series II, and
the water-based ink makes the paper
wrinkle if you print a large black area.
Still, the print quality is good, and if
you need to print on large paper, the
EPI-4000 is your only option.

LED and LCS technologies are simi
lar in that they use a photosensitive
drum to attract toner, much the way a
laser printer does. The difference is that
a laser printer uses a scanning laser
beam to charge the drum. LED and
LCS printers use an array of 2550 indi
vidual elements-one for each pixel on
an 8V2-inch line. On an LED printer,
there is one LED for each pixel, and as a
given line is printed, the printer acti
vates the required LEDs.
The LCS printer uses a similar tech
nique, but it places an array of liquid-

Photo A: Laser quality without the laser: Page printers reviewed are (clockwise f ram top left) the Epson EP/-4()()(), the
Okidata Oki Laser 820, the Fujitsu RX7100 S/2, and the Qume Crysta/Print Publisher II.
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crystal elements between the drum and
an incandescent light source. According
to Qume, this configuration allows for
more even light distribution, preventing
a streaky appearance in large black
areas. Compared to laser printers, LED
and LCS printers have fewer moving
parts to break, which suggests that they
may be more reliable. Without the scan
ning mirror, the LED/LCS technologies
print a more even black without any
trace ofscan lines. As for performance,
the Okidata OkiLaser 820 (LED) was
the fastest in our long-document and
text-and-graphics tests, thanks to its fast
paper handling. The Fujitsu RX7100
S/2's exposed paper bin (see photo A)
made it easy to load. Qume's CrystalPrint Publisher II has a fast RISC pro
cessor, which gave it an edge on the
short-memo test. CrystalPrint Publish
er II has both Postscript and Apple
Loca!Talk interfaces, making it a fine
addition to any Mac network.
Overall, we couldn't detect any sub
stantial difference in print quality be
tween the CrystalPrint Publisher II's
LCS engine and the LED printers, al
though all three had much blacker
blacks than the Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series II. As for reliability, the
claims seem reasonable; time will tell.

Table A: Ink-jet, LED, and lCS printers offer a range <finrerface and emulation
choices. (O=yes; •=no; (O)=optional.)
Model
Price
Dimensions in inches
(D.W.H)
Weight (pounds)
Memory-standard
Memory-expansion
Interface
AppleTalk
Parallel
Prnl sharing
Serial
Twinax
Technology
Maximum print speed
Pages/refill
Duty
Paper capacity
Maximum paper size
(inches)
Emulation
Diablo630
Epson
HP LaserJet II
IBM Proprinler
Postscript
Resident fonts

Er.son
EP-4000

Fujitsu
RX7100S/2

Okldata
Okllaser 820

Qume
CrystalPrlnl
Publisher II

$1999
19.6x 12
x 28.2
39%
512K
2MB

$1395
6.7x 16
x 15.7
39
640K
4MB

$2295
8.5 x17.7
x 17.7
37
512K
4 MB

$3995
9.1x 15.7
x 13.4
35%
3MB
6MB

0

•
•

0

•
•

•
••
0

0

Optional

Inkjet
Depends on page
1000 LO pages
5000hours@
25%duty
100 sheets
11x17

0
LED
5ppm
6000pages
3000pages/
month
150 sheets
8'hx14

0
LED
8ppm
2500 pages
5000 pages/
month
200 sheets
B'h x 14

0
LOand FX

FX

0
0
3

•
••

(0)
7

•
••

•

Options

Push tractor

#ID8;&296l

6

0

0

Font cards, second
paper bin

0
5(HP), 13
(Scalable Oki)
Font cards

••
•
0

0
LCS
6ppm
7500 pages
6000pages/
month
100 sheets
B'h x 14
0
0

•
•
0

8 (HP), 39
(PoslScript)
Font cards

2@ Q

&

Epson EPl-4000
Fujitsu RX71 00 S/2
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet 11
Okidata OkiLaser 820
Qume CrystalPrint Publisher 11

0

D
D

2
First page
Short memo

3

4

0

D
D

2
Text and graphics

3

0
•

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
Long document

Graphics throughput

Figure A: Since these printers work like Hewlett-Packard Laserlets, we ran the tests used for our July Product Focus,
"Laser Printers Get Personal." The first-page and short-memo tests are heavily influenced by warm-up time and the speed
at which fonts can be downloaded. The text-and-graphics and graphics-throughput tests reflect the speed ofa lengthy
binary-image transfer. Finally, the long-document test rates the printers on their ability to churn out long listings. In all
cases, the tests are normalized to the Hewlett-Packard Series II (its index rating is 1).
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b)

CPS index

a)

Text and graphics indexes

Advanced Matrix Technology Accel-535
AEG Olympia NPC136-24
Alps America Allegro 500XT
Apple lmageWriter LO
Brother M-1924L
Canon BJ130e
C-Tech Electronics C-515
Dataproducts Model 9044
Epson L0-2550
Facit B2400/50
Fortis D04215
Fujitsu DL4600
Hewlett-Packard DeskJet 500
Hewlett-Packard RuggedWriter 480
IBM Proprinter XL24E
Mannesmann Tally 131 /24
NEC Pinwriter P6300
Okidata Microline 393+
Panasonic KX-P1624
Seikosha SL-230
Star Micronix XB-2415 Multi-font
Tandy DMP 2103
Toshiba America ExpressWriter 440
0

0.5

1.0

Draft mode

1.5 0

0.5

1.0 1.5 2.0
Letter quality

2.5 0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

IBM Proprinter XL2 4E = 1

Figure 1: (a) Vendors' cps (characters per second) ratings do not always refLeet real-world results. Our tests use a typical
formatted document. The results are normalized on the IBM Proprinter XL24E (its index rating is 1, so a printer with a rating
of2 runs twice as fast as the Pro printer). The Hewlett-Packard Rugged Writer 480 had far and away the fastest
letter-quality printing. The RuggedWriter 480 and the Okidata Microline 393 + turned in the fastest draft performance.
(b) Our text-and-graphics test included text, line art, a gray-scale test pattern, and a gray-scale TIFF image scanned at 300dots
per inch. The results are normalized on the IBM Proprinter XL24E (its index rating is 1 ). The Facit B2400150 and the C-Tech
C-515 led the field. All printers were tested with the Windows 3. 0 Proprinter driver unless only an Epson driver was supported.
The Hewlett-Packard Desklet 500 required its own driver.
which includes most of the commands
for the Proprinter and Epson LQ-2550.
On top of that, the DL4600 printer ac
cepts "emulation cards." These optional
cards slide onto the memory board and
deliver additional printer emulations.

Quick and Dirty
Many buyers look to dot-matrix printers
without worrying too much about print
quality. They just want their output fast.
When you're pumping out an early draft
or a preliminary listing, you usually
want it right away. Speed has become a
major factor in dot-matrix purchasing
decisions.
Note that the results of our testing (see

Photo 1: Setting the standards.
Most dot-matrix printers emulate one
or both ofthese two printers: the IBM
Proprinter XL24E (top) and the Epson
LQ-2550 (bottom).
160
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figure I a) conflict with the characters
per-second (cps) ratings as listed in table
I. Don't be alarmed. We have not uncov
ered a conspiracy. When printer vendors
publish speed ratings, they are literally
referring to the time it takes to print a
burst of characters. This time does not
include movement ofthe print head, line
feeds, and carriage returns. Our test gen
erates a long document with numerous
elements not included in vendor tests (see
the text box "Lab Tests: Connect the
Dots" at right). Keep this in mind when
reviewing cps ratings. You can use these
ratings to compare the speed of various
printers, but don't expect a printer rated
at 300 cps to print a 10,000-character
document in 33 seconds. The BYTE Lab
tests reflect real-world results that you
can expect to duplicate (see also figure
lb). Table I includes draft and letter
quality cps ratings at IO cpi, the accepted
standard, as supplied by the vendors.
When you opt for letter-quality print
ing, you will, of course, forfeit some
speed. Many dot-matrix printers en
hance quality by printing a second iden
tical character on top of (or slightly offset
from) the first. As you would expect,
this technique will at the very least halve
the print speed.
Luckily, you don't have to wait for the
entire printout before getting back to
work. This is where printer buffers come
in. The bigger the buffer, the more out
put your computer can pass to the printer
and the sooner you get control of your
keyboard. On the other hand, printer
memory is not as vital to a dot-matrix
printer as it is to a page printer. Because
a page printer must first build an image
in its memory, it requires a minimum
amount of RAM to do its job. Dot-matrix
printers use memory only as buffer space
and to download fonts. So, if you're plan
ning to use downloadable fonts with your
dot-matrix printer or if you just want a
healthy buffer, make sure that you have
adequate memory. Table I lists each
printer's maximum memory configura
tion.

Please Turn That Thing Down
The new breed of dot-matrix printer is
worlds quieter than its ancestors, al
though after testing over 20 of them, we
still went to bed at night with that annoy
ing hum in our ears.
Some models with special "quiet"
modes dampen noise by printing more
slowly and by printing one-half of the
line in each of two passes. Our tests re
vealed that most printers produce copy at
roughly half-speed when printing in
quiet mode. Some of the printers were

LASER PRINTER ALTERNATIVES

Lab Tests: Connect the Dots
e started our tests by hooking
W
each printer (except the Apple
lmageWriter LQ) our base system, a
to

Compaq Deskpro 386/20. We fiddled
around with the printer before consult
ing the manual, just to see how intuitive
the interface was. We loaded razor-cut
fanfold paper and fed it into the printer
as specified in the manual. Usually,
pushing a formfeed button or pulling
back on the paper bail lever caused the
paper to load automatically. We then
tried the tear-off function and parked
the paper for single-sheet feeding. Nu
merous formfeeds helped test the feed
ing mechanism. We usually developed a
strong impression of a printer before the
first real test even started.
Farone test (see figure Ia), we print
~ a fairly long (55K-byte) document
from the DOS prompt. We timed the test
from the first strike of the print head to
the formfeed at the end of the docu
ment. This was designed to test speed in
characters per second on a formatted
document. We ran the full-speed test
twice, once in high-speed draft quality
and once in letter-quality mode. For the
Apple ImageWriter LQ, we printed
from Microsoft Word 4.0 on a Mac Por
table. To test the Canon BJl30e for
Canon mode compatibility, we ccm
nected to a Canon Cat, one of Canon's
dedicated word processors (it ran fine).
As the cps test ran, we took a sound
reading of each printer. A sound meter
recorded the decibel reading 3 feet in
front of the printer. We recorded the
highest dB rating consistently registered
on the meter (see figure 2). We took a
second reading for those printers with
special quiet modes.
We ran our text-and-graphics speed

pleasantly muted even without a quiet
mode. And, of course, if you really cher
ish your peace and quiet, the ink-jet
printers barely break out of a whisper.
We took sound readings for each printer
and graphed the results in figure 2. We
used the most common unit of sound
measurement, decibels, in our testing.
Doubling the volume means a IO-dB in
crease. A difference of 5 or 6 dB is sig
nificant, and even a 2-dB difference is
noticeable.
It helps to listen to the printer before
you buy it. Try to carry on a normal con

test from PageMaker 3.01 under Win
dows 3.0. With the Windows print
spooler disabled, we started timing as
soon as the printer began receiving
data, and we stopped timing when the
printout was complete (see figure lb).
Our graphics file included line art, a
scanned TIFF image, a gray-scale test
pattern, and text in various· fonts. We
tested both Epson and IBM Proprinter
emulation for those printers supporting
both; otherwise, we used whatever
driver the printer could handle. Some
printers, such as the NEC Pinwriter
P6300 and the Fujitsu DL4600, have
custom Windows 3.0 drivers. For these
printers, we tested the available emula
tions as well as the native drivers. We
timed the Hewlett-Packard DeskJet 500
using the standard DeskJet driver. We
also tested the DeskJet 500-specific
driver with scalable font technology.
The scalable fonts looked terrific, and
we had no problems running Page
Maker with them. The PageMaker file
ported directly to Mac PageMaker 3.02
for printing from the Mac Portable.
Next, we parked the fanfold paper
and loaded a seven-part McGraw-Hill
requisition form (if you can get one of
those through, you can get anything
through-these monsters have seven
sheets of heavy paper and six separate
carbons). We set the gap adjustment
until the highest-quality printout was
achieved. If a printer would not accept
the seven-part form, we removed pages
from the form one by one until the form
fed properly. Although not all printers
accepted the seven-part form, they all
met or exceeded the vendor specifica
tion for multiple copies. Ink-jet printers
will not generate multipart copies.

versation with the printer running. We
found that the dB rating of a printer was
not always as important as the quality of
the sound that it made. Some emit an un
obtrusive sound that may register a high
er dB rating, while a "quieter" model
may make you cringe with its high
pitched squeal. Two of the quietest
printers, the Brother M-1924L and the
Seikosha SL-230, registered 65 dB in fast
draft mode; in quiet mode, they both reg
istered 62 dB. Compare that to the Pana
sonic KX-PI624, which prints at 77 dB
in fast draft, 68 dB in quiet mode. Then
DECEMBER 1990 • B YT E
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: &Q2 #

2 5 & 8l

9 Q
Quiet mode

Draft mode
Advanced Matrix
Technology Accel-535
AEG Olympia NPC136-24

1c:·

there are the Alps Allegro 500XT and
the C-Tech C-515, buzzing in at 75 dB
and 74 dB, respectively, without a quiet
mode to tone down the chattering when
the phone rings.
One solution to the noise problem is a
printer muffler-a cabinet with foam in
sulation and cooling that you place over
the printer. Depending on the size and
quality of the enclosure, we found print
er mufflers listed in several mail-order
catalogs for between $70 and $250. Or
you could hook your printer to a long
serial cable and put it in your closet.
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Apple lmageWriter LO
Brother M-1924L

I

I

Canon BJ130e
C-Tech Electronics C-515
Dataproducts Model 9044
Epson L0-2550
Facit B2400/50
Fortis 004215
Fujitsu DL4600
HP DeskJet 500
HP RuggedWriter 480
IBM Proprinter XL24E
Mannesmann Tally 131/24
NEC Pinwriter P6300
Okidata Microline 393+
Panasonic KX -P1624
Seikosha SL-230
Star Micronix XB-2415 Multi-font
Tandy DMP 2103
Toshiba America •
Express Writer 440 ~ •
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DIP Switches, R.I.P.
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Figure 2: Sound readings taken 3 feet away from the printer. On a dB scale, an
increase of JO equates to sound twice as loud, but even a 2-dB difference is
noticeable. A typical conversation registers 60 dB, while a passing truck registers
about 90 dB. It was no surprise that the two ink-jet printers (the Canon BJ 130e
and the Hewlett-Packard Desklet 500) were the quietest. For those printers that
include a quiet mode, we measured that separately.
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As simple as the technology seems at
first glance, dot-matrix printers are no
toriously aggravating to work with. Ven
dors of the latest breed have bucked this
trend by improving paper-handling fea
tures and the user interface. For the most
part, DIP switches-those tiny, cryptic
switches used to configure printers in the
past-have gone the way of the daisy
wheel. Among the 24-pin printers that
we looked at, only the Hewlett-Packard
RuggedWriter still uses the old-time in
terface. In fact, the RuggedWriter uses
DIP switches only for configuration set
tings that you won't normally deal with
on a day-to-day basis. The RuggedWriter
handles font and pitch changes by front
panel controls.
Some vendors still use a variation of
the DIP switch theme. The Seikosha
America SL-230 keeps its configuration
switches on a credit-card-style function
card (see photo 2). You set the switches
(kind of like rotary DIP switches) and
then slide the card into the front of the
printer. The twist here is obvious: You
can have different cards configured for
each printer application. This feature is
especially handy when different applica
tions need to share one printer. Instead of
fumbling through a new configuration
each time a different user requires hard
copy, each user simply plugs in a cus
tomized card.
Among the printers we reviewed, most
offer a true menuing interface. You view
menu options from an LCD or from a
printed list. Either way, your current se
lections and possible choices are clearly
displayed so you don't have to refer to a
manual each time. Some of the printed
menus-such as the ones from C-Tech,

Photo 2: The Seikosha SL-230 's
credit-card-style function card serves
the same purpose as old-fashioned DIP
switches. You can keep multiple function
cards, each configured for a different
application.
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The argument
for buying our new
laser line printer
IS full of holes. ~~-~~:;~:~e:n'i:=d

Consider
the facts
•
and you'll
agree. The
Laserfold is the logical conclusion for
departmental computing environments.
Particularly where high-speed printing of
high-quality text is an everyday requirement.
That's because the Laserfold ends the tradeoffs between high-speed line printers and
high-end page printers. It simply gives you
the best of both ... at a lower cost than either.
It combines laser-quality character resolu
tion, a fast 16-pages-per-minute output, ·
Advanced
Microsource
Hopkinton,MA
(508) 435-5800
(800) 232-9920

Computer Source
Hauppauge,NY
(516) 348-7474
(800) 222-5022

extremelyqu.ietoperation

and desktop size.

paper for business, teclmical or accounting
. .. [ f.~.;r~~"';;.',. :• .
applications, there's
simply no argument
against choosing the
Laserfold.
Pentax Technologies,
100 Technology Drive,

PENTA

Broomfield,C080021.
V
Phone 303-460-1600.
I MA@
FAX303-460-1628.
TECHNOLOGIES

Technology
Marketing Group
Minneapolis, MN

Technology
Marketing Group
Bensenville, IL

Technology
Marketing Group
Phoenix,AZ

(800) 688-7000

(708) 595-4600

(602) 340-9000

Nimax
San Diego, CA

Nimax

Nima.x

St. Louis, MO

Livonia,MI

(619) 566-4800

(314) 427-1919

(313) 427-1010

Proven Solutions
Olympia, WA

Q!Cor
Norcross, GA

(206) 352-4512
(800) 541-0183

( 404) 923-6666
(800) 548-3420

Circle 230on Reader Service Card

Chess
Denver, CO
(303) 573-5133
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COMPARING PRINTER FEATURES
Table 1: Paper-handling options, speed, and noise ratings are among the most important features that distinguish 24-pin dot-matrix printers.
Printer

Advanced
Matrix Tech.

AEG
Olympia

Alps
America

Apple

Brother

Canon

C-Tech

Dataproducts

Epson

Faclt

Fortis

Model

Accel-535

NPC 136-24

M~
50

M-1924L

BJ130e

C-515

9044

L0-2550

82400/50

D04215

$1485

$799

$799

ImageWriter
LO
$1399

$849

$995

$749

$1099

$1499

$849

$899

400

200

250

250

225

240

200

250

333

200

200

80
32K

67
24K

83
23K

115
SK

75
64K

110
64K

66
28K

83
2K

111
SK

6.5
26K

67
24K

400K

56K

SSK

None

32K

None

None

32K

32K

None

None

Push
0

Push

Push or pull

Push
0

Pull(O)
0

Push
0

Push
0

Push
0

Push
0

•

3
6
2million

0
0
0
4
7
2mimon

0
0
0
0
0
5
NIA
4million

4
9
3V2million

0
4
9
3Vz miltion

0
3
2
2million

100million
characters
6000 hours
(20%duty)

200million
dots/pin
6000hours
(25%duty)

400 million
dolSr'pin
6000hours
(25%duty)

200million
dots/pin
6000hours
(25%duty)

NIA
NIA
N/A
0
NIA
NIA
3
1million
(cartridge)
Nol
available
Nol
available

200 million
dolSr'pin
6000hours
@%duly)

200 million
do ls/pin
SOOOhours
(10%ciJ!y)

2
24.4x5.1
x 13.8
22

3
23x0.4
x13.6
17.7

23.2x5.12
x15
30

24.6 x15.3
x6. 1
26.5

24 x 5.4
x14.3
26.5

22.5x4.6
x 12.4
19.84

1
23x5.3
x14.3
26.5

70

75

70

65

55

74

••
•

••

0

NIA
NIA
NIA

••
•

0
0

•

••

Price
Rated characters
second-dratt 10cpi)
Rated characters per
second-LO (10 cpi)
Standard bufter (bytes)

mr

Optional bJffer (maximum)
(bytes)
Type of traclol
Boltomfeed?
Autoload?
Paper park?
Tear-off?
Autobail?
Plug-in font cartridge?
Ol.iet mode?
Number of mult~e copies
Residenl lonts
Rilbon ile (characlers)

••

0
6
4
Smiion

Print-head life'

Nol
available
Mean lime 0etween failures 15,000 hours
(50%duty)
Number ol slored
5
configuralions
Dimensions In Inches
24x7.35
x 16.9
(O,W,H).
Weight (pounds)
40
Tesled decibel level
67
(high-sf)E!0d drafl)
Emulalions
IBM Proprinter XL24
Epson L0-1050
Epson L0-2550
Others
Diablo630,
Xerox4020

••
•

Graphics resolution
(maximum) in dpi
User interface
Auto thickness sensor
Heal sensor
Mlcio feed Qncrement)
Color

240x480
LCD,
select-dial
0
0

Warranty(~s)

Hardware inlerlace

•••
••

••
••

••

0

•

•

•

0

0
0
11216inch

11180 inch
0
1
1
1
P, RS-232C P. RS-232C(O) RS-232C,
RS-422,
LocalTalk(O)

•

••
••

•••
•

••
•
••

••

4
26.6 x7.7
x 20.4
44

1
23.25x5.12
x 13
24.2

2
25x6.5
x16
27

70

67

71

70

0

••

•

••
•

0

••

Diablo630.
Brother HR

216x216
360x 180 360x360
LCD
Printed meru DIP switches
0
0

•
••
•

•

0
Diablo630

0
0
6

0

4
2
3milion

3
4
3million
Not
avai1able
200million 150 million 100 million
dots/pin
characlers characters
6000holJ's >4000 hours 6000hours
(25%duly) (20%duty) (20%duty)

0

0
0
Epson
L0-850

360 x360
LCD

360x360
360x 180
360x 180
360x360
360x 180
360x 180
DIP swilches Printed menu Printed menu
LCD
Printed menu,
LCD
move
print head
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11216 inch
11180 inch
11180 inch
0
(0)
0
0
(0)
1
1
1
1
1
\
P, RS-232C P, RS232C(O) P, RS-232C P, RS232C(O) P. RS-232C P, RS-232C

••
•

O=No.
(O)=Optional.
N/ A=Not applicable.
LO= Letter quality.
•=Yes.
1 Vendors measure print·head life in characters or in dols per pin. The number of pins fired per character depends on various factors. A draft charac ter equals roughly two dots.

Dataproducts, Okidata, and Tandyprint a line for each option you cycle
through. For instance, to change the setting for characters per inch, you cycle
through each option (e.g., 15 cpi, 12 cpi,
10 cpi), and each option is printed on a
line as you move through them. You then
press a second button when the proper
option is printed out. The method is sim164
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pie and clear, but it's also slow, and it
wastes paper. To save time and paper,
the Facit B2400/50, the Mannesmann
Tally 131/24, and the Star Micronics
XB-2415 Multi-font vary the technique
somewhat. These models also print out
menu options, but to select those options,
you press directional keys to use the print
head as a cursor to make your selection.

For true clarity and ease of use, you
can't beat the LCD interface. With the
best ones, clear options are displayed on
the panel and selected simply, without
reference cards or wasted paper. So if
you crave an elegant cure for the printer
installation blues, take a close look at the
models with LCDs: the AEG Olympia
NPC 136-24, the Brother M-1924L, the

COMPARING PRINTER F,EATURES

Fujitsu
DL4600
$1199

HewlettPackard

HewlettPackard

DeskJet500 RuggedWriter
480
$729
$1695

IBM

Mannesmann
Tally

NEC

Okldata

Panasonic

Selkoaha
America

Star
Mlcronlcs

Tandy

Toshiba
America

Proprinter
L24E
$1199

131124

Microline
393+
$1499

KX-P1624

SL-230

$650

$998

XB-2415
Multi-font
$899

DMP2103

$999

Pinwriter
P6300
$999

$899

ExpressWriter
440
$699

333

240

400

240

250

250

345

160

230

200

225

200

111
24K

120
16K

200
2K

80
14K

83

125
BOK

115
23K

53
12K

77

17K

SK

67
41K

75
16K

66
Not
available

None

272K

16K

None

49K

None

17K

32K

64K

201K

None

Push
0

None
N/A

Push

Push
0

Push
0

Push

Push

Push
0

Not
available
Push
0

NIA
NIA
N/A

0

••
••
•

0
5
7
5million

•

••
•

•

NIA
NIA
9
5million
Life of printer

400million
dots/pin
8000hours
)
(2

4
8
3million

••
4

4
Not
available
Not
available
Not
available

0
3
7
2.5million

••
••
•

5million

3million

150 million
characters
7800 hours
(25%duty)

200million
dots/pin
6000 hours
(25%duty)

400million
dots/pin
4000hours
(25%duty)

200 million
dots/pin
5000 hours
{25%duty)

••
•
•

••

0
0

0

••
0

••

••
•

•

0
0

4

Push

0
4
9
5million

•

••
••
•
0
0

••
•
0
0

•

4
16
4million

4
6
2million

4
5
3million

(30%duty)

200 million
dots/pin
4000hours
(25%duty)

200 million
characters
5000 hours
(25%duty)

200 million
dots/pin
Not
available

300million
dots/pin

SOOOhours

2
22.9 x 7.5
x 15.2
39.7

17.3x8
x14 .8
14.3

23.6x 8.2
x 13.7
35

22.7x 4.8
x 13.5
27

2
23.5x6.3
x 12.5
25.7

23.6x8.25
x15
29

16.4 x 7.1
x22.4
37

4
23.2 x5.6
x 15.7
32

23.9 x5
x 13.8
26.5

23.3 x 5.5
x 13.4
23.1

21 .7 x 4.6
x 13.6
22.3

22.5 x5.1
x12 .4
19.84

68

56

70

68

66

69

70

77

65

72

72

69

(0)

•

0

•

••
•

••
•

••
•

••

••

••

••

••
•

Fujitsu
DPL24C
360x360
LCD

0
0
HP PCL,
Epson
FX·BO(O)

0
HP2930,
HP LaserJet

0
0

0

••

NEC Pinwriter NEC P52001
5300

360x360
360x360
Not available
360x360
100x180
300 x300
Buttons,
Printed menu Pmledmenu Printed menu
DIP switches DIP switches
musical tones

0
0
0
0
3
P, RS-232C

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 i
1/180 i
1/1BOinch
(0)
(0)
0
1
1
1
1
1
P, RS-232C, P, RS-232C(O) P, RS-232C(O) P, RS-232C(O) P, RS·232C
HPIB(O)

Epson LQ-2550, the Fortis DQ4215, and
the Fujitsu DL4600.
Perhaps the slickest interface of all
(the most fun, anyway) belongs to the
Advanced Matrix Technology Accel
535. In addition to a detailed 16-charac
ter LCD, the control panel has a select
dial (see photo 3). The dial serves a few
purposes . With the printer off-line, the

•

0

0

0

0

360x360
360 x360
360x360
360x360
360x360
LED matrix Function card, Printed menu, Printed menu Printed menu
move
move
prnt head
print head
0
0
0
0

•

•

•

360 inch
0
(0)
0
1
2
P, RS·232C P, RS-232C(O)

dial acts as a platen knob, properly posi
tioning your paper. If you turn the dial
while pressing the Alt button, the print
head moves left or right. This provides
an easy way to set margins and print
forms. You just position the head where
you want to print and go to it. And fi
nally, the dial aids the user interface.
You turn the dial to scroll through vari

•

V80inch
0
1

p

1/BOinch
0
1
P, RS·232C

ous menu options. Making setup changes
on the Accel-535 is as easy as picking
songs on a jukebox.
Another way to prevent configuration
headaches is to use stored configura
tions. If you have two or three different
applications for the printer, you can store
the proper configuration for each one of
them. When it comes time to change
DECEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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How to Tell One Dot-Matrix Printer
from Another
A

rmed with a good knowledge of
printer basics, how do you go
about selecting a 24-pin dot-matrix
printer? As we pointed out in the main
article, first decide if you really need
one. If you 're planning to spend many
hours a day printing, you might be bet
ter served by an LED, LCS (liquid
crystal shutter), or laser printer. If qual
ity is more important than multipart
capability, or if noise is likely to be a
problem, perhaps you'd be better off
with an ink-jet printer.
On the other hand, if your applica
tions require high-quality output, don't
buy a dot-matrix printer just to save a
few bucks. Down the road, you will
probably regret not purchasing a page
printer. Laser-quality output is quickly
becoming the.standard fer business cor
respondence. Dot-matrix print, even at
24-pin resolution, just won't look pro-

parameters, you can do it in one easy
step; just activate the custom configura
tion. Table I reports the numberof stored
configurations available with each printer.

Choosing the Right Path
Despite advances, most dot-matrix
printers still require some babysitting. A
major problem is back-feeding. Many
models still feed paper from the rear and
send output to the rear. All too often, the
output will curl around to the feeding
mechanism, wrap around the platen, and
cause a crippling paper jam. You can al
ways direct the paper over the front ofthe
printer to avoid the problem, but there
are better solutions.
Some vendors devise paper separators.
A rack or tray separates the output from

fessional enough. For basic correspon
dence needs (even simple letters and
memos), you should spring fer the extra
cash fer a low-cost page printer.
If, after you have carefully weighed
all these points, you're committed to
buying a dot-matrix printer, consider
the following issues. Do you plan to al
ternate between tractor-fed and single
sheet paper on a regular basis? If so,
parking and autoloading features are es
sential. If you're going to share the
printer on a network and load it down
with long print jobs, a heavy-duty print
mechanism and high-speed output
would be wise. If you need the multi part
capability but have to work in close
quarters with the printer, pay attention
to the quiet mode or the machine's over
all noise ratings.
Label stock has improved significant
ly over the years. It used to be that the

the ingoing paper, with varying degrees
of success. A better way is to feed your
paper in from one direction and out an
other. With bottom-feed printers, you
can place the paper below the printer and
never have to worry about back-feeding
again. The paper flows in the bottom and
out the rear, which also frees up a little
desk space. Some bottom-feed printers
require an optional pull tractor, and you
will need a special stand with an opening
on the surface to accommodate bottom
feeding. The Alps Allegro SOOXT and
HP RuggedWriter 480 feed from the
front and send printed copy out the rear.
This prevents back-feeding and makes
printing labels easier. With a straight
paper path, the labels do not wrap around
the platen where they often peel off or

labels would come off the backing paper
and jam up under the print platen, caus
ing all sorts of serious, sometimes fatal,
jams. Getting adhesive labels out from
under the platen can be almost impossi
ble. Things are better now, but we sug
gest that you stick with straight paper
paths for printing labels. A front-to
back or bottom-to-top path will serve
you well.
Finally, when you start scouting out
printers, don't be content to print on a
preconfigured display model. That's a
good way to narrow down your choices,
" but once you 're close to a decision, ask
if you can take it through the configura
tion process yourself. Yoo'll learn a lot
about the printer's operation and ease of
use. We found cut as much about these
printers by setting them up and config
uring them as we did testing and analyz
ing them.

jam the printer. You'll need to clear
some extra space in front of your printer,
but that's far easier than clearing a nasty
jam.

Desk Snakes
Another aggravating paper problem in
volves the placement of a printer's ca
bles. The parallel cable and the AC cord
join the traffic at the rear of the unit,
often causing messy tangles and an ob
structed paper path. Some vendors, such
as Brother, put the cable port on the side
of the printer. This solves one problem
but may cause others. The cable and port
are more exposed to possible abuse, and
you will need to clear out additional
space beside your printer to make room
for the cable. Epson opted for a simple
solution: A clear plastic cover lies over
the cables, keeping them out of your way.
Tractors that pull paper from above
the print head are the most efficient way
to move paper, but getting the last page of

Photo 3: The Advanced Matrix
Technology Accel-535 has the slickest
interface ofthe 27 dot-matrix and page
printers we reviewed this month.
By spinning the dial, you can scroll
through the options in the menu display.
When not setting options, the dial can
move the paper or set margins.
166
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...for learning more Con1JU1ing Know How
and all of these books include diskettes to get you there faster
BASIC Programming Inside & Out
In depth coverage fora II BASIC, QuickBASIC,
GW-BASIC, and Turbo BASIC programmers.
Explains sound and graphics, creating help
screens, pulldown menus,managing windows
in BASIC. using ML with BASIC, business
presentation graphics, printing multiple col
umns and sideways for professional results,
programming serial and parallel interfaces.
Dozens ofdemo programs and routines you can
easily adapt to your own programs. 600 pages
w/companion disk.
•
#8084 ISBN 1-55755-084-0 $34.95

Batch File Pm1ertouls
Boost your computing productivity with this
package for making truly powerful batch fi les.
Includes dozens of new batch commands for
writing time-saving. easy-to-use "power" batch
files. Book with companion disk containing
powerful "Batch BASIC" commands for writ
ing even more useful batch programs. With
companion disk. Available January.
#Bl02 ISBN 1-55755-102-2 $39.95

PC System Programming
An encyclopedia of PC technical and
programming knowledge. Features
parallel working examples written in
Pascal. C, assembly and BASIC. Ex
plains memory layout, DOS opera
tions, using extended. expanded
memory writing device drivers, hard
disks, PC ports. mouse drivers. funda
mentals of BIOS, graphics and so und,
TSR programs. complete appendices.
920page book with2companiondisks
with over I meg. of programs.
#8036 ISBN 1-55755-036-0 $59.95

Assembly Language Step by Step
Teaches you PC assembly and machine lan
guage from the ground up. You 'II learn at your
own pace using the unique simulator which
show you how each instruction works as the PC
executes it. 360 pages with companion disk.
#8096 ISBN 1-55755-096-4 $34.95

•

Programming VGA Graphics
VGA is becoming thestandard display
mode for PC applications. Learn the
techniques for writing using the flex
ible and powerful VGA hardware and
software. Includes new, unique DOS
commands to perform dozens of VGA
functions. Turbo Pascal and BASIC
extensions for VGA display modes.
670 pages with 2 companion disks.
#8099 ISBN 1-55755-099-9 $49.95

QuickBASIC Toolbox
Packed with powerful, ready-to-use programs
and routines for your own programs to get your
programs written faster and better. Topics in
clude: complete routines for SAA interfacing
mouse support, pull-down menus, windows,
dialog boxes and file requestors; descriptions
ofQuickBASIC routines and a BASIC Scanner
program for printing completed project list
ings, more. Includes companion disk.
Available January.
#Bl04 ISBN 1-55755-104-9 $49.95
Available at B Dalton Booksellers. Waldensoltware. and Sollware Etc and at other bookstores nationwide.
In the UK conlact Compuler Bookshops 021-706- 1188. In Canada contacl Addison Wesley 416-447-5101
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Turbo Pascal Internals
Gives you "know how" to program faster.
easier, tighter and better. Find out how to use
Turbo for system programming tasks-writing
TSRs. performing multi-tasking, using SAA
windowing, implementing expanded and ex
tended memory. Learn how Turbo generates
machine code, handles the mouse. scans the
keyboard, uses UNITES and OOPS, performs
fast screen display and more. 750 pages with 2
disks of more than SOOK of source code
#BOSO ISBN 1-55755-080-8 $49.95
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a printout requires the waste of a whole
sheet. To avoid this, each printer that we
tested has a push tractor below the print
ing mechanism. Some vendors offer pull
tractors as an option, usually to accom
modate thick forms and labels. We had
no problem with tractor feeding from any
of the printers we tested.
The only difficulty we encountered
came from the paper itself. Perforated
sheets come in two major forms-regular
and razor-cut. The regular paper has
thick, meaty perforations that require
some effort to tear. Razor-cut paper has
more precise perforations that tear clean
ly and leave clean edges. Sometimes in
our tests the sheets tore too easily, sepa
rating the paper from the pin-feed strips
and causing a paper jam. Reloading the
paper usually was enough to get the job
printed.
A few important features have signifi
cantly improved paper handling. Most
dot-matrix printers now load automati
cally. You just place the paper in the trac
tor and push a button, and the paper loads
to the correct position. The print head
senses the position of the paper so that it
feeds consistently each time.

What a Rip-off!
The "tear-off" feature saves tractor-fed
paper. After you've printed a page, you
can press a button to make the paper feed
enough so that you can tear it off. When
you return to printing, the paper is rolled
back to. the top of the form. Anyone who
has wasted sheets of paper just to tear off
a printout should appreciate this feature.
Some printers automatically advance
paper to the tear-off position whenever

LASER PRINTER ALTERNATIVES

the buffer is clear of data. When more
data pours in, the printer pulls the paper
back to its previous spot and begins print
ing again. Pretty slick. With the Alps Al
legro 500XT, the paper advances to a
tear-off position whenever 1 second
passes without data coming into the
printer. When we printed graphics from
PageMaker under Windows 3 .0, the data
came out in spurts spaced more than 1
second apart. The Allegro would print a
line of graphics, feed to the tear-off posi
tion, retreat, print another line, and feed
to the tear-off position again. It's easy
enough to turn off the tear-off feature,
but you should be able to configure the
interval, as well.
For loading single sheets, you'll really
appreciate a parking feature. Simply
push a button, and the fanfold paper re
treats as far back as the tractor and stops.
You can then switch to friction feed and
load your single sheet. Another push of a
button automatically loads the fanfold
paper again. If you do a lot of switching
between fanfold paper and single sheets,
you really need parking.

Lift That Bail
Another clever feature is the automatic
bail. While the paper is loading, the
paper bail automatically retracts from
the platen. Then, as the paper passes be
neath it, the bail snaps into position. This
feature is especially useful when you
have a single sheet that does not feed
quite far enough for the paper bail to trap
it. If you leave the bail down and start
printing, the paper will often crumple as
it encounters the bail. Otherwise, you
have to watch the paper as it ejects and

close the bail at the right time. Automatic
bails stay open when the page is loaded
and snap down as soon as the paper is be
neath them.
One clear application still belonging
solely to the dot-matrix crowd is printed
forms. To test the printers, we loaded
them with a seven-part, friction-feed
form and filled it out, checking each
copy for legibility. Although a couple o(
printers were unable to print all seven
copies, they all easily lived up to the ven
dor specifications. Table 1 reports how
many copies the printer can safely handle
(the number on the table includes the
original). We recommend that you stay
within the vendor specifications for
multiple copies. You can damage your
print head if you don't. The printer usu
ally has a "paper gap" adjustment. You
set the lever to reflect the number of
pages being loaded. The Epson LQ-2550
and the Fujitsu DL4600 can automati
cally sense the paper thickness and ad
just the print head accordingly, so you
need not worry about manual adjust
ments each time.
Cut-sheet feeders hold a stack of single
sheets, loading them to the printer one at
a time. At least, that's the theory. Fric
tion feed and gravity are not the most re
liable loading method. If you plan on
using cut sheets most of the time, an in
expensive laser printer would better
serve your needs. Paper cassettes
smoothly feed single sheets, and a laser
printer's output is usually more suitable
for a cut-sheet application.

And Another Thing . ..
You should always consider upgrade pos
sibilities. Will you want color? The Ad
vanced Matrix Technology Accel-535,
Apple lmageWriter LQ, and Epson LQ
2550 can give you that right out of the
box. Other models, as listed in table 1,
offer a color option. This usually in
volves installing a small device that will
raise and lower the ribbon so thatthe pins
strike orie of four color bands. To print
secondary colors (such as green), the
head lays down first a track of yellow and
then a track of cyan. While it may form a
pretty shade of green, printing a light
color over any darker color will pick up
stray color, ruining the ribbon. After a
while, your yellows will be tinged with
green, your reds with purple. Expect
your color ribbons to have a much shorter
life. Color-capable printers often treat an
Photo 4: Two rugged machines:
the Hewlett-Packard RuggedWriter 480
(bottom) and the Okidata Microline
393+ should stand up to hard use.
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LASER PRINTER ALTERNATIVES

COMPANY INFORMATION.

.

·

Advanced Matrix
Technology
(Accel-535)
765FlynnRd.
Camarillo, CA 93012
(805) 992-2264
Inquiry 1111.

C-Tech Electronics, Inc.
(C-515)
2515 McCabe Way
P.O. Box 19673
Irvine, CA 92713
(800) 347-4017
Inquiry 1116.

Hewlett-Packard Co.
(DeskJet 500 and
RuggedWriter 480)
18110 Southeast 34th St.
Camas, WA 98607
(800) 538-8787
Inquiry 1123.

QumeCorp.
(CrystalPrint Publisher
II)
500 Yosemite Dr.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 942-4000
Inquiry 1129.

AEG Olympia, Inc.
(NPC 136-24)
3140 Route 22
P.O. Box22
Somerville, NJ 08876
(800) 999-7808
Inquiry 1112.

Dataproducts Corp.
(Model 9044)
6200 Canoga Ave.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
(800) 624-8999
Inquiry 1118.

IBM
(Proprinter XL24E)
Contact your local IBM
dealer.
Inquiry 1124.

Seikosha America, Inc.
(SL-230)
10 Industrial Ave.
Mahwah, NJ 07430
(800) 338-2609
Inquiry 1130.

Alps America
(Allegro 500XT)
3553 North First St.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 432-6000
Inquiry 1113.
Apple Computer, Inc.
(lmageWriter LQ)
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Inquiry 1114.
Brother International
Corp.
(M-1924L)
200 Cottontail Lane
Somerset, NJ 08875
(201) 981-0300
Inquiry 1115.
Canon USA, Inc.
(BJ130e)
One Canon Plaza
Lake Success, NY 11042
(800) 848-4123
Inquiry 1117.

Epson America, Inc.
(LQ-2550 and EPI-4000)
20770 Madrona Ave.
Torrance, CA 90509
(800) 289-3776
Inquiry 1119.

Mannesmann Tally
Corp.
(131124)
8301 South 180th St.
Kent, WA 98032
(800) 843-1347
Inquiry 1125.

Facit, Inc.
(B2400/50)
P.O. Box 9540
Manchester, NH 03108
(603) 647-2700
Inquiry 1120.

NEC Technologies, Inc.
(Pinwriter P6300)
1414 Massachusetts Ave.
Boxborough, MA 01719
(800) 632-4636
Inquiry 1126.

Fortis Direct Connect
Systems
(DQ4215)
1820 West 220th SL,
Suite 220
Torrance, CA 90501
(213) 782-6090
Inquiry 1121.

Okidata
(Microline 393 + and
OkiLaser 820)
532 Fellowship Rd.
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054
(800) 654-3282
Inquiry 1127.

Fujitsu America, Inc.
(DL4600 and RX7100
S/2)
3055 Orchard Dr.
San Jose, CA 95134
(800) 626-4686
Inquiry 1122.

all-black ribbon as a color ribbon,
spreading out the printing chore over the
four black "bands." A black ribbon will
last at least four times as long as a color
ribbon for black printing jobs. Because
of the extra color bands, a color ribbon is
more expensive, and printing black text
will use only one-fourth of the ribbon.
You may also want a wider variety of
type styles as your needs develop. Most
of these printers accept some kind of font
card to generate additional fonts. How
ever, there is no standard equivalent to
the HP LaserJet cartridge. In general,
1688
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Panasonic
Communications
and Systems Co.
(KX-P1624)
Two Panasonic Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
(800) 346-4768
Inquiry 1128.

dot-matrix font cartridges are propri
etary beasts, offered directly by the com
pany that sold you the printer. Some have
a rich selection of fonts to choose from;
others have only a select few. Vendors
add new ones all the time, so find out
how many and which fonts are available
for your model. Be aware that because
the fonts are nonstandard, your software
probably won't know about them. You'll
have to add the font functionality to your
applications or select your new fonts
from the control panel.
By all means, skim through the print-

Star Micronics
America, Inc.
(XB-2415 Multi-font)
420 Lexington Ave.,
Suite 2702
New York, NY 10170
(800) 447-4700
Inquiry 1057.
Tandy Corp.
(DMP2103)
1800 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76102
(817) 390-3011
Inquiry 1058.
Toshiba America
Information
Systems, Inc.
(ExpressWriter 440)
Computer Systems Div.
9740 Irvine Blvd.
Irvine, CA 92718
(800) 334-3445
Inquiry 1059.

er's documentation. At the very least, it
should include clear step-by-step instal
lation and operation instructions, exposi
tory illustrations, a complete listing of
command sequences (in ASCII, deci
mal, and hexadecimal notation), and-as
always-a sufficient index. You may not
need it all now, but it may come in handy
sometime.

Put It in Writing
Picking a printer from this group re
quires that you weigh all the evidence.
For some applications, high speed is

llP's LaserJet Ill

... with BayTech's LaserShare®
expansion is made easy!
LaserShare is an expansion card that allows four users
to connect simultaneously to one laser printer. Just check
out our outstanding features:

V HP LASERJET Ill COMPATIBILITY

Also works with HP LaserJet II, IID, Canon LPBSII,
LPBSHI, Brother HL8e, and Wang LOPS laser printers.

V 256KB, lMB OR 4MB BUFFER

V SIMPLE INSTALLATION
a/ AVAILABLE MODELS
•
•
•
•

4A - 4 parallel ports
4C - 4 serial ports
4E - 2 parallel/2 serial ports
4CB - 4 serial (256KB, Brother)

Because Resources Should Be Shared.

V SAVES MONE\' AND TIME

BayTech

V UNMATCHEDPRODUCTSUPPORT
With several users having access to one laser printer,
the per-user cost of your laser printer is dramatically reduced.
And there's no more waiting for the printer. With LaserShare,
everyone's printing needs are accommodated. BayTech's
LaserShare - it's worth checking out! Call now for details!
INTERNATIONAL
DISTRIBUTORS

Belgium
Multiway Data Belgium

Spain
V idmar Cont r ol

[93) 2454803

Swilzerland
Sengstag Computers AG
0041.1.950 .54 .44

Dusseldor f
Mulliway Data Germany

Norway
A / S Kiell Bakke

Uniled Kingdom
Leicester & London
A-Line Dat asp eed Devices. Lid.

[1) 47 72 63 11

0211·25 18 75

47-6-832000

Sweden
Solna
Mlcrocom/Maldala

[08) 7344100

0533-778899

Paris
Gradco France

Italy
Torino
BRM ltaliana

Sollent un a
Bean Data

Buckinghamshire
Tre nd Dalalink. Lid .

[1) 42 94 99 69

{011) 7710010

08-62692 26

[06285) 30611

The Netherlands
Multiway Data Netherlands

Suresenes

079-424 111
Denmark
Trend Communica tions

[03) 747-8455

53 65 23 45

Germany
Munich
AMS ComPutech GmbH
[089) 126806·0

Mila no
LT.D

Finland
Genine Oy lmpdata
[921) 335700

Melbourne
Goya Tech, Pty.. Ltd.

800-523-2702
•All product or company names are trademarks of their respective holders.

[02) 749.0749

0 16 -2922 78

Aus tralia
Melbourne
Shuttle Technologies. ltd.
[03) 587 4920

Data Communications Products Division
200 N. 2nd St, PO.Box 387 Bay St. Louis, MS 39520
Fax601-467-4551 Phone 601-467-8231 or toll-free

France
Korndex In ternational

Singapore
Mark Systems {FE) Pte. Ltd.
65-226 1877

Circle 43 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 44)

PRODUCT

S

ave an amazing 60 % of the desk or counter space now taken by a standard keyboard
and enjoy improved functionality at the same time. Actual size is 10. 75" x 6.0"
(273 x 152mm). The new MICROTYPE keyboard is rapidly gaining acceptance as a truly
advanced alternative to the original IBM layout for many applications. Reliability of the
MlCRCYrYPE has been amply proven through extensive use in trading areas of the NYSE, The
New York and Chicago Mercantile Exchanges as well as in many banks, brokerages, stores and
at factory work stations.
Space is saved by compressing rows (not columns) and eliminating wide borders.
Re-arranging and elevating the auxiliary key clusters also saves space while improving accessi
bility with reduced eyescan and head movement. Keys have full travel with a light tactually
responsive touch. All standard features such as auto-repeat, caps, num and scroll lock are
included on the MICRUfYPE.
PC XT/AT, PS/2 IBM and clone compatibility. Available in US and most European language
versions. Made in USA with I year warranty.
... beautifully sensiti11e and handles both typists with light touch and those who really bang ifNily...
COMPUTER BUYERS GUIDE

...This could be the perfect layout for an enhanced keyboard that must fit into a small area .
COMPUMAG
Order direct from stock with 15 day full return privileges.
USA
1-800-0ATALUX
Fax 703-662-1682
CANADA
514 -694-0870
Fax 514-694-0871
EUROPE
44 + 306-76718
Fax 44 + 306-76742

VISA, MasterCard , Eurocard charges accepted.
$1 24.5 0 + 6.00 s/h
Extra charges for PS/2 adapters,
$189. 00Cdn + s/h
air shipments. OEilf and reseller
£99.00 + VAT + P&P volume discounts available.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -------

(

'

...............
- --- - ---.._,6a
-...
When it comes to saving space, there's no comparison.

~-~

DATALUX CORPORATION

1680

.

2836 Cessna Drive, Wincheste1; Virginia 22601
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Circle 84 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 85)

FOCUS

important. For others, quality or the
ability to handle multipart forms is the
deciding factor. The text box "How to
Tell One Dot-Matrix Printer from An
other" on page 166 explains how you
might choose between them and how we
selected the five printers below.
It turns out that there's a good reason
for the market leaders being market lead
ers. Epson may not be known for its other
hardware offerings, but the people there
sure know how to build a printer. The
LQ-2550 ($1499) is a beautiful machine.
It has a simple LCD interface and all the
amenities, including an automatic bail
and a thickness sensor. Color is stan
dard, and you certainly won't have to
worry about compatibility. Likewise
with the IBM Proprinter. Its interface is a
bit cryptic, relying in part on musical
tones, but its output is beautiful and its
construction solid . The Okidata Micro
line 393 + (see photo 4) printed well, has
all the amenities, and is built like a tank.
For heavy-duty use and high-quality out
put, you probably can't do better than the
Oki data.
Like the LQ-2550, the Advanced Ma
trix Technology Accel-535 ($1485) is
expensive, but, again, with good reason.
This printer is fast and full-featured.
The LCD interface is as elegant as it gets.
Color is standard, as is a 32K-byte buffer
(upgradable to over 400K). You'll also
get four resident fonts and an excellent
manual.
If speed is not a major concern but
price is, the Panasonic KX-P1624 offers
all the major features, seven resident
fonts, and a 12K-byte buffer for $650.
For $149 more, the AEG Olympia NPC
136-24 adds an automatic bail, a 24K
byte buffer, and an LCD interface.
Dot-matrix printers still have a broad
market that page printers can't touch.
And even if you already have your fancy
page printer, you may want a dot-matrix
printer to churn out your drafts and list
ings. That strategy will save time and
money, not to mention wear and tear on
your laser printer engine. Don't discount
the lowly dot-matrix printer. It could be
just the workhorse you need. Prices
should continue to fall as laser printers
put a squeeze on the low end of the mar
ket You should be able to find some real
steals out there. Dot-matrix technology
may not be sexy, but it's still alive and
well. "Old Man Ribbon," he just keeps
printing along. •

Stanford Diehl and Howard Eglowstein
are BYTE Lab testing editor/engineers.
They can be reached on BIX as "sdiehl "
and "heglowstein, "respectively.
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Buyour IBM-compatible color
printer and get this Mac-compatible
color printer free.
Macs that might come along. Automatically switch
ing from port to port to keep everybody happy.
Only $7995
Add to that certified PANTONE"* Color that can
The price is as much of a breakthrough as anything
be printed on paper or transparencies, and you've got
else. The Phaser PX offers PostScript-language com
a color printer that will do more for less money than
patibility and 300 dpi thermal-wax color that's brighter ever before.
So call 1-800-835-6100, Dept. llJ to find out how
and bolder than that of pricey competitors. And not
only can you hook it up to an office full of PCs via
to get your hands on the new Tektronix Phaser PX.
serial or parallel, but it will also accommodate any
Then you can kill two birds with one color printer.
The new Phaser PX Color Printer from Tektronix.

The New 1'!ktronixPhaserPX~

•Pantone, lnc.'s check-stand<ud trademark for color reproduction and color reproduction materials. Copyright© 1990 Tektronix, Inc.

Buyour Mac-compatible color
printer and get this IBM-compatible
colOr printer free.
The new Phaser PX Color Printer from Tektronix.

Only$7995
The price is as much of a breakthrough as anything
else. The Phaser PX offers PostScript-language com
patibility and 300 dpi thermal-wax color that's brighter
and bolder than that of pricey competitors. And not
only can you hook it up to an office full of Macs via
AppleTalk, but it will also accommodate the PCs and

workstations that might come along. Automatically
switching from port to port to keep everybody happy.
Add to that certified PANTONE~ * Color that can
be printed on paper or transparencies, and you've got
a color printer that will do more for less money than
ever before.
So call 1-800-835-6100, Dept. llJ to find out how
to get your hands on the new Tektronix Phaser PX.
Then you can kill two birds with one color printer.

The New 1'!ktronixPhaserPX~
:\II rights rcs<..·r vcd. Phaser is a tr ademarkofT rktronix , Inc. :\.I\ other tradcmJrks mentioned here in belong to at her <:ompanies.
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Tom Yager

Sony NeWS and MIPS Magnum:
ADouble Shot of RISC
ith such a crowd ofUnix worksta
tions in the low-end market, how
can you tell them apart? In a
word, software. Consider, for example,
the Sony NeWS 3710 and the MIPS Mag
num 3000. Both machines are based en
the MIPS R3000 RISC CPU chip set.
Both have floating-point acceleration and
fast color graphics.
Physically, these machines have much
in common. They are compact, the Mag
num 3000 slightly more so (see the
photos). They come equipped with quar
ter-inch cartridge tape drives. At the
rear, the machines have connections for
the keyboard, serial devices, a thick-wire
Ethernet port, and external SCSI de
vices. While both workstations use the
same CPU and floating-point chips, the
NeWS 3710 runs at 20 MHz, while the
Magnum 3000 runs at 25 MHz.
From there, the hardware differences
are almost insignificant, with a couple of
exceptions. The NeWS 3710 holds a
front-facing, high-density 3 Vi-inch flop
py disk drive next to the tape drive. It's a
bit more expandable than the Magnum
3000, holding two 25-pin serial ports
and three internal expansion slots. On
the review system, two of the three slots
were available; one was occupied by the
color display controller. The NeWS 3710
also boasts digital stereo audio and the
ability to power itself down.
The Magnum 3000 has one Industry
Standard Architecture-compatible inter
nal slot, but the color display adapter
fills it (leaving it free only on the mono
chrome system). The machine also has
172
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two serial ports, but one of them is devot
ed to the mouse through an odd cable ar
rangement. For convenience, the mouse
plugs into the keyboard (as with the
Sony), butthe Magnum 3000's keyboard
cable splits to connect to both the key
board and serial port number 1 sockets.
A round "don't touch me" sticker bound
one edge of the case, indicating that the
unit is not field-expandable.

How It Feels
If you sit in front of a workstation all day,
as I do, how well the system interacts
with you is important. In the case of
these two machines, the display is no
problem-both use the gorgeous Sony
Trinitron monitor. Sony shipped a 19
inch display; MIPS sent a 16-inch moni
tor. The colors are true, and the pixels
are small and sharply defined, making
the display easy on your eyes.
The Magnum 3000's keyboard is
springy, and it looks very Mac-like. It
sports a network activity light (which,
incidentally, never came on). The key
placements are just where you'd expect
them to be. The feel was a little stiffer
than I like. The Magnum 3000 uses the
likable, old-style Logitech Mouse (the
boxy one). You can rest your entire hand
on it, and the buttons have a short travel
and a positive click that lets you know
that you've pressed them.
On the other hand, the NeWS 3710's
keyboard and mouse were so unpleasant
to use that they might as well have been
wrapped in barbed wire. Special keys,
such as a Vertical Line key, are placed so

that a touch-typist has to stop dead and
hunt for them. The Delete key is next to
the Return key, inviting disaster from
unsuspecting operators who terminate
their programs when they try to get to the
next line. The right-hand Shift key is ad
jacent to a dead key (it doesn't travel-I
call it a "finger breaker"), and the Alt
key appears on only one side of the key
board. The mouse is also awkward to
use. It's hard to wrap your hand around
it, and the button travel is too long. My
mouse squeaked, appropriately, when I
pressed the buttons.
One redeeming feature of the NeWS
3710's interface is its software-operated
power switch. I first encountered such a
switch on the AT&T 3B2 and thought it
was a great idea. If you're working at
home and a nasty thunderstorm starts
moving in, you can dial up your Sony
workstation at your office and tell it to
shut itself off. A special argument to the
shutdown command, -x, does an orderly
shutdown and dumps power.
The front-mounted power switch will
not power down the machine (it only
works to power it up), which is good,
since the placement makes it a prime
target for accidental contact. Remote
power-down capability also adds extra
teeth to any power-monitoring scheme
you might set up. When your uninterrup
tible power supply kicks in, you can have
the system automatically power off. This
is such a simple, worthwhile idea and is
so easy to implement that I can't under
stand why it isn't standard on every
computer.

Software: The Real Difference
Don't let anyone fool you-the most im
portant piece of equipment in a worksta
tion is the software. In this regard, the
systems are as different as they can be
and yet still be similar; let me explain.
The NeWS 3710 that I received was
running the same operating system as
other Sony workstations: BSD 4.3. The
Magnum 3000 runs its own RISC/OS,

which is a mix of System V and BSD.
The operating-system question may be
moot by the time you read this; Sony is
switching over to System V release 4.
Much of what that operating system
promises is already in RISC/OS. MIPS
stacked the BSD file system, libraries,
and commands atop a System V kernel.
The folks at MIPS insist that the Mag
num 3000 can compile and run any BSD
or System V application without modifi
cation. Add to that job control, TCP/IP
networking, line-printer handling, and
other BSD-isms, and you have an operat
ing system that should please even the
staunchest BSD fanatic. I prefer System
Vas an application environment: It's eas
ier to maintain and use, and all the bene
fits of System V are apparent in RISC/

The MIPS
...
Magnum 3000has
a smaller case
than the Sony
NeWS 3710 and
performs
noticeably
better.

The Sony NeWS
3710. Thefloppy
disk and tape
drives are
concealed
behind a door on
the right front of
the case.

•

Sony NeWS 3710

MIPS Magnum 3000

Company
Sony Microsystems Co.
645 River Oaks Pkwy.
San Jose, CA 65134
(408) 434-6644

Company
MIPS Computer Systems, Inc.
950 De Guigne
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 720-1700

Components (as reviewed)
Processor: 20·MHz MIPS
R3000
Memory: 8 MB of RAM; 64K·
byte instruction cache; 64K-byte
data cache
Mass storage: 3V2-inch 1.44
MB floppy disk drive; 640-MB
hard disk drive
Display: 19-inch Sony Trinitron
color monitor; 1280- by 1024
pixel 256-color display
110 interfaces: Two serial
ports; thick-wire Ethernet
interface; SCSI port; three Sony
expansion slots

Components (as reviewed)
Processor: 25-MHz MIPS
R3000; R301 O math
coprocessor; 32K-byte
instruction cache; 32K-byte
data cache
Memory: 16 MB of RAM
Mass storage: Two 200-MB
internal SCSI hard disk
drives; 150-MB cartridge tape
drive
Display: 16-inch Sony T rinitron
color monitor; 1280- by 1024
pixel 256-color display
110 interfaces: Two serial
ports; thick-wire Ethernet
interface; SCSI port

Price
Price
$18,200
· With 16-inch monitor; $16,900 $17 ,990
Inquiry 1110.

Inquiry 1109.
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MIPS Magnum 3000
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Sony NeWS 3710
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Everex Step 386/33

D

C Compiler

Sony NeWS 3710
Time

6

D

DC Arithmetic

Index

Time

Index
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• DC Arithmetic

0.2

2.9
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0.3
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System Loading•
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6.5
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D

System Loading

D

Dhryslone 2

Sony NeWS 3710
Time

Index

D

Floating Point

MIPS Magnum 3000
Time

Index

• Dhrystone 2
(without registers: Dhry./sec.)

24000

1.7

37271

2.7

0 .7
2.8
2.7
2.8
2.8
1.9
1.2

1. 1
1.0
1.3
1. 1
1.1
6.2
10.8

1.0
2.3
2.4
2.3
2.3
1.5
0.9

0 .7
1.3
1.5
1.3
1.3
8.0
14.4

0.5

2 .1

0.5

2.2

0.9

1.0

0.3

3.0

0.2
0.4
0 .5

3.2
2.9
6.6

0.1
0 .4
0.8

4.8
3.1
4 .1

NIA
NI A
NIA

884
859
327

NI A
NI A
N/A

Arithmetic
(10,000 iterations)
Arithmetic overhead
Register
ShorI
Integer
Long
• Floating Point
Double

Throughput

• Cumulative index is formed by summing the indexed performance results fer C Com·
piler. DC Arithmetic. Towero f Hanoi, System Loading (with 8 concurrent background
processes). Dhryslone 2. and Floating Point tests.
, System loading was performed using Bourne shell scripts and Unix utilities.

Note: All times are in seconds unless otherwise specif ied. Figures were generated
using the BYTE Unix benchmarks version 2.6. Indexes show relative performance; for
all indexes. an EverexSlep 386/33 running Xeni x 2.3.1 ~ 1.
N/A ~ Nol applicable.

OS. Soon, Sony will have them, too.
Both systems provide X Window Sys
tem services, as we! I. Sony' s X server
includes the Shape (for handling nonrec
tangular objects) and Bezier (repre
senting complex curves with few data
points) extensions. These provide fertile
ground for involved graphical applica
tions.
The xdpyinfo program, which re
ports information about the configura
tion of the X server, told me that both dis
plays measured 1280 by 1024 pixels,
with a depth of 8 bits (256 colors). Sony's
port ofX Window is apparently the more
complete, as it supports all the available
X color models.
174

Tower of Hanoi

MIPS Magnum 3000

• C Compiler

1 concurrent background
process
2 concurrent background
processes
4 concurrent background
processes
• 8 concurrent background
processes

D
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System call overhead
(5 x 4000 calls)
Pipe throughput
(read and write 2048· x
512-byte blocks)
Pipe-based context switching
(2 x 500 switches)
Process creation (100 forks)
Execl throughput (100 execs)

Fllesystem throughput
(16001024-byle blocks
in Kbyteslsec.)
Read
Write
Copy

Managing colors in a portable way is
probably the most difficult aspect of
writing X applications. It's also the thing
most programmers mess up. An X server
that supports multiple color models helps
smooth over these differences.
MIPS's X server, while fully func
tional, is less robust; it supports only one
color model (PseudoColor) and lacks the
Shape and Bezier extensions included in
Sony's server.
In simple tests, X performance was al
most identical, with the Magnum 3000
showing a negligible edge. Both ma
chines do common text and window op
erations in a snap.
The NeWS 3710's differentiating fea
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ture is an unusual one: sound. The ma
chine includes the circuitry and software
for digitizing high-resolution stereo
audio and playing it back directly from
disk. A small transistor-radio-size box
handles sound 1/0; it holds a monophonic
microphone and a tinny speaker. If you
are going to experiment with the NeWS
3710's sound, don't waste time with the
built-in mike and speaker. I hooked up a
compact disc player and a pair of ampli
fied speakers. The quality and clarity of
the sound are excellent even at lower
resolutions. At the top 37 .5-kHz resolu
tion, the NeWS 3710 had no trouble play
ing back crystal-clear stereo audio cap
tured from a CD. There was no dis

For a description of all the benchmarks, see "The BYTE Unix Benchmarks," March BYTE.
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cernible noise or hum from having the
machine's workstation guts churning so
nearby.
Is this fluff? Today , it probably is.
Someday, however, quality audio will
likely become standard fare on all sys
tems. Macintosh users have long been
aware of the value of having a variety of
expressive sounds under program con
trol. Sony's X-based sound editor is
primitive and has a demo feel to it, but
there's great potential there.
Complex programs could benefit from
vocal prompts and varied audio warnings
whose tones indicate the severity of the
condition. Aids for the handicapped sug
gest themselves, as do educational appli
cations. It will take some time before
audio capabilities like those in the NeWS
3710 are exploited to their full potential,
but getting the hardware in there is a
good start.

Pedal-to-the-Metal Performance
All this fancy hardware and operating
system software would be for naught if
they didn't perform. Both systems do
well, running more than twice as fast as
the Everex Step 386/33 baseline system.

"

This is worth considering if you ' re trying
to choose among platforms. Something
else worth considering is that not all im
plementations ofthe same hardware yield
the same results. As the benchmark re
sults show, the Magnum 3000 takes an
early lead in integer performance and
holds onto it right through the floating
point benchmark, outgunning both the
NeWS 3710 and the MIPS R3000-based
DECstation 5000/200CX. MIPS writes
its own compilers, and the performance
figures prove that the company knows
RISC. The company uses this knowledge
to full advantage, and it knows its audi
ence, as wet I.
Network and X performance are re
spectable, and I had no trouble hooking
either system into BYTE's Unix Lab net
work. Either machine would make an ex
cellent X Window client server (a ma
chine that runs X programs faster than
you can and displays them at your work
station/X terminal).
As is typical of systems for which SCSI
is integrated onto the motherboard , disk
performance is marvelous on both ma
chines, with the NeWS 3710 coming out
slightly ahead. There is enough juice

there to hang a bevy of external SCSI
drives off either of these machines and
leave them on-line as compute and Net
work File System file servers.

Shutdown
I liked both systems, but I'm afraid that
there isn ' t much to recommend the
NeWS 3710 as a general-purpose work
station. It doesn't measure up to the
Magnum 3000 in performance or multi
environment compatibility. I've been
told to expect more "Sonyisms ," of
which the digital audio is the first, and
Sony may well be able to make a name
for itself in multimedia and other niches.
I'm loath to call any system perfect,
but the Magnum 3000 seems to have all
the bases covered: price, performance,
and software. I would have traded the
squat case for more internal expansion,
but that's a minor gripe. The MIPS ma
chine is an excellent value-evidence
that sometimes it's worth going straight
to the source. •
Tom Yager is a technical editor for the
BYTE Lab. You can reach him on BIX as
"tyager. "
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Windows 3.0 Made Even Easier
BeckerToolsis adeeptoolbox of file and data management utilities for
every Windows 3.0 user. It's multttasking is always there, waiting to help
youwithyour file management chores. And since you already know how
to poinl and click, you already know how to use BeckerTools.
Be kerTools adds tl'ese and more capabilities to Windows 3.0:
• Undelete· lets you recover deleted files
• Delele files -single or groups of files or directories, including
read-only files
• Backup (pack files) hard disk- to multiple diskettes with
password protection
• Duplicate clskeltes -read in diskette once, make
multiple copies
• Edit text - btilt-in editor -Mth search and replace
• Copy diskettes -in single pass
• ~re ciskettes - in singe pass
• Wipe diskette - for maximum security
• Verify diskettes - handy security check
• Formatclskettes-in any capacity supportedby your
drive and disk type while multitasking
• Displays -neattyformatted tree structure, with
memory allocations of each directory
• Screen saver included-at no extra cost

What the users say about BeckerT ools 
"It's a great utility, and ... It's easy to learn!" M.B .. Canada
"The perfect companion utility for Windows 3.0" J.A.. CA
"Best file manager utility for Windows!" T .J.D.. CA
"Easy to install and use... Screen saver is a nice extra'" K .R.,GA.
"Splendid program. Will be bundled in each system." K.S.,CA
"Excellent product! Just what I've been looking for! .. . " B.K.,FL
"Exceptional, well done. Asolidproduct." J.R , FL

PerlCITll these operations by just clicking on

!n US and Canada add $4.00 postage & handling. Foreign orders add $12.00 postage per
ilem. We accept Visa. Maslercard or American Express. Call or write for your free catalog.

Circle JO on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 11)

~ Easily switch source11arge1 direclories.

I

11-0.:I Sort by your lilenames or exlensions.

I

1...,..1Select all files in your source direclory.

[Z] Selecl mulliple files using your pallerns.

Ava·11able through Radio Shack's Express Otder Service, Waldensoflware,
Software Etc. and other relailers nationwide. Or order direct from:

Dept. 812, 53 7052nd Slreet SE, Grand Rapids. Ml 49512
Orders: 1·600·451-4319 ·Phone: (616) 698·0330 •Fax: (616) 696·0325

icon

1E11!B Deselect jusl as easily.
I~ rn, I Select liles and direclories.
14»1See only !he liles you wan! lo see.

Suggested retail price: $79.95

Abacus umnmi

;ri

I~ Al Convenienl one bulloncommand menu.

Select both the source and target file or
directory from convenient single screen

System Requirements: IBM AT, 386 or compatiole. and
Windows 3.0. Includes both 3.5" and 5.25'' diskettes
Windows not included.

Order Toll Free 1-800-451-4319 Ext. 212
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HIGHEST QUALITY PCs FROM
IVERSON SUPPORT WITH
TURNKEY LANS
Design studies, site survey, factory
checkout, total installation, training.

CUSTOM SOFTWARE
Develop menus, drivers, application
code, and documentation.

CUSTOM HARDWARE
Customization of most types of PCs and
file servers.

FACTORY VISITS
Customers ma y visit factory and work
wit h hardware/software engineers.

MAINTENANCE/TRAINING
Company owned district offices in
major U.S. and European Cities.

COMPLETE R&D
Design, drafting, computerized sheet
metal presses, PCB department.

FCC LAB
Company owned and ope rated full
service lab.

TOTAL CC
Incoming, in line, test and burn in,
cosmetic, packaging, and shipping.

LOAD SOFTWARE
Will load and test any software o n mass
storage device at factory.

COMPUTER PROS
Six Co. Officers began careers at IBM,
average 2 3 years computer experience.

DESIGNER LABEL
Label showing individual or company
name as system designer.

BEST NAME BRAND
COMPONENTS USED
Maxtor, Seagate, Fujitsu, and Connor
disk drives. Tatung and Acer displays.
Western Digital floppy , SCSI, IDE,
ESDI, & video co ntrollers. C ust om
system boards wi th gen uine Intel CPUs
and math coprocessors. Oversized
Senstron power supplies. Fujitsu
keyboards.

Knowledgeable
Iverson Users

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
AT&T
Australia, Government of
Boeing
Boaz-Allen & Hamilton
Computer Sciences Corp.
Digital Equipment Corp.
Dow C hemical
Electronic Data Systems
Equitable Life
Ford
Ge neral Dynamics
Goodyear
Grumman Aerospace Corp.
Harris Corporation
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Hugh es Aircraft
IBM Corp.
Kodak
Litton
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
Massachusetts Institute of T echnology
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace
Motorola
NATO
Nigeria, Government of
Norway, Government of
Texas Instruments
TRW, Inc.
United Technology Corp.
plus 350 Government agencies
in the free world.

We're best at all the
rest, too.
24-hou r delivery on most o rders. A 24
ho ur toll-free technical support hotline. On
site technical support and trai ning. A ll
purchases include a 30-day, money -back
gua ra ntee and a I-year limited warra nt y.
Payment by Mastercard, VI SA, and personal
check . Purchase o rders accepted with credit
approval. Quantity discounts availab le.
ft all adds up to the best support and serv
ice in the industry. And it's all part of Iver
son 's "Total Solution Package " of Nee ds
Analysis, Customized Hardware and Soft
ware, Sys tems Integra tio n, Training, Installa
tion, and Maintenance.

386/25MHz SYSTEM

BEST
POWER
BUY!
COMPLETE
386/25 SYSTEM
WITH 179MB
DRIVE

$2490

·Intel" K03K6-25MH• Cl'U
•I MH Ri\MMemur y (uptiunal4or K)un
mutherhuard; optional 2 or K MH on 32-hit
memur y card, rur up tu 16 Mii total
• 179 Mii hard drive, 3.5" form ractur; 20ms
• 5.25" 1.2 Mii or 3.5" 1.44 Mii rluppy drive
• 16-hit VG/\ adapter w/512K
• l.!" V<ii\ 1024 x 761! color monitor 0.21! IW
• Enhanced Ill 1 keyboard
• K industry standard expansion sluts ( 1 32-hil);
5 available
• 1 l'arallel, 2 Serial purls
• 1!0387-25 Coprocessor socket
• FCC i\ approved
• Full si,.e i\ T case; 200 Watt power supply
• Flash-lite disk cache surtware
•Virus-Sare, vi rus protection sortware hy f.liaShim
•One year on-site warranty
• 24 hour technical support line
•Nut offered on <iSi\ schedule

• lntel"' l!031!6SX·l6 MHz CPU
• I Mii RAM Memory (optional 2, 4, or 8 Mii)
on motherboard expandable to 16 Mii via
expansion hoard
• 5.25" 1.2 MB or J.5'' 1.44 Mii nopJJy drive
·Enhanced IOI keyboard
• 8 industry standard expansion slots; 6 available
• l Paralle'., 2 Serial ports
• lntei,:rated high performance hard disk interface
and disk controller ( llJ El
• 81U87SX Coprocessor socket
• llaby AT case
• FCC A approved
• Also available in FCC II approved Slimline case;
call for prices
•Available with l!0.11!6SX-20 MHz CPU; call for
prices
• Free Virus-Safe virus protection software
• Free Flash-lite disk cache soil ware

•Intel•' 80.186·.U MHz CPU
• 2 Mii RAM Memory optional 4. 8, 12, or 16 Mii
on motherboard
• 64 Kii cache S RAM Memory e'pandable to
256 Kii cache
• 5.25" 1.2 Mii or .1.5" 1.44 Mii 11oppy drive
•Enhanced Ill I keyboard
• I Parallel and 2 Serial ports
•II industry standard e'pansion slots (si' arailable)
• I ntei,:rated high performance hard disk interface
and disk controller ( IOEI
• 80.187·33 Coprocessor socket
• Add $60 for optional Mini-Tower case
·Add $120 for optional Full Tower case
• FCC A approved
•Free Virus-Safe virus protection sol"lware
• Free Flash-lite disk cache sol'tware

GSA LOW PRICES FOR FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

HARD DRIVE OPTIONS
IDE
20 MB .... $ 304
40 MB ........ 339
80MB ........ 556
100 MB ........ 699
200 MB ...... 1,136

ESDI
150 MB .... $1,283
330 MB ...... 1,854
650MB ...... 2,711
SCSI
GB
...
..... $5,580
1
Erasable cartridge

DISPLAY OPTIONS
(Price includes monitor & adapter)
12" Mono TTL 720 x 350 .......... $174
14" Mono VGA 640 x 480 ........... 263
14" Color VGA 640 x 480 ........... 564
14" Color VGA 1024 x 768 .......... 588
16" Color VGA 1024 x 768 .......... 970

I V E RS 0 N

• Intel"' 1104116·25 MHz CPU with built-in floating
point coprocessor and Ilk cache
• 4 MB RAM Memory e'pandable to 64 Mii
• 5.25" 1.2 Mii or J.5" 1.44 Mii noppy drive
•Enhanced IOI keyboard
• I Parallel and 2 Serial ports
• I 32-bit memory slot
• 7 industry standard e'pansion slots
(five available)
• lntei,:rated high performance hard disk interface
and disk controller (llJEI
• Add $60 for optional Mini-Tower case
• Add $120 for optional Full Tower case
• FCC A approved
• Free Virus-Safe virus protection sol'tware
•Free Flash-lite disk cache sol'tware

Federal/Military/Active/Retired employees, with proper ID, are invited to purchase
computers at lverson's GSA prices ... the government's own special prices. GSA price offer
limited to GSA schedule products that are below mail order prices. (Contract prices established
by subsidiary, International Technology Corporation with GSA Contract Number:
GSOOKlJOAGS5276. Some configurations not available on GSA contract.) Call toll -free to
receive GSA schedule or to place an order: 1-800-388-GSA I .

IVERSON IS AREAL OLD PRO
Fort he past 12 years, Ivcrson Technology Corporation has manufactured
computers for the biggest and toughest customer in the world-the U.S .
Government-meeting their stringent security and military standards with
the industry's most exacting quality control.
In that time, our dedicated staff of mechanical, electrical and sot'tware
engineers have also provided total systems support for large integration
projects for over700 government contractors and agencies from Australia to
Norway-including one project with 8,000 PCs in 450 city LANs, all
gatewayed into a national WAN .
Now we ' re bringing the industry's highest quality personal computers
and the broadest range of support and service-to the commercial market.
Discover why Forhes, For11111e. IJ11si11ess Week, INC., and Tl1e Was/1
i11gto11 Post have used words like "Best" "Top" and " Number I" to describe
our financial perfo1mance.
IlJ8lJ Forhes
#26 of Best 200 Small Companie~
1988/87 /J11si11e.1".1· Week #I I of Top I00 Growth Companies

PARENT FOUNDED IN

COMPUTER CORPORATION

1978

Parent Company (IVT) Traded On AMEX

1356 BEVERLY ROAD . MCLEAN, VA 22101
TEL : (703) 749-1200 FAX: (703) 893-2396 TELEX: 2891271TC UR

Circle353onReaderServiceCard

-·

....
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Tom Yager and Tom TI1ompson

REVIEW

The Norton Utilities
for System V
etting involved with Unix can be
like stepping into another dimen
sion. So much of what Unix does
happens quietly and invisibly, and the
operating system's complexity can make
it difficult to maintain. Unfortunately,
with the growth of PC Unix, virtually
every user must be prepared to perform
some system administration.
Interactive Systems, one of the leading
vendors of 386 Unix, and Segue Soft
ware have come to the rescue with a ver
sion of the Norton Utilities for 386 Unix
System V. While the Norton Utilities for
System V shares some utilities (e.g., Un
Erase, Disk Test, and Disk Explorer)
with its DOS namesake, it is not a gener
ic DOS package simply ported to Unix.
Rather, it's a new package that Segue
and Interactive wrote from the ground up
to be Unix-specific.
I installed and tested the Norton Util
ities for System V on an Advanced Logic
Research PowerVEISA 486-25 running
Interactive Unix System V/386 version
2.2. The first release of the software
runs only on Interactive and AT&T 386
Unix. The disks are installed using
AT&T's procedures, not Interactive's.
That's a pity-Interactive's install pro
grams are faster and more informative.
After the installation, a script sets up
your system to run Norton. The bulk of
the script is the rebuilding of the kernel to

G

The Norton Utilities
for System V
Company

Interactive Systems Corp.
2401 Colorado Ave.
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(213) 453-8649
Hardware Needed

386 or 486 PC, PS/2, or compatible
and atleast 2.5 MB of free hard
disk space
Software Needed

Interactive or AT&T Unix System V/386
release 3.2
Price

$295
Inquiry 1055.
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The Norton
Utilities for
System V'.1:
UnErase utility
provides a list of
erased files for
restoration.

include support for the UnErase utility.
Once installation is complete, you must
reboot your machine to activate Un
Erase.
The documentation is stylish and ap
propriate. It assumes no prior knowledge
of Unix and even provides a brief tutorial
on common operations. A new Unix user
should have no trouble installing and
running the Norton Utilities.

Jumping Through Hoops
As DOS users of the Norton Utilities will
attest, the package includes an odd as
sortment of utilities, ranging from the
playfully benign to the genuinely dan
gerous. Where appropriate, .each utility
interacts with the user through a full
screen color interface. Even though it is
text-based, the interface is attractive,
sporting pull-down menus, windows,
and drop shadows. Wherever it is better
to use the sparser Unix command-line in
terface, Norton uses it.
UnErase, the single most important
feature ofthe Norton Utilities for System
V, lets you recover deleted files or direc
tories. As with the DOS version, recov
ery is easier if you attempt it immediately
after deletion. But because Norton builds
UnErase into the Unix kernel, the Unix
UnErase is a bit more flexible than the
DOS version.
You can optimize UnErase for either
maximum protection or most efficient
use of disk space. The utility retains disk
blocks normally freed by file deletion
and returns them to the system according
to user-defined age and disk free-space
limits. This utility works entirely as ad
vertised; I can't think of anything that I
would have added.
Two other utilities, Disk Test and Disk
Explorer, combine to give administrators

easier access to verification and repair of
both floppy and hard disk drives. Disk
Test verifies the integrity of a disk and
lets you remap bad sectors when possi
ble. The Disk Test and Editor programs
both understand the structure of the Unix
file system. The Editor, for example, has
the power to browse, randomly or se
quentially, through i-nodes and free-list
entries. It also has the power to modify
those entries, and that's where the trou
ble comes in.
The drawback to the Norton Utilities
for System V is that it puts in the hands of
all users a set of utilities that paint friend
1y, almost harmless faces on potentially
destructive operations. A single slip with
the Editor, for example, could render an
entire system helpless. Since Unix sys
tems are often used by several people
(many of whom likely possess the all
powerful root password), it might be ap
propriate to offer a "safe" (and, possi
bly, less expensive) version.

All Things Considered
There's much more to the Norton Util
ities than I can comment on here. Worth
brief note, however, is a set of commands
that enhance Unix shell scripts with
sound (even music), color, and boxes
done in line-drawing characters.
Norton for Unix is well worth having
around. System administrators should
routinely install UnErase on every 386
Unix system in the house. The package is
well done and deserves widespread use.
In the sparse domain of shrink-wrapped
Unix software, the Norton Utilities for
System V is bound to be a star. •
Tom Yager is a technical editor for the
BYTE Lab. You can reach him on BIX as
"tyager. "
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The disk
optimizerfor the
Norton Utilities
for the Macintosh
uses colors to
represent different
file types and their
location on the
target disk drive.
The magnifying
glass lets you
pinpoint a file by
block.

The Norton Utilities for the Mac

P

eter Norton Computing may be
well known for its PC disk utilities,
but I felt some apprehension when I
learned that the company had written a
version for the Mac. Mac applications
written by PC software companies typi
cally have serious interface flaws. After
looking at the Norton Utilities for the
Macintosh, however, I have to say that
my fears were unfounded.
The $129 package includes a manual
and several disks that contain a disk re
pair/recovery application and several
helpful utilities. The disk repair applica
tion resides on a red, self-booting "crash
disk" that lets you boot your Mac and
start recovery procedures when your
Mac's hard disk drive conks out. This
application contains a disk editor, with
modules that diagnose and repair prob
lems with the disk's directories or re
cover an accidentally formatted disk.

Exploration
The disk editor lets you examine disk
data block by block. You can inspect and
change data in a file's data or resource
forks, or you can examine and modify
the disk's boot blocks (information that
the Mac needs to boot) to, say, increase
the number of files the Mac can have
open at any time. You cannot, however,
edit the boot blocks from within the win
dow that describes the boot block' s con
tents, as you can with Symantec's SUM
II Tools application. Instead, you make
changes from a window that displays data
in hexadecimal, and that makes changes
tricky.
The repair utility checks and detects

problems with the disk's media and vol
ume directory structure. It also checks
for problems with files and makes re
pairs. For example, it can fix a file's
bundle bits, which tells the Finder if the
file has an icon that it must copy to the
Desktop file. A bad bit usually gives you
the generic document icon.
On the other two disks are useful util
ities: a disk optimizer or defragger appli
cation, a file undelete cdev, a desktop
layout application (used to change how
the Finder displays and organizes file
icons), a disk activity INIT, and help
files. The disk optimizer is one of the
best I've seen. It first presents a map of
the hard disk's allocated and free blocks.
On a color Mac, it uses different colors to
flag file types such as directories, system
files, applications, and data. Optimiza
tion is rapid, and the program performs
integrity checks before optimization be
gins. You can cancel the operation at any
time. The optimizer reorganizes the
least-altered files (e.g., system files and
applications) on one part of the disk, and
it places files that change often (docu
ments and the Desktop file) adjacent to
the disk's free space. This improves per
formance and slows fragmentation. I op
timized the hard disk drives on a Mac
SE, SE/30, II, Ilx, Ilci, and Ilfx without
problems.
The FileSaver cdev functions in a way
that's similar to SUM II's Shield cdev
and I st Aid Software's Complete Unde
lete: It creates and updates a hidden file
that contains a snapshot ofthe volume di
rectory and keeps a record of the most re
cently deleted files. FileSaver, like Com

plete Undelete, shows which of the de
leted file's blocks have been reallocated
to give you an idea of the file's recover
ability. You can also search for deleted
files by type from a scrolling list of docu
ment types, such as Mac Write and Word.
If your file is not on this list, however
(say you're looking for a Photoshop file),
there's no way to specify a different file
creator or type.

Best Choice for Beginners
The Norton Utilities for the Mac clears
the design hurdle ofproviding an easy-to
use interface while letting you probe vol
ume directories, boot blocks, and data
and resource forks on a Mac disk drive.
The program has some minor rough
edges, such as the FileSaver problem I
mentioned, but overall, it's a good first
showing in the Mac market.
Symantec, which offers the competing
SUM II product, now owns Peter Norton
Computing. Symantec says it will con
tinue to sell both the Norton Utilities for
the Mac and SUM II.
If you are familiar with the Mac's
workings, SUM II Tools or Central Point
Software's Mac Tools lets you get to your
system's innards in more detail than does
the Norton Utilities. But the Norton Util
ities gives you easy-to-use tools and a
bootable crash disk, while with SUM II
you have to make this disk yourself
something you don't want to do in a panic
situation. Mac novices should pick the
Norton Utilities as their first line of de
fense against disk disaster. •

The Norton Utilities
for the Macintosh
Company
Symantec Corp.
10201 Torre Ave .
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 253-9600
Hardware Needed
Mac Plus or higher
Software Needed
System 6.0.4 or higher
Price
$129
Inquiry 1056.

Tom Thompson isa BYTE senior editor at
large with a B.S.E.E. degree from Mem
phis State University. You can reach him
on BIX as "tom_thompson."
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Companies don't make the
Fortune 100 list by accident. It takes
hard work and the wise investment
of capital. Which is why when they
buy industrial PCs, seven out ofevery
ten Fortune 100 companies invest
in Texas Microsystems.
UNBEATABLE PERFORMANCE
IN ANY ENVIRONMENT.
Most people assume that an
industrial PC will give the reliability
needed to run critical applications
in harsh environments, but the trade
off can be a lack of performance
and high cost of entry. With Texas
Microsystems the reverse is true.
Benchmark studies show that in
harsh environments Texas Micro
systems 25/33 MHz 386 & 25MHz
486 PCs perform as well as powedul
desktop PCs do in office environ
ments. Yet the cost of our systems
can be a pleasant surprise.

SUPER
SMELTE
COMPANY

DESKTOP PERFORMANCE
UNDER EXTREME CONDITIONS.

CPU BENCHMARKS
l'Hnoucr
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TEXAS
MICRl )SYSTEMS

BUILT IN RELIABILITY
FROM THE BOARD UP.
We build our systems from
scratch, and take nothing for granted.
We've been designing with Intel
microprocessors since 197 4. Design
and manufacture most of our cards.
And by using VLSI and PAL tech
nology reduce component counts by
60'Vri and drive MTBF numbers up
to 100,000 hours.
Texas Microsystems innovations
include passive backplane architec
ture to improve component reliability
and reduce MTTR to less than 10
minutes. Our 16 point shock-

mounting techniques keep disk
drives functioning at up to 25G
velocities. Andour48 hour pre-test
bum-in at over 130°F guarantees
reliability.
NO ONE HAS MORE
INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE.
We've been in business for 16
years. And you'll find Texas Micro
systems operating in harsh environ
ments at 70 ofthe Fortune 100
companies, as well as delivering mis
sion critical solutions to the US
Government and Armed Services.
MORE SYSTEMS
MEAN MORE OPTIONS.
Two ofour most popular systems
are shown here. They can be con
figured with a vast choice of options

from CPUs, hard disks and drives,
CMOS RAM, video cards and dis
plays, and if none of these match
your requirements we'll custom
configure and test whatever system
you need.
TO US "INDUSTRIAL!' IS MORE
THAN A DESIGN PHILOSOPHY.
You can buy cheaper industrial
PCs than ours, but they may be
camouflaged desktops that do not
perrarm in extreme environments.
At Texas Microsystems, that isn't
the way we build systems. Industrial
PCs and Mission Critical Micros'"
are all we make. Repackaging office
computers is not our business. We
design and manufacture all our
products from scratch, we don't
adapt the designs of others. And

we're always here when you need us.
NATION·WIDE SERVICE,
FULL·TIME SUPPORT.
We believe in offering excep
tional support, including consul
tation during system design. After
sales technical support 12 hours a
day via an 800 numbet: On-site
service from General Electric for a
full yeat; including free parts and
labor. A 30-day, no-ques~ons-asked,
money-back guarantee. And a way
of ordering a Texas Microsystem
that's most convenient and cost
effective to you.
Opposite are two Texas Micro
systems that offer an unsurpassed
combination of price/performance.
Order them direct or ask for a com
plete literature and information kit
on all our systems by calling
1-800-627-8700 now.
TWO EXTREMELY
UNBEATABLE SYSTEMS.
Here are two ofour top selling
systems fo r business environments
that demand mission critical com
puting, regardless of operating con
ditions. Like all our systems they
enjoy the same engineering pedigree
that ensures a unique combination
of perfotmance, reliability and value.
Which is, after all, what you should
expect from America's leading
industrial micro systems company.
And to put a little icing on the
cake, each will include a one yeat;
on-site, warranty.
To ordet; call the 800 number
below and one of our representatives
will discuss your needs with you, give
you an instant quote on the con
figuration of your choice. Then the
system will be built to your order;
tested, and shipped.
Mission Critical Micros is a tradt:markofT exas Microsystems Inc.,
all other trademarks mentioned are registered, trademarked or

servicemarked by theirrespectedmanufacturers.

EXCEPT PRICE.

TEXAS MICROSYSTEM 4108

TEXAS MICROSYSTEM 301A

MISSION CRITICAL OFFICE PC
Features

RUGGEDIZED RACK-MOUNT PC
Features

• Choice of80286, 80386, 80486 processors.
• Perfect for data acquisition, communications
and networking applications.
• 8 full length ISA slots for industry standard
cards.
•Up to I 6MB ofRAM on CPU, three half.
height 5.25" bays for floppy/harddrives and
one 3.5" hard drive.
•Super VGA graphics(l024x768 pixels]
Also suppmts CGA, EGA.
• l parallel and 2 serial ports.
• 101-key enhanced keyboard with DIN
connector on rear panel.
• 220 watt power supply.
• One year; on site warranty included.

·Choice of80286, 80386, 80486 processors.
• 18-gauge nickel plated, steel chassis.
• 14 fi1ll length ISA slots for industry standard
cards.
•Boards bracketed and braced on all four edges.
• T11>0 I l 0 CFM fans.
·Up to 16MB ofRAM on CPU, and fivehalf
height storage bays for hard drives, floppy
and/or tape backup.
•Super VGA graphics (1024 x 768 pixels]
Also supports CGA, EGA.
• I parallel and 2 serial ports.
• Built in speaker, door lock, power and CPU
reset switch.
• 101-key enhanced keyboard with DIN
connector on front panel.
• 225 watt power supply.
• One year; on site warranty included.

Specifications
•Dimensions: 6.S"x 17" x 16.5;' 30 lbs.
•Power 220 Watt, 110 V
• Operating environment.
Temperature: 0°C to 55°C. (32°F to 131°F)
Altitude: 15,000 feet equivalent

TEXAS
MICRO

System Prices

System Prices
CPU/

CPU/

Model

4216

-I l l

Specifications
•Dimensions: 19"x 22.18"x 6.96'.'Wt. 45 lbs.
•Power 95-1321180-264 VAC, 47 to 63Hz.
• Operating environment.
Temperature: 0°C to 55°C. (32°F to 131°F)
Humidity: To 95% at 40°C non
condensing
Altitude: 15,000 feet equivalent
Vibration: .25G, 5-lOOHz operating
5G, 5-lOOHz non-operating
Shock: LOG operating at IO Msec
duration

4320
4325
4333
4425

MHz-RAM

Storage

Price

$2,900
40MBHD,
1.2 or l.44MB
floppy
$3,755
386120-1
40MBHD,
1.2 or l.44MB
floppy
!04MB HD,
$4,530
386125-1
1.2 or I .44MB
floppy
386133-2
104MBHD,
$5,135
1.2 or l.44MB
floppy
486125-4
104MB HD,
$5,995
1.2 or l.44MB
floppy
'From $2,900. Monitor not included.
286116-1

Model

MHz-RAM

3216

286116-1

3320
3325
3333
3425
'From

Storage

Price

$3,825
40MBHD,
1.2 or 1.44MB
floppy
386120-1
40MBHD,
$4,650
1.2 or l.44MB
floppy
104MBHD,
$5,430
386125-1
1.2 or I .44MB
floppy
386133-2
$6,040
104MBH D,
1.2 or l.44MB
floppy
486125-4
$6,895
104MBHD,
1.2 or I .44MB
floppy
$3,825. Rackmount monitor not included

SYSTEMS

EVEN ORDERING IS EXTREMELY EASY. CALL

Texas Microsystems, Inc.
10618 Rockley Rd., Houston, Texas 77099
Tel: 713 -933 -8050. Fax: 713-933-1029

1·800·627·8700
Circle 306 on Reader Service Card
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Jon Udell

REVIEW

CAD and NetWare 386 Join Forces
t used to be that people complained
they couldn't get at mainframe data.
Now the data they can't get at lives on
a PC. Networks abound, and the pendu
lum is swinging in the direction of cen
tral storage again. But few PC programs
share data effectively on LANs. True,
most databases can support concurrent
users. But other categories of software
CAD, for example, as well as spread
sheets and word processors-typically
cannot. All too often the network ends up
as a speedy file transfer link, not as a
foundation for collaborative work. CAD
vance 4.0 from IsiCAD aims to change
that.
The latest release of this popular ar
chitecture, engineering, and construc
tion (AEC) package makes good on the
promise of multiuser CAD. On a Net
Ware386 LAN, CADvance4.0 goes fur
ther: NetWare loadablemodules (NLMs)
running on the server handle some of the
database and rendering chores.
To install the program, you'll need

I

some of the latest weapons in the arsenal
of DOS computing. CADvance now re
quires over SOOK bytes of conventional
memory after you've loaded your net
work driver and shell. This means that,
under NetWare, it requires one of the
new high-loading (EMS or XMS) Net
Ware shells. Unfortunately, it also re
quires at least one 64K-byte bank of ex
panded memory. So, on a 386 machine
with extended memory, you can't get
away with just the XMS shell. You will
also require QEMM, EMM386, or an
equivalent "limulator" to turn some of
the extended memory into expanded
memory.
CADvance also requires a security de
vice-a parallel-port "dongle." Thank
fully, you only need one. The dongled
workstation acts as a license server. In
additiontoCADvance, it runs a TSRpro
gram that monitors the number of active
CADvance users. You can install this
program on more machines than you
have licensed it for, because the license
applies to concurrent users, not to ma
chines.

The Sociology of CAD
CADvance 4.0
Company

lsiCAD. Inc.
1920 West Corporate Way
Anaheim, CA 92803
(714) 533-8910
Hardware Needed

Server: Sufficient hardware to run
NetWare 286 or 386 or another PC LAN
operating system; math coprocessor
recommended for hidden-line-removal
NLM
Client: AT or compatible with 640K bytes
of RAM, at least SOOK bytes
of conventional RAM available after
loading network drivers. and at least 64K
bytes of expanded memory; math
coprocessor recommended for 3-0 work
Software Needed

Server: NetWare 286 or 386 3 .1
(recommended) or other PC LAN operating
system
Client: MS-DOS 3.1 or higher;
network shell
Price

Single-user configuration: $3495
Five-user license (as reviewed): $12,000
10-user license: $20,000
Inquiry 1061.
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IsiCAD has always used CADvance to
target the AEC realm, where CAD draw
ings coordinate the efforts of a variety of
trades. For example, an architect's floor
plan typically governs the design and
specification of electrical, communica
tions, plumbing, heating, and ventilation
systems. With single-user CAD soft
ware, even on a network, the designers of
these various systems can't refer to a live
copy of the floor plan.
Under DOS, single-user (or non-net
work-aware) software can only offer the
limited protection that is afforded by the
file system's read-only attribute. If you
don't turn the attribute on, anyone can
overwrite the floor plan. If you do set the
read-only bit (by means of the ATTRIB
command), no one can write to the file
not even its author, the architect. Even
worse, there's no advance warning of an
unauthorized attempt to write to a pro
tected document. There is nothing to
prevent you from reading the document
and modifying it in memory; only when
you try to store the file does DOS com
plain.
What's the answer? Everyone should
be able to view the floor plan, even as the
architect modifies it (see the figure).
The networking extensions introduced

with DOS 3.0-and implemented in all
DOS and non-DOS PC network operat
ing systems-lay the foundation for this
sort of sharing. The architect's program
opens the floor-plan document in deny
write mode, thereby asserting an exclu
sive right to modify the document. An
other program can then open the doc
ument in deny-none (or shared) mode
and view it. Should the second program
also try to open the document in deny
write mode-that is, for write access-it
will fail. In that case, the program can
deliver a timely warning, and the user
won't waste any time trying to edit the
file.
In CADvance 4.0, the architect opens
the floor plan by means of the File/
Load command, which (if successful)
confers the exclusive write privilege.
Other draftsfolk on the network can then
open the same document by means of the
File/Ref command, which opens it for
read access as a reference file. Reference
files work like underlays. If you're de
signing the plumbing, for example, you
can use a live copy of the floor plan as a
guide. You can see, and even snap to, the
outlines of the offices, but you can't
select or modify them. There can be rec
iprocity as well. For example, it might be
useful to cross-reference the electrical
and plumbing diagrams while each of
them also refers to the floor plan. That
way, subsystem designers can monitor
how the evolution of other subsystems af
fects their own.

Network Consciousness-Raising
Unlike CADvance 4.0, which is actively
network-aware, most PC CAD programs
are passively network-tolerant. Still, file
sharing isn't that tough to implement,
and I expect that the competition will
soon follow suit. But there is more to the
story.
Although the reference-file scheme re
lies only on properties of the networked
file system (and therefore will work on
any PC LAN), CADvance 4.0 puts the
NetWare application programming inter
face to good use. Generally, with any
NetBIOS LAN or NetWare, a program
that fails to open a file in deny-write
mode can report only that it failed, not
why. In other words, it can report "file in
use," but not "Joe's using the file." Of
course, the latter message is the one that
you really want, and when you are run
ning CADvance under NetWare that's

the one you get. Once you know that
Joe's holding up the show, you don't have
to start yelling or charge over to his cubi
cle. With the built-in message utility, you
can contact Joe directly or broadcast a
message to all CADvance users on the
network.

Anyone who's tried to print graphics
on a networked printer or plotter knows
the attendant frustrations. Although you
can redirect LPT or COM ports across
the network, the results aren't always
what you'd expect. With CADvance 4 .0,
you can send plot jobs straight into Net-

Ware queues, bypassing the troublesome
middleman. You can attach a descriptive
name to the plot job and queue each job
on automatic hold. That way , a queue op
erator can identify each job's priority
and paper requirements and manage the
queue accordingly.
continued

2

? 5 8 +

(a)

(a) CADvance 4. 0 lets architects create and revise floor plans
while (b) computer-systems designers note the location ofPCs

in an overlay above the "live" floor plan in read-only mode;

Q

Q
(b)

(c) communications engineers add a second overlay ofnetwork

cabling drawings on the live floor plan, and (d) a Facilities
Manager links objects in the plan to an external database.
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CAD AND NETWARE 386 JOIN FORCES

The Visual Database

SX-OCR
Optical Character Recognition
Software foryour scanner that re
ally works! SX-OCR is fast, accu
rate and easy to use. Why type
when you can just scan and con
vert?
The three im portant features that
make SX-OCR the Best:

•

• 99 + % accuracy
• Fast, easy training module
• Excellent user interface

SX-OCR Read s Text

e SX-OCRwill au·tomai ically "re-type~ your

documents, producing text files that work
with yourword processor . . ·
• SX-OCR handles English' ·and foreign
text, footnotes and headlines, typeset and
typewritten material y
1
• SXcOCRwill automate the typing process
- from simple business letters to il
lustrated propuct catalogs ...

SX-OCR Can Learn

.

• SX-OCR can be taught to read nearly
everything through its trainable recogni
tion process
• ,
•In . add ition , SX-OCR automat ically
avoids dirt , boxes, line s, lo gos· and
graphics while converting text. images to
ASCII files

SX-OCR Manages Graphics
• SX-OCR uniquely separates graphics
from text in one scan ... and remembers
both
• ?X-OCR can import and export popular
image fonna tssuch as PCX an d TI.FF

Compatibility
•PC-AT with 640K RAM and 2mb availa
ble on hard disk - EMS memory can be
used in place of the -"ha rd disk spac<J to
speed up the OCR process ~ '\Vorks with
mos t pc display adapten;
· ·· ·
• SX-OCR works directlywith the follqwing
scanners: Cannon, HP, Microtek, Panas•
onic, Ricoh, Umax, Chinon, Zsoft, Prince
ton,. A baton, ASf, Mitsubishi :a.nd other:s;
alsct will workw ith any scanner tha( will
make a .PCX file or a bilevel .TIF file

Suggested Retail Price $395.Q;l
Call toll free for special, discount prices
on SX-OCR and selected Scanners

1-800-759-4001
Desktop Technology Corporation

I

-'~

c.I L ~
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l

986 mangrove, suite
sunnyvale, ca 94086
(408) 738-4001
fax 408-739-31
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Networking aside, what sets CADvance
apart from most PC CAD programs is its
ability to link objects in a CAD drawing
with an external .DBF (dBASE-style)
database. According to IsiCAD, a num
ber of CADvance users describe them
selves as facilities managers-that is ,
people who must track equipment inven
tories by location. For these users, CAD
drawings are both pictures and data
bases. Of course, you can't use standard
database tools to query the specialized
graphical databases that underlie CAD
programs. But with CADvance, you can
link a graphical database to a convention
al one.
Since I'm responsible for managing
part of BYTE's editorial LAN, I tested
CADvance's database connection by re
lating a database of workstations, ca
bling, and network hardware to an office
floor plan. With dBASE IV (CADvance
requires .NDX index files, so I couldn't
use my favorite dBASE work-alike, Fox
Pro) , I defined four databases indexed on
a common field-the name, or number,
of a CAD object. The first, the Relation
database, links objects in CAD drawings
to .DBF files. The remaining three In
stance databases store information about
offices, workstations, and network hard
ware.
Next I began hooking database records
to objects in my floor-plan drawing. You
can also use the database to search for ,
and graphically select, objects in a draw
ing. Under NetWare 286, that's easier
said than done. Yoo have to supply the
typically machine-generated object
number as a search key. Under NetWare
386, however, CADvance provides a
server-based NLM that can perform
Structured Query Language (SQL) quer
ies against the .DBF database. So, for ex
ample, I was able to select all the sym
bols representing Macintoshes with this
query:

select from workstn where workstn
.vendor= "apple"
What about concurrent access to the da
tabase? No sweat. The CADvance record
editor, like the dBASE browser, will
either lock the active record or tell you
that it can't.
While I applaud IsiCAD 's database
support, I have to admit I found these
tools a tad unwieldy. That's partly be
cause it's awkward to switch between
CADvance and dBASE. Yoo can shell to
DOS, and CADvance 4.0 relinquishes all
but a IOK-byte stubofitselfwhen you do,
but effective use of dBASE with CAD

vance really demands 386 DOS multi
tasking la Desqview or Windows. Even
then, keeping the drawings and data
bases in sync takes perseverance. And
the SQL dialect is fairly weak: no LIKE
clauses, no joins, and no subselects that
return more than one value.
On the other hand, although the CAD/
database interaction may not be pretty, it
does work. If you need to mix the two
disciplines, CADvance may be the only
game in town. And the SQL NLM repre
sents a genuine innovation for PC CAD.
It's exciting to see client/server technol
ogy begin to stretch the horizons of DOS
computing.

a

Other Dimensions
The core CAD program in CADvance re
mains essentially what it was in previous
versions: a solid two-dimensional draft
ing tool with limited, though useful, 3-D
extensions. You won't be designing next
year's Ferrari coupe with CADvance
complex surfaces aren't its forte. But it
has all the tools you need to design and
document a commercial office building,
and they're geared for efficient produc
tion drafting. Almost all the commands
"nest," so you can always interrupt what
you ' re doing to zoom, pan, place a sym
bol, or run a macro program. Mouse but
tons do the right thing in most situations.
And things get done quickly.
To boost a 2-D drawing into the third
dimension, you assign elevations and
heights and then extrude it. The 3-D
module sports interlocking x,y, x ,z, and
y,z grids. You can lock the cursor to any
of these and slide the grids relative to one
another. To reorient the model, you can
choose from a set of standard views, ro
tate the model relative to any axis, or
what's most intuitive-set the location
and height of a "camera" and a " target."
You can easily look around and through a
3-D model, capturing views for a presen
tation. Under Net Ware 386, you cau even
queue up a series of snapshots on which
the server will perform hidden-line re
moval.
A number of PC CAD programs out
strip CADvance's 3-D modeling prow
ess. But in the final analysis, the spin
ning teapots that shimmer on screens at
computer graphics trade shows don ' t
matter much to people who design office
buildings for a living. CADvance has al
ways been a practical tool for the AEC
professional, and now version 4.0 makes
workgroup CAD equally practical. •

Jon Udell is a BYTE senior editor at
large. You can contact him on BIX as
''. judell."

The time of DOS mainframe has
arrived! Running at a blazing speed
of 21 VAX MIPS, CLUB's award
winning HAWK family, based on
Intel's i486 CPU, achieve the main
frame horse-power that out-per
forms any RISC or SPARC based
systems in their class.
With such extraordinary value,
price/performance, and compati
bility, the HAWK line of systems
break through new benchmark
barriers in UNIX/XENIX, DOS,
and Novell environments.
Combine this with our family of 386
based computers and peripherals,
you receive the widest selection of
systems from a single major world
class manufacturer.
It's no wonder that hundreds
of thousands of these systems have

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

I}

'

CLUB

HAWK Ill

21.0 MIPS

(1486-33)

Compaq Deskpro
(i486·33)

20.0 MIPS
20.0 MIPS

(i486-JJ)

CLUB

I

-

AST Premium

HAWKll

I

17.S MIPS

I

(i486-25)

Compaq Deskpro
(i486-25)

AST Premium
(i486-25)

16.0MIPS I

"CLUB AT prides itself on being an
authorized Novell reseller, making the tower
model a good choice for LAN server applica
tions . ... [ CLUB ]combines field-leading
performance, solid construction, and know
ledgeable technical support at an exception
ally low price." PC Magazine , Febrnary, 1990
"When it comes to the basics - price,
performance, and ... capacity - [CLUB]
delivers outrageous value."
PC World, Best B11y Award 1989
For more information call:
Continental USA, Hawaii, and Alaska:

15.0 MIPS I

(415) 683-6600
VAX MIPS

Fax: (415) 490-2687
CLUB Canada, Toronto: (416) 609-8121
International Sales: (415) 683-6623

- - --·-.......

Call for Corporate and Educational Discounts

been installed in corporations
world wide. That's why CLUB's
systems are called the Ultimate
Business Computers. Put yourself
on the fast track and call today
for more information.
Circle 66 on Reader Service Card
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American Technologies, Inc.
The Ultimate Business Computers
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Professional developers require
BLINKER

KnowledgePro

by Blinkinc

by Knowledge Garden

"Fastest dynamic 011e1\ay lin\<.er IOI
Clipper Summer ·a7 and 5.a.
Automatically structures overlays
and reduces program memory
requirement by up to 5a%.
Features incremental linking in
fractions of a second, dynamic
overlaying of C & ASM, source
code of Clipper profiler for
performance analysis, memory
defragmentation, "burning in" of
Clipper environment variables/
serial numbers and creation of
demo versions."

Introducing the DOOR into
WINDOWS. KnowledgePro is a
high level object-oriented language
for Microsoft Windows or DOS.
Integration of OOP, Hypermedia
and Expert Systems technology
lets you create applications and
intelligent documents quickly.
Supports DOE & DLL. No runtime
fees for applications.

LIST: $695 (Windows) PS Price: $589
LIST: $495 (DOS)
PS Price: $419
Gnphics and Databuo Toolkits $119 each.

LIST: $189
PS Price:$179
FastFaxts 937.(J{)l

FastFaxls 1419-003
Visible Analyst
Price
s1ag
3a6 Max 5.a
3a6!DOS Extender by Pharlap 4g5
1ag
DESOview 3a6
1a55
F77-EM32 +Lahey Ergo
47g
FoxBASE+/3a6
g1g
Metaware High C 3a6/4a6
a3g
MetaWare Pascal 3a614a6
a2g
NOP Fortran wNM
a2g
NOP C-3a6
g5
OEMM3a6
22g
VM-3a6
WATCOM Ca.a 386 Prof.
1155
7g5
WATCOM c a.a 3a6 Stand.
a65
Zortech C++ 3a6 Dev.

AI-LANGUAGES
ARITY Combination Package gag
26g
LISPC
PC Scheme LISP
a5
gg
Trans LISP PLUS w/source
23g
PDC Prolog Compiler

ASSEMBLERS
MSMASM
Turbo Debugger & Tools
Visible Computer:aa2a6

1a5
11g
a5

BASIC & ADD-ONS
BAS-C Commercial
dB/LIB Professional
MS OuickBASIC V 4.5
OBase
OuickPak Prof. V3.16

43g
17g
5g
13g
1ag

C LANGUAGE COMPILERS
Instant C
Lattice C - 6.a Compiler
Microsoft C 6.a
Microsoft OuickC
WATCOM ca.a Prof.
WATCOMCa.a Stand.

75g
1ag
34g
5g
42g
35g

CASE & PROTOTYPERS
1a5
Dan Bricklin Demo II
EasyCase Plus
275
365
EasyCase Plus Prof. Pack
135
EasyFlow
11g
Instant Replay Ill
17g
Matr x Layout
MetaDesign by Meta Software 2g5
Pro-C 2.0W/Workbench Combo735
21g
ProtoFinish by Genesis
21g
Show Partner FIX

585

HA L

COBOL
MS COBOL V3.a
Realia COBOL

HALO Professional is the new
graphics tool for developers of
farge, complex applications. No
other graphics library offers you as
many ways to break the 64aK
barrier.

COMMUNICATIONS
ADD-ONS
C Asynch Manager 3.a
Essential COMM by S. Mtn.
Greenleaf Comm Library
Quick Comm

13g
25g
32g
12g

• 200 powerlul graphics subroutines
• DOS Extender suppor1
• Support for todayr; rrost powerful
language compilers
• International character suppor1
• Efficient memory usage
• Support for popular graphics adapters,
printers. image scanners, and plotters
• Supponing Programmer's Guide and
documentation

DBASE
Clipper 5.a
dBASE IV
dBFASTIPLUS
dBMAN V
dB XL
FoxPro
FoxBASE + - V2.1
OuickSilver

55a
4gg

LIST: $595
F astFaxis 86-044

315
275
2ag
4g5

21g

by Complementary Solutions, Inc.
AUTOMATE/ANYTIME, the
Invisible Operator for your PC, is a
new job-scheduling utility that
automatically runs just about any
software program you use,
including Procomm, Fastback,
dBASE, Norton Utilities, plus
many other DOS programs. It
executes batch file and Keyboard
Macro jobs and includes a built-in
backup utility. An easy to .use,
menu-drive program. AUTO
MATE/ANYTIME runs on single
and networked PCs.

4gg
54g
35g
37g
47g
4gg

DBMS TOOLS &
LIBRARIES
21g
AdComm for Clipper
Artful.Lib
2aa
BALER Spreadsheet Compiler 3gg
17g
CLEAR + for dBASE
11g
Comet Multi port
65
dBASE BlackBox
12g
dBASE Online
BRIEF w/dBRIEF
Call
54g
dBX dBport
27g
dGE 4.a
17g
dOUERY MU
1g5
dSalvage Professional
17g
FLIPPER Graphics Library
11g
FUNCky.LIB
25g
Genifer - code generator
22g
Net Lib
14g
Pro Clip
R&R Relational Reportwriter 13g
12g
R&R Code Generator
13g
Scrimage
22g
SilverComm Library
SilverPaint
1aa

PS Price: $519

AUTOMATFJANYTIME

3gg

DBMS
Cause Professional
CLARION Prof. Dev. V2.1
D the data language
Magic PC
Paradox V3.a
R:BASE 3.1

Pr ofessional

by Media Cybernetics

53g
a5g

LIST: $149
PS Price:$139
FastFaxts 3183-001

VEOIT PLUS 3.40
VEDIT PLUS

\

I le file Editor

0 NIU~~rd Processor
~

''t
'

by Greenview Data, Inc.
The new VEDIT PLUS program
mer's editor integrates your
favorite compilers, assemblers,
linkers, debuggers and Make
programs to really speed
development. Its unjg!Je memory
manager swaps ounsRs and
network drivers during compila
tion. Features multi-file editing,
windows, pull-down menus
mouse support, undo, regular
expressions, a powerful macro
language and complete
conligurability _ Exceptional speed
for edillng even multi-megabyte
text and binary files.

LIST: $185
FastFaxts 25-007

PS Price: $159

1-800-421-8006

more than just products...
Tom Rettig's Lbary
U2 Developer's Release

Sourcer 486

Commenting Disassembler

by V Communications, Inc.
Generate detailed commented
source code and listings from EXE,
COM, device drivers and memory!
Built in data analyzer and simulator
separates code from data.
Provides detailed comments on
interrupts, 110 ports and much
more. Supports code written for
8088 through 80486 processors
and math co-processors. With the
BIOS Pre-Processor, obtain
detailed commented listings on
each BIOS ROM in your system.
LIST: $170
PS Price: $149
FastFa:rls 924-018

The Forval SA14400
by R.L. Couch & Company
The Forval SA14400 is one of the
fastest dial-up modems available.
With V.32bisl14 ,400hps base
speed and V.42bistMNP5
standard datacompression, this
modem provides the maximum
data-transfer rate. V.42/MNP2-4
error correction ensures data
integrity. Compatible with all dial
up standards including V.32 and
V.22bis, the SA 14400 is
upgraded over the phone giving
you the Modem with a Future~.
An internal PC version is also
available. A communications
package is included.
LIST: $124S
PS Price: $995
FastFa:rts 2945.()()2

85
47g

DEBUGGERS/
DISASSEMBLERS
DASM

225

Dis Doc Pro

229

Mulliscope for DOS
14g
Periscope IV
Varies
RE:Soun;e by Genesoft
11g
SoltProbl 86/TX
345
Sourcer 486 w/BIOS pre-proc. 14g
Trapper
1sg

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
ASMFLOW
C-DOC
CLEAR+lorC
Codan
BuzzwordsdANALYST
The Doa.tmentor
Hyperinterface I Combo
INSIDE!
MKS Lex & Yacc
MKS RCS
PC-Lint
Plink/LTO
PolyMake
PVCS Professional
ROM-Link
.RTUNK - by Pocket Soft
.RTUNK Plus
Source Print
TLB 5.0 Version Control
Zortech C++ Tools

sg
13g
15g
34g
25g
245
23g
11g
199
175
120
43g
15g
43g
33g
27g
4 1g
g1
125
Call

EDITORS

Greenleaf Comm Library
by Greenleaf Software
The Greenleaf Corrrn Library is an
asynchronous communications
library wt interrupt-driven, circular
buffered service for up to thirty
five ports. Features include:
Modem control functions,
XMODEM, YMODEM, & KERMIT
protocol support: XON/XOFF &
RTSICTS llow control & security
aga inst data loss. Commlib ™
oilers support up to 115Kbaud.
Included free; source and
PDOPlus Online Help System.
Supports all major compilers.
PS Price: $329
LIST: $359

BRIEF
Cheetah
Epsilon
KEDIT
OEditTSR
Sage Professional Editor
SPFtPC-V2.1
Vedit +

Call
1g5
11g
13g
sg
24g
12g
13g

EXPERT SYSTEMS
Eclipse 386
560
Exsys Professional
5g5
Logic Gem by Sterling Castle sg
Personal Consultant Plus
1ggg

FILE ADD-ONS

re 1st
by Group I Software
Mailing List Management
Discover how you can pro
fessionally manage your mailing
list on your IBM compatible PC
and save money with ArcUst and
AccuMail, two powerful, easy-lo
use programs that offer you:
address correction and standard
ization • duplicate recognition • list
merge/purge • postal presorts • file
maintenance • label design and
printing • and more. Boost your
mailing lisrs deliverability, and
performance!
LIST Price: $695 PS Price $635
FastFa:rts 1566.()(JJ

Accsys for Paradox w/source
CBTREE
C-Data Manager
CodeBASE 4
COL - wt source
c-tree by Faircom - source
C-TRIEVE
db_FILEtRETRIEVE ·SU
Faircom Toolbox Prof.
Faircom Toolbox Special
WKS Library
XQL

73g
17g
27g
21g
35g
32g
22g
1gg
sag
53g
14g
54g

FORTRAN
FOR_C w/source
Lahey FORTRAN F77L
Lahey Personal FORTRAN
MS Fortran Opt. Compiler
RM/FORTRAN

79g
54g
Call
3og
4gg

GENERAL .ADD-ONS
C Tools Plus - VB.01

111r

C Utitit U>rary

189

Greenleaf SUperFunctions
Opt-Tech Sort
Turbo CTools by Blaise

239
119
109

GRAPHlCS
Bar Code Library w/Source
Ess81ld!al Braglila 113.0
Graphic
graphics-Menu
GSS Graphics Dev'tToollit
HALO
HSC Sunscan
LaserControl
Meta WINDOWS
Meta WINDOW/PLUS
PCX Programmer's Toolkit

35g

34g
31g
165

699
27g
2sg
13g
20g
2sg
22g

HARDWARE
Aegis
ALL Chargecard
Capital Equipment Corp.
OStRAM32 OM
OStRA~S OM
OSIRAM4 OM
DigiCHANNEL COM/Si
DigiCHANNEL MC/Si
DPT
SmartCache ST506
SmartCache RLL
SmartCache ESDI
Disk Mirroring Module
Emerson UPS
Model 10 UPS
Model 20 UPS
Model 40 UPS
AccuCard
AccuSaver
EtherCard Plus
EtherCard Plus/A
Erasable Optical Drive
Hardlock Kit by Glenco
llT Adv. Math Coprocessors
3C87-25
3C87-33
2C87-20
2C87-12
Intel Math Coprocessors
80387-25
80387-33
J T Fax g500
KickStart I
KickStart II
KickStart Ill
LANStor LAN150S
LaserStor WORM Drive
Personal Modem 2400
OX/12K Modem
OX/V.32c Modem
Seagate ST-125-1 20M
Seagate ST-40g6-1 SOM
Seagate ST·251-1 40M
SentinelScout (kit of 10 keys)
SpeedStor AT 320S
Smartmodem 2400 {Ext.)
The Shadow SVGA1024K
VGA WONDER 512K

55
3gg
225
2gg
179
S75
g4g
1ogg
1ogg
1ogg
685
15g
31g
5gg
2og
5g
23g
34g
Call
35g
450
55g
32g
27g
555
675
5g5
17g
3gg
59g
15gg
32g5
17g
5gg
134g
2gg
53g
33g
265
199g
35g
31g
35g

1-800-421-8006
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The Programmer's Shop is
MICRO PLANNER

GEOG RAF Professional

by Micro Planning International

by GEOCOMP Corporation

MICRO PLANNER: with irs unique

interface will have you
graphic
uilding a step-by-step model of

GEOGRAF is a graphics library of
subroutines which allow you to
create customized graphics from
within your own code. GEOGRAF
is available for most C, BASIC, and
FORTRAN compilers. Includes:
13 fonts, four line types, unlimited
data points, real-time graphs and
batch processing. Device
independent routines and over 250
printers, plotters and video screens
are supported!
LIST: $325
PS Price: $319

your pofject in less then a day,
allowing you to create impressive
reports-including PE RT charts and
bar charts-that look as powerful on
paper as on the screen. From
there, Critical Path Method will
calculate start dates and deadlines
forecast bottlenecks, and optimize
crucial resources. MICRO
PLANNER is available for PC's &
Mac's with interchangeable files
between machines.
LIST: $595
PS Price:$449

FastFaxts 1387..(J()J

TEXT SCREEN ADD-ONS

NETWORKS
dBXULAN
Btrielie Dev.. Kit
NetwareSOL
NelWare C Interface

s1g
47g
s1g
23g

OBJECT-ORIENTED/C++
lntekC++ 80386
Smalltalk/V
Smalltalk/V-286
TurboC ++
Turbo C ++ Prof.
Zinc Interface Library
Zortech C ++ w/ source
Zortech C++ Debugger
Zortech C ++ Dev. Edition

45g
85
185
1sg
2sg
17g
26g
150
3gg

OS SUPPORT
DESOview
OS/286

1og
S8g

OTHER LANGUAGES
Logitech's Modula-2 Dev. Sys1.22g
10g
TopSpeed Modula-2
24g
StonyBrookProf. Modula-2

OTHER PRODUCTS
Carbon Copy Plus
Dan Bricklin's PageGarden
Fast!
Flow Charting Ill
HEADROOM
HiJaak
Laplink Ill
Link & Locate ++ - ROM MSC
Math Advantage
Norton Utilities 5.0
pcANYWHERE IV
PC Tools Deluxe 6.0
PC-KWIK Power Pak
Pre Cursor
Remote2
SpinRite II
System Sleuth
The Duplicator Toolkit-Pro 3.0
Time$heet Prof.

1sg
5g
5g
1gg
5g
13g
12g
34g
475
14g
1sg
11g
11g

96
13g
5g
5g
11 g
135

TURBO PASCAL
11g
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS
Turbo Pascal 6.0 by Borland Call
Turbo POWER TOOLS PLUS g5
1og
Turbo Professional

AEWINDOS
C Communications Toolkit
C Worthy w/Forms w/ARCH
Greenleaf DataWindows
HI-SCREEN XL Professional
MEWEL Window System
POWER SCREEN by Blaise
Vitamin C - source, menus
VC Screen - painter
Vermont Views Obj.+ source

dBXL

45g
129
35g
33g
20g
16g

byWordTech
A superior alternative to dBASE,
dBXL relational database is an
easy to use interpretive environ
ment adding extended language
(XL) features to the dBASE
language. It includes WordTech
R&R Relational Report Writer, full
dBASE compatibili ty (files &
syntax), and special menus for first
time database builders. Also has
memory swapping, advanced
memo field handling, macros, true
windowing multi-dimensional
arrays, graphing and EMS support.
Requires 440K memory.
LIST: $249
PS Price: $189

99
16g
11g
01g

UNIX/XENIX
C++ Compiler for Unix 386
43g
by Zortech
C++ for Unix by
02g
SCO of Canada
45g
Computer Innovations C++
4gg
db_FILE/RETRIEVE MU
ESIX Systems
55g
ESIX/V 386 Dev. (2 user)
75g
ESIX/V 386 Dev. unltd
Guidelines C++ for 386 V2.0 47g
Varies
lnformix SOL
Interactive Systems
Architect Wrkstn Platform 11gg
Architect Wrkstn Developer 1850
21g
Norton Utilities for Unix
Oregon C++ by Oregon SW g1g
WordTech Quicksilver Diamd. 53g
68g
XENIX 386 Dev. Sys.

FastFa:ds 97 UJOJ

HiJaak Release 2.0
by Inset Systems Inc.
HiJaak 2.0 is a graphics
conversion and capture utility that
translates more than 36 Qraphics
file formats. HiJaak provides
batch conversion capability from
the DOS command line or from
the user interface. Supported
formats include GEM, PICT 1&11,
CGM, HPGL, PIC, DXF, PCX,
MAC, TIF, and support for more
than 16 group 3 fax devices. A SK
pop-up provides capture function
of text screens, graphics screens,
and laser printer output.
LIST: $199
PS Price: $189

WINDOWS & OS/2
53g
Actor3.0
Brief for OS/2
Call
gos
Case: W Corporate Version
146g
Case: PM (for C or C+++)
41g
C_talk/Views
34g
C-T rieve/Windows
dB FAST/Windows
315
Graphics Server SOK
455
5g5
Instant Windows
KnowledgePro Windows
55g
22g
MKS Toolkit
11g
MS Windows 3.0
MS Windows DOK
365
MS Windows SOK
365
Multiscope OS/2 Debugger
375
Multiscope Windows Debug. 315
5g5
Object/1
35g
OS/2 PM Toolkit
45g
Smalltalk/V PM
5g
Tempo for Windows

FastFa:ds 1085-003

CLEAR+ for dBASE
by Clear Software, Inc.

·0·

6

CLEAR helps dBASE
developers understand
and document their code
§.
6
6
6
by automatically
0
0
0
producing these high
0
6
0
resolutions diagrams:
0
·6
program flow charts,
- -
systems tree charts, and
formatted source listings.
While it processes dBASE applications, CLEAR analyzes program's
logic and reports logical inconsistencies and synactical errors. CLEAR
supports all the dBASE dialects and versions.

0

0

0

o·

LIST: $199.95

0

0

0

0·

6

-=

PS Price: $179

FastFaxJs 87 3.()()6

1-800-421-8006

your source for solutions!
Vitamin C

dBASEIV 1.1

by Creat ve Programm g

by Ashton-Tate

Easily create a spectacular user
interface with the most versatile
and powerful C library available.
Functions include overlapping
virtual windows, data entry fields
and forms, multi-level pop-up and
pull-down menus, context
sensitive help, a pop-up text
editor, and much morel Even
library source is included, and
applications are royalty free.
Available for DOS, OS/2, Unix,
Xenix and VAX.
LIST: S225
PS Price: $169
F a.stF4Jds 003J.()()7

Introducing dBASE IV version 1.1.
New Dynamic Memory Manage
ment System reduces memory
requirements to 450K. Built-in Disk
Caching Option uses expanded or
extended memory. Control Center
ptoVides easy managemerit of data
for novTces. For the developer, new
language enchancements have
been added. An Automatic Code
Generator produces structured
code for any object and an
integrated Debugger/Editor
streamlines development process.
LIST: S'195
PS Price:$549

j

dBMANV

by Vers soft Corporation
dBMAN V is a dgAsE Ill Plus
compatible relational database
management system which allows
dBASE applications to run on over
40 UNIX, and non-UNIX platforms.
Applications are fully portable
across platforms. It features
windows, menus UDFs, arrays,
data security and more. lrs report
generator creates columnar and
multiline reports without
programming. Report layouts are
designed in "bands• and edited by
simple keystrokes. dBMAN V
compiler supports macros.
Runtime license is available.
LIST: S295
PS Price: $275

FaslFaxts 1292..()()J

BALER
by Baler
The BALER Spreadsheet Compiler
turns .WK1 worksheets into
tamper-proof, standalone
executable programs. BALER is
easy to use-if you can use Lotus
1-2-3, you can use BALER. It is
compatible with nearly all the
commands and functions of your
spreadsheet, including all of the
Lotus Advanced Macro com
mands. Save time with the speed
of executable files. Save money
since users don't need the original
spreadsheet program. And
BALER is royalty free!
LIST: S495
PS Price: $399

Fas/Fa:rls 0808..()()2

THE
PllOGllA!DIEI(" SHOP
CA'rJ\tOG is the definitive
source book for serious software
development professionals.
Over 1,700 development products listed, including:

• applications
• books/training
• communications
•hardware
•languages
•LANs
•libraries
• operating systems
• tools
• UNIX/XENIX
• utilities

Call today for this
valuable guide to
programming productivity.

What is FastFaxts?
You now have access to literature on any of our products via FAX machine.
FREE!
1. Call 617-740-0025 from your FAX machine's phone.
2. Follow the voice computer's instructions and enter your product's code number
(listed in each product box or in our catalog).
3. Hang up the phone and await your instant print out of product literature.

Call 617-740-0025 from any fax phone!
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NCR's S486/MC33 Has Unique
Approach to Reliability
he new 33-MHz i486-based sys
tems are increasingly taking over
tasks that were previously dedi
cated to minicomputers and RISC-based
workstations. The latest entry from
NCR's Workstation Products Division,
the S486/MC33, is no exception. This
system has been designed from the
ground up for high performance, maxi
mum expandability, and unmatched reli
ability. It is also one of a handful of 33
MHz i486-based systems with the Micro
Channel bus architecture.
All this performance, expandability,
and reliability come at a price. The base
price for the S486/MC33 is $13,995,
which includes only the base unit and a
single 3 'l:z-inch 1.44-megabyte floppy
disk drive. The BYTE evaluation unit
included 16 MB of error-correcting
DRAM ($8400), an NCR SCSI host
adapter board ($500), a 670-MB Maxtor
SCSI hard disk drive ($6500), a 16-inch
Super VGA monitor ($1995), a keyboard
($100), and MS-DOS 4.01 ($150), for a
total system cost of $31,640.
While this price will keep away most
home computer users, it is in the price
range traditionally accepted for mini
computers and high-performance work
stations, where increased productivity
can quickly pay back such investments.
The system also incorporates reliability
features not found on any other 486 sys
tem, and it is backed by the quality and
service that NCR has become known
for-second not even to Big Blue.
The size of the S486/MC33's tower
case is substantial: At 29 by 29 V2 by 7 'l:z
inches and a weight of 83 pounds with a
hard disk drive, it seems to be trying hard
to match the system's hefty price tag (see
the photo). Nevertheless, the well-de
signed chassis is tailored for easy access
and uncompromised expandability. It in
cludes nine drive bays, four memory
board slots, one slot for the SCSI control
ler, one 16-bit Micro Channel expansion
slot with video extension, and six 32-bit
Micro Channel expansion slots.
Once unlocked, the system cover
glides easily along guide rails to provide
ready access to the system internals. You
can remove it completely for accessing
the drive bays. Rollers at the front and
rear bottom of the cabinet let you easily
tip and roll the system.

-

T

As the size ofits case suggests, the NCR S4861 MC33 has plenty ofroom for
expansion; It is also one ofthe fastest 33-MHz 486 systems BYTE has tested.

Bulletproof Design
The main processor board is impressive.
Built almost entirely with surface-mount
technology for reduced size and greater
reliability, the large board includes an
i486 processor, a Weitek WTL4167
math coprocessor socket, a 600- by 800
pixel Super VGA video controller with 1
MB of RAM, a floppy disk drive control
ler, two serial ports, one parallel port, a
PS/2-style mouse port, and 12 expansion
slots. Oddly, the two serial ports are
brought out to a single 25-pin connector.
The first port, COM 1, uses the IBM RS
232C pin-out. To use both ports, how
ever, you must connect the included Y
cable to the system's serial connector,
which then provides you with separate
connectors forCOMl and COM2.
Because DRAM chips require period
ic refreshing of on-chip capacitors to
maintain stored bit values, they are prone
to occasional bit loss from such things as
alpha particle hits (naturally occurring
background radiation). As the amount of

memory in a system increases, so does
the likelihood of bit losses, with single
bit losses being the most common.
High-end computers such as the S486/
MC33 typically incorporate a lot of
memory-often 16 MB or more-so
NCR decided to design the memory sub
system for greater reliability. Instead of
the simple parity-detection circuit found
in most PCs, the NCR memory boards
incorporate error detection and correc
tion circuitry, which is capable of cor
recting any single-bit errors that occur on
the fly and can also detect and notify the
processor of any double-bit errors. So if
you're wondering why the 16-MB mem
ory board costs more than your entire
PC, it's because NCR designed it for re
liability with a capital R.
NCR offers 4-MB and 16-MB mem
ory boards for the S486/MC33. With
four available memory slots, the system
supports 64 MB of memory. The mem
ory board slots are uniquely designed,
with connections to both the processor's
DECEMBER 1990 • BYTE
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NCR'S S486/MC33 HAS UNIQUE APPROACH 1D RELIABILITY
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LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE

I

8.0

NCR S4B6/MC33

D

IDJ

IBM PCAT

D

CPU

D

II

FPU

NCR S486/MC33
Everex Step 486/33
Club Hawk 111486/33
AST Premium 486/33

0.8822
0.8959
0.9263
0.8947

Dhrystones
(Dhry./sec.)

Video

The BYTE low-level benchmark suite identifies performance differences between machines at the hard·
ware level; the application benchmarks evaluate real-world performance by running a standard test suite
using commercially available applications. Application indexes include tests using the following pro·
grams: Ward processing: WlrdPerfect 5.0; Desktop Publishing: Aldus PageMaker 3 O; Database: Borland
Paradox3.0 and Ashton-Tate dBASE IV; Compilers: Microsoft C 5.1 and Turbo Pascal 5.5; CAD: AutoCAD release 10 and Generic GADD level 3 l 1.5; Scientific/Engineering: Sta ta release 2. MathCAD 2.5. and
PC-Mallab3 5f; and Spreadsheet: Lotus 1-2-3 release 3.0 and Microsoft Excel 2 .1.

26929.4
26912.9
27472.3
25849.4

The BYTE Lab introduced version 2. Oo f the DOS benchmarks in the August issue (see "BYTE's New
Benchmarks: New Looks, New Numbers"). Benchmark results for machines reviewed under previous
versions aren't directly comparable.To obtain a copy of the benchmarks, join the listings area of the
byte.bmarks conference on BIX or contact BYTE directly

<

NCR S4B6/MC33

II

• For application and low-level benchmarks, results are indexed and show relative performance; for each
individual index, an B·MHz IBM AT running MS-DOS 3.30 = 1. For all benchmarks, higher numbers
indicate belier performance.

CONVENTIONAL BENCHMARKS
LINPACK
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(MFLOPS)
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2. 2

1.3

Everex Step 486/33

1.3

1
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I I
I
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Club American Hawk Ill
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Everex Step 386/33
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CCompiler
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DC Ar;thmetic
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Tower of Hanoi
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System Loading
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Dhrystone 2

D

Floating Point

• The graph above summarizes the results of the Unix benchmarks (version 2.6). All results are indexed to show relative performance; for each test, an Ever ex Step 386/33 running Xenix
2.3.1 = 1. The cumulative index is formed by summing the indexed performance results fer the tests. Comprehensive results are available by contacting BYTE.
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NCR'S S486/MC33 HAS UNIQUE APPROACH

NCR Model S486/MC33
Company
NCR Corp.
Workstation Products Division
1700 South Patterson Blvd.
Dayton, OH 45479
(513) 445-5000
Components (as reviewed)
Processor: 33-MHz Intel i486; socket for
33-MHz Weitek WTL416 7
Memory: 16 MB of error-correcting
DRAM. expandable to 64 MB;
reprogrammable BIOS in Flash EPROM
Mass storage: 670-MB 12-ms Maxtor
SCSI hard disk drive; Teac 3112-inch 1.44
MB floppy disk drive
Display: 16-bit Super VGA controller on
motherboard; 16-inch Super VGA color
monitor
Keyboard: IBM Enhanced 101-key
110 interfaces: Dual serial port; parallel
port; PSl2 mouse port; video port;
keyboard connector; SCSI port; one 16
bit and six 32-bit Micro Channel expansion
slots
Price
$31,640

Inquiry 1107.

local bus and the Micro Channel bus.
This dual-ported design permits Micro
Channel bus masters to access the mem
ory, in addition to the i486 itself. The
memory subsystem is designed for inter
leave operation for improved perfor
mance, typically averaging less than one
wait state. There is no secondary cache
in the system; instead, the system relies
on the i486's own SK-byte four-way set
associative cache.
Like its main memory subsystem, the
S486/MC33's ROM BIOS is unique. As
with most computers in this performance
range, the BIOS is placed into shadow
RAM for faster operation after boot. Un
like other systems, however, the S486/
MC33 uses a flash EPROM to store its
BIOS. Unlike conventional EPROMs,
flash EPROMs can be electrically erased
and reprogrammed in the system. This
allows NCR to change or upgrade the
system BIOS simply by inserting a disk
with the new BIOS and running a utility
to program the flash memory. No more
replacing BIOS EPROMs.
A vertical backplane runs almost the
full height of the case along the back of
the drive bays. A "drive carrier" is
mounted to each drive, which then slides
into a drive bay and connects the drive to
the backplane. The backplane is cabled

TO
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to the SCSI host adapter board and the
floppy disk drive interface connector on
the main processor board. The top two
half-height drive bays are reserved for
3 1h-inch floppy disk drives or a tape
drive. The remaining four half-height
bays and three full-height bays are avail
able for SCSI devices, including hard
disk drives, optical disk drives, and tape
drives. The SCSI host adapter board can
support up to seven devices simulta
neously, and it includes an external con
nector for connecting to SCSI devices
outside the S486/MC33 cabinet, such as
scanners and laser printers.
NCR offers · several SCSI hard disk
drives, optical drives, and tape drives for
its S486/MC33 system, including a 327
MB hard disk drive, a 670-MBhard disk
drive, a 600-MB CD-ROM drive, a 200
MB tape drive, and a 320-/525-MB tape
drive. On the flexible side, only the 3 1h
inch 1.44-MB floppy disk drives are of
fered. NCR also offers a non-SCSI 80-/
120-MB tape drive that installs in the
lower floppy disk drive bay.

A World-Class System
The S486/MC33 is clearly designed for
the world market. Its 385-watt power
supply, for example, is an auto-switching
unitthatworks properly at a nominal 115
volts or 230 V and at 50 or 60 Hz. NCR
also offers keyboards for nine different
languages, and the installation manual is
presented in five languages. The system
documentation consists of several man
uals, and, as expected from a company
like NCR, all of them are complete, well
organized, and heavily illustrated.
The keyboard, with its PS/2-style con
nector, has a very nice feel but no key
click. The 16-inch monitor included with
the evaluation unit also provides a good
quality display, with sharp images and
good color renditipns.
The system comes with a set of utility
and driver disks. These include complete
system diagnostics, setup utilities, and
device drivers. There are device drivers
that support the enhanced video modes,
as well as SCSI drivers for OS/2 and
Unix. I ran the system using the MS
DOS 4.01 operating system that came
with the evaluation unit. I saw no evi
dence of any compatibility problems
after running numerous DOS applica
tions on the system-itjust ran very fast.

How Fast Is It?
The S486/MC33 proved to be one of the
fastest systems ever tested by the BYTE
Lab. With a CPU index of 8.0, the sys
tem is faster than both the AST Premium
486/33 (at 7 .2) and the Club Hawk llI

486/33 (at 7. 4 ). The Everex Step 486/33,
however, showed a higher performance
level, probably because of its secondary
cache, with a CPU index of9.0.
NCR is one of the largest manufac
turers of SCSI controller chips, so it isn't
surprising to find that the S486/MC33's
SCSI disk subsystem outperforms those
of all the other systems in its class. In
contrast, the S486/MC33's VGA video
circuitry, while still fast, lags slightly
behind all its competition.
In addition to admirable performance
in the low-level benchmarks, the S486/
MC33 also outperformed the other 33
MHz 486 systems in most of the applica
tion-level benchmarks. It was slightly
lower only in the desktop publishing and
word processing benchmarks.
The S486/MC33 also performed well
on the BYTE Unix benchmarks. Its 11.3
cumulative index was almost twice that
ofthe baseline Everex Step 386/33.

A Step Ahead of IBM
The S486/MC33's design has been well
thought out and well implemented. Tra
ditional IBM customers will feel right at
i}ome with the high-quality construction,
reliable design, complete documenta
tion, and Micro Channel architecture. In
addition to high performance and multi
ple-master support, Micro Channel of
fers the ability to configure plug-in
boards via software, without having to
use jumpers and DIP switches.
Until recently, IBM offered little to
compete with the S486/MC33. IBM's
PS/2 Model 70 486-B21 is merely the
company's Model 80 386 design with an
i486 processor card replacing the 386
card. It has no system optimization to
take advantage of the i486's features.
Its good points notwithstanding, the
S486/MC33's price must be reckoned
with. To justify that price tag, its perfor
mance and reliability must result in sav
ings for the user. Based on the perfor
mance results, this should be the case for
many users. For example, the S486/
MC33 is well positioned as a high-end
network server, where its high process
ing speed and fast disk accesses will keep
even large networks running with mini
mal downtime. The S486/MC33 will
also shine as an engineering worksta
tion, where complex calculations can tax
the CPU.•
Roger C. Alford is the president of Pro
grammable Designs, a Michigan-based
consulting firm. He is the author of Pro
grammable Logic Designer's Guide
(HowardW. Sams& Co., 1989). Youcan
reach him on BIX clo "editors. "
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Now you can afford to

•Suggested U.S. list price. For Macintesh interface, add $125. <O 1990 Hewlett-Packard Cempany

PE120:33

show your true colors.
No longer does your world
have to be black and white.
With millions of different
color shades produced by
high-quality inkjet tech
nology, the HP PaintJet
printer family makes it easy
for you to look brilliant.
Better yet, it doesn't take
much green to get this
kind of color. Only $1,395*
for the PaintJet. Or for
even faster printing, larger
formats, and more font
capabilities, only $2,495*
for the PaintJet XL.
Of course, HP PaintJets
are DOS and Macintosh
compatible. Work with all
your favorite graphics soft
ware. And print on trans
parencies as well as paper.

So call l-800-752-0900,
Ext.1632 for your nearest
authorized HP dealer. And
get a firsthand demonstra
tion of what the PaintJet
family can do for your
business communications.
You'll be surprised how
high you can fly with color.
F//~ HEWLETT
a!~ PACKARD

There's more to comparing
LaserJet printer sharing options
than just the name
Pacific Data Products
Pacific Connect™
Price

$399

$495

Upgradeable
memory
buffer

Yes

No

Cables and
adapters
included*

Yes

No

Centronics
interface

Yes

No

Warranty

Lifetime

Two Years

Don't settle for less just
to buy the HP name. For
LaserJet printer sharing
devices that offer you more
features for less cost, choose
Pacific Connect from Pacific
Data Products. It's the low
cost way to give up to five
PC or four Macintosh users
access to a LaserJet Series II,
IID, III or IIID printer.
Completely transparent
to users, Pacific Connect is
easy to install and use. It
even comes with four cables
and serial adapters. And to
handle large print files or to
spool documents sent simul
taneously to the printer, its
memory buffer is upgrade
able from 256k to 1.25 MB.
To learn how you can get
more for less, call your
nearest dealer or contact:
Pacific Data Products,
9125 Rehco Road, San Diego,
CA 92121, (619) 597-4609,
Fax (619) 552-0889.

PACIFIC
DATA
P.lCificConnecl includes lwo25 ft serial c.1blcs, lwo 50 ft serial c.1bfes .ind four DB-25 to RJ-11 connectors. PriccsMo~suggcslcd rel.iii list price. P;icific Connect is
a tr.1dem<1rk of P,1cific D.11.1 Products, Inc. Sh.1reSpool is .1 registered tr.1dcmark of Extcndt•d Systems, Inc. All other company and product n.1mes .ire
lr.1demarks of the comp.my or manuf.icturer respectively.© 1990 Pacific D.11.1 Products, Inc
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DR DOS Offers Hope
for the RAM-Crammed

DR DOScan reclaim upper
memory and locates the
DOS kernel in high memory
to give you more work-space
memory than you get with
MS-DOS.

hile you can use various expe
dients to break the 640K-byte
straitjacket that MS-DOS im
poses on RAM, the most straightforward
way is to switch to a new operating sys
tem. But then you would have to abandon
your MS-DOS applications and learn
new ones-and that's not a very popular
course.
But there is a middle ground, and Dig
ital Research, Inc. (DRI), the firm that
was behind the CP/M operating system
in the 1970s, has provided it with DR
DOS 5.0. This $199 operating system for
PCs and compatibles is a precise emula
tion of MS-DOS-no small feat-with
embellishments that will interest users
who need to load an application, a hard
ware driver (e.g., a network interface),
and a TSR program all at once, but need
more than 640K bytes to do it.
I tested DR DOS on a 16-MHz Club
American 386 with Hercules graphics, a
40-megabyte 28-millisecond hard disk
drive, and 4 MB of RAM.
I installed DR DOS with a setup com
mand that demands little of the user, and
it ran immediately. No disk reformatting
was necessary. DR DOS automatically
loaded its own version of all the MS-DOS
command and utility files (using the
same names that DOS uses), plus a few
extras. The only incompatibility with my
existing MS-DOS CONFIG.SYS file
was that DR DOS wanted all text in the
file to be in uppercase letters. Aside from
slight differences in some of the screen
· messages (and the ECHO command's
producing a carriage return, disrupting
any carefully positioned AUTOEXEC
.BAT screen menus you have written),
you'd need the VER command to reas

W

sure yourself that you're in a new operat
ing system.
But there are differences-potentially
big ones-in the way the two operating
systems handle RAM.

Down Memory Lane
To illustrate what DR DOS does, I'll de
fine some terms and map out the tortured
world of PC memory. Conventional
memory is the first 640K bytes (655,360
bytes) of RAM. You generally can't use
all of it for applications, since DOS and
various device drivers must consume
some of it. (With MS-DOS 3.3, I usually
end up with 542,848 bytes available; this
is called the transient program area.)
The amount of available memory is im
portant, because PC software can nor
mally run only when it's in conventional
memory.
Meanwhile, the 384K bytes between
640K bytes and 1 MB ( 1024K bytes) is
called upper memory. RAM above 1 MB

DRDOSS.O
Company
Digital Research, Inc.
70 Garden Court
Monterey, CA 93942
(408) 649-3896

Hardware Needed
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible
Price
$199

Inquiry 1064.

is called extended memory (unless you're
talking about expanded memory, which
swaps pages of RAM in and out of con
ventional memory). The first (or lowest)
64K bytes of extended memory is called
high memory and should not be confused
with upper memory.
DR DOS takes advantage of the fact
that while upper memory is reserved for
video RAM and the ROM BIOS, much of
it remains unused. The amount that is
unused varies with the configuration of
the machine and the kind of video you 're
using, but it's probably more than lOOK
bytes between the VRAM and the ROM
BIOS. Some of the VRAM immediately
above 640K bytes may also be unused.
Both blocks could be reclaimed for an
application, except that MS-DOS can't
raise its eyes above the 640K-byte mark.
What DR DOS does is supply a mem
ory manager, EMM386.SYS, that opens
up available RAM in upper memory. It
also handles expanded and extended
memory support. After installing the
memory manager, you can use the DR
DOS HI LOAD command to load and run
an application in upper memory. To see
what RAM you have available in upper
memory, DR DOS supplies a function
called MEM, which not only lists the
names and locations of all applications
and drivers currently in RAM, but also
graphically maps the state of your RAM.
With DR DOS loaded and EMM386
.SYS installed, I found I had 720,880
(704K) bytes of conventional memory
(640K bytes plus 64K bytes that EMM
386.SYS can reclaim from VRAM if you
are using a Hercules, CGA, or MDA dis
play), of which 689,040 bytes was un
used. Plus, there was another 148,096
bytes of free upper memory above the
VRAM. As compared to the 542,848
bytes that I had previously, DR DOS had
given me almost 300,000 bytes-mem
ory that had been there all along, over
looked by MS-DOS.
Thus, using the HILOAD command
can be astonishing-like pitching a cin
der block into a puddle and seeing it dis
appear without a splash. For instance, I
was able to HILOAD GWBASIC into
upper memory, where it took up about
SOK bytes, and I still had about 60K
bytes of upper memory free-about all
GWBASIC can use for programs and
data. Thus, I was able to run a full
GWBASIC installation without affecting
the amount of conventional memory
available. (Well, almost-DOS's envi
ronment data for each application is still
loaded in conventional memory, and in
this case, it took up about 500 bytes.) I
could even use the SHELL command to
DECEMBER 1990 • BY T E
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leave GWBASIC and load another pro
gram, Xerox Ventura, in conventional
memory, run it, leave it, and then return
to GWBASIC using the EXIT command
from DOS. While they were coresident,
the two programs were not running at the
same time-this is still DOS, not Unix or
OS/2.
I could load a TSR program (in this
case, SideKick), and as far as the conven
tional memory count from CHKDSK was
concerned, it had disappeared with hard
ly a trace. It was in there, however, and it
popped up and ran on demand.
DR DOS also has a HIDEVICE com
mand that you can use within the CON
FIG.SYS file to load device drivers into
upper memory. Obviously, it replaces
the MS-DOS DEVICE command.
And DR DOS exploits high memory ,
whose 64K bytes generally goes unused.
Using the HIDOS.SYS driver, DR DOS
will load the 37K-byte DOS kernel into
high memory. The result is less dramatic
than with EMM386.SYS, but equally
magical; DOS still runs, but for all in
tents and purposes, it takes up no space.
DR DOS also has its own CACHE
command, which sets up a disk cache in

user-defined amounts of extended or ex
panded memory. It caches only disk
reads, so a power glitch won't wipe out
any data that was waiting to be written to
the disk from the cache. While CACHE
doesn't need EMM386.SYS or HIDOS
.SYS, once it's invoked it's still part of
the operating system, and applications
use it automatically.

No Free Lunch
There is, of course, no free lunch-even
if DR DOS does seem to be serving up
multi-K-byte servings of RAM gravy.
As you probably guessed from the name,
the EMM386.SYS memory driver that
accomplishes most of these wonders re
quires a 386 (or i486) processor. HI
DOS.SYS will work with a 286 and will
also function much the same as EMM
386.SYS if you ' re using Leap or Neat
286 processors from Chips & Technol
ogies.
Also, if you're already using a mem
ory manager (such as HIMEM.SYS in
Microsoft Windows or QEMM.SYS in
Desqview), you cannot use EMM386
.SYS, and the advantages of reclaiming
upper memory are lost. However, you

can still use HIDOS.SYS to getthatextra
37K bytes by relocating DOS to high
memory. If you are already using such a
third-party memory manager, you're
probably already using large amounts of
extended memory, and a few score K
bytes of upper memory may not seem
important.
You may also be using applications or
drivers that, for whatever reason, won't
run in upper memory, or already use
high memory. DRI doesn't think there
are many software packages with this
problem, but DR DOS's devices come
with options and switches that let you dis
able any feature that causes trouble.
EMM386.SYS can also set up shadow
ROM, where it remaps the video-control
portion of the ROM BIOS to a sector of
extended memory, on the theory that
RAM is faster than ROM. Therefore,
this should make your screen display
faster. Many clones nowadays come with
shadow ROM already built in; mine did
not, but invoking the feature produced
no noticeable speedup in the screen dis
play. A technician at Club American said
I could expect only about a 10 percent
improvement, although a faster machine,

•r---:111111111111111111111111~------.
ScanWedge:
the ScanPlus
that Swallowed
the MiniBar

ScanPlus is Barcode's high performance,

non-contact scanner based on
CCD technology. With a reading speed
of 200 scans per second, comfortable
ergonomics, and superior reliability,
it has revolutionized har code scanning in
point-of-sale and industrial applications.
MiniBar is Barcode's universal wedge
reader. It has broken new ground with on
board interfacing to over 100 po pular
terminals and PCs.
Now ScanWedge combines the power of
Scanplus with the interfacing capabilities
of the MiniBar. Scan Wedge connects
directly to terminals and PCs between
keyboard and screen, affording immediate
compatibility with the user's
hardware and software.

·C

For Barcode,
the Nineties Promise the World.
ScanPlus, MiniBar, and ScanWedge are trademarks of Barcode Industries, Inc.

Barcode Industries, Inc.
12240 Ind ian Creek court, Beltsville, MD 20 705,
T e l : (30 I ) 498·5400, FAX : (30 I ) 498-6498, Tix : 506 144
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IntroducIDgTheTotal IAN Plan
Only Emerson UPS has it.
i---,

!_J
lr-l
··~~~.~
:=•
Model
JO

'i1/:·:..~:... :.7;:.

ir-==

MOOJ L_)
20 '

A low-cost UPS-on-a-card that fits
And you get our
right into an unused slot in your PC. It
moneyfiackguarantee.
features complete data save and restore,
self-diagnostics and unattended operWe're so confident in the absolute
ation on your nodes.
\3memlUPS
reliability of our network
And cable adapters
Th:. MG~
protection systems,
m~ke ~ccuCard compatible
~=~~ we'll refund your money
......
--..u-if, for any reason, you're
w1th vir tuaIIy all desktop
~::::::.:.:..........computer brands.
:;;;:::-..:::::::~---"not satisfied with your
............
UPS system:"
,
Plus there sOU[ proprietary ;:..;~~1:.-::--;sh~--~
Think about it.
AccuSaver sofi.Ware.
!@!.
Absolute reliability. More
AccuSaver software is actipower protection solu
vated by any data-threatening power
tions than any other company offers.
problems. While the battery backup
And a money-back guarantee. All at
capability of the Emerson UPS suptruly affordable prices.
plies emergency power to the system,
The Total LAN Plan.
our AccuSaver software orchestrates
For more information or the name
a controlled shutdown on all
of the distributornearest you, just call
your PC nodes.
1-800-BACK-UPS.
-I
Then, when
power is restored,
I
you can either
manually or auto
The power to keep up.
matically restore
your
workstation
..,_ __... t
-

It's the first
systems approach
to network power
protection.
10tal, network
protection.
With the price
breakthroughs we've achieved on our
Accupower® line, you can now protect
a file server and five to six PC nodes.
All for what you'd expect to pay just
fcr file server protection.
And Emerson UPS has the broad·
est range of LAN interface cables
and software in the industry. From
Novell's Netware to the new IBM
RS/6000 AIX.
But that's just the first of many
unique solutions that only
Emerson offers.

AUPS that fi tsina slot.
There's
our urnque
AccuCard,™
for instance.

I -- I --

I- --

--

- - - - ----Model JO

Modc/20

Modd40

EMERSON UPS

Mak/5()

Moile/30

kct.'plrwt'ris a registered tradcm.1rk ;md AccuCard. Acc._u.(\.1vc.>r and the lht.·il LAN Plan are trademarks o( Erne1~n Computer l\'iwer, a division of Emerson Electric. PC is a regist«ed trademark uflnternational Business Machines Cor11oration. L.' \N M;m;iRer is a
registerrd_tr~m."\fk of M1crnsert Ctltpi;i tl'l lfon. Novell andNerwarear_e reg·1s1errd trndem.1rks of Novell, Inc. UNIX is a registered trndemark of AT&T Bell Labs. ll.1nYm1 and 3Com are registered tradenmrksoftho~e respec!i\"·e comp;iniC's.
•s.nerestnctiaisappl}( See )'C11r rereller ~%ckti ilscrca l l E~An UFSd1r1."C:t. OffererrlsCM:t:niler 1991.e l990 Emerson Cemputer HJl.UI..'<. a division cl Emen;ou Et.nncCo.
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Planning for Retirement
Quickly and easily determine
the income you need to retire
comfortably. Our president
adds this comment "Although
this planning tool is primar
ily intended for individuals,
everyone dealing with retire
ment benefits could profit by
owning a copy."
Some factors considered are:
-inflation
-how spending changes with
age
-IRA, Keogh, (RRSP in Canada),
etc.
- the tax bite
-capital and its growth
-life insurance, annuities, gov
ernment and corporation
pension plans
... and on it goes.

jyOS Planning for Retirement
helps you develop concrete
and attainable plans for a se
cure retirement. Now available
for $79 U.S.; a demonstration
kit is also available for $20.
Requires DOS 3.0 or later.
Call or write for a brochure
on our retirement planning
seminars.
For orders or information
(8 AM to 5 PM Mtn.)
MC and VISA accepted
call
(403) 241-9011
write

jyOS Systems Inc.
Suite 393, 918 - 16 Ave. N.W.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
T2M OK3
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such as a 33-MHz 386, might show a 30
percent improvement.
My applications ran at about the same
speed under DR DOS as they did under
MS-DOS. However, loading EMM386
.SYS slowed disk-based activities down
by about 10 percent. If the extra memory
EMM386.SYS makes available means
that an application needs to perform dra
matically fewer disk accesses, the slow
down might be negated, but I encoun
tered no such situations. On the other
hand, using CACHE does speed things
up noticeably, especially for programs
that normally swap code to and from
RAM. After being invoked the first
time, a function would often run without
producing any disk activity, since the
necessary code was in the RAM cache.
The difference was less evident when
reading through data files, and it did not
make up for EMM386.SYS.
There was no particular difference be
tween the print speeds of DR DOS and
MS-DOS. However, an odd problem
and the only real bug I encountered
surfaced when I was copying files in
binary format to the printer port (using
COPY /B PRN) to load emulation soft
ware into a laser printer. The initial ver
sion of DR DOS that I had couldn't do
this at all. A second version-which DRI
said is the version of DR DOS that is now
being shipped-did work, but it took 55
seconds to transmit a file that MS-DOS
transmitted in just 4 seconds.

DOS Embellishments
Beyond memory management features,
there are a number of small but interest
ing differences between MS-DOS and
DR DOS. The most obvious difference is
that DR DOS inserts commas into byte
counts, so you get "655,360" instead of
"655360." Beyond this boost to legibil
ity, usability also gets a boost, thanks to
a new help-screen option for most DOS
commands. If, for instance, you can't re
member how to do a backup, you can just
type BACKUP /H and a help screen will
appear.
And you don't have to type anything at
all to use DR DOS if you don't want to,
because it comes with a point-and-click
graphical shell called ViewMax. It is
strongly reminiscent of the GEM inter
face, right down to the pop-up calculator
and digital clock. And that should be no
surprise, because GEM is also made by
DRI.
DR DOS replaces MS-DOS's EDIT
line-at-a-time text editor with a handy
full-screen editor that uses WordStar
control keystrokes. Unsurprisingly, it's
named EDITOR.

You can assign varying levels of pass
word protection to files and subdirector
ies. The TREE command can produce a
graphical diagram of your disk directo
ries. FORMAT only works with floppy
disks. To wipe out a hard disk, you have
to use the FDISK command. Since the
program is menu-driven, you'll be less
likely to absentmindedly vaporize your
data with it. And if you do use FDISK,
you'll find that DR DOS supports disk
partitions of up to 512 MB. For examin
ing file contents, there's an extended ver
sion of DIR called XDIR, which shows
more information than DIR.
For laptop users, DR DOS has a utility
called FileLink for file transfers over
serial cables. Functionally, it's compara
ble to Traveling Software's Desk-Link.
Also for laptops is a CURSOR function
for changing the shape and blink rate of
the cursor to make it easier to find on an
LCD screen. DRI says that power man
agement techniques to extend battery life
for portable computers are also built into
DR DOS, but those features must be inte
grated by hardware manufacturers.

The Ultimate Answer?
If you have a 386 and need extra RAM
(perhaps because of a need to pile on de
vice drivers), DR DOS may be your sal
vation. It frees up more than enough
RAM to hold the average network driver,
which is usually 64K bytes to 128K
bytes in size. And it does it without af
fecting your applications in any way
you don't have to convert to OS/2 or some
other environment to escape the RAM
cram.
Otherwise, the $199 you'dhaveto pay
for DR DOS may or may not be worth it.
Many considerations are involved. File
Link may make it a good value if you're a
laptop user. The password function and
the 512-MB disk partition may be inter
esting for certain applications. The help
screens, screen editor, and ViewMax
generally make it an easier DOS to use.
One consideration that you should not
overlook is that Microsoft can be ex
pected to hatch an answer to DR DOS
with its own further enhancements to
MS-DOS.
But in the meantime, DRI has added a
viable competitor to the DOS world. That
in itself is a long-overdue development. •

Lamont Wood has evaluated personal
computers and software for 13 years, au
thoring more than 200 articles on the
subject. He currently writes a computer
column for the San Antonio Business
Journal. You can contact him on BIX as
"lwood."

CompuAdd's NEW DX Success Kit Features:

••
••
••
••
••

80386 microprocessor running at 20MHz
1 MB DRAM expandable to 16MB
0 wait-state cache memory
40MB (28ms) hard drive
5.25" l .2MB or 3.5" 1.44MB diskette drive
Dual diskette controller
Dual IDE hard drive interface
Six 16-bit and two 8-bit expansion slots
Five 5.25" half-height drive bays
Built-in parallel and two serial ports

•
•
••

High-performance MGA monitor and
graphics adapter
FREE Panasonic KX-Pl 180 printer
$299.95 value
FREE CompuAdd mouse $34.95 value
FREE CompuAdd Windows 3.0 preloaded
$149 value
A FUEE Microsoft Working Models preloaded
A FREE CompuAdd MS-DOS 4.01 preloaded
$89 value

CompuAdd's Top-of-the-Line Technology
at Bottom-Line Prices
CompuAdd SX Success Kit
The SX Success Kit has been
one of our best sellers since
the day we introduced it!
CompuAdd was the
first to offer conven
ient plug-and-go
computer kits, and
no one else matches
the value we build
into every package.
We put all the compat
ible components together
for you  there are no more pieces to buy!
We even include FREE CompuAdd Windows 3.0,
FREE CompuAdd MS-DOS 4.01, FREE Microsoft Working Models
and a FREE CompuAdd mouse.
The heart of the SX Success Kit is the CompuAdd 316s, designed by
CompuAdd engineers for maximum performance with the 16MHz
Intel®386SX microprocessor. The SX Success Kit comes with the 9-pin
Panasonic KX-Pl 180 printer, or you can upgrade to the 24-pin
Panasonic KX-Pll24. Both printers were chosen PC Magazine Editor's
Choice (11/89 and 1/90).
Call today and let the CompuAdd SX Success Kit put you in the lead
and keep you there!

CompuAdd 316s and 320s

CompuAdd SX Success Kit
Features:
ii: 80386SX m icroprocessor rated at 16MH z
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•
•
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•
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•

l MB DRAM expandable t o 4 MB
0 wait-state page-mode mem ory
40 MB (28 ms) h ard drive
5.25" l .2MB or 3.5" l.44MB diskette drive
Dual diskette drive con troller
Dual JOE ha rd dri ve interface
Para ll el port, t wo se rial ports a nd game port
in terface (cable req ui red)
803875X math cop rocessor suppo rt
Three 16-bit and two 8-bi t expa nsion slots
High- performance MGA mo nit o r an d
gra p hi cs ad apter
FREE Com puAdd se rial m o use 534.95 value
F REE Comp uAdd Wi n dows 3.0 5 14 9 value
F REE Co m puAdd MS-DOS 4. 0 1 589 value
FREE Microsoft Working Models
9-pin Panaso ni c KX-P 11 80 p rinte r with cable
Basic Kit Price: $1895 (663 14 )

CompuAdd 316s
and 320s Features:

CompuAdd designed these systems around
the Intel®386SX microprocessor, running at
16MHz on the 316s and 20MHz on the
320s. PC Magazine Qan. 30, 1990) says the
386SX processor is pelfect for entry-level users

Iii 386SJ< microprocessor

QI

9ii
!Ill
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in today's corporate market."
The CompuAdd 316s and 320s systems
give you 32-bit processing power at 16
bit prices. Get the most from Windows
3.0, work with complex spreadsheets
and large databases, or run computa
tion-intensive applications like CAD/
CAM. Both systems are compatible with
MS-DOS, SCO XENIX, OS/2 and Novell
operating environments.
Call today and get advanced computing power with CompuAdd's
386SX systems. Remember to ask about our monitor and hard drive
options. All at an unbeatable CompuAdd value.

•
•
•
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3 16s: runnin g at l 6 MHz (8, 16MHzJ
320s: runni ng a t 20MHz (7 , 20MHzl
1MB DRAM e xpandable to 4MB
5.25" l. 2MB or 3.5" l. 44 MB d iskette d rive
Dual diskette drive cont ro ller
Dual JOE h ard drive in terface
Three 16- bit and two 8-bit ex pan sio n slo ts
Para ll el port, two seria l ports and ga me
port inter fa ce (cable req uired)
316s Base Price: $1195 (64787 )
320s Base Price: $1 395 (66537)

ComeuFldd®
Customer driven by design.™

Think Technology, Think CompuAdd!
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12303 Technology, Austin, Texas 78727
Telex:

763543 COMl'UADD AUS
512-33S-6236
800-999-9901
Tec hn ical Suppo rt:
O utside US:
5 12·258-5575
800-387-3266
Canada:
Mexico:
95-800-010-0401
0800-373535
United Kingdom :
0130-6009
Germany:
Fax:
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On Becoming aClockWise Scheduler
coming quite common, and running full
screen applications like ClockWise
through them works nicely. Field person
nel can dial in and update their sched
ules, and branch offices can exchange se
lected databases with the main office via
modem.

ClockWise
provides a wide,
readable view of
your workgroup 's
calendar.

t's been a bad day. Your meeting had
to be postponed because someone else
was using the conference room. The
boss is peeved because his favorite proj
ect is behind schedule, and all because
someone whom you gave responsibility
to dropped the ball.
Well, buck up, because Phase II Soft
ware has an answer: ClockWise. This
application taps Unix's multiuser power
to bring you a distributed scheduling
database. Users can create their own
schedules, reserve conference rooms and
other resources, and plan meetings based
on the availability of other users. Man
agement can delegate tasks to subordi
nates and check on their progress. And
for those moments when the boss isn't
looking, ClockWise even gives you the
current phase of the moon, tides, and a
daily trivia question or pithy quote.
I installed ClockWise 1.1 on an ALR
PowerVEISA 486/25 with 13 megabytes
of memory, Interactive Unix 2.2, and the
X Window System running on a Matrox
MG Series 8514/A card.

The database is best kept on a single
system. Running ClockWise from a se
rial port or via remote network log-in en
sures this, but it is also possible to share
the database while running a local copy
of ClockWise on your desktop system.
Using Remote File System or Network
File System (or whatever file-sharing
scheme your system supports), you can
mount the remote database directory
where Clock Wise expects to find it.
In addition, the program's variety of
connection types makes it possible to
use ClockWise from a dial-up terminal.
Fast, error-correcting modems are be-

Did It Have to Be Unix?
Until ClockWise, there was no widely
available tool for bringing users of dis
similar systems together. Since Clock
wise runs under Unix, users can connect
to it through either a network link or a
serial cable. ClockWise's interface is
strictly text-based, so you can tap in with
a dumb terminal, a DOS system, a lap
top, or a Unix workstation. All that's re
quired is a terminal or emulator that is
supported by the flavor of Unix that you
select to run Clock Wise.

Hardware Needed
286- (Xenix only), 386-, or i486-based
PC with 2 MB of memory and 1 MB
o I free hard disk space

I

ClockWise 1.1
Company
Phase II Software Corp.
238 Broadway
Cambridge, MA 02 139
(617) 354-8771

Software Needed
Interactive Unix 2.0 or higher; AT&T
and SCO Unix, ESIX, and AT&T 382
also supported
Price
$995 (unlimited users; other license
terms available)
Inquiry 1060.

Individual Scheduling
Even as a single-user application, Clock-.
Wise has a good deal to recommend it. It
opens with a large, readable view of the
month's calendar. Dates for which an ac
tivity has been scheduled are high
Iighted. There is an array of function
keys across the bottom ofthe screen. You
can access most of the important features
of the program from here, but the oft
used slash key will bring up a Lotus-style
menu.
The ClockWise database is really a
collection of files, each with a specific
purpose. Each user has his or her own
protected group of files, which hold in
formation on schedules, notes, names
and phone numbers, access permissions,
and groups of users.
Clock Wise distinguishes between two
types of schedule items: events and tasks.
An event is something that is tied to a
particular date or range of dates. It
stands alone and is forgotten once the
date passes. A task is a part of a to-do
list, a milestone in a project time line that
must be done. The user is reminded about
tasks at appropriate times and can see at a
glance when something has slipped be
hind schedule.
ClockWise is not a massive project
management system, and it lacks many
of the features of commercial project
management programs. Its strength is in
its ability to make individual scheduling
easy enough that people will actually do
it, and to make the information accessi
ble to those who make financial or plan
ning decisions based on progress.
The database can also hold informa
tion about resources, those pesky things
that nobody can get to when they are
needed. Conference rooms, overhead
projectors, VCRs, and other presenta
tion-related items are all good candidates
for Clock Wise scheduling.

It's Better in a Group
When you've defined a group in Clock
Wise, you can schedule events and tasks
for that group simply by specifying the
name of the group. New items will be
DECEMBER 1990 • B Y TE
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Integrand's new Chassis/System s not
another IBM mechanical and electrical
clone. An entirely fresh packaging design
approach has been taken using moclular
construc tion. At present, over 40 optional
stock modules allow you to customize our
standard chassis to nearly any requimment.
Integrand offers high quality, advanced
design hardware along with applications
and technical support a// at prices competi
tive with imports. Why settle for less?

ACCPpls PC, XT, AT Motherboards
and Passive Backplanes
Doesn't Look Like IBM
Rugged, Modular Construction
Excellent Air Flow & Cooling
Optional Card Cage Fan
Designed to meet FCC
204 Watt Supply, UL Recognized
145W & 85W also available
Reasonably Priced
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Call or write for descriptive brochure and prices:
8620 Roosevelt Ave. • Visalia. CA 93291

209/651-1203

TELEX 5106012830 ( ll ~ TEGRAl~D UD)
FAX 209/651-1353
We accept Bank Americard/VISA and MasterCard
IBM, PC. XT, AT lrademarks of lmerna1ional Business Machines
Drives and compute r hoards not 111cluded.
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ON BECOMING A CLOCKWISE SCHEDULER

distributed to the individual databases of
the group members. So, for instance, if
you schedule a meeting at 3:00 and at
tach a reminder to the database entry, all
the members of your group will get a
mail message informing them of the
meeting. Users will see the entry in their
schedules, with the scheduling authority
identified.
If you attempt to schedule an event for
someone who already has another com
mitment, ClnckWise will inform you of
the conflict. Yoo can bring up a summa
ry graph that displays a schedule time
line for each group member for the date
you 're dealing with. Of course, you can
override conflict warnings and schedule
those individuals anyway. If they decide
not to attend, all they have to do is delete
the item from their schedule. You (or
whoever called the meeting) will be noti
fied of the deletion by E-ma ii, and a box
will pop up on your screen the next time
you view the event.
Clock Wise has a mild integration with
the mail system. You can attach remind
ers to any event, and they will use the
Unix at command.to spool a mail mes
sage for delivery at a certain date and
time. This makes it possible for you to be
reminded of an event even if you're not
running ClockWise. If you're running a
windowing environment, you might have
the luxury of running ClockWise con
stantly in the background. In that case,
reminders can pop up on the bottom line
ofthe ClockWise display window. Either
way works about as well, since Clock
Wise also notifies you when new mail
has come in.

Interfacing 'Round the Clock
The Clock Wise user interface is, without
a doubt, this program's best feature.
Even though I take points away from
companies whose programs blandly fol
low the slash menu scheme (a slash is not
an intuitive way to pop up a menu), the
rest ofC!ockWise's interface makes per
fect sense.
Entering dates, for example, is more
easily done here than in most applica
tions I've seen. Enter a date in just about
any format you can think of, and Clock
Wise will take it in. In a few places,
ClockWise will try to guess the proper
date for a field. If the guess is close but
not quite there , you can use simple ex
pressions, such as "+ 10," which adds
10 days to the date. There aren't as many
ways to format time expressions, but
ClockWise is forgiving.
In virtually any place where a field re
quires an entry that conforms to a list
(e.g ., user or group names), you can

press a function key to pop up a window
with the list. The name database (which
holds names, telephone numbers, and re
lated information) is always a function
key press away, making it easier to fill in
fields that require contact names or
phone numbers.
You can attach a variable-length note
(e.g., a database memo field) to most
ClockWise entries. Pressing a function
key will expand the memo into a pop-up
window.

Scheduling Some Fun
ClockWise's designers must have known
how dry and boring most scheduling ap
plications are to use, because they built
in some simple features that help prevent
you from taking it all too seriously.
As mentioned earlier, ClockWise has
a screen that displays the current phase of
the moon, sketched out in text charac
ters. The moon screen also shows the
tides and has a space reserved for a witti
cism. You can select a daily quote, a for
tune (usually just an unattributed witty
saying), or a trivia question. ClockWise
comes loaded with a database that will
supply a different saying or question for
each day. The trivia question answers ap
pear only on the next day, and you can't
cheat.
What place is there for features like
this in serious business software? I won't
debate the topic, except to say that it's
about time someone worked a little fun
into what is otherwise a rather tedious af
fair. As nice as ClockWise is to work
with, entering every worthwhile happen
ing into it would get to be a bit of a drag
after a while.
All this furious data entry would be
fornaught if you couldn't print it out, and
can you ever. Phase II Software took the
time to make custom layouts for daily,
weekly, monthly, project, and other
print formats. If you have a PostScript
printer, ClockWise's output is very
functional, and it looks good enough to
hang on a wall. If you only have access to
a text printer, you can still get a usable
printout, but the PostScript output is sim
ply eye-popping.
'
Clock Wise is now right up there on my
list of useful Unix tools. If you're not an
organized person, it can help, but you
still need to get into the habit of writing
everything down. ClockWise isn't the
full realization of the potential of work
group computing, but it still won me
over.•
Tom Yager is a technical editor and Unix
expertfor the BYTE Lab. You can contact
him on BIX as "tyager."
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Here's a chance to buy our
$99 Math Coprocessor
at no risk whatsoever!
High Speed, Low Price.

Here's Our Risk Free Triple Guarantee.

The performance benefits of a coprocessor are enormous.
Now they're affordable too. Before the AMO 80C287 you
had no choice but to pay over $200 for a fast math
coprocessor. Now you can get a coprocessor compatible
with the Intel® NMOS 80287 for a terrific price - direct from
AMO.

Speed up hundreds of software applications.
The AMO 80C287 increases the performance of general
business software applications like 1-2-3®, dBASE", Excel,
and hundreds of others. You can expect calculations on
your favorite software to run two to ten times faster with
an AMO 80C287 installed. Your graphs will draw faster,
your spreadsheets will recalculate faster - your work will
get done faster.

Compatible.
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promise, if it doesn't double or triple the speed of mathematical
calculations of your favorite software applications, or if you are
~ unsatisfied foran y reason,AMO will refund 100% of your purchase
~ price within 30 days of your purchase.
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Guarantee #2

-.::::::: If your AMO 80C287 Math Coprocessor ever fails to perform for
~ anyreason,AMOw11l replace1tfreeofcharge-no guestlonsasked ••

~
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Guarantee #3
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AMO guarantees that the AMO 80C287 Math Coprocessor ts
- :s.' compatible with your80286 based hardware and software. If you
have any compat1b1hty problems with the AMO 80C287 during . he
~ first year, we will gladly refund the purchase price

~
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,------------------,
To Order Call Now: 1-800-888-5590

The AMO 80C287 is compatible with your 80286 based PC
and the hundreds of commercially available software
packages written for your 80286 PC. You'll also be glad to
hear that it's compatible with the Intel NMOS 80287.

Cir' Yes!

EXT. 2600
Outside of USA (512) 345-1728

1 want to double or triple the calculation speed of software running
on my 286 based PC Send me an AMO 80C287 Math Coprocessor risk
free for only $99•. 1 understand that 1 can return the AMO 80C287 for
a full refund within the first 30-days if 1 am not completely satisfied.

Easy to Install.
The AMO 80C287 drops easily into a socket already inside
your 80286 based PC. In five minutes you can be up and
running. Just pop it in and go - FAST! The AMO 80C287
comes with free floating point and fractal software to
show you the immediate performance boost you'll get.

Guarantee #1

~ If the AMO 80C287 Math Coprocessor doesn't do everything we

D

Call for a free demo disk and literature

Visa/MC# - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - 
Type of PC _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

L

C.0.D. orders ~pti.:d _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Advanced Micro Devices ~
© 1990 Advunn•d Micro Devices, Inc.
1-2-3 is .i registered trt1dem,1rk oflotu s Dl.'v elop ment Cmporntion. dB/\Sf: is ;i tr.idt •nMr k of Ashton-T.1tt'C orpt1ri1lio n. ln td is ,1 registered trademark of Intel Corportttion
•rlllS lc1lc, s hipping and handling. Volume or Dealer inquir~~ WL•kome.
••Limited lo lwu lifetime replacements pe r perc:on.
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Northgate SlimLine 386120

Full Sized 386 Performance,
Small
Footprint
Case!
T

he power user's solution! You
want hi~h-powered 3~6 perfor
mance, m a space savmg case,
here's SlimLine 386! SlimLine is
Northgate's best-selling system because it
satisfies power hungry computer users
at a price other companies charge for
less-powerful, entry-level systems.

SlimLine 386 Monochrome System Features
+ 20 MHz Intel® 80386"1 processor
+ 4Mb 32-bit DRAM on motherboard
using Single lnline Memory l\lodules
(SIMMs)-expandable to 8Mb (total
of 16Mb addressable memory using
16-bit memory boards)
+ 40Mb IDE hard drive
+ 12 11 high resolution VGA mono
chrome monitor
+ 1.2Mb 5.25 11 and J.44Mb 3.5 11
floppy disk drives
+ Down-scaled American-made
motherboard
+ Five open expansion card slots
Three full -length 16-bit slots; Two
half-length 8-bit slots
+ 80387 coprocessor support
+ One parallel and two serial ports
+ Long life encapsulated battery
CMOS chip

+ Built-in VGA adapter; 256K video
memory
+ Exclusive OmniKey® keyboard
+ Microsoft® \Vindows 1"3 .0 and mouse
MS-DOS 4.01 and G\V-BASIC
+ software
AMl 1" BIOS with setup and
+ diagnostics in ROM

SlimLine's space-saving advantage!
Northgate's sleek, swift SlimLine 386 is
ideal for any sized home or office. You'll
save valuable work space, and you'll
marvel at how efficiently SlimLine 386
pours out state-of-the-art processing
power!
The heart of the system is Nonhgate's
exclusive precision engineered mother
board. It's smaller than a sheet of legal
paper, but it gives you unparalleled 32-bit
processing performance.

+ On-line User's Guide
+ 100 watt quiet power supply
+ SlimLine (only 3.85 11 high), small
footprint case
+ Front mounted controls for high/low
speed operation, and system reset
+ !-year system warranty; 5 years on
keyboard
+ FCC Class B Certified

Power when you need it most! Run
the latest multi-tasking applications under
Microsoft® Windows"'3.0. Go ahead!
Create complex graphics, design intricate
software, streamline your business
computing. SlimLine handles your
heaviest workload with speed and
accuracy ... just what you'd expect from
Northgate!

Get to know Northgate better
new 60-day no-risk trial!

F

ull-compatibility with industry standard
hardware and software too-thanks to SlimLine's
ROM-based AMl,.. BIOS. So, you'll enjoy plenty
of upgrade and expansion potential.
1

Step up to enhanced Northgate 386 power! Start
with a full megabyte of super-fast 32-bit RAM. Build up
to 8Mb RAM on the motherboard-up to 16Mb with
optional memory card. SlimLine's motherboard also
integrates a high quality VGA video adapter with 256K
video RAM, a 80387 math coprocessor socket, one
serial and two parallel ports.
More built-in performance features! Store your
data reliably with SlimLine's large 40Mb IDE hard
drive. It's supercharged with Smartdrive disk caching
software to speed data to and from the CPU!
You also get both l.2Mb 5.25 11 and l.44Mb 3.5 11
floppy drives! And, to squeeze all the speed possible
out of the storage drives, Northgate integrates the hard
and floppy drive controllers right into the motherboard!
Flexibility for the future! Use SlimLine's five open
expansion slots to add a Local Area Network adapter,
mainframe terminal adapter, tape back-up, FAX card, or
modem ... SlimLine supports all industry standard add
on tools!
Plus, you get industry-leading support! Northgate
gives you free on-site service to most locations for a full
year if we can't solve your problems over the phone.
Plus, toll-free technical assistance 24 hours-a-day,
7 days-a-week.
Northgate's generous warranty protects your
investment for a full year-five years on the OnmiKey
keyboard. And, if you ever need a part, we'll ship it to
you overnight-before we receive your part! It's no
wonder PC Magazine reported: "If you're looking for the
subjective winner for customer loyalty, Northgate takes
first prize.••

SlimLine 386 SVGA Color System
Start at the top with Northgate's deluxe SlimLine
386 SVGA Color System. You get all the high
performance of the monochrome system with these
useful extras:
• 100Mb hard drive-15 ms access
• 14 " SVGA color monitor with 1024 x 768 resolution

FREE Performance Software Package with
SVGA color system purchase!
Limited time only! Select Northgate's SVGA color
system and you'll get Samna® Ami"' Professional word
processing and lnformix® Wingz'"graphics
spreadsheet- FREE!
Now! Use SlimLine 320 for 60 days-Risk Free!
If it doesn't exceed your highest expectations, we'll buy
it back-and return every penny you paid-no
questions asked! When you buy from Northgate your
satisfaction is guaranteed!
ORDER TODAY! Call toll-free 24 hours every day.
Don't forget to ask about custom configurations, leasing
and financing programs.

SlimLine 320 Monochrome System

s2499oo

Delivered To
Your Home
SVGA Color System s3199oo or Office!
EASY FINANCING: Easy payment options. Use your Northga1e Big 'N:
VISA, Mas1erCard ... or lease ii. Up IO five year 1erms available.

CALL TOLL-FREE 24 HOURS EVERY DAY

800-548-1993

New ... FAX your order toll-free! 800-323-7182
Notice to the Hearing Impaired: Nonhga1e now has TDD capability:
800-535-0602
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Battle for the Best Unix V/386
or many users, an operating system
is an invisible layer. But some of us
.
prefer to keep in step with the latest
developments. The BYTE Unix Lab has
been working with new releases from In
teractive Systems Corp. (ISC) and The
Santa Cruz Operation (SCO), and we've
found both companies have made some
small but important changes for the bet
ter in their products.
In almost every noticeable way, the up
grade from ISC is actually a new prod
uct. With release 2.2, even the name
changes: 386/ix has become Interactive
Unix.
The 386/ix 2.0.2 operating system had
a flurry of demerits: an inept installation
procedure; incomplete, poor-quality
manuals; and a lack of on-line manual
pages. With Interactive Unix 2.2, all
these concerns have been addressed, but
ISC didn't stop there.
With regard to the installation proce
dure, Interactive Unix has one of the best
that we've seen. The entire installation
process is managed by a full-screen color
program that walks new users through
every step with concise help text. Con
text-sensitive help is only an Fl-key
press away.
Our only complaint is that this inter
face was not carried through to other
parts of the operating system. It would
have made a wonderfully friendly front
end for sysadm, for example.
ISC's addition of both paper and elec-

tronic documentation eliminates one of
SCO's longtime advantages in this area.
ISC always had a quality operating sys
tem, but the lack of decent documenta
tion cast a black shadow over it. Prior
to release 2.2, the documentation was
sparse and perfect-bound (the kind of
book that never stays open). Now, the
manual set is complete, and it comes in
stiff cardboard binders with clearly
marked index tabs. On-line manual
(man) pages for commands and library
functions are standard now. Unfortu
nately, pages are not added when you in
stall the X Window System and OSF/
Motif. That's an oversight that needs
attention.
In addition to answering age-old com
plaints with release 2.2, ISC has rolled in
some new ingredients of its own. Interac
tive Unix now complies with the POSIX
I 003. I operating-system specification;
developers select System V or POSIX
program behavior at compile time. PO
SIX compliance also brings an important
feature, job control, to Interactive Unix.
With this, it is possible to suspend a pro
cess and resume it later.
ISC provides a new C shell that acti
vates and manages this job control. Here
is how it works: While a program is run
ning, you can press a special "switch"
character to suspend the program and
place it in the background. A shell
prompt then appears. The C-shell com
mand bg sets a job running again in the
background (control returns to the shell),
and fg makes the suspended session the

SCO Unix 3.2 version 2.0

Interactive Unix 2.2

F

Interactive Unix 2.2

Company

Company

The Santa Cruz Operation
400 Encinal St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95061
(408) 425·7222

Interactive Systems Corp.
2401 Colorado Ave.
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(213) 453-8649

Hardware Needed

Hardware Needed

386- or i486-based PC with at least
2 MB of memory (3 MB or more
recommended) and 40 MB of free hard
disk space

386· or i486-based PC with at least
4 MB of memory and 40 MB of free hard
disk space
Price

Price

Single-user: $595
Multiuser: $895
Update: $95-$150

Single-user: $495
Multiuser: $795
Update: $100
Inquiry 1063.

Inquiry 1062.
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active one. For example, you can sus
pend a vi editor session to do a compile
and easily resume the vi editor session
afterward.
Also taken from POSIX are the porta
ble archiver, pax, and the ability to as
sign membership in multiple groups to a
single user. The pax archiver is compat
ible with both tar and cpio, but it also
has an enhanced data-storage format and
an interface of its own. Multiple groups
allow system administrators to fine-tune
file access.
Also included in Interactive Unix 2.2
are a number of useful features, such as
additional and enhanced device drivers
(with floppy disk and SCSI tape foremost
among them); new versions of sendmail
and smail; multiple EGA and VGA
fonts; a setcolor command for modify
ing the console character colors; and ex
tended (secondary) DOS partition sup
port.
ISC has also upgraded its TCP/IP,
VP/ix, Software Development System,
and X products significantly. The com
pany claims to have sold more 386 3.2
Unix packages than any other vendor,
and with Interactive Unix 2.2 and these
other upgrades, that trend should con
tinue.

SCO Unix 3.2 Version 2.0
Version 2.0 ofSCO's Unix 3.2 contains
much more than just a few patches and
fixes. It is SCO's statement about the
new AT&T Unix System V release 4, a
release that is slowly starting to come out
of the porting labs and into the real
world. We would verbalize SCO's state
ment as "take the most sought-after (and
easiest to implement) features of V .4 and
implementthem under V.3.2." The most
obvious ofthese features is the Korn shell
with full job control, and SCO's new re
lease has it.
The Korn shell has all the features of
the Berkeley C shell, including com
mand-line history, aliases, and internal
handling of test and arithmetic opera
tions from scripts. What the Korn shell
has that the C shell lacks is an internal
editor (emulating either vi or emacs) for
editing commands in the history list be
fore reissuing them. (This is even better
than the command history in VMS, Digi
tal Equipment's operating system for
VAX computers.)
Having the Korn shell with job control
makes complex Unix sessions almost as

I

nteroctive

Unix has one ofthe best
installation procedures
we've seen. The process
is managed by afull
screen color program
that walks new users
through every step.

Word is
getting
around.

The news is spreading fast!
easy as running in an X environment,
though not quite as scenic. Job control is
not supported for the C shell in SCO
Unix, even though it is in Unix V .4 and
ISC Unix 2.2.
Other significant elements of SCO
Unix 3.2 version 2.0 include a way to
make shared 1ibrary operations of non
SCO Unix systems work with SCO Unix,
as well as support for High-Sierra and
IS09660 CD-ROM drives. There are nu
merous enhancements to SCO' s already
serious "trusted system" implementa
tion. The vi, sh, and mail utilities have
been "internationalized," and they now
handle 8-bit characters. (The 2-byte
character internationalization of strings
is still not a standard part of any Unix
system.) This new version also includes
more POSIX 1003 .1 features, including
pax.
SCO and Microsoft (the trademark
holder of Xenix) have influenced what is
included in AT&T's V .4. And, despite
its effort to be Unix, SCO tends to put
more energy into adding value to Unix
than into following the standard path.
The company has publicly stated that it
has not made plans to adoptAT&T's V.4,
but this doesn't mean that SCO isn't go
ing to continue to implement what it
thinks are the operating system's best
features. •
Ben Smith and Tom Yager are technical
editors who run the BYTE Unix Lab. You
can contact them on BlX as "bensmith"
and "tyager, "respectively.

Our 80,000 ecstatic customers are telling their frie nds about how
much time they save on fl owcharts and data flow diagrams.
EasyFlow, unlike most "screen draw" programs, is dedicated to fast
composition and modification of flowcharts and data flow diagrams.
They're spreading the news about the automatic line routing,
automatic text centering and the slick cut & paste.
They say you can create charts and then cleanly move them into a
desktop publishing program.
EasyFlow works with most matrix printers, laser printers and
plotters and comes with a 200 page manual. They say you get all this
plus 350 context sensitive help messages on screen for only $149.95
and RUSH delivery is available.
They're telling their friends but not their bosses. Their bosses
think they had to sweat bullets to come up with these
amazing results. You mean you still do?!
With 80,000 customers talking, it's amazing that
you haven't heard. Give us a call and find out for yourself what
everyone else is talking about! Then call a few friends and
tell them about the wonders of EasyFlow.

Flowcharting Ma de Easy!
HavenTree Software Limited
P.O. Box 1093 -A Thousand Island Park , NY 13692
Order Desk: 1-800-267-0668
Info: (613) 544-6035 ext.SO Fax: (613) 544-9632
From our fax to yours ... Info Fax: (613) 544-2049
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The Recital
Database Score.
More than dBASE ...
NO UNFINISHED SYMPHONY HERE.
Not only does Recital fully support the
dBASE family of languages, (dBASE III,
IV, FoxBASE and Clipper) but it
continues with what these products
left unfinished. For starters, it
offers over 500 extensions, a
revolutionary applications data dictionary,
and powerful user interface support. And support
for production-grade features such as triggers,joumalling,
rollback and data recovery.
There' s nothing unfinished about Recital.

More than ORACLE...
SIMILAR MUSIC BUT MUCH EASIER TO PLAY.
Oracle offers many of the sophisticated features and
performance of Recital, but Recital is much more
approachable. Recital is more than advanced
new technology. It offers not only a 4GL
but a fully integrated fourth
generation environment. For
developers and end-users alike.
Powerful application tools and a
friendly interface to SQL-based data
are combined with multi-architecture
compatibility and a client server architecture for
reading and updating data in external databases.
Great music but not hard to play at all.

Available for:
VAX/VMS, ULTRIX
INTERACTIVE UNIX
sea UNIX, sco XENIX
AT&T UNIX ... and other
popular UN IX
ii-~~..systems.

JsAsE Ill.Ill+. IV arc 411
registered lrmkmarks of
Ashton-Tate
Coqmra1ion. INf-ORMIX is a
rcgis1crcd 1radcmark of

INFORMIX Corporation.
FoxBASE is a regis1crcd
1ra<lcnrnrk of Fox Softwmc, Clipper is ;i
lraJ~mark

of N;mluckcl Corporal ion.

More than INFORMIX...
NOT A 78 rpm SECOND GENERATION PRODUCT.
Recital is a sophisticated, highly
visual, high performance
application development
system. Recital provides
comprehensive object
oriented development tools
such as ADVANCED
ASSISTANT, SCREEN
PAINTER, REPORT WRITER,
advanced security features and
integrated PC-like "Pop-up" utilities. High quality, highly
polished applications couldn't be easier.
Compatible and new technology.

Recital - Complete Data Orchestration.
ONLY RECITAL OFFERS COMPLETE AND COMPA11BLE
DATA ORCHESTRATION IN EVERY DIMENSION.
Convenient utilities will migrate your existing dBASE,
Clipper or FoxBASE applications. Recital's rich and
powerful fourth-generation environment makes short
work of creating new applications complete with

Recital Corporatio n, Inc.
85 Constitutio n Lan e, Danvers, MA 01923 USA
Recital Corporation Limited
South Bank Teclmopark
90 London Road, London SE I 6LN, UK
Circle 264 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 265)
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REVIEW

Microsoft Word Brings
PC-Style Word Processing to Unix
Dnr con11dilors conliunc lo h1tuc ,, slnnlficdut M.rkellng
l t•;Jntl\1Jr ulth rrre<\ter nMie reco~1dtion. dedlri'led rocus on
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f you are a seasoned Unix user, you
might wince at the thought of a PC
program cluttering up your "serious"
Unix computer. The Unix vi or emacs
editor (with a little nroff or troff for
matting code) is all you think you will
ever need (or want). If this is your atti
tude, classify yourself a bigot. Open
your eyes, and widen your view. Micro
soft Word is a word processing (and near
ly a desktop publishing) program, not a

I

nonthre.dcx

Micro:nft Wordfor
Unix looks and
acts just like Word
for DOS.

text editor. There's a world of difference.
I'm not saying that there aren't some
tried-and-true Unix word processing
programs around, but I assure you that
you wouldn't want to compare them to
Microsoft Word, arguably the most pop
ular multiplatform word processing pro
gram. On the other hand, there are some
real gotchas in having a personal com
puter program on Unix-a multiuser,
multitasking operating system with a rich
history and set oftraditions.

Full-Featured Word Processing
Microsoft Word 5.0
for Unix
Company
The Santa Cruz Operation, Inc.
400 Encinal St
P.O. Box 1900
Santa Cruz, CA 95061
(408) 425-7222

Hardware Needed
Computer running AT&T Uni x 386
release3 .2 or higher (including SCO,
Interactive, and other AT&T derivatives)
and 3.8 MB of disk space, assuming one
printer, 1.5 MB of memory for first user,
and SOOK bytes for each additional user.
Versions also available for many AT&T
computers.

Price
Unlimited number of users: $995

Inquiry 1005.

Shrink-wrapped Unix applications are a
goal of The Santa Cruz Operation. It is
its packaging of Microsoft Word 5.0 that
makes this a reality. As with any SCO
supported package, installation requires
little more expertise than being able to
find the floppy disk drive and knowing
which way to insert the four disks. You
do need to know what kind of printer you
have.
Microsoft Word's massive functional
ity is delivered in an easy-to-use style.
Users at all levels will find it appropriate
for writing the most complex as well as
the simplest text files, memos, and even
programs. If you wish, you can save your
files as plain text files without any em
bedded formatting information. You can
read and write to PC Microsoft Word
files, allowing seamless interchange of
files among the Unix, Macintosh, Win
dows, and DOS versions.
Word provides you with on-line help,

multicolumn page layout, style sheets,
graphics importing, printer-font load
ing, mail merge, redlining, optional
postponement ofediting changes, hidden
text, and sorting. (Take a breath here .
. . . ) There's also index generation, out
line generation and expansion, spread
sheet links, an interactive spelling
checker and thesaurus, a built-in calcu
lator that you can apply to columns of
numbers in your text, a macro-language
processor that you can prime with cap
tured keystrokes, document management
across multiple directories, and multiple
windows on the same file or across sepa
rate files.
Simple Escape-key sequences invoke
most commands, but all are mapped to
function keys and Alt keys for people
who like to let their fingers jump all
around the keyboard. But any Microsoft
Word user is used to all these features.
What is different is that this is a Unix
application. Unix is very different from
the MS-DOS, Microsoft Windows, and
Macintosh environments. First, Unix is a
multiuser operating system, meaning
thatthere has to be a way to prevent more
than one person from editing the same
file at the same time; Word has file lock
ing. Each user must be able to have his or
her own Word options environment;
there is an mw. ini configuration file in
each user's home directory, and a master
file in Word's library directory.
Unix application programs can make
no assumptions about the user's display
and keyboard. Unlike MS-DOS, the dis
play isn't limited to one of a predictable
set. With Unix, there are as many dif
ferent displays as there are different
printers.
SCO has this problem pegged. If you
are working at the console, the fit is
flawless. Every function key, cursor mo
tion, and Alt-key combination is identi
cal to what you find on the PC version of
Microsoft Word. Where there is a con
flict (e.g., SCO Unix uses an Alt/func
tion-key combination to switch between
virtual terminals), standard Word key
combinations are given precedence, but
an alternate is given to the conflicting
combination (in this case Control-Alt
function key).
More amazingly, Word works as well
on terminals as on the console; even the
function keys and Alt keys are consis
tent. Word's method of selecting text
(without a mouse) is Shift-arrow key. Al
though far from a common combination
on character terminals, even this is im
plemented.
With SCO's Microsoft Word for Unix
you also get manuals, installation notes,
DECEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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and other goodies (e.g., keyboard tem
plates) that are as good as what you get
with the MS-DOS version of Word. You
also have excellent (though not always
timely) support from SCO where the
technicians not only know Word, but are
also experienced with Unix.

What You Don't Get
DOS users may be disappointed to find
that the Learning Word program is miss
ing. Similarly, the preview function,
which lets you see your page layout be
fore printing, isn't there. You also don't
get mouse support or on-screen fonts.
On the Unix side, there isn't much in
tegration with the Unix shell and utilities
(a feature of emacs-type editors). Word
doesn't follow many of the Unix tradi
tions, such as naming the initialization
file something like .mswrc so it doesn't
clutter up your home directory listing.
You can get around this by changing an
environment variable.
You may also need to edit the termcap
file (a description of terminals' attri
butes) to get Word to use color and differ
ent text modes (e.g., italic, bold, and un
derline). All these deficiencies are really
minor when you put them up against what
you do get. What is surprising is that this
is not implemented as an Open Desktop
application. Open Desktop is SCO's
shrink-wrap Unix workstation software.
It is basically an X Window System/Mo
tif environment with bundled applica
tions: networking, virtual MS-DOS ma
chine, and DBMS.
What is lacking in Open Desktop is
the rest of the office-automation soft

ware, primarily a word processor. What
is lacking in Microsoft Word for Unix is
a way to use the mouse and to display
fonts, features that Open Desktop offers
through Motif and X Window.

Who Is It For?
Microsoft Word for Unix is for those 386
Unix users who want an easy-to-learn
and feature-loaded word processor.
I should add "easy to use" to the list.
For instance, to save a file and quit with
WordPerfect, you need to press F7 (bet
ter have your keyboard template or a
good memory) and then a Y (for yes) to
save the document. If the document al
ready exists, you need to confirm that
you want to replace the existing file: an
other yes. This has only gotten you to the
point of saving and closing that file. You
still have to tell WordPerfect to go away:
another yes.
But with Microsoft Word, you press
Escape (for the command menu) and Q
(for quit). If you have unsaved changes,
Word will ask ifyou want to save them (Y
for yes), but that is the only step that may
come between you and returning to the
Unix shell. Much simpler, and there is
no magic key to remember.
Now, compare Microsoft Word with
the Unix vi editor. To cut and paste a
block of text with vi, you must move to
the top of the block and place a mark with
a command like mt. You then move to the
bottom of the block and yank the block to
the unnamed buffer; the command is
y' t. Now move to the new position and
"put" the buffer in with the command p.
This amounts to six key presses for vi

(not counting moving the cursor to the
new point and problems with working
with blocks that are only lines).
With Microsoft Word, you position
yourself at the beginning of the block and
then hold the Shift key while you move to
the end of the block. Having marked the
block, you press either Escape and then
C (for the command menu method for
Copy-a two-key-press operation) or the
Alt-F3 combination (11/z keystrokes).
Now you move to the new location and
press the Insert key (one keystroke).
Microsoft Word wins with 31/z key
strokes; plus, you can see the block as
you mark it.
I prefer an emacs-style editor for my
work at BYTE (I won't go into the riga
marole for copying blocks with emacs).
My book publisher's editors, however,
do all their editing with (you guessed it)
Microsoft Word. So, for the sake of con
venience, I now use Word when I am
writing for them. 1 don't have any com
plaints. In fact, I found Word much eas
ier to learn and use than WordPerfect
(Word's biggest competitor).
If you are already well established
using Unix editors and formatting pro
grams, you probably won't be drawn to
Word until it has better support for the
Unix and/or X environment. But if you
are running Unix on a 386 or 486 com
puter and want a real word processor,
Microsoft Word is an excellent choice. •
Ben Smith is a BYTE technical editor and
author of Unix Step By Step (Howard
Sams, 1990). He can be reached on BIX
as "bensmith. "

Screen Manager Professional, the advanced interface
design library for Cprogrammers, gives your applications:

i

Winoows
Menus
Mouse Support

I

Keyboard Support
· Context Sensitive Help
·
Low RAM Overhead I High Speed

ToorderSMPcall:: Magee Enterprises, Inc.
Demo Available:
BBS:
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For 4to 64 ports
we eyoµr
connecnon.
DigiCHANNEL PC/X 4, 8or 16 asynchronous RS.232 channels. Idea/for applications
that don't require on-board processing.

DigiCHANNEL PC/Xe 4, 8or 16 asynchronous channels. 8 MHz 80186 processor. 64K
RAM. Unbeatable perfonna11cefor ten11i11al applications in multiuser enuiromne1111i.

DigiCHANNEL PC/Xi. 8or 16 asy11chro11ous channels. 125 or 16 MHz 80186 processor.
128K or 512K RAM. Synchronous cha11nel option. For multicha1111el applications that
demand speed, configuration fletibility and programmability.

DigiCHANNEL C!X System. Co1111ects up to 64 use1s to the Host Adapter Card uia up to 4
i11tellige11t DigiCHANNEL C!CON-16 co11ce11trator boxes. Prouides 38.4KB perfomiance
for all 64 usm.

Increase your PC system's connectivitywith DigiCHANNEL.
Industry tesli prove thatDigiCHANNEL
•
•=

boards.ar~.w1su~"Sed in perform'.111ce D1g1 ~

and reliability, whateveryouroperating

§

system, from AIX to XENIX. And whateveryourplatform;
_
ISA, Micro Channel EISAor NuBus.
~ ~ § §- -·
&lca!J today. A5kabout our30-Day
~~"="i. =:.=a"=':§ No-RiskTrialOffer.

-_

Connectivity Solutions from Digi International

6751 Oxford Street Minneapolis, MN 55426 • 800-344-4273 • MN, 612-922-8055

GSA Schedule #GSOOK90AGS5!38
©1990 Oigi lnlemalional. Inc.
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80286, 16MHz
Owaltstate
1 MB RAM
12 MB 51/." Drive
IDE HD controller
8 expansion slots

~.
·~lCHHOIDCt 6~~~6MHz

$489
12" Amber
750 x 350
· 40MB 28ms
71MB 28ms
89MB 19ms
124MB 19ms

$1079
$1169
$1239
$1279

h1theUSA

$1239

$799

14" VGA Color
41 dp 640x480

$859
$949
$999
$1059

80386, 25MHz
Owaitstate
1 MB RAM
1.2 MB 511." Drive
IDE HD controller
8 expansion slots

.~
. ..

Owaltstate
1MBRAM
12 MB 511." Olive
llE HD controller
DOS4.01

12" Amber
750 x 350
40MB 28ms
71MB 28ms
89MB 19ms

14- VGA Mono 14- VGAColor
,41 dp 640x480 .31 dp 800x600

14" VGA Colo;
41 dp 640x480

$1289
$1379
$1449
$1489

$949
$1049
$1219
$1249

40MB28ms
71MB28ms
89MB19ms
124MB 19ms

$1689
$1849
$1889
$2279

$1829
$1989
$2029
$2419

Over 500 titles, including:
Suntek 110 Extension
AT Parallel/ Serial ........ $33

12MHz80C286
VGA display
Keybd detaches
40MB27msHD
1.44 MB floppy

Memory Boards
STB Rapidmeg ATOK ............ $159

$1899
Toshiba T1 OOOSE ................ $1099
Toshiba T1200XE ......•......... $1999
Toshiba T3100SX ................ $3779
Megahertz T224
2400bps modem ................ $129
PacRim 1.2MB ext. drive ........ $159

Monitors
~fCHNOlOGL 1451 V
VGA Color
640x480 res.
.41 dot pitch

-

$245

Leading Tech 12" Mono ............ $69
NEC Multisync 2A VGA ..... ..... $459
Compudyne 14/BOOV .............. $299
Compudyne 1411024V ............ $349
Sony 1304 VGA 1024 x 768 .... $649

Graphics Cards

Ill

Al Basic VGA/16
rnmo'16 color
I 640x480,
$7cSess install

Compudyne VGA 800
640 x 480 ................. ............. $69
Compudyne VGA 1024
1024 x 768 ...... ............. ......... $99
ATVGAWonder256
1024 x 768 ·························· $179
LeadlngTechMGPMono .......... $24
LeadlngTechCGAColor .......... $25

2-pos ser. switch ... ....•. ..... .. .. $7.99
6-outlet EMl/RFI
Surgew/6'cord ........ $6.99
6-outlet EM I/Modem
Surgew/6'cord ........ $8.99
Guaranleed Satl•factlonl
If you find a currer:llower adve1tlsed price In
this magazine, we will beat that prk:e,
gua1ant9edl
No·Ouestlons·e.sked 30-day money back
guaranlee on han:tware. Money back guarantee
does not Include shipping.

Hard Drives
Seagate ST225 20MB
wlcontroller ........................ $228
Seagate ST238R 30MB
wlcontroller ..... ....... .... ... .. ... $239
Seagate ST1102A 89MB ...... $489
SeagateST1144A124MB ...... $569
Seagate ST1239A 211 MB .... $889
Toshiba MK134 65MB ....... ... $313
Toshiba MK156150MB ........ $839
Mlcropolls 1578-15 330MB .... $1439
Plus Development
40MB Hardcard II .............. $379
Floppy Drives
Toshiba 5'h" 1.2MB .................... $62
Sony 3Y 2 1720!< ............. ... ... ... .. $55
Sony3\/2 1.44MB ............... ....... $62
Pacific Rim 5'h" ext. .................. $199

Math Co-Processors
lntel80287-8 ..........................
Intel 80387SX .................•......
Intel 80387-20 ........................
Intel 80387-25 ........................

$189
$285
$365
$459

Accessories
C9 Mouse
Serial Mouse
with Paint
software

$62

Tape Backups
Compudyne 60MB Int ............ $229
Compudyne 120MB Int. .......... $319

Genius Dynamouse 6000 ........ $29
Microsoft Serial Mouse ............ $84
Microsoft Mouse
w1Windows3.0 .......... $145
KraftKClllJoysticks ................ $14
CH GameCard ....................... $33
Logitech ScanMan+ ................ $165

Printers

Modems

NEC P2200XE
~6~~7~~ter
192 cps draft
64cps NLQ
Part#431513

$245
Epson 810 9-pln .................... $169
Epson LQ51 O 24-Pin .... ..... ..... $275
PanasonicKX-P1180 .............. $158
Panasonic KX-P1624 .. .. ... ....... $399
Panasonic KX-P4420 laser .... $829
Tl microLaser PS17 .............. $1549

IBM Parallel Printer Cables
6 foot
.................................. $2.29
Modem Cables
6ft.9-25pinAT ...................... $1.99

ATI 2400lw1MNP5 ........ ..
$145
Campudyne ext.2400 ......... ..... $69
Complete Fax 4800 ................ $139
Complete Answering Machine $219
Complete Communicator ........ $389

5'/.o"DSOO

ffh"DSIHD

$459

$879

3"2"DS.VD

3'/i'DSIHD

$749

$1399

Atl returns must be In "as new" condition, w/
at CompUSA's dlscrellon.
original packaging. w/o modifications rx damage.
Most orders placed before 2pm Central Time
Returns must have an AMA (Return Merchandise will be shipped same day.
Authorization) Number.
COD, V!sa. Mastercard, Discover, Checks amd
Defective Software exchanged for same Item
Cashier Checks accepted
Texas res\dents add sales tax.
only.
Defective hardware will be repaired or replaced
Add 3% lre!ght charges - mlnlmum $5/order
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Windows 3.0

I
.

Newestversion
of Microsoft
Windows

$85

Microsoft Word 5.0 ............... .
PFS: Professional Write 2.2
w /Professional File ............
WordPerfect5 .1 ................... .
Lotus 1-2-3 2.2 .. .. .. .. ........ ...... $319
Lotus Works 1.0 . ... . ........ .. ....... $99
Microsoft Excel
for Windows 2.1 d .............. $298
Microsoft PC Works 2.0 .......... $88
Quattro Pro 1 .1 .. .................... $299
Freelance+ 3.01 .................... $299
Harvard Graphics 2.3 ............ $269
PageMaker 3.01 ......... ........... $479
Ventura Pub. 3.0 I Windows .. $499
DAC Accounting 4. 1 . . . .. . . . . . .. . $76
Quicken 4.0 . ............... .. .. .. .... .. $35
Wealthbuilder .. ..................... $131
Q & A Version 3.0 .................. $214
Microsoft Quick Basic .. .... ...... .. $59
Turbo C++ ... .................... .. ... $125
Check It 3.0 ............................ $78
DesqView 386 2.3 .................. $109
Direct Access 5.0 ... .... ............. $52
Norton Utilites 5.0 .................. $109
PC Tools 6.0 ............................ $79
QEMM 386 5.1 ........................ $52
Sideways 3.3 .. ................... .. .. . $35
WinSieuth .. .... .. .. .. .... .. ... ........... $69
Carbon Copy+ 5.2 ................ .. $107
PC Anywhere IV .... .. .. ..... ..... .. . . $89
Procomm Pius 1. 18 .. .... .. ..... ... $52
Prodigy 3 .1 ...... ........................ $23
Chessmaster 2100 .................. $29
F-19 Stealth Fighter .. ........ .. .. .. $38
Falcon AT...... .......................... $29
Leisure Suit Larry ............. ....... $22
PC Globe + .. ...... .................. .... $35
Populous . . . ... ... ... ......... ....... .... $29
SimCity .. .... .. ..... ..... .. .... .. .. ..... . $28
Where in Time is
Carmen Sandiego? ............. .

CompUSA, Inc.
15151 A Surveyor
Addison, TX 75244
1-800-932-COMP
Hours of operation ICST) :
Monday • Friday Barn - 7pm
Saturday 9am - 4pm
Orders shlpped UPS Ground- call for
overnight freight charges.
Not responsible for typographical errors,
eno1s In photography, or errors of omission.
Prices and avaltab\ltty stbject to change.
Due to changing market conditions, can us toll
lree for current pricing and avallab\llty.
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Plug-and-Play Unix Machine
he Dell Station 425E is a turnkey
Unix system that Dell hopes will
snare PC system users who are mi
grating to Unix. Built around the com
pany's 486/25E Extended Industry Stan
dard Architecture (EISA) system, the
Dell Station bundle includes Unix and
applications software that together form
a powerful integrated system. Dell clear
ly designed the 425E with first-time
Unix users in mind, and the success of
this design distinguishes the 425E from
its competition.
The Dell Station's $9687 base price
looks steep until you consider what it
buys. On the hardware end, the worksta
tion is a 25-MHz 486 EISA computer
with 8 megabytes of RAM, a 5 1A-inch
1.2-MB or 3 'h-inch 1.4-MB floppy disk
drive, a 15-millisecond, 100-MB Intelli
gent Drive Electronics (IDE) hard disk
drive, and a 150-MB quarter-inch car
tridge tape drive. The system also in
cludes a Dell Super VGA color graphics
adapter and an 800- by 600-pixel color
monitor, a serial mouse, and an IBM En
hanced 101-key keyboard.
For software, the 425E includes a
Dell-licensed version of Interactive Sys
tems' Unix System V 3.2, the X Window
System, an easy-to-use X. Desktop iconic
file manager environment, MS-DOS em
ulation, and a full suite of Uniplex Ad
vanced Office System applications run
ning in the X.Desktop environment.
TCP/IP and Network File System soft
ware are optional.
Dell installs the operating system and
applications software on the hard disk
drive, so all you have to do is connect the
system components and turn on the pow
er. An easy-to-follow installation routine
then takes you through the steps of set
ting the date and time, initializing user
accounts, and making passwords for the
administrative accounts.

T

Inside the Station
The Dell Station fits in a full-size IBM
AT-type case. The components are laid
out with three half-height bays on the
right side, with two half-height bays be
side them. My review system had high
density 5 1A-inch and 31/2-inch floppy
disk drives in the top two right-hand bays
and the tape drive in the bottom right
hand bay. Instead of the standard 100
MB IDE hard disk drive, the review sys
tem had an optional Micropolis 330-MB
ESDI hard disk drive. The unit also in-

The Dell Station 425£ turnkey system smooths the road for new Unix users.
Bundled software includes X.Desktop and the Uniplex /I Plus Advanced Office
System software.

eluded an extra floppy disk drive, which
brought the total price to $10, 725.
The computer has six EISA slots and
two 16-bitISA slots. TheESDiharddisk
drive controller card and VGA color
graphics adapter occupied the two 16-bit
slots in my test machine, and two of the
32-bit slots held 16-bit Ethernet and tape
controller cards. The motherboard ac
cepts up to eight 1- or 2-MB single in
line memory modules, for a maximum of
16 MB of 80-nanosecond RAM.
The Super VGA graphics adapter and
color monitor provide adequate detail for
the icons and graphics on the X.Desktop
interface, but Dell should have included
a higher-resolution graphics option. The
Interactive X port that Dell used as the
basis for the operating system includes
drivers for 8514 graphics as well as for
hardware graphics accelerators.
The motherboard integrates two serial
ports and one parallel port. The Dell
mouse (which is made by Logitech)
plugs into one of the serial ports. For
multiuser configurations, Dell furnishes
serial port expansion boards to support

up to 32 remote terminals over asynchro
nous lines.
The Dell Station's cooling fan is one of
the noisiest that I have come across in
years. I had the system set up about 6
inches from a wall, which may have en
hanced the sound, but you could tell
when the computer was turned on from
anywhere in the house.

Big Software Bundle
Dell Unix System V release 1.1 is a li
censed version of Interactive Systems'
386/ix release 2.0.2, which is an imple
mentation of AT&T Unix System V 3.2.
Dell has enhanced it to include new X
drivers, an on-line manual, and several
other features. The company has taken
great pains to relieve the average user of
ever having to deal with the nitty-gritty
of Unix.
The Dell Station 425E is designed to
make it easy for non-Unix users to get
started. You never have to learn the intri
cacies of grep, awk, or sed. The menu
driven sysadm program makes mundane
system management relati vet y effortless.
continued
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NO NOISE improves PC
working environments.
NO NOISE removes the constant humming
noise which is a daily irritation to PC
operators.
It's not that the noise is high - it's more a
matter of its constantly being there, from the
moment you start up in the morning and until the
office closes.
Constantly - for hours on end - day in and
day out.
This noise comes from the PC's cooling fan.
The cooling fan is designed and constructed to
function in air temperatures all the way up to
110°-120° F. It always runs at maximum speed.
This is where the constant noise arises.
In our pa11 of the world, we no longer need to put
up with this irritating noise- thanks to NO NOISE.
How to stop the noise.
NO NOISE gradually reduces the speed of the
fan until it corresponds with the surrounding
temperature and your PC's cooling requirement.
The fan is practically soundless at temperatures
from 70°-90° F.

M;IMIWW

PLUG-AND-PLAY UNIX MACHINE

Dell Station 425E
Company
Dell Computer Corp.
9505 Arboretum Blvd.
Austin, TX 78759
(800) 27 4-3355
Components (as reviewed)
Processor: 25-MHz Intel i486: socket for
Weitek 4167 math coprocessor
Memory: 8 MB of SIMM RAM
Mass storage: High-density 51/4-inch
and 31/2-inch floppy disk drives: 330-MB
ESDI hard disk drive: 150-MB internal
cartridge tape drive
Display: 14-inch Dell VGA color monitor:
800· by 600-pixel Dell Super VGA adapter
Keyboard: 101-key IBM Enhanced layout
1/0 interfaces: Two serial ports: one
parallel port: one thin Ethernet port
Software
Dell Unix System V 3.2 with the X Window
System, X.Desktop interface, OSF/Motif
window manager, VP/ix, Uniplex II Plus
Advanced Office System version 7, Uniplex
Advanced Graphics System, and Uniplex
Windows

Built-in safety
If a fault should occur, a built-in safety circuit in
the NO NOISE automatically ensures that the
fan converts to maximum performance. This
ensures the necessary ventilation/cooling under
all conditions.
NO NOISE suits all PC models.
Thousands of units are already in use worldwide
by computer manufacturers, major corporations
and individual users, who realise that excessive
noise in the work environment can lead to
fatigue and stress, ultimately affecting
performance and productivity.
NO NOISE is extremely simple to install; your
customary PC dealer can provide you with further
details and provide this service if required. NO
NOISE comes with a five-year warranty and a 30
day trial.
WHAT THE REVIEWS SAY
" .. .it worked perfectly... noise level was
dramatically reduced."
PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD, U.K.
"... NO NOISE worked exactly as advertised,
reducing fan noise to nil."
BYTE, International Section, February 1990
NO NOISE USA-NO NOISE UK-NO NOISE
SWEDEN-NO NOISE AUSTRIA-NO NOISE NETHER·
LANDS-NO NOISE GREECE-NO NOISE AUSTRALIA

Price
$10,725
Inquiry 1108.

Another difficulty of making Unix a
viable operating system fornaive or inex
perienced users has been the absence of
application programs that have a uniform
interface. The Uniplex suite of business
applications goes a long way toward over
coming this difficulty. Uniplex's soft
ware tools include a word processor, a
spreadsheet, a database (lnformix),
presentation graphics, an appointment
calendar, an E-mail system, and several
other utility programs. All these pro
grams present you with the same general
interface so that you have to learn only
one basic set of keyboard and mouse
actions.

GUI and Text Interfaces

nonoif}'"
ORDER NO NOISE NOW at $99.95 by calling
1-800-SILENCE (1-800-745-3623)
or conlact your local dealer. We accept MCIVISA, P.O.s. Cashier
and Personal Cheques. Please add $4.95 lor shipping and handl ing
All FL deliven·es add 6% sales lax. VARS Dealers and OEMs call

(407) 220-0100.
NO NOISE Inc., 3601 SE Ocean Blvd., Sewall's Poinl. Sluarl,
Florida 34996. Tel : (407) 220-0100 Fax: (407) 220-0101
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The Dell Station offers two graphical
user interfaces and a text-oriented user
interface. When setting up a new user ac
count, the system administrator has the
option of making that user's interface
either a standard X GUI running an
xterm window and xclock, or a special
X environment with theOSF/Motifwin
dow manager running X.Desktop and
Uniplex. The latter is totally window
and icon-based and lets you perform nor

mal operations such as changing directo
ries, opening applications, viewing text
files, and deleting files using the mouse.
When you need to get into a Unix shell,
you need only click on the desktop area
to open a shell window. You can access
three text-oriented, full-size Unix
screens for use as standard log-in ses
sions. One of these screens is the logical
Unix console that displays system mes
sages.

The MS-DOS Connection
Dell uses Interactive's VP/ix to support
MS-DOS applications. You can run DOS
applications in two environments. While
you're in the X.Desktop environment,
you can open a monochrome, text-only
DOS window, or switch to a different
terminal session (by simultaneously
holding down the Control, Alt, and Sysrq
keys and pressing either Fl, F2, or F8) to
use a full-screen window. After you log
in, you can type run VP/ ix to start a full
screen DOS window with complete en
hanced VGA support for graphics or text.
You can switch back to the original X
screen any time you like by simply hold
ing down Control, Alt, and Sysrq and
then pressing F3.
Running an MS-DOS session in a full
size VGA window offers excellent soft
ware compatibility. I ran Flight Simula
tor (to stress-test graphics compatibil
ity), WordPerfect 5.0, and Procomm,
and I didn't experience any problems.
You can run as many as three separate
full-screen MS-DOS sessions and switch
among them.
The first DOS session that you start or
DOS window that you open has control of
the floppy disk drive (or drives). If you
want to access the drive from another
window or terminal, the original DOS
session must release the device.
MS-DOS can access and use Unix
files, but DOS users must have at least
Unix read access to those files. Unix
filenames that are illegal under DOS are
parsed to unique DOS filenames when
listed with the DOS dir command. Also,
the DOS copy command has switches to
convert between Unix and DOS ASCII
text files. (MS-DOS gives each line both
carriage-return and linefeed characters;
Unix, on the other hand, uses only a line
feed.)

But Does It Perform?
If you're accustomed to working on a
computer with a windows-based inter
face, you 'II be impressed with the Dell
Station's performance. When you click
on a window that's partially covered by
other windows, it snaps to the top of the
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Windows 3.0. The multitosking, windowing environment.

Are you still using MS-DOS programs on your PC?
You may want to use DESQview as your primary
operating environment.
The new DESQview 2.3 and DESQview 386 2.3 let you
use your favorite DOS and DOS-extended programs in
windows side-by-side on 80286, 80386 and i486 PCs. As
you can see above, you can even run Windows programs

DESQview 386 2.3. The multitosking, windowing envirunmL'nt.

within DESQview 386. So the next time you get error
messages like the ones at the left in Windows, remember
how the same set of programs look running in DESQview.
Whatever standard you use-DOS, extended DOS or
Windows-DESQview is still the best way to get the most
out of the hardware and software you own today.
DESQview. The obvious choice.

--
Quarterdeck Office Systems, 150 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA 90405(21 3) 3g2-9851 Fax: (213) 399-3802
This comparison was made using a system like the one you might run: Linth shnts showan ALR FlexCichc llf:1Rh nmnill!j DOS 3J ll'ilh \'C,\ dbpl.1y adaplnr,
Novell Net Ware v3.01 Rev. A, with !PX/SPX v3.01 Rev A, Microsoft Mnuse 7.00, and Mirrnsnft SMART1Jri1·L'do:; disk C1lhe. Burtrn \\l'rl' '''I lo 20.
For the Windowssrrern,we ran Microsoft Windoll's 3 HIM EM.SYS ,111d EMM38b.SYS. For the DESQl'iL'W sc1\'L'n, 11·c ran QE~l\ll 18h 1·'i I.
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Dell Station 425E

1.4

2

@20

$ 1

9a+

1.5

Q
10.1

AST Premium 486/33
Tangent Model 425

8.6

Everex Step 386/33

6

D

C Compiler

D

OC Arithmetic

D

Time Index
• CCompller

2.3

0.9

• DC Arithmetic

0.3

2.2

• Tower of Hanoi

0.4

1.4

(17 ·disk problem)

System Loadlng1
1 concurrent background
process
2 concurrent background
processes
4 concurrent background
processes
* 8 concurrent background
processes

3.2

1.3

4.2

1.4

6.8

1.4

11.6

1.5

Tower of Hanoi

D

System Loading

D

Dhryslone 2

Time Index
• Dhrystone 2
(without registers;
Dhry./sec.)

Floaling Point

Time

Index

0.8

1.4

0.8

1.2

0.6
0.5
1.2

1.0
2.3
2.8

648
364
236

NIA
NIA
NIA

Throughput
15625

1.1

0.2
3.1
3.8
3.1
3 .1
6.1
6.3

3.6
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.1

Arithmetic
(10.000 iterations)
Arithmetic overhead
Register
Short
Integer
Long
* Floating Point
Double

D

• Cumulative index is forrred by summing the indexed performance resuhs for C Compiler, DC Arithmetic, Tower of
Hanoi, System Loading (with 8 concurrenl background processes), Dhryslone 2. and Floaling Pein! tesls.

System call overhead
(5 x 4000 calls)
Pipe throughput
(read and write 2048- x
(512-byte blocks)
Pipe-based context switching
(2 x 500switches)
Process creation (100 forks)
Excel throughput (100 execs)

Fllesystem throughput
(1600 1024-byte blocks
in Kbyteslsec.)
Read
Write
Copy

' Syslem loading performed using Bourne shell scripts and Unix utilities.
Nate: 'All times are in seconds unless otherwise specified. Figures were generaled using lhe BYTE Unix benchmarks
version2.6. Indexes show relative performance; for all indexes. an Everex Step386/33 running Xenix 2.3.1 = 1.
NIA= Not applicable. Far a description of all the benchmarks, see "The BYTE Unix Benchmarks,'' March BYTE.

stack instantly. When you drag or resize
a window, it pops into its new size or lo
cation without hesitation. This instant
visual feedback adds greatly to the qual
itative feeling of working with a high
performance computer. However, the
speed is at least partially due to the fact
that the Dell Station has to manage only a
4-bit color plane with 800- by 600-pixel
resolution.
Overall, the Dell Station scored well
against other i486-based machines that
the BYTE Lab has tested. The Dell out
performed the Tangent Model 425 and
Compaq Deskpro 486/25, and it ranked
just behind the 33-MHz AST Research
Premium 486/33 overall (for more on the
comparison systems, see "486 EISA Ma
chines: A Slow Start in the Fast Lane,"
October BYTE, and "High-Performance
486 ATs," November BYTE). The Dell
Station's one weak point was its floating
point test scores, but it outperformed all
216
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three of its competitors on the Dhrystone
2 tests. And none of the comparison ma
chines can compete in terms of price
when you consider the Dell Station' s
bundled software.

A PC in a Unix World
In a world of RISC workstations, the
Dell Station bucks the trend by combin
ing a state-of-the-art CISC-based hard
ware platform with its Unix. Dell has
used this platform to run an X-based ver
sion of Unix that makes the system as
user-friendly as possible. To that extent,
Dell has succeeded, although some users
may be disappointed with the graphics
subsystem.
Considering the wealth of software
that the Dell Station includes, the price
isn't bad. The new Sun SPARCstation
IPC, which retails at just under $10,000,
is a similar hardware package, but it
lacks an OSF/Motif-type interface-at

least until the next release of SunOS
Unix-and it includes no applications
software (BYTE will review the SPARC
station IPC in an upcoming issue) . With
the addition of the optional Dell Station
Partner Kit ($399), you can use MS-DOS
PCs as X terminals networked to the Dell
Station, and the cost per user for this sys
tem drops rapidly.
The Dell Station isn't going to convert
any engineering workstation users, but if
you're new to Unix or you're recom
mending a Unix system forthe people in
your office, the Dell Station requires a
lot less hand-holding than other Unix al
ternatives. And that should make every
one happy.•

John Unger is a scientist working for the
U.S. government in the Washington,
D. C., area. He does most ofhis work on
a Sun-3. You can reach him on BIX as
"junger."

THE

BRICK~
"A Tote-able that Outperforms the Desktops ... "
-

This new generation PC is
remarkable for the perfor
mance and the practicality it
provides. The Brick is
powerful enough for the most
demanding applications,
while its elegance, quietness
and size make traditional
PC's seem downright
obtrusive by comparison.

More Practical
Than a Portable
For multisite computing, the
Brick offers an alternative to
the usual trade-offs of laptops
or multiple PC's. Just keep
your preferred keyboard and
full size monitor, plus
power supply at your
regular destinations
and carry only the 8
lb. Brick in between.
Bricks are
available with
16 or 20 MHz
386SX, 1-8
MB of RAM,

TIME

IN SECONDS

0

40

80

120

160

PC MAGAZINE, Sept. 1990

Surprisingly
Expandable

The Brick is only about
the size of a ream of
copier paper, yet you
can still add up to two ISA
•Brick with 8 .\IB RAM. 2 J2 .\18 HD.
Th! lower number is belier.
half cards internally. A
Time to complete PC Magazine's
docking port allows easy
full benchmark test set.
connection to our Docking
a fast 44, 104 or 212 MB Conner Terminal, which instantly hooks
up all cables and provides
or Teac IDE hard disk, and a
another 16-bit slot.
387 coprocessor socket. A
2,400 bps Hayes compatible
Satisfaction
modem is standard.
Guaranteed
The fast VGA graphics
All Ergo products have a 30 day,
features up to 1024 x 768 non
money back guarantee, a One
interlaced resolution with a full
Year Warranty, unlimited 800
1 MB of video memory.
toll free support, and advanced
diagnostics and updates via
Blazingly Fast
modem. You'll find complete
Compared to published
information on the Brick, plus
reports of all 386SX machines
a full complement of
tested to date by PC Magazine
enhancement products in
and Byte, the Brick offers
our 32-page free catalog.
superior performance on the
aggregate of system, video
and hard disk

$2,495
Includes
A 16 MHz Intel 386SX
& I MB RAM, Exp. to 8 MB

A 44 MB hard disk
A 1024 x 768 VGA
A 2,400 bps modem
& 3.5" 1.44 MB floppy

A l&-bit half card exp. slot
.& Freight included

$2,695
with IOI Keyboard &
12" Mono VGA Monitor

$2,995
with IOI Keyboard &
14" Color VGA Monitor

/
/

II
I

One Interc ontinental Way, Peabody, MA 01960

Tel: 150BJ 535-7 510 Fax: 15081 535-751 2

Order Factory Direct

''

1-aoo-633-19ZS ~..

Free 32-Page Catalog 6:)
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AMMA uses "write-back" cache technology
Check out the benchmarks. When i
comes to speed, pure and simple, main
instead of the "write-through" technologies used
in most PC's. The write-back cache was developed
frames are no longer the main attraction.
Introducing the Everex STEP 486/33 SIEl'•861'3
for mainframes. Everex was the
34,000
llY.4 MI PS!
I
pioneer in developing it frir the PC.
and STEP 486/25. Along with the STEP
11,SSIDIW\'ll"""
I
And in doing so, opened a whole new
486is, they give you desktop perform
16,606~ 1
dimension in desktop performance.
ance that was previously unheard of.
With AMMA, you can write directly to the
There are two reasons. The first, of course, is
STEP 486's cache in nearly all cases. With write
the 486™chip. The other is AMMA',M Everex's
through techniques, on the other hand, you lose
proprietary Advanced Memory Managemen
most of the performance benefit of the cache.
Architecture.

II

D~y$1 °"0$

CMY·X· M ~4B

11lM 3~

•(nQuiriesfrom outside the U.S.call 415-498-IJll. EVER forEXcellence is a registered trademark and Everex.STE I ~ STEP486i.I', AMMA and PDS are trademarks ofEverex Systems. Inc. 486 is a trademarkoflntel Corp.

And how to keep up
with them.

That's because write-through forces you to write
to main memory much more often. And main
memory is slower than the cache.
This is especially important in 486 computing,
where the CPU performs as many as four times the
write operations as in 386. Which makes AMMA's
write-back architecture, combined with the 486's
embedded cache, a powerful combination indeed.
But the STEP 486 machines give you more
than just speed. They come with Programmable
Drive Select. If your drive isn't listed on the set

up table, PDS™Jets you custom-configure the BIOS.
It's good for virtually any hard drive.
What's more, all STEP systems come with a one
year extendable warranty and a one year renewable
on-site service contract that also covers all Everex
peripherals in the system.
To find out more, call 1-800-334-4552* for the
name ofyour nearestAuthorized Everex Reseller
every one a high performance expert.
Then you can let the Joneses try keeping up
for a change.
~REJEEVERf<J'EXcfJ/kJnce·

<Cl l<JCXI Everex Systems, lnc. For more information on how the above benchmarks were derived, please write the Everex Performance Test Center, 48431 Milmont Drive. Fremont, CA 94538.
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Build a multi-user, dBASE compatible
application which is several times
faster than dBASE IV, Clipper or
Fox Pro. Watch its windows and
menus appear instantly on any
computer.

Portable
Port your application to any environment with a
C or C++ compiler. Access megabytes of memory
using 386 DOS compilers, OS/2, Unix or Microsoft
Windows.
Compatible
As you directly use the data, index and memo files
of dBASE III through IV or Clipper, you can use
Code Base 4.2 with any dBASE compatible product.
Easy
Consult examples in the 280 page user's guide as
you interactively execute Code Base 4.2 routines
from a learning utility. You will remember the
routines which are named like dBASE commands.
Sequiter Software. Inc.

•

Small
Make stand alone executable files as small as l4K.
Code Base 4.2 executables are 1h to 1/'>. the size of
corresponding Clipper executables.
Complete
Enjoy the benefits of complete dBASE functional
ity, including browse, edit, menus, windows, multiple
index files per database, dBASE expression evalua
tion, relations and filters.
Order Today
Order the DOS-OS/2 version for $295. Call
(403) 448-0313 or fax (403) 448-031 S. Discover
why Sequiter Software Inc. and most software
dealers offer a 60 day money back guarantee.
Source is included and there are no royalties!

P.O. Box 5659, Station L, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6C 4G l
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LAN Manager 2.0:
AForce to Be Reckoned With

E

verybody loves a good horse race.
In the realm of PC networking,
that's just how industry watchers
like to portray the contest between No
\ell and Microsoft. Novell's NetWare,
eight lengths ahead, suddenly finds
Microsoft's LAN Manager thundering in
hot pursuit.
The battle for mind- and market-share
won't end in a photo finish under the
wire. But it will increasingly clarify an
evolving vision of advanced network
computing. Here ·are the essential ingre
dients of that vision: A network operating
system should be easy to use and admin
ister, work smoothly with other kinds of
networks, support distributed (client/
server) applications, run with blazing
speed, exploit advanced hardware, pro
tect its resources with a rock-solid secu
rity system, and scale up gracefully from
small to very large installations.
LAN Manager's latest version, 2.0,
scores well on all these fronts. Some of
its new features, notably local security at
the server and disk fault tolerance, match
long-standing NetWare capabilities.
Other features, such as 1imited multipro
cessor support and domainwide user ac
counts, break new ground.

Read the Books First
Five well-written manuals document the
system. The installation process, while
dead simple, requires choices that you
can't intelligently make until you read
the books and know the big picture. And
make no mistake, it is a big picture. You
will likely be working >with both OS/2
and DOS machines. On the OS/2 side,
you've got to consider which file system
to use: the DOS-style file allocation table
(FAn or OS/2's High Performance File
System.
Any OS/2 system benefits from the
standard features of HPFS: banded allo
cation, caching, B-tree directory lookup,
and long filenames. But a LAN Manager
server gets extra mileage out of HPFS;
drive mirroring and duplexing require it.
On a 386 machine, an alternate install
able file system called HPFS386 runs in
native 32-bit mode. (A dual-processor
version that runs HPFS386 and the net
work 1/0 subsystem on a dedicated pro
cessor should be available by the time
you read this.) HPFS386 can distribute

permissions for files throughout the file
system, storing them in HPFS extended
attributes rather than in a separate data
base file. That is the basis of Local secu
rity, which enables you to protect the
server's entire file system, not just the
resources it shares with the network. As
with a Unix machine, you log on for local
access.
Although it is possible to run a LAN
Manager server on a FAT partition, I
can't think of any good reason for doing
so. For OS/2 workstations, it's another
matter. If you're going to dual-boot DOS
and OS/2, you'll need a FAT partition.
Even so, savvy users will dedicate most
of the disk to the superior HPFS.
Next you've got to choose whether to
make an OS/2 machine a workstation, a
peer server, or a full-blown server. As
you'd expect, memory requirements in
crease as you move up the ladder, from 3
to 3.5 to 6 megabytes, respectively. I
knew I wanted to make a 12-MB Compaq
Systempro a server, but I erred in install
ing my second OS/2 system, a Dell 386/
25, as a workstation. The extra half
megabyte required for a peer server buys
you more than a limited ability to share
disk, printer, and other resources. A
peer server can also be a backup domain
controller. That means it keeps an auto
matically updated copy of the primary
server's user accounts database. When I
learned that, I promoted the Dell 386/25
to a peer server, which meant removing
and reinstalling the workstation soft
ware. Like I said, read the books first.

The DOS Connection
Since DOS is a much less complex beast
than OS/2, it recovers more easily from a
wrong choice. LAN Manager comes in
two flavors for DOS: basic (big) and en
hanced (bigger). The basic version, a
minimal MS-Network work-alike, can
use the high-memory area (HMA-the
first 64K bytes of extended memory) to
shrink its memory footprint. With HI
MEM.DOS, the version of the HI
MEM.SYS driver that comes with LAN
Manager, the basic workstation software
used 69K bytes on a Gateway 386SX run
ning DOS 4.01.
The enhanced version adds all the
beef: resource browsing, messaging, the
named-pipes protocol (required to ac

cess, for example, SQL Server), and
queue manipulation. It can also use the
HMA (and, in certain circumstances,
EMS as well); with HIMEM.DOS in
place, the enhanced version ate up 120K
bytes on an Arche Legacy 386/33.
The enhanced workstation offers to in
stall a Windows 3.0 driver. Presumably,
you could run the basic version under
Windows, but without the network sup
port for browsing available servers and
queues and for receiving messages, it
wouldn't buy you much. The enhanced
version, on the other hand, dovetails
nicely with Windows. You can use the
File Manager to browse network drives,
the Control Panel to locate and connect
to network printers, and the Print Man
ager to monitor and control print queues.
A utility called WinPopup receives and
displays messages. You can also send out
messages from within Windows; that's a
convenience that the NetWare driver for
Windows doesn't currently offer.

Plumbing the Physical Layer
LAN Manager 2.0 and NetWare 386
handle network infrastructure-adapter
drivers and protocols-in a similar way.
LAN Manager's NDIS (the Microsoft/
3Com network driver interface specifi
cation) and NetWare 386's ODI (for open
data-link interface) both do the same job:
They separate hardware drivers from
transport protocols. Network drivers
used to be "monolithic": Adapter manu
facturers had to incorporate transport
protocols in their driver software. With
NDIS or ODI, driver writers need only
conform to a generic transport-protocol
interface-a simpler (though hardly triv
ial) task. Moreover, both interfaces sup
port two kinds of multiplexing. Different
protocols can share an adapter so that,
for example, LAN Manager's NetBEUI
(the NetBIOS extended user interface)
and TCP /IP can coexist on the same
physical network.
It works the other way, too-multiple
adapters can share a protocol. In that
case, the protocol spans two physical net
works. Just for fun, I converted my test
LAN Manager network from a single
Ethernet segment to two, joined at the
Systempro server. With only four ma
chines, there was no reason to divide the
cabling. However, it's a strategy that
comes into play when managing large,
congested networks. It took me 10 min
utes to add a second network adapter to
the Systempro and to rearrange the ca
bles, and another 5 minutes to tell LAN
Manager to "bind" the NetBEUI proto
col to the second adapter.
In the two-segment configuration, all
DECEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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LAN MANAGER 2.0: A FORCE TO BE RECKONED WITH

LAN Manager 2.0
Company

Microsoft Corp.
1 Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
Hardware Needed

Server: 286, 386, or 486 system with
6 MB of RAM
OS/2 workstation: 286, 386, or 486
system with 3 MB of RAM and OS/2 1.1 or
higher
OS/2 workstation with peer service: 286,
386, or 486 system with 3.5 MB
of RAM
DOS basic workstation: 8086 or higher
system with 640K bytes of RAM
DOS enhanced workstation: 8086 or
higher system with 640K bytes of RAM;
extended or expanded memory
recommended
Software Needed

Server and workstation with peer service:
OS/2 1.2 Standard Edition (CSD XR04053)
or higher
DOS workstation: DOS 3.1 or higher
Price

Five-user license: $995
Additional 10-user license: $995
Inquiry 1065.

workstations communicated with the
common server and vice versa. But they
couldn't all talk to each other. LAN
Manager 2.0 doesn't permit a machine
on one physical network to communicate
directly with a machine on the other.
That's something that third parties will
have to provide.
More interesting than multiple adapt
ers, though, is the notion of multiple pro
tocols. Users increasingly want Macs,
PCs, Unix workstations, and Digital
Equipment and IBM hosts to be plug
and-play. Each of these cultures relies on
deeply entrenched network protocols.
Microsoft's NDIS, like Novell's ODI, is
an architecture that enables a network to
participate in several cultures at once.
However, the core LAN Manager 2.0
doesn't capitalize on that opportunity.
Just as NetWare 386 ships only with its
native IPX protocol, LAN Manager 2.0
ships only with its native NetBEUI. For
now you 'I I have to look elsewhere-most
likely to 3Com-for the extra pieces you
need to connect a LAN Manager network
to a Macintosh or Unix network.
LAN Manager workstations, I ike
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servers, bind one or more protocols to
one or more adapters at run time. That
means a LAN Manager OS/2 or DOS
(enhanced) client can fit cleanly into a
heterogeneous environment. (Although
NetWare 286 clients are monolithic, Net
Ware 386 clients can also multiplex pro
tocols by means of ODI.)
In general, it's a snap to install and re
arrange NDIS drivers. My only gripe is
that there's no sanity-check utility like
Unix's ping or NetWare's comcheck. I
always like to test out basic connections
before layering on a lot of network soft
ware. But when I encountered a faulty
adapter configuration, I didn't discover
the problem until the domainwide secu
rity system failed to initialize.

Locking the Gate
Under LAN Manager l .x, you could
walk up to a server, toggle from theLAN
Manager session to an OS/2 command
window, and proceed to snoop around in
the server's file system. People rightly
complained about that, and version 2.0
solves the problem-with a vengeance.
When you install a 2.0 server on a 386
system, you can opt for local security. I
did that, and when the server booted,
it prompted me for the administrator's
name and password. I typed "admin"
and "password" per the manual's direc
tions but failed to gain administrative
privileges.
As I later discovered, the first batch of
LAN Manager 2.0 disks were shipped
with a password expiration date (a policy
that has since changed), and mine had
expired. The result was a convincing
demonstration of local security-I was
simply locked out of the file system. I
couldn't even edit CONFIG.SYS to pre
vent the server software from starting.
Not that that would have helped, since
local security is intrinsic to the file sys
tem and doesn't depend on the network
software. It looked as though I'd have to
wipe the disk and start over. Although
there was a workaround-one that Mi
crosoft supplied and would probably pre
f er I keep to myself-it's clear that the
new LAN Manager has really battened
down the hatches.
Local security applies only to the
server's console. From the network per
spective, server security comes in two
flavors: share-level and user-level.
Share-level security mimics MS-Net
work and PC-LAN networks, which can
password-protect shared resources but
can't specify levels of access by user.
User-level security enables much more
precise control. You can specify how
each user (or group) can access each

shared file, directory, print or serial de
vice queue, or named pipe. (While Net
Ware 386 also supports file-level per
missions, NetWare 286 does not.) When
a server runs user-level security, it can
also audit who does what with its shared
resources. While it's more powerful and
generally more desirable than share-level
security, user-level security demands
more administrative effort. In most cases
it'll be worth the trouble, but it's handy
to have the simpler, more open share-ori
ented method available as an option.

Domains and Log-on Security
A domain can weld a group of servers
and workstations into a single adminis
trative unit. It sounds simple, and in a
way it is, but you've got to work with the
domainwide log-on security system for
a while to sort through all its implica
tions. Domain-based security is option
al. Nothing prevents you from setting up
a network with one or more stand-alone
servers, each (as with NetWare) respon
sible for its own user accounts. In that
case, however, each server accessible to
a workstation has to maintain privileges
for that user. Conversely, the user must
supply a password each time he or she
tries to attach to a shared resource.
To activate domain security, you first
name a primary domain controller and
one or more backup domain controllers,
join the controllers to a special group
(called "servers"), and then start the
netlogon service on each participating
server. This makes sense even on a sin
gle-server network. Once the server vali
dates your log-on request, you 're in. For
the rest of that session, you can use any
resource your permissions entitle you to
use, no questions asked.
The real purpose of domain wide secu
rity, of course, is to simplify multi
server administration. Within a domain,
all servers running the netlogon service
share identical copies of the user ac
counts database. The primary domain
controller owns the master copy, which
replicates automatically to the backups.
Any domain controller can validate a
log-on request, and, in fact, Microsoft
recommends that you configure worksta
tions to prefer different domain control
lers to spread out the burden of log-on
processing.
This arrangement simplifies the net
work administrator's life, because a sin
gle accounts database governs all access
to a pool of servers. Conversely, for
users it means that a single log-on request
will grant access to the pool of servers. If
the primary controller should ever fail,
you can promote a backup controller to

PC-MOS
The Multiuser DOS Platform
For The '90s
The 386 and now the 486 microprocessors have
focused a lot of attention on the multiuser, multi
tasking possibilities of advanced PCs·. A myriad of
software and hardware manufacturers are promis
ing a new age of multiuser options in the '90s.
But when you take a closer look, only one solu
tion focuses on the features you want and antici
pates the capabilities you need to use your PCs to
their greatest potential. That solution is PC-MOS™
from The Software Link, the first DOS-compatible,
multiuser, multitasking operating system.

GATEWAY™ to Novell's NetWare®. This connectiv
ity lets a business configure its automation systems
for departmental efficiency and expand affordably
as needs grow with LANs or even WANs.

A Network Alternative

An Unbeatable Solution

The advantage to the PC-MOS shared processing
solution is its ability to maximize the available
memory on your PC, taking full advantage of ex
tended memory and sharing it with up to 25 users
on inexpensive terminals or monitors. You can
share data with the same speed and integrity of a
network solution without the expense of network
cards and the waste of under-utilized PCs. And no
additional investment is required to get the multi
tasking capabilities inherent in PC-MOS.

DOS Compatible
The PC-MOS alternative is clear: DOS compati
bility means your users can continue to use all the
popular &oftware packages. And that means no
investment loss, no retraining and no limitations
in available applications.
The next decade of shared processing will be
clouded with choices. Only one operating system
was first to offer you DOS-compatible, multiuser,
multitasking solutions. Only one operating system
continues to provide unbeatable multiuser solu
tions for over 150,000 users. PC-MOS from The
Software Link. Call today and set your computing
sights on a more productive horizon.

A Network Enhancer
For affordable network expansicm, PC-MOS
servers can be com1ected to other servers with
The Software Link's LANLink or with the PC-MOS
PC -MOS is a trademark of The Software Link. All other products referenced are
trademarks of their respective companies. Prices, policies and specifications subject

THE SOFTWARE ,
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1-800-451-LINK
3577 Parkway Lane, Norcross, GA 30092
(404) 448-5465 FAX: (404) 263-6474 TELEX : 4996147 SWLINK
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take its place.
What confused me at first was the dis
tinction between domains and log-on se
curity. Domains exist whether or not you
run log-on security. When you start a
workstation, it comes up in a "worksta
tion domain" and can see only the serv
ers in that domain. You might want to
partition a large multiserver network into
several such domains.
Within each domain there can be
stand-alone servers and/or domain con
trollers. Moreover, a single server can be
both a stand-alone controller and a do
main controller at the same time. That's
what happened when I set up the Dell
386/25 (a peer server) as a backup con
troller. I kept thinking that the permis
sions I assigned in the domainwide ac
counts database would apply to resources
that the Dell shared. But they didn't; I
couldn't access the Dell system from
other workstations. Eventually it
dawned on me that the Dell wasn't run
ning the netlogon service. Peer servers
can't run netlogon; only full servers
can. Despite the fact that it was acting as
a backup domain controller, the Dell
needed its own accounts database to sup
port its role as a peer server. Unix LAN
administrators routinely deal with these
kinds of subtleties. But if you are used to
simpler PC networks, the full implica
tions of LAN Manager 2.0's distributed
security may take a while to sink in.

But with LAN Manager 2.0, as with its
predecessors, that's not the case. It treats
disk, printer, and serial-device resources
in pretty much the same manner. You
pick a share-name, specify its resource
type, and assign the necessary permis
sions. Of course, before you can share a
printer with the network, the printer first
has to be installed locally-that is, its
driver must be registered with the OS/2
Print Manager.
Printer queues integrate well with the
messaging service. LAN Manager keeps
you posted when a print job holds, re
sumes, or finishes, and when the printer
goes off-line (which is most helpful).
However, DOS workstations running the
basic client service can't receive these
helpful messages. They must monitor
queues manually by means of the net
print command.
Communication queues enable OS/2
workstations to share modems, scan
ners, and fax machines. For example, I
installed a modem in the Systempro and
shared it as NETMODEM. Using Hil
graeve's HyperAccess/5 for OS/2 on the
Dell, I connected to the remote modem
and logged onto BIX. You can also pool
modems. For example, the protocol to
share a pair of modems would be
net share netmodem=coml: , com2:
at the server, and then, at the work
station,

Printer and Communication Queues
One of NetWare 286's more annoying
peculiarities is that you have to define all
your printer queues during installation.

net use co ml \ \server\ netmodem
LAN Manager searches the list of mo

dems and connects the client to the first
available one.

Distributed Computing
Two LAN Manager features-remote
administration and the netrun facility
hint at the remote processing capabilities
that underlie LAN Manager. To remote
ly administer a server, you run net ad
min and set the focus to the remote tar
get. For example, once I granted admin
istrative privileges on the Systempro to
the Dell's account, I was able to run net
admin on the Dell, switch to the System
pro, and remotely add to its list of shared
resources.
Behind the scenes, the two machines
establish an RPC (remote procedure
call) session. In fact, many of the LAN
Manager application programming inter
face calls take a server-name parameter
that governs whether the function exe
cutes locally or remotely. While remote
administration is a nice touch, what this
really means is that any developer of
LAN Manager-aware distributed soft
ware has a huge head start. Tools for
building client/server applications are
part of the basic fabric of the network op
erating system.
The netrun service executes entire
programs on the server. A named pipe
connects the client's standard input and
output handles to a proxy that executes on
the server. It's a tad awkward to set up.
On the server side, you've got to specify
a runpath that lists directories containing
programs that the client can run. The cli
ent has to use a directory on the server
and then make that its current directory.
continued

ViVa 2400 baud Modems
FAX It- Compress It- Send It with ViVa!

The ViVa 2.4. 24fx and 24m external
modems expand your world with standard
2400 baud transmission rate, built-in FA."X
capability, or MNP 5 data compression.

All ViVa internal and external modems
are 1000/o Hayes compatible and support the
Hayes "AT" Command Set.

I

ViVa m odems fit easily into your IBM
PC, 21..'T, AT, PS/2, 386, 486 and IBM com
patibles and each is backed by a FIVE YEAR
WARRANTY.

1-800-854-7600

COMPUTERPERIPHERALS,JNC."
667 Rancho Conejo Blvd. • Newbury Park,
California 91320 • 805-499-5751
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How TO FIND THE PERFECT MOUSE IN YOUR FUTURE.

Prominent Head
Line means you're
operfectionist.
The word "com
promise" makes
your face twitch.
You ore drown to the
speed and precision of
Logitech's Series 9mouse.

0

Head Line and
lif.e Line converge.
You pion for the
future. You see that
three buttons on
the Series 9 mouse make
it perfect for WordPerfect•
and many other applications.

o matter what forces shape your destiny, there's

ergonomic, Series 9 mouse is Microsoft compatible and

a Series 9 mouse in your future. It's the world's most

works with any application on an IBM' PC (or compat

sophisticated mouse. And now it comes with the world's

ible). Suggested retail price: $215 Bundle, $119 Mouse.

hottest graphical interface-Windows 3.0. With
adjustable resolution, the Series 9 mouse lets
you tune its performance to fit your applica
tion. So when you're working on Windows 3.0,
you can really enjoy the view.
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Includes Logitech's lifetime hardware warranty.
or more information call Logitech's Cus

tomer Sales Center: (800) 231-7717, ext.349. In
California: (800) 552-8885. In Canada: (800)

lOGITfCH

283-7717. In Europe:

Tools That Power The Desktop.

+ + 41-21-869-9656.
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NetWare 386 holds a slight edge over LAN Manager 2. 0, which more than doubles
the performance ofNet Ware 286. The NEIFIO test opens multiple files and performs
seeks, reads, and writes in a pattern designed to simulate a typical database
application. LAN Manager and Net Ware 386 were tested on a Compaq Systempro
running 32-bit NE3200 Ethernet; Net Ware 286 was tested on an 8-MHz. NEC
PowerMate 286running16-bit InterLAN Ethernet. A Gateway 20-MHz. 386SX
running IXJS 4. OJ wru- used as the client machine.

Even then, with only standard input and
output to work with, you're limited to
TTY-style batch processing. The netrun
service is a stone ax in comparison to
Unix's elegant X Window System. What
is it good for? You might want to index
piles of text at the server without clog
ging the wire with packets. More gener
ally, it's another reminder that OS/2
and, thus, LAN Manager-has the basic
interprocess communications mecha
nisms needed to support distributed
computing.

Days of Reckoning
Network consultants around the world
are now subjecting LAN Manager to
close scrutiny. No one I've spoken to
doubts that version 2.0 deserves to play
in the major leagues. It has the requisite
performance (see the figure), security,
and scalable architecture, along with
strong support for heterogeneous net
working and distributed computing.
The question is not whether LAN
Manager 2.0 will succeed, but to what
extent. The answer depends on a host of

variables, including price, third-party
support, and the relative fortunes of
DOS, Windows, OS/2, and NetWare.
Although price may not be the major
concern of large-scale network purchas
ers, NetWare 386's $7995 price tag has
caused considerable sticker shock among
smaller fry. A 25-node LAN Manager
2.0 installation costs less than $3000 yet
delivers many comparable features.
To date, more database servers sup
port LAN Manager than NetWare. But
although LAN Manager 2.0 and Net
Ware 386 servers are roughly compara
ble, their strengths differ on the client
side. LAN Manager favors the OS/2
workstation; NetWare favors DOS. Since
OS/2 has yet to displace DOS on many
desktops, chalk up a serious advantage
for NetWare. I'm perversely optimistic
about OS/2's future-version 2.0 is tan
talizingly close to displacing Windows
on my everyday machine-but you can't
ignore basic 640K-byte DOS machines.
While we're waiting for client/server
software to materialize, we have to keep
doing our jobs.
Still, the events of the last year or so
have proved, once again, that you should
never say never. DOS was never going to
bust out of 640K bytes. Windows was
never going succeed. NetWare would
never be easy to install. Unix could never
look good. Macs would never be cheap. I
think I'll wait and see what next year
holds for OS/2 and LAN Manager. •
Jon Udell is a BYTE senior editor at large
and administrator of the editorial LAN.
He can be reached on BIX as ''.iudell."
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Until now, you've only seen a tulip standing in a vase. Until now,
there's only been one way of looking at data . Now there's Thinx™
software.The revolutionary Windows' program that finally links
graphic images with databases and spreadsheets and lets you see
data in a whole new way. 1·800·688·4469.
'Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.'
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REVIEW

ADigital "Quill"
for Mac Video Displays
[dit THI Tooh Pale n e Co lor Wlmlo u1s. ColorCei plu re•'"

VideoQuill
operating on a
Mac Jlfx using a
ColorCapture 2. 0
display board.
Note the heavy
lines in the title
barsfor the Tools,
Palette, and
document window.
These lines are
2 pixels wide to
reduce flicker on
an interlaced
display.

orking with Jive composite video
on a Mac II-class computer has
never been easier. Many new Nu
Bus boards now display live video in a
Mac window and copy a freeze-frame
digital video image to a disk file. Unfor
tunately, video-oriented software has
been slow in coming. One of the first to
arrive is Data Translation's VideoQuill,
a $495 program that lets you combine

VideoQuill 1.0

text, graphics, and video for impressive
presentations.
VideoQuill uses outline fonts and a va
riety of special effects to render high
quality text painted with 16- or 24-bit
colors. The software's real strengths,
however, lie in working with live or cap
tured video. You can display high-qual
ity text over live video (video titling), or
you can merge text and graphics with
video (live or captured) for multimedia
presentations. (To use VideoQuill with
Jive video, you'll need a videographics
board, such as Data Translation's Color
Capture 2.0, and an extra monitor.)

Company

Full-Spectrum Text and Color

W

Data Translation, Inc.
100 Locke Dr.
Marlborough, MA 01752
(508) 481 -3700
Hardware Needed
Mac II family or SE/30 computer; 2

MB of RAM; color display (16- or 24
bit color preferred); hard disk
drive; for work with video, a
videographics board and
interlaced monitor are required
Software Needed

System 6.0.3 or higher with 32-Bit
OuickDraw
Price
$495
Inquiry 1224.

You'll get your best results from Video
Quill on 16- and 24-bit color displays.
While VideoQuill functions in 8 bits, it's
difficult to gauge how your work will
look without using deeper displays.
When you first create a VideoQuill doc
ument, a dialog box prompts you for the
document's pixel depth (either 16 or 24
bits, which can be independent of the dis
play's depth that you're working on),
window size (using either the current dis
play's size or values that you type in),
and the window's position on the display.
Inside the document window you design
a layout composed of rectangles or text;
VideoQuill doesn't provide tools to let
you draw arcs or circles. The package's
text quality and fine color control par
tially compensate for this shortcoming.

The software's own set of outline fonts
draws high-resolution text in type sizes of
from 5 to 2000 points. Eighteen default
sizes (ranging from 12 to 800 points) re
side in the Text menu; in this menu, an
Other selection lets you enter values out
side of these sizes. You can rotate text
either by clicking on a rotate tool and
dragging the text string or by typing a de
gree value for the rotation angle in a dia
log box. The latter is handy for precision
work. You can modify the text's kerning,
leading, and word spacing. Using other
tools, you can color and position drop
shadows along the text. VideoQuill uses
its own antialiasing algorithm to prevent
ragged text by blending the character's
colors with the background colors.
VideoQuill works with outlines sup
plied by URW, a German type foundry,
not Adobe Type 1 fonts. These outlines
exist as separate files that you copy into a
VideoQuill Fonts folder. Nine type
faces arrive in the standard package; 47
additional typefaces cost $495.
You can select color ranges for the cur
rent object (either text or a rectangle),
and the background from the Palette
menu's color palette. An object can have
a single (flat) color, or i fyou use a range,
a smooth blend from the starting to the
ending hue. You can adjust the object's
color transparency, and instead of a
color, you can import an image into the
object. For example, you might type the
text string "sunset," select Picture from
the Color menu, and choose a file that
contains a scanned sunset image. The
sunset appears within the text's outline.
You can paste the Clipboard's contents
in front of or behind the current object,
move the current object a layer forward
or backward, or bring the current object
to the front or the rear. Unfortunately,
VideoQuill lacks a grouping operation
that would let you combine and treat a
collection of objects as a whole.
V ideoQuill imports graphics and
images in TIFF, PICT, or MacPaint for
mats. You use the Picture Box tool to
select a point in the window and drag out
a box outline with the mouse. Next, a
Standard File dialog box prompts you for
the image's filename. The software
pastes a full-size image into the newly
drawn box. You can also use the Clip
board to import images, but the other
method offers more precise control over
where and how much of an imported
image shows in the window. You can im
port all of an image (by not drawing the
box) or use a Hand tool to move the
image until the desired portion appears
in the box. You can also scale the image
to fit the box and adjust its transparency.
continued
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Trial Run
For my evaluation, I used two systems: a
Mac Ilci with 4 megabytes of RAM, a
SuperMac Spectrum/24 Series III board,
and a 19-inch display; and a Mac Ilfx
with 8 MB of RAM, an Apple 8•24 dis
play board, and an AppleColor 13-inch
monitor. Both of these systems ran Sys
tem 6.0.5 software and had 80-MB hard
disk drives. I used a Data Translation
ColorCapture 2.0 videographics board to
provide live video and capture 16-bit
images. A RasterOps 364 video board
captured 24-bit video images and pre
viewed the video output from the Color
Capture board. I installed these boards
in the Mac Ilfx. My video source was a
Pioneer VP-1000 laser disk player.
The application operates in a 3-MB
MultiFinder partition. This leaves little
room for running anything other than
VideoQuill on the Ilci, but applications
that handle 16- and 24-bit data routinely
require lots of memory. I managed to
shoehorn MindWrite in with VideoQuill
to see how well the lattercoped with low
memory situations (and to write this re
view). VideoQuill did quite well operat
ing in a less-than-optimal partition size,
and it popped up alerts warning of low
memory without crashing. The applica
tion worked without a hitch on the Ilfx.
VideoQuill helps you produce impres
sive documents and snazzy slides suit
able for presentations. However, the soft
ware's real purpose is to work with
video. The video capabilities of the ap
plication worked flawlessly. For exam
ple, video is one of the "colors" you can
pick for objects. When you use Video
Quill with a videographics board, the
software substitutes live video for this
object's color. VideoQuill accomplishes
this by modifying bits in the object's
alpha channel. The alpha channel modi
fies or describes an object's characteris
tics; in this case, it handles video con
trol. The channel is a bit in size for 16-bit
color and a whole byte for 24-bit color.
This feature provides some unique ef
fects. Since the background is an object,
you can let it pass video except where text
is present. This makes VideoQuill useful
for video titling, but its capabilities don't
end there. For example, you could type
"TV" and select video for the text's
color. A videographics board driving an
interlaced monitor would show a colored
background, with live video filling the T
and V characters on the screen. Or you
could make a business chart and draw a
box in the corner that would pass the
video. You retain this alpha channel in
formation when you save the window as a
VideoQuill document. VideoQuill can
Nantucket Corpo1atior1, 12555WeslJe!re1sonSoulevard, Los Angeles. C-'i 900&6. 213/390-7923 FAX: 213/397·5469 TELEX 650·257Jl25 Nan1uckel. lheNan1ucket
logo and Clipper ace registered trademarks ot Nanrucket Corporation. Other brand and product names ate used for idenlil1cat1on pu1poses Oil'/ and may t;e trademarks 01
cegislered trademarks a! 1ner respecti"Veholders Entire conlen1:> copynghl • 1990NantucketCorporatiort
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also export documents as either TIFF or
PICT files.
On the interlaced monitor I connected
to the ColorCapture 2.0 board, text looked
fine at every point size, and color blend
ing was superb. VideoQuill readily ac
cepted images that were captured by the
RasterOps 364. Trying to let video bleed
through areas of a scanned image proved
to be a bit tricky using VideoQuill itself.
First, using an image-manipulation ap
plication, such as PhotoMac or Photo
shop, I selected a color in the image to
pass video and had the application strip
out regions with that color. Then, after
selecting the transparent background
color option, I pasted the image into the
VideoQuill document. Finally, I set the
background to the video color.
I found it easier to use Data Transla
tion's ColorCapture application bundled
with the ColorCapture board to select a
range of colors in the image and set the
alpha channel bit. ColorCapture saves
the image as a PICT file, and VideoQuill
recognizes the alpha channel informa
tion once you import the file. For exam
ple, using a scanned autumn scene with
blue sky and red-orange trees, it was easy
to use ColorCapture' s color controls to
set the alpha channel bit to pass video for
the sky tones. When I pasted the image
into VideoQuill, the trees appeared su
perimposed over live video.
Yru can print VideoQuill documents,
but only at screen resolution (i .e. , 72 dots
per inch). When I printed from Video
Quill to a 300-dpi Tektronix Phaser color
printer using the 6.0 LaserWriter driver,
the output looked dark and muddy. I got
better results by saving the document as a
TIFF file, importing it into Photoshop,
and printing.

More Tools
VideoQuill has some shortcomings. Cir
cle and arc tools would make for better
layouts, and the lack of a grouping tool
makes complicated designs difficult. It
would also be nice to incorporate some of
ColorCapture's color controls that oper
ate on the alpha channel into VideoQuill.
Despite these flaws, VideoQuill does
work, and the results with video can be
quite spectacular. It provides features
not found in some presentation packages,
and it breaks new ground working with
the video medium. For those who have to
work with video now, VideoQuill can
help you pen a solution. •
Tom Thompson is aBYTEsenioreditorat
large with a B.S.E.E. degree from Mem
phis State University. He can be reached
on BIX as "tom_thompson. "
Nanluckel Corpor<ltion. 12555 WestJeffersonBoulevard.Los Angeles. CA 90066. 2131390-7923 FAX: 213t397·5469 TELEX: 650·257 -1125. Nantucket. !heNantucke!
logo and Clipper are regis1ered 11ademarksof Namucket Corporation. Olher brand and producl names are used for idenlihcation purposes only and maybe1radema rkso1
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The joy of C-scape
Elegant graphics and text

T

he C-scape TM Interface
Management System is a flexible
library of C functions for data entry
and validation, menus, text editing,
context-sensitive help, and windowing.
C-scape's powerful Look & Feel™
Screen Designer lets you create full
featured screens and automatically
generates complete C source code.

C-scape includes easily modifiable high
level functions as well as primitives to
constrnct new functions. Its object
oriented design helps you build more
functional, more flexible, more portable,
and more unique applications-and
you'll have more fun doing it.

The industry standout. Many
thousands of software developers world
wide have turned to the pleasure of
~ ·~ C-scape. The press agrees:
~,
"C-scape is by far the best.
. . . A joy to use," wrote
IEEE Com pwer. Ma,jor
companies have selected C-scape as a
standard for software development.
C-scape's open architecture lets you use
it with data base, graphics, or other C
and C++ libraries. C-scape nms in text or
graphics mode, so you can display text
and graphics simultaneously. To port
from DOS or OS/2 to UNIX, AIX, QNX, or
VMS, just recompile. C-scape also

Graphics. Run in color in text or graphics mode.
Read images from PCX files.

supports P'har Lap and ltational DOS
extenders.

Object-oriented architecture. Add custom
features and create reusable code modules. C..
compatible.

Trial with a smile. C-scape is
powerful, flexible, portable, and easy to
try. Test C-scape for 30 days. It offers a
thorough manual and function reference,
sample programs with source code, and
an optional screen designer and source
~ ~ code generator. Oakland
~;
provides access to a 24
hour BBS, telephone se1vi
ces, and an international
network of companies providing in
country support. No royalties, rnntime
licenses, runtime modules. After you
register, you get complete library source
code at no extra cost.

Mouse support. Fully-integrated mouse support for
menu selections, data entry fields, and to move and
resize windows.
Portability. Hardware independent code. Supports
DOS, OS/2, UNIX, AIX, VMS, others. Autodetects
Hercules, CGA, EGA, VGA. Supports Phar Lap and
Rational DOS extenders.
Text editing. Text editors with word wrap, block
commands, and search and replace.
Field flexibility. Masked, protected, marked,
required, no-echo, and named fields with complete
data validation. Time, date, money, pop-up list, and
many more higher-level functions; create your own.
Windows. Pop-up, tiled, bordered and exploding
windows; size and numbers limited only by RAM.
Menus. Pop-up, pull-down, 123-style, or slug menus;
create your own .
Context-sensitive help. Link help messages to
individual screens or fields. Cross reference messages
to create hypertext-like help.
Code gene ration. Build any type of screen or form
with the Look & Feel™ Screen Designer, test it, then
automatically convert it to C code.
Screen flexibility. Call screens from files at run
time or link them in. Automatic vertical/horizontal
scrolling.
International support. Offices in Berlin, Germany,
with an international network of technical companies
providing local training, support and consulting.

Call 800-233-3733 (617-491-7311 in
Massachusetts, 206-746-~767 in Washing
ton; see below for International). After
the joy of C-scape, programming will
never be the same.
DOS, OS/2 (Borland and Microsoft
support): with Look & Feel, $499; library
only, $399; UNIX, etc. start at $999;
prices include library source. Training
in Cambridge and Seattle each month.
Mastercard and Visa accepted.

0 l<lAND
BY1290

Oakland Group, Inc. G75 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02I3n USA. F'AX: GI78G8-4440. Oakland Group, GmbH. Alt Moabit n1-A, 0-1000 Berlin 21, F'.R.G.
(030) 3nI 5045, F' AX: (030) 3n3 43n8. Oakland International Technical Network (training, support, consulting): Australia Noble Systems (02) 5G4-l200; Benelux TM
Data (02l5n) 4G 814; Denmark Ravenholm (042) 887240; Austria-Germany-Switzerland ESM 0712715244; Norway Ravenholm (02) 44 8855; Sweden Linsoft (013) I l 1588;
U.K. Systemstar (Onn2) 500nI n. Photo by Jessica A. Boyatt; Kanji by K~ji Aso. Picture shows a C-scape prngram combining data entry with video images loaded l'rnm PCX
files. C-scape and Look & Feel are trademarks of Oakland Grnup, Inc.; other trademarks belong to their respective companies. Copyright © Inno, by Oakland Grnup, Inc.
Features, prices, and terms subject to change.
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Rick Farris

REVIEW

Unix and 1-2-3

Lotus 1-2-3 for
Unix System V
sports multipie
views and
graphics support.

preadsheets are no longer the do
main of single-user personal com
puters. As personal computers ap
proach the throughput of workstations,
many users are abandoning DOS for
more powerful multiuser operating sys
tems. Lotus Development has noted this,
and Lotus 1-2-3 for Unix System Vis its
solution.
Lotus 1-2-3 for Unix System V is es
sentially a port of Lotus 1-2-3 release
3.0, dressed up to take advantage of the
multitasking, multiuser environment of
Unix System V/386.
The package consists ofa user's guide,

S

Lotus 1-2-3
for Unix System V
Company
Lotus Development Corp.
55 Cambridge Pkwy.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 577-8500
Hardware Needed
Compaq, IBM, cr compatible 386 PC with
4 MB of RAM and 5 MB of free disk space
Software Needed
System V 3.2 from SCO, AT&T, or
Interactive, or SCO Xenix 2.3
Price
Single-user: $695
10 users: $1295
Four additional users: $495
Inquiry 1148.

a reference manual, and six 1.2-mega
byte floppy disks. The documentation
has the qualities normally associated
with Lotus: clear and to the point.
Installation under SCO Unix System
V took only 20 minutes. Lotus took ad
vantage of SCO's custom installation
program, which handles all the file ex
traction, copying, and permission setting
necessary to build the Lotus directory hi
erarchy in the location of your choice.

Will You Recognize It?
Running 1-2-3 on the console of a com
puter running Unix System V/386 is
much like running 1-2-3 release 3.0
under DOS. VGA and EGA are sup
ported, with a choice of text resolutions
ranging from 25 rows by 80 columns to
60 by 80. Graphs are displayed on sup
ported adapters.
One enhancement added for Unix Sys
tem V is the ability to simultaneously
display up to 26 worksheets in perspec
tive mode. The number of worksheets to
be displayed must be selected on the
command line, though, so if you have al
ready started work and decide that you
need to display more than the three de
fault worksheets, you must save your
work, exit the program, and restart 1-2-3
to use this feature.
The familiar 1-2-3 command keys,
such as "/" to bring up the menu bar and
arrow keys to select items, are used, but
combinations that would normally use
the Alt or Control keys are implemented
in a more portable way. For instance,
moving from one sheet to the one above it
is invoked with Control-PageUp in DOS

and Control-A PageUp in Unix. Like
wise, the Alt-function keys are invoked
by typing Control-F and then pressing
the function key. This lets the same key
strokes work from a variety of input
devices.
I didn't run any exhaustive perfor
mance tests, but a macro that took 13
seconds to run under DOS (on a 25-MHz
386, with no 80387) executed in 29 sec
onds on an identical Unix machine under
a fairly heavy multiuser load.
Running 1-2-3 from a remote com
puter is more of an adventure. Except in
special circumstances (as with the Sun
River Fiber Optic Station), graphics are
not supported; therefore, you cannot dis
play graphs. In addition, since terminal
keyboards rarely match PC keyboards,
an adjustment is necessary in the com
mand keys. For instance, the command
to move to cell A 1 on the first spread
sheet is normally Control-Home; on a
Wyse WY-50 terminal, the command se
quence is Control-A PF2 7 (7 is the PC
numeric keypad key for Home).

Working Together
Lotus 1-2-3 for System V can retrieve
any file on your Unix network that you
normally have permission to access.
Since worksheets can be saved in both
.WK3 and .WKl formats, it is possible
to have a central repository of work
sheets for all the users on the network,
both DOS and Unix.
An important point, however, is that
file locking is available only for files on
the machine 1-2-3 is running on. File
locking across the network is not sup
ported from within 1-2-3. It is a good
idea to store worksheets on the 1-2-3
server to avoid the loss of information
caused by two users updating the same
worksheet at the same time.
Lotus 1-2-3 for System V is licensed
for one CPU: This means that to access
1-2-3, you must log onto the licensed
computer. Note that this is distinctly dif
ferent from a file-server license, where
the executable code is actually running
on your local machine.
Lotus 1-2-3 for Unix System V pro
vides the industry-standard spreadsheet
to users of Unix System V for the PC. It
extends the base 1-2-3 release 3.0 prod
uct with features suited to Unix-style net
working, and it can even be run from
ASCII terminals. It tries hard to preserve
the look and feel of the DOS version of
1-2-3, and it largely succeeds. •
Rick Farris is a principal at RF Engineer
ing, a custom software house. He can be
reached on BJX c/o "editors."
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The 4167's 10 MFLOPS performance delivers 3X the speed of the 486!
The new Weitek 4167 coprocessor outperforms the 486 by 3 to l in numeric processing. Capable of 10
MFLOPS, the 4167 has sockets in some of the most sophisticated 486 systems on the market, including
Compaq, Intel, Hewlett-Packard, and Microway. The 4167 is object-code compatible with the WEITEK 3167
FPU and Microway's mW3167-PS add-in card for the MicroChannel-offering easy access to a broad base of
existing CAD/CAM, scientific and engineering applications like Mathematica, CADKEY, HOOPS and
Microway's NOP compilers. And look for 4167 support on upcoming products from Autodesk!
®

Number Smasher - 486

converts
your old AT or 386 into a powerful 486
workstation. In a review of 25 MHz 486
motherboards, Mike George of Personal
Workstation magazine wrote, "Microway's
Number Smasher-486 gives you top 486
numeric performance for the best
price... Number Smasher's numeric perfor
mance exceeds that of all 25 MHz 486
systems we've tested to date." Running the
M~roway Benchmark Suite, the
4167-equipped Number Smasher-486 achieves
11.9 Mega Whetstones. The board features a
Burst BusTM memory interface that makes it stand out in numeric
problems that involve large arrays. Burst cycle response in a 486
system is much more important than second level caches, which
are usually too small to be of any use on the
megabyte arrays found in real world
problems.
The ideal solution for numerically or I/O
intensive applications is Microway's new
Number Smasher-486/33T workstation. Two
configurations are available, each incor
porating state-of-the-art power and cooling
with 300 to 600 megabyte drives.

For more information, please call 508-746-7341.

NDP Fortran-486, NDP
Cr486 and NDP C++ are
your keys to unlocking the power
of the 4167. Each compiler
generates globally optimized, main
frame quality code and has special
features that take advantage of the
4167, such as register caching, loop
unrolling and automatic inlining of
small procedures. These optimiza
tions are handed off to a code
generator that is tuned for the
4167, and takes advantage of its ad
vanced instructions like multiply
accumulate. In addition, the 486
versions of NOP Fortran, C++ and
C properly sequence 486 and 4167
instructions so that the 486's
prefetch queue has time to
"breathe." NOP compilers are also
available for the 386SX, 386 and
i860 under DOS, UNIX, XENIX
and SunOS. Thousands of
Microway's satisfied customers have
discovered that you can't buy a bet
ter scientific Fortran or C compiler.
And our technical support is the
best in the industry.
r.

I
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M1croway__
®-~
The World Leader in PC Numerics
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Corporate Headquarters, Research Park, Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364
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Stan Miastkowski

REVIEW

A"More Filling" Generation
of Tape Backup

Coretape Light
(left) and the
Jumbo 250 up the
ante oftape
capacity for
today's mega
megabyte hard
disk drives.

ou've heard it all before: If you
want to avoid despair, back up the
data on your hard disk drive. How
ever, as standard hard disk drive capaci
ties break the 100-megabyte barrier, the
backup process becomes more and more
of a chore. Backup is especially painful
if you're using floppy disks; soon you be
gin to feel like a high-tech short-order
cook, flipping disks like so many thin
black pancakes.
A tape backup unit is the obvious
answer. No disk flipping, no piles of ill
marked floppy disks. You can start the
backup and partake of another cup of
coffee, or schedule the backup to start
automatically at a predetermined time.
TBUs aren't exactly new, but in keeping

with hard disk trends, the latest genera
tion of QIC-80 (quarter-inch cartridge)
TBUs offer higher capacities. I tested
two of the new incarnation: the Jumbo
250 from Colorado Memory Systems and
Coretape Light from Core International.
Both units use varying forms of data
compression to pack lots of bits on a tiny
tape. As its name implies, the Jumbo 250
fits up to 250 MB of data on a DC-2120
tape; Coretape Light fits up to 300 MB
on the same cartridge size. (Without
compression, DC-2120 tapes hold a max
imum of 120 MB .)

Jumbo250

Coretape Light

Y

QIC Developer
Colorado Memory Systems isn't new to
the backup game; nearly a decade ago, it

Company

Company

Colorado Memory Systems, Inc.
800South Taft Ave .
Loveland, CO 80537
(303) 669·8000

Core International
7171 North Federal Hwy.
Boca Raton, FL 33487
(407) 997-6055

Hardware Needed

Hardware Needed

IBM AT, PS/2, or compatible

IBM AT, PS/2, or compatible

Price

Price

$499; controller, $129.95; controller with
hardware compression, $299.95; controller
with hardware compression for Micro
Channel systems, $399.95

$545

Inquiry 1105.

Inquiry 1106.

was instrumental in developing the QIC
standard that nearly all TBUs use. The
Jumbo 250 ($499), like its predecessors,
is a well-built unit that stands up to hard
daily use. In its basic configuration, it
mounts in a half-height drive bay and
hooks up to your system's floppy disk
drive controller as the second drive. But
that limits you to the maximum 500,000
bps data transfer rate of an AT floppy
disk (250,000 bps with a PC).
An optional $129. 95 add-in board
boosts the data transfer rate to I megabit
per second (500,000 bps on a PC). The
controller also lets you use a second flop
py disk drive or mount the Jumbo 250 in
an external enclosure that you can easily
transport from system to system.
More interesting is the top-of-the-line
"jumperless" board that I tested with the
Jumbo 250 (this board isn't available for
XTs-only ATs, PS/2s, and compat
ibles). In addition to the high-speed con
troller, it includes hardware data com
pression using the proprietary STAC
chip. At $299.95 ($399.95 for the Micro
Channel version), it's not exactly a low
cost option, but it's a boon for the truly
hurried. Without the add-in board, the
Jumbo 250 still offers data compression,
albeit in a software version, whose speed
is highly dependent on the speed of your
system's processor.
The Jumbo 250 is easy to install. I just
slid it into a free drive bay, plugged in
the 16-bit add-in compression board,
connected power to both using an in
cluded Y-adapter, and hooked a cable
between them.
The automatic software installation is
a revelation, especially when you're in
stalling one of the add-in boards. The
utility checks your system and sets the
jumperless board for interrupt, OMA
channels (two are needed with the com
pression board), and I/O base address. It
saves lots of hair-tearing, but it's not
foolproof, nor did I expect it to be.
After I installed the Jumbo 250 and at
tempted to start a backup, the software
kept telling me that I didn't have a tape
unit installed. I finally figured out that
the culprit was my Microsoft Bus Mouse,
which was using the same interrupt as
the tape board. (Since the mouse wasn't
moving, the automatic installation utility
didn't "see" it.)Imovedajumperonthe
mouse board, and everything was fine.

TrendyTBU
I cringed slightly when I found that Core
planted the Coretape Light moniker on its
$545 TBU; it sounds just a tad too trendy
for me. Coretape Light accommodates a
slide-in mount in a free drive bay. Core
DECEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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Jumbo 250
With optional controller,
hardware compression on
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hardware compression off
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The compression scheme used by the J umbo250 sped up most processes. All tests were run on a 20-MHz 386-based
AT clone using a Quantum !70SSCSI hard disk drive hooked up to a DPT 4-Mbps SmartConnex controller.
Logical drive D (containing 31.3 MB ofdata) was used in all cases.

Harvar~ ra~~ics@
An~ T~e HP laserJet Ill
Invite You To A
Ver~ [xcitin~ Presentation.
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A "MORE FILLING" GENERATION OF TAPE BACKUP

also offers an $89 controller (not re
viewed) that lets you run a second floppy
disk drive or mount Coretape Light as an
external drive. Even with the optional
controller, Coretape Light is limited to
the slower data transfer speed of the AT
floppy disk drive controller. Coretape
Light is even more of a snap than the
Jumbo 250 to install. You slide it in, plug
in power and the second floppy disk drive
connector, and install the software.
Both the Jumbo 250 and Coretape
Light offer extensive software options.
There are the usual options for format
ting blank tape (since it takes about an
hour, most tapes come preformatted),
verifying tape usability, and choosing
full or partial backups. Coretape Light's
software offers a few more choices, in
cluding an exhaustive test of a blank tape
and a "Retension" procedure that re
adjusts the tension of a new cartridge or
one that's been in storage for a long time.
Both TB Us also have unattended back
up options-TSR programs that will per
form backups at the time you determine.
It's a handy option that lets your com
puter (instead of you) work overtime to
do the backup. I set my system to back up

my new data daily at 2 a .m ., with a full
backup once a week. Unattended back
ups are a great way to make sure the job
gets done (of course, you have to remem
ber to put the tape in the drive) .
I've always thought that comparing
backup operation speeds isn't a valuable
exercise since you "set and forget" it
while you're away from your computer.
A couple of minutes one way or the other
really isn't a big deal. But for compari
son, I timed the backup and restore oper
ations of both drives with and without
their various options (see the figure) . As
the results show, the Jumbo 250 with the
hardware compression board (and com
pression on) actually speeds up the back
up process. Software compression is
much slower, simply because it has to
steal cycles from your system's proces
sor. But the Jumbo 250's software com
pression is still quite fast.
No matter how you set things up, a re
store operation takes considerably longer
than the backup. Coretape Light has a
large edge in locating an individual file
on a tape, using something called Rapid
Random Restore. With the Jumbo 250, I
restored a single file from the middle of a

backup in 2 minutes, 25 seconds; Core
tape Light restored the same file in only
24 seconds, or about five times faster.

QIC Pick
Both of the basic drive units are well con
structed, and the slightly higher price of
Coretape Light reflects its ability to fit
more bits on a tape. It also has a glass
ferrite record/read head that should hold
up longer than the conventional head
used in the Jumbo 250. For versatility,
the Jumbo 250 is a better choice, espe
cially if you have a free slot that you can
use to take advantage of the higher
throughput and/or hardware compres
sion.
In this world of gee-whiz computer
technology, TBUs are often-neglected,
albeit necessary, peripherals. To me, the
ability to pack up to 300 MB on a tape
that's smaller than a pack of playing
cards is wondrous indeed.
It's 2 a.m . Do you know where your
data is?•

Stan Miastkowski is the BITE senior edi
tor for new products. He can be reached
onB/Xas "stanm. "

Yours.
Harvard Graphics 2.3 from Software Publishing Corporation brings
new dimensions to presentation graphics. The Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Ill printer
writes a new chapter in printing history.
Put them together and your presentation becomes a
t :
Harvard Craphicn.3
major event.
§::
Harvard Graphics is packed with easy-to-use new features
that will dazzle your audience-like a gallery of pre-designed
charts and DrawPartner;" an integrated advanced drawing package.
The HP LaserJet Ill has raised the standard of printing excellence
with HP's exclusive Resolutio~ Enhancement technology. Your graphics will look unusually
sharp-better than ever before.
~0..-, S O FTWARE
With Harvard Graphics and the HP Laser Jet Ill, your next presentation is certain to be
l!W•M ; MM•M ; W .WMM1M ~ I
well attended. And well received.
Circle 286 on Reader Service Card
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Harvar:d Graphics and OrawParrner are trademarks of Software Publishing Corporation. ldP Laser jet Ill is a product of Hewlett·Pack.ard.
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New From Northgate...
20M fbwe Up

Colomwnitorshnwnnailabk-as option.

es, we're a bit late to the party
with SX systems. How come?
We just couldn't bring ourselves
to market another ho-hum SX.

Y

So we put our research and
development team on it. Boy,
did they rise to the challenge! Now
you can get an SX 16 or 20 MHz
machine with the power to run
Microsoft® Windows'" and other 32-bit
software at flashing cache-enhanced
speeds. And, they packaged all this
power and performance into our
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exclusive space-saving case- a
favorite of Northgate customers!
The secret to SlimLine's
space-saving design? A fully
integrated motherboard designed and
manufactured by Norrhgate! This
design reduces bus load - makes
the system faster and more reliable!
Motherboard features include a
built-in VGA adapter (with 256K
video RAM), one parallel and two serial
ports, fully integrated floppy disk

controller and IDE hard drive
controller. Motherboard integration
also makes it easier to install
modems and add-on cards.
SlimLine's triple cache boosts
performance to zero wait state!
You get a built-in 64K memory
SRAM cache to accelerate the
execution of instructions; PLUS,
hard drive caching to accelerate 1/0
transactions; and disk caching
software to speed data to and from
the CPU!

"16 Or
Sli
With 64KCache!
Plus! Northgate pumps up trial offer... now use
SlimLine SXfor 60-days RISK-FREE!

U

nbeatable service! Your
SlimLine 386SX is backed by
toll-free technical support,
24 hours-a-day, 7 days-a-week. PLUS,
FREE on-site service to most locations
for one year if we can't solve your
problems over the phone. And if you
ever need a replacement part, we'll
ship it overnight - at our expense 
before you return your part.

PCMagazine * says:
". . . N orthgate stops
at nothing to please
its customers:'
Of course, you also get Northgate's
full-year warranty on parts; five years
on the OnmiKey® keyboard. It's no

SlimLine 386SX VGAMonochrome System Features:
• 16 or 20MHz Imel® 80386SX
processor
• !Mb of 32-bit DRAM (expandable to
8Mb on motherboard - !6Mb using
16-bit memory boards)
• Down-scaled, U.S.-made motherboard
• 40Mb IDE hard drive; AT bus
interface; 1:1 interleave; DisCache:
32K look ahead disk caching;
19ms access

• Clock/calendar chip rated at 5 years
• 100 watt power supply
• Small footprint SlimLine case with
room for two exposed and one internal
half-height devices
• Front mounted system reset and
high/low speed controls

wonder PC Magazi11e reported:
"If you're looking for the subjective
winner for customer loyalty,
Northgate takes first prize~·
Now use SlimLine for 60-days 
Risk Free! It won't take you 60
days to recognize the excellent quality
of SlimLine SX. But we don't want to
rush you. Take your time putting
SlimLine to the test. If you aren't
completely satisfied after 60 days, you
can return it. Northgate guarantees
your satisfaction. Order Today!

$1999°0
~s~~z $219900
~~~~z

• Exclusive Northgate OmniKey keyboard

Delivered to your home or office.

• 12"VGA monochrome monitor

Call for other configurations and pricing.

• 64K SRAM memory cache;
read/write-back caching

• MS-DOS 4.01 and GWBASIC
software installed

EASY FINANCING: Easy payment options.

• High density 1.2Mb 5.25" and l.44Mb
3.5'' floppy drives; also read/write low
density disks

• On-line User's Guide to the system and
MS-DOS 4.01

• Five open expansion slots; three full
length 16-bit and two half length 8-bit
• 16 or 20MHz 80387SX and Weitek
coprocessor support
• One parallel and two serial ports
• Built-in 16-bit SVGA with up to 1024 x
768 resolution; 256K video memory

• QA Plus diagnostic and utility
software
• Smartdrive disk caching software
• 1 year warranty on system parts and
labor; 5 years on keyboard
• FCC Class BCertified
• Other configurations available, just ask!

Use your Northgate Big ·N : VISA, MasterCard ...
or lease ic. U pto five-year terms ~vailable.

CALL TOLL-FREE 24 HOURS EVERY DAY

800-548-1993
New...FAXyour
order toll-free!

800 • 323 • 7182

Notice to the Hearing Impaired: Nonhgate has
TDD capability. Dial 800-535-0602.
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Northgate Announces...

•

1

•

TM

Plus! A new 60-day no-risk trial!

240

irst time ever! Now you
can have Northgate Elegance"'
power, speed and performance
in our popular space-saving
SlimLine case! Elegance 386
computers shocked the industry
with a #1 and #2 sweep of lnfo/,lfJrld's
1989 best product awards; AND
three Editors' Choice awards from
PCMagazi11e.

F

cache to zip through the execution
of instructions. For even more
speed, we've added a hard drive
cache that makes short work of 1/0
transactions. To top it off, SlimLine
386 comes with Smartdrive DOS
disk caching software that
anticipates the information you'll
need and brings it into the cache
for fast access.

Cache! Cache! Cache! Like
our powerful Elegance systems,
Slimline 386 features 64K SRAM

Better features across the
board! SlimLine's motherboard
is fully integrated, allowing

B YT E • DECEMBER 1990

maximum system features in
the smallest possible space.
There's room for up to 16Mb of
32-bit RAM, one parallel and two
serial ports, a built-in floppy
disk controller and IDE hard drive
controller. Plus an integrated
SVGA video with 512 K video
RAM to speed bus throughput
makes the system faster and more
reliable! And there's plenty more
room for add-on peripherals 
with SlimLine you get five open
expansion slots.

S

limLine 386 comes with
lntel®'s 386DX 33MHz
processor. For faster
math-based applications - budgets,
forecasts, spreadsheets and data
bases - it features 80387 coprocessor
support for adding floating point
unit (FPU) speed enhancements.

All purpose system! SlimLine
Cache is the perfect network
workstation or stand-alone system
for business and home use. It also
provides excellent support for
advanced desktop publishing and
graphics applications.

Or se\eet our S\imLine
386 SVGACoklrSystem 
the same great fea~:-8 as
the mono system p .
15 ,s access
Mb hard dnve- n
_
• 20 0
I morntor
• 14" S\/GA. 1024 x 768 co or
J

FREE Performance Software
Package with SVGA color
system purchase!
Limited time only! Select
Northgate's SVGA color system
and you'll get Samna® Ami"
Professional word processing and
lnformix®Wingz'" graphics
spreadsheet - FREE!
Industry's finest 24-hour
toll-free technical support! Your
SlimLine 386 Cache is backed
by expert technical support any
time you need it. Call toll-free,
7 days a week, 24 hours a day. PLUS,
free on-site next day service to

most locations if we can't solve your
problems over the phone.
More great support! Your new
SlimLine 386 Cache also comes

SlimLine 386 Mono
System Features:
• 33MHz lmd"'80386DXprocessor
• 4Mb of32-bit DRAM (expandable to
16Mb on motherboard)
• Dmrn-scaled, U.S.-made motherboard
• 40Mbfast access hard drive; AT bus
interface; I: I interleave; 32K look
ahead disk caching
• 64K SRAM memor\' cache; read/
1rrite-back caching ·
• High density l.2Mb5.25"and !.44Mb
3.S"floppvdrives; alsoread/11Tite lo1r
density disks
• Fiveopen expansion slots; three
full length 16-bitand 2half
length 8-bit
• 25 or 33MHz80387 or Weitek
coprocessor support
• One parallel and rn-o serial ports
• Built-in 16-bit SVGA 1rith up to
1024 x 768 resolution; 512K video
memorv
• Clock/ calendar chip rated at 5years
• IDO 1ratt po1rer supply
• Small footprint SlimLinecase1rith
room fort1roexposed and I internal
half-height devices
• From mounted reset and high/lo1r
speed controls
• Exclusive Northgate Om11iIV:;• keyboard
• 12"VGAmonochromemonitor
• Microsoft" WincJo1rsD3.0 and mouse
• MS-DOS 4.01 andGW-BASIC
soft1rare installed
• On-line User's Guide to the system and
MS-DOS 4.01
Fl • QA Plus diagnostic and utility sofnrnre
1: • Smartdrivecachingsoft1rare
• I year 1rarramy on system parts and
labor; 5 years on keyboard
• FCC Class 13 Certified

with a one year warranty on
parts and labor; five years on the
OmniKey keyboard. And, if a part
fails, we'll sh ip a replacement to you
overnight at our expense - before
you return your part!
Now use SlimLine for 60
days - Risk Freel We're sure
you'll want to keep yo ur SlimLine
Cache - so we won't rush you.
Put it to the test in your office or
home for a full 60 days. If it doesn't
live up to everything we say,
return it for a full refund - no
questions asked.

Or•er To•ay! Ask About
Custom Configurations.
Monochrome System

52999°0

SVGA Color System s3999oo

Delivered to your home or office
EASY FINANCING: E."S\. P"'mcnt options.
Use your Northg"tc Big 'N : VISA . M"stcrC"rd __ _
or lc"sc it Up to fivc-,·c"r terms "v"il"hlc.

CALL 1DLL-FREE 24 HOURS EVERY DAY

800-548-1993
~~~~~~~i~~r 800·323-7182
Notice to the 1-lcaring Impaired:
TDD ""P"hility. Jlial 800-535-0602.
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Northgate Elegance 386733 System...

Now! Northgate Slashes Price...
Doubles No-RiskTrialTo 60 Days!
EDITORS'
CHOICE
October 31, 1989

INFO

WORW

I

I

NOVELL LABS
AUTHORIZED

TESTED AND
APPROVED
NetWae Compahble

ward winning 386
performance! Sizzling
Northgate Elegance 386/33
and 386/25 systems won PC Magazi11e
Editors' Choice awards, were rated #!
and #2 products (respectively) in
l11fol1Vrld AND received Computer
Shopµr"Best Buy" recognitions. No
other company can make that claim!
Here's how we did it!

A

Elegance 386's high performance
motherboard is designed and
manufactured by Northgate. With a
16Mb 32-bit DRAM capacity, it's
consistently rated in the top 1% of
performance - at 25 and 33MHz,
Elegance 386 is the fastest in its class!
242
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Tri-caching started here! Elegance
was Northgate's first triple caching
machine. It comes with 64K read
write-back SRAM cache to accelerate
the execution of instructions.
(Northgate exclusive 256K system
available.) A 32K hard drive cache
controller accelerates 110 transactions
while Smartdrive DOS disk
caching software increases overall
system throughput.
Zip through demanding programs.
Multi-stage caching easily handles
even a heavy overhead of video
programs, I/ 0 intensive tasks, network
servers, large data bases and advanced
desktop publishing programs.

Desktop or tower...your choice!
Elegance 386 comes standard in our
elegant five bay desktop case. Our
popular seven bay tower case is also
available. Either way, you get plenty of
room for all kinds of II 0 boards, and
internal/external peripherals.
Start with our monochrome
system! Northgate uses a modular
approach that lets you add the
components you need. Northgate's
Elegance 386 mono system includes
4Mb of RAM, a 40Mb fast access hard
drive, l.2Mb 5.25"and l.44Mb 3.5"
floppy drives, a 14" high resolution
monochrome monitor and our exclusive
Om11iKef' keyboard.

PCMagazine said: Elegance "combines top performance, good
components and aggressive pricing...an excellent performer all around:'·
ell u s w hat you ne ed . ..

T

we'll build your system!
Performance options include:
hard drives up to 1.2 gigabytes with
lSms access; VGA and SVGA color
cards and monitors; Intel and Weitek
math coprocessors; CD ROM and
optical drives; tape backups; printers
and a host of others!
Industry's finest 24-hour toll
free technical support! Your
Elegance 386 is backed by expert
technical support any time you
need it. Call toll-free, 7 days a week,

24 hours a day. PLUS, free on-site
next day service to most locations
if we can't solve your problems over
the phone.
Elegance 386 is backed by a one year
warranty on parts and labor; five
years on the 011miKey keyboard. If a
part fails, we'll ship a replacement
to you overnight at our expense 
before you return your part!
Now! Use Elegance 386 /25 or
33MHz RISK FREE for 60 da ys!
If it fails to meet your expectations,
return it. No questions asked.

Elegance 386 MonochromeSystem Features:
• 25 or 33MHzlntel®80386DX
processor
• 4Mb of32-bit RAM (expandable
to 8Mb on motherboard; total
system RAM of 16Mb with optional
32-bit memory card)
• U.S.-made motherboard
• 40Mb fast access hard drive; 16-bit
controllerwith 1: 1interleave; 32K
disk read-look-ahead cache buffer
• 64K SRAM memory cache; read/
write-back caching
• High density 1.2Mb 5.25"and
1.44Mb 3.5" floppy drives; also
read/write low density disks
• Eight expansion slots; one 32-bit slot;
six 16-bit and one 8-bitslot
• Weitekmathcoprocessorsupport
• One parallel and two serial ports
• Hercules compatible video adapter
• Clock/ calendar chip rated at 5years
• 200wattpowersupply(220watt
power supply intowercase

• Desktop case with room for three
exposed and 2internal half-height
devices; optional seven bay tower case
has room for three exposed and four
internal half-height devices
• Frant mounted reset and high/low
speed controls
• ExclusiveNorthgate OmniKey
keyboard
• 14"high resolution monochrome
monitor

Select our Elegance 386 SVGA
Color System! We took our popular
Mono Svstem and added even more
power-p~cked features! You get:
• Super-fast 200Mb Maxtor hard drive
with 15ms access
• 14"SVGA 1024 x 768 color monitor
• 16-bit SVGA adapter with SIZK video
memory
FREE PER FO R MA NCE
Softwa r e Packa ge w ith SVGA
color system purcha se!
Limited time only! Select
Northgate's SVGA color system and
you'll get Samna® Ami'" Professional
word processing and lnformix"1
Wingz™ graphics spreadsheet - FREE!
ORDER TODAY! A S K ABOUT
CUSTOM CONFIGURATION.

25MHz Monochrome System

82799°0

SVGA Color System s3999oo

33MHz Monochrome System

83099°0

SVGA Color System 84299°0

• Microsoft®Windows™ 3.0 and
mouse

Delivered to your home or office

• MS-DOS 4.01 and GW-BASIC
software installed

EASY FINANCING: Easy payment
options. Use your Northgate Big'N', VISA,
MasterCard ... or lease it. Up to five-year
terms available.

• On-line User's Guide to the system
andMS-DOS 4.01

D\LL TOLL·FREE24 HOURSEVERYDAY

• QA Plus Diagnostic and Utility
software
• I year warranty on system parts and
labor; 5years on keyboard
• FCC Class BCertified

800-548-1993
800 323 7182

New... FAX your
order tolHree!

-



Notice to the Hearing Impaired: Northgatc has
TDD capability. Dial 800-535-0602.
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New Northgate Elegance 486i'" System...

"&litors' Choice" said PC Magazine!*
(Adding: "Northgate stops at nothing to please its
customers...97% would buyagain!"**)
lnfoWorldlabs scored
it 9.1-top rating ever!t
Incredible power and unmatched
performance at aprice you'd
expectto pay for a 386T"!

s5199oo
Delivered to Your Home or Office
hether 80286, 386 or
486 technology, Northgate
consistently brings you top rated
systems. Our value and performance is
unexcelled when you look at the experts'
opinions. Northgateis a company in
which you can place your trust - perhaps
our most important advantage!

W

In January, 1988, Northgate won its
first Editors' Choice for the 286/12
SuperMicro. Northgate leadership
prevailed again when PCMagazine
benched 386 systems. One couldn't do
better. Three Editors' Choice - one for
each speed in our Elegance line of 20, 25
and 33MHz systems. Northgate is the
only company who can make this claim!

PCMagazine then called for 486
ISA systems for review. Result:
there was no question about it. "Only
one machine stands out; they said,
"you could pay less for a 486 system,
butnotget the bonuses that are offered
with the Elegance:·
Along the way, we added another Editors'
Choice of our OmniKcf keyboard.
There you have it ...
A record five Editors' Choice
Awards in one year's time!
244
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About the same time, the tough
testers at InfoWorld were thoroughly and
methodically examining Elegance 486i.
They reported you could buy the next
highest ranked system (scoring 8.2 vs.
our 9.1) but you'd also pay three
times as much!t

customer support was well evidenced.
"As we learned more about its service
policies, it became clear that Northgate
stops at nothing to please its customers:
No wonder "Northgate was the
hands-down winner when it came to
customer loyalty~··

l11f0World's editors concluded that

That's the story. Designed and built to
perform. Proven by the industry's most
demanding testing. Fairly priced. And
backed bypeoplewithapassionto serve
you with a support policy that inspired
one magazine columnist
to say:

Northgate's 486i "leads the pack by a
comfortable margin. It offers impressive
performance, exceptional expandability
and it is tops in support and value."t

lnfoWorld showed Elegance
486i leading the pack again as
a network file server and
stand-alone system as well.
And, as if we had planned it,
PC A1agazi11t! came along with its
Service and Reliability issue in
which Northgate's dedication to

"What WordPerfect is to
software support, Northgate is
to hardware and there are even a
few things that WordPerfect
could learn from the folks in
Minneapolis. Northgate is fast
becoming the Nordstrom of the
computer world:tt

NOW! Northgate le'ads the pack again
with anew 60-day no-risktrial!

T

he secret to Northgate's
state-of-the-art power! The
486 processor combines the
capabilities of an enhanced 386, an
advanced internal cache controller and
SK of supporting static cache memory.
The chip also incorporates an enhanced
387 FPU (Floating Point Unit). You
get increased performance for the most
demanding math-based applications.

software. Result? Processing speed
you must see to believe!
Elegance 486i ISA is the perfect
high performance graphics/software
workstation or network server. Its
multi-stage caching is an excellent match
for tough number-crunching operations.
Look at everything you get! Elegance
486i comes complete with the
spectacular lOOMb super-fast hard
drive! This hard drive operates so
quietly only the flashing red light tells
you it's running.
PLUS, youget4Mb of RAM, l.2Mb
5.25" and l.44Mb 3.5" floppies,
desktop case, 14" SVGA color
monitor with 1024 x 768 resolution,
16-bit SVGA video adapter with 512 K
memory and exclusive 011miKey"'

Northgate caching enhancements
give you greater speed! We've
added a 64K read write-back SRAM
cache (Northgate exclusive 256K
system available) to further accelerate
the execution of instructions. 110
transactions are faster than ever thanks
to a 32K hard drive cache controller.
Finally, we armed Elegance 486/25
with Smartdrive DOS disk caching

Elegance 486i SVGA Color System futtures
25MHz Imel® 80486 processor
4Mb of 32-bit RAM (expandable
to 8Mb on motherboard; total system
RAM of 16Mb with optional 32-bit
memory card)
t U.S.-made motherboard
t IOOMb IDE hard drive; 16-bit controller
with 1:1 interleave; 32K disk read-look
ahead cache buffer
t 64K SRAM memory cache;
read/write-back caching
t High density 1.2Mb 5.25" and l.44Mb
3.5" floppy drives; also read/write low
density disks
• Eight expansion slots; one 32-bit slot;
six 16-bit and one 8-bit slot
t Weitek math coprocessor support
t One parallel and two serial ports
t 14"SVGA color monitor with 1024 x
768 resolution
t 16-bit SVGA adapter with 512 K video
memory
t

t

t

t

t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

Clock/calendar chip rated at 5 years
200 watt power supply (220 watt power
supply in tower case)
Desktop case with room for 3 exposed
and 2 internal half-height devices
From mounted reset and high/low
speed controls
Exclusive Northgate O"miKey
keyboard
MS-DOS 4.01 and GW-BASIC software
installed
On-line User's Guide to the system and
MS-DOS4.01
QA Plus Diagnostic and Utility software
Microsoft Windows 3.0 and mouse
I year warranty on system parts and
labor; 5 years on keyboard
Unlimited 24-hour toll-free technical
support
FCC Class BCertified

Select the options you need ...
let Northgate custom build them into your system today!
Hard drives up to I. 2 gigabytes
• lape back up devices
t floppy, CD ROM and optical drives
t Modems

t

Laser quality and dot matrix
primers
t SVGA color monitors and cards
t Weitek r.:oprocessors

keyboard. We've even included
Microsoft"' Windows'" 3.0 and a
mouse!
FREE Perfonnance Software
Package with SVGA color system
purchase!
Limited time only! Select Norrhgate's
SVGA color system and you'll get
Samna"' Ami"' Professional word
processing and lnformix"' Wingz™
graphics spreadsheet - FREE!
Support power! Elegance 486i ISA
is backed by expert toll-free technical
support 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. PLUS, free on-site next day
service to most locations if we can't
solve your problems over the phone
AND a 1 year parts and labor warranty;
5 years on Om11iKey"' keyboard.
Northgate doubles no-risk trial
offer! We're so sure you'll love
Elegance 486i, we'll let you use it
RISK FREE for 60 days! If it fails to
meet your expectations, return it for a
full refund. No questions asked!
ORDER lDDAY! ASK ABOUT
CUSTOM CONF IGURATIONS.

Complete SVGA Color System

ONLY$

5199°

0

EJ\SY FINANCING: Easy payment options. Use
your Norch1:acc Big 'N: VIS/\, MasterC:ar<l ... or lease
it. Up to five-year terms available.

CALL TOLL-FREE
24 HOURS EVERY DAY

800-548-1993

~~~~fa~!J:~~r 800·323·7182
Notice to the Hearing Impaired: Norchgacc has
TDllc"pability. Dial 800-535-0602.
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REVIEWER'S

NOTEBOOK

Reviewer's Notebook provides new information-including version updates,
new test data, long-term usage reports, and reader feedback-on products
previously reviewed in BYTE.

AColorful Luggable

Although the
Dolch C-P.A. C.
486-25can
produce only eight
colors, the screen
is bright and
clear, and the
colors are
adequate for many
CAD applications.

igh-powered portables are nothing
new; luggable 386s have been
around almost as long as their
desktop-bound cousins. But while desk
top 386 and 486 systems have supported
high-end color graphics from the start,

H

Dolch C-P .A.C. 486-25
Company
Dolch Computer Systems
2029 O'Toole Ave .
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 435-8260
Components (as tested)
Processor: 25-MHz i486 CPU
Memory: 8 MB of RAM
Mass storage: 200-MB Intelligent Drive
Electronics hard disk drive; 3V2-inch
1.44-MB floppy disk drive
Display: TFT color
Keyboard: 84-key IBM AT- style with 12
function keys
1/0 interfaces: One serial port; one
parallel port

Price
Monochrome system: $12,995
TFT color screen option: $3995
Inquiry 1075.
246
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portables have generally been limited to
low-contrast, 1-bit LCDs or gas-plasma
displays.
Dolch's new C-P.A.C. color portable
brings color to the high-end portable,
and it does it brilliantly. I looked at the
color display option on a P.A.C. 486-25
(see "World's Fastest Lunchbox," May
BYTE). Unfortunately, the price of the
display is too high to make this-or any
machine that uses the current generation
of color LCDs-much more than a nov
elty.
A Hitachi thin-film transistor LCD
array forms the foundation for the Dolch
display. The backlit TFT, or active-ma
trix, display, generates a bright, uni
formly high-contrast image at VGA reso
lutions.
Each pixel is made up of three LCD
elements that are sandwiched between
two polarizing filters. Each element in
the pixel group looks out through a dif
ferent color filter-one red, one blue,
and one green. A fluorescent backlight
shines white light through the pixel
groups.
When in the off state, the LCD ele
ments twist light that is polarized by the
rear filter so that the light cannot pass
through the forward filter. When you ap
ply a current to the LCD elements, they
straighten out, and the light can pass

through unimpeded. By turning differ
ent combinations of the red, green, and
blue elements on and off, you can get
eight colors.
Active-matrix technology uses a tran
sistor for each element to switch current
on and off and to maintain current while
the LCD controller is addressing other
elements. The result is a high-contrast,
high-speed display: Dolch claims that
the screen updates in 40 milliseconds,
compared· to 300 ms for passive-matrix
designs.
Although the C-P.A.C. provides only
eight colors, it supports all the VGA
modes except mode 19, which is 320 by
200 pixels by 256 colors. The 16-color
modes simply lose eight colors. The
video circuitry "thresholds"-in other
words, it decides whether, for example,
the shade of green that the software
wants to display is closer to bright green
or to black, and then outputs the appro
priate color.
This leads to weird effects in Win
dows, which uses a lot of grays in the de
fault palette. The C-P.A.C. sees most of
Windows' grays as white, so grayed-out
menu choices and icons can disappear
into the background.
Dolch is working on a driver that will
limit Windows to the eight available
colors. Meanwhile, the company sug
gests that current users simply modify
the default palette.
However, the Dolch C-P.A.C. will
probably find its biggest market among
CAD users, and for this application there
should be no problems. AutoCAD ran
fine, and the display is easily fast enough
to display pointer movements without
blurring. In addition, since most CAD
drawings use only a few bold colors, the
eight-color limitation is not a major
drawback.
At just under $4000, the portable color
display is definitely only for applications
for which color is essential. However, if
LCD production yields improve, as many
are predicting, the era of the personal,
portable color computer may not be so
very far off. The Dolch C.-P.A.C. pro
vides a glimpse of a bright future for
portables.
-Steve Apiki

OrderYour Northgare OlmputerToday,

Make No Payments fur 90 days!*
Just say "charge it"
toyourBigN
credit card!
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t should have been a minor update, one
of those software releases sent out to
registered users without much fan
fare. But given Ashton-Tate's problems
with the initial release of its bread-and
butter product, I awaited dBASE IV 1.1
with anticipation and skepticism. Would
the new release fix the problems, and

I

dBASEIV 1.1

Company
Ashton-Tate
20101 Hamilton Ave.
Tcnance, CA 90509
(213) 329-8000

Hardware Needed
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, or compatible with
640K bytes of memory ( 450K bytes
available) and 4 MB of disk space

Software Needed
MS-DOS 2 .10 or higher

Price
dBASE IV 1. 1: $795
Developer 's Edition: $1295
LAN Pack: $995
(Free to registered owners of
dBASE IV 1.0)

Inquiry 1077.
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dBASE IV 1.1 's
newDBCACHE
dramatically
improves the disk
performance of
dBASE
applications.

would it allow Ashton-Tate to rebound
from its current slide?
Certainly, dBASE IV L 1 boasts some
important improvements. The biggest of
these is the revamped memory system.
dBASE IV 1.0 ate up so much RAM that
it often required extra hardware to run
over a network. In some situations, each
of the workstations running dBASE re
quired an additional memory card. Ver
sion 1.1 has slimmed down, requiring a
maximum of 450K bytes at run time (ver
sus 516K bytes for version LO). Ashton
Tate claims that the new dynamic Mem
ory Management System (dMMS) can
swap program code overlays more effi
ciently.
dBASE IV L l also includes a DOS en
vironment variable (DBHEAP) that al
lows you to specify the amount of mem
ory allocated for application space. For
large applications, you can set DBHEAP
to a higher value, freeing up additional
memory for the application. For basic
dBASE Control Center operations and
for programs with extensive menus or
windows, a lower DBHEAP value deliv
ers additional memory for overlay swap
ping.
The new swapping scheme should
translate into improved performance.
I ran BYTE's dBASE benchmark suite
under both versions of dBASE. Version
1.1 negotiated the delete/pack bench
mark and the sort benchmark signifi

cantly faster than version 1.0 did. The
increased speed should be even more no
ticeable with large, menu-intensive ap
plications.
When I enabled DBCACHE, the new
disk cache bundled with each copy of
version 1.1, performance improved dra
matically. Version 1.1 with DBCACHE
halved the indexing time and the delete/
pack time, and the sort benchmark ran
almost four times faster than under ver
sion LO.
Ashton-Tate has also made some en
hancements to the dBASE language. The
most significant of these is the SET DB
TRAP command. When you have DB
TRAP turned on, it prevents critical er
rors from occurring when a routine is
interrupted. For instance, it will not
allow you to start a second Edit session
from within a current Edit session.
The SET DBTRAP command can en
hance the utility of user-defined func
tions. The UDF or other interrupt rou
tine can change the dBASE environment,
thus confusing the original interrupted
program; DBTRAP can resolve such
conflicts. And with DBTRAP off, ad
vanced programmers have virtually un
limited control over UDFs.
The INDEX command now supports a
FOR clause. The FOR clause limits the
index to records meeting certain criteria.
Searches are faster, and less disk space is
consumed, because the index tracks on!;'
tho~e records meeting the defined crite
ria. And you can now create or modify
an index directly from a Browse or Edit
screen.
It looks 1ike Ashton-Tate has resolved
some of dBASE LO' s most glaring faults.
The decreased RAM demand enhances
network support and improves perfor
mance. More efficient overlay swapping
translates into snappier operation, espe
cially with larger applications. And Ash
ton-Tate has apparently fixed the bug
that caused incorrect results from certain
Structured Query Language queries. It
looks like a strong product-but will it
rebuild Ashton-Tate's reputation as the
premier manufacturer of PC databases?
Only time and an extensive user commu
nity can tell. •
-Stan Diehl
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386SX under the hood.
Light weight under your arm.
In the computer world, power and speed translate
into weight and bulk. That means if you' re a person
on the go, you'd have to play part-time weight lifter,
or be willing to sacrifice megahertz and megabytes.
But now those days are over. Becausenowthere's
the Altima NSX notebook computer. It's light. It's
sleek. And, oh my, is it powerful.
The 80386SX, 32-bit microprocessor runs at
16 MHz. Plus there are two megabytes of RAM that
can expand all the way up to eight. The Altima NSX
also has a built-in 1.44 megabyte floppy and a 20
megabyte hard drive.
· What's more, all of this is packed
into a handsome 9 lb. package
that can easily fit inside most
briefcases.
So now you don't have
to carry your attache in one

hand, a portable computer in the other, and your
airline tickets between your teeth.
But the exciting part is when you begin working.
You'll appreciate the exceptional resolution of the
paper white LCD display. You'll admire the VGA
screen with its 32-level gray scaling. And you'll be
pleased knowing that the 2400 baud modem didn't
cost you a penny extra.
If all this isn't enough, how about being able
to send a FAX? That's right-a FAX. Altima NSX
features a send FAX mode capability that'll let any
party with a FAX machine receive an
actual paper document.
It's obvious that Altima has
thought of everything. But what's
nicest of all is they thought ofyou
when putting on the price tag.

Altima Systems, Inc., 1390 Willow Pass Rd., Suite 1050, Concord, CA 94520 800/356-9990
Circle 2 2 on Reader Service Card
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ime was, the words computer
graphics implied line graphs
and bar charts. Now, graphics
and photography seem to have
merged-at least, that's what you'd think
looking at the results. Today, advanced
computer graphics can create and manip
ulate color images in three dimensions
with photographic precision and photo
realism.
When you want graphics to convey
three dimensions instead of two, there's
a lot more involved than just adding a
coordinate. The world of three-dimen
sional images brings with it the added ex
pectation of realism: The images need to
resemble real-world objects. In "Graph
ics Go 3-D," Steve Upstill discusses the
challenges involved in creating photo
realistic 3-D images.
One such challenge is ray tracing. Dif
ferent companies have different methods
for handling the effects of light on a
scene: shading, light reflection, and col
or modification. But for a scene or an ob
ject to approach the appearance of real
ism, you must deal, in one way or
another, with ray tracing. In "Ray Trac
ing for Realism," Andrew S. Glassner
discusses the concepts and techniques
necessary to imitate the effects of vari
ous types of light rays on color in a 3-D
image.
Color in advanced graphics is another
area where significant progress is being
made. Putting great colors and a great
many colors on the screen has been viable
for some time now. In fact, some compa
nies offer more colors than I can even
imagine trying to choose from. The
chances of being able to match a specific
color on the screen are extremely high.
But what happens when you print it out?
In "Color WYSIWYG Comes of Age,"
Frank Vaughn shows how to calibrate

T

your display device so that the colors you
see on your screen are exactly the same
as the colors you get on your printer.
All this wonderful color talk may
seem like a moot point if you use a PC
compatible machine. Workstation-qual
ity graphics have moved to the Macin
tosh, but until recently, they hadn't made
the trek into DOS land. Well, times have
changed. Windows 3.0 provides the ca
pability for 24-bit graphics to migrate to
PCs. In "True Color for Windows,"
Adam Bellin and Pier Del Frate show
how you can obtain high-quality images
in true color on a DOS machine.
And what do you need when you have
workstation-quality color graphics? You
need tons of storage to hold an image
all that color and high resolution to boot
can take literally megabytes for a single
image-or some form of image compres
sion. In "Putting the Squeeze on Graph
ics," Nick Baran investigates the new
compression standards that are taking
hold for full-color graphics and full-mo
tion video.
Where do graphics go from here? Pre
dictions are hinting loudly at TV, and the
bridge between computers and TV is
under construction. Have you noticed the
number of new TVs touting digital capa
bilities? And only high-definition TV
will meet the needs of high-end com
puter graphics. In "HDTV Sparks a Dig
ital Revolution," Andrew Lippman de
scribes HDTV and its impact on
computer graphics and on the future.
From bar charts to wire-frame models
to photo-realism, from low-resolution
monochrome monitors to high-resolution
color monitors to HDTV-when you're
speaking of the graphics world, one line
says it all: You've come a long way, baby.
-Jane Morrill Tazelaar
Senior Editor, State ofthe Art

ILLUSTRATION: SANDRA FILIPPUCCI © 1990
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Graphics Go 3-D
Photo-realism demands that 3-Dfigures look exactly like
real-world objects; that's the challenge
Steve Upstill
hat's the big
deal? 3-D isn't
new. Maybe
not, but three
dimensional computer-gener
ated photo-realism is. And
the tools and techniques to
bring this realism to the mi
crocomputer on your desk
definitely are.
Going to three dimensions
isn't just a matter of incre
menting the dimension count
by I. There are fundamental
expectations that 3-D graph
ics must fulfill, because the
world that we live in is a 3-D
world. For 3-D images to ap
pear real, you must deal with
all sorts of challenges that are
entirely different from those
faced in two dimensions.

W

The Challenges of3-D
In themost formal terms, 3-D
graphics programs manipu
late and create images of enti
ties that are described geometrically, as
coordinates in 3-D space. This process
becomes more difficult because the 3-D
images must be represented on a two
dimensional surface. Any number of
programs can put 2-D circles, squares,
lines, curves, patterns, and other entities
on a 2-D screen or page.
In some sense, a 2-D graphic is com
plete by itself. You don't expect a busiILLUSTRATION: SANDRA FILIPPUCCI © 1990

ness bar chart to resemble anything you
would see on the street in real life . A rich
graphical language for entities in the 2-D
world exists (type is one), most business
people know how to interpret them, and
you don't expect them to be more than
they are. On the other hand, 3-D figures
only make sense to the extent that they
resemble actual things in the real world.
The corollary to this forms the second

difference between two and
three dimensions: The expec
tation of realism means that
the surfaces of 3-D entities
need correct optical proper
ties to be properly interpret
ed. In addition, the problem
of creating shapes in three di
mensions is much more diffi
cult than that of creating 2-D
shapes in two dimensions (see
photo 1).
While normally you don't
need to represent the interiors
of 3-D figures, describing the
undulations of the surface it
self is by definition much
harder than creating curves
and regions in two dimen
sions. You 're not just putting
a curve into a higher dimen
sion, you're also squaring the
amount of information in
volved.
Furthermore, in three di
mensions, topology becomes
a problem. While curves on a
page can be connected arbitrarily, the
connection of surfaces without erroneous
discontinuities in three dimensions is at
best difficult.
Finally, working in three dimensions
is tougher than working in two dimen
sions because you face the problem of
manipulating a 3-D world on a 2-D sur
face. This is more than 50 percent more
difficult than manipulating a 2-D entity
DECEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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Photo 1: A series ofsteps
involved in modeling and
rendering a photo-realistic
3-D image: (a) The wire
frame stage; (b) the
polygon-fitting stage;
(c) the polygon-smoothing
result;

(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)
(d), (e), and (f) show
increasing realism due to
advanced shading
techniques. All these images
were created with Pixar's
PhotoRealistic RenderMan
software and designed by
Thomas Williams and
H. B. Siegel. (Used by
permission from Pixar.)

(f)
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on its home 2-D surface.
I am enumerating these problems to
suggest why 3-D graphics have lingered
so long in the background, seemingly
poised to move in but never quite able to.
The problems are very difficult, and
until they are solved (whether or not they
are recognized explicitly), the technol
ogy will languish regardless of how
much hardware support it gets.

Creating 3-D Graphics
Currently, 3-D computer graphics use a
mathematical description of objects in
space to create an image suitable for
viewing on a CRT or in a photograph.
(Perhaps someday, interactive hologra
phy will allow these surfaces to be
viewed more directly, but for now, the
problem of converting 3-D graphics to
2-D graphics must be handled.) In the
case of 2-D WYSIWYG, graphical ma
nipulation is the same as image creation,
but in three dimensions, objects and their
images require a two-step process:

• Modeling: Creating objects, moving
them around to arrange a scene, defining
camera and lights, and determining how
each object will look (see photo I a).
• Rendering: Making a realistic image
out of the resulting geometric description
by applying surface characteristics (see
photos I b through I f).

The Difficulties of Modeling
There are many reasons why 3-D model
ing is more difficult than the 2-D analog,
but two stand out. Fundamentally, if
you're trying to design a 3-D object, you
must do it in a fashion similar to a worker
who handles highly radioactive material
by looking through a window and ma
nipulating a robotic arm. The 3-D de
signer actually has a harder task, how
ever.
• The uranium handler looks through a
window but has the benefit of depth per
ception and perspective-both eyes work
together to provide a sense of depth, and
the person's head can be easily moved to
provide a different view.
• The uranium handler can see the ob
ject itself, not a wire-frame approxima
tion of it; the 3-D graphics modeler must
manipulate through a mouse (at best).
• The uranium handler isn't trying to
build anything, only to move things
around. The most complex task to be
faced is opening a container.
Several developments have made it
easier to approach interactive modeling.
The increasing speed of general-purpose

processors has made it easier to provide
appropriate interactivity. When you can
make mistakes much faster, you can cor
rect them much faster, too. Just a few
years ago, many reasonably priced 3-D
displays required a bright yellow flash to
reinitialize the screen before redraw.
Still, the compute-intensive nature of
even sketching a scene with line seg
ments (projecting a constantly changing
set of points from a 3-D scene into a 2-D
screen space) means that you must inter
act with only the crudest representation
of your work. It is now the primary re-

you can make mistakes
much faster, you can
correct them
much faster, too.

sponsibility of software and interactive
systems design to improve the state of the
art. For example, Symbolics has merged
3-D and 2-D graphics into a single uni
fied graphics system, the XLl 200.
It sounds like a slogan from Orwell's
1984-Weakness is Power-but a tool
can often be made more usable by mak
ing it less general. In that sense, the gen
erality of 3-D work is a limitation. The
trick is to find the right places to bound
the problem.

Paring Down the Problem
Many modern modelers work on a subset
of the full 3-D problem. Frequently, the
first functions you encounter in a model
er are lathing and extrusion. Lathing
takes a 2-D curve and rotates it about an
axis to create a surface of revolution. Ex
trusion takes a 2-D shape and moves it
along a path (sometimes simply a straight
line) to sweep out a surface. These capa
bilities make good boxes, walls, and
goblets, but creating convincing trees,
telephones, and dinnerware is somewhat
more complicated.
Another simplifying approach con
cerns the basic task of moving objects
around. It can be frustrating and tiring to
rotate objects into a particular orienta
tion using a mouse, or to set an object
onto a surface. It can help to realize that,
flying logos aside, most people live in a

geocentric world. That is, horizontal and
vertical are very important directions,
and a lot of surfaces are flat: floors and
tables, for example. A modeling system
with a geocentric bias will be seen as
useful, not restrictive.
Therefore, setting the default so that
an object, when "born" into the world, is
oriented vertically and placed on some
default reference plane will make life a
lot easier. Perhaps you have to slide it
around on the surface of the reference
plane or turn it about its vertical axis, but
these tasks are relatively simple.
Many 3-D systems let you place ob
jects and the camera anywhere in space,
yet the viewing volume of the screen (the
portion of space over which objects are
visible) is only a small portion of that
larger space. In trying to navigate under
these conditions, it is easy to get lost,
winding up with a blank screen as the
camera points off into space in what has
been called the "black-hole effect." In
this situation, simple commands can help
tremendously to reorient you, even if
they don't provide the ultimate place
ment of the camera.
For instance, a "turn to" command
might cause the camera to rotate in the
direction of a particular object, the scene
as a whole, or the reference plane. If the
current viewing direction is more impor
tant than the camera's location, a similar
command can move the camera without
changing its orientation. The command
moves the camera so that the viewing
volume comes to include the appropriate
objects and they become visible.
Another navigational aid is possible if
the camera is defined in terms of both its
location and a "look-at" point that deter
mines the direction of the view from any
location. If the look-at point changes, the
camera turns. If the location changes,
both the camera's viewpoint and its di
rection change (unless the movement is
directly toward or away from its look-at
point). Locking the look-at point at an
object's center lets the camera orbit
about the object without losing sight of it.
Perhaps the most dramatic and simpli
fying realization is that designing 3-D
models from scratch is inherently diffi
cult and much harder than designing in
two dimensions. No matter how power
ful a 3-D modeler is, it is likely to re
quire significant effort both to learn how
to use it and, once mastered, to maintain
fluency with it. This is really the final
problem for perhaps 90 percent of every
day users, who would use 3-D graphics if
they could use them easily.
The most radical step, therefore, is to
make it possible to create 3-D pictures
DECEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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without becoming modelers. After all,
you don't build every object you use in
the real world. Why should you have to
when creating 3-D pictures?
The bottom line is that a key element
in the success of 3-D graphics is the
availability of 3-D libraries analogous to
2-D clip art. While there are compara
tively few such packages today (NEC,
Abvent, and Paracomp have them), this
should be a growth industry in the near
future. Similarly, 3-D systems that make
it easy to manipulate preexisting geome
try (as opposed to creating it wholesale)
will find a very friendly reception.

The Difficulties of Rendering
Once a series of shapes has been ar
ranged into a scene, the picture-creation
problem is only half over: The rest of the
process requires rendering. Rendering
starts at the end of the modeling process,
with a description of how objects are ar
ranged in the scene, the materials they
are supposedly made of, the lights that
fall on them, and the placement of the
camera. Rendering ends with a finished
image, a 2-D array of pixels.
Part of the rendering process is well
defined, pertaining to the way light
moves around the world: It begins at a
light source and reflects from or is re
fracted by one or more surfaces, and
some of it eventually winds up entering
the camera lens to be recorded on film.
Simulating this process is complex and
computationally intense, but straightfor
ward (for a more detailed description,
see "Ray Tracing for Realism" on page
263). Correctly executed, this process
determines what the camera should be
seeing for a given geometric configura
tion, what objects obstruct what other
objects, where shadows are cast, how
brightly lit objects are, and so on.
There is no shortage of synthetic im
ages that meet this criterion of success.
Photo le, with its smooth-shaded ob
jects, shows a simple example. While it
looks "correct" in some sense, it suffers
from a certain blandness, or lack of in
teresting information. The objects are
sharply defined, but their surfaces look
like plastic.
The most interesting part of the ren
dering process is shading, which con
cerns how each object looks in itself. It is
not that synthetic images are "too per
fect," it's just that they don't come close
to displaying the variety that you see in
the real world. The shapes are accurate
enough, but the objects don't look like
they're supposed to. Very few objects in
the real world have a perfectly smooth
surface in a single, uniform color.

Surface Variety
There are two kinds of variety required
to improve this situation. First, there
must be enormous flexibility in the range
of looks available for objects. Most peo
ple can spot many distinct surface ap
pearances from any particular vantage
point. Thus, it's hard to make a convinc
ing synthetic scene without a similar
amount of flexibility.
The more important kind of variety,
though, occurs across a particular sur
face. Any given surface probably has
variations not only in color (wood grain

Fewobjects
in the real world
have a perfectly smooth
surface in a single,
un{form color.

is a common example) but in undulations
that violate its smoothness. (The best
word for this is texture, but bumpiness
also applies.) "Smooth as glass" refers
to the rare surface without this texture.
Examples of materials with color vari
ation include wood, stone, fabric, fur,
leather, and any kind of printed matter.
The skin of an orange and stippled plastic
are good examples of interesting textures
due only to random variations in the sur
face. Two phenomena, texture mapping
and bump mapping, underlie the two
common techniques for improving the
realism of images.
In addition to color and bumpiness,
however, there is a finer level of detail
that escapes either technique. Contrast
the appearance of real wood with that of
a cheap plastic pseudowood laminate.
The latter is nothing more than a photo
graph of wood layered over particleboard
or some other wood substitute: in other
words, a texture map.
Most people can tell the difference be
tween a texture map and the real thing.
Even if a bump map were added to repli
cate the fine structure of a wood surface
in a synthetic image, it still wouldn't look
quite right. There are several reasons for
this, and they generalize to most surf aces
"replicated" with texture maps and
bump maps.
First, there are the problems of putting

a 2-D graphic (the map) onto a 3-D
shape. All laminated surfaces are pla
nar, are singly curved (not compound),
or consist of several joined planar sur
faces. Any other methods would require
stretching the laminate, if it were possi
ble, in a way that distorted the grain.
But this is almost a modeling problem.
Even if a texture can be properly pro
jected onto a surf ace, it still does not
"look" quite right. Two more problems
lie at the heart of texture and bump map
ping.
There is an interesting property of
wood that a texture map cannot capture.
Wood in the tree consists of alternating
concentric rings of sapwood and heart
wood. These materials differ not only in
color (which is addressed by a texture
map) and response to tooling (given by
the bump map), but in their absorption of
finish. Heartwood absorbs much less
finish than sapwood. Consequently, the
shininess of wood changes right along
with its color and texture, and the render
er must calculate this mathematically.
The final issue with direct bump and
texture mapping concerns bumpiness at
the microscopic level. In reality, virtu
ally every "smooth" surface is unrecog
nizably complex when viewed through a
microscope. This fine structure affects
the appearance ofthe surface subtly. For
instance, most people can distinguish
dozens of different kinds of paper prod
ucts at arm's length even if the paper
color is the same.
The fine structure of a material deter
mines the way that material responds to
light almost as much as its color and visi
ble bumpiness do. The surface of paper
consists of millions of short fibers; plas
tics typically have particles of pigment
embedded in a smooth white surface ma
terial; metals can be modeled as an ag
gregate of millions of microfacets. Sur
faces can seem dull or glossy, and their
glossiness can vary in a subtle way across
the surface. The visible difference lies in
how the material interacts with its optical
environment.
The basic problem with texture maps
is that their visual information is fixed
when the map is produced. Texture map
ping is fundamentally akin to wrapping
a photograph of a surface around an ob
ject rather than constructing the object of
the material itself. You might be able to
choose whether the photograph is matte
or glossy, and you might also be able to
apply a matched bump map. But at some
subtle level, you will never be able to
fully mimic the "look" of the actual
material.
For some uses, this may be enough.
continued
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"Without a doubt, theTangent is the overall price/
• Fastest Super VGA
adaptor in the industry
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• 80 MB (19ms), w /cache
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Enhanced 101 keyboard
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of 486 systems in general~' (Personal Workstation,
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Call 800-223-6677
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Corporate P.O.s accepted

8/90 review ofTangent, Compaq, and AST).
In Personal \Vorkstation's review, the Tangent 486/25 clearly outperformed both Compaq and AST
And T angent was priced as much as 67% less' Get breathtaking graphics and unparalleled
hard disk performance. Plus a 30-day unconditional money-back guarantee, and a lifetime,
toll free technical support hotline. Call today, forthis
and other Tangent review reprints, and for a quote
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Tangent Computer, Inc., 197 Airport Blvd., Burlingame, CA 94010.
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Photo 2: An example ofthe
creativity and photo-realism
possible on computers today
with 3-D tools and
techniques. The Pixar
Shrink-wrapped Magic poster
was produced on computers
by Mitch Prater using Pixar's
Developer's RenderMan.
(Used by permission from
Pixar.)

But for true realism, you need a more
flexible model, one that allows inter
action to occur dynamically while the
image is being rendered. This model
must be flexible enough to deal with the
incredible variety ofthe material world.

Procedural Shading
In rendering, a procedural model leaves
a "hook" in the renderer for calculating
the appearance of a surface on the fly,
taking into account all relevant scene ele
ments, including lights. A new surface
material would be defined as a procedure
that, when called, would have access to
the lights hitting the surface, plus any
relevant texture maps, bump maps, shad
owing information, and so on.
The RenderMan Interface, developed
by Pixar (Richmond, CA), supports a
rendering system that uses the procedur
al model. It defines entities called shad
ers, written in the RenderMan Shading
Language, for just this purpose. When
invoked, a shader's job is to determine
the color of a surface as seen from a par
ticular point of view, as illuminated by
all defined light sources.
The shader has ultimate freedom in
calculatingthecolor. ltcanuseany num
ber oftexture maps, bump maps, shadow
maps, environment maps, and light
sources. It can use an elaborate materials
simulation (the pseudopod sequence in
the motion picture The Abyss, for exam
ple, used a ray-tracing surface shader) or
no color model at all. (For further dis
cussion on RenderMan and other render
ing systems that use procedural shading,
see "The RenderMan Interface" by Tony
Apodaca, Graphics Supplement, April
1989 BYTE.)
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Procedural shading is the next logical
step beyond texture and bump mapping.
In many cases, a procedural approach
can solve the problem of mapping 2-D
surfaces onto 3-D objects. Certain natu
rally occurring materials such as wood
and stone have a structure that can be
procedurally simulated. A point on a
surface can be colored as though it were a
point in a solid material, resulting in an
object that looks like it was carved out of
the material in question.
A second capability, provided by a
procedural approach, addresses the
"fine structure" issues. While it is im
practical to duplicate the appearance of
these surfaces empirically by simulating
geometric optics, it is possible to mimic
their behavior procedurally.
For example, paper has a special kind
of diffuseness that can be procedurally
imitated, not at the microscopic level, but
at the level of its larger appearance on the
screen. Of course, the higher the defini
tion of your display, the more obvious
these fine-structure issues will become.
(For a discussion of the overlap between
high-definition TV and computers, see
"HDTV Sparks a Digital Revolution" on
page297.)
Procedural shading can work together
with texture maps for other novel effects.
For example, a shader might use a piece
of line art to change the material it simu
lates in different parts of the surface, to
produce a net effect like inlay. Texture
maps, in fact, can describe any relevant
attribute and be interpreted in any way by
a shader.
A texture map could be used to vary
the color of a surface depending on the
angle of incoming light (real metals have

this kind of behavior). Of course, a shad
er can use a texture map exactly as in
tended, which illustrates that the proce
dural approach subsumes the mapping
only method as well.

Creating Curves
A final, qualitative concern crosses the
boundary between modeling and render
ing: the availability of curved surfaces to
represent objects in a scene. Traditional
ly, flat polygons have been used because
they're computationally easier to handle.
However, not many objects in the
world can be accurately represented en
tirely with flat surfaces. While there are
tricks for making the best of their limita
tions, polygons can only provide a rea
sonable approximation of curved sur
faces, and that at the cost of substantially
larger data storage.

A Tall Order
Creating photo-realistic 3-D graphics is
a tall order. It involves powerful com
puter hardware, user-interface design,
and complex simulations of geometric
optics.
However, just about all the foreseeable
obstacles to this brave new 3-D world
have yielded or are dissolving. Current
products contain the information re
quired to properly render a surface, in
cluding several different types of shading
and many different kinds of maps (see
photo 2). •
Steve Upstill is a product manager for
Pixar (Richmond, CA). He has a Ph.D.
in computer science from the University
of California at Berkeley. You can reach
him on BIX clo "editors."

They Left out Features ....

We Left out the (~()11111\!!
The only thing missing ...

AutoCAD rel. 1o

AutoCAD AEC $1 ,000.00 AutoShade $500.00

Mega Model

MegaDraw $195, List $295, MegaShade $395

is the comma in the price. If you
look at the chart on the right you
will see prices charged by our com
petition. All but one contain a
comma . OesignCAO 30 sells for
$399.00. Period . No Comma!
In order to draw the complex pic
tures shown below it is desirable to
have the following 30 features:

Customer Support Libraries $1,000.00

MlcroStatlon PC 3.0
Model Mate Plus 2.8

• Interactive design with 30
cursor
• Blending of surfaces
• Boolean operations such as
add, subtract, and
intersection
• Complex extrusions
• Cross sectioning
• Block scaling
• On screen shading
• Shaded output to printers and
plotters
All of these competitors left out one
or more of these desirable features
in their standard package. They
didn't forget the most horrible fea
ture - the comma .
OesignCAO 30 offers ALL the listed
features plus many more!
If OesignCAO 30 has the power to
create the 30 objects shown below.
imagine how it could help with your
design project!
OesignCAO 30 sells for $399. We left
outthecomma. Wedidn'tthinkyou
would mind!
PC MAGAZINE SAYS .••

DesignCAD 30, the latest feature·
packed, /ow-cost CADD package from
American Small Business Computers,
delivers more bang per buck than any
ofits low-cost competitors and threat
ens programs costing ten times as
much. For a /ow-cost, self-contained
30 package... DesignCAD's range of
features steals the show."

$399

VersaCAD Design 5.4
Source: Byte Magazine
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"At $399, DesignCAD 30 was the least
expensive package we saw, yet it was
one of the more powerful. ..Don't be
fooled by the remarkably low price, this
program can really perform."
Mav 1989. n:me 178

Complete 3-0imensional design fea
tures make it easy for you to construct
realistic 3-0 models. With full solid
object modeling capabilities you can
analyze your drawing to determine
the volume. surface area or even
centerofgravity! OesignCA03-0 even
permits you to check for interference
between objects! Aeronautical Engi
neers can now find the center of grav
ity for a new airplane design with a
couple of keystrokes. The Architect
can determine the surface area of a
roof for decking in a molter of minutes.
The Civil Engineer can calculate the
volume of a lake or dam in seconds.
The Mechanical Engineer will know for
sure ifcertainpartsfittogether without
interference. The uses for OesignCAO
3-0 are only limited by YOUR imagina
tion!
HOW DO I GET ONE?
OesignCAO 3-0 and OesignCA020 are
available from most retail computer
stores. or you may order directly from
us. If you have questions about which
program to purchase please give us a
call. All you need to run OesignCAO
3-0 is an IBM PC or compatible com
puter with 640 K RAM memory and a
hard disk. Both products support most
graphics cards. printers. plotters and
digitizers. Free Information and a demo
disk are available by faxing (918) 825
6359 or telephoning:

1-(918) 825-4844

American Small Business Computers • 327 South Mill Street • Pryor, OK 74361 U.S.A.
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Dorlt lool( nqw, but
moving on
Suddenly, I BM Personal System/2®s with
Micro Channel'" on desks everywhere are exhib
iting some pretty wild and
wonderful tendencies. They're
creating incredible on-screen
presentations. Interactive tu
torials with full-motion video
and stereo sound. Graphics,
text and animation in har
monious coexistence. What
makes it all possible is the
multimedia capability of the
IBM PS/2®with Micro Channel.
MICRO CHANNEL
MAKESITLOOKEASY.

The PS/2 itself is
designed to put multimedia
applications to their best use.
Micro Channel has always
given the PS/2 extremely fast
data rates and better
multitasking capabil
ities. But in multimedia
applications, it really gets
a chance to shine.
The multilane highway
design of Micro Channel
Architecture is perfect for
processing complex multi
media applications.
Most conventional
PCs just don't have
the power or the
data paths to do it at
all. Plus, Micro Channel
in the PS/2 lets you use

the new IBM CD-ROM that gives you the
storage equivalent of over 400 diskettes on

a single CD, so you can have access to all kinds
of data-intensive material like clip art and dig
ital stereo sound.
DOIT ALL.ALL AT ONCE.

With a PS/2 with Micro Channel, you can
start using some hot products right now. One
is IBM's Audio Visual Connection'." It's both a
software and a hardware tool that allows your
PS/2 to import high-quality audio, dazzling
still images, even special effects, as well as text,
graphjcs and other
data. Then, you can
edit and present it in
any combination you
like right on your
PS/2 screen, share it
with a network or pro
ject it on a wall. It's impressive, but don't take
our word for it-IBM's Audio Visual Connec
tion received PC 1l1agazi11e's Technical
Excellence Award for 1989.
Another exciting multimedia product
is the IBM M-Motion Video Adapter/A:
Coupled with the power of Micro Channel, it
lets you incorporate full- motion video and
high-quality sound from sources like video
disks, VCRs and video cameras, digitize them,
and display them in an endless array of formats.
And for software developers, there are
ActionMedia'" cards, a collaborative
effort between I BM and Intel.
ActionMedia cards use the
latest DVI™ Technology,
whjch allows full
motion video and
analog sound

IBM. Personal System/2 and PSf2 are registered trademarks and Micro Channel. Audio Visual Connection and
M·Molion Video Adapter tA are trademarks of International Business Machines C01poration. OVI and ActionMedia
a~ trademarks of Intel Corp ,© 1990 IBM Corp.

to be compressed, digitized,
stored on a hard or optical
disk and played back in real
time, with incredibly sharp
resolution.
YOU'VE ALREADY GOT THE BEST SEAT
IN THE HOUSE.

Best of all, you can do it all today with
the Micro Channel PS/2s you've already got.
No special monitors to buy. And you'll be
perfoctly poised for tomorrow's most exciting
multimedia technology, like interactive
touch displays and much more.
Contact your I BM Authorized Dealer
or IBM marketing representative. For a
free demonstration videocassette or a dealer
near you, call 1800 255-0426, ext.20.
Your desk will never be the same.

r----------------------,
For a free PS/2 MultiMedia demonstration
videocassette call I 800 255-0426, ext. 20
or send this completed coupon to: I BM Corporation
P.O. Box 92835, Bochcster, NY 14692
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Finally. An input device based on your input.

SuffifuaSketch.IL
The new SummoSketch II tablets
were created with one thing in
mind-you, the people who use

November 28. 1989
SummaSke!ch I

tablets every day. You said you
wonted o complete plug and ploy
package, so we're giving you
the works-both in PC and
Macintosh® SE and II versions. A
l2" x l2" or l8" x l2" graphics
tablet with o 4-button cursor and
2-button stylus, or l 6-button
cursor for the PC.
The PC version includes inter
face cob/es for the IBM® PC AT,
PS/2 and compatibles. Autilities
diskette with test
and reset soft
ware, on
Autodesk®
Device Inter
face™ drive1;
Universal Mouse
Emulator™ and o
Microsoft® Windows
driver: And on offer for

I

New Limited
Lifetime Warranty'

ofree tablet template (US and
Canada on~) worth over $245.

The Macintosh version hos on
Apple® Desktop Bus™ inter
face device to connect the
tablet to the computei:
You'll also get the most soft
ware compatibility with over 350
PC programs and oil Macintosh
SE and II software written under
the Apple Softwo re Developers
guidelines.
SummoSketch II tablets hove o
standard accuracy measurement
of ± 0. 0l5 inches, selectable res
olution of up to 1,016 lines per
inch and high proximity so you
con trace from documents up to
112'' thick. Add in convenience feo
tures such as o power/proximity
light, on-off switch, wedge shape
design for easy use, lightweight
construction for portability-and
it's easy to see why SummoSketch
is the industry standard and the

~M

obvious choice of today's com
puter professionals.
Best of oil, you get oil of
these benefits at on offordoble
price. And that's why our new
SummoSketch II is the easiest
buying decision you hove to
make. Find out more about
SummoSketch II today. Forlitera
ture and the name of o loco/
dealer coll l-800-888-2028,
Ext. 304. For technical informa
tion coll 203-881-5400.

Surrnagraphics.M
Every decision should be this easy.'"

© 1990 Summogrophics Corporolion.
Seymour, CT 06483 •All rights reser ved.
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Ray Tracing
for Realism
Photo-realism is within your grasp.
Follow the light.
Andrew S. Glassner
hoto-realism is an
elusive goal; the
real world is a web
of subtle and com
plex phenomena that scien
tists don't fully understand,
and computer-generated pic
tures can only reflect current
levels of understanding. You
can create images that come
close, though, using a variety
of photo-realistic techniques.
One of the most popular is
called ray tracing.

P

What Is Ray Tracing?
The ray-tracing approach at
tempts to simulate light rays
within a three-dimensional
scene. You begin creating an
image by describing a scene
as a collection of objects and
light sources. The objects are
3-D shapes in space-for ex
ample, spheres, polygons,
and boxes. A light source is
often nothing more than a sin
gle point that radiates light uniformly in
all directions.
By convention, objects never radiate
light, and light sources are never directly
visible (this separation of light emitters
from other surfaces is a computational
convenience, which can be relaxed if
you're willing to write more complex
programs). You view a scene from a
point in space called the eye, through a
ILLUSTRATION: SANDRA FILIPPUCCI © 1989

rectangular window in space called the
viewplane.
The image on the viewplane in the 3-D
world is the image that you will eventual
ly show on your monitor screen. There is
a direct correspondence between each
point on the screen and each point on the
viewplane. Figure 1 shows a typical en
vironment.
Probably the most straightforward

way to create an image is to
follow light particles (called
photons) from the 1ight
sources to the objects; this is
called forward ray tracing.
But forward ray tracing is not
always practical. For exam
ple, suppose a light ray left a
1ight source, reflected off a
shiny telephone, and then
passed through the viewplane
into the eye. In this example,
you would see the telephone at
that point on the viewplane.
In general, what you see
through each point on the
viewplane is the object that's
visible along the line passing
through both the eye and that
point on the viewplane.
If you actually followed
light away from the light
sources, you would find that
your image was created very
slowly; many rays would
never come anywhere near
going through the viewplane
and into your eye, so they wouldn't con
tribute much (if anything) to the image.
It would be sheer luck if any given ray
made it all the way to the eye.
A more efficient way of creating a
photo-realistic image is to reverse the
process. For example, if you select a
point on the viewplane, you know that
any object visible at that point lies on the
line connecting your eye and that point
DECEMBER 1990 • BY TE
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Figure 1: A typical ray-tracing environment. Each pixel in the view plane has a
corresponding pixel on the screen. Light sources are represented by points,
and objects are collections ofsimple shapes. The world is viewed from a point
called the eye.
on the viewplane. So you create a ray
(called the eye ray) that begins at the eye
and passes through that viewplane point
and on into the world. The first object
along that ray is the object that will be
visible from that point on the viewplane
and thus displayed on the corresponding
point on the screen. This is called reverse
ray tracing, because you're following
rays from the eye back into the scene.
Typically, the screen is made up of a

rectangular grid of squares called pixels,
and your goal is to find theright color for
each pixel on the screen. Figure I shows
a ray starting at the eye, continuing
through one pixel on the screen, and on
into the world, where it strikes a sphere.

Incident Light
Now that you know the object visible at
each point, you need to know its color.
Suppose the first object struck by an eye

Vector Shorthand
ector equations are just a handy
V
way to represent several different
equations in one place. Each vector is
formed of three components, named x,
y, and z. Each component is just a single
number. Ycu can think of a vector as an
arrow, starting at the origin. The com
ponents of the vector give the location of
the tip of the arrow. You write the x
value of a vector V as V,, they value as
V,, and the z value as V,. Vectors are
used to make notation more compact.
To make a vector longer or shorter,
you can scale it. To scale a vector, you
write A = s B, where s is just a single
number. The length of a vector A is
written IAI and is computed as the
square root of the sum of the squares of
its components. To scale a vector so that
it has length 1. 0, divide each component
by the vector's length. Thus, for any
vector A (except A=(0,0,0)), vector-
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Length( unitVector(A)) is 1.0.
The last two vector operations are the
dot product and the cross product.
These are extremely useful operations
in computer graphics.
The dot product of two vectors A and
Bis a single number. Symbolically, you
writed=A•B, wheredistheresult. The
value of the dot product is the cosine of
the angle between the two vectors, mul
tiplied by their lengths: A•B = IAI IBI
cos(0), where 0 is the angle between A
and B. If both vectors have length 1.0,
you can compute the cosine of the angle
as the sum of the pairwise products of
the components.
The cross product of two vectors A
and B is a new vector perpendicular to
both. Symbolically, you write C =
A xB, where C is the new vector. The
order of the arguments matters; A x B
,,;:.BxA.

ray is a white sphere; I'll call the point of
intersection P. You want to know the
color of the light leaving P and traveling
back to the eye; the path back to the eye is
found by following thee ye ray backward.
The color of the light leaving P is com
pletely due to the light arriving at P,
called the incident light (remember that
no objects emit light of their own). You
can separate incident light into two cate
gories: the light ultimately reflected off
the surface and the light transmitted by
the surface (transmitted light is the light
that passes through a transparent or
translucent surface).
Each type of incident light is passed on
by the surface in two ways: specular
propagation and diffuse propagation.
Specular propagation is the result of a
perfect reflection or transmission, just
like a basketball bounced off a smooth
floor. The angle at which the ball leaves
the floor is completely determined by the
angle at which it arrives.
Diffuse propagation is like bouncing a
basketball off a very rough surface;
you're never sure what direction it will
go in, and if you try bouncing many bas
ketballs into one little area, you'll find
that they go off in all directions. Diffuse
propagation is the theoretical limit of this
type of action; diffusely reflected or
transmitted light arrives at a surface and
then leaves with equal intensity in all di
rections (this reflected intensity is less
than that of the incoming light). For this
reason, diffuse propagation is sometimes
also called diffuse scattering, since the
light is scattered in all directions.
Light can be propagated from a sur
face in four ways: reflection and trans
mission, both specular and diffuse. But
where does this incident light come
from? Basically, you have two choices:
directly from light sources or propagated
by other surfaces. Each of these two pos
sible contributors of incoming light can
be propagated in any ofthe four ways, for
a total of eight possible ways for light to
be propagated from a surface (this is a
simplified model, but it works surpris
ingly well).
A ray-tracing program should look at
each of these possibilities when it com
putes the color leaving a point-this pro
cess is called shading. Not all eight ef
fects are going to be appropriate at all
times, and two of them are very expen
sive to compute.

Direct Light
I'll begin with light amvmg directly
from the light sources. First, you must
determine on a source-by-source basis if
light from each so•1rce is arriving at point
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P. To see if Pis illuminated by source S,

9 < 8

9 $Q

Incident ray

0

Light source

\
E

N

Figure 2: Computing the shading on a
sphere. L points toward a light source;
this light is reflected into vector R. N is
the normal to the sphere at point P.

~uifio~d notice a simple fact: Iflight S

can see point P (and thus illuminate it),
then point P can see source S. To deter
mine if P can actually see S, create a new
ray (called an illumination or shadow
ray) starting at point P, directed toward
source S.
If this ray reaches S without striking
any object along the way , P is illuminat
ed by S, and you can proceed to find out
how much of the light from Sis propagat
ed back to the eye. If the ray from P to S
is blocked (i.e., if the ray intersects any
object at all), P is in shadow with respect
to S; simply ignore source S for this
point.
In the following discussion, I'll use
vector notation. Points will continue to
be represented by uppercase letters, such
as A, and vectors will be in boldface, A.
If you're not familiar with vector nota
tion and operations, see the text box

"Vector Shorthand" on page 264 for a
quick summary. I will assume that all
vectors are normalized; that is, they have
length 1.0. When I build new vectors, I
will assume that they are immediately
scaled to length 1.0 before using them in
any computations.

Shading
I will present a simple shading model that
ignores many important details but is a
good first approximation. Suppose that P
is illuminated by source S. Every point
on the surface of most objects (including
spheres) has an associated surface nor
mal; this is a vector that points away
from the surface, normal to the tangent
plane at that point. For a sphere, the nor
mal is along the line from the center to
that point, as in figure 2. I'll call the nor
mal vector N and create a new vector, L,
which also begins at P and points back to
light source S.

Bending Light
he equations for finding the direc
tion of reflected and refracted (or
transmitted) rays come directly from
the field of geometrical optics. I have
given the equations in terms of some
arbitrary vectors; you'll need to match
the appropriate vectors to the appro
priate arguments when you use the
procedures.
Also make sure that your input vec
tors are pointing in the correct direc
tions. The direction of each vector is
important, and some of the vectors in
this text box might point in the opposite
direction to the vectors that you have on
hand. To reverse a vector, you scale it

T

8

! - : 5%2

Q

Figure A: Specular reflection takes
as input an incident vector V and a
surface normal N; the output is a
reflected vector R: R = V - 2N (N• V ).
The vectors must all be pointing as
indicated with respect to the point of
reflection.
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by -1.0.
Specular reflection takes as input an
incident vector V and a surface normal
N; the output is a reflected vector R:

The formula to compute a trans
mitted vector, T, is
T=71,,V+
2 -- - 1))
(71,, C, - -../~l---=
+ 71 ,;2,..,.=(C ,-=,..,.., N

R=V+2Nd, whered = -(V•N)
The vectors must all be pointing with
respect to the point of reflection, as
shown in figure A, where the incident
vector is pointing toward the surface,
and the normal is pointing away.
Specular transmission isn't quite so
easy. The difference is that a light ray
changes direction when it passes be
tween two materials with different den
sities; this is because the speed of light
is different in the two materials.
The ratio of the speed of light in a
vacuum with respect to the speed of
light in some material is known as that
material's index of refraction, usually
written with the symbol 71. When light
passes between two materials, the
amount by which it bends is dependent
on the indexes of refraction of both the
material it is coming from (the incident
material) and the material it is passing
into (the transmitted material) and the
wavelength (which I am ignoring here).
The indexes of refraction of these two
materials are written 71, and 71,; you will
want their ratio 71,,=71,/71,. The formula
below is based on rays with an orienta
tion relative to the point of transmis
sion, as shown in figure B.

where C, = -V•N. Note that the value
(I + 711, 2 (C,2 - 1)) might be less than O;
in that case you can't take the square
root. This indicates total internal re
flection. In general, T computed this
way will not have length 1.0.

8

2 9 0 % 9 9 % !:
N

Incident
medium
Transmitted
medium

T

Figure B: When lightpasses between
two materials, the amount by which
it bends is dependent on the indexes
ofrefraction ofboth the material it is
comingfrom (the incident material)
and the material it is passing into
(the transmitted material).
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Q

A

(b)

E

I

Polygon 2 -S2

;I \ ·

Polygon 3 -S4

Polygon 1 -S1

Light

source
Sphere 1-S3

Sphere2-S5

Polygon 1

Figure 3: (a) Each time a ray intersects an object, the color ofthe light leaving that object back along the ray must be computed.
This color is found by creating shadow rays that point back to the light source, and reflected and transmitted rays that find the
color ofthe light rej1ected and transmitted by the surface. This collection ofrays can be represented abstractly with a ray tree
(b). Shading is accomplished by passing colors ofobjects from the bottom up to the top.

Suppose source S has intensity I. If Sis
on the insideofa sphere, its light is trans
mitted through the surface; otherwise its
light is reflected offthe surface. Yoo can
find which situation holds by computing
the dot product of N and L; if N•L<O,
then S is behind the surface, and if
N•L>O, then S is in front. If N•L=O,
then Sis on the plane tangent to the sur
face and sheds no light on it. Assume
N•L >0, so the light source is reflected.
The amount of light reflected diffuse
ly is the same in all directions and is
given by DR=I (N•L); that is, the inten
sity of the diffusely reflected light, DR,
is given by the intensity of the light
source itself, I, scaled by N•L. This
equation comes directly from a law of
physics known as Lambert's law.
The amount of light specularly re
flected back to the eye will form a high
light, which is the reflection of the light
source off the surface. This depends on
where the eye is. Construct a new vector,
E, which begins at P and points back to
the eye, as in figure 2. If L points to the
light source, the law of specular reflec
tion tells you that R=2Nd-L, where
d=N•L and the direction of R is the di
rection of the reflected light. You can
find how much of this light goes into the
eye by finding how much R and E line
268
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up; this is given by R•E. Commonly, you
raise this dot product to some power; the
larger the exponent, the sharper the high
) ight becomes (this achieves a crude
approximation of surface roughness).
Thus, SR= I [(E•R)k] where SR is the in
tensity of the specularly reflected light,
and k controls the surface roughness.
Similar arguments hold for the trans
mission of light from the sources. The
only difference is a correction factor that
accounts for the bending of the light
when it passes between media (the reason
why a spoon appears bent in a glass of
water). This is not hard to derive. The re

l :escreenis
made ofa rectangular
grid ofpixels, and
your goal is to find
the right color for each
pixel on the screen.

suit is presented in the text box "Bending
Light" on page 266. For more explana
tion, see reference 1.
Your next goal is to find the incident
light coming from other objects. Sup
pose again that you struck a white sphere
at point P with an eye ray. What light is
specularly reflected back along the eye
ray? Above, I provided the relation be
tween a reflected ray and its incoming di
rection; if you want to find the ray that
reflects into E (the vector pointing back
along the eye ray), it must be coming
from R'=2N(E•N)-E (this is just a re
write of the law of specular reflection).
I've written the result as R' instead of R
to remind you that this computed reflec
tion vector is backward from the direc
tion from which the light arrives. Thus,
any light that is specularly reflected back
along E must be coming in along R'.
What is the light that is arriving along di
rection R'?
The answer to that question is the big
trick to recursive, backward ray tracing.
To find the light coming into P along R',
pretend that R' is an eye ray and ask what
object it hits first. When you find the
color of the light leaving that object in the
direction of the eye ray that hit it (really
R '), you know the colorofthe light arriv
ing at P along R '.
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The whole process, then, is recursive:
To find the color of the reflected light,
you find the first object that it hit and
then find the color of the light leaving
that object. Its color is a combination of
the light arriving directly from the light
sources and the light it's reflecting and
transmitting, which it finds by the same
techniques I just used. The light specu
larly transmitted along ray T' is found
the same way (T' is to Twhat R' is to R):
You build T' (as in the text box "Bending
Light") and treat it as the eye ray.
The result is a ray tree, as shown in
figure 3b. The eye ray first hits an object
and spawns illumination rays back to the
light sources to determine direct illumi
nation and a reflected and transmitted
ray to find the light specularly reflected
and transmitted by that object (see figure
3a). Each of those latter two rays then
hits an object, and the process recurs. A
common technique in simple ray-tracing
programs is to stop the recursion at some
predetermined depth (this produces arti
facts in the image, but if things are not
too shiny or transparent and your cutoff
depth is large, it will serve as a first
step).
Now that you've built the tree, you can
begin to fill in the colors from the bottom
up. The colors of the bottommost objects
are simply due to the light sources; those
colors are passed up to the next object as
its reflected and transmitted colors, and
so on up the tree until you've computed
the color of E.
You may have noticed that I've ignored
light that is diffusely reflected and trans
mitted off other objects. Handling this
effect efficiently is still a research issue,
and many systems just add in a small
amount of constant light (called ambient
light) at every intersection to "fake" this
light.
Another point that I left dangling is
the phenomenon of total internal reflec
tion. Notice that the computation of ray
T' involves a square root. If the value
under the radical sign is negative, the
whole expression for T' becomes imagi
nary. The physical significance of this
result is that the light does not pass
through the surface at all; instead, it is
reflected off the surface.
At all angles less than the critical
angle, where the value under the square
root is less than or equal to 0, the light is
transmitted; at angles greater than this
value, the light is specularly reflected off
the inside of the surface. This is the prin
ciple behind optic fibers: They are trans
lucent so that they can transmit light, but
they are designed so that whenever the
light strikes the inside of the tube, it is

a
%:2

a

a

6 $

8 9

&

P0

5 2 9

(a)

--(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: A ray-sphere intersection (a).
The value of din the ray-sphere
intersection equation tells you whether
there are 0, 1, or 2 intersections between
a ray and a sphere (b, c, d). Ifthe
intersections are behind the origin of
the ray, their t values will be negative;
ignore such intersections.
reflected back into the shaft rather than
transmitted out.
You can see this effect if you put a
spoon into a glass of water. Look very
closely right beneath the surface of the
water and you 'II see that the spoon seems
to disappear. The light right near the sur
face is striking the bottom of the air
water boundary at a very shallow angle
and is reflected back into the water rather
than transmitted into the air.

Computing Intersections
Finding ray-object intersections is one of
the most important issues in ray tracing.
Finding which object is first intersected
by a ray is probably the most time-con
suming part of any ray tracer. The most
straightforward approach is to find the
intersections (if any) of each ray with
every object and then find the object with
the nearest intersection. This method is
tedious, but it works well.
Suppose you want to find the intersec
tion of a ray and a sphere. Things will be
easiest with vector notation. Suppose the
ray begins at point P0 and travels in di
rection P 1. Any point P on this ray is
given by P=P0 +P 1t, for an appropriate
value oft. Since you want only points in
front of the ray, you're only interested in
intersections along the ray with t>O (tis
often called the ray parameter). Figure
4a shows a sample ray hitting a sphere.
The sphere has center C and radius r. It

turns out that every point Q on the sphere
(Q-C)•(Q-C)-r 2 =0; expand
,lt\is out in coordinates and you'll find a
%miliar formula from geometry (try
using C =O, so the sphere is centered at
the origin; then Q•Q=r 2 , so the distance
of every point Q from the origin is a con
stant, which is one definition of a
sphere).
'
If the ray intersects the sphere, there
must be some point, Q, that is on both the
ray and the sphere at the same time. If
point Q is on the ray, then Q=P 0 +P 1t.
And if point Q is on the sphere, then
(Q-C)•(Q-C)-r 2 =0. You can find
points that satisfy both by plugging the
ray equation into the sphere equation.
Substitute the first into the second to get
(Po+P11) • (P 0 +P 1t)-r 2 =0.
If you multiply this all out and then
solve fort, you 'II have a quadratic equa
tion: at 2 +bt+c=O, wherea=P 1•P" b=
2P 1•G, and c=G•G-r 2 , where G=
P 0 -C. You are interested in the values of
t that satisfy this equation. Recall that
any quadratic equation has two solutions:
t 1 =( -b+d )/2a, and t 2 =( -b-d )/2a,
whered=b 2 -4ac.
The value of d is very important. Re
member that you can't take the square
root of a negative number, so if dis nega
tive, you can't evaluate the square root.
The physical interpretation of this is that
the ray misses the sphere completely
there is no intersection at all. Figure 4b
shows this case. If d is 0, the ray grazes
the sphere at just one point, as shown in
figure 4c.
If d is positive, the ray intersects the
sphere in two places, as in figure 4d. If
there are any intersections, each inter
- section point is given by P=P 0 +P 1t,
using the appropriate value oft. If there
are two intersections, you want the
nearer one; this is the one given by the
smaller value oft (as long as that value is
positive; if either or both values oft are
negative, they give intersection points
behind the origin of the ray).
~tisfies

Coping with Complexities
The simplest form of ray tracer builds a
single ray for each pixel on the screen
and fills in the pixel with the color ofthat
ray. This can result in a picture with
aliasing (or "jaggies"), which comes
from using just that single color value for
the whole pixel. A pixel can display only
a single color, so how can you possibly
do better? One answer is to take several
samples distributed within each pixel
and average their colors together-it's
the averaged color that you use as the
pixel's color value. To build a complete
ray tracer, see the text box "Writing a
DECEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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Writing a Ray Tracer
ou begin to build a complete ray
tracer by computing the eye rays.
There are several ways to specify the lo
cation of the eye and the viewplane in
space; I will presentoneofthecommon
schemes. Yw need a few pieces of in
formation to specify the viewing setup,
as shown in figure a. Yw need the posi
tion of the eye (call this point E). Yw
need to know hJw far iM"d'J the view
plane should be (call this distance d)
and in what direction you're looking
(call this vector G, fer gaze).
You also need two viewing angles,
which tell how much perspective to ap
ply to the picture; call the horizontal
angle (J and the vertical angle <ti. Now
you know just where the viewplane
should be, but it can spin freely about
G; you need to specify an "up" vector
(call this vector U) to indicate the orien
tation of the viewplane (again, assume
that all vectors have length 1.0).
Next, put a coordinate system on the
viewplane that mimics the one on your
real screen. Suppose your physical
hardware displays images at a resolution
of 640 pixels wide by 480 pixels tall,
with the origin at the lower left. Any
point on the screen has coordinates
(x,y); you can scale these to (x',y') =
(x/640, y/480) so now you have (0,0) at
the lower left and ( 1, 1) at the upper
right. Yoo now need to find the point S
in the three-dimensional viewplane that
corresponds to a particular (x ',y') on
the screen.
First, mwever, you'llneedtodo a lit
tle construction, shown in figure a.
Create two new vectors, X=GxU and
Y =X x G. The plane containing X and
Y is parallel to the viewplane. To find
the viewplane itself, you need only one
point in the plane; you can easily find
the point at the center of the screen as
M=E+dG. Now scale X and Y so that
they span half the screen. From figure
a, you can work out that the horizontal
width of the screen is d tan(O) and the
vertical height is d tan( <Ii). Knowing
this, you can create vectors H and V that
are the horizontal and vertical axes of
the viewplane, since you have both the
directions and lengths. From the above
observations, H=(dtan(O))X and V=(d
tan( rl>)) Y. So now you can find the point
S associated with any point with coordi
nates (x',y') on the screen by S=M+
(2x'- l)H + (2y'- l)V.
Now you are ready to trace rays.

Y
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Figure a: Computing the viewing geometry. You supply the position ofthe eye,
E, the gaze direction, G, the distance to the viewplane, d, half-angles to control
perspective, ()and¢>, and an "up" vector, U. The system builds vectors X and
Y, which become H and V. Mis computed as the point in the center ofthe
screen. Now any point Scan be written as M plus some amount of Hand V.
Select a point onyourscreenand find its
coordinates (x',y'). Build yo~r eye ray
with origin P 0 =E, and a direction that
takes it from E into point S on the
screen, so P 1 = S- E. Now check that
ray against every sphere, one by one,
and look fer the sphere with the closest
intersection; this will be the sphere with
the smallest positive t value. If you
don't hit any spheres, color this ray with
a default background color and continue
on to the next ray.
Suppose you hit a sphere at point Q.
To find the illumination directly from
the light sources, build new rays that be
gin at Q and trace them to the light.
Since your light sources are just points,
the location of some light source (call it
number n) is a single point. To create a
ray fer light source n (which is a point at
location L.), your illumination ray has
origin P 0 =Q and P 1 = L. -Q.
Yw then intersect this ray against
every sphere; ifyou hit any sphere, stop
and move on to the next light source. If

you test every sphere and hit none, you
can add in the light from that source to
the incident light at point Q.
Now you build the reflected and
transmitted rays R' and T'. You find the
nearest sphere for each and then repeat
the process to determine their colors. At
some point, you'll find that you've
reached your recursion limit and don't
want to spawn new rays. You'II find the
shading of the last points just from their
direct illumination and pass those
values back up the tree as the colors of
reflected and transmitted rays. Finally,
you'II reach the top and have a color fer
the eye ray, as in figure 3 in the main

texr.

·

The transmitted and reflected rays
are rd needed at every surface. Yw'll
probably want to assign a specular re
flectivity and transparency value to
each sphere. If a sphere is not at all
specularly reflective, there's no need to
trace a reflection ray, and the same goes
for transparency rays.
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Ray Tracer" at left.
I have hardly begun to explore the pos
sibilities of ray tracing. The first thing
you '11 probably want to do is add more
objects. I recommend you add polygons
first and then quadric surfaces. Since a
polygon is planar, the first step in ray
polygon intersection is a ray-plane inter
section; this is even easier than a ray
sphere intersection test.
The second step is to determine if the
intersection point is actually within that
part of the plane enclosed by the poly
gon. Many techniques have been pro
posed to solve this problem. The ray
polygon intersection test can be subtle to
understand because there appear to be
many special cases to handle. In fact, the
problem can be solved cleanly and sim
ply; I recommend the approach given by
Eric Haines (see reference 2).
The next big problems to attack are
aliasing and efficiency. A good approach
to antialiasing is stochastic ray tracing
(see reference 3), which involves choos
ing your rays very carefully. Chapters in
reference 1 discuss important aspects of
ray tracing, including efficiency, object
intersections, acceleration, and more de
tails on writing a ray tracer. You may
also wish to consult references 4 and 5 to
see where ray tracing fits into computer
graphics in general.
Photo-realism is the making of pic
tures that are indistinguishable from pho
tographs of the real thing. Certainly, ray
tracing is a powerful tool for achieving
that goal. •
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What does ComIJa:q give 386 users
who ex ect the moon?

Giving demanding users
the best PC possible is a
tradition at Compaq.
Atradition we upheld
when we introduced the
world's first PCs based
on Intel's 386 and 386SX
microprocessors. And a
tradition that continues in
our comprehensive line of
desktop PCs.
Within this line you'll find six different levels of
386 performance and affordability. And a PC designed
to give you the perfeel balance of features and power.
You'll find the reliability and compatibility you've
come to expect from Compaq. Plus the flexibility to
choose from a wide array of optional features.
You'll also find an Authorized COMPAQ Computer
Dealer, who's trained to match the right peripherals
and software with the right PC. And to tailor a solution
to your exact needs. All at prices that are more
competitive than ever.
Come look at the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386N Personal Computer,
for example. It's a full-function PC

with breakthrough
features for networked
environments. As a
stand-alone PC, its
16-MHz 386SX
microprocessor
handles all of the
general business
applications our
other 386SX-based PCs
run. With so many integrated features, you can take care
of your expansion needs using only two slots.
And it comes with a host of unique network
features like multilevel security, making it the best
full-function PC for connected environments. All of
this fits neatly into a space-saving design.
The COMPAQ DESKPRO 386s
Personal Computer is also designed
to handle general business
applications. Its 16-MHz 386SX
microprocessor gives you exceptional 386
performance. And its 32-bit architecture lets you
run today's popular business software. It also
offers the flexibility to run tomorrow's advanced
business software.
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Project
managers
and other
general
business
users will find everything they need
to manage databases and speed through complex
••••~I spreadsheets in the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 3865/20 Personal
Computer. It delivers the maximum
in 20-MHz 386SX performance and
a broad range of integrated features.
The COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20e Personal
Computer is for experienced users. It's perfeel for
demanding applications like presentation graphics.
And it's loaded with high
performance features like an
advanced cache architecture.
So it runs up to 50% faster than
other 20-MHz, non-cached 386-based PCs.
For users doing similar jobs, but with more
stringent performance needs, we offer the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386/25e Personal Computer. Its 25-MHz
32-bit performance lets you fly through financial
analysis as well as other demanding applications.

It's the perfeel
personal
computer for
people who
are serious
number crunchers, administrators
who manage massive loads of
information and engineers who
work on generating complex two
dimensional CAD drawings.
At the most demanding level of 386 computing are
the power users who do graphic-intensive applications
like 3-D CAD drawings and other performance
intensive applications. These people need the kind of
high performance that the COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/33L
Personal Computer delivers. It
combines the fastest 386 chip
with high-performance innovations.
And it lets you easily upgrade to the
power and performance of a 486 chip.
If you're looking for the 386 desktop PC that simply
works better forwhatever you do, call 1-800-231-0900,
Operator 129. In Canada, call l-800-263-5868, Operator 129.

CDIRPAQ,
It simply works better.

Outperforms the competition. Colors you can touch
PerfectView.™ The winning 1024 x 768
VGA card in 256 colors with memory up
to I.MB!

Compatible with interlace and non-interlace monitors in all
high resolution modes, PerfectView supports Windows
286 I 386I 386 3.0, AutoCad, AutoShade, Lotus 1-2-3, Ventura,
GEM, CADvance, Framework II, WordPerfect and DrawPerfect.

We're not bragging, merely stating facts. According to an
independent lab, Benchmark Speed Tests proved that
PerfectView outperformed the competition. Of six leading
VGA cards, PerfectView rated the highest on overall
performance plus the fustest on direct screen access and
windowed scrolling.

PerfectView, our incredible VGA card. It's awinner!

2-yearwarranty

The picture is so sharp and
vivid, you might find
yourself trying to "feel"
the images and colors
on your monitor,
especially if it's a
Viewsonic.

CALL TODAY to learn more about our full line of PerfectView
VGA cards and Viewsonic monitors.
Dealers: Cal/forinfonnation on our$99 PerfectView
demo program- FREE!

ViewSonic
a Keypoint Company

12130 Mora Drive
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
(213) 946-0711
FAX: (213) 944-9559
Vi~k:

Viewsonic··

and Pcrfc<1\'icw are registeredtndemarksorKe}l>Oinnechnologics. Inc. All Olher prodKts and brandname5are
registcrt!<l1mkmarks of1heir r~ive companit:S
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Color WYSIWYG
Cotnes of Age
Finally! What you see in color on your screen is
what you get in color on your printer!
Frank Vaughn
ruly graphical com
puters, such as the
Mac, and sophisti
cated laser printers
have brought WYSIWYG ca
pabilities to word processing
and black-and-white desktop
publishing. With the proper
hardware and software, you
can be assured that your hard
copy output will match what
you see on your computer dis
play. Until recently, the same
was not true of color desktop
publishing. You have had no
assurance that the colors on
your display would match
those of the final printed out
put.
The advent of many en
abling technologies has re
cently advanced the state of
color WYSIWYG to where it
is an affordable desktop tech
nology. Display systems with
"true-color" capabilities and
graphics acceleration are
available and affordable for desktop
computers running the more popular op
erating systems.
Apple Computer, for example, has es
tablished a color standard for the Macin
tosh called 32-Bit QuickDraw, while
Microsoft has defined a 24-bit color stan
dard for Windows 3.0. Both companies
are enjoying increasing hardware and
software support for these standards. On

top publishing system must
ensure that the colors you see
on your display are similar or
identical to the colors on the
final printed output. All the
colors also need to be consis
tent from one display to an
other so that different design
ers in the same company can
work with the same colors.
Such color consistency may
seem straightforward to the
casual observer, but it is actu
ally quite a difficult problem
to solve. To see how you can
achieve color consistency,
you need some facts about
how different technologies
handle color.

T

ILLUSTRATION: SANDRA FILIPPUCCI © 1990

the peripherals side, color scanners with
the capabilities required by serious de
signers are available to input true-color
images, and cost-effective color hard
copy output devices are also available.
None of these systems, however, ensures
that the color you see on your display will
be the color you get in print.
To be useful as a color-proofing sys
tem as well as a layout tool, a color desk

What You See
Your perception of color is a
function of the sensitivity of
your retina to a range of wave
lengths in the visible light
spectrum. The human retina
contains three types of cone
cells, each of which responds to different
wavelengths of visible light. The color
you perceive depends on the relative re
sponse of each type of cone to the 1ight
striking it. The wavelengths you can de
tect vary from 3900 to 7000 angstroms,
where an angstrom is a hundred-mil
l ionth of a centimeter.
You perceive the shortest wavelengths
as blues and violets and the longest as
DECEMBER 1990 • BY TE
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oranges and reds. Black is the absence of
any wavelengths in the visible spectrum.
An even mix of the spectrum of wave
lengths is perceived as white, although
different light sources have their own

particular mixtures for white. Each par
ticular white has a color temperature as
sociated with it. You can measure the
color temperature of an illuminant (also
known as its white point) by heating a

COLOR TEMPERATURES OF LIGHT SOURCES

The color temperatures for some common light sources. The different color
temperatures affeet how you perceive color illuminated by different sources.
Source

Temperature
(kelvins)

North-facing skylight

7500
6500

Average daylight
Xenon camera flash

6000
4300

Cool-white fluorescent
Tungsten-halogen lamps
Warm-white fluorescent
100-watt tungsten
Sunset

3300
3000
2900
2000

Candle flame

1900

5 0

53!!a!i:l- 5: 8 Q

Quantifying What You See

$ ~f#-90

(Y)
1.0

Pantone 747 colors
Four-color offset lithography
Sony RGB phosphors
•

0.8

Wavelengths of light (in nm)

CIE
0.6
500

t
y

0.4

0.2

(X)

(Z)

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

xFigure I: The CIE color space projected into two dimensions. This is really a
three-dimensional space that contains all the colors visible to the human eye.
The triangular area outlined by the coordinates ofthe Sony RG B phosphors is a
projection ofits color gamut onto the color space. Pantone colors are discrete points
within the space, while four-color offset lithography projects a gamut similar to
the RGB gamut.
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blackbody radiator (a heated cavity with
an exit aperture) to a temperature mea
sured on the Kelvin scale. A cool-white
fluorescent lamp has a white point of
4300 K, and an incandescent bulb has a
white point of 2900 K. The table at left
lists some common sources of light and
their color temperatures.
An object's perceived color varies
when you view it under illuminants with
different white points. This is known as
color sh{ft. A red car appears to be gray
when illuminated by a yellow sodium
street lamp, because the red color shifts
when mixed with the yellow lamp. More
subtle differences are evident if the car is
viewed in daylight or in a dealer show
room under fluorescent lighting.
In an effort to organize the range of pos
sible colors in a predictable and useful
manner, the concept of the color space
(also known as a color model) has been
developed. Color display systems use the
RGB color space, and color printing sys
tems typically use the CMYK (cyan, ma
genta, yellow, black) model. These color
spaces use component colors as the pa
rameters for the model. Other color
spaces may use other parameters, such as
brightness. For the most sophisticated
color spaces, these parameters are based
on psychophysical metrics that have been
experimentally determined.
The goal of a color space is to allow
any colo.r sample to fit in that space and
be quantified from the combination of
the component parameters at that point.
Color spaces are therefore good for se
lecting and specifying colors and com
municating color information.
Nearly all defined color spaces are
based on three parameters. They are
most useful for experimentally deter
mining differences between perceived
colors. The international standard for
specifying color is the xyY color space,
defined in 1931 by the Commission In
ternationale L'Eclairage (CIE). The
three primary coordinates (x, y, and Y)
are combined, with positive weights, and
can define all colors in the human color
perception range. Any color can be spec
ified with these weights. The same can
not be said forthe RGB and CMYK color
spaces.
The RGB space refers to colors known
as the additive primaries: red, green, and
blue. They are primary in the sense that
they are the only three colors required to
create white light. This is done by com
bining the light of each one in a process
known as additive mixing.
The CMYK space uses the color com
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plements of the primaries: cyan, magen
ta, and yellow (the K refers to black,
which is used for better print quality).
These complements are the colors that re
sult when a primary color is subtracted
from white light. Cyan is the comple
ment of red (white light - red light =
cyan light), magenta is the complement
of green, and yellow is the complement
of blue.
In the CMY space, colors mix in a
process known as subtractive mixing.
That is, the complements mix to form
black. This is a theoretical ideal; because
ofpigment limitations, it is necessary to
add the black parameter to achieve true
black in hard-copy reproduction. CMYK
is the color space used to define colors
for most four-color printing.
The RGB and CMYK spaces can only
produce a portion of the human color
perception range. By plotting each com
ponent color of the RGB or CMYK space
(ignoring black) for all brightness levels
(the Y in xyY), you define a subarea
within the xyY space. This range of pos
sible colors is known as the color gamut.
Figure 1 shows the color gamuts for a
few color display and hard-copy systems.

another problem in relating the intensity
level of each of the red, green, and blue
components to the actual luminance
viewed atthe screen surface. For a black
pixel, the intensity level of all three com
ponents is 0-practically no light is
emitted for that pixel. For a maximum
"white," all the intensity levels are at
256, resulting in maximum illumination.
For each intensity level from 0 to 255,
however, the displayed luminance is not
linear. In other words, an intensity of
128 isn't double the luminance of an in
tensity of 64. The relationship of the in
tensity level to the luminance can be
plotted to form the gamma curve for the
display.
To find the gamma curve of a display,
the logarithm of the input voltage is
plotted against the logarithm ofthe lumi
nance. The slope ofthe central portion of
the resulting curve is the gamma curve.
TV sets and other video displays have a
gamma curve of about 2.8. Scanners
typically have a gamma curve of 1.0.
Figure 2 shows three common gamma
curves plotted in linear space.
The gamma curves for different dis

What You Get
Color display systems achieve unique
colors by "adding" different intensities
of red, green, and blue for each pixel on
the display. The combination of full in
tensities of red, green, and blue phos
phors for a particular pixel generates a
"white" pixel. The number of intensities
for each red, green, and blue component
is dependent on the format used.
The32-Bit QuickDraw format is actu
ally a 24-bit format with 8 bits, or 256
levels, of coding for the red, green, and
blue phosphors making up a pixel. The
other 8 bits are undefined and reserved
for future use by the standard. Given this
format, the number of color combina
tions is 256 by 256 by 256, or around 16
million. In a display with a resolution of
1152 by 882 pixels, you have roughly 1
million pixels. Software can assign a dif
ferent color to each pixel from the 16
million possible combinations.
The color gamut for displays from dif
ferent manufacturers varies because they
each use different types of phosphors.
Thus, identical combinations of RGB in
tensities do not produce identical color
on different R GB monitors because of the
phosphor differences. Even the charac
teristics of a monitor change as it gets
older and the phosphors wear out, which
they do at different rates (blue phosphors
typically degrade faster than red).
Besides phosphor differences, there is

0

#

plays of the same type or model are typi
cally not consistent. To achieve accurate
and consistent colors on a display, you
must be able to read accurately the lumi
nance of the display that corresponds to a
given intensity level. To do this, a device
measures the actual intensity of light re
ceived at the display surface for each of
the 256 levels of red, green, and blue.
With this information, the loop is
closed around the display system. The lu
minance for each intensity can now be
accurately set and stored in agamma cor
rection table. This table contains an out
put level for each of the 256 input levels,
which makes it possible to control the
perceived gamma curve with software.
To control the perceived gamma
curve, the viewed luminance at each in
put level must be set to match a particular
gamma curve setting. With a gamma
correction table and accurate luminance
data, any gamma curve that the applica
tions software requires can be set.
Anyone with a calibrated display,
whether in the same office or across the
country, will see consistent colors when
viewing the same image at a particular

0

@Q>

9 Q

1.0

0.8

Relative
output
brightness

0.6

0.4

0.2

/

0
0

64

128

192

255

Input value

Figure 2: The gamma curve is calculated b y plotting the logarithm ofthe input level
ofa display against the logarithm ofthe luminance. It describes how luminance
at the surface ofthe display changes as the intensity setting ofthe monitor changes.
Shown are gamma values for scanners, the Macintosh, and other personal
computers and workstations.
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The Ultimate in
Hardware Based Copy Protection
Compatible

Flexible

Hardlock is designed for the "real world". Side effects
from printers, laptops and technical issues such as static and
true IBM printer port compatibility are virtually
non-existent.

Field programmability is now possible. Additionally our
optional Crypto Programmer board permits the Hardlock to
be uniquely programmed for your company.

Reliable

Space-Saving

Our unique ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit)
extends the Hardlock's operating range below 2 volts. Since
no idle current is required, there is no additional loading on
the printer. Electronically erasable memory requires no

Hardlock measures only 1.75". Three of our units fit in
approximately the same space as only two others. Hardlock
with Memory may also be purchased on the smallest PC
board you've ever seen. Perfect for those who don't want
the device on the exterior of the computer.

battery.

Hardlock
Hardlock with (U8 bytes) Memory
Hardlock with Memory on a Board

Hardlock ...
Not Hardluck

The Security System You've Asked For.

~------------~

liiil

GLENCO
ENGINEERING INC.
SERVING THE SOFTWARE INDUSTRY SINCE 1979

1-800-562-2543
Hardlock is a trademark

- 01
- F
_.,_, El
_•_ciro
_;;r._k _Gm_o_H_ _ _ 270 Lexington Drive · Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 · 708-808-0300 · FAX 708-808-0313
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gamma setting. As a display ages, you
can recalculate the intensity information
to restore a consistent calibration of the
gamma curve and color temperature.

Refining What You Get
Color calibration is done by calibration
hardware that measures the outputs of
pixel phosphors and either adjusts the
levels of the electron beams in the moni
tor or changes the entries in the display
system's gamma correction table. The
first approach usually relies on internal
sensors and requires that each color
workstation have its own calibration
hardware, which makes this the more ex
pensive solution. The second approach
normally requires an external sensor that
can be used with multiple displays, so
this is the more cost-effective solution.
In a schematic overview, the external
calibrator is a relatively simple device. It
consists ofthree principal components:
1. The sensor, or luminance-measure
ment device, which inputs a light level
and outputs a current;
2. the amplifier, which converts the cur
rent into a voltage; and
3. the AID converter, which samples the
voltage and turns it into a number-a dig
ital representation of the luminance.
This number can then be compared with
other values stored, for example, in the
gamma correction table of the Mac.
The combination of a calibrator and
knowledge about the display being cali
brated (i.e., thexyYvalues for the repre
sentative phosphors) enables you to cali
brate the display. Measuring all the
intensities for each color gun separately
generates enough information to cali
brate the display.
Radius has designed a solution-the
PrecisionColor Calibrator-that enables
you to quickly calibrate a display, cor
recting individual display biases and dis
play variations that occur over time. It
measures light output from the display
and realigns the red, green, and blue
color-gun values.
Calibrating different displays is im
portant, but it doesn't ensure that what
you see in print will match what shows up
on the displays. To span the display-out
put gap, Radius has obtained an exclu
sive license from Pantone to calibrate
and display Pantone Color Simulations
on-screen. The Pantone Matching Sys
tem is a standard method used to define
spotcolors in the printing industry.
When a display is calibrated accurate
ly and you know the CIE coordinates of
each phosphor, sufficient information

exists to display Pantone colors accurate
ly. Pantone has measured the CIE coor
dinates for the colors of the Pantone
Matching System for each of two light
sources: D50, the standard graphic-arts
illuminant, and D65, a popular daylight
illuminant. If you select a particular
Pantone color, a software package called
the Pantone Color Toolkit performs a
CIE-to-RGB calculation. This toolkit is
packaged with the PrecisionColor Cali
brator.
The white point of the calibrated
monitor can be adjusted to match either
of Pantone's color temperatures. If the
white point is set to D50, the white
screen of the monitor looks more like a
press sheet illuminated in a printing
plant. Identifying the monitor's charac
teristics and then controlling or adjusting
for any variations from a preset standard
allows Pantone colors or any CIE coordi
nate color to be simulated and displayed
on RGB devices. This means that the de
sign and page-layout process also pro
duces an accurate color preview of the
finished piece.
The calibrated display acts as a pre
view device for Pantone spot colors. The
CIE information on Pantone colors en
ables the Color Toolkit to simulate these
colors on four-color process printers.
The Toolkit can also be set to directly
simulate Pantone colors for printing sys
tems using Pantone inks. The colors for
these two output processes can differ
slightly because of differences in the
color gamut for RGB displays, CMYK
printers, and Pantone inks. The Color
Toolkit can adjust for these variations
within the limits ofthe color gamut ofthe
RGB display. This enables the graphics
artist to preview work for either output
process.
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IMAGES

Super VGA
Also VGA/EGA/HGC/CGA arrl Animation

1024 x 768

x 256

Photographic Q uality Real Color Im ages
ASTRONOM Y • NAT URE • SCENIC
FULL COLO R VID EO MO VIES
HUGE AD ULT SECTION• GIRLS
You must be at least 21 for adult images.

Now you can experience your computer's mi'.lximum
graphics ability! We create the world's highest quality

images and video movies. In business since 1979, we
helped pioneer the color imaging market.
GIF images for MS-DOS, MAC l!, Amiga, Atari and

most other computers in your f;:ivorite GIF resolutions,
EGA to VGA 320x200x256 to SVGA !024x768x256 and
all resolutions between. Viewing computer images is
much easierthanyou mightt hink. We have all the image
utilities for printing, display and editing.

TWO WAYS TO BUY OUR IMAGES
32 Li11e BBS: 503-697-5100 •You'll have full
unlimited access to 1400 megabytes of images and
programs on our 24-hour 32-li ne BBS. O nly $1O/hr., no
uplo:Jd ing required, no time lim its. No charge to look
around. 9600 baud: Call for 9600 baud numbers.
Must be 21 for adult areas. Buy time online wi th credit
card on the world's largest Online Graphics System!
CATAWG MAI L ORDER: 503-697-7700 • Savelo ng
distance phonech:Jrges. Order anything found online
through our Mail Order Catalog. Also ask about our Stan er
Packages, any resolution, ca tegory including adult; $39 ea.
World-wide shipment. Credit card, cash, check Same day
shipment, US Mai l, UPS. FEDEX, anywhere.
Free Disk Catalog: If you don't have a modem or
wish to order by m:Jil and need more info then call for
our free MS-DOS CATALOG on d iskeue with full
description of lm:Jges and O rder Forms. Easy and fast.
Call 503-697- 7700 9am to 9pm.

Clearing the Way
There are many complexities associated
with the use ofcolor in WYSIWYG desk
top publishing. The ability to accurately
match the colors viewed on the display to
the colors that will be output to film or
hard copy is critical to making true
WYSIWYG color production a reality.
Display calibration is a significant
step toward using the personal computer
for color design, providing a consistent
mea sure with which to preview and
match final output in the color layout and
design process. This technology clears
the way for more widespread use of color
on the personal computer. •

Frank Vaughn is director of engineering
operations at Radius, Inc. You can reach
him on BIX c/o "editors. "

N E$ HU LFQP
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141 N. StateSt,Suite350 . /E?!P.\"TX
., '~,
La ke Os wego, OR 97034 .L:?"'"~-~
Informa tion 503-697-7700
BBS: 503-697-5100
.·
Fax 503-636-0495 24 hrs.
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Introducing a remarkably fast new route to Windows™ 3.0
Complete Windows 3.0 applications in half the time
You don't need a miracle to complete Microsoft"' Windows 3.0
applications quickly and easily
Just the latest development tools from The Whitewater Group.
They help you take advantage of all the new features of Windows 3.0 with
unprecedented speed.
No matter what kind of application you're developing ...whether
it's a prototype or a complete system. .we have a time-saving Windows
solution for you:
Actor" 3.0, the complete Windows
development system.
ObjectGraphics,™ our new portable
graphics library..
Whitewater Resource Toolkit'"

MICROSOFT.

for creating and customizing Windows

resources ..
\VINix..--WS. WinTrieve'"
for indexed file management ..
~_l0 Canf')! &l"'-ili1

©Copyright 1990TheVVhitewaterGroup,lnc.

and more.

For more information
including your copy of our
detailed brochure "The Fast
Route to Windows Devel
opment" -plus your copy
ofThe Official Instructions
for The First Annual
Whitewater Historic
Time-Savers Contest-

'Whitewater's Actor 2.0. Resource Toolkit fa
WindONS. and w inTrievedeliverbenefits that
any organization planning to use Microsoft
WindONs or the 0512 Presentation Manager
can ill afford to do without:'

William F. Zachmann

[Reprinted from PC Magazine. April 24. 1990.
© 1990 Ziff Communications Company]

Phone 1-800-869-1144 today!
Or FAX your request for information to 708-328-9386

9

TheWhitewater Group®
1800 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, IL 60201-3621 USA 708-328-3800
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True Color
for Windows
With the right hardware and software, you can display
and manipulate photo-realistic images under Windows 3. 0
Adam Bellin and Pier Del Prate
or the past few
years, the Macin
tosh has led the way
in bringing 24-bit,
workstation-quality graphics
to personal computers. Appli
cations written to the 32-Bit
QuickDraw standard can eas
ily use photo-realistic images,
providing you with a level of
creativity never before avail
able on personal computers.
Until recently, IBM PCs
and compatibles have not of
fered the same ability to work
in true color. Most MS-DOS
software is written to take ad
vantage of the standard dis
play adapters-CGA, EGA,
and VGA-which are limited
in the number of colors they
can display. Applications that
work with true color images
must be written for a specific
display board, such as a Targa
board. The advent of Win
dows 3.0, however, is chang
ing all that.

F

The Windows Advantage·
Besides providing a graphical user inter
face that is well suited to graphics appli
cations, Windows 3.0 provides a graph
ics device interface (GDI) that frees
applications developers from having to
support every display adapter ever made.
Developers need to write code to support
ILLUSTRATION : SANDRA FILIPPUCCI © 1990

the GDI only; graphics-board manufac
turers then provide a single driver that
translates instructions to the GDI device
into commands that the graphics hard
ware can understand.
Perhaps the most significant feature of
the Windows 3.0 GDI is its support for
24-bit graphics. It lets an application use
up to 24 bits of information to define the
color of a single pixel on the screen.

Now, using Windows 3.0, you
can see images on the screen
as they will appear when
printed, and you can develop
quality presentations that
incorporate photo-realistic
images.
When running under Win
dows 3.0, applications can
work with 24-bit images
without regard to the display
device you have in your sys
tem. The driver for the dis
play device takes care of con
verting colors and images to
its format, operating trans
parently to the applications.
If a Windows display de
vice, such as the RasterOps
ColorBoard 1024MC, sup
ports 24 bits per pixel, then
applications will be able to
work with and display any of
16.7 million (2 24 ) colors. The
ability to work with 24-bit
images on-screen provides for
a photo-realistic graphical en
vironment that can support sophisticated
desktop-publishing, multimedia, busi
ness-presentation, color-illustration, and
image-processing applications. A com
puter that is running Windows 3.0 and
equipped with a 24-bit video display be
comes a powerful graphics workstation,
able to run major graphics applications
simultaneously with standard DOS ap
plications.
continued
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The 24-bit Advantage
A few applications, such as Power Point
from Microsoft and Corel Draw from
Corel Systems, have already been writ
ten to the Windows 3.0 24-bit standard,
although display boards that support the
standard are only now becoming avail

able. Such applications not only let you
view scanned or frame-grabbed images
that have the same quality as the origi
nal, but, with the ability to simulta
neously display 16.7 million colors, they
let you create smooth-shaded objects or
show a color gradient (or "fountain fill")

Pro gr am Man a ger
Qp!ion s

_lllindow

J:!.e lp

with enough colors to eliminate all band
ing effects.
The VGA provided on the mother
board of PS/2s produces a display with a
resolution of 640 by 480 pixels by 4 bits
per pixel (16 colors). Other display de
vices, such as Super VGA and 8514/A,
let you display as many as 256 colors in
higher resolutions. Although these are
adequate for preliminary work in layouts
and presentations, they are inadequate if
you want to see the screen as it will ap
pear in its final, hard-copy format.
Photo I shows a screen rendered in
standard VGA, while photo 2 shows a
similar display rendered in 24 bits. The
displays were created on the same ma
chine by switching between the VGA
Windows 3.0 driver and the 1024MC
Windows 3.0 driver. Note the difference
in quality between the two. With both
Corel Draw and Power Point, the foun
tain fills used for shading are greatly en
hanced by providing 16 .7 million true
colors that don't rely on a dithered pat
tern to approximate the desired colors.

,P,\

Photo 1: Standard VGA display. Under Windows 3.0, you must use dithering when
a program attempts to display more colors than the display adapter supports.

~1~ rd~

.i...1

.

f:j.

Photo 2: A 24-bit display. With a 24-bit graphics board such as the RasterOps
1024MC, Windows 3. 0 doesn't have to resort to dithering or approximations;
it outputs the true colors called for by the application.
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Drive That Display
The display driver links the video dis
play hardware to the Windows environ
ment. It provides the low-level functions
required by Windows to do everything
from drawing a single pixel on the screen
to displaying images and drawing geo
metric shapes such as lines and curves.
Most of the drawing functions must
also support many raster operations
(ROPs) at drawing time. A ROP defines
the logical operation or pattern that the
BitBlt (bit block transfer) function uses
when it combines the source and destina
tion bits during a drawing operation. A
ROP is applied to each pixel involved in
the drawing operation. Windows 3.0 sup
ports 256 different ROPs for the BitBlt
routines, and the display driver must sup
port all ofthese. (Actually, thereare 128
ROPs; the second set of 128 ROPs is the
same as the first with a negate operation
appended.)
If the display hardware has accelera
tion or drawing support on-board, it can
greatly increase the speed of some of the
ROPs that are supported in hardware .
Some display devices can support BitBlt
operations without performing pixel pro
cessing; in these cases, the display driver
must be able to differentiate between the
operations supported in hardware and
those supported by the driver.
Upping the Hardware Ante
A driver that supports 24 or 32 bits per
pixel differs greatly from a 4- or an 8-bit
display driver. When you do work with
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Sketch.

AutoSketch.
If you can sketch, you can AutoSketch.
Which gives you real CAD power-speed, accuracy
and easy revisions - all without a long,
drawn-out learning curve.
WithAutoSketchversion 3, you have
our easiest CAD yet with pull-down menus
and on-screen icons. You also have DXF'" file

compatibility and associative dimensioning. Ifs what
you'd expect from the makers of AutoCAD~ the
world's most popular CAD package:
For a brochure or ordering information,
call 1-800-223-2521.
We'll sketch in the details.

u.s.$249

~.AUTODESK

Autodesk, AutoCAD, AutoSketch and Autodesk logo are reg istered trademarks and DXF is a trademark of Autodesk, Inc. ©1990 Autodesk . Inc .
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large pixel depths-and larger spatial
resolutions-your memory requirements
go up dramatically, both for the display
and for temporary buffers used to store
images off-screen. For example, a stan
dard VGA screen, operating at 640 by
480 pixels by 4 bits per pixel requires
about 154K bytes of display memory,
with a like amount required to store an
image off-screen. At 8 bits per pixel, the
same screen requires 307K bytes. In con
trast, a screen operating at I 024 by 768
pixels by 24 bits per pixel requires 3
megabytes.
Given the large amount of memory you
have to manipulate when using 24-bit
images, the performance of Windows
can suffer without proper hardware sup
port. This is why the 1024MC comes
with a 386-only display driver. Drivers
running on the 386 can move 32 bits of
data at a time, whereas the 286 can only
move 16 bits at a time.
Also, the segmented-memory archi
tecture ofthe 286 slows down processing
when an image is larger than 64K bytes,
as is the case with just about all 24-bit
images. Using 4-gigabyte memory seg
ments, 386 drivers don't need to worry

The DGIS™ SDKand aTl
34010-based High-Performance
Graphics Board forone
amazing price.
High performance, high resolu
tion graphics are the wave ofthe
future. With the DGIS Soflware
Developer's Kit™ (SDK), qualified
software developers can write for
the future today.
The DGIS Developer's Kit pro
vides everything needed to develop
applications and drivers forDGIS
compatible 34010 graphics
boards-boardsfrom companies
such as Compaq, Dell, Hewlett
Packard, NCR, NEC, Tl and more
than 30 others worldwide. Software
developed with this kit can access
the full powerofthe 34010, support
ing the greatest numberof high reso
lution graphics boards atthe highest
levels of performance, resolution
and color.
DGIS, the premier and most
widely-shipped interface for the Tl
340XO familyof graphics coproces
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indows'

performance can suffer
without proper
hardware support.

about special processing for images that
cross 64K-byte segment boundaries.
Given the limitations of the 286, Raster
Ops thinks that the Windows 3.0 386
enhanced mode is vital if you want to
limit the performance penalty you incur
when using true color. The 286 simply
does not have the horsepower to manipu
late 24-bit images fast enough to satisfy
most people.

Windows Without 24-bit Hardware
Under Windows 3.0, colors in the pal
ettes kept by applications and by the sys
tem are defined as 24-bit values (8 each
for red, green, and blue). When these

values are output to a device that can't
display 24 bits, the display driver con
verts them to a value the display can pro
duce. Some of these conversions are done
on the fly, but a well-behaved application
will usually request that logical 24-bit
colors be translated into physical colors
early on in the program so that the appli
cation can save the physical colors for
later use. When a particular 24-bit color
is passed to the display driver, the driver,
through translation and approximation,
must decide on the closest matching col
or that the physical device is capable of
displaying.
One feature that helps a display device
approximate colors it can't produce is the
ability of Windows applications to paint
and draw with brush objects. A brush is
normally an 8- by 8-pixel pattern used to
paint the screen. Windows or an applica
tion can request that the display driver
create a brush that has a foreground and/
or a background color. If the display de
vice cannot output the colors requested in
the brush, the driver generates an 8- by
8-pixel dithered pattern that most closely
represents the colors requested.
The advantage of using a brush over a

THE POWER OF HIGH
RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
PROGRAMMING
CAN BE REACHED WITH
ONE EASY NUMBER:

sors, provides an outstanding
feature-rich programming model
with 100 + graphics functions. The
DGIS SDK includes documentation
and language bindings for the DGIS
interface, device driversforWin
dows 3.0, utilities, and the GSS
AT1050'" 1024X76834010graph
ics board (which normallyselJsfor
$1295alone).
The DGIS SDKi scompatiblewith
most Ccompilers and supports the
XMS standard as well as DOS
Extenders from Rational and Phar
Lap.
Stepping up to the big screen has
never been easier~~~~
or more attrac- ~
tive. Call today.
GraP hic ~s~~~~~ . SYs terns
SPE~ICS

Call (503) 641-2455.
AskforDept. DGIS-1.
All pricessubject lochongewilhout notice .

GSS, DGIS, The DGISSoftware Develope<s Kil GSSAr 1050are

--

trademarks of Graphics Software Syslems Inc. Af Iother trademarks
,~

belong to their respective owne1s.
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"When I bought my TARGA® board
back in '85, it was the
most sophisticated product
on the market. It still is."

Graphic created by Jonathan Herbert, using the TARGA board
with TIPS". RIO '" and TOPAS'". For more information contact
Jonathan Herbert at (718) 383-1251.

Just look at us now. Today's TARGA+ supports multiple platforms,
including PS/2, and multiple display resolutions in both interlaced and
non-interlaced modes. And, with our new VGA overlay feature, you can
superimpose VGA graphics directly onto your non-interlaced output. Looks
like we've done it again.
Introducing the Truevision TARGA+. The next generation TARGA for the
next generation TARGA user.

TRUEVISION"
Providing Solutions With Vision'"
7340 Shadeland Station, Indianapolis, IN 46256
INTERNATIONAL: Canada 416/940-8727
France 33-1-3-952-6253
Italy 39-2-242-4551
Switzerland 41-1-825-0949
U.K. 44-628-77 -7800
West Germany 49-89-612-0010
Other 6171229-6900

RIO and TOPAS are trademarks of AT&T.
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286 and 386 Softwarei
M Replaces your 286 with a 386SXl

16 or 20 MHz SX Speed from $49S
If you currently use an 80286 and
are hamstrung by the 640K memory
limit or need more speed, you owe it
to yourself to try a Microway acceler
ator. The FASTCache-SX plugs into
your 80286 socket replacing it with a
16 or 20 MHz 80386SX. It is fed by a
large four-way cache similar to the one
built into the 80486. This results in
zero wait state performance using or
dinary AT memory.
Running on a 20 MHz FASTCache,
the Landmark benchmark delivers 27
MHz for the CPU and 49 MHz for the
FPU - four and eight times the
throughput of the 286 and 287 that
came with the original AT. It is 100%
compatible with most 286 powered ATs
running all your 286 and 386 software,
including protected mode applications
like Windows 3.0, DESQview-386 and,
of course, Microway's NDP C -SX and
Fortran-SX.

The Microway NDP Fortran-SX and
NDP C-SX compilers generate the best
code to take advantage of your 386SX.
They feature excellent global optimiza
tions not found in 16 bit compilers,
plus the ability to take advantage of
the 4 gigabyte address space of the SX.
In addition, our complete line of an
cillary products, including symbolic
debuggers, profilers, virtual memory,
plotting packages, windowing packages,
graphics libraries and the NAG
numerics libraries, can save you hun
dreds of hours moving your mainframe
code to the SX. \Y/e also support the
dialects you need, like VMS Fortran
and ANSI C with the MS C DOS
and graphics extensions. However, the
best feature of these products is their
price, just $595 including the DOS
Extender tools needed to run the SX
in protected mode!
At a suggested list price of just $495,
the FASTCache-SX-16 is a real bargain!

Limited Offer · If you purchase a
FASTCache-SX before October 15, we
will bundle in a copy of the SX ver·
sion of NDP-C, NDP-Fortran or NDP
Pascal for half price. For just $795 plus
the cost of an 80387SX you will be
able to convert your 286 AT into a 32
bit development platform that will pro
vide you with VAX performance for a
fraction of the price! To order please
call 508-746-7341.

I

I NDPC•SJ(

I

!Micro

VWay

MICTOWB'{__ _______w_or_1d_L_ea_d_er_in_ Pc_ Nu_m_e_ric_s
Corporate Headquarters
P. 0. Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA
TEL 508-746-7341 • FAX 508-746-4678

U.K. 32 High St., Kingston-Upon-Thames, 081-541-5466
Germany 069-75-2023
Italy 02-74.90. 749
Holland 40 836455
Japan 81 3 222 0544
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single color that approximates the re
quested color is that it lets the display
driver blend two or more different colors
that it can display side by side within the
8- by 8-pixel area. This creates a visual
effect that can more closely resemble the
original color that Windows requested.
When a brush is not used, the driver
must simply find the closest color it can
display and use that, which may not be
close enough to the color requested to be
visually satisfying.
The disadvantage to dithering is that it
effectively reduces the spatial resolution
of the area being dithered, since it may
take three or more pixels to approximate
a color that, on a 24-bit display, would be
displayed in one pixel. Dithering is also
used in converting bit maps from 24 bits
per pixel to 8, 4, or 1 bit per pixel. The
original color image may come from a
Windows application as a bit map of 4, 8,
or 2 4 bits, and the driver will process the
image and add dithering if needed. Be
cause an application can inquire about
the display device that it is currently run
ning on, it can perform the dithering it
self and pass processed data to the dis
play driver.

pixel can display any
one of the 16. 7 million
colors available.

True Color for DOS
A 24-bit display device can display any
24-bit color information or bit map di
rectly, without dithering, palette look
ups, or color translations. Every pixel on
the screen can display any one of the 16. 7
million colors available. When an appli
cation requests a 24-bit color, the display
driver has no problems, since no conver
sion, translation, or dithering is needed.
Thus, an application, such as PageMaker
4.0 under Windows, can include photo
realistic images within documents and
produce professional-quality output.
Using color-illustration packages such
as Corel Draw, Power Point, or Arts and

Letters (to name a few), you can create
color gradients and smooth-shaded ob
jects without any banding or distortion.
Depending on the display resolution, you
may be able to compose color screens
that look as good as or better than the
final, color-separated output. Plugging a
24-bit card into a Micro Channel
equipped PC and running Windows 3.0
literally transforms an ordinary com
puter into a high-end color workstation.
If you're involved with electronic pub
lishing, electronic pre-press, desktop
publishing, graphic arts, or photo-realis
tic rendering, the 24-bit capabilities of
Windows 3.0 add another platform to
choose from. Porting 24-bit applications
to Windows 3.0 from the Mac and Unix
will increase the level of file sharing and
interoperability among these platforms.
It will also stimulate the production of
24-bit video boards with a variety of res
olutions and capabilities. With Windows
3.0, true color for DOS is here to stay. •

Adam Bellin is manager ofIBM engineer
ing, and Pier Del Frate is director ofIBM
marketing, at RasterOps Corp. You can
reach them on BIX clo "editors."

GRAPHIC TOOLS LIBRARY
PC VDI: Virtual Device Interface. Graphics library
•
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with examples. Display and Printed graphics. High Speed,
high quality draw and print al 60 lo 600 dpi. Outline Cont
factory. Text al any angle. Scale text on demand. Drow on
page. All GKS .draw. Object manipu~alions. Segmenl?lion.
POLYARC engine. Plots & charts. Bitmaps. All drawing &
mouse functions support Super VGA modes. $395.

PHONTM:
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l~age tools library. Scale image up or
down (Integer and fraction sfactor) or auto scale lo lit In a
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window. Animation. Image rotate, stretch, skew, mirror, tile
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fill and window scroll. Virtual bitmaps and graphic pop-ups.
lnclu.des Text & mouse functions. Drag Image. Support for
!~~·-~multiple (TIFF, f'CX, KPS) lile formals. Image database.
'r'Wittt1tr·~ Print nnd scroll view scanned Images. ASCII lile to Fox
conversion. Clipper version. ANSI compatible. Faster. $295.
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•New Low Price 5 249. 00
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qIMPQ MEGAVDI:
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~~~ ~ B1lmnp up lo 15 MB Is size with selectable pixel depth.
;-~ Image pan, smooth scroll, rotate, hspeed-scnle, zoom. Import
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PCX or TIFF images in a Jorge bitmap for processing. Color
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•
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708-882-4111

2500 W. Higgins Road, #1144
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• DOS not required for diagnostic functions
• POST (Power On Sel!Test) routine monitoring
• Supports XT/286/386 based microcomputers
•Works with most BIOS versions including AWARD.
AMI, PHOENIX, QUADTEL
• Built in comprehensive diagnostic functions in ROM
• Fits into any 8/16 BIT slot
• Optional digital diagnostic diskettes for floppy disk alignment
• Serial and parallel loop back connectors included

599 Canal Street
Lawrence. MA 01840

11IE FONIMAKER. Interactively

create scaleable, expandable and lillable outline, stroke and
•
~?'m7p1:~ bitmap fonts, figures or logo's. Scale to var~ous. size fonts.
~::!;~~ Laser loader. Shaded & pattern lill fonts. Kerning. Creole
~tJlig~r~~·:J}
·
hand-writing .o~ multi-lingual ~onts. Import/Export. fonl/logo
•-- ___1q.!__ _!• Images for editing and conversion lo scalable drawing. $395.
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·From this day on,
you11 never want
an external UPS
again.
Introducing the lnnerSource.™ The first
computer power supply with a built-in OPS.
Engineered to work inside
your computer.
It's a first. The InnerSource is
the only drop-in replacement
power supply that is engineered
with a built-in UPS. The
InnerSource gives you the
functionality of two products and stays out of
sight-neatly inside your computer.
Because the InnerSource drops into your AT or
386 computer, it eliminates the need, and
expense, of a bulky external UPS. And because
of its computer-ready DC output, there's no
more worrying about square-waves, sine-waves
and transfer times.
Under normal power conditions:
\Nhen AC line voltage is present, the UL
approved InnerSource operates as a high quality
computer power supply. Its wide input range
protects against the hazards of power-line sags
and surges and its EMI filter minimizes
power-line noise.

When the power is interrupted:
In the event of a blackout, an alarm sounds, and
the InnerSource's integrated, battery-backed,
SS OVA-equivalent power system keeps both the
PC and monitor running for 5 to 10 minutes,
long enough for an orderly shutdown.
Automatic recharging is provided.
The InnerSource is the internal solution to
computer power protection.
The InnerSource is ideal for
PCs, LAN file servers and LAN
remote stations. By combining
the functions of a DC power
supply and on-line UPS, the
lnnerSource not only saves
space, but also provides the
most reliable, cost-effective
computer power protection
available today.

Two uita/ /tStions.
Om reutlutionary new idea.

Pt: POWER~ t:llDl/Mli, /Mt:.
31510 Mountain Way, Bonsall, CA 92003 • (619) 723-9513 • (800) 722-6555 • E:\X (619) 723-0075
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ADVANCED GRAPHICS
COVER STORY

Putting the Squeeze
on Graphics
Image-compression technology promises to make
graphics and video data as easy to manipulate as text and numbers
Nick Baran
ull-color, 32-bit
images are indeed 2.
wonder to behold on
today's large, high
resolution monitors. Com
puter companies love to im
press the media and potential
customers with demonstra
tions featuring dazzling bou
quets of flowers and Ferrari
sports cars looking so vivid
and real that you're ready to
climb in and go for a test
drive. Marketing managers
wax poetic about the revolu
tionary potential of multi
media and scientific visual
ization, all for just $6995.
But beneath all the dazzle
lies a big problem: 32-bit
color images require enor
mous amounts of storage
space. That full-color ma
chine for just $6995 probably
comes with an 80-megabyte
hard disk drive, which, after
you load the operating system
and a few applications, has barely
enough free space for a handful of single
32-bit color screen images. That's be
cause the definition of a single full-color
32-bit screen image on a typical high-res
olution display requires about 3 MB of
data. If you intend to display animated
graphics, your storage requirements go
through the roof, and you also have to
deal with the problem of moving all that

the next several years, you'll
see image-compression pro
cessors in all sorts of video
recording and display de
vices, as well as on the system
boards of low-cost personal
computers. I'll discuss some
of the emerging standards for
image compression and some
of the dedicated processors
currently on the market.

F

ILLUSTRATION: SANDRA FILIPPUCCI © 1990

The Graphics Bottleneck

image data from disk to your display
adapter.
The technology of image compression
can solve these problems. Dedicated
image-compression processors have be
gun to appear that can compress a 25
MB color image down to 1 MB in less
than a second. These processors are
finding their way to the system boards of
some computer manufacturers. Within

A high-resolution monitor
displays about 1 million pixels
(1024 by 768, 1120 by 832,
and 1280 by 1024 are typical
resolutions). A black-and
white image requires 1 bit per
pixel (on or off) or about 1
million bits (l 25K bytes) per
screen image. Gray-scale
images with 8 bits per pixel
(selecting from a possible 2 8
or 256 shades of gray) require
about 1 MB per image.
Full-color images (16.7
million possible colors) require the defi
nition of 24 bits per pixel (8 bits each for
red, green, and blue) and may require an
additional 8 bits to define the degree of
transparency (the alpha channel in Mac
intosh terminology), or about 4 MB per
screen image. So, that bargain for $6995
turns out to cost a few thousand dollars
more after you have purchased a big
300-MB or 600-MB hard disk drive for
DECEMBER !990 • B YT E
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storing high-resolution color images.
And then there's the problem of print
ing and transmitting these images. While
color looks great on the screen, the ulti
mate goal is often color output on slides
or paper. But because color laser printers
still cost $10,000 or more, you usually
find them on a network or in a service bu
reau that can receive your files electroni
cally for printing. Sending a 3-MB file
over the phone is a slow and error-prone
process. Using a 9600-bps modem, it
takes about 45 minutes to transmit a 3
MB file.
Storage requirements become astro
nomical when you digitize full-color
photographs from a scanner or video
camera. An 8 'h- by I I-inch color photo
graph at 300 dots per inch requires 25
MB of data (93 1h square inches with
90,000 dots per square inch and 24 bits
per dot). Similarly, coloroutput devices
must process 25 MB to print the same
image. Transmitting such an image over
a 9600-bps modem would take about 6
hours.
Storage and communications limita
tions are only part ofthe story. The other
is performance, particularly with regard
to animation applications requiring the
storage and display of hundreds of screen
images in sequence. Full-motion video
requires the display of30 frames per sec
ond. NTSC video with a resolution of640
by 480 pixels and 24 bits per pixel trans
lates into 1 MB of data per frame or 30
MB per second. Today's desktop com
puters cannot deliver 30 MBps to the
screen. In addition, 1 minute of full
motion video requires a storage capacity
of almost 2 gigabytes.
Hard disk drives typically have data
transfer rates of 1 to 2 MBps, far from
adequate for full-motion video applica
tions. Even if the drives were faster,
most microcomputer buses transfer data
at rates under 20 MBps (NuBus transfers
data at 10 MBps; the AT bus runs at
about 6 MBps). CD-ROM drives, which
can store hundreds of megabytes of data
on removable cartridges and so are ideal
for storing graphics images, are several
times slower than hard disk drives.

The size of graphics images is also a
crucial issue in the consumer electronics
and communications markets. Digital
video cameras, video games, color fax,
and subscription over-the-phone-line
movies and videos are all hampered by
the size of graphics images.

The Solution: Image Compression
The solution to this problem is clearly the
use of data compression to reduce the
size of the files representing graphics
images. Data compression is already
widely used for archiving and transmit
ting binary and text files, and there are
various standard data-compression algo
rithms for this purpose (see "Saving
Space," March BYTE). Standards for
image compression, however, are just be
ginning to emerge.
For both text and image compression,
the principle is the same: Reduce the
data to an abbreviated or shorthand form
that still retains the basic information
contained in the file. For either text or
image compression, the technique in
volves finding redundant or unnecessary
information and substituting an abbrevi
ation or shorthand symbol for that infor
mation. In the case of image compres
sion, it is sometimes possible to discard
parts of the information altogether, since
some of the pixel attributes may not be
visible to the human eye and thus con
tribute little to the quality of the image.
While text-compression schemes deal
with character strings and the ASCII
table, image compression deals with
pixels and the visual attributes (color and
transparency) attached to each pixel. Be
cause images generally have regions of
uniform coloror patterns, particularly in
the background (e.g., a blue sky or a
white wall), it is possible to represent
these regions of uniformity by a much
smaller entity than the definition of each
individual pixel in that region. For exam
ple, you can define a group of pixels
rather than individual pixels.
Two standard algorithms for image
compression are emerging: the Joint Pho
tographies Experts Group algorithm for
still images, and the Motion Picture Ex
perts Group algorithm for motion picture
images (full-motion video). Both JPEG
and MPEG are sponsored by the CCITT
and the International Standards Organi
zation.
An obvious question is why different
algorithms are needed for still images
and for motion video images. While mo
tion video images are time-dependent
and related to other frames in a se
quence, still images are independent en
tities. Motion video generally includes
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(a) The original image is a full 32-bit color image requiring
3. 2 MB ofstorage.

sound, so audio compression must also
be included in a compression scheme. It
is possible to use still-image compression
for motion video, but you lose the perfor
mance gains that can be achieved by cor
relating related frames in a motion video
sequence, and, of course, you lose the
audio compression.
Compression of a still image is fo
cused on one major task: the reduction of
the data describing that single image.
Compression of full-motion video also
performs this type of data reduction, but
it can gain further reduction of each
frame's data size by retaining objects in
the frame from previous frames.
For example, if the video shows a man
walking across a street with a blue sky
background, there is no need to redraw
the sky or the street in each frame. It is
also unnecessary to redefine the man,
pixel by pixel. Instead, it is more effi
cient to define a vector that moves the
pixels representing the man from one lo
cation to another. By taking advantage of
the redundant data in each frame of the
sequence, you can greatly reduce the
amount of data needed for each frame.

The JPEG Algorithm
The JPEG algorithm is emerging as the
standard for still-image compression.
While only in a draft version at the time
ofthis writing, the JPEG algorithm is ex
pected to be finalized by the end of this
year. Several commercial software and
hardware implementations of JPEG are
already available in the marketplace and
will presumably be compatible with or
upgraded to the final version of the algo
rithm.
The JPEG algorithm is termed sym
metrical because it compresses and de
compresses the image in the same num
ber of operations and therefore in the
same amount of time. It is also called a
292
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(b) The second image was compressed by 14 to 1, yielding a
file of228K bytes, and then decompressed and displayed.

"lossy" compression technique, because
it discards or "loses" data in the com
pression process. The algorithm discards
data selectively so that the human eye
barely perceives any degradation in the
quality ofthe image.
Of course, the greater the compression
ratio, the more noticeable the degrada
tion in image quality. However, the
JPEG algorithm can compress printed
images (starting with 300 dpi) in ratios of
up to 25 to 1 with a hardly noticeable loss
ofimage quality. Screen images (starting
with 70 or 80 dpi) can be compressed up
to about 15 to 1 without a major loss in
image quality. The photos show a full
color screen image in its original form
(a) imdcompressedto 14 to 1 (b).
The JPEG algorithm is an open stan
dard, and JPEG software packages that
include source code are available from C
Cube Microsystems and Kodak. The
first step in the execution ofthe JPEG al
gorithm is to reduce the data redundancy
in the image's pixel values. This is done
by using the discrete cosine transform
(DCT), which is similar to the Fourier
transform but includes only the cosine
part ofthe function.
The DCT technique involves breaking
up the image into arrays of 8 by 8 pixels.
These arrays are approximated as a re
gion of varying color and intensity repre
sented by 1ight-frequency values as
signed to each pixel. The DCT is applied
to the array to concentrate the energy
represented in that region into a few co
efficients representing the frequencies.
The higher frequencies outside the range
of visible light are discarded, and the
lower frequencies are preserved. This
process accounts for most of the data
reduction.
Although the JPEG algorithm is inde
pendent of color, implementations of the
algorithm for compressing RGB images

first convert the color components to
YUV before executing the DCT. (Y rep
resents luminance; U and V represent
chrominance components.) The chromi
nance portion of the color definition can
be reduced by half without affecting the
human eye's perception of the image.
(The chrominance value in every other
pixel is discarded.)
The resulting DCT coefficients are
then "quantized" to reduce their magni
tude and to increase the number of zero
value coefficients. Finally, run-length
and Huffman encoding are applied to
represent runs of consecutive Os and to
further compress the data symbols repre
senting the image. The figure shows a
schematic ofthe JPEG scheme.
Note that the decompression process is
exactly the inverse of the compression
steps (hence the "symmetry" of the
JPEG algorithm). Although the decom
pression process reproduces the original
image, the data defining that image has
been greatly reduced. Ratios of up to 25
to 1 for print images and up to 15 to 1 for
screen images reproduce the original
image with minimal loss in image
quality.

JPEG in Hardware
The JPEG algorithm can be implemented
in either hardware or software. It per
forms slowly in software, however. The
JPEG algorithm running on a standard
25-MHz 68030 machine takes about 15
minutes to compress a 25-MB image by
25 to 1. Using a C-Cube Microsystems
(San Jose, CA) image-compression pro
cessor, the same compression process
takes 1 second.
C-Cube Microsystems' CL550 image
compression processor exemplifies the
future direction of image-compression
technology. The CL550 is a single-chip
processor with built-in units for execut
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ing the DCT, quantization, and Huff man
encoding operations. According to the
company's specifications, the chip has
400,000 transistors and over 300 stages
of pipeline, allowing it to perform over
300 steps of the JPEG algorithm concur
rently.
The processor comes in JO-MHz and
30-MHz versions. The 10-MHz version
can compress 5 million pixels per second
and is designed strictly for still-image
compression. The 30-MHz version can
compress 14. 7 million pixels per second,
which provides adequate performance
for displaying 30 frames per second of
NTSC video (each frame is compressed
to between SOK and IOOK bytes). Up to
four CL550 processors can be operated
in parallel, allowing high-definition TV
images to be compressed in real time, ac
cording to C-Cube Microsystems.

JPEG and CD-ROM
The 30-MHz CL550 is an example of
how the JPEG algorithm can be used for
full-motion video. However, there are
some significant limitations. First, the
JPEG algorithm has no audio-compres
sion capability. Second, even the blazing
speed of the 30-MHz CL550 is only ade
quate for real-time video compression
using hard disk drives with transfer rates
of 1 MBps or more. The process is not
fast enough to allow the use of CD-ROM
drives as the storage medium for full
motion video. According to C-Cube's
marketing manager, Mauro Bonomi, the
compression algorithm has to be "about
three times faster" to work with CD
ROM drives. The way to achieve this in
crease in speed is to take advantage ofthe
correlation between frames in motion
video sequences.
The ability to support CD-ROM drives
is crucial for the commercial application
of real-time video compression. Obvi
ously, it's not practical to send movies on

hard disks. Nevertheless, theJPEG algo
rithm has tremendous potential for still
image compression and for some applica
tions of real-time video. (See the text box
"Video Keying" on page 294 for a de
scription of how you can mix graphics
and video images.)
According to Bonomi, computer man
ufacturers have shown tremendous inter
est in the CL550. NeXT has built the
CL550 into its Nextdimension color
board (see "Fast New Systems from
NeXT," November BYTE). And C-Cube
recently announced add-in CL550 com
pression boards for PCs and Macs. These
add-in boards include image-compres
sion software, allowing you to compress
TIFF, PIC, and TIGA files. C-Cube also
offers the Image Compression Interface,
allowing third-party developers to com
press files directly from their applica
tions. The JO-MHz and 30-MHz chips
are priced at $95 and $155, respectively,
in quantities of 10,000, making them af
fordable even on high-end consumer
electronics products; such as digital
cameras and VCRs.
While C-Cube may be one of the first
hardware manufacturers to produce a
single chip running the JPEG algorithm,
the competition is sure to heat up in the
next few years. Intel (Santa Clara, CA)
has announced plans to incorporate
JPEG support into its i750 processor.
Other members of the JPEG committee,
such as IBM and NEC, are also probably
developing compression processors.

Full-Motion Video Compression
Work on the MPEG algorithm for full
motion video is in an earlier stage of de
velopment thanJPEG's, and no technical
details have been released as ofthis writ
ing. According to a speech by Intel's Art
Kaiman, delivered at the International
Multimedia Conference in New York in
September, the goal of MPEG is "to de
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fine a standard that can reproduce VCR/
TV-quality video and CD-quality audio
after it has been compressed to a data
rate in the 1- to 1 ~-megabit-per-second
range, typical of a CD-ROM or PC hard
disk. This requires data compression
well in excess of JOO to 1."
The MPEG algorithm will also use the
DCT. Several subcommittees are work
ing on video-compression, audio-com
pression, and system-integration issues,
according to Kaiman. However, some 17
algorithms proposed by over 2 0 compa
nies are being considered by MPEG. The
challenge is to merge the best features of
the various proposals into a single algo
rithm acceptable to the MPEG members.
Intel's involvement in MPEG is note
worthy because Intel now owns the Digi
tal Video Interactive technology for
compressing real-time video images on
CD-ROM (see "Multimedia: DVI Ar
rives" in BYTE's IBM Special Edition,
Fall 1990). DVI has been around since
1986 but has had limited success in the
marketplace. Until recently, DVI devel
opment hardware required several add-in
boards that cost about $20,000, and the
video image quality was considerably
lower than on a VHS VCR. Developers
were reluctant to get involved.
Since Intel has taken over, DVI seems
to be gaining momentum. Intel claims to
have over 100 software developers in the
DVI camp, and it recently announced a
joint project agreement with IBM.
The current DVI development plat
form is based on the i750 processor,
which was designed before Intel took
over DVI. A complete image capture and
compression system requires two boards,
each of which costs about $2000. The de
velopment software costs an additional
$4500. DVI currently uses two propri
etary video-compression algorithms
called Real Time Video and Production
Level Video. The RTV algorithm can
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The image compression scheme used in the JPEG algorithm. Note that the compression and decompression processes are the
inverse ofeach other, making the algorithm symmetrical. (Courtesy C-Cube Microsystems)
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Video Keying
Carl Calabria
n the language of video engineers,
Inorkeying
refers neither
telegraphy
to data entry; rather, it's a synonym
to

for the mixing of images. Until the
dawn of the digital computer era, keyers
were confined to the video production
studio because of their cost and size.
Today, however, digital keyers have mi
grated to the desktop, where they let you
dynamically mix two signal sources
typically, video and computer graph
ics-and create a professional-quality
product.
Binary keying is the simplest but least
versatile technique. Like a stencil, a
binary key cuts a hole in live video and
replaces it with a computer-generated
graphic. If a binary keyer is used to
overlay text on a video background, un
sightly jagged edges can result.
Linear keying, a feature traditionally
found on $50,000 to $ 100,000 video
production switchers, can smooth or
soften those edges, yielding a more at
tractive foreground-to-background tran
sition. More important, linear keying
also allows the mixing or blending of
specific portions of two sources. Al
though the technique can be effected in
the analog domain with T-bar actua
tors, digital implementations usually
produce more consistently reliable and
accurate results, and at lower cost.
In a 32-bit-per-pixel digital color sys
tem, three 8-bit bytes define the relative
intensities of the red, green, and blue
components of the computer-generated
display 30 frames per second in real
time, but it yields a low-quality image.
The PLV algorithm produces higher
quality images, but it does not support
real-time display.
According to Intel's Karen Andring,
Intel will introduce an entirely new ver
sion of the i750, called the B series, by
the end of this year. The i750B will be
about twice as fast as the current i750 and
will support the JPEG algorithm. The
third generation of the i750 is planned for
1992. It will be I 0 times as fast as the
current processor and will support the
MPEG full-motion-video standard. That
processor will be small enough to fit on a
computer system board.

The Next Hurdle
If you look at the evolution of the per
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image. The fourth byte, often referred
to as the alpha channel, can be used to
define the extent to which the computer
generated RGB image is mixed with a
live video signal.
For a given pixel, an alpha of 0 will
produce an output that is totally com
puter-generated. If alpha = 255, the
pixel will be wholly live video. If alpha
= 32, the pixel will be composed of 33
of 256 parts computer-generated image
and 223 parts live video; the overall ap
pearance will be that of a highly trans
lucent graphic superimposed on live
video.
With up to 256 Ievels ofmixing avail
able for each pixel on the screen, you
can create beautiful superimpositions
of text and graphics over live video.
This is done by selective mixing at the
edges of the computer graphic to create
a smooth, blended edge. A digital linear
keyer can also be operated globally on
all pixels to produce professional-look
ing transitions, such as fading live video
to or from a specific color, or cross-fad
ing between live video and computer
graphics or between two computer-gen
erated images.
In a linear keyer, the information that
dictates the level of mixing is provided
by a computer. By contrast, a chroma
keyer uses the information in the live
video signal to determine where, and to
what extent, to mix that video with a
computer-generated graphic.
Everyone has seen a meteorologist
sonal computer, there have been mile
stones all along the way that have sig
naled major improvements in computing
power or price/performance curve. Usu
ally these milestones could be anticipat
ed a year or two before they actually had
a major impact on the marketplace.
For example, articles about hard disks
started appearing about two years before
hard disks became really affordable.
Back then, 20 MB of hard disk storage
was considered a luxury. Today, 600
MB hard disk drives are a luxury, and
I00-MB drives are commonplace. A
similar trend is discernible in image
compression technology. Today, you're
seeing the first products hit the market.
In a couple of years, image-compression
processors may be as commonplace as
hard disk drives.

standing in front of a weather map on
the evening news. Actually, the meteo
rologist is standing in front of a plain
blue or green screen. The computer con
tinually analyzes the video signal and
replaces all occurrences of that blue (or
green), within a narrow range of chro
minance, with the computer-generated
weather map. Of course, it is essential
that the meteorologist not wear anything
within that specific color range. (The
screen is actually a special color not
likely to be found in a standard ward
robe.) Sophisticated chroma keyers can
also preserve shadows and eliminate
fringing effects at boundaries.
Advances in miniaturization are
largely responsible for the spread of
keying techniques outside the video
production studio and onto the desktop.
For example, on Truevision 's Targa+
and NuVista+ videographics boards
for PC compatibles, PS/2s, and Macin
toshes, an entire digital linear and chro
ma keyer has been integrated onto a sin
gle 10,000-gate application-specific IC.
Also resident on the boards are a 32-bit
per-pixel frame buffer, three 8-bit AID
converters, three 8-bit DI A converters,
and a video encoder/decoder, providing
all the essential ingredients for a desk
top video production system.

Carl Calabria is e:recutive vice president
of engineering and mfounder of True
vision (Indianapolis, IN). You can reach
him on BIXc/o "editors. "
When image compression really takes
hold, it could have a revolutionary impact
on the way you use computers. You will
be able to work with and share graphics
images the way you work with text today.
True color high-resolution systems will
drop dramatically in price, because far
less memory and disk storage will be re
quired. And you will be able to easily
transmit graphics images over the tele
phone lines, opening up all kinds of new
possibilities for home video, satellite
feeds, and other forms of graphics
communications. •

Nick Baran is a consulting editor for
BYTE and the editor of Baran's Tech
Letter, a newsletter covering the NeXT
computer. He can be reached on BIX as
"nickbaran. "
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HDTV Sparks a

Digital Revolution
You can expect high-end computer graphics
to integrate HDTV into normal use as the price drops
Andrew Lippman
or almost 20 years,
people have been
predicting a merger
of computer graph
ics and broadcast TV, and
slowly it has been happening.
Early raster-scan computer
graphics systems that used
TV-resolution monitors and
memory arrays were devel
oped in the 1970s. Videotape
became part of the graphics
lab , and graphics intruded
into TV broadcasts.
However, while computer
graphics gradually moved to
higher resolution, TV re
mained at 525 lines. Only
video games and special-pur
pose, home, or personal com
puters interfaced directly
with standard TV systems;
professional workstations left
TV in the dust.
Research to develop high
definition TV (HDTV) now
promises to complete the
merger (see the text box "High-Defini
tion History" on page 300). New TV sys
tems are being developed that contain
sufficient resolution for "serious" use,
and new ways to record, distribute, pro
cess, and display the video signal are
appearing.
Perhaps the most important aspect of
this new evolution of TV is the recent
emergence of all-digital approaches,

F
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where the image chain avoids any analog
steps and is even broadcast as a digital
signal. This is manifest both in proposals
for high-definition broadcasting and in
new ways to compress current NTSC pro
grams to multiplex many of them in a
single channel. TV is literally learning
the language ofthe computer.
The development of consumer TV
technology is retarded by problems ofin

ternational standards and the
huge installed base of NTSC
525-line receivers (there are
more TV receivers than bath
rooms in America). But so
much energy has been di
rected at improving video dis
plays that the personal com
puter community can no
longer leave TV in the living
room.
TV will reenter the lab and
work environment as a full
quality, wide-screen partner
on computers ranging from
high-end workstations to
hand-held video games; and it
will bring new thresholds of
pictorial realism and unprec
edented opportunities. In the
1990s, the shift will be to
high-definition and digital
pictures, and the face of the
industry will change. Even if
you don't watch movies on
HDTV in your home, you will
witness the fruits of its devel
opment on your computer.
The by-products of HDTV contain the
real gold. Our imaging systems are at the
threshold of a transformation from sim
ple analog devices to high-speed digital
image processors. The impact of re
search in TV systems has effects that
range from new ways to process high
rate image data to techniques for scaling,
representing, compressing, and displayDECEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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REPRESENTATIVE ttJTV SYSTEMS

Current HDTV and EDTVresearch systems. All numbers are approximate and subject to change as proposals change.
Some resolution figures are computed from available literature. The SarnoffLabs and Philips systems are shown
as examples ofEDTV systems. A unified Philips/Thomson/Sarnoff all-digital system is expected by the end of this year.
Organization

Raster,
image resolution

Color
resolution

Simulcast

787.5 progressive,
720 by 1280 pixels

Spectrum
compatible

Simulcast

Digicipher

Simulcast
HDTV and
direct broadcast satellite
Simulcast
Narrow
MUSE

Name

Type

MIT

Channel
compatible

Zenith

General
Instrument
NHK

MUSE

Sarnoff Labs

ACTV-1

EDTV-1

Philips

HD-60

EDTV-2

ing moving-image data. This knowledge
is useful at any resolution and in any
system .

New TV Systems
To understand new TV systems, you
need to realize the vast changes that have
been made in electronics since the last
TV systems were designed-in the 1950s
in the U.S. and the 1960s in Europe. In
those days, video storage did not exist
(videotape recording was invented in
1955), and all processing was done on
the analog signal, usually on a point-by
point basis.
Since this processing was expensive,
the design goal was a consumer receiver
that cost as little as possible. Even so, the
first color TVs introduced in 1954 cost
the equivalent of $3000 today.
This design approach has caused the
TV industry to evolve only slowly, with
cost reductions as the major technical
landmarks. While it's hard to envision a
new personal computer whose main fea
ture is a 25-cent lower manufacturing
cost, that has been the rule with TV; real
technical advances have been few and far
between.
All new systems exploit the fact that
the ground rules of consumer electronics
are changing. Today's HDTV systems
require at least one frame of video stor
298
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Modulation

Notes

360 by640
pixels

Hybrid, 10-MBps
digital image,
data and audio,
wit h analog detail

Sub-band coding;
broadcast system
is part of Open
Architecture Concept.

787.5 progressive,
720 by 1280 pixels

Not
applicable

Sub-band
analysis with
block-coded detail.

1050 interlace,
960 by 1408 pixels

480 by352
pixels

Hybrid, 1.5-MBps
digital image,
data and audio,
with analog detail
Digital, 16-0AM,
19.43-Mbps

1125 interlace,
568 by 946 pixels
(1035by1920 pixels
active raster)
1050 interlace,
512 by 480 pixels

Approximately
284 by473
pixels

Explicit,
time-interleaved
analog samples

Subs am pied image
with motion-compensated detail added.

Same as
NTSC

NTSCwith
additional
subcarriers

Image composed of
central and peripheral
regions; wider
and more detailed
than NTSC.

1050 interlace,
480 by 490 pixels

Approximately
NTSC

Augmentation
channel (digital)

Second, linked
channel contains
augmentation data;
base channel is NTSC.

age in each receiver. At least one manu
facturer, ITT (which makes most of the
digital circuitry in the modern set), envi
sions 100-million-floating-point-opera
tion-per-second processing as common
place by the middle of the decade.
General Instrument, the inventor of
VideoCipher, a direct broadcast satellite
encoding system, has recently proposed
an end-to-end digital system that in
cludes digital broadcasting. In the U .S.,
even the cellular telephone network is not
all digital.
Four divisions are commonly made
among TV distribution systems.
• IDTV: Improved-definition TV is the
domain of normal improvements that
could come about through receiver (and
potentially transmitter) development. No
new standard is necessary, and the signal
is compatible with normal TV. An exam
ple of IDTV that is available in existing
sets (although imperfectly done) is scan
conversion in the receiver to a noninter
laced display.
Yves Faroudja has shown NTSC en
coders that eliminate cross-talk compo
nents, and companion decoders that are
optimized for processing such a prefil
tered signal. Some of these improve
ments are the result of inexpensive digi
tal processing and are outside the domain

Motion-compensated
block coder (discrete
cosine transform).

ofHDTV. But such equipment is already
improving broadcast TV.
• EDTV-1 : Extended-definition TV in
volves modifying the signal to include
special components that an advanced
receiver will use to provide a better
picture. NTSC color was an EDTV-like
modification to the then-existing black
and-white standard: It added the color in
formation to the signal so that a new re
ceiver would display color but existing
monochrome receivers would not be se
verely impaired.
Examples of modern EDTV sugges
tions include adding new signals that en
able a special receiver to add width to the
picture or obtain additional resolution. If
you own an EDTV set, you get a better
picture; if not, you still get something.
• EDTV-2: A second version of EDTV
that can be productively distinguished
from the first uses two broadcast chan
nels. One contains the standard NTSC
signal and is available to existing receiv
ers. The second channel, which may
contain more or less bandwidth than a
normal TV channel, contains augmenta
tion information that a special receiver
can use to provide a better picture. "Side
curtains" for extra width and additional
detail information are usually suggested
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BBS Sysops
for the second channel.
Two-channel image-coding systems
were first proposed by Schreiber (see
reference 1) and have recently been
adapted and modified for HDTV. Basi
cally, the difference between the normal
NTSC image and the HDTV one is en
coded into the second channel.
•HDTV: Theterm HDTV is usually re
served for incompatible systems that re
quire a new receiver and a new, presum
ably higher, bandwidth channel, such as
NHK's MUSE. But recently, there has
been renewed interest in 6-MHz systems
that provide for improved quality within
the bandwidth of existing channels by
avoiding any link with the design of
NTSC. These systems fit into existing
broadcast channels but avoid existing
TV-signal formats.
The FCC has declared that all new TV
systems for use in the U.S. will be re
stricted to the bandwidth of existing TV
channels. In the U.S., most HDTV sys
tems envision simulcasting, where a pro
gram is broadcast on a normal channel at
the same time that it is broadcast on its
HDTV counterpart. (For a list of current
HDTV research systems, see the table.)
Among these four common divisions,
there are some implicit assumptions
about available channels and the means
of distribution. All these enhancements
assume the primacy of over-the-air
broadcasting; this is a supposition that is
not carved in stone but is certainly the
most difficult aspect of video communi
cations to change.
Two-channel systems, for example,
require additional bandwidth and de
mand that the receiver equitably tune in
both channels. Many viewers have prob
lems getting even one channel with rea
sonable quality. Clearly, systems that hy
pothesize a new, incompatible channel
must also suggest where the bandwidth
and programming for that channel will
originate.
Any new channel allocation, whether
for enhancements or for an independent
HDTV broadcast, will trade potential di
versity for quality. Also, cable systems,
direct-broadcast satellite, VCRs, and
disks all lack broadcast's bandwidth con
straints and legal obstacles and can there
fore easily provide a better picture than
the local affiliate.
Another option is a set of systems col
lectively called MAC, for multiplexed
analog components (see references 2 and
3). These avoid NTSC artifacts (for de
tails on artifacts, see the text box "High
Definition History") by compressing the

luminance and color components in time
and sequentially transmitting them.
MAC is the outgrowth of new computer
technology: Accurate clocks are now
easier to construct than accurate filters,
so separating the components temporally
is potentially better than interleaving
them in the frequency domain, as NTSC
does.
European satellite-broadcasting sys
tems are extensions of MAC . S-VHS, an
improvement to home VCRs, is related to

termHDTVis
usually reserved for
incompatible systems
that require a
new receiver and a new,
presumably higher,
bandwidth channel.

MAC in that the signal on the tape need
never have been cast into broadcast
NTSC form.
Most ofthe standard scenarios for evo
lution from IDTV to HDTV are staged.
The tacit assumption is that people will
begin to trade in their TV sets for succes
sive improvements that will take place
over a number of years. In some in
stances, this has not quite been the case:
For example, NHK is already broadcast
ing 6 hours a day of 1125-line HDTV via
its satellite service, yet manufacturers
are introducing EDTV receivers that ex
tend the definition of terrestrially dis
tributed signals.

Extensible TV
There is a scenario for the evolution of
TV that bypasses the jump to double the
number of lines and entails a new archi
tecture for image distribution. This ap
proach has been championed by a dedi
cated few, starting at MIT, but it is
gaining currency among computer man
ufacturers and those who are already
committed to digital imaging.
The technical feature of note is that
images no longer need to be defined by
the number of lines or the frame rate.
continued
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. High-Definition History

t is reasonable to date the genesis of
high-definition TV (HDTV) fmn the
late 1960s. In those years, NHK, the
Japanese broadcaster, began an effort
to investigate the parameters of a new
broadcasting system of far higher qual
ity than the existing NTSC standard that
has been in place since 1953.
The work was directed by Dr. Taka
shi Fujio at NHK Labs and was coordi
nated with a plethora of Japanese equip
ment manufacturers who attacked the
various component technologies. Sony
addressed cameras and recorders; Ike
gami developed cameras as well; and
NEC, Mitsubishi, and others developed
display devices, including projectors,
tubes, and processing electronics.
The main effort at NHK was directed
at a new system that could become a
world standard for TV broadcasting. It
was designed for direct-broadcast satel
lite distribution and required a 30-MHz
channel. Fujio's lab concentrated on the
psychophysics of image viewing and co
ordinated the new standard.
The results of this work surfaced in
the late 1970s. The first HDTV system
that was shown was a scaled-up version
of NTSC, based on analog processing
and featuring 1125 lines displayed with
a 5-to-3 aspect ratio.
To avoid the artifacts that are present
in NTSC TV, the system incorporated
new signal-modulation methods. The
artifacts ofNT SC are familiar, if not es
pecially objectionable, in normal view
ing. The two main ones are cross-color,
where high-frequency edges generate
spurious colors on the display, and
cross-luminance, where color transi
tions result in crawling dots adjacent to
or under the transition itself. The arti
facts are particularly troublesome in
computer-generated graphics, because
computers do not have to obey any of the
normal physical limitations on image
sharpness and resolution that most real
image systems suffer from.
The NTSC frame rate and interlaced
scanning pattern weren't changed in the
NHK system. In fact, you could charac
terize the system as roughly doubling
NTSC's ability to display still images.
Perhaps the most immediately evi
dent change was the apparent picture
width. A 5-to-3 aspect ratio is close to
most movie-exhibition standards and is
wide enough to contain two 8 Yi- by 11inch sheets of paper displayed side by
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side. The extra width is obvious even
before the set is turned on-this is a dis
tinctly different TV system.
In 1979, the NHK system was dem
onstrated worldwide, and efforts to ini
tiate a universal broadcasting standard
were begun shortly thereafter. The rest
of the world was scooped.
One result of this work was that the
rest of the world woke up and began
HDTV efforts of its own. Recognizing
that TV was an important technology
for consumers, defense, and industrial
applications, America and Europe
started new research. Nations that had
been using 50-Hz TV systems were par
ticularly troubled by the Japanese initia
tive, since the NHK system operates at
60 Hz and there is no known way to per
fectly translate (transcode) from one
frame rate to another.
In 1981, a compressed format forthe
30-MHz NHK studio standard, called
MUSE, was shown. The concept of a
production standard as distinct from a
distribution standard arose, and NHK
efforts centered on getting agreement on
a worldwide production standard.
This was a major change in the notion
of how you process TV, and its import
should not be neglected. Previously, all
work at NHK had concentrated on ana
log technology: better tubes, cameras,
recorders, and systems. The notion that
TV is synchronously viewed remained:
The same scanning standard was used
in the camera, the channel, and the re
ceiver; they all operated together.
By 1981, it became evident that digi
tal processing of the TV signal in real
time was reasonable within the lifetime
of the system and was mandatory for
achieving the compression necessary to
broadcast the signal; 30 MHz is just too
much bandwidth for normal broadcast
ing, cable TV, and satellites. The popu
larity of home recording equipment
contributed to the initiation of MUSE: A
whole generation of disks and VCRs
could then process the HDTV signal.
In 1985, NHK applied for certifica
tion as an international production stan
dard at the plenary session of the CCIR,
the international standards-setting body
sanctioned by the United Nations Inter
national Telecommunications Union
(ITU). This effort failed, however,
largely through the energies ofthe Euro
peans, who noted technical flaws in the
NHK system, such as artifact-prone

transcoding to 50-Hz systems.
Although NHK demonstrated high
quality standards-conversion equip
ment, it was expensive and imperfect.
The Europeans were also concerned
about accepting any totally foreign sys
tem; they wanted European TV to re
main the province of European indus
try. Nevertheless, the sleeping giants of
the world had been awakened, and once
in motion were hard to stop. Also, the
stakes were high.
The Europeans began a coordinated
multinational effort called Eureka-95
that premiered an all-European HDTV
system in 1988, and the FCC opened a
notice of inquiry in 1987 requesting
proposals for an American broadcast
standard for any new TV system that
could increase quality and justify the
continued (albeit sparse) use of the
much-fought-over UHF band. As ofthis
writing, there are at least seven propos
als before the FCC, each vying for the
American imprimatur. Selection could
be as early as 1993.
One impediment to HDTV is the con
sumer's demonstrated lack of interest in
the quality of the TV image. There is no
grass-roots demand for a new system,
and few consumers when faced with the
question of what is wrong with today's
TV will answer "artifacts." In fuct, one
recent test of stereophonic sound elicit
ed the response that the image on the
stereo receiver was better.
Further, a shadow-mask CRT display
becomes dimmer as its resolution in
creases. High-resolution workstations
are not nearly as bright as home TV sets
and are usually used in controlled-light
ing situations not at all like a modern
living room. The tubes are bulky and
deep. Thus, unless you are willing to
dim the lights, share the room with a
major piece of furniture, and reinforce
the floor, the full quality of higher defi
nition may well not be available until
new flat panels are perfected.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Fujio, T. " High Definition Television."
Proceedings ofthe IEEE, vol. 73 , no.
4, April 1985.
Ninomiya, Y. Transmission ofHDTV by
the MUSE System. JBS, 1985.
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Instead, you specify the precision or res grow, as laster printers and computer contain some important picture informa
tion-either fine-detail or precise-mo
olution of the image in terms of clarity screens do.
and frame rate. The underlying band
Extensible TV also brings with it some tion information. However, not all the
width (or storage requirement) of an potential to solve the 50-Hz/60-Hz di blocks are equally important for a high
image is proportional to the volume it oc lemma facing any new TV system pro quality viewing experience, nor can they
cupies in a three-dimensional space posed for worldwide use. By deliberately all necessarily be transmitted through
where the axes are its resolution vertical avoiding biasing its design toward one or existing channels or stored on available
ly, horizontally, and temporally.
the other of these numbers, extensible media. In some images, some of the
For example, imagine a cube that is as TV can be designed to work with either blocks are empty.
wide as the image is clear, as tall as it is or both. In fact, this is desirable, since
For example, a high-resolution still
sharp,andasdeepas the frame rate. The neither 50 Hz nor 60 Hz is the best num image doesn't require as high a frame
theme of extensible TV is that the band ber for a display.
rate for transmission as it does for dis
width is proportional to the volume of the
Workstations are moving to higher play. It is wasteful to send the same pic
cube but the actual system can allow frame rates to eliminate objectionable ture repeatedly when you could instead
flicker. Popular personal computers send additional detail - more spatial
many different shapes.
You would use this notion to build a have also deviated from the local broad blocks.
TV system in which each component in cast standard to improve quality, and this
The advantage of such a design is that
the image chain processes its image data has made interfacing to the world of each channel sends only as many blocks
to the best of its ability, independently. video problematic. Ideally, a new TV as it can afford. If you envision using
Movies, for example, have extremely system should be useful with worksta floppy disks for TV, then the low-den
high spatial resolution but a relatively tions if only to allow sophisticated use of sity ones can contain the same images as
low frame rate; TV systems generally imaging components in those environ double-density disks, but the latter ' s
images are clearer. Likewise, the com
have higher frame rates but significantly ments.
Some work has proceeded to define a puter prepared to display only a small
lower clarity. To some extent, the band
width requirements of movies and TV video format that breaks up the 3-D spa image needs to interpret only the low
are similar. The choice between line tial and temporal region defining resolu resolution blocks.
The cost of such an approach is that
rates and frame rates could literally be tion into smaller building blocks. In ah
extremely high-resolution and high every signal source has to transform
made on a moment-to-moment basis.
Such an approach to TV is extensible bandwidth TV system, all the blocks the signal into an intermediate format to
as the technology of cameras, proces
sors, channels (or storage media), and
displays evolve. A 5-inch TV receiver
that fits under the kitchen counter need
not have 1000 lines to produce a high
quality image. It need not process the
complete signal or display all the detail
that may be there. Similarly, with a
1000-Iine image, the 25-inch monitor at
the foot of the bed may look as good
as the kitchen receiver, but a wall-size
panel may require yet more lines and a
higher frame rate.
So you get an urge to
This is the same approach to imaging
buzz
the
Golden Gate Bridge.
that the computing industry uses. In per
Okay. You can ignore the
sonal computers and workstations, the
number of lines on a display is deter
FAA-but not the crosswinds.
mined by its size: Larger monitors have
Because in the world of
more lines, as do bigger pages. Lines per
Microsoft9 Flight Simulator·
inch rather than lines per page is the
4.0,
everything that happens
operative parameter. Building a larger
monitor by taking the same number of
is true to life.
lines and literally stretching them to fi t is
Banking, dim bing or
counterintuitive and seldom done.
dodging
thunderheads,your
plane
responds
with perfect realism
Similarly, in print, the measure of a
to your every move. Plus,you have 100,000,000 square miles of
picture is its point density. Laser printers
are described in those terms; you would
land to fly over. And four planes to choose from: a Cessna, a Lear
not expect a 400-dot-per-inch printer to
Jet,
a sailplane, or a dogfighters dream-the Sopwith Camel.
print an image smaller than that of a 300
Ask your Microsoft dealer about PC Flight Simulator.
dpi printer. The image is the same size,
Take it into the air. And
. ........._....,,,.,.,,
but it's printed in more detail.
The approach is called "extensible"
find out what they really mean
ffl~I&
because it makes no attempt to define the
by"the wild blue yonder:'
Making it all make sense"right" line count for TV systems that
will come into existence in the indefinite
For morr' 111)i1rm11/i,m. nil 180/IJ S.11-ft!lil. /Ji•/11. M.'il. C11str1111rr.~ Cm1wla. ral.I f. 1/li}67.'l-7fi:t8. 011tsi1/r Mirth Amairn.r·off f206)Hlt:!..W ifil ~1990Alic:ro.~"fl
C111/ >JJ/'ll/11111. .'\II rijthl.~ n•strml. Mirm.vi/i 1D11[ f//r Mirr11.~1/I lugu mr rl'Jd.~lf°rr•dtmdrmarks m1d ~bkinH ii a ll mak<· !'l'mt' i.~ " lrtulrmarl.· 11fi\lirn~'il1}i Cr1rpomti1111
future. Instead, the system is allowed to
Fli~hl Simul11!11r i' c1 nJ!i..Jo nl lmdrmmJ..· 11JS11 bUJ<:JC C111p11mtiou. 1t.~nl1mdcr licrn"'' by Mit11N;fl C1Jl'P<1mlir111.

Microsoft makes sure
you fly realistically. Ifs up to
you to fly responsibly.
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process the lines and frames of the image
sequence and deal them into the appro
priate block. This replaces the explicit
format of the image that TV has used for
the past 50 years. Also, each receiver
must be built to recombine the blocks to
suit its particular line count and frame
rate.
Such an idea is anathema to those who
believe that the electronics in consumer
devices are expensive, and it is somewhat
daunting to broadcasters and program
mers as well. Many in those industries
prefer a steadier ground on which to
tread; they do not like the potential for
obsolescence implied by an ever-growing
standard.
Extensible TV is far more closely re
lated to the computer industry. Computer
users are acclimatized to systems that
perform better with each generation and
do a job with a speed and precision pro
portional to the investment that is made
in them. The image of a TV broadcast
whose very format is like a computer
program is not as strange to that industry
as it is to broadcasters.
Perhaps the only traditional video cat
egory interested in extensible TV is the
production community. For them, the
benefits of easy international interchange
and evolution are valuable.

Intelligent TV
Another scenario for the development of
TV requiring no new regulated standard
involves the evolution of TV receivers
into personal computers optimized for
display. In many broadcasts, digital in
formation is already included in the sig
nal as closed-caption information; spe
cial equipment decodes this data and
subtitles the broadcast for the hearing
impaired.
A complete set of options could exist
for digitally augmenting the signal, both
visually and with text, to generate high
er-quality programs as well as individ
ualized telecasts. Ultimately, the pro
gram could literally be composed in the
TV set as the result of negotiation be
tween the viewer and the information in
the channel.
For example, the picture could depend
on the screen size, with added width for
large screens and added height for small
er sets. Or it could process only as many
lines as the display technology is capable
of rendering.
Even the camera angles used in a pro
gram could change from one household
to the next. It is well known that TV
shows are designed for a small screen
and movies for the exhibition hall. There
are more close-ups on TV and more pan

oramic views in the movies. Yet, if many
of the viewers have wall-size screens,
should those screens be used to enlarge
the flaws in the newscaster's makeup or
to give a broader view? Perhaps a way of
avoiding this decision is to leave it to the
viewer. Think of TV the same way you
think of a CAD program that lets you
select the viewpoint to suit the needs of
the moment.
The data can also be used to vary the
content of the program, allowing for al
ternative languages, additional data to
print a higher-quality still derived from
the broadcast, or an edited version suited
to the tastes of a particular audience (see
reference 4 ).
This intelligent receiver has been sug
gested in different forms by various peo
ple. Schreiber and Lippman describe an
open-architecture receiver with a bus
that can accept decoders for a variety of
standards. This bus can also be the site of
a processor that receives the transmis
sion data as a generalized language, or a
set of instructions that the receiver inter
prets to generate a picture.
For example, the frame rate can be
made variable, in trade for additional

spatial resolution (or vice versa), to suit
various types ofcontent. Graphics can be
locally generated to suit the viewer's sit
uation: fewer characters for small dis
plays, and greater screen percentage for
larger ones.
At the limit, once the signal is digital,
it is inherently divorced from synchrony
with the broadcaster and from real time.
The data stream exists independently of
any physical constraints. A complete 2
hour program can be compressed to sec
onds of transmission time, allowing new
freedoms of composition and diversity at
the time and place of viewing. The re
ceiver can "broadcatch" a plethora of in
formation that becomes a program only
when you decide to make it one. The
channel can be dynamically allocated
between spatiotemporal detail and con
tent-based information.

Computers and TV
There is little question that all forms
of image communication are poised to
move into the digital era. HDTV is the
most visible manifestation of this, but it
is not the only one. While it may be true
that new computers will appear similar
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to HDTV consumer sets, the research
done in the past few years on TV at all
bandwidths and quality levels is the di
rect cause of much excitement in the
computer world.
The same techniques used to squeeze a
high-resolution image through a broad
cast channel can also be used to compress
high-quality images onto audio compact
discs and to distribute movies through
computer networks. Much of this work
will bear fruit long before any agreement
on HDTV occurs and will almost cer
tainly exceed it in popularity for quite a
few years.
Examples abound. In September
1990, Kodak announced a digital still
photography system in which a high-res
olution digital version of each photo
graph is stored on CD. This high-res
olution image can be viewed on home TV
receivers or sent to a photo refinisher for
digital darkroom effects and printing.
By the time the system becomes avail
able, you can expect those pictures to re
side on a floppy disk and be printed in the
home.
The General Instrument HDTV sys
tem that was introduced in June has ex
tensions that make it useful at data rates
as low as 2.5 megabits per second. At
these rates, a full-resolution broadcast
image looks better than that of home
VCRs, and it approaches the best signal
that you can get on a home set. Exten
sions of this to computers are obvious
and inevitable.
An international group, the Motion
Picture Experts Group, has been work
ing for the past two years on a standard
for digital images at bandwidths that are
usable on audio CDs-approximately l. l
Mbps for the picture. MPEG expects to
release a draft proposal for a standard
in December, with manufacturers begin
ning to construct chips for it in early
1991.
A still-picture standard, called JPEG,
foc the Joint Picture Experts Group, has
drafted a standard for still images at any
resolution, from teletext to graphic arts
quality, and makers of new computer
systems (e.g., NeXT) are preparing
workstations that incorporate chips to
process JPEG-encoded images at video
rates. (MPEG and JPEG are discussed in
detail in "Putting the Squeeze on Graph
ics" on page 289.)
Whether these systems are called
HDTV or just advanced imaging is a
moot point. E-mail that includes sync
sound movies is around the corner, and
those pictures can be as good as you
wish, from VCR quality to HDTV and
beyond.

The Future
HDTV has placed us at a crossroads in
the way we deal with moving pictures.
The pictures will certainly get clearer,
but the underlying technology will shift
from low-capability analog receivers to
high-power digital signal processors. As
with all major technological changes, the
transition may not be smooth, and mis
takes may be made along the way, but the
direction is inevitable.
You can expect high-end computer
graphics to integrate HDTV technology
into normal use as equipment drops in
price. The wide screen is immediately
useful in some applications. Recording
equipment is critical in all cases where
TV output is normally used, and it will
become available. This is obvious and
unquestionable.
For the rest of th(: personal computer
world, the value is not hidden in the lines
but between them. HDTV and its deriva
tives are initiating a digital revolution
that is beginning now and gathering
steam. The challenge is not the new defi
nition of the image, but the new defini
tion of programming that this technology
forces us to make. •
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Speed

One of the first proven
OCR programs on the
market to run under
Microsoft Windows 3.0
in protected mode.

The fastest omnifont OCR
software available on the
market. Recognition rates
of appr. 100-140 cps
(Microsoft Windows)
or appr.
180-250 cps (MS-DOS)

No additional boards.
Feeds on characters not on
memory: all it needs
is 40 KB RAM
and 3 MB on your hard disk.

Speaks 'lour
Langw:zge
A unique program that
reads and understands
English, Spanish, French,
German along with most
other European
languages-even when
they are within the same
document.

.Jntdugerue
Automatic separation of
text and images.
Automatic recognition of
page layout.

Tl£xi6iuty

Supports all popular
word processing programs.

Operates in the MS-DOS
and the
Microsoft Windows
environment.
Accepts complex page
layouts, mixed fonts and
proportional spaced
documents.
Supports the highest
number of scanners in
the marketplace.

Price/Performance
Outstanding performance,
added flexibility, high
accuracy rate at a price
that is affordable to all
PC users.

Call for your demo diskette today: (1-800-255-4-0CR), P.O. Box 0218

Distributors:

FINLAND

AUSTRALIA

• CommNec

•Dataserv
Tel: 61-2/957-2066
AUSTRIA
•Artaker

Tel: 43-222/588-05-0
BELGIUM

•Maxcom
Tel: 32-2/526 9411
•Tritech
Tel : 32-2/466-7535
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
•IV-Agency
Tel: 42·21840970
DENMARK
•Torsana-dtp data
Tel: 45-43/43-35-99

Tel: 358·0/493100
FRANCE
• Apsylog
Tel: 33-1/40 26 22 32
GERMANY
•Computer 2000
Tel: 49-89/780-40-0
•Frank Audiodata
Tel : 49-7254/505-0

• Macrotron
Te l: 49-89/42-08-0
•Recognita
Bi.iroautomatisierung
Tel: 37-41/7957-256
GREECE
•Electel
Tel: 30-1/3607-521

IC ELAND
• Htifudlausn
Tel: 354· 1/687033

MEXICO

•Misemi
Tel: 52·51207·05·02

IRELAND

•Saunders Acquisition
Systems
Tel: 353-1/366-522
ITALY
•Vecomp
Te l: 39·45/5n500
JAPAN
•Suehiro Koeki Kaisha,
Ltd.
Tel: 81-52/251-3721
LUXEMBOURG

•Burovision
Tel : 352-470951

Los Angeles, CA 90048

NORWAY
•!CT Databolin
Tel: 47-2/79-58-80
POLAND
•FX Przeds. Inf.
Tel: 48-12/56-57-76
SPAIN
•Computer 2000
Espana
Tel: 34-3-473-16-60
• CSE! SA
Tel: 34-3/336-33-62
• ST!
Tel: 34-1/45-869-45

SWEDEN
•lsogon AB
Tel: 46·81732·87·37
SWITZERLAND
•ScanSet
Tel: 41-56/96-49-83
TURKEY
•EKSPA
Tel: 90-4-139-66-11
UNITED KINGDOM
• lntac Data Systems
Tel: 44-709/547177
•MSL Dynamics
~or Africa)
el: 44-2931547-788
YUGOSL AVIA
•LTS
Tel : 38-11/190-572

Recognition speed measured on an IBM AT/386, 33 MHz
Microsoft Windows an d MS·DOS are trademarks at Microsoft Corp.

Circle 266 on Reader Ser~ice C arrJ

Tel: (408) 749-9935

OEM Partners:

•Aceret
SWEDEN
Tel: 46-766/355-30
•Deutsche Nichimen
GERMANY
Tel: 49-211/3551-202
•EHG
GERMANY
Tel: 49-745117051-2
•Future Technology
AUSTRIA
Tel: 43-222/866350

•Getronics
HOLLAND
Tel: 31-20-5861509
•Hewlett-Packard
AUSTRIA
Tel: 43-222/25-00-0

Fax: (408) 730-1180

•Microlek Electronics
Europe
GERMANY
Tel: 49-211/52607-0
•Microtek International
TAIWAN
Tel: 886-35m2155
•Mitsubishi Electric
Europe
GERMANY
Tel: 49-2102/486359
• Pentax Europe
BELGIUM
Tel: 32-2725 0570
•Ricoh Europe
GERMANY
Tel: 49-211/5285-0
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Graphics Engines

'

The stunning graphics images available on today's desktops are products ofa new generation ofgraphics hardware.
Below are listed manufacturers ofhigh-resolution graphics boards for PC, Macintosh, and Unix systems.
I 

.. '

.l _J

Abaton
I
r
(Everex)
48431 Milmont Dr.
Fremont, CA 94583
(415) 683-2226
Inquiry 1225.

...

ADEXCorp.
1750 Junction Ave.
San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 436-9700
Inquiry 1226.
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Inquiry 1227.
.,
I

Data Translation, Inc.
100 Locke Dr.
Marlborough, MA
01752
(508) 481-3700
Inquiry 1234.

Headland Technology
46221 Landing Pkwy.
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 623-7857
Inquiry 1241.

Enertronics Research,
Inc.
5 Station Plaza
1910 Pine St.
St. Louis, MO 63103
(314) 421-2771
Inquiry 1236.

ATI Technologies, Inc.
3761 Victoria Park Ave.
Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada M 1W 3S2
(416) 756-0718
Inquiry 1229.

General Parametrics
Corp.
1250 Ninth St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 524-3950
Inquiry 1237.

Bell & Howell Co.
Quintar Division
370 Amapola Ave.,
Suite 106
Torrance, CA 90501
(213) 320-5700
Inquiry 1230.

Generation X
Technologies, Inc.
333 West El Camino
Real, Suite 310
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 739-4570
Inquiry 1238.

Boca Research, Inc.
6401 Congress Ave.
Boca Raton, FL 33487
(407) 997-6227
Inquiry 1231.
;a

..

Groundhog Graphics
101 East Mahoning St.
Punxsutawney, PA
15767
(814) 938-8943
Inquiry 1240.

Desktop
Computing, Inc.
2635 North First St.,
Suite 203
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 943-9409
Inquiry 1235.

Artists Graphics
(Control Systems Corp.)
2675 Patton Rd.
St. Paul, MN 55113
(612) 631-7800
Inquiry 1228.

Calcomp, Inc. -: •
2411 West
La Palma Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 821-2000
Inquiry 1232.

Compaq Computer
Corp.
20555 State Hwy. 249
Houston, TX 77070
(713) 370-0670
Inquiry 1233.

Genoa Systems
75 East Trimble Rd.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 432-9090
Inquiry 1239.

..

Hercules Computer
Technology, Inc.
921 Parker St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 540-6000
Inquiry 1242.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
19091 Pruneridge Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 725-8900
Inquiry 1243.

Matrox Electronics
Sytems, Ltd.
1055 St. Regis
Dorval, Quebec,
Canada H9P 2T4
(514) 685-2630
Inquiry 1248.
MegaGraphics, Inc.
439 Calle San Pablo
Camarillo, CA 93010
(805) 484-3799
Inquiry 1249.


.•
·:

Megatek
9645 Scranton Rd.
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 455-5590
Inquiry 1250 .

Metheus Corp.
1600 Northwest
Compton Dr.
Beaverton, OR 97006
(503) 690-1550
Inquiry 1251.

·111

.....
••

..JI

I

I' J

~~

Imaging
Technology, Inc.
600 West Cummings
Park
Woburn, MA 01801
(617) 938-8444
Inquiry 1244.

Micron
Technology, Inc.
2805 East Columbia Rd.
Boise, ID 83706
•
(208) 383-4000
Inquiry 1252.

Imagraph Corp.
11 Elizabeth Dr.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
(508) 256-4624
Inquiry 1245.

Microway
Research Park
I
_J
P .O. Box 79
Kingston, MA 02364
~
(508) 746-7341
Inquiry 1253.
..._.i-1

Laser Master Corp.
7156 Shady Oak Rd.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(612) 944-9330
Inquiry 1246.
Logos Technology
809 South Lemon Ave.
Walnut, CA 91789
(714) 869-7789
Inquiry 1247.

.. ,

•

IC

•

I

1
i.

Monolithic
Systems Corp.
7050 South Tucson Way
Englewood, CO 80112
(800) 526-7661
Inquiry 1254.

~·

•,
I

I

MylexCorp.
47650 Westinghouse Dr.
Fremont, CA 94539
(415) 683-4600
•
Inquiry 1255.
continued
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National Design

PC Tech, Inc.

Sota Technology, Inc.

9171 Capital of Texas
Hwy.N
Austin, TX 78759
(512) 343-5055

907 North Sixth St.
Lake City, MN 55041
(612) 345-4555

559 Weddell Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 745-1111

Inquiry 1264.

Inquiry 1423.

Personal Computer
Peripherals Corp.

STB Systems, Inc.

Univision
Technologies, Inc.
3 Burlington Woods
Burlington, MA 01803
(617) 221-6700

Inquiry 1256.

Inquiry 1138.

NEC
Technologies, Inc.
1414 Massachusetts
Ave.
Boxborough, MA 01719
(508) 264-8000

4710 Eisenhower Blvd.,
Building A-4
Tampa, FL 33634
(813) 884-3092

....

New Media
Graphics Corp.

Princeton Graphic
Systems

780 Boston Rd.
Billerica, MA 01821
(508) 663-0666

1100 Northmeadow
Pkwy., Suite 150
Roswell, GA 30076
(404) 664-1010

Inquiry 1258.

Inquiry 1266.

NSA

Princeton Publishing
Labs, Inc.

800 South St.
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 893-5700

.,

Inquiry 1259.

725 Concord Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 492-0999

1710 Fortune Dr.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 434-1010

Inquiry 1260.

Inquiry 1268.

25 South Ave.
New Canaan, CT 06840
(203) 966-3226

-•

Inquiry 1261.
OmniComp
Graphics Corp.

•

1734 West Belt N
Houston, TX 77043
(713) 464-2990

Ramtek Corp.

SuperMac Technology

Ventek Corp.

485 Potrero Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 245-2202

31336 Via Colinas,
Suite 102
Westlake Village, CA
91362
(818) 991-3868

Symbolics, Inc.

Inquiry 1140.

8 New England
Executive Park
Burlington, MA 01803
(617) 221-1000

Vermont
Microsystems, Inc.

Inquiry 1133.

11 Tigan St.
Winooski, VT 05404
(802) 655-2860

Tecmar, Inc.

Inquiry 1141.

6225 Cochran Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
(216) 349-0600

Western Digital
Imaging

Inquiry 1134.

•

Truevision, Inc.

2500 Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 562-4200

Inquiry 1142.

321 Soquel Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 738-3194

Inquiry 1269.
RasterOps Corp.

2445 McCabe Way
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 863-0102

Trident
Microsystems, Inc.

Inquiry 1135.

-

7351 Shadeland Station,
Suite 100
Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317) 841-0332

Inquiry 1136.

Inquiry 1270.
Tseng Labs, Inc.
Renaissance GRX, Inc.
...._·

45365 Northport
LoopW
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 683-0300

226I16th Ave. NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
(206) 454-8086

IO Pheasant Run
Newtown, PA 18940
(215) 968-0502

Inquiry 1137.

Inquiry 1421.
Sigma Designs, Inc.

Inquiry 1263.

46501 Landing Pkwy.
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 770-0100

•
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Inquiry 1139.

1525 Atteberry Lane
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 954-2700

.-.

Orchid
Technology, Inc.

Inquiry 1131.

Inquiry 1132.

Inquiry 1267.
Radius, Inc.

...

111 Pacifica, Suite 2150
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 727-2452

..

19 Wall St.
Princeton, N108540
(609) 924-1153

Number Nine
Computer Corp.

Nutmeg Systems

Vectrix

1651 North Glenville,
Suite 210
Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 234-8750

Inquiry 1265.

Ii •

Inquiry 1257.

Inquiry 1262.

....
.....,•
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Inquiry 1422.
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Inclusion in the resource
guide should not be taken
as a BYTE endorsement
or recommendation.
Likewise, omission from
the guide should not be
taken negatively. The
information here was
believedto be accurate
at the time ofwriting, but
BYTE cannot be
responsible for omissions,
errors, or changes that
occur after compilation of
the guide.

..

THE NEW MICRO-CAP Ill:
SO YOU CAN TEST-FLY
EVEN MORE MODELS.
It wasn't easy. But we did it. Made the

long-time best-selling IBM® PC-based
interactive CAE tool even better.
Take modeling power. We've significantly
expanded math expression capabilities to
permit comprehensive analog behavioral
modeling. And, beyond Gummel Poon BJf
and Level 3MOS, you're now ready for
nonlinear magnetics modeling. Even
MESFET modeling.
Analysis and simulation is faster, too.
Because the program's now in "C" and
assembly language. That also means more
capacity- for simulating even larger
circuits.
As always, count on fast circuit crea
tion, thanks to window-based operation
and aschematic editor. Rapid, right-from
schematics analysis-AC, DC, fourier and
transient-via SPICE-like routines. The
ability to combine digital/analog circuit
simulations using integrated switch
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Scbematic editor

Monte Carlo analysis
Circle 289 on Reader Service Can!

models and parameterized macros. And
stepped component values that stream
line multiple-plot generation.
And don't forget MICRO-CAP Ill's
extended routine list-from impedance,
Nyquist diagrams and BH plots to Monte
Carlo for statistical analysis of production
yield. The algebraic formula parsers for
plotting virtually any function. The support
for Hercules, CGA, MCGA, EGA and VGA dis
plays. Output for plotters and laser printers.
Cost? Still only $1495. Evaluation ver
sions still only $151. Brochure and demo
disk still free for the asking. Call or write
for yours today. And see how easily you can
get ideas up and flying.

1021 S.Wolfe Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 738-4387

Every Day, Hundreds OfPeople Abandon
Their Keyboard And Buy Northgate OmniKeys.

NOW! Find Out
RiskFreeFor60Days!
Order an OmniK.ey and put
it to the test ... if you don't
think it's worth every penny
you paid, we'll buy it back!
There is no faster-or
better-way to type! See for
yourself! With OmniKc~, you
don't need to "eye check" the
monitor to know you've made
an entry. Crisp ALPS key
switches let you know with
sound and sensation!
Put an OmniKey to the test.
You'll see, OmniKcy is not just
a replacement keyboard, it's a
system upgrade! Order now and
we'll deliver one to your home
or office for(){) days RISK

FREE! You have nothing to
lose ... everything to gain!

All OmniKeys Have
These Outstanding
Features:
• Unmatched Com
patahility; Ask us! We
"""' " keyb<'"rd frr your
lllM type computer!

• LED Indicators show
SCROLL. CAPS. "nd
NU!\11 lock srntus "t "
gbnce.
• FCC Class 13 Certified
• 5-~{car Warrantv-the
industry's scrongc~l! If you
""'·e "ny problems of
materials or workmanship,
Norrhg"te will rep"ir or
repl"ce your keybo"rd AT
Ml CHARGE!
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OmniKey/ULTRA With F-Keys Oh Top And Left!
PC Computing said "keyboards
don't get any better than this." (July
'90) ULTRA gives you 12 Function
keys on left. PLUS 12 switchable
Special Function keys on top, for one
key CTRL, ALT, SHIFT combination
commands.
ULTRA's Interchangeable keys let you
swap CTRL, AL:T and CAPS LOCK
keys on left-and the ASTERISK and
BACKSLASH keys on right. ULTRA's
one-piece steel base is self-stabilizing
for sure-handed typing. The ultimate
keyboard for power users!

OmniKey/ULTRA

ONLY 5149°0

OmniKey!ULTRA Features:
• Deluxe I llJ key byout.
• 12 Function (F) keys on left.
• 12 Speci"I Function (SF) keys on rop
use them "s duplic"te F-keys or cre"te
m"cro functions of combined CTRL.
AIT or SHIFT combin"tion comm"nds.
• lmerch"nge"ble AL:l'. CAPS LOCK "nd
CTRL keys on left.
• Switch"ble ASTERISK "nd
BACKSLASH on right.
• Sq1"rnte di"mond-sh"ped cursor kevp"d.
• C"lcubtor style numeric keyp"d with
e't'" equals key.
• Period/comm" lock-locks our
punctuacion in!
• Lifetime qu"lity double injected keyc"ps.
• Kevs color coded for use with
w,;rdPerfect.

< >,

F-Keys on left, top or both-ifs up to you!
OrrmiKey/102 Features:

OmniKey/102 With F-Keys Oh Left
First keyboard to get back to the
basics! Most people learned to type
with function keys on left for fast, one
hand combination commands.
OmniKey/102 delivers this and more.
That's why readers of Computer
Shopper made OmniKey/10 2 their

"Best Buy!" You can customize
OmniKey/102, too! If you prefer the
standard IBM enhanced layout, you
can swap the CTRL, ALT and CAPS
LOCK keys. The best 102 key
keyboard available works with virtually
every IBM-type personal computer.

• Innovative IOZ key layouc.
• 12 Function keys on che Ide.
• Incercha ngeable ALT, CA PS LOCK,
aml CTRL ke ys.
• Large L-shaped E N TER key.
• Separate inverted T cursor keypad.
• Calculacor-scyle numeric keypad ll"ith
added Equals key.
• Incerchangeable Backslash and
As terisk keys.
• Lifetime quality double injccccd
keycaps.
• Keys color coded for use ll"ich
WordPerfecc.

OmniKey/102

ONLY599°

0

OmniKey/101-1 Features:
• Enhanced 101 key layo ut.
• 12 Function keys on cop.
• Inte rchangeable CAPS LOCK and
Ide C TRL keys.
• L arge L -shaped EN TER key.
• Double size BACKSPACE.
• Inverted T cursor conuol pad.
• Calculaco r-scyle numeric keypad ll"i!h
added Equals key.
• Lifetime q uality double injected
keycaps.
• Kevs color coded for use ll"ich

OmniKey/101-1 With F-Keys Oh Top
Many people have become
accustomed to the standard IBM
layout. For you, we've duplicated,
well nearly, the IBM layout (we
couldn't resist making a couple of
improvements). We made
OnmiKey/101-I with a footprint 20%

smaller than IBM's- saves desk space!
We also weren't willing to compromise
OmniKey's double wide BACKSPACE
key and large ),,-shaped ENTER
key-they mean too much in terms of
increased speed and accuracy.
Customers worldwide agree!

CHARGE IT! We accept VISA and MasterCard.

800-526-2446

HOURS: Mon.·Fri. 7 a.m. !O \0 p.m.; Sac. 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. Central. Dealer and distributor prices available.

Se habla espaflol por su conveniencia.

W~rdperfecc.

OmniKey/101-1

ONLY S89°0

FAX Your Order! 612-943-8332
N otice to the Hearing Impaired: Norchgace now
has TDD capability: 800-535-0602

(£;Copyrighc Norchgatc Computer Systems, Inc. 1990. All rights reserved. Nonhgate. OmniKey and the llig 'N' logo are trademarks of Northgatc Computer Systems. Other brand names arc trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective owners. Specifications subject to change without notice. Subject to occasional inventory shortage . ~. \Ve support the ethical use of software. To rcpor< sohwarc copyright violations, ca\1 the
Software Publishers Association's Anti-Piracy Hotline at \-800-388-PIR8.

Circle 213 on Reader Service Card
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ILLUSTRATION: PETER GORSKI© I990

FEATURE

PORTABLE
CHIPS
Chip designers are helping make lnptops smaller,
more powerful, and more efficient
Owen Linderholm
he original IBM PC was designed with circuitry to help the CPU drive the other parts of the
system: the bus, keyboard, display, periph
erals, and memory. These logical functions re
quired a number of ICs, which took up a great
deal of board space and system real estate.
As other companies started to copy the PC, they looked for
ways to build systems more economically. They began to make
chips that performed a number of the functions involved in the
system logic, a trend called integration.
Since the introduction of original PC, there have also been
numerous technological developments in mass storage, mem
ory, processors, and displays. IBM and others have used these
techniques in ATs and compatibles, providing increasingly
powerful solutions that nevertheless remain backward compat
ible. Driven by these factors, chip manufacturers have been
able to decode all the logic required to build a PC compatible
and put it on a few chips, simplifying the process of manufac
turing a PC.
These manufacturers-companies such as Intel, Advanced
Micro Devices (AMO), and Chips & Technologies-are always
looking for ways to make their chip sets stand out above those of
their competitors. One area where this is becoming increasing
ly possible is in the laptop market.

T

Let's Get Small
Laptops call for design philosophies and techniques that are
substantially different from those of desktop systems. The
manufacturers of laptop chip sets need to consider size, form
factor, weight, power consumption, displays, mass storage op
tions, memory, performance, and price. Interestingly, it is in
laptops that manufacturers stray farthest from the IBM stan
dard. IBM has never produced a successful laptop, so there are
no de facto standards to adhere to except that of DOS compati
bility.
The result has been a proliferation of laptop styles, ranging
from the basic PC compatible with a single floppy disk drive

and a crude CGA LCD screen (e.g., the Toshiba T 1000) to the
brand-new 4-pound, hard disk-equipped VGA wonders from
Sharp and Texas Instruments to innumerable 386SX-based lap
tops that have more power but are heavier. Another innovation
that may point the way to the future is the "palmtop" IBM com
patible, such as the one from Poqet. A palmtop has more power
than the original PC in a package that's not much larger than a
calculator (see photo 1).

Chip-Set Basics
Before looking into the special nuances of laptop chip sets, I
want to review the typical functions of the chip sets found in
most PC or AT compatibles. Basically, the chip set provides
support logic for the processor, transforming instructions and
signals from the processor into signals that can be understood
by other components of the system and vice versa. Typical chip
sets now operate in four or five main areas:
• The bus controller chip carries signals from the processor to
the system bus. It provides timing and arbitration signals for the
bus and, when necessary, performs buffering to feed signals
along the bus so they won't conflict with each other.
• The peripheral controller chip generally controls hard and
floppy disk drives and, often, the parallel port. It controls the
flow of data between the processor and these peripherals.
• Memory-control chips perform similar functions for the
RAM and ROM in a system, physically fetching data from the
RAM and returning it to the processor. They also control mem
ory refresh, passing signals to periodically update memory so
the RAM contents don't fade.
• There is usually an 110 chip that controls serial I/O and,
sometimes, the parallel port and other peripheral devices in the
system.
• Finally, most chip sets now include a display controller in
some form. This may be combined with the I/O chip in the case
of a simple monochrome display but is more commonly a sepa
rate VGA controller chip.
continued
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C orrect
clocking is more important
to a microcomputer than a steady
heartbeat is to the human body.

Most chip sets also control timing for the whole system, in
cluding the processor. They take signals from the system's
clock crystals and use them to keep the various parts of the sys
tem operating in sync. This is probably the single most impor
tant function of the chip set, since correct clocking is more im
portant to a microcomputer than a steady heartbeat is to the
human body. Chip ·sets also usually control parity generation,
accesses to memory, shadowing RAM and ROM, data and ad
dress buffering, and other less important functions.
Currently, most computers use three or four chips to control
these functions. However, several companies have announced
that they have integrated all of them onto a single chip. This
allows manufacturers to build systems using a processor, a chip
set on one chip, some RAM chips, and various other nonsilicon
electronic devices. Such high levels of integration are allowing
manufacturers to make system boards that are only a few inches
on a side. This means that it's possible to fit all the other com
ponents of a system-slots, disk drives, and the power supply
into a much smaller box than what used to be needed.

Today's Laptop
The average laptop today is an AT compatible with a floppy disk
drive and a hard disk drive. It has a flat-panel LCD screen,
which may be either high-quality CGA or low-quality VGA.
There are numerous problems with building such systems,
which is why far fewer companies are making laptops than
there are companies making desktop systems.
The first issue is size. Generally speaking, the smaller the
laptop, the more successful it will be. But it takes more engi-

Photo I: The high levels
ofintegration in Intel 's
386SL and 82360SL chips
allow all the basic
components ofa computer
to fit on this 4- by
6-inch motherboard, an
experimental design for
palmtop systems.
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neering expertise to put all thecomponentsof a desktop system
into a unit that will fit on your lap. Manufacturers want chip
sets that are highly integrated so the motherboards will be more
compact and take up less space. They also want chip sets to be
flexible, making it easier to design a board layout that works
well with the physical design ofthe system.
The next issue, and probably the most important, is power.
This is the issue that drove the development of special chip sets
for laptops, and it is the area that manufacturers almost uni
formly focus on. Manufacturers either use a DC-to-DC con
verter to ensure a good-level voltage from the power supply to
the system, or they try to supply a good voltage directly, in the
form of a high-quality battery pack.
The battery approach is a little more risky, especially when a
battery starts to run out. As power gets low , power levels can
fluctuate. To avoid permanent damage to the system, manufac
turers must use components that are more resistant to voltage
fluctuations (and therefore more expensive). The disadvantage
of using a DC-to-DC converter is that it has a small power over
head and decreases overall battery life by about 15 percent. In
both cases, manufacturers try to extend the battery life as long
as possible.
In addition, many components of a laptop system are sources
of heavy power drain. The clearest example is a backlit LCD
screen. Although backlighting makes the screen much easier to
read, it drains a significant amount of power from the system.
Chips & Technologies, perhaps the biggest chip-set manufac
turer, estimates that under the best conditions the backlight
uses about 12 percent to 15 percent of the system power.
A simple solution-found early on by the chip-set manufac
turers-was to switch the backlight off when it wasn't needed.
To do this, most chip sets monitor keyboard activity and turn
off the backlight (and often the whole display) if you don't hit a
key within a certain period of time. This solution, while saving
power, has its problems. If you're simply looking at the screen
thinking about what to do next, or if the system is performing a
long and difficult calculation, turning offthe backlight may not
be desirable. Some chip sets are designed to monitor processor
and video activity to determine when the backlight and display
should go off.
Chip sets can also save power by powering down the whole
system when it is not being used. This is not the same thing as
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turning the system off. Most laptops now have the ability to sus
pend and resume operation. They do this by powering down the
entire system except memory and the processor-or even every
thing but the memory, if they take the trouble to store processor
values in memory first. This technique is usually under the di
rect command of the user or kicks in after prolonged periods of
inactivity.
Similarly, some disk drive manufacturers have now put low
power and power-down modes of operation into their drives.
Chip-set makers are starting to support them by having their
chip sets put hard disk drives into idle when they are not used,
or even sometimes powering them down.
Following the trend toward using lower-power components,
chip-set makers now provide versions of their chip sets that
consume less power. These, of course, are more expensive, as
are the chip sets that include power-saving features. Memory
makers are also bringing out DRAM chips that need to be re
freshed far less often. Chip-set manufacturers have not yet
brought out many products to support these, but more should be
available soon.

Controlling Displays
Another issue for laptop makers is what display to use. Users
are voting for higher-quality displays by buying systems that
have them. To meet this demand, chip makers are now supply
ing low-power VGA chips as part of their laptop chip sets.
Closely linked with the display is the question of the user in
terface. For most laptop users, this means the keyboard and
DOS. However, since the advent of 386SX-based laptops, users
have begun to use graphical user interfaces, such as Windows
3.0. This means that they will also want pointing devices, such
as mice. Some systems now have built-in devices, such as track
balls, that let you control these graphical environments more
readily.
Many manufacturers foresee pen-based and voice-based in
terfaces as the way forward for laptops, and perhaps for all
computers. These kinds of interfaces and the applications driv
ing them will require more computing horsepower-at the very
least, a 386SX. The added horsepower in turn requires more
power to drive it, taking manufacturers back to the question of
power consumption.

Working Together
One last big issue remains for the makers of laptop chip sets:
compatibility. This may seem trivial, but the specialized chip
sets for laptops, particularly in the power management area,
put an added strain on the processor and operating system. In
particular, system logic chips make tremendous use of hard
ware interrupts to the processor to coordinate and deliver all
the signals to and from the processor. Every interrupt slows
down some other operation of the processor by a small margin.
Power management features slow the processor down a lot,
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This block diagram shows the CHIPSlite chip set from Chips & Technologies. In addition to standard circuits that control
graphics, keyboard, and //Odevices, the chip set includes an 82C641 power management chip. The 82C641 supports
SmartSleep, a technique for determining when the system can safely be put into sleep n;ode.

because the chip-set logic is continually monitoring the proces
sor to see if it can shut some portion of the system down.
Turning parts of the system on and off takes interrupts. If
done at the wrong time, interrupts can result in system crashes
and data loss. In particular, applications using external high
speed communications (e.g., networking) or add-in cards are
likely to suffer from being interrupted by power management
features.
Correct access to memory is another area that may be af
fected by power management features in a laptop chip set. This
is a special concern in a protected-mode environment where
memory could be switched off at the command of one paused
application even though others are still running.

Laptop Chip-Set Solutions
Currently, laptop chip-set makers address these problems in
various ways. The most common method for dealing with size
is to assume that more integration means a smaller form factor
and less weight. Intel has gone so far as to state that its goal is a
single-chip AT that includes processor, chip set, and memory.
A single chip such as this would allow laptop manufacturers
to follow two paths. One would be to make extremely small,
basic AT-compatible systems: palmtops or even smaller ma
chines. The more likely path would be to free up space on the
motherboard to allow future extensions to a laptop, such as net
working devices (and even wireless networking), Flash mem
ory cards, pen-input technology, much larger memories, fax
modems, and voice-recognition devices.
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Chip sets for dealing with alternative display and user-input
devices are already being produced. To ease the limitations of
color laptop displays, a couple of companies are making RAM
DACs: specialized display chips that provide display RAM,
DI A converters for the display, and controls for color lookup
tables.
Cirrus Logic is producing a RAMDAC that allows existing
color flat-panel screens to display far more colors than they cur
rently can-up to full 256-color VGA modes-without modify
ing the display itself. Edsun Labs is making a chip that provides
automatic antialiasing and can make a regular VGA monitor
display thousands of colors rather than the usual 256. Technol
ogies like these are rapidly making good color displays for lap
tops a reality.
However, minimizing power consumption is where the main
problem still lies. Semiconductor technology is advancing
rapidly, but power and battery-storage technology is improving
far more slowly. Most companies are using brute-force ap
proaches to power management where selected parts of the sys
tem are turned off when not needed. In addition, most of their
new chip sets now support modes that slow down or even turn
off the CPU when not needed, and many support lower DRAM
refresh rates.
A good example of this is the new 286LX from AMO (see
"AMO Gets Closer to Building an AT Motherchip," October
Microbytes). The 286LX is a complex single chip that performs
many of the functions that are usually performed by several
chips. It includes AMD's 80C286 CPU on the chip. The
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286LX has a CPU-shutdown mode that turns off the 80C286
portion of the chip, and a standby mode that turns off all system
clocking except for DRAM refresh. DRAM refreshing is stag
gered so that the power drain is more constant and peak current
demands are reduced. This chip is extremely well integrated
and could be used to build a laptop with fewer than 20 chips on
board, including DRAM.
However, as advanced as this solution is, it doesn't save
enough power to dramatically increase battery life. Chips &
Technologies is taking an approach that, while similar, uses
more on-chip intelligence to examine power usage and deter
mine the best way to turn off parts of the system to reduce
power requirements but keep the system operating efficiently.
The new CHIPSlite chip set (see the figure) offers a less well
integrated solution that should, however, perform better at
power management.
The CHIPSlite chip set uses between five and seven chips. It
features Chips & Technologies' own BIOS, which includes
power management routines. The chips provide address buf
fers, address and data multiplexers, a special power manage
ment chip, an integrated BIOS, a peripheral interface, an 110
interface, and a keyboard controller.
The important chip in this set is the 82C641 power manage
ment chip. It supports sleep modes, standby modes, automatic
backlight shutoff, modem ring, and slow-refresh DRAMs. The
82C641 uses a new refresh technique that reduces power re
quirements, and you can program it to power on at a preset
time.
However, what sets the 82C641 apart is a technique that
Chips & Technologies calls SmartSleep. SmartSleep is an ad
vanced algorithm that makes a statistical analysis of how often
an application polls the keyboard. It looks at the number of
calls between certain time periods and then sets minimum and
maximum values. It then sets a spread of values to determine
when it is safe to put the system into sleep mode.
Sleep mode conserves power by stopping or slowing clocks
to the CPU, taking advantage of the CMOS property that
CMOS gates do not consume power except when they are
switched. Stopping or slowing the transitions thus reduces the
amount of power used.
The 80C286 processor is a static chip that can keep values
even when stopped, so sleep modes on 286-based laptops actu
ally stop the CPU altogether. The 386SX and 386DX chips are
dynamic and therefore need to be refreshed by clocking. This
can be done at speeds as low as 2 or 4 MHz-rather than the
usual 16 MHz or higher-saving a considerable percentage of
the power consumed by the processor.
All these transitions take place so fast that it is often safe to
put the processor into sleep mode between keystrokes while a
user is typing. Thus, using sleep modes effectively can save a
considerable amount of power. However, sleep modes must be
used carefully because it is conceivable that some event may
occur while the processor is asleep. For example, an extremely
rapid typist might lose keystrokes if the processor went too
quickly into sleep mode. Chips & Technologies estimates that
up to 35 percent of system power is saved when it is operating in
sleep mode.
It is clear that carefully planned sleep modes can save con
siderable power and protect users from losing data. Most chip
sets take a conservative approach and use sleep modes only
when a certain interval has passed without keyboard activity.
The Chips & Technologies SmartSleep technique allows the
system to analyze usage patterns and intelligently determine
when to turn sleep on and off. The algorithm is coded in firm
ware on the 82C641 chip and is user-configurable. You can

even save usage patterns for different applications to customize
SmartSleep for the application being run.
Standby modes turn more of the system off-everything ex
cept the memory, which could be slow-refresh memory. This
mode can save over 95 percent of the power required by full
operation. Chips & Technologies claims that its combination of
low power consumption, SmartSleep, and other power-saving
devices can extend the battery life of a typical laptop by a third
or more.

Intel's Solution
Most chip-set solutions may now be obsolete, however. Intel
has recently introduced a new version of the 386SX processor,
the 386SL, designed for laptops. It is slightly faster than the
386SX and works with the 82360SL, a new companion chip
that provides the Industry Standard Architecture bus architec
ture and most of the necessary 110 for a system.
The 386SL (see photo 2) has several unique features. It has
integrated cache memory control, consumes less power, and is
a static design. It also includes a high-speed peripheral bus that
is intended for use with high-performance graphics, Flash
memory, and disk systems.
However, the 386SL's biggest innovation is the addition of a
new system management interrupt (SMI) and separate system
management memory and 110 address spaces. This new inter
rupt is transparent to the rest of the processor and to any operat
ing system running on the processor. It is designed for use by
hardware manufacturers who want to program in power man
agement features. The SMI provides the ability to suspend and
resume operations, send peripherals such as hard and floppy
disk drives into standby modes, control the CPU clock speed,
and control uninterruptible power supplies. The SMI can be ex
ternally programmed so that manufacturers can add their own
extensions for any form of power management.
The SMI is a hardware-level interrupt that takes priority over
all other interrupts on the system. As such, it could conceivably
be used for functions other than power management. Intel
claims that, despite the obvious performance penalty for the
rest of the processor when the SMI takes over, the overall per
formance of the 386SL is better than that of the 386SX. Intel
also anticipates that using these chips and other low-power
parts could extend the battery life of a system by 50 percent.
Intel has also put power management facilities into the
82360SL support chip (see photo 3), which includes timers,
controls 110, and has event recognizers to trigger the SMI for
the 386SL. It also can support Intel ' s Flash memory system,
powering a computer for several weeks when in suspend mode,
rather than the usual few hours.

Good Things in Small Packages
Chip manufacturers are currently prototyping chips that will be
smaller and more efficient and will feature even higher levels of
integration than today's chips offer. In the near future, you can
expect to see a single-chip AT that will allow powerful systems
to fit into very small packages. Features like Intel's SMI will
allow portables to incorporate new power-saving techniques
and other management functions.
It's only been in the last few years that manufacturers have
taken laptop chip-set technology seriously, and already great
advances have been made. It seems likely that chip sets will
soon be able to make up for battery-life limitations and dramat
ically extend the lives of portable computers. •
Owen Linderholm is a news editor for BYTE in San Francisco.
He can be reached on BlX as "owenl . "
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RELATIONAL
DATABASES:
THE REAL STORY
Are you sure you 're using a relational database manager?
Think again.
Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols
ave you noticed that every food product in the duced it to the world in his classic Communications ofthe ACM
land is now advertised as being "light"? It paper entitled "A Relational Model for Large Shared Data
doesn't matter at all if there is any truth to the Banks."
claims. Light is one of the new buzzwords, so
Since then, Codd and his colleagues have been beating the
drum for RDBMSes, both within and outside the walls ofIBM.
everyone is using it.
Of course, food vendors aren't the only ones to play fast and To make certain that everyone got the idea, Codd summed up
loose with language. Computer companies do the same thing. the definition of RDBMS in a set of rules (see the text box
Computer vendors use hype phrases like "turbo" and "object
''Codd's Commandments" on page 322).
oriented." One term with a precise definition, relational data
In a way it's funny that so many programs try to wrap them
base management system (RDBMS), has been bandied about so selves in the RDBMS mantle. During its first years of exis
much that even veteran com
tence, nobody except Codd
puter users have lost track of
and his followers supported
.·
its meaning. Companies have
the RDBMS model. The con
been using this phrase for
cept, based firmly on mathe
years. There's only one prob
matical theory and predicate
lem: Few programs even
logic, was disliked for its
come close to being relational
break with traditional data
base thought. It was reviled as
database managers.
being too theoretical. Many
A Rose by Any
said that it would never be
Other Name?
practical.
Even database professionals
The prevailing database
believe that an RDBMS is any
model of the day was the hier
program that can access more
archical model. In this still
popular system, data is stored
than one database at a time.
in a tree structure, and every
Nothing could be further
data element is defined as be
from the truth. Just because a
program allows you to view
ing a member of a group.
two different tables with its
These groups are themselves
procedural language doesn't
data elements and can be
mean it's relational.
members of a higher group.
The sad thing is that there's
Under this scheme, your ZIP
no real excuse for this confu
code is a data element that is
part of another data element,
sion. The relational database
model has been around since
your address. These elements
1970, when Edgar Codd, then
could then be a part of another
an IBM researcher, introdata element-a mailing list,
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Codd's Commandments
n the late 1960s, Edgar Codd was
an IBM researcher who questioned
the way DBMSes were designed. Over
time, he became disgusted with the pre
vailing database theories of his day and
decided to try to improve the situation.
From his efforts, the relational model
was born. As his model grew more pop
ular, he was dismayed by the fact that
DBMS designers were adopting only the
word relational and ignoring the rest of
the relational model. It was then that he
formulated rules to define exactly what
a relational DBMS is.
In theory, an RDBMS must meet
Codd's rules or it isn't a relational data
base manager. In practice, most rela
tional databases implement only some
of these rules. Building a true RDBMS
is easier said than done. A full discus
sion of Codd' s rules is beyond the scope
of a single article, but here is a brief
summary ofCodd's commandments:

I
'

Rule 0: Any RDBMS must be able to
manage databases entirely through its
relational capabilities. If a DBMS de
pends on record-by-record data-ma
nipulation tools, it's not truly relational.
Rule 1: All data in a relational data
base is explicitly represented (at the log
ical level) as values in tables. Data can
not be stored in any other way.
Rule 2: Every data element must be
logically accessible through use of a
combination of its primary key value,
table name, and column name.
Rule 3: Null valuesareexplicitly sup
ported. Nulls represent missing or inap

plicable information.
Rule 4: The database description, or
catalog, is also stored at the logical level
as tabular values. The relational lan
guage-Structured Query Language
(SQL), fer instance-must be able to act
on the database design in the same man
ner in which it acts on data stored in the
structure.
Rule 5: An RDBMS must support a
clearly defined data-manipulation lan
guage that comprehensively supports
data manipulation and definition, view
definition, integrity constraints, and
transactional boundaries and authoriza
tion. SQL is the most well known of
these languages.
Rule 6: All views that can be updated
must be updatable by the system. This is
a major stumbling block fer would-be
RDBMS designers. Many implementa
tions don't allow updatable views at all.
Those that do have many restrictions on
when a view can be updated. In a true
RDBMS, most, though not all, views
would be updatable.
Rule 7: An RDBMS must do more
than just be able to retrieve relational
data sets. It has to be capable of insert
ing, updating, and deleting data as a re
lational set. Many RDBMSes that fail
the grade fall back to a single-record-at
a-time procedural technique when it
comes time to manipulate data.
Rule 8: Data must be physically inde
pendent of application programs. The
underlying RDBMS program, or "opti
mizer," should be able to track physical
changes to the data. For instance, an

for instance. These structures can grow quite complicated and
require pointers and indexes to properly track information.

The "Real" Thing
RDBMSes take a much simpler view of data. In a relational
database, two-dimensional arrays of rows and columns hold all
the information. This structure seems too easy, and, to some
extent, that criticism is valid. Not every kind of information can
be conveniently accessed under an RDBMS. Imaging informa
tion, for instance, doesn't easily fit into an RDBMS's neat pat
terns of data. Still, an RDBMS works fine for most textual or
numeric data. Although an RDBMS's structure may be simple,
its inherent data-retrieval and manipulation powers are un
paralleled.
In part, an RDBMS's theoretical underpinnings allow for
easy coding. In a relational system, for example, finding
records between two points (say, all names in an alphabetical
list between "Vau" and "Vo") is a breeze. The same search in
conventional databases requires many record-by-record com
parisons.
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RDBMS 's application programs should
not have to change when an index is
added to a table.
Rule 9: Whenever possible, applica
tions software must be independent of
changes made to the base tables. That is,
RDBMS programs should not need to be
modified to reflect any changes in the
underlying data tables. For example, no
code should need to be rewritten when
tables are combined into a view.
Rule JO: Data integrity must be de
finable in the relational language and
stored in the catalog. This law is an
other one that has proved difficult to put
into practice. Data-integrity constraints
can be built into applications. However,
this approach is foreign to the intent of
the relational model. In this model, data
integrity should be inherent in the data
base design.
Rule 11: An RDBMS has distribu
tional independence. This is one of the
more attractive aspects of RDBMSes.
Database systems built on the relational
framework are well suited to today 's
client/server database designs.
Rule 12: If an RDBMS has a single
record-at-a-time language, that lan
guage cannot be used to bypass the
integrity rules or constraints of the rela
tional language. Thus, not only must an
RDBMS be governed by relational
rules, but those rules must be its pri
mary laws. Simply tacking SQL onto a
database program won't turn it into a re
lational database any more than paint
ing racing stripes on a VW Bug turns it
into a Ferrari.

In an RDBMS, even the most complicated data relationships
can be reduced to 2-D table formats via data normalization, a
data-analysis process used to find the simplest possible data
structure for a given collection of information. This format
makes changing and displaying information far easier than it is
under a hierarchical system .
An RDBMS is a fundamental improvement over most
DBMSes because you can add, delete, or change data through
out an entire database by treating it as a single set. Ordinary
database managers require record-by-record updates that can
drastically slow performance.
Ingres, Oracle, R:base 3.0, and IBM's mainframe-driven
DB2 all attempt to meet the demands of the RDBMS model. At
one time, Codd stated that an RDBMS needed to meet only
seven of his rules. By that standard, some have been successful.
Since then, Codd has declared that all his commandments must
be met before a database manager can be called "relational."
So far, none has, although a few have come close. The RDBMS
concept sounds easy, but its full implementation is more diffi
cult in practice than in theory.
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RELATIONAL DATABASES: THE REAL SIDRY

A nRDBMS
must meet Codd 's rules
or it isn't a relational
database manager.
Playing by the Rules
The fundamental rule of an RDBMS is that all information
must be manageable entirely through relational means. On the
logical level, then, everything in a relational database must be
represented by values in tables. Here is where many database
managers fall short. It is all too tempting for database design
ers to take a shortcut in data representation or manipulation for
the sake of short-term efficiency. Unfortunately, this easy road
leads quickly away from the basic model.
Other rules reinforce this concept. In a true RDBMS, the
database description, or catalog, must be contained in tables
and controlled by the data-manipulation language.
Perhaps the most troublesome rule in relational theory is the
one dealing with null values (rule 3). In an RDBMS, nulls rep
resent missing or inapplicable data, and they are a vital part of

the relational concept. But nulls aren't the same thing as empty
or blank fields or the concept of zero.
Nulls represent information that isn't known at the time of a
record's creation or modification. For instance, a hospital
keeps birth records. Sometimes parents don't have a first name
fortheir new offspring. The baby could be given a false name,
such as "John Doe" or "Smith's daughter," and the record
could later be changed to the real name. This method will
work, but it makes both the updating and the reporting of
records more complicated. Under an RDBMS, any missing in
formation is represented by a null value.
But even within relational theory, there is no agreement on
how to manipulate record sets containing null values. Debate
continues on how to handle nulls. Since this question is at the
heart ofCodd 's theory, it can'tjust be disregarded.
Structured Query Language, the most popular relational lan
guage, identifies primary record keys by the combination of
their unique identities and by being "not nu! I." Codd has fur
ther muddied the waters by suggesting that two types of nulls
should be recognized. One would represent missing informa
tion, and the other would represent inappropriate data. There's
no sign that a definite answer to this thorny question will be
forthcoming anytime soon.
Another rule that is difficult to implement is that an RDBMS
must have distributional independence. In other words, the data
manager must be able to cope with distributed databases. In an
RDBMS, data should be independent of hardware architecture
and physical location. A true RDBMS would be able to display a
view on your screen made up of a table from your PC and an-

IBANYAN I
While many computer manufacturers say they are com
patible, CSS Laboratories'"' MaxSys file servers are certi
fied to work with your network operating system. Our MaxSys
386MT/33, for example, has passed testing by Novell,®
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TM

and 400 watt power supplies, and all come with our exclusive
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systems come with a full one-year warranty, a national 800
number for technical support, and optional on-site service. And
they are all certified to provide uncompromising performance
and reliability.
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other table from a VAX located across the country.
Distributed database systems are an area in which developers
are making rapid progress. Companies are rushing to bring dis
tributed database managers to market. LAN database adminis
trators lust after the power they provide; thus, database servers
and clients are the hottest products in the DBMS field. The
RDBMS model is well suited for this development, because the
relational model's simple design and data-integrity rules have
made it the cornerstone of most distributed databases.

The Best of Both Worlds?
ls it possible to combine the best features of an RDBMS with
other systems? Many software companies have thought it could
be done. They have tried to put a coat of relational paint on top
of other systems. Codd addresses this in his final rule, the gist
of which is that an RDBMS can have both relational and ordi
nary single-record-at-a-time elements. A rel:itional system,
however, must be governed by the logic of the relational model.
The reason why Codd devised his final rule is that the rela
tional model is different from other ways of viewing and ma
nipulating data. Therefore, a true hybrid system could never
produce the full gains promised by relational theory.
In some circles, talking about database theory is like talking
about religion or politics: You're sure to have an argument. I
favor the relational model, but I'm the first to admit that it does
have some problems-like nulls-that need a clearer definition.
RDBMSes have one practical problem as well. They require
comparatively large amounts of RAM and disk storage . To put
it more bluntly, they are resource hogs. Without sufficient

T alking
about database theory
is like talking about
religion or politics.

hardware support, RDBMSes run extremely slowly.
Most hierarchical database managers work quite well within
their theoretical constraints. In point of fact, most database
programs, including such popular favorites as dBASE, FoxPro,
Clipper, Superbase, and Paradox, owe more to the convention
al database model than they do to the relational one.
Still, as time goes by, the theoretically superior relational
model will be successfully implemented on more platforms.
Only then will there be products that can honestly be labeled as
being relational. Until that time, the best one can say of most
programs is that they include some relational features. •

Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols is a freelance writer and program
mer/analyst for Bendix Field Engineering Corp. (Seabrook,
MD). He can be reached on BIXas "sjvn. "
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CONCURRENT C
A language for programming
multiprocessor systems
Narain H. Gehani and William D. Roome
oncurrent C is an upward-compatible superset
ofC that provides parallel programming facili
ties. Concurrent (parallel) programming has
become increasingly important because multi
computer architectures, particularly networks
of microprocessors, have become attractive alternatives to tra
ditional mainframe computers.
There are some good reasons for programming in a language
that supports concurrent processing:

C

• Concurrent programming languages usually provide the
structure and have a convenient notation for writing programs
for systems in which many events occur at the same time (e.g.,
operating systems, real-time systems, and database systems).
• A concurrent application is best expressed with the concur
rency stated explicitly; otherwise, the program will not reflect
the application's structure.
• Concurrent programming makes the best use of multiproces
sor architectures.
• Concurrent programming can reduce program execution
time even on uniprocessors, by allowing 110 operations (usu
ally with OMA and an independent 110 processor) to run in
parallel with computation.
Concurrent programming has only one disadvantage: It adds
complexity to a programming language. On the other hand,
writing a parallel application in a sequential language requires
writing code to simulate the parallelism, a nontrivial task that
requires knowledge of the hardware, the operating system, and
the interprocess-communication facilities. Tailoring the appli
cation to specific hardware and system software results in code
that is difficult to port to a different computer system.

A System of Processes
A Concurrent C program consists of a set of processes that exe
cute in parallel and that interact with each other by sending
messages. Messages are sent to and replies are received from

another process by calling transactions associated with the
process.
At Bell Labs, we designed Concurrent C to harness together
numerous computers. We picked C as the basis for our work on
parallel programming because it is an immensely popular lan
guage and we use it. However, since it does not have parallel
facilities, we needed to enhance it. Our objectives were
• to provide a concurrent programming language that can be
used for writing systems on genuinely parallel hardware,
such as a network of microprocessors or workstations;
• to provide a test-bed for experimenting with high-level
concurrent programming facilities; and
• to design a practical concurrent programming language.
Our first implementation of Concurrent C was done in 1984
and 1985. Since then the language has evolved; it has been inte
grated with C ++ and is now in a fairly stable state.
In this article, we will give an overview of Concurrent C and
Concurrent C ++ . Specifically, we will discuss the selection of
the concurrent programming model and some of the initial de
sign decisions, summarize the concurrent programming exten
sions to C, describe in detail the important facilities in Concur
rent C, illustrate the use of Concurrent C with some examples,
discuss the integration of Concurrent C with C ++, and sum
marize our experience using Concurrent C. We will assume
that you are familiar with C or C ++.

Selection of the Concurrent C Model
We selected the extended rendezvous (or transaction) concept
for Concurrent C. A rendezvous is an interaction of two pro
cesses when they establish a point of synchronization, exchange
information, and then continue their individual activities. A
simple rendezvous involves only unidirectional communica
tions, whereas an extended rendezvous allows bidirectional in
formation transfer using only one rendezvous.
After the synchronization is established, information is
DECEMBER 1990 • BYTE
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Listing 3: Using the lockMngr process. Pseudocode is
in italics.

Listing 1: The spec(ficationfor the lockMngr process.
typedef long lockid;
process spec lockMngr()

#include "lock.h"

{
trans void lock(lockid id ) ; / *wait if busy* /
trans void release(lockid id);

main()
{
process lockMngr lm;
lockid id;

);

lm =create lockMngr();
lm.lock( id) ;
item;
lm.release( id);

Listing 2: The body ofthe lockMngr process.

access

#include "l ock.h"
process body l ockMngr()

{
lockid xid;
for (;;)
select {
accept lock(id) suchthat(isfree(id))
xid = id;
lock(xid);
or
accept release(id)
xid = id;
unlock(xid);

}
)
/*isfree(id) returns true if id is unlocked*/
/*lock(id) locks id*/
/*unlock(id) unlocks id*/

copied from the process requesting service-the client-to the
server. The client process is then forced to wait while the server
process performs the requested service. Upon completion of
the service, the results, if any , are returned to the client, which
is then free to resume execution. From the client's viewpoint,
an extended rendezvous is just like a function call.
Initially, we considered several categories ofconcurrent pro
gramming models:
•
•
•
•

those based on shared memory;
those based on asynchronous (nonblocking) message passing;
those based on synchronous (blocking) message passing; and
a combination of message passing and shared memory.

We rejected the shared-memory models because we wanted
Concurrent C programs to run efficiently on nonshared-mem
ory multiprocessors, such as workstations connected by a
LAN. That left us with asynchronous and synchronous mes
sage-passing models. These two models are equivalent in that
either set of primitives can be implemented using the other. We
eliminated the asynchronous model for the following reasons:
• Most interprocess interactions are synchronous, not asyn
chronous: The client requests a service and waits for it. This
matches the synchronous model perfectly. Thus, while the
asynchronous model is more flexible, few people would actu
ally use this extra flexibility.
• A synchronous model can be implemented more efficiently
than an asynchronous model for which data must always be
copied into and then out of a message buffer. For the synchro
nous model, data can be copied directly from the client process
328
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to the server, without going through an intermediate buffer,
and the server's reply can be copied directly to the client. Thus,
the synchronous model saves space and time.
Despite the theoretical equivalence of the asynchronous and
synchronous message-passing models, some users of Concur
rent C have a preference for asynchronous message passing be
cause it maximizes concurrency. The debate over synchronous
and asynchronous message passing has been the subject of
much controversy among researchers. Preference for either can
become a religious issue.
Reacting to this preference, we decided to take another look
at asynchronous message passing. Eventually, we came to the
conclusion that asynchronous message passing can indeed be
beneficial in many situations. Consequently, we extended Con
current C to provide this kind of message passing.
Some final comments about shared memory are in order.
First and foremost, we wanted Concurrent C to allow (and en
courage) programmers to write portable programs that will run
efficiently on multiprocessors with or without shared memory.
This is why we chose a message-passing model and why we
have not added any language constructs for dealing with shared
memory or for simulating shared variables in a nonshared
memory environment.
On the other hand, we did not want to forbid programmers
from using shared memory altogether, as long as they accept
the resulting limitations on portability. If we tried to prevent
the use of shared memory in a shared-memory multiprocessor,
programmers would just refuse to use Concurrent C. There
fore, Concurrent C does not forbid processes from referencing
global variables, nor does it forbid processes from exchanging
pointers. However, programmers do so at their own risk; such
programs will not work as expected unless run on a computer
with shared memory.

Overview of Concurrent C
Concurrent C extends C for parallel programming by providing
facilities for
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

specifying process types;
creating processes;
specifying the processor on which a process is to run;
specifying, querying, and changing process priorities;
synchronous and asynchronous transactions;
delays and time-outs;
interrupt handling;
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•
•
•
•

waiting for a set of events, such as transactions;
accepting transactions in a user-specified order;
process abortion; and
collective termination.

A Lock Manager
Yru can get a taste of Concurrent C by seeing how you might
implement a lock manager for large collections of items. In this
demonstration, client processes can lock and release items. If
an item is already locked, a process requesting a lock on this
item waits until the item is released. Listing 1 is the specifica
tion of the lockMngr process. This specification declares two
transactions: lock and rel ease, which other processes can
call to set and release locks.
Listing 2 is the body of the lockMngrprocess. This process
accepts a lock request whenever the requested item is free, and
always accepts release requests. Functions isfree, lock, and
unlock manipulate a lock table. Only one process, lockMngr,
calls these functions, so they do not have to worry about con
current access to the lock table.
Listing 3 illustrates how a lockMngr process can be created
and used.
A Simple Disk Scheduler
Listing 4 is the specification for a disk scheduler that uses the
"elevator" algorithm. It is the same algorithm used to control
elevators in high-rise buildings. An elevator alternates between
handling all the calls from passengers wanting to go up and all
the calls from passengers wanting to go down. This same algo
rithm implemented as a disk scheduler first handles all the calls
to move the disk head in one direction. Then when there are no
more such requests, the algorithm changes direction and ac
cepts requests in the other direction. The elevator algorithm
eliminates long delays in handling requests for cylinders at the
edges of the disk.
The specification of the diskSc heduler process declares
one transaction, r eque st, that can be called by other processes
to read data from or write data to the disk. The body of the
diskSchedule r is in listing 5. The blkno parameter is the logi
cal-disk block number for the block to be read or written.
The Concurrent C implementation of this scheduling algo
rithm has two phases. In phase 1, the scheduler does not have a
current direction; all pending requests have already been han
dled (or none have yet been issued). The scheduler starts in
phase 1 and returns to phase 1 when it again has no pending
requests. In phase 1, the scheduler accepts the request for the
cylinder nearest to the current disk head position. The schedul
er moves the disk head in the direction of that cylinder, handles
the request, and enters phase 2.
In phase 2, the scheduler has a current direction; it moves the
head in this direction, accepting requests as it goes (see listing
5). The variable phase indicates the current phase, and in phase
2, the variable dir indicates the current direction.
The select statement has two alternatives: an accept alter
native and a guarded immediate alternative. If the process has
an outstanding transaction call that satisfies the accept alterna
tive, the s elect statement takes that alternative. If not, and if
the guard is true (i.e. , it is nonzero), then the s el ect statement
takes the immediate alternative. And if the guard is false, the
select statement waits for a transaction call to arrive.
The accept alternative has a suchthat clause. In phase I,
any request satisfies this clause. In phase 2, only requests for
the current cylinder or those for cylinders in the current direc
tion satisfy it. Of those requests that satisfy the suchthat
clause, the by clause selects the one that is nearest to the current

Listing 4: The spec{ficationfor dis kScheduler .
typedef enum {D_READ, D_WRITE} opcode;
process spec diskScheduler()

{
trans void request(long bl kno, opcode op, char *buf);

};

Listing 5: The body of diskScheduler. Pseudocode is
in italics.
#include "disk .h"
#define BLK_CYL (19*J2)
/*blocks per cylinder*/
#define CYL(x) ((x)/BLK_CYL)
/*cylinder number*/
#define ABS(x) ((x)>O?(x):-(x))
process body diskScheduler()

{
int pos = 0, phase = 1, dir;
for (;;)
select
accept request(blkno, op, buf)
suchthat(phase == 1
11 CYL(blkno) == pos
II CYL(blkno)>pos == dir)
by(ABS(CYL(blkno )-pos)) {
if (CYL(blkno) != pos) {
dir = CYL(blkno) > pos;
phase = 2;
pos = CYL(blkno);
seek to pas;
start disk operation;
wait for disk operation to complete;

}
or (phase== 2) :
phase = 1;

cylinder. Once a request has been accepted, if it involves disk
movement, the scheduler sets the current direction and shifts to
phase 2. The scheduler then does the disk operation. The im
mediate alternative is executed only when the scheduler is in
phase 2 and when there are no pending requests that satisfy the
such that clause. The immediate alternative returns the sched
uler to phase I .
Note that the scheduler does not poll. If the scheduler is in
phase 1 and there are no pending requests, the scheduler waits
for a request to arrive. When the scheduler is in phase 2, the
immediate alternative is open and will be taken when there are
no requests that satisfy the accept alternative. The immediate
alternative returns the scheduler to phase I . This closes the im
mediate alternative and causes the scheduler to wait for the next
request.

Concurrent C ++
Concurrent C, as a compile-time option, also works with
C ++,an object-oriented superset of C. Although data-abstrac
tion facilities are important for writing concurrent programs,
we did not provide them in Concurrent C because we did not
want to duplicate the C ++ research effort. Instead, we decided
that we would eventually integrate C ++ and Concurrent C
DECEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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A

process
that is caUed by many clients
can become a bottleneck.

keep up with the evolutions of C. Many potential users of our
concurrent programming extension know C but not C ++. We
thought that many of those programmers would be reluctant to
use our work if they first had to learn C ++. And programmers
who know C ++ would be reluctant to use any programming
language that did not provide data abstraction and would con
sider Concurrent C a step backward from C ++ .

facilities to produce a language with both data-abstraction and
parallel-programming facilities. This was a pragmatic deci
sion. We decided that it would be better if it had the same data
abstraction as C ++ because this would make the new language
upward-compatible with C ++ and would then be more attrac
tive for C ++ users interested in writing concurrent programs.
Both C ++ and Concurrent C have been implemented as C
preprocessors. Anticipating the need for eventually merging
C ++ with Concurrent C, we used the C ++ preprocessor as the
starting point for the Concurrent C preprocessor. We also tried
to use syntax f orthe concurrent programming facilities that was
similar in spirit to the class syntax.
For example, as in C ++ , parameter types must be explicitly
specified. A compile-time option determines whether the Con
current C preprocessor accepts just Concurrent C or Concur
rent c++ .
Our goal was to accept both languages. Our reasoning for
having both was to maximize our audience and at the same time

Classes and processes are both abstraction facilities. You can
use processes to implement abstract data types, such as queues
and complex numbers, which are typically implemented using
classes. However, this can be very expensive in terms of com
puter resources, because processes incur additional run-time
overhead for context switching and process scheduling.
Some abstractions cannot be implemented as pure classes
and must be implemented with processes (e.g., inherently par
allel applications, such as operating systems; programs for con
trolling robots; and embedded tactical systems for airplanes).
Objects that are shared by multiple processes can be encap
sulated in a process to enforce sequential access. For example,
you can enclose a queue shared by many processes within a pro
cess to ensure that items are added to and removed from the
queue one at a time.
So, when designing a new data abstraction, you must ask
yourself how that abstraction should be structured. It can be
structured purely as a class, or purely as a process, or as a mix
ture-an interface class hiding a process.
The advantage of classes is that the overhead of invoking a

Using Classes vs. Processes
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CNS, Inc. - Software Products
7090 Shady Oak Rd ., Minneapolis, MN 55344
612-944-0170, Fax 612-944-0923
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An application development framework with
the most complete C++ object class library
for MS Windows 3.0 development.

..

Tel: 408-432-9025

Fax: 408-943-0782
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MUCH MORE SECURE

Reproduced from
aiivertising in

DISK PACK, THE INDUSTRY STANDARD IN REMOVABLE HARD DISKS.
PORTABLE

SECURE

DISK PACK's hard disk fits easily in your
briefcase. Take it home with you or ship
it anywhere !

DISK PACK protects confidentiality. Sensitive data ? Insecure work
environment ? Remove the PACK and leave nothing behind.
Whatever the application (Defense,
Research, Banking), DISK PACK
provides the security you need.

USER-FRIENDLY
DISK PACK is extremely easy to install
and use. It works just like a floppy with
hard disk performance.

FAST AND RELIABLE
DISK PACK's 10 ms access time puts
it among the fastest hard disks. A 42
Mb disk is backed-up in only 2
mi nutes ! Use DISK PACK and you r work rate will
increase for years to come..

FIVE TIMES BETTER
FOR THE SAME PRICE!
Manufacturer

COMPATIBLE
DISK PACK is SCSI based and compatible with : Apple, IBM (and
clones), DEC or SUN. You can use it with your operating system (MS
DOS, XENIX, UNIX) and with your network (NOVELL, 3-COM,
APPLESHARE, etc. ..)

EXPANDABLE
DISK PACK's wide range of capacities (42, 84, 105, 120, 170,210,340
Mb) allows your system to grow with your applications. You can swap
PACKS on the fly or daisy-chain up to 4 bases (2 Gb on-line).

(IEF .I

.,

.1

l.E.F.

Product

DISK PACK

Capacity range
Access time
Error rate
MTBF (Hours)
Max. capacity by m~ule
Max. on-line capacity
Compatibility

IOMEGA
Bernoulli Box

42 to 340 Mb
20 or 44 Mb
10 to 17 ms
32 or40 ms
10·12 bit
10"'' bit
50,000
25,000
340Mb
44Mb
2,380 Mb
88Mb
PC, AT, PS/2, Macintosh PC, AT, P5/2, Macintosh
DEC, Workstations
NIA

For more information, please fill ii and mail to :
Mass Memory Systems, Inc. 1414 GayDrive Winter Park - FL 32789
------- - ---- -- --- - -- - - --- -- - -- -- --·- --- ~

Company: ................ .. .. .. .. ... ... .... ................ ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .
Name: ................ .. .. ........................ ...... ...... .... ... ........ ........ .

ISK PACK®

Address: .................. ........... .... .. ........................ ....... .... ... ... .

City: ............................ State: ............ Zip: ............ .. .... .... ..
Phone: .... ............... ........... .. Fax: ...... ............. ... .... .... ... .... ...

The memory you 1 11 never forget

TM

0 End-user

0 VAR

0 Dealer

0 Distributor

(800)347- 5722 (407)629-1081 Fa x: (407)628-3862

Disk Pack is manufac!Ured in the USA for Mass Memory Systems by Dictaphone Corp.
Disk Pack is a registered trademark of l.E.F. All other company and produce names are trademarks of th e comp an y o r manufacturer respectively.
©Mass Memory Systems 7990. All rights reserved.
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member function is much lower than the overhead of interact
ing with a process. The disadvantages of classes are that they do
not provide concurrency and it is difficult to share an instance
of a class among several processes (i.e., the processes must use
some mechanism other than the class to ensure the necessary
synchronization).
The advantages of processes are that they allow operations to
happen in parallel and they provide mechanisms for mutual ex
clusion. The disadvantages of processes are that a transaction
call is much slower than a member function call, and a process
that is called by many clients can become a bottleneck.
We have devised some informal guidelines for selecting the
structuring technique for a data abstraction. First, you should
get a rough idea of the interface that the clients would like to
see: one that is clean and convenient and natural. Then, if it is
possible to implement the abstraction as a pure class, do so.
Classes should be used for passive data objects, such as
strings, queues, complex numbers, or symbol tables. A key
point is that these objects are not shared by several processes,
so there is no need for synchronization.
Another point is that once an operation starts, it runs to com
pletion. Thus, if the object is implemented as a process, then
that process can only execute when handling a transaction call
from a client. There is no performance increase from using pro
cesses, because the object process can never execute in parallel
with its clients.
When you cannot implement the abstraction purely as a
class, then you must use a process. The choice then becomes
whether to implement the abstraction as a pure process or as a
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process plus an interface class. In other words, should the pro
cess be visible to the client of the abstraction, or should it be
hidden?
To decide which is best, first determine what kind of inter
face is needed between the client process and the abstraction
(server) process: What transactions are needed, what data is
passed and returned, what is the protocol for calling those
transactions, how often are they called, and so on.
Design your process interface for efficiency. Keep in mind
that transaction calls are relatively slow, so the number of calls
should be minimized. If some operations can be done by either
the client processes or the server process, then you must decide
which will do them. If the client cannot proceed until these op
erations have completed, then, in general, the client should do
them.
If you suspect that the server process could become a bottle
neck-for example, if it is shared by many clients-then it is
best to have the clients do as much as possible. But if the opera
tions can be done in parallel with the client, and if the server is
not a bottleneck, then the server should do them, because this
will increase parallelism.
You should compare the interface to the server process with
the desired interface for the data abstraction. If they are a good
match-if the server-process interface is simple and natural,
and you do not expect that it will change-then implement the
data abstraction as a pure process. In this case, the process in
terface becomes the interface of the abstraction.
However, ifthe interface to the server process is complicated
or unnatural, or if you think that the process interface might

ifically, MiTAC engineers
•-;.,e tested hundreds
. oftware and hardware p
· ducts in Novell, Banyan, 3Co
even Unix environments.
onnectivity Support
~ you access to this
'ence along with
dationsand
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GET SUPERSOFT's
SERVICE DIAGNOSTICS
All the software, alignment diskettes, parallel/serial wrap-around
plugs, ROM POSTs and extensive, professional documentation to
provide the most comprehensive testing available for IBM PCs,
XTs,ATs and all compatibles under DOS or Stand Alone. No other
diagnosticsoffers such in-depth testing on as many different types of
equipment by isolating problems to the board and chip level.
NEW: SuperSoft's ROM POST performs the most advanced
Power-on-Self-Test available for system boards that are compatible
with the IBM ROM BIOS. It works even in circumstances when the
Service Diagnostics diskette cannot be loaded.
NEW: 386 diagnostics for hybrids and

PS/2s!

For over nine years, major manufacturers have been relying on
SuperSoft's diagnostics software to help them and their customers
repair microcomputers. End users have been relying on SuperSoft's
Diagnostics II for the most thorough hardware error isolation
available. Now versions of Service Diagnostics are available to save
everyone (including every serious repair technician) time, money,
and headaches in fixing their computers, even non-IBM equipment.
All CPUs & Numeric Co-processors
System Expansion & Extended Memory
Floppy, Fixe d & Non-standard Disk Drives
Sta nda rd& Non-standard Printers
System Board: OMA, Timers, Interrupt,
Real-time Clock & CMOS config. RAM

All Color Graphics & Monochrome
Monitors
Parallel & Serial Ports
Mono, CGA, Hercules & EGA
Adapters
All Keyboards & the 8042 Controller

" EDITOR 'S CHOICE " - PC MAGAZINE August 1990

Service Diagnostics for PC, PC/XT. and compatibles only ............. $169
Alignment Diskette for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (48 tpi drives) ....... $ 60
Wrap-around Plug for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (parallel and serial) .. $ 30
Service Diagnostics for AT and compatibles only....
. .. $169
Alignment Diskette for AT and compatibles (96 tpi drives) .
. .. . $ 60
Wrap-around Plug for AT (serial) .
. . ...... . .. .. .......... $ 15
ROM POST for PC, PC/XT and compatibles only.
. ...... .. .. . $245
ROM POST for AT and compatibles only.
. .. ............. .. . $245
Service Diagnostics: The KIT (Includes all of the above-save $502) . $495
Service Diagnostics for PS/2 models 25/30 50/60 or 70/80 and compatibles
(please specify) . .
........ .......
. . . $195
Service Diagnostics for 386 or V2, V30, or Harris, etc. (please specify) ... $195
Diagnostics II is the solution to the service problems of users of all
CP/M-80, CP/M-86 and MS-DOS computers . . .
. .......... . .. . . $125
Alignment Diskette for PS/2 and compatibles (3.5 inch) . . . . . • . • .
. . . $ 60

To order, call 800-678-3600 or 408-745-0234
FAX 408-745-0231, or write SuperSoft.
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FIRST IN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY P.O. Box 4178, Mountain View, CA 94040·0178
(408) 745-0234
Telex 270365
SUPERSOFT is a regislered 1rademark of SuperSoft, Inc.; CDC al Con11ol Data Corp.; lBM PC. AT & XT of
International Business Machines Corp.; MS·DOS of MicrnSoft Corp.; NEC of NEC Information Systems. Inc.,
PRIME al PRIME INC.; Sony al Sony Corp.
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change, then hide the process interface from the clients by im
plementing the data abstraction as an interface class and a pro
cess. For example, you should use an interface class if some
operations can be done by either the client processes or the
server process but you do not know which would be better. De
sign the interface class so that it provides the abstraction that
the clients desire. This class converts the client's operations
into the appropriate transaction call to the server.

The Benefits
Concurrent C is a tool for writing distributed programs under
several versions of the Unix system: System V, BSD 4 .2, and
NRTX (a stripped-down real-time version of Unix) running on
VAX computers, AT&T 38 computers, and Sun workstations,
among other uniprocessor machines. The Concurrent C pro
gram runs as one Unix process on these implementations; the
Concurrent C run-time 1ibrary provides a scheduler that
switches between Concurrent C processes as needed.
Concurrent C has also been implemented on multiprocessor
configurations. One is a loosely coupled network of indepen
dent computers connected by a LAN (Ethernet), each running
the Unix operating system. Here, both the hardware and soft
ware are loosely coupled.
Another multiprocessor system, the AT&T 384000, also has
several Unix processors connected via a bus, but this system
looks like one virtual Unix system (e.g., the file system is
shared among all processors) . In this system, the hardware is
loosely coupled, but the operating-system software is tightly
coupled.
Another system on which we have Concurrent C is a shared
memory multiprocessor. Here Concurrent C is implemented on
top of a real-time multitasking kernel. In this system, both the
hardware and the software are tightly coupled.
Concurrent C is being used for such applications as simula
tion studies, graphics, image analysis, and network protocol
experiments, and for a network file server that has an optical
disk "jukebox." The file server is completely written in Con
current C, including the disk drivers and interrupt handlers,
and has been in production use since January 1989.
That file server has 30 processes of 20 distinct types and
takes only about 20,000 lines of code. Even at that, more than
half the code is in the drivers for the optical disks and for the
jukebox robot that moves disks in and out of drives. As you can
see, it is an efficient language for this kind of application.
In a large Concurrent C program, such as the optical disk
driver, most of the code is ordinary sequential C, with a small
amount of Concurrent C code used as "glue logic" to let the
processes communicate. The advantage of Concurrent C is that
it lets the programmer transform a large concurrent program
ming problem into a series of small sequential programming
problems that can be solved independently.
AT&T recently announced the availability of Concurrent C
to the general public. The Concurrent C translator and run
time source code are available from AT&T to both academic
and commercial users. For more information on the translator,
please call (800) 828-8649. For more information on the lan
guage, see the book The Concurrent C Programming Lan
guage by Gehani and Roome (Summit, NJ: Silicon Press,
1989) .•
Narain H. Gehani and William D. Roome are members ofAT&T
Bell Labs' technical staff Both have doctorates in computer sci
ence from Cornell University and have worked on building op
erating systems, file servers, and languages. They can be
reached on BlX clo "editors. "

A Complete 386':33 MHz ~::~
Cache System For Under $2,000.
~u:@

Finally, you can afford to put the fastest 386 ™computer at your
fingertips to enjoy the performance that once only belonged to
the ranks of File Servers, Multi-user host Computers and CAD/
CAM/CAE Workstations.
·
Other manufactures with their simple-minded direct-mapped
Cache atchitectures were obsessed with churing out the best
benchmark numbers. We, however, were not convinced DOS
and Power Meter 1.3 is any example of a typical real life
application (registering at 8.003 MIPS, we are not too shabby
either). With Two-Way Set Associative Cache capability, our
386™ is also more attuned to run the emerging multi-tasking
operating systems like os;2®and UNIXT~where modular code

MIS 386r~ 33MHz STANDARD
• lMB SONS RAM
• 32K 25NS SRAM CACHE
• INTEL® /WEITEK® MA TH CO-PROCESSOR SOCKET
• TEAC® 5.25" l.2MB FLOPPY DRIVE
• TEAC® 3.5" l.44MB FLOPPY DRIVE
• 43MB 28MSAT HARD DISK DRIVE
• 2 SERIAL, 1 PARALLEL AND 1 GAME PORTS
• MGP ADAPTER
• SAMSUNG®12" AMBER MONITOR
• MICROSOFT® COMPATIBLE SERIAL MOUSE
• NMB®lOl-KEY ENHANCED KEYBOARD
• DF.SKTOPCASE WITH FIVE DRIVE BAYS
• 220W POWER SUPPLY
·ONE YEAR PARTS AND LABOR WARRANTY
• 30-DA Y MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Prices nnd lerms are subject lo change without notice. 31 d;iys money bnck does not include shipping
chnrge. CA residents add approprinte snles lax. No surchnrge on cred i1 cnrd purchases.
Personal and company checks require 2 wks clenr.mce. All names mentioned nre registered trademirks
of their respective compnnies,
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sizes (of less than 32K) and frequent code-switching are norms.
Worrying about compatibility? Both IBM® and COMPAcf
endorsed the same INTEL® 82385 Cache Controller. Further
more, we enhanced it with page-mode and interleaved memory
in the event of a cache miss. It is the closest to a true 0-wait-state
implementation on the market.

Nobody does it better, Nobody!
386-25MHz STANDARD System w/ 32K Cache
386-25MHz STANDARD System (Non-Cache)
386SX-16MHz STANDARD System
286-12MHz STANDARD System
486-25MHzSTANDARD System w/ 64K Ext, Cache
VGA (640x480) Upgiade
P-VGA ( 1024x768) Upgrade
80MB/212MB Hard Drive Upgrade
4MB RAM Upgrade
64K Cache Upgrade (386-25/33 MHz)
Vertical Case
Mini Vertical Case
CALL FOR ADDmONAL UPGRADE OPTIONS

$1,845
$1,595
$1,145
$ 945
$3,795
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

$ 360
$ 500
$250/750
$ 300
$ 120
$ 150
$ 75

.JDS Computer Systems
P.O. Box 70897 Sunnyvale, CA 94086-0897

Order Now
1-800-733-9188
Office Hours: M-F 9:00 am-6:00 pm Pacific Time

[v1sA ]

The press decide ...

YOU decide ...

7
Q ? ) M G CIDQQ •• "KPWIN is more
responsive than Too/Book ... fully exploits the Windows
environment ... the result is extraordinary development
productivity."

If you buy KPWIN and choose to send it back within 60
days we'll refund your money.

7
1Q #
11& &5 CD L I C E J .®
Q
"KnowledgePro's support for Windows objects is much
richer than Too/Book's... doesn't suffer from the speed
or bitmap size problems that Too/Book does ... "

% 4 " 55 8? . 5 [[) L I c E JQQ"KfW/N runs
faster than Too/Book ... so easy you'll think you've
forgotten something. . ..
In the same class as Next Step
and far above the clunkier
competition ... "
Knowle~gePro

KnowledgePro Windows (KPWIN) is fast and doesn't limit
you to single windows with 64k boundries. Interactive tools
get you started and a rich OOP language gives you the
control you need for serious applications. Hypertext and
hypermedia give your applications depth and built-in
expert systems technology lets you create smart programs.
Links to the outside world are easy with DDE and DLL's.

KPWIN costs $695 with no runtime fees for applications,
Amex, Visa, MIC and COD accepted. Dealers welcome.

To order can

518-766-3000

FAX 518-766-3003 or write to:
Knowledge Garden
473A Malden Bridge Rd.
Nassau, NY 12123, U.S.A.

~ge
GAl~DEN r~

and KPWIN are trademarks of Knowledge Garden, Too!Book is a registered trademark of Asymetrix Corporation, Windows is a lrademark of Mi crosoft Corp .• Image by Robert Tinney.
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STRENGTH
(AND SAFETY)
IN NUMBERS
RAID, a new disk storage technology,
offers PCs higher performance and reliability
Michael H. Anderson
n old adage says, "The difference between a
computer and a supercomputer is the difference
between a CPU bottleneck and an 1/0 bottle
neck." As desktop computers move into the
double-digit million-instructions-per-second
range, I/O bottleneck is quickly becoming a reality.
Look at current technology. The newest generation of intelli
gent disk drives offers much higher performance than its prede
cessors. The data rates for 51A-inch hard disk drives have
reached 3 megabytes per second. Intelligent embedded control
lers use sophisticated tech
niques to improve speed.
SCSI controllers transfer data
to host systems at speeds of up
to 5 MB per second. Caching
algorithms used by these
drives maximize the use of
on-board caches (from 64K to
256K bytes in size) with tech
niques that can double trans
action rates.
Still, these performance
improvements pale in com
parison to advances in CPU
technology. When bench
marks are run on new high
performance PCs, they often
show a 30-to-1 performance
increase (or better) over the
standard IBM PC. In con
trast, disk drive performance
shows an increase of only 10
to 1 over the original 10-MB
XT hard disk drive. This dif
ference indicates that present
systems achieve only one
third the relative performance
ILLUSTRATION: ROB SAUNDERS © 1990

from their disk 1/0 subsystem as the original IBM PC.
Performance benchmarks confirm this lopsided increase in
relative performance. Figure 1 shows how the percentage of
time devoted to disk 1/0 increases as the CPU speed increases.
Then there's reliability. Top-quality disk drives, in general,
offer a mean time between failures (MTBF) of about 150,000
hours. Although this sounds like a lifetime, an installation with
top-quality disk drives will experience a failure rate of about 6
percent per year. A system with 16 disk drives would experi
ence a failure about once a year. For many installations, this
failure rate would not be ac
ceptable.
Network systems 1ike
Novell NetWare address the
requirement for high data
availability by using a tech
nique called mirroring. This
host device driver technique
writes data to two disk drives
simultaneously. If one drive
fails, a copy of all the data is
immediately available on the
other drive. Data availability
is ensured unless the second
device fails before the first
device is replaced, a very un
likely event. Mirroring is a
good solution to data avail
ability, but it requires users to
purchase twice as much stor
age as they need to hold their
data and programs.

RAID, a Better Solution
A better solution was de
scribed in a paper by David
A. Patterson, Garth Gibson,
DECEMBER 1990 • BYTE
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Figure 1: As CPU speed increases, the percentage
oftime that programs wait for disk I 10 to complete increases
proportionately.
and Randy H. Katz of the University of California at Berkeley,
entitled "A Case for Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks,
or RAID" (Report No. UCB/CSD 87/391, December 1987).
A RAID system is a group ofdisk drives under the control of
a single device driver. By grouping several drives together into
a single subsystem and using clever techniques to arrange the
data, a RAID offers much higher performance than single disk
drives. You can build a RAID system from several types of disk
drives, among them SCSI, which is an inexpensive approach
commonly used by several vendors (see figure 2) .
Figure 3 shows how data can be "striped" (i.e., a process of
interleaving data blocks) across several drives so they can all
work together. Since each drive transfers data in parallel with
the others (multiplying the data rate), a four-drive RAID sys
tem can complete large read requests in one-fourth the time of a
traditional system that puts all the data on a single disk.
Another benefit of a RAID is the rate at which small trans

&
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!&Q 8

8

8

&Qjj

fers can be satisfied. Since data from a single file is spread over
multiple disk drives, each disk drive can satisfy a small read at
the same time. A RAID can independently position each disk
drive (multiplying the transaction rate) allowing a four-drive
RAID to satisfy four times as many small read requests as a
traditional disk drive. This high transaction rate is especially
important to users of network servers.
The final benefit of a RAID is its ability to withstand the
failure of any single disk drive. By storing "check bytes," the
RAID can reconstruct data from the remaining drives, should
any single drive fail. A check byte is a byte that holds the
"sum" of the data stored on the other drives (in the same
position).
Using check bytes takes up an amount of storage equivalent
to the total ·capacity of a disk drive. Nevertheless, a check-byte
system provides fail-safe operation at a much lower cost than a
mirror system. While a mirror system uses half the drives in a
group for fail-safe operation, a RAID system uses the storage
equivalent of only one drive. Thus, larger RAID systems have
proportionately lower overhead.
This difference is transparent to the host computer. All that
has changed is that data transfers are performed faster and the
host can continue to operate even if one disk drive completely
fails. A RAID can use off-the-shelf disk drives. All the logic to
arrange the data and provide high performance can be con
tained in a software driver.

Building a RAID
To understand how to build an effective RAID, take a look at
how existing disks interface to PCs. Older device-level inter
faces, such as ST506 and ESDI, did not allow more than one
disk drive to be active at the same time. In addition, most older
controller boards used a technique called programmed input/
output. PIO is a software technique that uses the IN instruction,
which requires the CPU to transfer data from the controller
board to memory.
Newer "buffered" interfaces, such as SCSI, allow up to

c

% 9 + 8 86
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Host adapter
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Figure 2: PCs can use SCSI disk drives and controllers
to provide RAID storage at low cost.
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Figure 3: Here you can see how data can be striped across
four drives, allowing them to work in parallel and complete
large read requests in one-fourth the time ofa traditional
single-drive system. The numbers represent the logical block
number as defined by the RAID device driver.
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seven disk drives on a single bus to simultaneously stage data in
high-speed memory. Also, many SCSI controller boards use a
technique called first-party DMA. This is a hardware tech
nique, defined by the AT bus, that does not require the CPU to
transfer data.
In addition, first-party OMA uses only half as many cycles
as PIO to read or write data, thus transferring twice the data in
the same amount of time. Since the CPU is not involved in
transferring data, multiple boards can work together to in
crease performance even more. Combined, these techniques
can be applied to realize a twofold to 20-fold increase in disk
subsystem performance.
Now I'll explain how you can generate check bytes and use
them to provide fail-safe operation. Suppose you have three
storage devices, each of which can hold 1 byte (8 bits) of data.
Two devices will hold all the data that you wish to retrieve. The
third device will hold a check byte generated by an arithmetic
function called exclusive OR (XOR).
If device 1 holds the value 00110000, and device 2 holds the
value 00000011, then the check byte stored in device 3 is gener
ated by performing an XOR on these two values together, giv
ing 00110011.
By storing this check byte in the third device, you can recon
struct the data of any of the three devices by examining the
value of the other two (see table 1). This technique works for
devices of any size, whether they hold a single byte or a billion
bytes. Also, it works in systems with three devices or 300
devices.
This fail-safe feature is attractive to mission-critical sys
tems. Even if one disk drive in the set fails, the RAID system
can continue operating. However, the failed drive should be re
placed right away. If a RAID system is properly maintained, it
is likely to keep data on-line and available longer than the use
ful life of the host system.
How much does having this kind of data availability cost?
Because of the high speed of current CPUs, check bytes can be
generated rapidly without requiring any additional hardware. A
typical 25-MHz Intel 386 can generate check bytes at the rate of
8 MB per second by using its powerful 32-bit instruction set.
Higher-speed processors, I ike the i486, can generate check
bytes even faster.

Layout of Check Bytes
So far, I've shown how a RAID offers high performance by
striping data, and how data availability is improved by using
the XOR function to generate check bytes and to reconstruct the
data of a failed drive. To complete the analysis, here's how to
manage the data on your disk drives to attain the most efficient
operation.
To keep your check bytes current, they must be modified
each time you write data to any drive. If you choose to store all
the check bytes on a single disk drive, you could create a bottle
neck, slowing overall performance of your RAID system.
To avoid this problem, it is more efficient if you store some
data and some check-byte information on each drive (as shown
in table 2). Spreading the check bytes over several drives allows
multiple simultaneous writes. In a four-drive RAID, this tech
nique offers double the small-block-write performance of a sys
tem with all the check bytes on a single drive. As the number of
drives increases, the performance increases proportionately.

RAID Performance Measurements
Measurements ofprototype systems show that the RAID archi
tecture can sustain data transfer rates of over 13 MBps on Ex
tended Industry Standard Architecture and Micro Channel ar-

RECONSTRUCTING DATA FOR A FAILED DRIVE
Table 1: Check bytes help multiple-drive systems
providefail-safe operation. The figures here represent
three imaginary disk drives, each of which holds just 1
byte (8 bits) ofdata. By performing an XOR on the
values on drives 1 and 2 (top), you generate a check
byte, to be stored on drive 3. Jn the event that a drive
fails (in this case, drive 1) you can reconstruct its data
by performing an XOR on the check byte from drive 3
with the datafrom drive 2 (bottom).

XOR

XOR

00110000
00000011

Drive 1
Drive 2

(Data drive)
(Data drive)

00110011

Drive3

(Check drive)

00000011
00110011

Drive2
Drive3

(Data drive)
(Check drive)

00110000

Drive 1

(Data drive)

EFFICIENT RAID SUBSYSTEM DATA LAYOUT
Table 2: Storing all the check bytes on a single disk
drive can create a bottleneck. Spreading the check bytes
over several drives allows multiple simultaneous writes
to occur. Here, four drives store 12 blocks ofdata and
the check bytes necessary to ensure the integrity ofthe
data. As the number ofdrives increases, the perfor
mance increases proportionately.

Drive 1
Adr 1
Adr2
Adr3
Adr4

Drive2

Block 1
Block2
Block6
Block5
Block 9
CB(7-8-9)
CB (10-11-12) Block 10

Drive3

Drive4

Block3
CB(4-5-6)
Block 7
Block 11

CB(1 -2-3)
Block4
BlockB
Block 12

chitecture systems. Transaction rates of 250 to 300 I/Os per
second can be sustained under heavy load conditions. RAID
systems can offer a 10-fold performance improvement over cur
rent disk 1/0 subsystems.
Many major computer suppliers already use SCSI disk stor
age devices and controller cards. These suppliers include IBM,
Hewlett-Packard, Digital Equipment, AST Research, Wang,
Sun Microsystems, and many others. The RAID architecture
can be implemented as a device driver on any operating system
in software. A large installed base already exists that could ex
ploit the potential of RAID systems.
The cost, performance, and data-availability features of
fered by the RAID architecture are so attractive that there is
little doubt a new generation of 1/0 subsystems will become
available in the near future. As this technology emerges, you
may notice that the incessant "blinkety blink" of your disk
drive LED will fade to just a flicker. •
Michael H. Anderson is director of subsystem engineering at
Micropolis Corp. (Chatsworth, CA), a manufacturer of 5!4
inch hard disk drives. Previously, he designed large, fault-toler
ant caching controllers and performance-analysis tools for
JBM, CDC, and Unisys mainframe systems. You can reach him
on BIX clo "editors. "
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Tu appreciate the benefits of JetForm1M software, we invite

you to first examine the subject of business
forms themselves. And why every business
has so many.
It's because forms are the proven way to
gather information. Communicate it. Store
it, and process it. Which is precisely the point
of view from which JetForm was developed.
Naturally, JetForm gives you complete
WYSIWYG graphics and font control, using the
industry standard Microsoft® Windows interface.
But we also give you something else. And
that's a set of capabilities that turns forms soft
ware from a handy way to replace pre-printed
forms into a powerful way to run a business.
Which is why you'll find JetForm prints
iister on the laser printers that businesses use most.
And connects more effectively to networks. So both forms and
the information they contain can be bettershared and communi
cated - across departments, or entire organizations. And not just
with IBM 0 PCs, but with HP 0 3000s, HP9000s,
DEC® VA.XS™ and UNIX® machines.
Combined with our optional JetForm
Merge and JetForm-Server software, JetForm
makes it possible to completely automate and
streamline the entire information management pro
cess. From design and forms completion, to printing
and
inte"'ation with your existing dBASE 0 files.
~-=~.l
-- ...:1
As years pass, other software makers may discover
··~--the
true
purpose of business forms, and upgrade their
'
products to the capabilities of JetForm. ButJetFo: F
has them today. And a new business day starts tomorrow.
Call 800-267-9976 for complete information on
the full family of JetForm forms software.
~r.
1

WE'D
LIKE TO
SU&&ESTA
FEW NEW
CRITERIA FOR
CHOOSING ,,FORMS
SOFTWARE.
.. 

.Jetrorm

THEY'RE MORE THAN JUST FORMS. THEY'RE YOUR BUSINESS.

MJcRusa;r

\\llNDO.VS.
--Kr~

Find out lww fast
it prints on HP
LaserJefJ printers,
and the new IBM
LaserPrinter 4019.
You 'llfind Jet,Fann
is three times faster
than others.

Howwelldoesit
work in a network?
Sendingfonns
around the office is
one thing. Managing irifonnation
throughout your
organization, across
multiple plalforms,
i.s quite another.

Will it handle all
yourforms needs?
Including camplea:
policies and contracts, as well as bar
code labels? Will it
handle them in the
volume you'll need
as yourfarms applications grow?

Just because it
"links" to your
database doesn't
mean it takesfull
advantage ofdatabase links. JetFonn
verifies data, perf onns calculations,
andfully reads and
writes dBASEfiles.

Call (800) 267-9976 (US only) or (613) 594-3026. Indigo Software Ltd., 560 Rochester Street, Suite 400, Ottawa, Canada KIS 5K2

Make sure you get
afull set offlexible, easy to use,
WYSIWYG design
tools tailored to
forms design. After
all, this isn't desk
top publishing.
It's information
management.

© 1990 Indigo Software Ltd. JetF'onn is a trademarlcoflndigoSoltware Ltd. All oompany andproductnamesaretrademarlcsorregistered trademarks of their respective owners.
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X.400:
STANDARDIZING
E-MAIL
An OSI protocol brings new l{fe
to E-mail
Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols
or many years, E-mail has not lived up to its
promise. Early data communications prophets
hailed E-mail as the next revolution in commu
nications. It hasn't worked out that way. In
stead, fax machines have become the mainstay
of modern office communications. Messaging has been around
a long time: Fax is a technology with its roots in the nineteenth
century, and couriers date back to the runner bearing the re
sults of the battle of Marathon to Athens.
In today's business world, where faster is always better,
E-mail, which is unparalleled
in speed, would seem to be
the perfect mode of commu
nication. However, few busi
nesspeople and PC users have
bought into this line of think
ing. There are a number of
reasons why.
E-mail requires users to do
more than merely insert a
document into a fax machine.
And, more important, until
recently E-mail systems were
proprietary, closed systems
each an island unto itself. You
could send messages from one
isle to another, but it required
telecommunications wizards
to keep these links and their
gateways working.
Each E-mail system was
developing on its own path,
and each evolutionary step
meant that communications
between networks needed
constant adjustment. Even
when the connections worked
ILLUSTRATION: JAMES YANG © 1990

well, they required users to do a lot.
Every E-mail system has its own addressing scheme. To send
messages to people at their ARP ANET mailboxes, for instance,
you had to use a totally different address format than if you
were mailing a note to someone on MCI Mail. The result was
that E-mail faltered from lack of public acceptance. X.400 may
be the answer to this problem.
X.400 may sound like the name of the Air Force's newest
stealth fighter, but it's really a telecommunications standard
that lets E-mail users send messages to users on different
E-mail systems. This rapidly
growing telecommunications
addressing standard is mak
ing E-mail an attractive alter
native to fax and overnight
mail services.
X. 400 provides a single ad
dressing scheme that works
on every E-mail system. No
longer do users have to re
member whether an address
has to include an exclamation
mark, a slash, an at symbol,
or some combination thereof.

TheX.400
Standard's Family
X .400 is a CC ITT standard
that defines how an intersys
t em mail message is ad
dressed. Working X.400 sys
tems include not only an
addressing standard but also a
host of other CCITT stan
dards. Among them are
X.401, which describes the
basic intersystem service eleDECEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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W
here once
you could easily reach only
subscribers to your own system,
X. 400 's new addressing scheme
allows you to reach out to E-mail
users on all the major systems.
ments, and X .411, which defines message-transfer protocols.
The most important member of the X.400 family, though, is
probably X.410, which defines mail-handling protocols. Spe
cifically, X.410 is concerned with how standard Open Systems
Interconnection protocols work to support E-mail applications.
True E-mail connectivity is possible when you bring E-mail
systems into accordance with OSI protocols-the backbone of
network standardization. The first mature product from the
topmost OSI applications layer is X. 400.
Like any other new standard, X.400 has had its share of
teething problems. A prime example is that you can't reliably
send binary files or Group 3 faxes (today's most popular high
speed fax standard) from one network to another. The ability to
do so is part of X.400, but real-world implementation has been
spotty.
As X .400 becomes the international standard for E-mail,
many systems are introducing foreign E-mail connections.
U.S. Sprint, with its established base of systems using its Tele
mail software, leads the way in this area.
Telemail private mail domains, however, may not have ac
cess to all external systems. This situation is not the result of a
technical problem. Rather, administrators of these networks
have decided not to activate connections with all possible E
mail domains. Some IBM proprietary E-mail systems, though,
have X.400 gateways to Telemail.
There are other difficulties to be overcome before a LAN
E-mail system can use X.400. A gateway from a LAN to an
X. 25 packet-switching network like Telenet or Tymnet is a nec
essary part of an X.400 system, but X.25 gateways still aren't
commonplace.
Many E-mail manufacturers are wrestling with how to im
plement and test X.400. In 1989, a group of vendors success
fully founded the X.400 Application Program Interface Asso
ciation. APIA 's goal is to develop the application programming
interface between LAN E-mail systems, wide-area-network
E-mail systems, gateways, and X.25 networks. Now, products
using the X.400 API can connect your office's mail system
(whether it be LAN-based or built around Digital Equipment's
All-in-One system on a VAX) to the outside world, but you still
can't simply plug in a black box and go.

So Why X.400?
The advantages ofX .400 outweigh the disadvantages, however.
From a system administrator's standpoint, an X.400-equipped
E-mail network can easily transfer messages to another X.400
system without any of the headaches ofearlier methods.
New communications connections to foreign E-mail systems

can take only a few days (and considerably less sweat) instead
of months to implement. Tracking down why a message hasn' t
been delivered is also much simpler. In transfers between non
X.400 systems, though, it can be impossible to figure out the
fate of a mislaid message.
For users, X.400 provides several clear advantages. The
first is that they won't have to contend anymore with a dozen
different, confusing addressing schemes filled with @ and %
signs. But the most dramatic advantage that X. 400 brings to the
E-mail universe is that its standardized addressing makes con
tacting other systems' subscribers almost as easy as calling
Frank next door. The number of people you can reach by
E-mail has expanded enormously.
Where once you could easily reach only those on your own
system, the new addressing scheme allows you to reach out to
E-mail users on all the major systems, such as U.S. Sprint's
Telemail and MCI Mail. With this ease ofconnectivity, E-mail
visionaries with multiple mailboxes will be able to close down
all but one of their network addresses.

Elementary, Mr. Watson
X.400 addressing is a straightforward process. The E-mail sys
tem administrator assigns a unique originator/recipient name
to every user. The format for the O/R is "keyword:value,
keyword: value." Each keyword represents an address element.
More than 10 address combinations are possible, but most E
mail systems use far fewer for most O/Rs.
Every address contains some common elements. For in
stance, all X.400 addresses include an ADMD-Administra
tive Management Domain. An ADMD is a public mail system
(such as MCI Mail, AT&T Mail, or Telemail) that serves as a
message-transfer system. Private mail domains, or PRMDs,
such as Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), NASA mail sys
tems (NASAMail), or a LAN E-mail system, can be attached to
public networks like Telemail or MCI Mail.
Individuals are uniquely identified in their home mail sys
tem by a user name, user number, or a combination of first
name and surname. Each keyword must be assigned a value.
So, for example, a NASAMail user O/R would look like this:
ADMD:Telemail, PRMD:NASAMail, FN:John, SN:Doe. The
exact order in which the keywords and values are listed is unim
portant. SN:Doe, FN:John, PRMD:NASAMail, ADMD:Tele
mail would work as well.
In practice, it works like this: To send a note from MCI Mail
to a user on Telemail, you would type in the receiver's last
name and the letters EMS in parentheses. MCI Mail then
prompts you with EMS. Here, you key in the ADMD name. The
system responds with MBX : . At this point, you type in a single
element of the O/R-for example, PRMD:NASAMail, for a re
cipient on this private mail system. You would continue in this
vein until you have input enough pieces into the O/R for the
receiving system to identify the addressee.
To be sure of getting a message to someone, however, you
must have his or her exact electronic address. It is still difficult
to determine when you must use an elaborate address to ensure
that your message won't just disappear into the electronic haze.
That is one important element of E-mail that has yet to be per
fected before it can offer effortless, universal communication.
X.500 will solve this problem, but it is still a few years away.
As defined by the CCITT, X. 500 is a directory assistance
system for the computer age. X.500 database systems will con
tain the E-mail addresses of all users with accounts in X.400
compliant systems around the world. This global directory may
take a while to appear in final form. By 1992, though, enough
of the system will be up to empower X.400 communications.
continued
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In college, you would have killed
for MathCAD. So why aren't you
calculating with it now?

100,000 engineers and scien
tists already let MathCAD do
their calculations for them.
Now that college is far behind
you, perhaps it's time you graduated
from sprea?sheets, calculators and
programming.
Because in today's working world
ofengineering and science, there's
no time for anything less than
MathCAD. The software that lets
you perform engineering and
scientific calculations in a way
that's faster, more natural, and less
error-prone than any calculator,
spreadsheet, or program you could

M at/JCAD 2.5 i1u/udes 3-D plotti~Jl, HPGL sketc/1
import, and l'oJtScript 011tp11t.
U.K.: ,\dept Scientific 04(12-48lXl55: France: ISECEGOS

write yourself.
Thanks to MathCAD's live
document interface;· you can enter
equations anywhere on
i
w
•
:' :• •I ·U • the screen, add text
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n

to support your work'.)

and graph the results.
It also comes complete
~6~'S with over 120 commonly
used functions built right
March 14,
1989 issue.
·
-fi fi
·
111. Vet ect or creatmg
Bestof'BB
Bcstof 's 7
complex equations and
formulas, as well as exponentials,
differentials, cubic splines, FFTs and
matrices.
You get three-dimensional
plotting, vivid graphing, and the
ability to import HPGL files from
most popular CAD programs,
including AutoCAD~
Done calculating? MathCAD
prints all your analyses in
presentation-quality documents,
even on PostScript® compatible
printers.
All ofwhich has made MathCAD
far and away the best-selling math
software in the world. In fact, it's
used by over 100,000 engineers and
scientists - just like you.
There's Math CAD for the PC.
MathCAD for the Mac, written to
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•

•
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1-4609276~:

take full advantage of the
Macintosh® interface. And a Unix®
version that utilizes the speed and
unlimited memory ofyour Unix
workstation.
We also have Applications Packs
for Advanced Math, Statistics,
Mechanical, Chemical, and
Electrical Engineering. Each is a
collection of adaptable mathematical
models, designed to let you start
solving your real world problems
right away.
For a free
MathCAD demo
disk, or upgrade
information, dial
•
1-800-MATHCAD
(in MA, 617-577
1017). ()r see
your software
ealer.

!.

Available for IBM" compatibles, Macintosh
computers, and Unix workstations.
TM and® signifY manufacn1n:r's trademark or registered
trademark, rcspcCtivcly.

1-800-MATHCAD

Math CAD"
MathSoft, Inc., 201 Broadway, Cambridge ,.MA 02139
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MAJOR U.S. E-MAIL VENDOR X.400 CONNECTIONS

More connections are being made between E-mail carriers every day. On-line services such as CompuServe are also
working on implementing X. 400. Tel email private mail domains may not have access to all systems.
E-mail service

AT&T

AT&T
IBM
MCI
U.S. Sprint(Telemail)
Telecom Canada
Tymnet
Western Union

IBM

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

MCI

U.S. Sprint
(Telemail)

Telecom
Canada

Tymnet

Western
Union

x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x

X = Presence of an exisling X 400 link belween lh el wosyslems

This super phone book will remove X.400's last technical current status of X .400 connections between major E-mail
problem.
. vendors.
X.400 has been a slow-growing force. Although the techni
End of Message
cal and administrative groundwork has taken years to com
There is one other business consideration that may delay the plete, the first fruits are now available. With the maturity of
X.400, E-mail may become the dominant force in business
day when X.400 becomes the be-all and end-all in E-mail: bill
ing-who gets billed, why, when, and how. With dozens ofpro
communications. •
prietary and open E-mail systems stretching around the world,
it's not easy to agree on this matter. Progress has been made, Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols is a freelance writer and a pro
though, and X.400 connections are either in existence or being grammer/analyst for Bendix Field Engineering Corp. (Sea
completed among all major E-mail systems. See the table for brook, MD). He can be reached on BIX as "sjvn."
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Single Board Computers
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Quark®/PC
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NEC V-40® Processor
Video/LCD Controller
8 or 10 MHz Frequency
Up to 768K Memory
-
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4" x 6"

Quark®/PC II

• 80386 SX based
• EGA® Video/Color LCD
Controller
• SCSI Hard Disk Control
4" x 6"
• Floppy Disk Control
• Up to 4 Mbytes Memory
To order or enquire call us today.
I- - -

Megatel Computer Corporation
(416) 245·2953 FAX (416) 245-6505
125 Wendell Ave., Weston, Ontario M9N 3K9
REPS: Italy 39 331 256 524
W. Germany 49 6074 98031
U.K. 44 959 71011
Netherlands 31 838 541 301
Australia 61 03 568 0988
France 1 47 46 94 52

Austria 43 222 587 6475
Finland 358 0757 1711
Sweden 46 4097 1090
Norway 47 986 9970
Denmark 45 244 0488

Trod11morks: Quark - F.+ K. Monutoclurlng Co.
ORDOS - Digital Resemeh lid. EGA - l8M Corp V·40 - NEC Corp.
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seen how our Q-TEL databases
bring you the most current and
accurate rate and tariff information.
Now Q-TELInternational database
brings it to you worldwide. It has the
same superior performance packag
ing, and easily adapts to your
applications.
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ALTERNATIVE OPERATING SYSTEMS

UNIX
WITH A
MICROSCOPE
Minix isn't for everyone,
but it's a great low-cost Unix to study
Tom Yager
l~f

:"' Fl

Imagine the benefits of writing your own
operating system. You would know where
everything was and just how everything
worked. If anything stopped working,
you'd merely make some changes to the
source code and recompile.
Universities have long enjoyed this type of arrangement with
Unix. Although the University of California at Berkeleyis most
renowned for its Unix work, many institutions have Unix
source licenses and use Unix code as the subject ofstudy. Those
of us not involved in the educational system, however, have a
tougher time of it. A Unix source license costs thousands of
dollars, well out of the reach of most individuals.
A few years ago, Andrew Tanenbaum changed the face of
computer education with his book Operating Systems: Design
and Implementation (Prentice-Hall, 1987). The book describes
a Unix-like operating system, Minix, and includes pages of
source code and lucid discussions of operating-system con
cepts. I thought it was the best book on operating systems I'd
ever read. Back then, you could send $79 to Prentice-Hall, and
it would send you the disks for the Minix operating system, with
full source code. What's more, Minix required only an ordi
nary PC to run and didn't need a hard disk drive.

Fast Forward
Some time has passed, and now Tanenbaum, along with Pren
tice-Hall and a handful of associates, has introduced Minix
1.5. It still runs on a plain old 8088 PC, but some new twists
have been added.
The Minix of today includes software development, full
screen editing, and text-processing tools. On a 286 or better,
Minix runs in protected mode, using all the extended memory
you have available. It works with PC hard disk drives. Versions
of 1.5 are also available for the Atari ST, the Amiga, and the
Macintosh.
If you're one of those hung up on having "the real thing,"
you should know that Minix is system-call compatible with ver

sion 7 of Unix. That's about as close to complete emulation as
you can get; an amazing feat, considering that no AT&T source
code was used. Many of the Unix faithful believe that version 7
was the last worthwhile release of Unix (the argument is that it
has become too fat and unmanageable since then).

Getting There
Minix comes on 17 360K-byte disks and is accompanied by a
680-page manual (over half of which is a source code listing).
The packaging is almost suggestive of a commercial-quality
product, but don't be fooled: You won't be running your
spreadsheets and database managers in Minix.
PC Minix always boots from a floppy disk, according to the
documentation. The operating system is small; booting it takes
three disks but only a few seconds. It starts up with a menu that
allows you to select the root device, change keyboard maps, and
set the size of the RAM disk. That's an important point: Minix
is optimized to run with its root partition on a RAM disk. Boot
ing entirely from floppy disks includes loading a root file sys
tem image into the RAM disk.
Installing Minix on a hard disk is something of an ordeal, but
it is an education in itself. As with the rest of the documenta
tion, there is very little of the hand-holding typical of modern
operating-system manuals. It is likely that, even if you're an
experienced Unix user, you 'II wind up going through the instal
lation process more than once. In my case, I had to switch from
a Compaq Deskpro 386/25e to a genuine IBM AT because the
installation would not work properly on the Compaq.
As an example of how Spartan the Minix installation process
is, consider the disk-partitioning software, fdisk . You need to
supply it with the number of heads and sectors on your hard
disk, and it won't stop you from allocating cylinders that extend
past the end of the disk.
Is this a problem? Is the lack of a "do everything" installa
tion script a problem? I guess users expecting a commercial
Unix might see things that way, but anyone who bought Minix
for the right reasons would see it instead as a challenge: If you
DECEMBER 1990 • BYTE
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ITEMS DISCUSSED
Minix 1.5 .....................................................$169

Versions available for the IBM PC, Atari ST,
Amiga, and Micintosh.
Prentice-Hall
Microservice Dept.
200 Old Tappan Rd.
Old Tappan, NJ 07675
(800) 624-0023
Inquiry 1005.

don't like the way fdisk works, you've got the source code;
change it or write your own!

A User's Point of View
I was surprised almost to the point of shock at just how com
plete the new Minix environment is. Not only will you find the
standard Unix utilities but also some of the things that make
living in Unix easier to bear: clones of popular Unix exten
sions, like the vi and emacs full-screen editors and even a
slimmed-down nroff text-formatting tool.
A few key things are missing, with UUCP (Unix-to-Unix
copy) topping the list. (Unix connectivity doesn't even start
until you have UUCP.) You can achieve some file transfer in
Minix with Kermit and ZMODEM, bothofwhich, some would
argue, have advantages over UUCP. You 'II probably see UUCP
eventually, since large portions of Minix 1.5 are the result of
source code donations from some talented programmers.
The vi clone (called elvis), for example, is accompanied by
the README file that identifies the author and places the code
in the public domain. There are over 16,000 participants in the
Usenet newsgroup comp.as.Minix, which is always overflow
ing with tips and new programs just for Minix.
Among the missing elements in Minix are certain features in
a few of the programs. The nroff and emacs clones, for in
stance, are missing enough functionality that macro files im
ported from other systems probably won't run. Again, you
should take these shortcomings as "exercises for the reader."
Actually, most of the hard work has been done for you; if you
see something you think you'd like, add it. As a courtesy to
other Minix hackers, upload the changes to the Usenet. Your
codemayend up in the next release ofthe operating system.

Developing an Interest
A discussion of Minix would be worthless without talking
about its most valuable asset-the source code. There are some
125 ,000 lines of C code-tiny by modern operating-system
standards-all copied to your hard disk during installation.
I have worked with source code from AT&T, Berkeley (BSD
Unix), and the Open Software Foundation, and I canattestthat
most Unix source code is abominable and obscure. In contrast,
even the Minix kernel source code is impeccably commented.
You can flip to any page in the source listing, read a few lines,
and actually understand what's going on. With Tanenbaum's
book as a companion, you could transform yourself into a qual
ified operating-system hacker in no time.
For those with less lofty aspirations, Minix's source code
still holds value. As long as you don't resell it, you have the
right to modify Minix any way you please.
For example, imagine that you wanted to set up a multiline
BBS or customer-support system. Minix has all the building
blocks in place: serial-line support, full-screen terminal con
trol, text editors, file 110, E-mail-everything you need to get
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started. A primary concern on a BBS is security, so you might
set about "fixing" a number of utilities (e.g., log-in, mailers,
and text editors) so they could save files only to a certain area,
and they'd check to ensure that users weren't taking up too
much space. Yoo could climb all the way down to the code that
controls the file system, making sure even the cleverest BBS
buster can't touch restricted files.
Minix includes a Kernighan and Ritchie-compliant C com
piler (for which source code is optional). The make files for
each major operating-system component are provided; recom
piling any portion of Minix usually requires only that you
change to the appropriate directory and type make.
In addition to hacking on Minix sources, the Minix environ
ment is quite useful for producing original programs. The con
sole understands ANSI escape sequences, and a library of
termcap-compatible display-control functions can be blended
into your programs. Minix C supports over 225 library calls,
and since version 7 compatibility is included, you can port
some public domain Unix programs. But, here again, some
thing is missing: a debugger. The Motorola 68000-based ver
sions of Minix support debugging, but the PC version lacks any
sort of debugging tool. There is a disassembler, but that's it.
Some programmers can't work without debuggers, while for
others, stuffing printf statements into their code is sufficient.

We Need to Talk
One unusual part of Minix, buried in the back of the manual, is
its networking capability. The PC version of Minix includes
support for a proprietary network using Western Digital Ether
net cards. At the protocol level, Minix's networking is based on
remote procedure calls (RPCs) and works at a level very close
to the hardware. The documentation claims that this results in
file transfer rates three times higher than TCP/IP. It is not
TCP/IP, so you won't be connecting it to your Unix LAN.
The networking support is not proprietary to Minix, but
rather to another operating system called Amoeba. Developed
at the Vrije University in Amsterdam, Amoeba is a distributed
operating system built to handle dozens of processors. For
Amoeba, its self-styled RPC mechanism is the method of
choice for intermachine communications, and this mechanism
is compatible with the one rolled into Minix.
Even though there is no Network File System-like file shar
ing, you can create seamless connections between machines
with crafty use of the Minix networking utilities. A program
called to, for example, allows Minix shell pipes to connect two
machines. Minix also includes the tools necessary for creating
and operating custom-built clients and servers.

Let's Hear It for the Little Guy
If you want to get your hands on a well-written Unix, including
source, Minix is the most inexpensive way to do it. Be aware of
what you need. If all you really need is a compact Unix system
for the 286, get Xenix, for which there are hundreds of com
mercial application programs. Don't expect to run anything
under Minix that you didn't compile yourself. This degree of
do-it-yourself spells joy for some and misery for others.
Minix is not an operating system for general use, although it
held up well to the beating I gave it. It is an operating system for
studying, even if you 're not a student. Those who have no use
forthe source code would be better off with Coherent or Xenix.
But, even if you don't think operating-system hacking is for
you, you won't lose from working with Minix. •
Tom Yager is a technical editor for the BYTE Lab. He can be
reached on BIX as "tyager. "
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Document image processing is a
new technology which has just be
gun to evolve. The myriad of hard
ware devices on the market, and the
lack of an industry standard proto
col for communicating between
them, make the integration of an
electronic filing system a formidable
task. And without intelligent soft
ware to control all aspects of the
storage, management, and retrieval
of documents, the filing system will
be nothing more than a micro-fiche
machine in disguise.
With these considerations in mind,
EEF was designed as a turn-key so
lution which relieves the clients of
all the intricacies involved in inte
grating a truly functional electronic
filing system. Yet its flexible design
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grade as the users needs grow and
change.

Open Architecture
EEF is designed as a totally open
architecture system. Rather than
being a closed package, EEF is com
posed of individual building blocks
defined by their area of electronic
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Scanner, Fax, Word Processing,
Host Computer, Etc.
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Application Generator, Turn-key
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Medical Uses
The kind of visual information
which is so essential for medical ap
plications is handled by EEF in a
natural, straightforward manner.

Art Catalogs
Making multi/media presentations
of art works, for example at auc
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display method.

Real Estate I Travel Agency
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ers on an on-site electronic tour
without ever leaving the office, thus
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EEF Pilot System
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essary for electronic filing. The sys
tem components are:
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Output
Printer, Plotter, High Res. Display,
Fax, Host Computer

EEF Applications
The EEF system opens a vast new
world of opportunities for you. The
possible applications are limitless,
and to name a few:

Management Systems
Any application which requires
original documents and forms (e.g.
verification of signatures and L/C
in the banking area).

386 base micro-computer at 33MHz
with 64K cache, 8 MB RAM, 1.2GB
with access time of 0.8MS (disk cach
ing), proprietary scanner and printer
interfaces, high resolution (1660 x
1200) CRT display, laser printer 300
dpi at 8 ppm, scanner 300 dpi with
100 page feeder.

Software
The EEF software package, includ
ing the document manager, the
retrieval engine, the hypermedia
interface, and 20 hours of customi
zation services.

Scientific and Engineering Data

Total cost for the pilot system is
30,000 US$.

Any application in these fields
that requires maps, charts, logs,

For further details and literature,
please contact:

EUROPE: ELEX INFORMATION SYSTEMS SA
65, Rue de Lausanne 1202 Geneva Switzerland Tel.+ 41 22 738 11 88 Fax.+ 41 22 73811 90

USA: ELEX INFORMATION SYSTEMS INC.
125-127 North 4th Street Philadelpl1ia, PA 19106 USA Tel.+ 1 215 627 7.202 Fax.= 1 215 627 2342.
Trademarks: DOS, OS/2, Microsoft Corp; Net Ware, Novell, Inc. ; UNIX, SCO Corp; AS/400, IBM Corp; VAX/VMS, Digital Equip. Corp.
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ichard Fink, President
of RainTree Computer
Systems, writes, "...What
it [Periscope] offers is
probably the most compre
hensive debugging capability on
the market today. And for you
and me, that means getting to
market sooner. Getting to market
with a cleaner product. That's an
objective we all know about."

3.0 programs in real mode. You
can monitor software running on
another system. And you can
debug the boot process, hardware
interrupts, and real-time code.
The Periscope software runs on
8088 through 80486 machines,
supports 80386/80486 debug
registers, and runs with 386
control programs in the system.

Periscope
handles the
level of debugging you need.

There's a
Prices start at
Periscope model $195 for soft
for every budget. ware-only
Model 11-X.
~ Model II with
its handy break-out switch is
$225. Model I with 512K of
write-protected RAM is $595 for
PCs and $695 for PS/2s. Model
IV with its real-time hardware
trace buffer and breakpoints is
$1895 to $2395, depending on
your processor and its speed.
We'll be happy to help you decide
which model you need.

Whether you're
developing appli
cations written in
a high-level Ian
~
guage, doing
~ low-level system
development, or something in be
tween, Periscope can help you
ind the bugs. Randy Brukardt, a
developer of the Janus Ada com
piler, writes, "I couldn't imagine
using anything else ...It is just as
useful debugging my Ada code at
the source level as it is for inding
bugs in assembler code, even
TSRs and device drivers."

There's just not
much you can't
debug with
Periscope.
...-:.-.__

For example, you
can debug device
drivers and
TSRs, child pro
cesse~, and soft
~ware mterrupts.
You can trace DOS and debug
foreground and background
programs in the same session.
Large programs are no problem.
Periscope supports Plink and
.RT Link overlays, and Windows

' )

Periscope Model I I includes a break-out
switch and the new Ve1Sion 5 software.
11ze new software, included with all
models,features a menu system that
makes Periscope easier than ever to
learn and use.

Start saving money
today. Call Toll-Free:
800-722-7006
Overseas, call: UK - Roundhill Computer
Systems, 0672 84 535; Gennany- H+B EDV,
07542 6353; ComFood, 02534 7093; Sweden LinSoft, 013 124780; Denmark - Ravenholm
Computing, 02 88 72 49; Australia - BJE Enter
prises, 02 858 5611.
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EASIER STRINGS
FOR THE MAC
Get a handle on Mac strings with this C ++ class
Jan G. Eugenides

m

ne of the goals of any programmer is to write
reusable code, especially when programming
for the Macintosh. The C ++ language struc
ture encourages this goal, and I find it easier to
"encapsulate" or consolidate routines that I
once had to copy time and again into each new program. I'm
making a real effort to put together a useful library of C ++
classes. Here's one that lets you easily manage a certain
resource.
The Mac has a STR# resource type (usually referred to as a
string list) that's very useful in Macintosh programming.
That's because text stored in a string list resource can be
changed later, without recompiling the application code. This
makes it easy to change an application's dialog box messages or
menu items. This also allows the application's menus and dia
log boxes to be converted to different languages (a process
known as localiwtion). The STR# resource begins with a short
integer value that indicates the number of strings in the list, fol
lowed by a variable number of Pascal-style strings (which is a
length byte followed by ASCII characters).

Better still, theStringList class is valuable anytime your strings
change dynamically at run time.
There are two constructors provided for the class, String
List (short id) andStringList(short id,Str6J name). (A
constructor initializes an instance of the class of which it is a
member.) Using either of them is easy. You use StringList
(short id) when you want to load and manipulate an existing
STR# resource. If you assume the target STR# has a resource
ID of 500, you pass this value to C ++ 's new operator, like so:

A Class Is Born

When you are finished with a String List, you can free the mem
ory it occupies by calling the C ++ delete operator, like this:

As useful as the STR# is, however, the Macintosh ROM Tool
box provides only one procedure, GetindString(), for access
ing an individual string from the list. There are no Toolbox rou
tines for creating string lists, adding strings to lists, deleting
strings from lists, or inserting strings into lists. That leaves it
up to programmers to write their own code to accomplish this.
To that end, I designed a C ++ "StringList" class that provides
all these missing functions in one easy-to-use package.
Listing I is the declaration of the StringList class. The source
code for the functions is too long to include here, but it is avail
able in electronic format (see page 5 for details).

Creating and Destroying Strings
Use the StringList class whenever you need to manipulate a list
of Pascal strings, perhaps in a pop-up menu or a dialog box.

StringLish myList

=new StringList ( 500) ;

If you want to create a new STR#, use the second constructor,
passing in the value of the STR# ID you wish to create, along
with a name for it, as a Pascal-style string. For example, to
create an STR# with an ID of 600 and the name "Messages,"
you would write

StringList* myList
new StringList(600,"\pMessages");

delete myList;
All changes you make to strings in the list are saved to disk
continually. Calling delete removes only the copy in memory.
If you need to remove the disk copy, use the Toolbox call Rmve
Resource ( ) , since string lists are resources.

Handling Strings
Once you have made a StringList (by either loading an existing
STR#or creating a new one), you can use the six public member
functions of the StringList class to manipulate it. These func
tions are listed in the table, and I'll provide brief descriptions of
what they accomplish here.
conrinued
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Listing 1: The declaration ofthe Stringlist class,
a group ofroutines for such functions as creating string
lists, adding strings to lists, deleting strings from lists,
and inserting strings into lists.
#define INDEXOUTOFRANGE 100
class StringList(
protected:
short
resID;
OSErr errcode;
Handle stringsH;

/ /The resource ID of this
{/string list (STR#)
{/Error code of last operation
/ /Handle to loaded resource

The ReturnindString() function is analogous to Getind
String(): It returns instr a string from the list referenced by
index. Passing I for index returns the list's first string, 2 re
turns the second string, and so on. SetindString() replaces
any existing string in the list with the contents of string. If
index is out of range, an errorconditionresults and no action is
performed (see the description of Error(), below). Add
String(), as its name implies, adds a string to the end ofthe
list. InsertindString() inserts str before the string indi
cated by index. For example, ifthere are five strings in the list,
the following line of code would insert the string "Hi There"
before the fourth string in the list:
myList->InsertindString( 4, "\ pHi There");

Boolean Valid(short index);
void Increment(void);
void Decrement(void);
void Save(void);
void Revert(void);
public:
StringList(short id,Str6J name);
StringList(short id);
-StringList(void)
void ReturnlndString(short index,Str255 str);
void SetlndString(short index, Str255 string);
void AddlndString(Str255 string);
void InsertindString(short index,Str255 str);
void DeletelndString(short index);
OSErr Error(void)( return errcode; )
);

"Hi There" becomes the new fourth string in the list, and the
previous fourth string now becomes the fifth string. Delete
IndString() deletes the string indicated by index from the list
and moves any succeeding strings to fill the gap. Finally,
Error() returns the error code produced by the last operation
on the class. It should be checked after any operation. It returns
the appropriate Mac OS error code in most cases, such as insuf
ficient memory (-108) or a resource error (-192 through
-199).

Private Members
The StringList Class contains five private members. They are
Boolean Valid(short index);

People are talking about us.
Winner of PC Magazine's 1988
and OS include: Editq
Documentation and fi

i I
le e
o
r. ew ~rsion 3.0
irt
upport, DESQview Support, New
untime Licenses. F77L-EMl.l2 $895 0Sf.l86 $395

The compiler of choice among reviewers and
professionals. Includes a Debugger, Editor,
Profiler, Linker, Make Utility, Weitek and 386
Real-Mode Support, Graphics. $595

Lahey Personal Fortran 77
New Version 3.0: Full ANSI 77, Debugger,
Editor, Linker, Library Manager, Microsoft
and Borland C interfaces, 400 page Manual,
Unbeatable Price. $99

Contact us to discuss our products and your needs. (800) 548-4 778
Lahey Computer Systems, Inc. P.O. Box 6091, Incline Village. NV 89450
Tel: (702) 831 -2500 FAX: (702) 831-8123 Tix: 9102401256
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Sharing

New Model - SLPrM has 8 parallel and 2 serial ports: The
original SL™has 4 parallel and 6 serial ports. Both can
share any combination of ten printers or PCs; automatic
switching, queuing, and serial-to-parallel conversion
Improved Data Throughput- True 115,200 bps: use other
vendors' file transfer software with serial connected PCs
Pop-up Menu via Hotkeys: Keyboard selection of printers
Simple Installation: Just plug in your cables and run the
menu-driven installation software
User Upgradable Memory: From 256KB to 4MB buffer

HWP
Save by Sharing Resources: The SL enables everyone
to share lasers, printers, plotters, and modems. Greater
access by more users reduces unproductive idle time
and the expense of purchasing additional peripherals.
All users can simultaneously send print data and
quickly release their PCs to continue working.

BUF/i4LO
45 OayMoneyBack Guarantee

CALL TODAY (800) 345-2356
Fax (503) 585-4505
Buffalo Products. Inc. 280519th St. SE, Salem, OR 97302-1520
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s Ports

from

$275

All ports are parallel and user
configurable as either 3 inputs
to 2 outputs with a pop-up
menu, or 4 inputs to 1 output
as a buffered auto-switch;
memory is user upgradable
from 256KB to 16MB buffer

AS-41

5 Ports

$200

4 parallel inputs to 1 parallel
output, automatic switch with
no buffer; use the AS-31 for up
to 3 inputs to 1 output, $175

CE

2 Ports from

$175

Printer buffer with 1 parallel
input to 1parallel output, from
256KB to 4MB buffer

SPPS

Converter

$100

Combination serial-to-parallel,
or parallel-to-serial interface
converter in a single unit, no
power supply needed, serial
transfers to 115,200 bps, DIP
switch configurable

RCJ

Toshiba Memory McxJule

Memory expansion module
for the Toshiba T1000SE,
T1000XE, or J3100SS laptop
(notebook) computer,
1MB - $299, 2MB - $549

Cables & Adapters
High quality, 24 gauge
shielded cables, parallel or
serial; modular cable adapters
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STRINGLIST CLASS FUNCTIONS

Once you have made a Stringlist, you can use the six
public member functions ofthe String List class to
manipulate it. See the text for descriptions ofthese
functions.
Constructors
for Stringlist class

Member functions
of Stringlist class

Stringlist
(short id);
Stringlist
(short id, Str63 name);

void ReturnlndString
(short index,Str255 sir);
void SetlndString
(short index,Str255 string);
void AddString
(Str255 string);
void lnsertlndString
(short index,Str255 sir);
void DeletelndString
(short index);
OSErr Error
(void);

void
void
void
void

Increment(void);
Decrement(void);
Save(void);
Revert(void);

Because they are private members, they cannot be called by any
code outside the class. They are used internally and are invisi

ble to the caller. Another class may contain a routine called
Valid(), for example, and it would not be confused with the
Valid() routine in this class. Private functions are, well,
private.
Valid() is called by the SetindString(), Deleteind
String(), and InsertindString() functions to ensure that
the parameters are meaningful. This allows the calling pro
gram to detect error conditions via the Error( ) routine, which
returns errcode. It also prevents the damage to the STR# that
might be caused by operating with faulty parameters. The
Save() and Revert() functions are used to save the STR# to
disk, and to revert to the last saved version, respectively.
The Increment() and Decrement() functions simply mod
ify the short integer at the beginning of the STR# to reflect the
current number of strings in the list. Since this operation occurs
regularly, I made them into separate functions for efficiency's
sake.
Unfortunately, I don't have room here to describe exactly
how the various functions work. I have commented the source
code, however, so you should be able to tell what's going on
fairly easily. If you have to deal with lots of strings inside your
Mac application, I'm sure you will find the StringList class a
handy addition to your private toolbox. If you have comments, I
can be reached on BIX or by mail. •

Jan G. Eugenides is a senior :nftware engineer at Solutions,
Inc. (Williston, VT) . Recent programs he has helped create in
clude SuperGlue II, FaxGATE, and LinkSaver. He can be
reached on BIX as "j. eugenides. "

Time to Relax and Unwind
with

FRACIOOLS'M

AN ELECTRONIC KALEIDOSCOPE OF NATURE'S GEOMETRY
FracTools is the ultimate graphics
software "toy" for experiencing the
infinite and beautiful world of
fractals. Easy enough for a child to
use, FracTools opens a window to
explore the world of chaos science
in a vividly visual environment.
Rich in animation and special ef
fects, FracTools will provide
hours, days ... of creative and artistic
relaxation. Create dynamic and
mesmerizing Slide Shows that
change images, eff11ets and colors,
automatically. They would have
killed for this in the "Sixties".

'"You can think of l'racTools as the professiona/'s fractal
-Dr. Jerry Pournelle - Byte 61'0
investigation toolbox. "
Supports 16 color EGA and VGA. and 256 color SuperVGA with multi-synch analog
monitor. Requires IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2 or compatible, 512K of RAM, DOS 2.0 or higher,
and a har<' disk.

Suggested Retail - $69

__0:0
l{5?

To order, call 800-289-1347

Bourbaki Inc.
REvolu1ioNAR)'

Sof TWARE

P.O. Box 2867. Boise. Idaho 83701, (208) 342-5849
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JMP'"toa
Higher Level

~!~~':?very
Statistical Visualization
Make a quantum leap in data analysis with JMP software
for your Apple Macintosh'". JMP combines traditional
statistics with today's most innovative graphics.

Discover more.
• Fit regression and Analysis of Variance models, but
see them in a new way with leverage plots, showing
how each point contributes to each hypothesis test.
• Fit means, but see the significance of their differ
ences visually with comparison circles. • Analyze
high-dimensional data and extract principal compo
nents, but see both the points and variables in the
same graph with a biplot, one that spins in 3D. •Ex
amine a correlation matrix, but see more with a
matrix of scatterplots with density ellipses. See high
dimensional outlyingness of points with Mahalanobis
distance plots. • See your data always displayed ........_ 
.
in a familiar spreadsheet grid.

0

Interact more.

---- "

• Point and Click to view, edit, or manipulate
your data ... to get an analysis ... to identify
rpoints...to customize...to get context-sensitive
help...to choose colors and marker symbols for
your points in every graph. & Point and Click on a
calculator panel to make formulas for variables. • Point
and Click on your data in one graph, and the corre
sponding points will be highlighted in all the other
graphs instantly. • Click and Drag to change the in
tervals for histograms instantly...to spin your 3D graph
smoothly in real time...to resize any graph. Cut and
Paste your data within JMP or to other applications.
• Cut and Paste reports to other applications or jour
nal them to a file.

Understand more.
• JMP is simple to use, so you can spend your time
studying your data, not your software. • JMP pres
ents statistical results visually, so you are always

looking at graphs as well as numbers, finding
patterns, and noticing points that don't fit pat
terns. • JMP organizes its statistical methods
in a unified way. You approach your data more
directly with fewer frustrations regarding the
statistical recipes. You always have a method that
takes into account the variable's measurement
level: nominal, ordinal, or interval.
MacWEEK says "JMP is powerful and easy to
use. The programmers' delight in writing JMP is
evident throughout and makes the program
intuitive and a pleasure to use."

A Free Video Preview
For a free video preview of JMP, call our JMP Sales
Department at (919] 677-8000. In Canada, call
(416] 443-9811. Or, write us at the address below.

J<.

JMP~

From SAS Institute Inc.,
tlle number one name in data analvsls software.

SAS Institute Inc. o JMP Sales Dept.
Box 8000 D SAS Circle D Cary, NC 27512-8000
Phone (919] 677-8000 o Fax (919] 677-8123
To use JMP, you need an Apple Macintosh with 1 + meg, 2 meg
recommended.
JMP is a trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC. USA.
Apple and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple. Computer, Inc.
Copyright © 1990 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA.
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BREAK AWAY FROM
BLACK, WHITE AND GRAY!
Presenting DH's CHS-4000 Color Handy Scanner ®

/

epart from the humdrum of
ordinary handheld scanners. To
get your message across in a world of
color, the usual black, white and gray
just don't measure up. Until now.
Presenting DFl's CHS-4000 Color
Handy Scanner.

D

For the serious scanning enthusiast ,
the CHS-4000 has the features that let
you realize your full creative
potentials. 400 dpi resolution,
color gray scale output, six gamma
correction patterns among others.
Plus PC Paintbrush IV+, the world's
best. And the quality that you've
come to expect from the company
that started handheld scanning.
Live up to your creative scanning
possibilities with DFl's CHS-4000.
Who knows where it will lead you to?
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West Sacramento, CA
Tel: 916 373 1234
Fax: 916 373 0221

East Brunswick, NJ
Tel: 201 390 2815
Fax: 201 390 2817

Miami, FL
Tel: 305 477 1988
Fa x 305 594 0607

West Germany
Tel: 040 234 766
Fax: 040 233 666

United King dom
Tel: 81 462 9290
Fax: 81 462 7538

Taiwan. ROC
Tel: 02 543 3966
Fax: 02 537 7458
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UNDER THE HOOD

•

Bradley Dyck Kliewer

VGA
TO THE MAX
VESA creates a
software standard
for Super VGA
ver since companies reverse-en
gineered IBM's EGA and pro
duced compatible adapters, they
have been pushing the IBM
standards to their limits-first with
Super EGAs, and more recently with
Super VGAs. Both the EGA and VGA ar
chitectures (which are similar in many
respects) suggest rather obvious exten
sions to accommodate higher resolution
and more colors .
However, for many users, owning a
Super VGA adapter hasn't been all it's
cracked up to be. Dreams of glorious
high-resolution color soon fade when you
realize how few programs support the
extended modes. Typically, you can get
Super VGA- aware drivers for AutoCAD,
Lotus 1-2-3, and, if you're lucky, Win
dows. Butthat's it. Most programs treata
Super VGA just like an ordinary VGA
adapter. Why? There ' s been no standard
way for programs to test for the presence
of a Super VGA adapter, to identify what
type of Super VGA is present, or to find
out how to use its extended modes.
Enter VESA, the Video Electronics
Standards Association, made up of sev
eral dozen leading manufacturers of
graphics adapters, monitors, and soft
ware. The VESA Super VGA extensions
let real-mode DOS programs recognize
and exploit Super VGA hardware in a
consistent manner. I'll focus on how
manufacturers have extended Super VGA
and how the VESA standard helps appli
cations use those extensions.

E

Beefing Up VGA
The first natural VGA extension involves
boosting the resolution of the display. Be
cause of its bit-plane architecture, which
ILLUSTRATION: PAUL COZZOLINO © 1990

locates several layers (or planes) ofvideo
memory in a single address range, VGA
requires only 64K bytes of address space
for its 256K bytes of on-board memory.
Each high-resolution mode uses one lin
ear bit for each pixel displayed. The
highest standard VGA resolution, 640
by 480 pixels (hereafter expressed as
640 x 480), consumes only 38K bytes of
the available 64K bytes. Boosting resolu
tion to 800 x 600 fills 60K bytes of ad
dress space while maintaining square
pixels and a simple addressing scheme. It
also pushes close to the upper limit of the
early multifrequency displays. Thus,
800x 600 became one of the more popu
lar high-resolution extensions.
The second natural extension is addi
tional color. VGA memory is usually ar
ranged in a planar configuration: four bit
planes, or 16 simultaneous colors (2 4 ).
But VGA has 8-bit registers. The Map
Mask Register, which controls CPU
writes to the various planes, usually re

serves 4 unused bits. By enabling these
(and making internal hardware changes
to accommodate the extensions), Super
VGA could support 256 colors. However,
I've yet to see an adapter that works that
way, probably because of the hardware
modifications required.
Another possibility (implemented by
the standard VGA mode 13 hexadecimal)
is to address each pixel with one linear
data byte, again allowing 256 colors.
This method wastes CPU address space,
requiring almost the entire 64K-byte
segment for 320 x 200. But it greatly
simplifies address calculations-you just
multiply the x and y coordinates to get the
byte offset of the pixel. This eliminates
the bit offset calculation required by the
planar modes.
The next step involves using more than
one segment for linear byte-wise storage.
The memory IBM reserved for video in
cludes the 128K bytes that comprises the
A and B segments. Fortunately, IBM
DECEMBER 1990 • BYTE
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I

VESA FUNCTION CALLS

I

Table 1: With VESA calls, you

can ident(fy whether Super VGA
is present and, ifso, how to
control its video modes and bank
switching.
4FOOh
4F01 h
4F02h
4F03h
4F04h
4F05h
4F06h
4F07h

Return Super VGA
information.
Return Super VGA mode
information.
Set Super VGA video mode.
Return current video mode.
Save/restore Super VGA
video state.
CPU video memory
window control.
Set/get logical scan
line length (version 1. 1).
Set/get display start
(version 1.1).

chose to start VGA address at AOOOh (the
older CGA standard began at B800h), so
it is possible to extend resolutions by ad
dressing two segments.
Of course, this technique won't work
with a dual-monitor configuration. Pro
grammers prefer two monitors for de
bugging: a monochrome monitor (and
adapter) for viewing debugging informa
tion, and a VGA for the actual graphics
display. Some spreadsheet users like to
have a monochrome spreadsheet with
color graphics on the other display. And
some CAD users appreciate a full screen
of graphics with the menus on a separate
display. But in all such cases, the mono
chrome adapter uses address BOOOh,
eliminating the B segment for VGA
memory expansion.
Nevertheless, there are Super VGAs
on the market that support 1024 x 768, 4
and 16-color modes (a 96K-byte foot
print), and high-resolution 256-color
modes with linear addressing (up to
480K-byte footprints). And these adapt
ers still allow dual monitor configura
tions.
How do they squeeze such a large foot
print into a 64K-byte segment? With an
old technique popularized by the LIM/
EMS standard: bank switching. The
adapter lets the program select which
bank (usually 64K bytes) of memory
should appear at the AOOOh segment.
Thus, a l 024 x 768 mode might have two
64K-byte banks, numbered 0 and l. The
first 512 rows would be in bank 0 and the
last 256 rows in bank l .
Extending VGA does create some
problems. The easiest ones to deal with
(from the programmer's view) are the
adapter's internal timings and address
356
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VESA MODES

I

Table 2: Version 1. 0 standardized
the popular 800 X 600, 256-color
mode and left plenty ofroom
for growth. Version 1.1 added
enhanced text modes.
Version 1.0
100h
640 x400, 256 colors
101 h
640 x 480, 256 colors
102h
800 x 600, 16 colors
103h
800 x600, 256 colors
104h
1024x768, 16 colors
105h
1024 x 768, 256 colors
106h
1280 x 1024, 16 colors
107h
1280x1024,256colors
Version 1.1
108h
80 x 60 text
132x 25 text
109h
10Ah
132 x 43 text
132x50text
10Bh
10Ch
132x60text

ing. Such parameters are set once and,
except for unusual applications, never al
tered. Adding new bits to a few key regis
ters for additional colors is not very diffi
cult, either. But which mode number
should set an 800 x 600 mode, or any
other Super VGA mode? How do you
know if a Super VGA mode is available?
With the more complex bank-switching
schemes, how do you request a bank
switch? How large are the banks, and
what are their attributes?

VESA: Passport to the
Extended Modes
The first VESA standard, which was
created in April 1989, established mode
6Ah as an 800 x 600, 16-color mode. Ex
cept for the larger address space, pro
gramming mode 6Ah is identical to
working with standard mode l 2h
(640 x 480, 16 colors). Both are planar
modes with a 64K-byte address map
one plane for each primary color, and
one to represent intensity. With the pal
ette registers and the DI A converter, you
can map a plane combination to any one
of262, 144 different colors.
Before writing data to the adapter, a
program must set the color to be written

COMPANY INFORMATION
VF.SA
1330 South Bascom Ave., Suite D
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 971-7525

Inquiry 1004.

or the bit planes to modify. When read
ing data, the program must select a single
plane (four reads to retrieve all data in a
byte) or a particular color (16 reads to
retrieve all data). In Super VGA mode
6Ah, a program accomplishes these
tasks just as in mode l2h-that is, by
standard VGA registers.
The Super VGA modes require faster
scan rates for the display. Other timings,
such as the retrace and overscan, require
compensating adjustments. These tim
ings can affect image size and placement
on the display. In some cases, you may
find yourself adjusting the screen con
trols every time you switch applications
(for example, from an older 640 x 480
program to a newer Super VGA pro
gram). Accordingly, VESA has also set
some display signal-timing specifica
tions for 800 x 600 modes.
The next set of standards (October
1989) extended the BIOS calls. It estab
lished eight new graphics modes (all the
way up to 1280x 1024, 256 colors), five
function calls, and several attribute
tables. All the new calls are implemented
as subfunctions of interrupt l Oh, func
tion call 4Fh. As with the IBM-defined
video BIOS calls, register AH takes the
function call (4Fh), and the subfunction
goes in register AL. A revision of these
standards (May) added five new text
modes and two new function calls. All
VESA revisions will be backward-com
patible to the original. A list of the f unc
tions appears in table l. The new modes
appear in table 2.

VESA Functions
Function 0 (Return Super VGA informa
tion) confirms that a VESA adapter ex
ists. The calling program must reserve a
256-byte area and pass a pointer via reg
isters ES:DI. The VESA function re
turns a table of information that includes
the current VESA version supported and
a pointer to the valid video modes.
The program may determine the attri
butes of a mode by calling function l
(Return Super VGA mode information).
Like function 0, a pointer to a 256-byte
reserved area passes through register
ES:DI. The CX register receives the
mode number. This function returns op
erational information such as memory
layout and window properties (discussed
later). The standards define enough de
tail so that a vendor can describe unusual
non-VESA modes such as nonstandard
resolutions or memory mapping (e.g.,
extended CGA).
Functions 2 and 3 simply set and re
turn the video mode. Unlike the standard
video BIOS routines, which use an 8-bit

They have a way of
dealing with line noise.
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File Transfer
Aborted.
We have a better way.
Take one last look at this screen shot.
Hopefully, you'll never see it again.
BLAST® is the communications software
designed to shrug off line noise. It was born
twelve years ago into the world of high
stakes mainframe file transfers - where one
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We developed a unique full-duplex, sliding
window protocol that was naturally
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available, through distribution, to virtually
anyone with a business computer - any
business computer. Call your distributor for
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mode number, the VESA routines use a
16-bit mode number. Programs get and
set the mode number by way of the BX
register.
Function 4 saves all, or selected por
tions of, the Super VGA video state. The
complete video state includes all the reg
isters (including vendor-specific regis
ters) and BIOS data areas, but not the
video memory.
Function 5 (CPU video memory win
dow control) sets or reads the current
window (bank); it's a prelude to bank

Figure 1: In this diagram (right), the
offset in video memory has changed
from 0 to /OOOh (the CPU continues to
address segment AOOOh). The shaded
area is the displayed memory in I 024
by 768-pixel, 16-color mode.

switching. Register BH sets the current
mode (0 for set, 1 for read), BL selects
the window (0 for A, 1 for B), and DX
holds the bank number. VESA also pro
vides a direct call for setting the current
window-the address of the call is re
turned through function 1.
Version 1.1 of the specification adds
two function calls that support scrolling
and multiple display pages. Function 6
sets the logical screen width. A line
longer than the display width may be sub
ject to horizontal scrolling. Additional-

SINGLE-WINDOW
BANK SWITCHING
CPIJ
AOOOh

Video

0

Figure 2: Window A (below) is write
only, and Window Bis read-only. Both
are 64K bytes in length and addressed
at segment AOOOh. The top halfofthe
diagram represents an arbitrary initial
state where you can read video memory
at offset /OOOh and write to video
memory at offset 0. You might use this
configuration to transfer an object
from the nondisplayable memory in
Window B to Window A. Moving to the
bottom, both banks are switched, so you
read from video offset 0 and write to
video offset /OOOh (e.g. , to store
background information!ram Window
Bin the nondisplayable area).

OFFFh
BOOOh

AOOOh

Memory Windows

1000h

ABOOh

1800h
1FFFh

BOOOh

•

OVERLAPPING WINDOWS
CPU

AOOOh

Video
0

Write

A

CPU

Video

AOOOh

1000h

ABOOh

1800h

Read

1FFFh

FFFh
BOOOh

BOOOh

------------------------- ------------------------CPU

Video

AOOOh

1000h

ABOOh

1800h

Write

CPU

Video

AOOOh

0

1FFFh
BOOOh
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ly, longer logical lines are useful for
rounding out odd-length lines, so win
dows always break between scan lines
rather than within scan lines. For exam
ple, a 640-column graphics mode (80
bytes wide) does not divide evenly into
64K bytes. This can be fixed by rounding
up to 128 bytes (1024 columns).
Function 7 sets and reads the display
start address. This allows for panning
across wider logical screens set through
function 6, for scrolling vertically, or for
switching between two or more display
pages.
The standards recognize that some
adapters have unique modes or limited
abilities. VESA provides information
about vendor-specific modes in the form
of mode lists and mode attribute tables.
A program can search for a specific reso
lution, find the closest matching resolu
tion (either VESA or vendor-specific),
and determine the necessary program
ming information-all with VESA calls.
Note that an adapter does not have to sup
port each, or any, of the VESA standard
modes. For example, I have yet to see a
1280 x 1024 VGA.
The standard VESA modes return infor
mation, too. This is especially critical
for the bank-switching modes, such as
1024 x 768, and all the extended-mem
ory modes (e.g ., those that require VGA
with 512K bytes of memory). There are
three separate bank-switching tech
niques: single-window (see figure 1),
dual overlapping windows (see figure 2 ),
and dual non-overlapping windows (see
figure 3). In each case, programs accom
plish bank-switching with a VESA call
or with a direct call to a bank-switch rou
tine located with a VESA call.
With the single-window technique, the
CPU can both read and write to the same
address range-typically, a full 64K
byte segment. Dual overlapping windows
map to the same address, but one win
dow is read-only while the other is write
only. The two windows can map to the
same bank, thus emulating the single
window technique (but requiring two
function calls to switch banks). Dual
nonoverlapping windows, a variation on
the basic dual-window theme, occupy
different segments-typically AOOOh
and A800h-and are 32K bytes long.
Nonoverlapping windows can also emu
late a single window, in this case by se
lecting consecutive 32K-byte banks (also
requiring two calls to switch banks).
Most programmers will probably em
ulate single windows to simplify their
plotting routines. So why bother with
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dual windows? To improve performance
when you are moving data between dis
play areas. Since each window is inde
pendently addressable, you can move
data from one area to any other without
reloading segment registers. Applica
tions that do animation or that maintain
libraries of frequently drawn images
(e.g., fonts) will work much faster if they
exploit dual windows.
Programmers must be very careful not
to assume that attributes for one adapter
will apply to another, similar adapter (or
even from mode to mode on a single
adapter-I've seen multiple windowing
methods on a single adapter) . For exam
ple, you cannot assume that single-win
dow systems will have 64K-byte banks
the banks may be smaller than the win
dow size. The smallest address step is
called the granularity.
Most Super VGAs use a 64K-byte win
dow and64K-byte granularity, but Para
dise Super VGAs use dual nonoverlapped
Windows with a 4K-byte granularity.
Each window is 32K bytes: one at seg
ment AOOOh and the other at A800h.
Each window can be individually pro
grammed to 4K-byte offsets within the
adapter memory. A single-window emu
lation would use banks 0 and 8, not
banks 0 and 1.
Once you master the bank switching,
programming with VESA is basically the
same as with the standard VGA modes.
The addressing generally follows either
the 4-bit planar model (e.g., 640x480,
16 colors) or the 1inear packed-pixel
model (e.g., 320x200, 256 colors).

What VESA Means to You
One of the unique features of the VESA
standard is that it supports existing hard
ware. In an industry that is driven by
selling new hardware, I think it's excit
ing to see some recognition of a large in
stalled base that has been underutilized.
By August of this year, most ofthe major
manufacturers had implemented version
1.0 VESA BIOS calls as TSR programs
for their existing VGAs. A few had the
VESA calls in BIOS.
The next big step is software that sup
ports VESA. As of August, several
shareware programs supported VESA.
Two CAD applications, Microstation
and Generic CADD, had VESA drivers.
Although CAD and paint applications
will be the first adopters of VESA, the
extended text-mode support in version
I. I will make VESA attractive to spread
sheet and word processing applications.
0 fall the people I've talked to about
VESA, Everex's Gary Lorenson is the
most enthusiastic, and it's easy to see

Lan

industry driven by
selling new hardware,
it's exciting to see
some recognition of
a large, underutilized
installed base.

why. Everex has several Super VGA
models with different architectures.
With VESA, Everex can distribute pro
gramming information that applies to all
its VGA models rather than trying to
document the differences.
Of course, there are still benefits to be
had by writing for a specific chip set. By
knowing which registers control bank
switching, or through special features
such as direct-latch register writes, a pro
grammer can improve the performance
of an application-at the expense of por
tability to different adapters. I expect to
see growing support for generic VESA
drivers within programs over the next
few years. But I doubt that customized
drivers for popular programs will disap
pear. VESA primarily helps the software
developer and those hardware vendors

who have to support multiple architec
tures.
Note, however, that VESA is distinctly
a real-mode standard. Writing a VESA
driver for Windows 3.0 (which is some
thing of a real-mode/protected-mode hy
brid) would be a very difficult task due to
the tight integration of the virtual device
driver with the underlying hardware.
Microsoft is looking into VESA but has
not yet decided whether to participate.
VESA is not useful for protected-mode
applications such as Xenix, Unix, and
OS/2. This is perhaps the biggest weak
ness of VESA-it is a software standard
rather than a hardware standard. This is
what makes VESA a significant advance,
insofar as it supports old hardware, but it
also restricts it from advancing to new
operating systems.
VESA is unlikely to adopt a Super
VGA hardware standard, for several rea
sons. Foremost, perhaps, is the fact that
a hardware standard would give some
companies an edge, since it would likely
be built around an existing architecture.
Also, a hardware standard would not be
backward-compatible to the installed
base ofSuper VGAs.
The VESA committee is looking at a
generalized protected-mode library that
could work across platforms such as the
Phar Lap extensions, Xenix, Unix, and
OS/2. But a generalized driver would be
difficult to design and may not be practi
cal if Super VGA is only a transitory
phase on the way to graphics copro
cessors.
continued

DUAL
NONOVERLAPPING
WINDOWS
CPU

Video

AOOOh 0
A

7FFh
ABOOh 1000h
B

17FFh
BOOOh

Figure 3: The CPU addresses two
segments: AOOOh and ABOOh. In the top
haU; the CPU can read or write to
either the first or last 32K-byte portion
ofdisplayable memory. In the bottom
figure, Window A has been moved to the
second 32K-byte bank, while Window
B continues to address the last
displayable bank. In 1024- by 768
pixel, 16-color mode, there will be at
least one more 32K-byte bank of
nondisplayable memory, which could be
used as supplementary storage for
commonly used characters or objects.

AOOOh BOOh
A

FFFh
ABOOh 1000h
B

17FFh
BOOOh
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A Graphics Coprocessor
in Every PC?
Will graphics coprocessors make VESA
obsolete before it establishes a signifi
cant installed base? I doubt it. Already,
VESA is available to most Super VGA
owners for the price of a software update
(either free or for a minimal charge) or a
call to a vendor-supported BBS. This
gives a potential installed base of mil
lions of computers. The next stage is
VESA support in applications software. I

expect rather quick adoption here. It's
difficult for developers to ignore higher
resolutions and additional colors when
the conversion from existing VGA pro
grams is straightforward.
Despite the initial excitement over the
Texas Instruments Graphics Architec
ture and the 8514/ A, adoption of these
graphics coprocessor standards has been
slow. I think the primary factor working
against graphics coprocessors is price.
You still pay a premium for a graphics

coprocessor-not just for the adapter, but
for the monitor, too. Once resolutions
push past 800 x 600, monitor prices go
up dramatically. And although many co
processors work at lower resolutions, the
target market is 1024 x 768 and above.
Even when coprocessor prices drop
(and they almost certainly will), the
changeover from VGA to graphics co
processors may be more evolutionary
than revolutionary. One ofthe interesting
aspects of the IBM-compatible market is
that every aspect of a system must be
cost-justified. Each computer is a collec
tion of components tailored to an individ
ual's budget and needs. Thus, even a few
hundred dollars' difference between a
coprocessor and Super VGA could tilt the
balance in favor of VGA unless the co
processor appears to improve perfor
mance significantly.
There are plenty of character-based
applications that form the cornerstone of
DOS- based computing. Graphics is more
of a perk than a foundation for programs
such as spreadsheets, databases, and, to
some extent, word processors. Does it
matter whether a 1-2-3 graph displays a
few tenths (or perhaps only a few hun
dredths) of a second faster? Compared to
spreadsheet recalculation times, minor
improvements in graphics speed are
practically insignificant.
The fate of Super VGA is probably
more closely tied to acceptance of graph
ical-user-interface systems, such as Win
dows and OS/2-the areas where the
VESA extensions are weakest. And since
all GUI applications rely on graphics, a
coprocessor begins to look more like a
requirement than an option.
I think the VESA Super VGA stan
dards have at least a few good years
ahead. They should fill an important gap
in the transition from VGA to whatever
coprocessor standard establishes itself in
the marketplace-and may have some
staying power considering the older
hardware standards that are still in use.
The VESA standard demonstrates a
commitment to improve products that
have already been sold, rather than to
always push for something newer and
better. It's a refreshing example of how
cooperation between competing manu
facturers can benefit the entire computer
industry.•

The full-blown simulator is an extension of
the DEMO. You can load up to 64K of
code and use 64K of XDATA space. You
can program an " external environment"
to interact with your code to simulate your
target system. The emulator is the hard
ware extension of the simulator!

The 24MHz real-time emulator has been
the industry standard for years. With its
complex breakpoint logic and advanced
trace. nobody can beat it for performance.
Plug-in or RS-232 configuration. All 8051
derivatives are supported!
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MORE THAN
JUST FAST

How to control
SCSI devices on
Macs and MS-DOS
machines

the same on all Macs. There are some
minor variations regarding power forter
minating resistors, but most Mac-com
patible SCSI peripherals are designed to
work across the Mac line.
From the perspective of a program
mer, the Mac Toolbox provides a re
markable amount of "precooked" sup
port software. Table 1 shows a list of the
functions offered by the Macintosh's
SCSI manager. Communicating with a
SCSI device involves a detailed series of
phase transitions that your driver soft
ware must cope with. The SCSI manager
will do much of that coping for you.
In particular, the manager includes
routines for reading and writing data to a
target device: SCSIRead and SCSIWri te
(also, SCSIRBlind and SCSIWBlind
the "blind" 1/0 routines, which I will
cover in a moment). When you ask the
SCSI manager to execute a SCSIRead or
SCS!Wri te, you also pass in the address
of a transfer instruction block, which is
actually a series of instructions in a kind

ome time ago, I got the documen
tation on SCSI from ANSI. The
documentation came in a binder I
was reluctant to open. It was
large, and any skimming I did got me lost
in pages of command descriptor blocks. I
decided I'd let someone else investigate
SCSI.
But then the 300-megabyte hard disk
drives started rolling into the BYTE Lab
for our November Product Focus. There
were printers, too, and optical-charac
ter-recognition devices. And they were
all SCSI. So, I decided maybe SCSI was
something I should investigate after all.
This month, I' II look at what goes into
building programs to talk to a SCSI port.
I hope you can take this information and
carry it on to more sophisticated applica
tions. And make no mistake, SCSI will
let you get as sophisticated as you can
bear.
You probably think (as I originally
did) that the only place you'll see a SCSI
bus is between a computer and some stor
age device-usually a hard disk drive or a
tape drive-but I have seen SCSI ports
tacked onto more and more peripherals.
I've already mentioned some. My favor
ite, however, was a device that lets you
connect a large-screen color video moni
tor to a Mac Plus through the SCSI port.

S

SCSI and the Mac
Macintoshes, beginning with the Mac
Plus, have included a built-in SCSI port
for attaching hard disk drives. Although
the internal details of the SCSI hardware
have changed (more on this later), exter
nally the SCSI connection looks much

of pseudo assembly that the manager in
terprets and executes.
This pseudosubroutine tells the man
ager what to do with the bytes being
transferred: how many there are, the buf
f er address in the Mac's memory to read
from or write to, whether to do a byte-by
byte comparison while the data is incom
ing, and more. I've given a more detailed
discussion of the SCSI manager routines
in the March Some Assembly Required,
"Foreign File Systems."

Differences and Details
All members of the Mac family (begin
ning with the Mac Plus) use at least some
version of the NCR 5380 SCSI chip as the
heart of their SCSI port. As with any
family, though, the siblings have their
differences. In the Mac family, these dif
ferences are in the hardware, which
translates into differences in any soft
ware you build that has to talk to the SCSI
port.
The difference between regular and

Table 1: Notice that the SCSI manager handles the protocol details for
common 110-reading and writing-so you don't have to.

0
2
3

4
5

6
8

9
10
11

12
13

SCSI Reset. Resets the SCSI bus.
SCSIGet. Manages the arbitration phase.
SCSI Select. Selects a target for future SCSI commun ications.
SCSICmd. Lets you pass a SCSI command to the SCSI bus.
SCSIComplete. Returns status and message information at the completion
of a SCSI command.
SCSIReac!. Reads bytes from a SCSI target.
SCSIWrite. Writes bytes to a SCSI target.
SCSIRBlind. Reads bytes from a SCSI target. Unlike SCSI Read,
SCSIRBlind performs no handshaking. It's not a good idea on the Mac Plus.
SCSIWBlind. Writes bytes to a SCSI target without handshaking.
SCSIStat. Returns a 16-bit word whose bits reflect the condition
of various SCSI signals.
SCSISelAtn. Identical to SCSISelect, with the exception that this command
sets the SCSI ATN line. This signals the target device that you wantto
send it a message.
SCSIMsgln. Receives a message from a target device.
SCSIMsgOut. Sends a message to a target device.
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Table 2: A short description ofeach ofthe 5380's internal registers.
Current SCSI data: A read-only register that provides a snapshot of the current state
of the SCSI data bus.
Output data: This write-only register is your program's portal to the SCSI data bus.
Input data: Provides latched data from the SCSI bus. This is distinct from the current
SCSI data register, which simply reads the bus's current state. Data is latched into this
register in response to an active-going signal on either the SCSI ACK or REO lines
(depending on whether the 5380 is in the initiator or the target mode; ACK is driven
by an initiator, and REO is driven by a target).
Initiator command: You can read and write this register. In read mode, it lets you
monitor most of the SCSI bus status signals. Information gleaned from this register
will also tell you whether arbitration is in progress and whether you've lost arbitration.
In write mode, you can set most of the SCSI bus status signals. One bit in this
register controls gating the output data register onto the data bus.
Mode: This is also a register that you can read and write to. As the name implies,
flags in this register control the behavior of the chip: whether it's acting as target or
initiator, whether OMA mode is active, and whether parity checking is enabled.
Other bits in this register enable interrupts for the chip: parity error interrupt and
end-of-process interrupt (used to signal the completion of a OMA transfer).
Target command: Yet another readable and writable register, it monitors those signals
on the SCSI bus that determine the current bus phase. A target device would write to
this register to set bus phases.
Current SCSI bus status: A read-only register whose contents reflect the current
state of the SCSI bus status signals. Signals coming in through this register that indicate
the current bus phase must match those you've written into the target command
register before some bus transactions can proceed.
Select enable: A write-only register that lets you mask out a single ID during
a selection phase. Simply put, you can use this register to trigger an interrupt if you
attempt a selection to a specific target and the selection succeeds.
Bus and status: This read-only register returns the state of status signals not covered
by the current SCSI bus status register. You can also monitor several internal states
using this register-if a OMA transfer has completed, for example.
Note: The remaining four registers are not registers in the true sense; there is
nothing "in" them. Rather, an 110 operation on these locations triggers a specific event.
Start OMA send: A write operation to this register begins a OMA send operation.
Start OMA target receive: Writing to this location causes the 5380 to begin a OMA
receive operation in target mode.
Start OMA initiator receive: Same as the above register, only the 5380 acts
as an initiator.
Reset parity/interrupt: This is a read-only regiser. A read operation to it resets
the parity error bit, the interrupt request bit, and the busy error bit in the bus and status
register.

blind 1/0 routines on the Mac Plus is ob
vious: The first mode is very picky about
handshaking and checks the DRQ (data
request) line on the 5380 before transmit
ting each character; the second mode
checks DRQonly at the start of the trans
fer. Although the regular mode is slower
(because an extra fetch and comparison
must take place for each byte trans
ferred), it is "safe" when compared to
the blind mode (which checks DRQ only
at the outset of a multibyte transfer).
Furthermore, on the Mac Plus, there
are no real handshake connections be
tween the CPU and the 5380, other than
through the read/write control and data
lines. Thus, if you want to watch goings
362
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on on the SCSI bus, you have to monitor
the 5380's internal registers.
Because the Mac SE and Mac II have
hardware handshaking, their versions of
SCSIRBlind and SCSIWBlind take ad
vantage of this hardware. However, the
blind versions on those machines can run
aground on CPU bus errors if the bytes
don't arrive quickly enough (about 270
milliseconds on the Mac SE and 16 mi
croseconds on the Mac II).
Even ifyou use blind mode on the Mac
Plus, you won't be violating any speed
limits. You can only get up to a transfer
rate of about 260K bytes per second on
the Mac Plus. (In regular mode on the
Mac Plus, the transfer rate is down to

around l 70K bytes per second.) How
ever, blind mode 110 on the Mac II and
Mac SE/30 can crank along at over 1 MB
per second.
The Mac Ilfx uses a custom SCSI
chip-the SCSI DMA. This circuit has a
built-in 5380. Thanks to the SCSI DMA,
the Mac Ilfx is the first Mac that can
handle true DMA transfers along the
SCSI bus; all Macs before it could-at
best-use CPU-assisted pseudo-OMA
transfers. Even with true DMA, it's im
portant to point out that the CPU is not
entirely out of the picture. DMA transfer
moves only data; driver software must
continue to execute on the CPU to handle
all the protocol details.
DMA transfers can be 32 bits wide
(doubleword-wide) rather than byte
wide. In fact, the SCSI DMA adjusts
transfers to perform them at the 32-bit
width. Ifyou try to transfer, for example,
data that begins on a word-rather than a
doubleword-boundary, the SCSI DMA
will perform the first transfer as a 16-bit
word and the remaining transfers as 32
bit doublewords.
Having pointed out all the strengths of
the SCSI DMA chip, I must finally pop
its balloon and point out that, under
Finder and MultiFinder, the DMA capa
bilities of that chip provide no real per
formance win. You'll get a speed advan
tage only when you're using a preemptive
operating system-A/UX, for example.
Happily, most SCSI software will run as
is on the SCSI DMA (Apple's documen
tation indicates that software that uses
hardware handshaking will have to be
modified).

NCR5380
The SCSI bus is really nothing more than
a special-purpose bidirectional parallel
interface. It doesn't take a great deal of
hardware to put together a SCSI. In fact,
I've seen some IBM SCSI cards that are
not much more than bidirectional bus
transceivers. These interface cards re
quired software drivers that carried all
the intelligence; that is, the software
handled all the details of the protocol
(e.g., when to set this bit and when to
look for an active condition on that line).
I believe it was Don Lancaster who, in
a Kilobaud Microcomputing article, said
that the most efficient microcomputer
solutions aren't all software and aren't
all hardware; they are a proper combina
tion of both. Enter the NCR 5380.
The NCR 5380 is much more than a
parallel-interface adapter chip; it is spe
cifically designed to support the SCSI
bus. The 5380 has special on-chip high
current drivers that permit you to wire it
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directly to the SCSI bus. The only addi
tional components needed are terminat
ing resistors that SCSI cabling demands.
The NCR 5380's critical internal or
gans are its registers. There are 13 regis
ters on the chip; some you can only read,
some you can only write, and three you
can read or write. I don't think a pain
fully complete table of the registers and
their contents would be worthwhile here.
It will be more informative if I present
them in the context of a SCSI data trans
fer example. For your convenience, table
2 gives a short description of each mem
berof the 5380's register set. If you want
a more intricate description of the 5380,
see the May and June 1986 BYTE Circuit
Cellar columns.

bit, and it indicates when the 5380 has
recognized that an arbitration phase is in
the works. Once bit 6 is a 1, you look at
bit 5 in the same register; bit 5 is the Jost
arbitration bit. If it's set, you've been
beaten by someone else with a higher
SCSI ID, and you'll just have to wait for
the bus to become free again. Otherwise,
you win, and you're allowed to go on to
the next phase.
Now that you've won the arbitration,
it's time to decide whom you want to talk

to. This is the selection phase. When you
pick whom you'll be conversing with,
you've got to mention who you are as
well. (This is to support reselection,
which I won't get into here. It Jets the ini
tiator and target break their connection
Jetting others use the SCSI bus-while
the target completes some time-consum
ing task. The understanding, of course,
is that the initiator and target will renew
their transactions in the future.)
To start the selection phase, you set

•••••
·--·

Life as Seen by the 5380
A good way to get an idea of using the
5380 is to step through the different bus
phases, examining how you must set
and respond to-the 5380's registers. I'll
assume that the 5380 is connected to a
host as an initiator. I'll also assume that
the SCSI transaction that's about to take
place is a simple one, consisting of the
following phases (in order):
1. Arbitration
2. Selection
3. Command out
4. Data in or data out
5. Status
6. Message in
As you will see, there's also a possible
message-out phase that can take place
between steps 2 and 3. Before the arbi
tration phase and after the message-in
phase, the SCSI bus is said to be in the
"bus free" phase.
Arbitration is where contenders vie for
the right to use the bus. In the simplest
case-a host computer talking to one or
more disk drives-this is no big deal.
There's no one else to fight over the bus
with. First stop: the mode register.
As its name implies, you use the mode
register of the 5380 to set the chip's per
sonality. Flags in this register control
items like the following: whether the
chip is operating as initiator or target,
whether OMA is active, and whether in
terrupts are enabled.
To enter arbitration phase, you clear
bit 0 of the mode register (the arbitration
bit), load your SCSI ID into the output
data register, and flip the arbitration bit
to 1. That last flip sends your SCSI ID
out on the data bus and starts arbitration.
Your next job is watching for bit 6 of
the initiator command register to spring
to a 1 . This is the arbitration-in-progress
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Table 3: You can determine the current bus phase by watching the three SCSI
status lines: 110, CID, and MSG.
Phase

1/0

CID

MSG

0
0
0

0

0
0

0

0
0

Data out
Command out
Message out
Data in
Status
Message in

Table 4: SCSI command blocks for read and write operations. Block numbers
are 21-bit values. The command format shown is for group 0 commands; the
group 1 versions ofthe commands allow for 32-bit block numbers and 16-bit
transfer sizes.

Byte
offset

Description

0

Operation code; 8 for a read command, 1Ofor an operation mode.

1

Logical unit number in high 3 bits combined with the most significant
5 bits of the block number in bits Othrough 4.

2
3
4
5

Bits 8 through 15 of the block number.
The least significant 8 bits of the block number.
The number of blocks to transfer.
Various flags. The top 2 bits are vendor-unique . The low 2 bits
control command linking, which lets your program construct a series
of commands that are logically treated as a single operation.

the bits corresponding to both IDs. The
result goes into the output data register
on the 5380. You then set bit 0 (assert
data bus) and bit 2 (assert select) of the
initiator command register. This places
the ID onto the data bus and turns on the
selection bit. Immediately, you turn off
the arbitration bit (by clearing bit 0 in the
mode register), disable the select enable
register (by filling it with zeros), and
clear the BSY line by clearing bit 3 of the
initiator command register.
Now you wait. The target, if it's there,
should set the BSY line in about 250 ms.
You monitor this line by polling bit 6 of
the current status register. If it goes ac
tive, you've got a partner. Otherwise,
it's time to jump to an error handler.
Assuming you've linked up with a tar
get, you clear all the bits of the initiator
command register except for bit 3, which
keeps the BSY line active.
Next comes "Command out," which
says, "Here's what I want you to do."
(The SCSI protocol allows for any of the
other phases at this point-a message-out
phase is typical. The message-out phase
lets the host send a message to the target.
SCSI defines a num her of message codes,
ranging from the simple [e.g., "com
364
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mand completed successfully"] to the
complex [e.g., "can you support syn
chronous data transfers?"]. The Mac,
however, is atypical, and most targets
skip directly to the command-out phase.
I'll stick to the Mac as the host here.)
In this and the remaining phases, your
job as initiator is the job of a servant;
what you do-whether you send or re
ceive-is selected by the target. (Seems
backward, I agree, but I didn't write the
standard.) Yoo can determine the bus
phase by watching bits 2 through 4 of the
current SCSI bus status register. These
bits reflect the condition of the SCSI bus
110, CID, and MSG lines, which in turn
determine the current bus phase. (Table
3 shows status line settings and associ
ated bus phases.) Additionally, you must
set the low 3 bits of the 5380's target
command register to reflect their coun
terparts in the current status register.
The rest is simply a repeated four-step
process. Assuming you're in the com
mand-out phase, it goes like this:
Step 1: Place the data byte to be sent in
the output data register.
Step 2: Poll the current status register,
waiting for bit 5 (REQ) to go active. This

indicates that the target is requesting a
byte.
Step 3: Set bit 4 of the initiator com
mand register, turning on ACK and in
forming the target that the requested byte
is on the bus.
Step 4: Poll the current status register,
waiting for REQ to go inactive. When it
does, you know the target has received
the current data byte and is ready for the
next. Turn off ACK, return to step 1, and
repeat the process for the number of
bytes you need to send.
During a command phase, the bytes
you send down the SCSI bus in the above
steps constitute the command descriptor
block. Depending on the command type,
the COB can be 6, 10, or 12 bytes long.
(Since the first byte of the COB is the
command code, the target can immedi
ately determine how many bytes to ex
pect during the command-out phase.) In
table 4, I have shown the format of the
6-byte command versions for read and
write operations.
The other phases-data in, data out,
status, and message in-proceed just like
the command phase. The only opera
tional difference is the setting of the
three SCSI status lines (MSG, CID, and
1/0). Finally, each phase I haven't men
tioned yet serves a separate purpose;
here are their typical uses:
Data in: Data requested with a read
command is transferred from the target
to the initiator.
Data out: The host has issued a write
command; during the data-out phase, the
data passes from the initiator to the
target.
Status: The target sends a status byte
to the initiator. It's hoped that the con
tents of the status byte indicate that the
target has successfully completed the
command.
Message in: The reverse of the mes
sage-out phase described above. The tar
get sends a message to the initiator. The
pseudocode in listing 1 should clarify the
machinations of the SCSI phases I've de
scribed. There are three pseudoroutines
in the listing that show arbitration, selec
tion, and data transfer phases.

DOSandASPI
The preceding discussion of the Mac and
5380 should have you seasoned for a visit
to the DOS world. I will use Adaptec's
advanced SCSI programming interface
(ASPI) as a segue into SCSI program
ming on PC clones.
ASPI seeks to simplify the job of talk
ing to a SCSI port; in a lot of ways, it's a
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Listing 1: These pseudocode routines show how to pilot the 5380 through fundamental SCSI operations. They presume
the presence ofa number offunctions named after the 5380's registers (see table 2). These functions let you manipulate
bits within the 5380's registers. For example, translate SCSLMODE(ARBITRATE, SET); to mean "set the arbitrate bit in the
5380 's mode register." These routines assume that you 're operating as an initiator.
{ This routine handles the arbitration phase and assumes
that you've already loaded the global variable MY_ID
with your SCSI ID bit set. )
DO_ARBITRATION:
{ Clear arbitration bit, place our ID in the
output data register, and set arbitration. }
SCSI_MODE(ARBITRATE,CLEAR );
SCSI_OUTPUT_DATA:=MY_SCSI_ID;
SCSI_MODE(ARBITRATE,SET);
{ Place contents of output data register onto
SCSI data lines. )
SCSI_INITIATOR_COMMAND(ASSERT_DBUS,SET);
{ Wait for arbitration in progress bit. }
REPEAT
WHILE(SCSI_INITIATOR_COMMAND(ARB_IN_PROG,VALUE)<>l ) ;
( Get result of arbitration )
RESULT:=SCSI_INITIATOR_COMMAND(LOST_ARB,VALUE)

SCSI_INITIATOR_COMMAND(ASSERT_BUSY,CLEAR );
{ Wait for the BSY line to become active. This loop
should have some sort of time-out control to handle the
situation of an unresponsive-possibly absenttarget. }
REPEAT
WHILE(SCSI_INITIATOR_COMMAND(ASSERT_BUSY,VALUE)<>l);
{ Turn off output data register to bus. }
SCSI_INITIATOR_COMMAND(ASSERT_DBUS,CLEAR);
RETURN;
{ The following pseudoroutine assumes global variables
BUFADDR, which points to the start of a buffer that
will hold the bytes received from the SCSI bus, and
NBYTES, the number of bytes to read.
DO_POLLED_READ reads bytes from the target using the
polled mode; the CPU monitors the handshaking lines. }
DO_POLLED_READ:

( Disable output data register )
SCSI_INITIATOR_COMMAND(ASSERT_DBUS,CLEAR);

I:=O;{ Will act as index. }

RETURN(RESULT);
{ This routine selects the target device identified by
the value stored in global variable HIS_ID. }
DO_SELECTION:

REPEAT
{ Wait for the REQ line. }
REPEAT
WHILE(SCSLCURRENT_STATUS(REQ, VALUE)<> 1;

{ Logically OR together target id (HIS_ID) and
initiator id (MY_ID). )
OUR_IDS := HIS_ID OR MY_ID;
SCSI_OUTPUT_DATA:=OUR_IDS;

BUFADDR[I]:=SCSI_CURRENT_DATA;
I: =I+l;

{ If you wanted to send a message to the target, you'd
set the ATN bit in the next step. }
SCSI_INITIATOR_COMMAND(ASSERT_DBUS,SET);
SCSI_INITIATOR_COMMAND(ASSERT_SEL,SET);
SCSI_MODE(ARBITRATION,CLEAR );
{ Not generating an interrupt for the selection of
our intended target. }
SCSI_SELECT_ENABLE:=O;

potential PC counterpart to the Mac's
SCSI manager. (I'm not endorsing ASPI,
just pointing out its parallel to the Mac
SCSI manager.) From what you've seen
to be involved in communicating directly
to the 5380 on the Mac, the concept of
ASPI is a welcome one. In a capsule, the
ASPI driver suffers all the timing head
aches so your application doesn't have to.
Yoo simply tell ASPI what SCSI com
mand you want executed, and it does all
the rest. You don't even see arbitration
phases and message phases and so on.
The ASPI routines are loaded as a
device driver. You insert a DEVICE =
ASP14DOS.SYS line in your CONFIG
.SYS file, and when your machine boots,
the driver is loaded into RAM. (There
are a number of options you can specify

{ Handshake loop. }
SCSI_INITIATOR_COMMAND(ASSERT_ACK,SET);
REPEAT
WHILE(SCSI_CURRENT_STATUS(REQ,VALUE)=l);
SCSI_INITIATOR_COMMAND(ASSERT_ACK,CLEAR );
NBYTES:=NBYTES-1;
WHILE(NBYTES<>O);
RETURN;

when the driver loads; in the interest of
simplicity, I won't go into them.) You
can then access the driver using the DOS
file-open function (INT 21 hexadecimal,
function 3Dh). The driver's name is
SCSIMGR$, and the open call will re
turn the handle to the ASPI driver. Next,
you issue a DOS IOCTL (1/0 control)
read function (INT 2lh, function 44h),
which returns to your application with
the entry point to ASPI tucked into the
DS:DX registers. With the entry point in
hand, you're ready to roll; you can close
the driver with a DOS close (INT 2lh,
fucntion 3Eh).
Calling ASPI is simply a matter of fill
ing up .a table called the SCSI request
block and issuing a FAR CALL to the
driver's entry point. The SRB varies

from command to command; each, how
ever, is preceded by a header whose for
mat I've shown in table 5. Bluntly put,
the SRB holds everything ASPI needs to
know to complete the current request.
ASPI decodes your command, does
your SCSI dirty work for you, and re
turns the results to a location you've des
ignated in the SRB. Your program has a
choice of methods to use for watching for
the completion of the command: polling
the status byte or specifying a post rou
tine. In polled mode, your application
simply samples the status byte in the
SRB. A 0 in the status field means the
command is still in progress; a l means
the command has completed success
fully; anything else means something
went wrong.
continued
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Table 5: The SRB varies from command to command; each, however, is
preceded by this header.
Offset
0

2
3

4

Description
A 1-byte command code. The ASPI documentation I used defined
six commands and reserved the rest.
A 1-byte status code. This code is returned by the ASPI driver
and indicates whether the command is still in progress, completed
successfully, or completed with an error.
A 1-byte host adapter number. ASPI supports multiple adapters in
a single machine.
A 1-byte flags field. The ASPI documentation I used defined only
one command-execute SCSI 1/0 request-that used this field.
You set the field to zero for all other commands
A 4·byte field reserved for expansion.

Posting mode lets the driver and your mand is completed, ASPI will call your
application operate in a multitasking designated posting routine. It then be
fashion. If you enable posting (by setting comes the task of your posting routine to
bit 0 in the SRB's SCSI request flag) and do any necessary cleanup work.
The documentation that I had recom
store the address of a "post routine" in
the SRB prior to calling ASPI, the driver mended using post routines only for TSR
programs and device drivers under DOS.
will return control to your program be
fore the SCSI command is completed. Applications should use the polling tech
You application can then proceed while nique. However, posting routines under
ASPI does its job. When the SCSI com a multitasking operating system (e .g.,

iiWriting a TSR is exceptionally easy~
... and now it's inexpensive t~
o!

lt..l\,t}

Now you can tum Turbo Pascal programs
into rock solid TSRs with ease. TSRs Made
~
Easy lets you create conventional TSRs or
swapping TSRs that use only 6K of RAM. TSRs Made
Easy provides • TSR swapping to EMS, XMS, or disk
• selectable hot keys •keyboard macros • unloadable
TSRs • 8087 TSR support •interface to transient
programs • ISR handling, and more.
TSRs Made Easy includes full source, complete
documentation, and plenty of small example and demo
.
prog rams. You pay no royaIt1es.

"Writing a TSR ...is exceptionally easy.
The documentation is extremely
readable and well done."
Computer Language, May 1990
One of programming's most
formidable tasks is now very
simple... and very affordable!

TSRs Made Easy, only $49.
TSRs Made Easy has exactly the same TSR routines as OPro. TSRs Made
Easy reql.ires Turbo Pascal 6.0. 5.5 or 5.0. OPro requires Turbo 6.0 or 5.5.
5.25" and3.5" disks included. Add $5 per order fa- standard shipping in
U.S./Canada. Call for other shipping charges. Registered owners of OPro
may update to version I. I for $20, include your serial number.
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OS/2) should be mandatory if you expect
to achieve maximum performance.
Widely read readers will recognize the
SRB as being similar in function to the
NetBIOS control block. As with the SRB,
the NCB was the command and its atten
dant data all bundled in one structure
that you handed to NetBIOS saying, in es
sence, "Here, do this."
One member of the NCB-the NCB_
RETCODE field-is set to OFFh by Net
BIOS to indicate that the command asso
ciated with the NCB is "in progress ."
Your software polls NCB_RETCODE to
determine when the command com
pletes. A zero value in NCB_RETCODE
is an "all's well" indication; anything
else is an error condition.
NetBIOS also supports the idea of the
post routine. In fact, post routines are
critical in network applications, which
must frequently operate concurrently
with foreground applications. When you
consider such concurrent operation, you
uncover a programmer's bear trap that is
also hidden in the ASPI implementation
of the SRB. Specifically, once you've
handed an NCB to NetBIOS, your appli
cation may not tinker with the internals

New! Object Professional
for Turbo Pascal 6.0
Object Professional version 1.1 is fully updated for
Turbo Pascal 6.0. New are SAA/CUA style dialog boxes,
draggable windows, XMS/EMS 4 support, and more.
Object Professional includes
over 100 object types that will
multiply your productivity.
Included are windowing and
menu systems, menu and data
entry screen generators, data
object types, and routines that
provide swapping TSRs.
You'll get up to speed fast with clear documen
tation, on-line help, full source code, and hot
demo programs.

"The range of objects is fantastic. Object
Professional could save you man-years of effort. "
Jeff Duntemann

Object Professional, only $189.
Call toll-free to order: 1-800-333-4160
9AM-5PMPST Monday through Friday. USA cl Ca'!ada.
Formoreinformationcall (408) 438-8608, fax to (408) 438·8610,
or send mail 10CompuSe1ve ID 76004,2611
TurboPower Software PO Box 66747 Scotts Valley.CA 95067-0747

Circle 329 on ReaderService Card
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"Do you know what the underground bargain C compiler of this year is? It's
the Mix Power C compiler. For under $25 with shipping, it is one heck of a
good compiler.''

Victor Schneider
Dr. Dobb's Journal, June 88 (Letter to the editor)

''Overall, Power C's pe1formance is remarkable for the price. Quite
compatible with the Microsoft C and Turbo C "standards", Power C is a
heavyweight contender in the educational, hobbyist, and perhaps even the
professional market - at a bantamweight price."

Stephen Davis
PC Magazine, September 13, 88 (Review)

"Power C is an unbelievable product for $19.95, and is very competitive with
Turbo C, Microsoft C, and Microsoft's new Quick C in both features and
performance. It is excellent for the beginner who wants to learn C, or for the
experienced programmer who wants to develop professional applications. The
manual alone is worth the price of this package, and the generous library
source code and assembler offer adds to the value of it. If you have any
desire to program in C, or want a more powerful C compiler, get a copy of
Power C!"

Michael Cortese
Computer Shopper, August 88 (Review)

"The Ctrace debugger is where Mix really shines. lt is magn(ficent. It's not
only better than the stripped down debugger Microsoft includes with Quick C,
it's better than the full debugger Microsoft provides with its high-end
compiler (Codeview ).''

David Weinberger
Computer Shopper, November 88 (Review)
Circle 191 on Reader Service Card

Technical Specifications

Power C includes: Power Ccompiler with integrated Make.
Power CLinker. PowerC Libraries( 450 functions). the Power
C book (680 pages). and support frn
v' ANSI standard
7 IEEE floating point
7 8087180287 coprocessor
7 auto-sensing of 8087180287
7 automatic register variables
7 unlimited program size
7 mixed model (near & far pointers)
v graphics on CGA. EGA. VGA. & Hercules
Oplional Producls:
"' Power Ctrace debugger
7 Library source code
7 BCD business math

0

rder now by calling our toll free
number or mail the coupon to
Mix Software, 1132 Commerce
Drive, Richardson, TX 75081.

1-800-333-0330
For technical support call: 1-214-783-6001
Minimum System Requirements:
DOS 2.0 or later. 320K memory, 2 floppy drives or hard drive.
Runs on IBM PG. XT. AT. PS/2and compatibles.

60 day money back guarantee
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street
-
City _
_
__-__
_
_
_
_____
Sta l e - - - - - - Z(p - - - - - 
Telephone - -- - - - - - - - -- - ----,.
Paying by:
D Money Order
D Check
0 Visa
D MC
DAX
D Discover
Card#--- - - -- -- - - - 
Card Expiration Date _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Disk Size
Computer Name

- - - -- - - - o 5w· o 3w·
Product(s) (Not Copy Protected)
D Power C compiler ($19.95)
D Powe r Ctrace debugger ($19 95)
D Library Sour ce Code ($10 .00)
(includes assembler & library manager)
D BCD Business Math ($10 .00)
Add Sh ipping ($5 USA - $20 Foreign)
Texas Residents add 8% Sa les Tax
Total amount of you r order

$_ __
$_ __
$_ __
$_ __
$_ __
$_ __
$_ __
B

Power C & Power Ctr ace are trademarks of Mix Software Inc. Quick C & Codeview are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corp. Turbo C is a registered trademark of Borland International.
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Cloak and Data Revisited:
The Winners
egular readers oft his column will
R
recall that in the June installment
("Cloak and Data") I presented a code
cracking contest. I am happy to an
nounce the winners of that contest; the
first five win BYTE sweatshirts.
For those of you unable (or unwill
ing) to break the code, I'll simply say
that the message was doubly encrypted.
The first encryption technique was a
Vernam cipher; the second was a simple
16-element knapsack cipher.
The first-place winner is Emil
Wacker, a founding partnerofHarcom
Security Systems in New York, who be
gan the decryption under the mistaken
belief that I had used a Vignere cipher.
He soon discovered that such was not
the case and proceeded to put together a
quick program in Debug to XOR the ci
phertext with "BYTE"-an obvious
choice for the first key. This got enough
text deciphered so that it wasn't long be
fore he guessed "BYTEMAGAZINE"
as the complete key.
At first, Mr. Wacker didn't know that
the message was doubly encrypted. He
was surprised to find the string of num
bers in the text and thought that they
constituted the winning message that he
would have to recite over the phone.
More decrypting revealed that it was a
message encrypted with a knapsack. He
wrote a brute-force knapsack decryp
tion program in C and ultimately re
fined it to execute in about 7 seconds on
an IBM PS/2 Model P70.
Second place goes to the two-man

of the NCB-other than to read the con
tents of NCB_RETCODE-until the
command has completed.
The same applies to the SRB: It be
comes the property of the ASPI driver
until the command defined by the SRB
has finished. Consequently, if your pro
gram allocates memory to the SRB (e.g.,
using malloc() or the DOS memory al
location function), that SRB must remain
allocated until the command has fin
ished . .. even if the command was some
thing simple like a SCSI reset. Failure to
do so means that ASPI could go stomping
through memory that used to be the SRB
but has been allocated by some unrelated
and unsuspecting program.
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team of Peer Wichmann and Hans
Joachim Knobloch, who work at the
European Institute for System Security
at the University of Karlsruhe in Ger
many. These fellows are also members
of the International Association for
Cryptologic Research.
They useda Mac Ilci, keyed the cryp
togram in by hand, and began examin
ing the cipher for repetitions. They
found the pattern "4444" repeated fre
quently and determined that the greatest
common divisor of the distance between
instances of this pattern was 24 (which
is simply the least common multiple of
thekeylength, 12).
Knowing that the file was produced
on an MS-DOS machine, they attacked
the code based on the fact that <carriage
return><linefeed> characters would
be frequent digraphs. This ultimately
led them to part of the key: "MAG."
From this, they took a first guess at
"BYTEMAGAZINESANNIVER
SARY''-which turned out to be incor
rect-and finally got "BYTEMAGA
ZINE."
The rest was easy for these guys.
They immediately recognized a 16-ele
ment Merkle-Hellman knapsack and
wrote a C program that hammered out a
solution the brute-force way. The pro
gram takes about 0.8 second on the Mac
Ilci to decipher the text.
Third place goes to Owen Michael of
Oakdale, Pennsylvania, who cracked
the code using Turbo Basic on a 20
MHz 386 system. He found that the

What's Inside
As I write this, ASPI defines six com
mands-the rest are reserved for either
vendor-unique operations or future ex
pansion. The defined commands are as
follows:

Host adapter inquiry, which lets you
determine how many SCSI adapter cards
are plugged into your system. You can
also retrieve a 16-character manufac
turer-supplied name that is programmed
into each card.
Get device type, which retrieves a de
vice-type code (1 byte) from a SCSI pe
ripheral device. The code indicates what
sort of peripheral you 're dealing with

hardest part of cracking the first level
was keying in the listing as printed in
the magazine. Decrypting the knapsack
was simple, once he discovered his mis
take of inverting the bit-ordering.
Fourth place goes to Etienne Comu
of Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Fifth place was claimed by Douglas
French of Clinton, Connecticut, who
actually used Brief to inspect the code
and determine the Vernam key.
Honorable mentions (in no particular
order) to:
Bob Martin at the Department of
Mathematics and Computer Science at
Middlebury College in Vermont, who
began decrypting the message on a com
puter at work. That evening, his son was
on the home computer, so Bob finished
the knapsack by hand.
Vernon Crawford, who sent in a one
line Vernam-cipher program written
in-what else?-APL.
Benny N. Cheng, an applied statisti
cian, who fought his way through the
first level of decryption with nothing
more than pen, paper, and the SideKick
pop-up calculator. He conquered the
second level using Scheme.
James Grinter of Lincolnshire, En
gland, who broke the code using a 6502
based Acom BBC microcomputer run
ning BBC BASIC.
And to Richard Langlois of Quebec,
Canada, Ton ·Dennenbroak of The
Netherlands, Steve Tate at Duke Uni
versity, and all the others who broke the
code-my congratulations.

(e.g ., readable and writable hard disk
drive, CD-ROM drive, or tape drive).
Execute SCSI 110 request requires that
you append a SCSI COB to the end of the
SRB. ASPI will execute the command
defined in the COB and manage all the
phase transitions for you. This is the real
workhorse command of ASPI.
Abort SCSI 110 request is handy if you
want to attach a time-out to a particular
SCSI command. You pass this command
the pointer to an SRB that defines an op
eration that is still pending completion,
and the abort SCSI 1/0 request will pull
the plug.
Reset SCSI 110 device resets a target
peripheral. This is what comes from all
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continued from page 420

these intelligent peripherals. Occasion
ally, one will get confused, and you've
gotto restart it from square one.
Set host adapter parameters is more or
less a software DIP-switch block for an
adapter card: You can custom-configure
the card to your installation.

likely to see that you've made a mistake.
Likewise, a compiler can cause a pro
gram to check its own answers for rea
sonableness. If a pointer points to an in
valid location, a variable isn't initialized,
or a value falls outside a specified sub
range, run-time error-checking code can
detect the problem at once.
On the Bill
Some languages are better than others
This month's source code includes offer at checking their (and your) work. C, for
in1'0 for both the Mac and the IBM PC. instance, performs only very weak static
Admittedly, the programs for this month checks, and it has no facility to generate
are more "experimental" than usual, but automatic run-time checks. It was a pro
you can use them for guidance as you ex cedure in the standard C library-which
plore SCSI programming. For the Mac failed to include a check on array bound
users, I've provided LLSCSI.4TH, writ aries-that allowed Robert Morris's
ten in Mach II Forth on the Mac. The worm program to enter and infect thou
routines included let you perform polled sands of machines on the Internet two
reads and writes using either CPU-con years ago.
trolled or pseudo-DMA transfers.
Pascal, Modula-2, and Ada do better;
On the PC side, there is F83-compat they allow programmers to specify the
ible source code for SCSI read and write range of values that a variable can as
routines using ASPI. I've also included sume. And Ada, the most robust lan
source code for' talking to Western Digi guage of the group, has built-in features
to allow graceful recovery should an in
tal and Future Domain SCSI controllers.
As you begin working with SCSI, ex tegrity check fail.
pect to be daunted by the numberof com
Alas, even these languages don't go as
mands and the complexity of the bus far as they should. Few implementations
phases. Stick with it, and once you've put check to see that a variable is initialized
together a library of working routines, before its value is used-one of the most
you'll find it's a lot easier than you ex common programming pitfalls. Nor can
pected. The benefits are sizable, too; these languages automatically check a
variable ifthe constraints on it are more
SCSI is a lot more than just fast. •
complex than a simple maximum and
Editor's note: Listings are available in minimum-if, for example, the variable
a should always be an odd number be
electronic format. See page 5 for details.
tween 3 and 17 or between 51 and 73.
FURTHER INFORMATION
Another essential feature lacking in
Aside from the two-part Circuit Cellar many of today's programming tools is
article mentioned in the text, L. Brett the ability to make certain that every
Glass has provided a good treatment of straight-line path of execution is tested
SCS/'s ins and outs in "The SCSI Bus" before the program goes out the door.
(February and March BYTE). Macintosh Too often, it's an option none of the test
users should delve into chapter 31 of In ers bothered to try that causes a program
side Macintosh, volumes IV and V. Adai to fail in the real world. Programmers
tionally, it wouldn't hurt to order a copy and testers should use a profiler-a util
of Macintosh Family Hardware Refer ity that can tell which parts of a program
ence (Addison-Wesley, 1987). For SCSI are executed, and how often-to ensure
in general, the contact is John B. Loh that all the code is covered.
meyer, NCR Corp., 3718 North Rock
Finally, programming environments
Rd. • Wichita, KS 67226, (316) 636 should provide simple ways to "bench
8703. You can also find SCSI-related in test" individual pieces of a program.
formation on the SCSI BBS at (316) 636 Each time a programmer writes a pro
8700.
cedure or function, it should be possible
to automatically provide that subpro
Rick Grehan is the director of the BYTE gram with a range of inputs and watch the
Lab. He has a B.S. in physics and applied output-without having to build an en
mathematics and an M.S. in computer tirely new program for the test.
science/mathematics from Memphis
State University. He can be reached on Ethics, Pride, and Programming
BIX as "rick_g. "
Many programmers have such complete
Your questions and comments are wel faith in their ability to write bug-free
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One programs-or are so sure that bugs will
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH be caught during testing-that they scoff
at the idea of using a language that pro
03458.

vides automatic consistency checking.
This attitude not only is highly unprofes
sional, but is, in a very real sense, uneth
ical. As users trust computers to handle
more and more aspects of their daily
lives, it becomes increasingly important
that developers supply them with reliable
software. Even the best programmers
make mistakes. It's hubris to believe
otherwise. And, certainly, if program
mers feel strongly that they produce
high-quality software, they should have
no fear of putting it to the test.
Some programmers may also grouse
that integrity checks will slow down
their code-but this, again, is a specious
argument. Today's fast, cached 386s and
486s are more than 50 times as fast as the
original IBM PC, and even faster chips
are on the way. Wouldn't you, as a user,
be willing to sacrifice 5 percent to IO
percent of your machine's performance
for some convincing assurances that it
was coming up with the right answers?
When hardware engineers design a
new chip, they adhere to rigorous design
rules at every stage of the engineering
process. Then, when the work is com
plete, they subject their designs to ex
haustive automatic tests. Software de
signers, by contrast, usually test their
programs by allowing users to experi
ment with them-when they test at all.
Perhaps that's why advances in software
technology have been so slow in coming,
while hardware performance has in
creased by leaps and bounds.
Now that the hardware is fast enough
to shoulder the burden, it's time to start
designing operating systems and lan
guages in which software and system in
tegrity are paramount. I want my com
puters to run an operating system with
full memory protection and complete
task isolation, developed in a type-safe
language with advanced run-time consis
tency checks. I'm sure that anyone who
uses computers for "mission-critical"
tasks would agree. Companies cannot af
ford to lose millions of dollars every year
due to software bugs. And I can't afford
to wonder why Windows-said to be
among the most heavily tested applica
tions ever-crashes so often during rela
tively simple operations.
It's time for consumers to expect more
than software that runs fast; they must
demand that it run right. Speed is impor
tant, but it's far more important to have
software that works. •

Brett Glass is a programmer, hardware
designer, author, and consultant in Palo
Alto, California. He can be reached on
BIX as "glass."
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Intelligent
multiport,
supports RS-422

Eight Serial
Ports
One Board

RS-4 2 2 I RS-485

SmartLynx AT™ intelligent
4-port serial adapter for PC-AT
and compatibles supports
RS-422 and most multi-user
operating systems. On-board
processor takes burden off CPU.
For order info, call:

Quatech's ES-100 provides eight
RS/232 serial ports in a single AT
slot. RJ-11 modular connectors.
16450 UARTSare standard. Optional
buffered 16550 UARTS. PC-AT, ISA,
or EISA compatible. Priced below
$500! Quantity Pricing Available!
Call for our PC Interface Handbook:

RS-422/RS-485 asynchronous
serial communication boards from
Qua tech Iavailable in I to 4 ports
for PC-AT and compatibles and I
to 4 ports for PS/2 Micro Channel.
Call for our free
PC Interface Handbook:

1-800-553-1170
')GUATECH
662 Wolf Ledges Parkway
Akron. OH 44311

PC-AT is a trademark of IBM Corporation.

Cirr:le 240onlletukrService Card

Synchronous
Communication
Boards for AT
Quatech synchronous/
asynchronous serial boards for
PC-AT and compatibles support
RS-232, RS422, and RS-485
communication.
Call for our free
PC Interface Handbook:

1-800-553-1170

1-800-553-1170
')GUATECH
662 Wolf Ledges Parkway
Akron. OH 44311

PC-AT is a trademark or
registered trademark of IBM Corp.

Cirr:le 241 on RetukrService Card

Communications
Data
Acquisition

"PC-AT (ISA) Interfaces"

"PS/2 Micro Channel Interfaces"

':;I GUATECH

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway
Akron. OH 44311

Phone: (216) 434·3154 •FAX: (216) 434-1409
TELE.X: 510-101-2726

Cirr:Ie 243 on Retukr Service Card

PC-AT. PS/2 and Micro Channel are
regislered lrademarks of IBM Corporation.

Cirr:le 2 44 on Retukr Service Card

Joystick
Adapter
forPS/2

2 parallel,
2 serial, I board

GPA-1000 works with
IBM Micro Channel for PS/2
Models 50, 60, 70, and 80. Connect
two joysticks or four paddles. Also
compatible with IBM Game
Control Adapter for PC-XT and AT.
Call our toll free order line:

1-800-553-1170

Quatech DSDP-402 for PC-AT
has two parallel ports, and two
serial ports for any combina
tion of RS-232, 422, and 485
communication. DSDP-100,
two parallel and two RS-232
ports, available at lower cost.
For order info, call:

C)GUATECH

1-800-553-1170

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway
Akron. OH 44311

IBM, MicroChannel,PS/2, PC-XT, AT,
and Game Control Adapter are trademarks
or registered trademarks of IBM Corp.
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1-800-553-1170
C)GUATECH
662 Wolf Ledges Parkway
Akron. OH 443tl

PC-AT. Micro Channel, and PS/2 are trade
marks or registered trademarks of IBM Corp.

Circle 242 on Retukr Service Card

Digital
I/OBoard
Single-slot Qua tech PXB-721 for
PC-AT has 72 digital 1/0 lines.
Connect three choices of data
acquisition modules. Supports
Labtech Notebook'."
Call for our free
PC Interface Handbook:

1-800-553-1170

')GUATECH
PC-AT and PC are registered
trademarks of IBM Corp.

BoardsforAT,
Micro Channel

')GUATECH
662 Wolf Ledges Parkway
Akron. OH 44311
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C)GUATECH
662 Wolf Ledges Parkway
Akron. OH 44311

LabTech Notebook is a trademark of
Laboratories Technologies Corp.

Cirr:k 245 on Retukr Service Card

The WSB-lOOWaveFormSynthe
sizer Boardfrom Qua tech has the
best set of numbers in the market.
With speed to 20MHz and a 32K
memory at $1290, it's making
waves in more ways than one. The
WSB-100 is also a star performer
as a digital pulse/word generator
with the optional digital module.
Call for our free
PC Interface Handbook
1-800-553-1170

'::I GUATECH
662 WolfLedges Parkway
Akron. OH 44311
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Catalog Showcase
The Card Shop

Programm ers Connection

The Memory Board Experts at The Card Shop
wou ld like to introduce ourselves through
some of our better-known associates , for
example: PARITY PLUS by MEMREL, INTEL,
AS T, DF l - an d ou r exciti n g new offer,
WINDEX.
We invite you to call and talk to our
knowledgeable, courteous staff about all of
your memory board needs.
You ' ll also appreciate the Ten-Da y,
Money-Back Free Trial, Generous Warranties
and Commitment to Excellence in all of the
product lines that we carry.
1-800-346-0055 FAX 602-948-8458
Scottsdale, AZ

"An Indispensable reference"
THE CONNECTION is your Ultimate
Buyer's Guide to the highest qua I ity
software available for your IBM PC. You 'll
find its easy-to-use cross references will
guide you to a description of EVERY product
including its system requi rements, cross
product compatibility, version numbers and
more. THE CONNECTION is the Only
software reference guide you'll ever need.
Cal I for your FREE copy!

Circle 307 0 11 Reader Service Card
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RAD Data Communi cations

USA 800-336-1166
CANADA 800-225-1166
FAX 216·494·5260

Intel Development Tools
Choosing the right architecture and devel
opment support are two of the most impor
tant decisions you face today. For success
ful microcomputer development, Intel offers
you the total solution with the most up-to
date and powerful tools available.
And we also offer you the easiest way to
buy. Our Development Tools Catalog lists all
our tools products in one guide. Call us at
1-800-874-6835, or FAX us at 503-696-4633
to get your free copy today.
Intel Corporat ion, Development Tools
Operation, 5200 N E Elam Young Parkway,
JF l -15, H illsboro, OR 97124

RAD offers quality data communication and
LAN products , including: short-range
modems, muxes, sharing devices, interface
converters, PC products, data compressors,
fiber-optics, DDS products and Token-Ring
connectivity. Also included are intelligent
cabling systems and routing bridges for
Ethernet and Token -Ring.
For a free ca talog, w ri te or ca ll RAD Data
Communications, 15 1 W. Passa ic St reet,
Rochelle Pa rk, NJ 07662.
201-587-8822 FAX: 201-587-8847

1-800-874-6835

National Instruments
Free 488-page full-color catalog describing
instrumentation hardware and software
products for personal computers and
workstations. Application software for data
analysis and presentation and for collecting
data using instruments and plug-in boards.
Features GPIB interfaces, data acq uisition
and DSP boards, driver level software, signal
conditioning and VXI controllers.

Specialized Products Co.
I

~'j·===:
''" :==-I
I

1-512-794-0100
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Businessland Direct
The most convenient, quick and inexpensive
source for your complete business computer,
supply and accessory needs. The Businessland
Direct catalog features more than 1,000
products from 750 top manufacturers, with
factual and comparative product information
organized to help you make educated buying
decisions for your company.
Call and ask for the free Businessland
Direct catalog, and start getting computer
product pricing and selections designed
especially for business.
1001 Ridder Park, San Jose CA 95131

FAX 503-696-4633

Circle 149 on Reader Service Card
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Electronic tools and lest equipment
Co l or, illustrated 250 -page catalog
details comprehensive selection of toolkits,
test equipment , telecom equipment and
datacomm unication products . Special
emphasis on in-ho use and fie ld service.
Indexed catalog shows digita l mu ltimeters,
breakout boxes, oscilloscopes, BERT testers,
hand too l s and extensive selection of
instrument and shipping cases, plus over 5 0
standard tool kits. Complete specifications
and prices are provided for all products.
Specialized Products Company, 31 31
Premier Drive, Irving, T X 75063 USA.
1·214-550· 1923 FAX: 214·550·1386
Circle 288 011 Reader Service Card

BYTE Catalog Showcase
Catalog Showcase
Orlltitt1)'ourc.1;1,.•·wl tl"-''"' ~11111"'111
f11>1111hc n~1<111•1 l••o11ll'f\

r.•I,,~~'

Advertisers: The Catalog Showcase is the
most effective low -cost way to promote
your prod u ct line to an i nf lu ential
audience.
Call Ellen Perham for more details.
603-924-2598 FAX: 603-924-2683

1-800-551-2468

Circle 5~ Oil Reader Service Card
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Circle 3 49 Oil Reader Service Card

~~~~~ TH E B UYER'S MART-~~~~·
A Directory of Products and Services

THE BUYER'S MART is a monthly advertising section which enables readers to
easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each BUYER'S
MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested readers in
requesting information from participating advertisers.
Effective January 1, 1991.
RATES: 1 issue-$675 3 issues-$625 6 issues-$600 12 issues-$525
Prepayment must accompany each insertion.

VISA/MC

Accepted.

, AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Mvertisers must

ACADEMIC COMPUTING

furnish typewritten copy. Ms can include headline (23 characters maximum), des
criptive text (250 characters is recommended, but up to 350 characters can be
accommodated), plus company name, address and telephone number. Do not send
logos or camera-ready artwork.
DEADLINE: M copy is due approximately 2 months prior to issue date. For exam
ple: November issue closes on September 8. Send your copy and payment to THE
BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
For more information call Brian Higgins at 603-924-2656. FAX: 603-924-2683.

"'166 MHz PC

NeuralWorks Explorer

Proprietary technologies allCJN us to deliver our PC com
patible workstation years ahead of the industry. Take ad
vantage of inexpensive PC software (vs. UNIX), and the
performance our platform offers, to execute applications
previously run on minis and supers. We're offering the
first 5000 of our 1993 production units at wholesale pric
ing. Educational and quantity discounts.

NeuralWorks Explorer. is a neural nel tutorial
that provides l he novice user with a method of
learning neural net l heory as well as an environ
ment in which lo b uild pracllcal real lime applica
tions such as targeted markeling, stock prediction,
process COl11IOI and more. PC and Ml'e. Price $199.
V isa/MC accepted.

Eclectech, Inc.

NeuralWare, Inc.

Dept. 4142, P.O. Box 12887. Researdl Tnangle Park. NC 2n09

412-787-8222

Inquiry 701.

BAR CODE

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT
FROM YOUR PROGRAM
Add bar codes and big graphics characters to your pro
gram. Print from ANY MS-DOS language. Bar codes:
UPC, EAN, 2 of 5, MS!. Code 39. Epson, Oki, IBM dot
matrix text up to 1/2". LaserJet up to 2". Font cartridges
not required. S179-S239. 30-day SS back.

Worthington Data Solutions
417-A Ingalls SL Santa Cruz. CA 95060

(408) 458-9938

(800) 345-4220

Inquiry 706.

ACCESSORIES

RADIOACTIVE?

Software Engineer
Do Your Own Windows!

P~l ii on your PC wilh The RM-60 RADIATION MON!lOR
Ser al or tmter port. Detects: ALPKA • BErA •GAMMA• X-RAY.
MicroR. 1000 times f\e resolution of stardard geiger counters.
EllceUent for tracking RADON GAS. Find sources.
Plot: • Background • Cosmic Rays • Clouds • Foods
Call/Write for PC MAGAZINE ......... TSR • GM Tube
VISA/MASTER Phone orders. Not satisfied? Full refund.

Raindrop Software Corooratlon

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS

easy and lnteracti e Windows development. Software

Tel: (302) 655·3800

2190 A Regal Parkway, Eubess, TX 76040
(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685-6232

845 E. Arapaho, Suite 105, Aichardson,"rellas 75081

(214) 234-2611

$149.50

Inquiry 702.

;~91~eee~~~Ptoott'!.!~o~fg~~~e:~: ~~~:1~?sg~~~.bolCes

:'J~e:~;,~~n~u~~~Ci~~~o~~~~r:;~~~~~

Aware Electronlcs Corp.
PO. Box 4299, Wilmington, DE 19807

BAR CODE READERS

Keyboard emulalion tor PC/XT/AT & PS/2's, all
clones and any RS-232 Terminal. Transparent 10
you operating syslem. Available with Steel
wands. Lasers. Slot & Magstripe Readers. Same
day shipping, 30-day money-back guaranlee.
One-year warranty. Reseller discounts available.

AS fast a LISP programming environment which takes advan
tage of a GUI and protected mode on the PC. Software

Fax (214) 234-2674

Inquiry 707.

BAR CODE
CUT RIBBON COSTS!

BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE

LABELING SOFTWARE

Re-ink your printer ribbons quickly and easily. Do all
cartridge ribbons wilh just one inker! For crisp, black
professional Pri~t since 1982. 'lbu can choose from 3
models:
Manual E-Zee Inker - $39.50
Electric E-Zee Inker - $94.50
Ink Master (Electric) - $189.00

•
•
•
•
•
•

On EPSON. IBM, OKI dot matrix or LaserJet. Flexible
design on one easy screen. Any format/size. Up to 120
fields/label. 18 text sizes to 3'readable at 100'. AIAG.
MIL-STD, 2 of 5, 128, UPC/EAN, Code 39. File Input &
Scanned logos/symbols (PCX)-S279. Other programs
from S49. 30-day $$ back.

1000s of satisfied users. Money.back guarantee.

Worthington Data Solutions

BORG INDUSTRIES

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS

417-A Ingalls St., Santa Cruz, CA 95060

525 MAIN ST.. JANESVILLE, IA 50647
1-800-553-2404
In IA: 319-987-2976

(408) 458-9938

MS/PC DOS SYSTEMS
9 & 24 PIN DOT MATRIX
H-P LASER JET/PLUS/SERIES II
MENU-DRIVEN or MEMORY RESIDENT
CODE 39, I 215, UPC A/E, EAN 8113
BIG TEXT & BAR CODE SOFTFONTS
2190 A Regal Parkway, Eubess, TX 76040

(800) 345-4220

(BOO) 648-4452

(817) 571-9015

FAX (817) 685-6232

Inquiry 703.

EXTENDER:
COMPANION:

Allach KB/Monitor up to 600' from CPU
Add a 2nd or 3rd KB/Monilor-600'
from CPU
COMMANDER: Control 2 lo 96 CPU's with a single
KB/Monitor
PHONE801JT: Boot or reboot PC by Phone

BAR CODE READERS

BAR CODE PRINTING
Print bar codes from your custom program. ANSI C routines

FREE DEALER KIT

For PC, XT, AT. & PS/2, Macintosh, and any RS-232
terminal. Acls like 2nd keyboard, bar codes read
as keyed data. With steel wand-$399. Top raled
in independent reviews. Works wilh DOS, Xenix,
Novell, Alloy, -ALL soflware. Lasers, magslripe, &
slot badge readers. 30-day $$ back.

CVBEX CORPORATION

Worthington Date Solutions
(408) 458-9938

•

•
Buy-Sell- ll'ade

T. E. Dasher & Associates

4117 Second Ave. S., Birmingham, AL 35222

Phone: (205) 591-4747 Fax: (205) 591-1108
800) 638-4833

Inquiry 705.

P.O. Box 269, Coopersburg, PA 18036
Voice: 215-965-7699
BBS: 215-965-8028

(800) 345- 4220

Inquiry 704.

HEWLETT PACKARD

Infinity Computer Services, Inc.

417·A Ingalls St., Santa Cruz. CA 95060

2800-H Bob Wallace, Huntsville, AL 35805
205-534-0011
International Fax 205-534-0010

laser Jet lllUD
Color Pro (7440)
HP-7550A
laser 2000 2 Meg/4 Meg
Dasie; Jet
Drafl P10 DXUEXL
Draftmaster l/U
Rugged Writer
Electroslalic Ptotters C1600 (D s ·cze)/C 1601 (E Size)
Science P.ccessories CorPoralion Sonic Digitizers
50• x 72" (3175)
36" x 48• (2750)

generate and prinl COOe39.125. Codabar. UPC NE, EAN !1113
and supplements. Support& LaserJet. OKI, and EPSON and
custom printers. Works with UNIX/XENIX, MSOOS and
others. Ali SOURCE CODE included. No royalties. Single pat
tern $85. All patterns $250.

PORTABLE READER
Ballery<>peraled, handheld reader with 64 K static RAM.
2x16 LCD display, 32-l<ey keyboard, Real-Time-Clock.
Wand or laser scariner. Program prompts and data
checking through its own keyboard. Easy data transfer
by RS-232 port or PC, PS/2 keyboard. Doubles as On
line Reader. 30-day SS back.

Worthington Data Solutlons
417-A Ingalls St ., Santa Cruz. CA 95060

(408) 458-9938

(800) 345-4220

..
f.

Inquiry 706.

PC-Wand Bar Code Solutions
Bar codes are easy with a FULL line of readers &
printers. They plug & play with your existing systems,
most all makes of CPU/printer/terminal/software in your
ortice,store, truck, factory or warehouse. Our bar code
DOS programs print on matrix or laser printers. 30 day
refund, 1 year warranty.

International Technologies & Systems Corp.
655-K North Berry St., Brea, CA 92621

TEL: (714) 990-1880

FAX: (714) 990-2503

Inquiry 709.
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BAR CODE

l

,

Dealer inquiries welcome.

PACIFIC MICROSYSTEMS
2560 91h Street, Suite 214M, Berkeley, CA 94710

(8DD) 242-5271

(415) 849-4147

.

Inquiry 710.

CAD/CAM

VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS

Introducing ASP BAR CODE READERS
• Keyboard and RS232 readeis distinguished IJ'j superior wand -$395
•Portable reader doubles as lixed reader - $799
• Wand, bar code prinling utilly, cable and wand holder included in
price.
• Reads all major bar codes
• W«ks with EM compalible and non-standard ~Cs, terminals
• 5 yea rs expe1ience with bar code soJu1ioos.

•I

BAR CODE

CAD/CAM Developer's Kit

BAR CODE READERS DELIVER
WAND/LASER/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY

S a ve months w ri ting AutoCAD ADS or
s ta nd a lo ne C ADICAM applic a tions!

• Keyboard wedges (lnlernal/External) for IBM FCIXT/AT. PS/2
and portables.
• RS232 wedges for WYSE, Link, Kimtron terminals
• Bar code and label prinling software
• Ful two-year warranty
0

-

(617) 628-5217

: ~~i~~:1! ~:~-,~~ca~e~~~~~~ts

Building Block Software

3140 Do U Cruz Blvd. Sui le 20lll5anla Clara. CA 9505411408) 9111J.1llllO
BDD-666·4BAR
FAX : (415) 623-1372

PO Box 1373

Inquiry 715.

Somerville, MA 02144

Inquiry 721 .

BASIC CLIP MUSIC

300 Songs &Sounds + 180 Pg. Book

S~R.WARRANTVATPERCON
PERCON decoders are row covered by a five
year limited warranty. Thal means yoo won'!

HPGL: >SOURCE.PAS
Unique full-function viewer for HPGL and automatic code
generator (requires Turbo Pascal)
HPGL- >PASver. 1.0 Lil. 60000 (about $67) plus S&H . Visa/
MasterCard Accepted
DRAW with AutoCAO, OesignCA030. MathCad. Freelance,
Orcad, etc, ... ; PLOflo file; RUN HPGL- >PAS: view, 200m,
pan, scale, cut ... and ENTER : your code is ready.
NEW: with source for custom output TPU, demo programs,
3.5'' and 5.25" media. manual.

Besides being a fun jukebox & music source, 1his new
version of The ENTER-fainer teaches even more cos.
BASIC. BAT files, dlsplay tricks, & fun musical projects!
Great for beginners, yet it teaches even pros how to run
music behind OB or Capps. Includes source code, no

spend one cent replacing your PERCON bar
code decoder for five full years. That's reliability
you can count on!

royaftl8$. 3.5" or two 5.25" disks. Money-back guarantee.
Needs BA!1c 2.D or later. $45 + $4 s&h (Europe,
Canada & Mexico s&h=$8, others=$11, 1st class air).
For fast v1SA1Mcorders, call: (BOO) 727-414D
POI Music
1511 481h St.. Boulder: CO 110303 (303)440.4140

PERCON
1710 Willow Creel< Circle. Eugene. OR 97402·9153
FAX : (503) 344-1399
Phone: (800) 873-7266

Ing. Marco Sillano

Sdtwa""

See our ad on Page 383.

Via Massimi 154, 100136 -

Inquiry 716.

Inquiry 711.

ROME, rT.A!...Y

nquir y 722.

BUSINESS
E

N

V

1

EXPERT NEGOTIATION

Prints bar coded envelopes for fast delive1y

E...easy to use, N... nationally listed by USPS. V. . .~alue packed

Learn to negotiate for success.

ENV bar coded euvelopes are Quickly sorted and delivered by the US Pos1
Of lice. Postage discounted when over 200 bar coded pieces. • Use with any
Word Processor or Mail Merge package • ENV Balch. Popup and Mail Me1ge
~'l!1!iionson disk• Prin! return aMt!SS1 special messages and logos • !or
HP La~rJels and EP SON LO senesPrhle1!i. No neN eQuipmenl reQwed. CJrut
prO!Tam torany typean dsiZe business, church, club orassocia!ion. Order
for MSOOS COITJ;)(Jlers fDN $49.95

NEGOTIATOR PRO's N exp ert s ystem
analy ze s personal s tyle s , gives 27 win-win
tactics a nd 35 k ey pla nning que s tions. For
Mac and PC.

P·C·B ARTWORK MADE EASY!
Create and Revise Printed-Circuit-Artwork
on your IBM or Compatible
• Menu Drivai •Supports Mice
• Laser Printer Artwork • Libraries
Requirements: IBM or Compatible PC:, 384K RAM, DOS 3.0or later.
LAYOUT • AUTO-ROUTER• SCHEMATIC
OEMO PKG: $10 00
$99.00 ea.

I

BEACON EXPERT SYSTEMS, INC.

Pike Creek Computer Company

2 Galaxy Cf.. Newark l!JE 19711-2920
To Order: (302) 239-5113
Dealers call (800) SELL LOW

$299

MCNISA

(617) 738·9300

Inquiry 717.

Inquiry 712.

PCBoards

2110 14th Ave. South, Birmingham, AL 35205
(2D5) 933-1122

Inquiry 723.

CABLE CONVERTERS

PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS

r'

Bar code readers designed for fast, reliable, cost
effective data entry. They emulate your keyboard,
so scanned data looks just like it was typed in!
Choose from stainless steel wand, laser gun, card
slot reader, and magnetic stripe scanner. Also,
pawerfu I Bar Code and Text printing software. Great
warranty. Generous dealer discounts.

I

Jerrold, Zenith, Oak, Hamlin,
Scientific Allanlic, Tocom.
and many others.

' .. '

Orivesfrom$499. Hundreds of litles from $29.

MCNISA/AMEX/COD, Money·back Guarantee.
Call or write for free 120·page catalog.

Bureau of Electronic Publishing
141 New Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054
8DD-828-4766

Visa, American Express, MasterCard

15127 N.E. 24th, Suite 333, Redmond, WA 98052
206-451 8966

B&B INC., 4030 Beau·D·Rue Or.. Eagan, MN 55122

THE SOURCE FOR CD-ROM

Inquiry 718.

..

nquiry 724.

""
r...

$9"9

BAR CODE READERS
Among the bes.t and most widely used baT code

decoders. Reads all major codes (39, I 215, S 215,
tJPC/EANIJAN, CODABAR, MSI). OonneclS between
keyboard and system. IBM, PS/2. MAC!:, DEC·VT com·
patible. OS & software fndapendenl Same day ship.
2 Year Warranty (pen in'ctd).

l11rge Reseller Discounts

..

•
•
•
•
•

Electro-CAD

$99

Do your own Schematics I 2xPCB's I SMT
Rubber-Banding/ Inter-trace FLOOD
Context-sensitive Hypertext HELP
Graphics libraries w/EDllOR
Total con trol of EGA/VGA for laycut
FREE DEUO DISK

Solutions Engineering

AEROUX Engineering

4705 tangdrum lane, Belhesda, MD 20815

32 West Anapamu, Suite 228, Sanla Barbara, CA 93101

(3D 1) 652-2738

Inquiry 713.

DATA INPUT DEVICE$
Bar Code, Magnetic Slripe Readers & Sma1tCard Encoder/
Reader for microcomputers & terminals, including IBM PS/2
& others. CEC. Macinlosh, AT&T, CT. Wyse, Warg. Al readers
connect on the keyboard cable & are transparent to an soft
ware. UPC & 39 prilt programs, magnetic encoders, & por
talje readers are also available.

TPS Electronics
404 7 Transport, Palo Alto, CA 94303
415'- 856-6833 Telex 371-9097 TPS PLA
1-800-526-5920
FAX: 415-856-3843

nquiry 714.
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CD ROM, Inc.

•1

I

...

Inquiry 719.

..

FREE CATALOG
1667 COLE BLVD., SUITE 400. GOLDEN, CO 60401
FAX: 303-231-9581, CIS: 72007,544
VISAIMC/AMEXIGOV'T. POs

nquiry 725.

•

CAD-DRAWING VIEWSTATION
Allows non·CAD users to view drawings on PCs, print, plot,
attach personal notes, and hyper-link between files. Change
views and layers. Accurate enlily representation. Easy to use.
• Slrlln VEW/OWG for AuloCAO OWG files: $295
• Slrlln VIEW/PLUS forOWG, DXF, HPGL and dBase:$395
Developers: ask aboul linkable Slrlln VIEW/LIB. Dealers
welcome.

Slrlln Computer Corporation
225 Lowell Road, Hudson, NH 03051
(6D3) 595-D42D
Fax (6D3) 595.7779

Inquiry 720.

.

CO·ROM. WORM. MAGNETO·Ol'flCAL DRIVES, CO-ROM OISCS
FOR IBM ANO MAC. OPTICAL CONSULTING SERVICES
• PUBLISHING • DISTRIBUTION • NETWORKING
OUAIJTY PROOUCIS ANO SERVICES AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

TEL. 303·231·9373

(BDS) 962-9695

I~

.

Largest Selection and Best Price
Microsoft Programmers Library & Dri v e $949.
Computer Library $695 • Public Domain SIW $49.
NEC PC or Mac Drive Klt S149 • Bookshelf.Best Price!

Attention Cable Viewers

BEST PRICES!! • 1·800-826-7623

Seagull Scientific Systems

(8DD) 635-6533

CD-ROM

J ~~~-C-b-_T~-___-__
a-le _V Converter_s~--.

COMMUNICATIONS

..

PC SDLC SUPPORT
Use•Sangoma hardware and software to provide
a c~sl eftective, robust and easy lo use SD.LC link
from MS-DOS, XENIX, AIX , f,11GK, PC-MOS, etc.
AU real time communication functions performed
by intelligent co·processor card.
X.25 support alse available.

Sangoma Technologies Inc.
7170 Warden

(416) 474-1990
Avenue #2. Ma1kham, Ontario, Cana!Ja

Inquiry 726.

L3A 882

------------~THE~ B~¥~R'S JM~Fitr.~~~~~.:..,;;
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COMPUTER INSURANCE

CROSS DISASSEMBLERS

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER
SAFEWARE plDlides full replacement of hardware,

DATA RECOVERY
DATA RECOVERY

PROFESSIONAL PC SOFTWARE

Data lost from 114• cartridges or 112· tape can be
recoventd almosteverytlme. We have helped Banks. Jn·
surance Companies, Telephone Companies, Commodity
Dealers, Hospitals, Software Houses, Government Depa1t
ments. The list II endless.
We charge a small fixed fee for investigation and then on a
time and materials basis.
The OICPAK Cartridge Interchange People

• CROS~DISASSEMBLERS
An»ftit., Automatic label Generaiion
• CROS~ASSEMBLERS
Relocatable, Macro, Uni'o1;!r.;al linker+ librarian
• C CROSS COMPILERS
•SOURCE TRANSLATION UTILITIES
Support for ln1et. MQtorola, Zil99, Tl. RCA

media and purchased software. As liltle as $49 a
~ar prC111ides comprehensive CCl\lerage. Blanket
CCM!rage; no list of equipment needed. One call
does it all. Call 8 am-10 pm ET. (Sal. 9 to 5)

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469

Vogon Enterprises Ltd.

Order Today: (408) 773-8465
PO Box 61919, Sunny.ale.CA 94086

(I.Deal 614-262·0559)

LOGISOFT

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc.

Inquiry 7'Z7.

94 Easthamp ~ead Road. ~l in~. Ber'"'1ire RG11 2JO ENGlANO
Tel 0734-784511 or 0734-890042
Fu 0734-890040

rAX: (408) 713-8466

Inquiry 733.

COMPUTER UPGRADE

THE COMPLETE XT UPGRADE

The K-311 Upgrade Ki tcofMlrtS your XT to full 32·M, 20MHz
00386 CPU and high speed disk perk>rmance. The K-311 Kit
includes 20MHz 80386 w/1Mb RAM. 16·b'1t Adaptec 1:1 con

DAT A/DISK CONVERSION

CONVERTING YOUR DISKETTES?
ENTRUST THEM TO US!

BILLIONS OF BITS CONVERTED!
Disk Interchange Service Company special
izes in transferring files between incompati·
ble computers. Our direct disk-to-disk
conversion service is fast, efficient, and
cost effective.

DISK DUPLICATION
OCR SCANNING SERVICES
HIGH VOLUME LASER PRINTING
Call us for OuaUy, Best Prices and Quickest Turnaround Time.

PS, new drHracables. Matches or ~s the perlormance
of a new ~em but at far less cost. Tq:iquality, easy installa
tion, 1 year warranty. $1 ,795

5G Corporation

Disk Interchange Service Company

COMPANY COMPENDIA, INC., ssE.washingtans1..

4131 Spieewood Springs Road A-4. Austin TX 78759

512-345-9843

DATA CONVERSION

2500 Worn Pnx:es50f & Compul er formats, 3Yl", 5 v. ", 8"
Disks, Mag 18pes, Mag Cards, Cartridges 6 Ca.ssattes, Custom
Co1"1118rsions, Programming & Applications 08Yl!lopment

troller, 63Mb 28Ms Mitsubishi disk drive, choice of 1.2 or
1.4Mb diskelle ctfve, Key Tronic 101 Plus keyboard, 200 W

mm4131

Inquiry 739.

1231, Chicago, IL00602 TEL: 312-419-&nl

Fax 512·345-9575

Inquiry 728.

2 Park Drive•Weslford, MA 01886 (508) 692-0050

FAX: 312-419-1390

Inquiry 734.

nquiry 740.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
MEDIA CONVERSIONIDATA TRANSLATION

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
Hosts: PC/MS-DOS, micro VAX, VAX 8000

ENERTEC, INC.
B0X 1312, 811 W. Fifth St.

CompuData Translators, Inc.

Lansdale, PA 19446

3345 WilstWe Blwd., Suile 4(17, Los Angeles, CA 90010

Tel: 215-362-0966

THE #1 CHOICE

MOl'B than just a straight dump or ASCII translerl
Word Processing, DBMS, and Spreadsheet data on Disks
or Tapes transferred directly into applications running on
Mainframes, Minis, Micros, Dedicated Word Processors,
'fypesetters, and Electronic Publishing srstems.
EM PS/2 & Macillosh supported
lt1 in the translation industry!

Universal Linker, Librarian
Targets for 36 Microprocessors

Fax: 215-362-2404

(213) 387-4477
Inquiry 735.

inquiry 729.

In disk & tape conversion
for many leading corporations, government agencies,

law lirms, and companies in fNflry lnd~'Y-""'fd..-ide.

Free test • Satisfaction guaranteed

Graphics Unlimited Inc.
3000 Second St. North, Minneapolis, MN 55411

(612) 588-7571 or (612) 520-2345
FAX: (612) 588-8783

1-800·825-8251

Inquiry 741.

...

- ..
CROSS ASSEMBLERS/SIMULATORS
New unique full·function simulators for the 8096 and
80C196 controllers, fealuringALL MODESofintenuPts.
plus the HSI, HSO, and AID functions.
We alsosupportlhe 8048149, 808G'8S. 8051/52, and ZBO

..

Assemblers and Simulators.

Lear Com Company
(303) 232-2226

~.

CO 80215

FAX: (303) 232-8721

Inquiry 730.

-

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
Relocatable

PC Compalible

Horan Data Services converts over 2000 formals incl.
9·track tape, 3480 Cartridge and 8", W4" or 31fi• disk
ettes. All densities & mos! operating systems supported.
Formats include EBCDIC, ASCII, databases, spread
sheets, and dedicated or PC word processors.

CONCEPTUAL SOFTWARE INC.
P.O. Box 56627, fto~ston, TX 77256

Call 1-800-677-8885
Hours 8:00AM to 5:30PM Eastern Time
817 Main Street, Third Floor, Cincinnati OH 45202

Inquiry 742.

Inquiry 736.

IBM PC •TO• HP FILE COPY

America's Laadalll In Data Convallllon ti

DISK• DISK• JAPE• DISK
OPTICAL SCANNING

FASTER

MICRO COMPUTER TOOLS CO.
Phone Toll Free (BOO) 443-0779

QUICK-RELIABLE-HIGHEST QUALITY

Oswego Software
Box 31 o

NATIONAL DATA CONVERSION INSTITUTE

In CA (415) 825-4200

5 East 16th Sir., NY, NY 10003

912 Hastings Or., Concord, CA 94518

(212) 463-7511

Oswego, IL 60543

Inquiry 7.rl.

..

EASIER TO USE

Update version uses windows: Callfor free demo! IBM
PC <IC> HP File Copy allows IBM PCs, PSl2,
compalibles to inlerchange files with Hewie!!·
Packard Series 70, 80, 200, 300, 1000, 9000s.

WE CONVERT MORE FORMATS THAN ANYONE ELSElll
IBM, DEC, IAJWM5, APPLE, llMNG, XEROX, NB/, LANIER,
CP(. UNIX, Wordperloa . . .

OEBUG SIMUUllORS • DISASSEMBLERS
EPROM PROGRAMMERS

Inquiry 731.

to or from virtually

(713) 667-4222
FAX: (713) 667-3FAX
1-800-STATWOW

ti

GUARANTEED,
SUPPORTED

Macros

QUALITY CONVERSIONS
ANY TAPE OR DISK FORMAT!

{OAICLE, PARADOX. dBASE, lDl1JS etc.) into any slat pac"-age
file (SAS, SPSS, SVST.'J", etc.) and vice versa. The PWS version
allows sorts, seleclions, and recalculatims. $195. 3G-.iBy guarantee.
VISA/MCIAMEX/PC¥COD. Call for tree limited version .

conlrollers with excellent, reasonably priced Cross

2440 Kipling St., Ste. 206,

DBMS/COPY
CONVERTS \'OUR fll!7.l\ INTO INFORMATION
NO# you mo-ile stat pacbge can access any database.
DBMSICOPV' can cfwedty corwert erry dmabasa or spreadsheet flle

708/554-3567
FAX 708/554-3573

Inquiry 743.

DATA RECOVERY

Cross-Assemblers
Simulators
Disassemblers

• 95% success rate • Fast turnaround
• Servicing Novell, DOS, Macintosh, Unix, Xenix,
OS/2, Bernoulli and morel

PseudoCorp

ONTRACK DATA RECOVERY, INC.

CONVERSION SERVICES

CRASHED?

Conve1t any 9-track magnetic tape to or from eve<
2000 formats including 3V2~ 5'1• ', 8" disk formats &
word processors. Disk-to-disk conversions also
available.. CaUfor more info. Introducing OCR Scan·
ning Services.

Your valuable data can be recovered!

Keepitig _you in business is our business.

r

1-800-872-2599

I.

Pivar Computing Services, Inc.
165 Arlington Hgts. Rd.• Dept. llB
Buffalo Grove. IL 60089 (800) Convert

Inquiry 738.
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DISK DRIVES

DATABASE

INFO-TRAK
INFO-TAAK ls·a new menu-driven d~oguer pro
gram lo< the ~al end the beginnef. Ideal tor business,
home inYBnlOry, collections (l>ooks, stamps, coins, artwo<1o!,
etc.), lnw:::ments etc. Features Include SEARCH, ~ete
lines, edrt dale, """'18 CUS1Cm foonets, PAINT end mo19. (IBM

XT, /lT end compatibles, DOS 2.0 & up)
Only SS9. S3 shi!lllingll13ndling (ched< or money order only)

JA-DAL TECHNOLOGIES
P.O. Box 611, 'faphank, NY 11980
'li'f res. add 7.5% tax)

Inquiry 744.

PS/2 DRIVES FOR PCs ATs

NEMESIS"' Go Master®

CompatiKit/PC .... . ... . ....... .. .. $219
CompatiKiVAT ............ .. .. . ... $219
Built-in floppy controllers-no problem.
SUPP.Or multiple drives and lonnats. Uits your
computer use IBM PS/21.4M ciskettes plus morel
Call for further information or to place an order.

Ga. agameclstraleglce4agance, has been a Wfl'jOf life In
the Orient for aver four thousand yearn. Many consider Go
to be the secret of the Japanese busine man's succes3.
'While ch8ss is a game of Met, Go is agsma dmarla stwe"
(President cl Nikko Hotels}.

Chaos Manor 1989 User's Choice Award

VISAIMCfXJD/CHECK.

Micro Solutlons Computer Products

132 w. Lincoln Hwy., OeK!llb. IL 00115
5'JeOC1/fdoo

PO BaJ: F, Qepl. V, Kaneolle, HIM1'4'

81Sn58-3411

(808) 254-1166 or 1-800-lOYOG0-9

315

Inquiry 756.

Inquiry 750.

DATABASE MGMT SYSTEMS
SAVE TIME & MONEY!

Doc-to-Doc
Ouldcly and cleanly corM>tt )OOrdocumentsfll and Imm
Vll'.JrdPerfea. MICROSOFT WO~. Vll'.Jrd51ar, MIJli
Mele, ASCI, landy, Desl<Mate Text, Ullus 1-2-3, E/\able,
Wang and OisptayWrtte. Retain special Bltributes and
formatting. D~ gives )OJ professional quality
conversions at a consumer price  $99.

For IBM and clones: $195 & up. Free info.

NEVER BALANCE YOUR
CHECKBOOK AGAIN!
Amazing new ~ lnstarltt1 reads and balances )tJUr
c11ec1c rag._ with a hen~""""""· Al'°"' )OU ID enw

hand-printed check de!a Into your PC WITHOUT A l<EY
BOARl St.R>orts other personal flnancial softwar9.
Che~ sottwat9 with premium hand-held scanner only
$289.00
only $96.00).

The MCS Group

OCELOT COMPUTER SERVICES INC.

11

2465W. Chicago St., Rapid City, SO 57702

#1502. 10025- 106 Street, Edmonton, AB, Canada, TSJ 1G7
(403) 421-4187

Inquiry 745.

FINANCIAL

DOCUMENT CONVERSIONS

OCELOT2-THE SOU is a stand-alone database
engine with a complete DB2 compellble SOL Interface
for d"'9opers who use 8ASIC, C, PASCAL. or COBOL.
• packs the full pc:M'8r of SQL into a 640KB PC;
• re uires only 320KB RAM for program de lopment;
• outperforms the restl

(605) 341-2166

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE

EDUCATION

dBASE file access from C

$295 with Source!

FREE DEMO

Sequlter Software Inc.
Call (403) 448-0313
Fax (403) 448-0315
See our ad on page 220.

Inquiry 746.

BrainMaker:

S.S. & M.S. In COMPUTER SCIENCE
The American Institute for Computer Sciences o fas an In
depth conespot1d&nce pr~am to earn your Bachelor of
Science and Mester Science~ In Computsr Science

"The most fascinating computer soft·
ware I've ever seen ... learn about this
stuff."John DllDrak, PC Mag. Predicts stocks,
bonds, sales, inventories. Comprehensive
documentation. Menus. Only $1951
Certified by Intel and Micro Devices

a

el home. BS. subjedll C<M>rud are: MSIDOS, BASIC,
PASCAL, C. 0818 FUe Processing, Dale Structures &
Operating S)'Slama. M.S. progfam Includes subieC19 In Soft
ware Engineering and Artiftcial Intelligence.

AMERlr.AN INST. for COMPUTER SCIENCES

Free Brochure: 916/477-7481
California Scientific Software

21111-BY Megoolle M. Soulh, Sia. 200, 81nnlngl\8/n, Al 36205

800·767·2427

20°5·323-6191

Inquiry 752.

DISASSEMBLERS
80x86 .EXEi.COM to .ASM

•Accurately roconS!IVa, study & modify l64K+I programs lrilll
a mlnifTllm of input at editing of output.
•~language O<IV>U1 Is Ml\SM 5.x-«>mpa!>ble.
• E.lhaustiw no..traco distinguishes code trom - ·
• Best lorma!s tor eec!1. Commenlad BIOS cellslOOS lune·
lions. SEGMENllPAOC.W.er vilal ~

PC-DISnDATa (5V•" disk & manual) $165

PRO/AM SOFTWARE
220 Cardigan Road, Centerville, OH 45459
(513) 43So4480 (9 A.M.-5 P.M. EST M-FJ

Inquiry 747.

c-...

800-762-5542 or FAX: 919-828-5196
PAI, 611 Tucker Street, Raleigh, NC 27603

Inquiry 757.

Inquiry 751.

Code Base 4 is a libraryof C routines which
gives complete dBA.SE or Clipper func
tionality and file compatibility. Use DOS,
Unix, OS/2 or MS Windows.

BYTE "90. p.82
The I.Bader in Cof1fJU!er Go.

Toyogo, Inc.

Inquiry 758.

ENTERTAINMENT
WHERE ADULTS COME

FLOWCHARTS

ro PLAYi

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER $129

ACCESS LAI BBS

RFFlow 2.0 is a professional drawing toot for

• Designed for .adult modem usern • la.w cost local ac.ceas
numbefscowring 650 cltlesl • U.... onllne chat with other
usersl • Latgantw&refileHbraryt • " Bulletin board" -style
Forums!• I~ online games! • Matchmak8f dBl:ing
da:Bbasel • And much, much more. 24 hours a dayl
W1 also can provide your company with ns!lonal BBS ser

fl<Mcharts & org charts. Requires Microsoft Win·
100 shapes auto adjust in size. Diagona
lines and curves. Auto line routing and r&-routing.
Click on a shape lo b ing up a sub·chart. Move
charts to other 8'lJS. v a the Clipboatd. Call for !me
trial disk.

vices.

d~ 3.0.

ca I (818) 35&-0938 for details!

1 -•nd Stgnup By llodem

RFF ELECTRONICS

(818) 358-6968 l3112r.!• Ba..<I, BIN/1, Must be"""' 161

1053 Banyan Cour1, l.Dwlend, CO 80538
Pllont1: (303) 11&3-5767
FAX: (303) 1M1Mall9

'lblc8 lnfonnatlon (816)357-9570

Inquiry 759.

Inquiry 753.

FORTRAN TOOLS
NO Source? ••• NO Problem
for DISIDOC PROFESSIONAL

CLARIFY YOUR FORTRAN
Program CLARIFY:

FREE 112 PAGE CATALOG
OVER 3000 PROGRAMS

orwrtt8:
RJSWANTEK INC.
178 Broolside Rd., Newington, CT 06111
• Only $249.95
MC/VISA accepted

llM .,,,,,,,,,,, lnllo. ,,,,_, $9S ntl Jin. 31. 11191

Q-KELTIC Software

P.O. Bax 8225-B, Van Nuys, CA 91409
FOREIGN COUNTRIES SEND $4.00 FOR SHIPPING

9 South450 f'BM1sw Dr., DcM11emGRM1, IL 605164734
1118-185-5190

Inquiry 754.

Inquiry 760.

DISK DRIVES

FRAME GRABBER

BEST BUYlll
HD Krts for Ar: Drive,
40Mll 65MB BOMB 150MB -

Controller, Rails & Cables
MFM S 339
ALL 459
MFM 689
ESOI 1099

NEW, ONE YEAR WARRANTY

Jb TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

vouR PHOTO CAN BE A PUzZLE
A Gnll Chrtllm• Glm

Fax (805) 529-n12

Inquiry 749.
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FRAME GRABBERS

'A5'/MC/C0043 /Cliect/Money Ckdlr

Publlshera' VGA 256 Grey sea es $655.00
Publlshera' Color 256 colors $830.00
VGA-to-Video Adapter
VGA-1V GE/O Genlock overlay $830.00
(Overlay text and graphics on rM1 video
and record H on a VCR)
Manufactured n the U.S.A.
3 Vear Manufacturers WatTllll!y

MICROSCAN

THE KRUEGER COMPANY

S«ldt1<:·11xa-), wNc!lv<llle-.ed

$14J151or1pholo;addltioo3i~SZBl5-

·59odtJ<lbllsim:!S'0<5.25'
!WI s...11 Ito: Plcnu> l'ulllor", a WA game for
pldl(s) & lnuges
' 256 color PCX Ille al..., phoCa (320l200 ~
•Additional PCX l""G«S n:>Jdod
0

5105 Maureen Lane, Moorparli(, CA 93021

(805) 529-0908

now

• MakeS code debugging, dewlopment easier, quicker
• Makes your documentation, Cl.' A more effBctlve
•Enhances program malnt.
• Dellneares do k>op8. block I~ nesting, transf8fs

CALL 1-800-245-BYTE (2983)
BEST BITS & BYTES

dlsassambling BIOS's are Included.
To order cell (100) 336-1961 or Info (203) 953-112311

Inquiry 748.

• Visualizes FORTRAN program rot1trol and
• Brings algorithmic logic Into sharp relief

FOR IBMm AND COMPATIBLES

AulometlcaJly ~EXE. COM. BIN, SYS, PGM flies
and ROM 0< RAM memory wtth lnleractiw ebllity1o change
code, data or comments online. Disassembkts 8086 to8G488
with no file SlZS restridions. 'ifoilt In utilltypn?gram EXE tr~
packer, for unpacking pactcad Illes end Bid's Admission for

P.O. Box 237, Bountiful, UT 84010

Inquiry 755.

al-·

U<ln!l)W

(601) 292-9898

(800) 245-2235 (602) 82~5330

Inquiry 761.

?

IL:,

i
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GRAPHICS

--=

HARD DRIVES ASSISTANCE

HARDWARE/COMPUTERS
WhBI do you look lor In board computer11

YOUR PHOTOS-SUPER VGA
HAVING HARD DRIVE PROBLEMS?

lntegralad Images can rotM>rt i.ourpholcgoq>lls, slides,
and VHS or B mm video tapes to 640 by 480 (or 320
by 200), 256 color Images. Many fila forma!S available,
Including PCX, GIF, CUT and others. Prices s1art al
$325 per picture. Discounts for qu~ orders. Call or
write for more Information.

Small alze? L.£M pawar? High 1...al language? 1DSSI092

port!!, RAM , EEPROM, IZC busand 35 WO lines. Optional Prvci
:sion A-0 and battary.Qacilsd RAM. A data '°Og&f can run 12 monl hs
on e small battefy. Forth, the language ol choice for emOOdded

NEED TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE?
CALL THE EXPERTS /la H&W micro labs

P.O. Box 10021, Lansing, Ml 48901
(517) 485-6636

Saelig Company

HAVE YOUR MC, VISA: ~R AMEX READY

L

1193 Moseley Ad., Vidor, NY 1-4564

Phone (718) 425-3753

Inquiry 762.

Inquiry 768.
r

l

-

EGAD Screen Print
Prints contents ofVGA, EGA, CGAdisplay5on variety
o! dot.matrix and laser P1ilters. Prints in gray tones
or color. Crop box lets you print any region of the
screen. Enlarge graphics 1 to 4times (reduction too).
Setup program for picking printer colors, etc. $35.00
Postpaid. can or write for free catalog.

i

HARDWARE

HARDWARE/COPROCESSOR

LINDLEY SYSTEMS

John Bell Engineering, Inc.

4257 Berwick Place, Woodbridge, V A 22192-5119

.00 OAfonl Wrt, Belmont, CA 9'002
('15) 592-11•11 9om to •pm Pacf'oc Twne

(7113) 5 9G-a890

Inquiry 763.

Inquiry 769.

IMAGE CAPTURE BOARD

VlSA/MC/At.EX/C.O.D.

PEGA Mlcrographlcs

-

STOCK-MASTER 4..D

...

Commert:t.I grade I~ management
eafhran!t et micro prices.
• &pports all 12
• Stock Status Reporting
•
•
•
•
•
•

851 Parkview Bhld., Pittsburgh, ~ 15215
Orders: BOG-423-3400
Tech: (412) 782.0384

P.Q Box 713, Vlltsterville, OH •3081, (61•) 885-1007

1-800-477-PEGA
Inquiry 764.

"

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

KOMPUTERWERK, INC.

I _::J
1~

DALANCO SPRY
89 Westland Ave., Rochester, NY 14618
(716) 473-3610

• I

User definable hard drives, 101/102 keyboard
and 3!i" 1.44Mb floppy support are now
available in Awattl BIOS Ver. 3. 1 for the IBM AT,
286 and 386 compatibles.

publishing, CAO. Animation, and Pictorial Oelllba9es.

$749

DIGrTAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
DSP products for lhe IBM PC/XTllll: Our TMS320C25
based Model 250, wilh extensive SO!tWare. '8alures 250
Khz muftk:hannel /!JO and DIA. up ID 192 RAM,
ve1y high throughput to PC RAM and disk, and is priced
compethively with traditional Analog 10 boards.
Call us about i.our applications.

Inquiry 775.

.

LATEST AWARD BIOS

CepCure Images from any VCR or Cama:wt1er. Resolution up
to512 x 480pl•ls; 65.S36coi001 or256shadesaf grey. lm
agesSIM>d in GF, PCX, TFF lomla!S and more. Fo< '){[/AT/
PS2. Includes user friendly sottwue end user's guide. One
year wenenty. VGA required. Can caplure from live video
(eliminas need lcf EPjlO(\SMldigitaMdeo). ldeel lcf Desktop

Fu (718) 425·3835

Inquiry 774.

FREE IN TERFACE CATALOG
Interfaces for IBM compatibles. Digital 1/0
(8255) and Analog input 8 bit resolution
(G-255). Control relays, molors, lights, measure
temperature, voltage. Sample interconnect
circuits, BASIC programs, and 1/0 map are
included.

t

transaction types
Trend Analysis
Quality Control
Multiple locations
Purchase Order Tracking
Open Order Reporting
Serialll.Dt # Tracking

•
•
•
•
•
•

Activity Hi•ory Analysis
BiH of Materials
Pu'chase Order Writing
Order Entry
Material Requirements
On Line Inquiry

Applecl Micro Bualneu Systems, Inc.
171.F Rhoetlld•

Inquiry 770.

~. Ngwport

a.ch. CA 92663 714-75N512

Inquiry 776.

••'

HARD DRIVE REPAIR
APPLE• II & MACINTOSW

Beat the cost oI replacemenU

dFELLER Inventory
Business ' - ~OIY programs written In m:xfifiable dBASE

• Symms • l'll#p/l«l/s • Plltts

= REPAIR ~

lDol<

HARD DISC and FLOPPY DRIVES

"'us al

Clif ""

COMDEX

FULL WARRANTY PROTECTION

I

r.ATAIDG

USA & C11tad1:

800·Z74-5343

LAS VEGAS

lllie
- c . . i lf1fLomalioflal: 61Hl9Hi85t

Fast Turnaround • Data ReaMKY

Jb TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

Buolh#N2S1

5105 Maureen Lane, Moorpal1c, CA 93021

(805) 529-0908

Fax:

617-891-3556

source code.

Save
up to

dFELLER lrMlnlory $150.00
Requires dBASE II or Ill, PC-DOSICPM
dFELLER Plus S2GO.OO

sew.

Fax (805) 529-7712

Feller Associates

Inquiry 777.

...
ROM BIOS UPGRADES

1-in)OUrdefedM!dri"'lcl'NEW,wilhFULLWllRRANTYI
TREMENDOUS SIMNGSI

LANS
fw IBM or Compatlblo • A BIOS Uparade Wiii:
• Slwrt l'oln<IOW5 lll • Sllppor1 36(1(, 120K. 1.2 MB & 1.44 MB Floppj
O!Ms•Userdemed r....ddrile l)lltS•S<-11\'GA•N...U&-.
llJl1di* • ~ 1a11 ail< we • flllro>d 1JVll2 le)lmd • ro11
IBM compaltie •C<lmpie!e doc~• L3ll!5t \Mioo • ~ sd
11!1 in OOM.

Sales • EXCHANGE • Repair

,_

Large lnventcxy Hard end FIOPP'J Orlws

~

Jb TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

(!00.800.2-167

............

~-....w...a..Dbt.

800·800·BIOS Fax 508·683·1630

5105 Maureen Lane, Moorpark, CA 93021

(805) 529-0908

~

Unlcore Software
599 Canel Street, Lawrence, MA 01840

Fax (805) 529-7712

5ee aut fldM ~ 2fJ1.

Inquiry 766.

•1

550 GR PPA, Roule 3, Ishpeming, Ml 49849
(906) 486"6024

30 Clematis Awnue • Waltham, MA 02154

HARD DISC DRIVES

...

Requires dBASE Ill or dll,l\SE Ill Plus (For Stockrooms)

Inquiry 771.

I

-

r:ll'"

with History and Purchase Orders

on Mac
CPUs.

Pre-Owned Electronics, Inc.

Inquiry 765.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT OF COUASEI

...

systems m 'ueswith assembler. Used ~de for machine t:an
lrot. dale Jogging, rd>«lcs and automalkln.
Cal or fax for ft.t detaiLs. 30-duy Sale or Aelum. Onty $179 {25qfy)

1-800-235-0221 ext 911

Integrated Images Incorporated

ha.a LCD

ln::l~l~on-bal.rtlmuldtraldng,in9rupt!l:,duall8rial

The $25 Networl<I ·

...

Tly the 1st truly 1-.:ost LAN

I
r

•
•
•
•

Connecr 2 or 3 PCs, XTs. ATs
Uses serial ports and 5-wire cable
Runs at 115K baud
Runs in background, totally transpa1ent

:

~~=~~ ~nriiydr.t~Ot~X~le,

any time

Skeptical? We make belleversl

Information
P.O. Drawur
817-31J7- 3339

Modes

F. Denton, TX 76202
Orders

8~28-7992

Inquiry 778.

Inquiry 772.

LAPTOP COMPUTERS
APPLE • LAPTOPS • SOFTWARE
Reasonable ~on Mecintosh, IBM, eompaq, HP. EY8tBX,
TOshlba, NEC, SllatJll Plln1190nlc, Seiko. "
Roland, CafromP. CD-ROMS, Scenne<a All products carry
manufacturer's "'8rTBITfy.

SALES

ol new, remanufactured and
removable disk driws

FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT

ROTATING MEMORY SERVICE
1506 Dell Awnue, Campbell, CA 95008

(408) 370·3113
Inquiry 701.

Microsoft Windows 3D S89 • Home lBW)9r 1.0 $88

1t

l

Computer Boob -

OWr 2400 Titles

Call UCC 213-921-8900 Fax 213-802-0831
13738 Artesia Blvd. 150, Cerritos, CA 90701
CO.D. Cash Only

)NTERNArfONAL ORDERS WELCOME

nquiry 773.

Laptop Savings
Laptops: Toshiba • Zenith • NEC • Sharp
• Epson • Mitsubishi • Compaq
Also Laptop Accessories: Modems, Fax Modems,
External Drives, Pol1!lble Printers, Memory, Key
Pads, Hard Drives, Balteries, and Auto Adapters. '

Computer Options Unllmlted
12 Malden Lane, Bound Brook, NJ 09805

Phone: 201- 469-7678
Hours: 9amf10pm 7 days

(Fax: 201-469.7544)

Womlwfde sales

Inquiry 779.
DECEMBER 1990 • B Y TE
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PROGRAMMERS' TOOLS

PROGRAMMERS' TOOLS

LAPTOP BACKLIGHTS

TLIB"' 5.0 Version Control

EDllOR WITH SOURCE $49

Factay Installed• 90-Dey Warranty

"TLIB" is a great s~em" - P C T1tt:h Joumsl 3/88.
F.-.reatured configuration mgTit for software proles
sionals. Al verslor>8 of yoor CDllD Inst antly au:alabte. lie!)'

A full-semen text editor, written in QuickBAslC 4.5,
w~h fully commented source and .EXE files. Make
any changes you li ke, and resell as many editors
cas you want. Pay no royalties! Includes manual on
disk- Pmpaid order.; shipped free in U.S.

Toshiba, Amstrad, Sanyo, DG,

~-I 11

~·

Kaypro, IBM , HP, etc.

f

$295

compact. only changes are sloted. Check-in/out locks,.
revision mer.ge, branching, mare. Mainframe deltas fa
Ponsophlc. ADA. llM. Ulllap.. oos $139 (0512 $195).
~station ~Affl $419 (0512 $595)

The Portable Peripherals People

Axonix Corporation

TARBELL ELECTRONICS

BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE

(801) 466-9797

eaiv. NC 27519

P.O. Box 4156,

Inquiry 792.

Inquiry 786.

nquiry 780.

5881 John Avenue. Long Beach, CA 90805
(213) 423-2792

(919) 233·8128

PUBLIC DOMAIN
1,.
I~

TOSHIBA LAPTOP ENHANCEMENTS
FAXIMODEMS: 9600/2400 bps, software. acoustic Pot
MODEMS, INTERNAL: 2400 ~ acoustic or serial pott
MODEM, DEDICATED: 2400 bps (T1200. T1600. 13200SX)
SERIAL 10 CARDS: RS232. R$422, SCSI, HPIL, Barcode

BATTERY PACKS: 12\1 external battery + vehicle adepter

Contact us tor mom information:

325 MEGABYTES Virus Free Sllare

The EE-100 EPROM Emulator•
f'criwr" ul, Versatile, and Compact Prog. Tool Closed loop
dtNelopment capabity from source code generarion thr ugh
in-circuit debugging.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

AOd~~:1r::~~~~cfil~.

1-EE-100 Command Unit • 2-24 pin 2716·32 Detachable
Header Cable • 2-28 pin 2764-256 Detachable Header Cable
• 1-28 pin 275t2 Detachable Header CatHe • 1-DeskTq>
PtMv Supply 11CN JC to &I DC • 1-User's Guide Manual

Orders Only: 1-BOIHl76-8496
lnlofTech: 1-405-524-5233

For more information call:

PRODUCT R&D Corporation (Call!).
BOS/~9713, Fax: B05/546·9716

SHARE-NET

CompuLynk 1·800·969-9889

POB 1236&. Okla

1fl0..8 Tumpfke Rd., ~ MA 01581
Tel ~ 898-373\ • F.a, (508} 898-2.S48

We

Inquiry 787.

Inquiry 781 .

w..

9w1Jwal8 Lbaty tor 'JOiW
Distributed ln 25 Megabyte n
ctemerlb on HJ 1.2/1.4 d~ $39.00 br tir5125 M~ '*1
add $40.00 for each 25 Megabyta increment.
Deale~~ ..lnstant IBM

Cust>rner.s. user l1tlUP « Students.

Oty,

OK 73151

HoSu~lorVIS8/MastefCatd
gldy acc:::epll
from Ed~ . ~ Aglw-Omi

po,..

Inquiry 793.

MEMORY BOARDS

Bsupport for Btrieve®

YOUR SALES MESSAGE
about the special computer product or service
that you prouide belongs in print.

THE BUYER'S MART
can help you reach computer professionals and
produce valuable inquiries for your company!

Call Brian Higgins tor more information

Fax: 603-924-2683

P.0 Box 4184. Eas1 Lansing, Ml 48821>4184

S.S.T. MEMORY UPGRADES
IBM PSl2
2MB module-Model 50, 10
2·8MB expan. bds-Model 55. 10

$230
$520

COMPAQ

.L

I
II .I

1·800-688-8993

5 YR. WARRANTY

Inquiry 783.

~

SMC SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS

CALL TODAY

619-942-9995

GW-BASIC PROGRAMMERS

SOFTSHOPPE, INC.

Create professional programs for the IBM PC with all

Selected Programs, Latest Versions, As !..DIN
as $1.50, Same Day Shipping, and No
Mini mum Order. For FREE CATALOG for
IBM PD/Shareware, CALL 800-829-BEST
(2378) or FAX 313-761-7639.

the bells and whistles! Contains Subroutines & Pro
grams. The 46 source code files include:
•Bar Menus

• Scr&en Manager

•Draw Forms

•Shell Sort

• Ke/ Handlers

•ANSISYS

• •Walk" Dir Tree

•Find File
•Font Demo

1-800·345·3808 (VISAIMC)

Toolbox 1-$29.00

SOFTSHOPPE, INC. \ ,_

MIPS, lnC.•Box 3!172 • Hammond, LA 70404

P.0 BOX 3678, Ann Arbor, Ml 4810&·3678

Inquiry 795.

Inquiry 789.

MEMORY CHIPS
PRICE MEETING & BEATING!

I

FREE SOFTWARE FOR IBM® PC's
TRY USI Get our SOLID GOLD Hl"JS.-Winter 1991
edition 15/5.25" or 613.5" dislli full of our best·
selling software-FREE! Great graphics, program·
mars utilities, desktop publishing, finance, games,
education, and catalog.
Pay only $5.00 for shipping - VI SA/MC/AMEX

Inquiry 794.

Inquiry 788.

4MB module-DESKPRO 386120E, 25, S
$460
4MB expan. brd-DESKPRO 386120E, 25, S $540
8MB single slot module-SYSTEMPRO
$1600
HP LASER JET
2MB up rades
$229

\'

Edit/Insert using Data Dictionary.
Bbug: TSR Btrieve debugga". Displ81JS in in pop.up window.
Brun: BUTL re~acement with Run~nme and C SOlJ"ce.
Bedit/Bbug: $120. Bn.n: $150. VISAIMC/COD/PO

800/359-2721 FAX: 517/887-2366
Information Architects, Inc.

Inquiry 782.

II . .

Bed"rt: DISPLAY, UPDRE. COPY. and DELETE.
EXPORT SIOF to dBA.SE & LOTUS. RECOVER damaged files.

or

603-924-3754

I

The "Norton Uti1"1tes" for Btrieve users.

DRAMS

fNTEt.:IC'YRIXllT MATH CQ'S
80281"8;IO
80387-SX. 16,20,25, 33

SIMMSISIPP.S
256K x g:.1.0. 80, l(J,60
1MEG x 8 -10,80,70
1MEG x ~10,80.10,60
4MEG x &SO
4MEG x 9-80
PStl TYPE SIMMS
Model 30 288
Model 50,55,60, 70, 80

CALL DRAM COMPANY

(BODI 4BB·DRAM

~-12, 10
64K x 4-00
256K x M5, 12. 10,eo.70.60
256K x 4-80
1MEG x 1-10,80,70,60

P.O. Box 590127 • S.F., CA 94159 (415) 398·2987

Inquiry 784.

SPEED FORTRAN DEVELOPMENT
AND CUT MAINTENANCE COSTS
FOR'MAH-Rnds common prog1amrTing erro1s such as n'ismatched
par.1meter lists and common blocks, er.:! unin·1tialimdvariables. Prints
detailed cross-references and call·tree diagrams. S329
RJRTRAH OE'IElllPMEHTIDO~esf'llify[rd?nlS. r"1Um!>et>,
changes GOTOs to lf..THEN-ELSES, etc.) and 6 more tools. $1Z9.
f(tr IBM PC. Also for UNX-astc fer details.

Qulbus Enterprises, Inc.
3340 Marble Terrace, Colorado Springs, CO 80906

(719) 527-1384

Inquiry 790.

SDK85 ca btt) and SDK8611a bit)
NOW AVAILABLE ON. Y FROM URDA, INC. which has an
exctusiw. wor1d-w\de. manufacturing and marirsting license
from lnlel, Inc. The URDA SOKB5 and SOKB6 educational
trainers and microprocessor development systems are now
furnished fully assembled and boxed with manuals. Call
URDA, Inc. for new,low prices and delivery schedules. Olher
16 and 32 bit ~ems are available.

a

Phone URDA, Inc.
1·800·338·0517 or 412·683·8732
Inquiry 796.

PROGRAMMERS' TOOLS
HYPERINTERFACE™ II
Menu Creator" -An interactive WYSIWYG e1f1torlo
genera!e a menLKlr ven user interlace for your softwam.
Sctllen Crealllr" - An interadMl WYSWYG editor for
quick and easy screen design and a screen database
manager fa yoor software. Advanced Library - E 
tended capabiity for data entry for your programs. FOR·
TRAN, Pascal, C, BASIC supported.

• MULTITASK Real Time
•SERIAL COMMUNICATION by Interrupt
~

Professional was designed for the specific re
quirements of Scientific Laboratories and Robotics
Departments.
G-aus: demonstration cfskette.

Available for the present for Turbo Pascal, Turbo C,
Quick Pascal, Turbo Basic. Evaluaiion sottware for only

$49. Price $495 + Shipping $20. lllxes not included.

Avanpro Corp.

RAMSI® lnternatlonal

P.O. Box 969, Pacific Palisades, CA 90212

53 rue Bernard lske, F·92350 Plessis Robinson, FRANCE
International FAX: 33 (1) 46.32.48.37

{213) 454-3866

Inquiry 785.
378
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Inquiry 791.

FIGHT PIRACY!
Since 1988. companies MXldwlde NM! been ehooslng Az...Tech
MCUt!y ~ I you demand Ile strongest ptmd"ioo available,
wtiy not choose one ol these "proven leaders" :
• EVERLOCK Copy Protection
• EveRTIU.K Softwa1e Sec.u1ity
• EVERKEY Hardware "Ke/" Softwal6 Security
For IBM and Cofropallbles. 30 day money beck gua.ramoo. Free info
and demo disk available.

Az.:rech Software, Inc.
305 East Franklin, Richmond. MO 64085

(800) 227-0644
Inquiry 7'il7.

Fax:

i:::~ ~::!~~~

I~

SECURITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

THE ULTIMATE COPY PROTECTION

Completely Menu Driven
Oulie
Oeleats all Hardware/Software Copiers
Simply
No Source Code Changes
The Best
Multiple l.ayering
Ways To
No Damaged Media
Protect
Full Hard Disk Support
Your Valuable
Unlimited Metering
Software Investment
• FREE Demo Disk

STOPVIEW"

STOPCOPY PLUS"

BBi COMPUTER SYSTEMS® (301) 871-1094
14105 H&nilage La., S~ver Spring, MD 20906

Inquiry

FAX: (301) 460-7545

798.

•

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS

Affordable Engineering Software
FREE APPLICATION GUIDE & CATALOG
Circuit Analysis • fbd Locus • Thermal Analysis • Pla

• GENERAL LEDGER
• ORDER ENTRY
• JOB COSTING
• BILL OF MATLS
•PAYROLL
$99 ea.

• PURCH ORO/tlVNlORY
•ACCOUNTS RECVABLE
•JOB ESTIMATING
•SALES ANALYSIS
• ACCOUNTS PAYABLE·
+ S&H

dATAMAR SYSTEMS Cred. Card-Check-COD
4876-8 Sanla Mooica Ave.
San Diego, CA 92107
( 619) 223-3344
Inq ui ry

804.

ter Drivers • Engineecing Graphics • Signal Processing
• Active/Passive Filer Design • Transfer Funclion/FFI
Analysis • l.ogic Sirrolation • Microslrip Design • PC/MS·
DDS • Macintosh • VISA/t-.jC
BV Engineering Professional Software
2023 Chicago Ave.. Suite B·13. Riverside. CA 92507

(714) 781-0252

809.

Inqu iry

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS
C OP's Copylock II
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protects on standard diskettes
Cannot be copied by any device incl. Option Board
Fully hard disk installable
Nmmal back-up of protected programs
LAN-support
Creates sale demo version of your software

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE
Full featured, heads-down data entry
with two-pass verification, edit language.
operator stats, much more! Designed for
the PS/2"' , PC, XT, AT or compatibles.
PG's from $395
LAN version available

FREE 30 day trial

Standard Version $975, Automatic Version $1950

DANCOTEC Computer
In US: 2835 Sierta Rd .. San Jose. CA 95132
408'729·8162 or l-800·344-2545
lnl'I: 2880Baosvard,Oe:imaik
Phone +45.-44440322
Fai: - 44440722

Inquiry

Computer Keyes
21929 Makah Rd.,
Woodway, WA 98020

Tel:

206/776/6443

Fax:

206177&7210

USA:

800/356·0203

799.

LOCATE HARO.TO-FIND BUSINESS
AND STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

p_9Wertul multilaya-e""d secur.ity. f.lapid decryption
algorithms. ReliablelsmaU pat.transpafent security

Econometrics • Biometrics • Cluster Analysis • Multivariate Anajysis
• Marketing Statistics • Experimental StaflStics • AN:NA • Regres
sion• Linear Programming• Projec1 Planner • Rirecasting & Time
Series • Sales & Market Fomcasting • Oualily Control and Industrial
Experiments • P.arameter and Tolerance Design • And Many Morel

~~:~J~~A~~~~gK~E~~~L ~°.Ji:;,~~t~~~m~~M~'a'.
LOCK,.. fnciudlng countdown,

limeo\Jt, data encryption.

an!l multiprodoct protedion. (Dos/Unix/Mac)

SEND FOR FREE PRODUCT GUIDE!

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICAT IONS
3167 E. Otero Circle. Li!tleton, CO 80122
(303) 770-1917

Llonheart Press, Inc.

800.

P.O. Box 379, Alburg, VT 05440

(514) 933-4918
In qu iry

HANDS OFF THE PROGRAM ®

OPERATING SYSTEM SECURITY
Secures subdirec;tories, files, printers and floppies
Y.eyboard locl< - automatic or manual
Log PC bool, program exec, file opens, loginllogouts
Prevents DOS FORMAT and most viruses
Drive A: Boot Protection I Hard Disl< Loci<
IBMPCor1lOO/ocomp.-DOSV3.0+ -$89.95 + $3.75SIH

SYSTEMS CONSULTING INC.
PO BOX 111209, Pittsburgh, PA 15238

(412) 781-5280
Inquiry

801.

FAX: (514) 939-3087

805.

Sta,,Minder~

Sliiff Adminlrnalion Software -A musl for all managers!
•Atlendancetrackingandanaly,ii!.

•Vaca1ionpl<W1flingandscl\ed~ling

•Salart.rEY'eN.andbonustrackino

• Complancereport1ng

•Skins ir~~ay
• EmPla,:ee 1nfounat1on
Slaf!Minder'" provides numerous inlormalive repor1s. Free serial
mouse Included with each order. Simple point and click lnlerface

au~,'g~;~:sJ3~~e~:~~~11~ o~~~~:C,:s~il;b~iclngf
0

NEXT GENERATION SOFTWARE
Suite 1445, 3340 Peachtree Road, Atlanta, GA 30326

CALL

(800) 966-0707

806.

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS SALES

900-258-SAVE

AWARE SALES LEAD SYSTEM
Afore sales less
•
•
•
•

Customer information
Contact history
Create customer lists
Write/ediUmerge letters

V/MC $180 + $2.50 S/H
Inqu iry

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING

• Follow-up lists
• Reports
• Mail labels

800-286-6826

508-464-5041

802.

time

FREE call forms/letters
PNI

The Consumer Connection"', Inc.
PO Box 399, Princ eton, MA 01517

807.

• SPICE Simulator

-e

lntusoft

The leader in low cost. full P.Q Box 6607, San Pe<tu. CA 90734
lealUred CAE
(213) BJ3.<l7t0 FAX (213j833-96SB

81 1.

MICROSTRESS CORP.
New MIC ROSA FE 20130 Rel. 3.
Finite Element Analysis program for IBM PCs. MAC II Fam.,
and compatibles. Numbef of nodes, elements and conditions
limited by dis I< space and model bandwidth (11000 d.o.I.) Color
graphics support on various display cards (EGA, VGA, VEGA
and Hercules) $250. SAFECAD (bi-directional AU"rQCAD
interface) $95. GRAFPLUS $55. Plus S/H.

Accept VISNMasterCard. Send for brochure.
P.O. Box 3194. Bellevue, WA 98009
Tel./Fax (206) 643-9941

812.

SIMULATION WITH GPSS/PC"'
GPSS/PC• is an MS·DOS compalible version of the
popular mainframe simulation language GPSS.
Graphics, animation and an extremely interactive en~
vironment allow a totally new view of your models. If
you are contemplating the creation or modification of

a complex system

.~ou

predict its behavior. ea11

need GPSS/PC to help you

now.

MINUTEMAN Software
f,'.Q. Box 171/Y, Stow, Mass.achusetts, U.S.A.

(508) 897-5662 ext. 5·40 (600) 223-1430 ext. 540

813.

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

PC TIME CLOCK

ENGINEERING TOOLBOX

~h~~n~~~YE~~e:r~~~~~s~i~it~$~~~~~~1:~J~~~;,~C1~e~~~~~

803.

lnlusofl has a complete PC
based sysr:em including every
thing lrom schematic entry
llnough SPICE simulation using
extended memory kl com.
• Model Libraries
prehen.s;.-a J1teraaive posl pro
• Monte Carlo A~1alysis
cessing. Startfng at $95 for
• Plotting/Graphics Output ISSPtCE, the complete ~em
sells for just $790.
• Schematic Entry

Inqu iry

AuloTime is an Employee Management System that
allows you b turn any PC into an Electronic rrime
Clock. AutoTime provides Time & Attendance, J ob
Costing, Payrol l IQterface, and Labor Distribution
reponing. Network compatible. Prices stan at $495.
Other Business Products: Network FAX, Absence
Gall-In, db·EDI.
Chase Technologles
1617 Kingman Ave., Sa n J ose, CA 95128

(408) 998-2917

Analog Circuit Slmulatlon
•Macintosh and PC CAE

Inqu iry

SERVICES

Find out who sells the product you're lool<ing for al the best
price BEFORE your next mail order. WIDE price variations
exist for even low-cost products. Our system allows you to
easily find software and hardware and hear vendors sorted
by price. ($150/min .)

Inq ui ry

810.

Inq ui ry

Named !or its inhenmt ability to "keep an eye on your staff." StaNMinder,.
handles\hefolb.Ying:

nqui ry

Call REFUNDED If not fully satisfied

Inq uiry

Compatibles with 384K free.
DEMPSEY' S FORGE, sottware Division
Rt 2 Box 407. Gladys. VA 24554
In qu ir y

BIT-LOCK® SECURITY
Piracy SURVl\#\L 5 YEARS proves effectiveness of

Inquiry

Mass2-MASS & VOLUME CALCULATOR
with MATERIALS DATABASE
Easily calculate the volume & weight of hundreds of
shapes. Never need to look up material densities again!
Differential and proportional comparisons made
automatically. Menu driven with on-line context sen
sitive help. Flexible input system accepts Decimal, Frac
tional. and Exponential notation. For IBM PCs and

& semi.log to vi11uatly eVf!ty p1oner, printer and monitor. Curve-f~ing
Generete your own equations klr ca!elqj end olher deta-9 e!lualion types.
Stal/sties & Histograms-Reports and Plots. Malriit Meth-From
simultaneous eQualions to aigensOlutions, complex calcs made easy. Other
G1eat U//Jities-lnlarpolation, por>up stack calculator. fillers, sor1ing, 3-0
rotation, transforms & many other very sharp leatures. /mpolts-l.otus. OIF
& ASClldata liles. Suppc1/-Compe1ant, Friendly & Fraa

B DI Z

Engine ering Soflwln! Solutions

606, 734-7 Av. SW. Calgary, AB, 12P.3P8

Ph 403-261-3931
Inq u ir y

808.

Circuit Analysis -

SPICE

Non-li near DC & Tra nsient; Linear AC.
*Version 381 wilh BSIM, GaAs, JFET,
MOSFET, BJT, diode. etc. models, screen
graphics, improved speed and convergence.
*PC Version 2G6 available at $95.
Call, write, erc check inquiry I for more info.

Northern Valley Softwar e
28327 Rotht OCk

Fax 403-269-4196

Or., Rancho Palos Vetoes. CA 90274

(213) 541-3677
Inqu iry

81 4.
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THE BUYER’S MART
SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING
ACTIVE"*

Versatile! I Fast! ' Easy! ' Thorough!
Menu driven Active tilter design in 3 easy steps:
1) Specify characteristics, 2) Select real components, 3) Analyze performance.
Buttervvorth, Chebyshev, Bessel Realpole, etc. Full
set of reports, graphs and tables.
~ IBM-PC - $745 ~ Call for FREE demo

Tatum Labs Inc.
3917 Research Park Dr. B-1, Ann Arbor, Ml 48108

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

QuickGeometry Library

XGLIB: Very fast. User coordinates, User defined Window
81 viewports Circles, ellipses, ovals, sectors, polygons 81

All the C geometry and DXF routines
you expect. . .and more!

(617) 628-5217

Building Block Software
PO Box 1373, Somervilie, MA 02144

GRAPHIC TOOLS LIBRARY
splines. Thick lines & arcs. Fill 81 hatch patterns. POLYARC

engine, Plots and charts, Text scale, align Screen print and
TSR utility, All drawing and mouse functions work in Super
VGA modes. Draw in bitmaps. Modes up to 102-tx768x1&256
S195. Most

Pascal, Fortran, MS Basic 4.0-7.1.

N OVA I N C.

2500 w. Higgins Road, #1144

CALL 708-882-4173

Hoffman Estates, IL 60195

313-663-8810

FAX 708-882-4175

See our ad on page 262

Inquiry 825.

Inquiry 819.

Inquiry 815.

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES
TUTSIM“, USA's #1 Program lor Linear and NonLinear Continuous System Simulation now has

PERSONAL Prices for PERSONAL Use: $129.50!
Full Featured 999 block program, full text and examples.
An analog computer in your “IBM compatible."
Untll March 1991: $97.50 i $5 S&H + (in CA) Stale Tax.
(Same program as our $595 professional version)

TUTSIM Products, 200 California Ave., #212,
Palo Alto, CA 94306;

(415) 325-4800

FRACTAL GRAFICS
is a radical new drawing program for your PC. Create
breathtaking images and scientific models interactively with your mouse. Add dramatic effects to any PCX
image On-line tutorial, extensive Guidebook, and 200+
hands-on examples help you use and understand tractals and Chaos,
Only $79, FREE Brochure!

Cedar Software
R1 Box 5140, Morrisville, VT 05661

Personal TUTSlM is not licensed lor corporate use, government
agencies, or classroom instruction. No PO‘s, COD‘s No fooling!

(802) 888-5275

' 1Mb+ automated memory management

- Full OS interface, extensive utilities

I On-line documentation, ASCII/block files

- Other products: windows, modules, profiler
' IBM PC/XT/AT including 386 cornpatibles

FREE learn/utlllty disks with purchase

DRUMA INC.
6448 Hwy. 290 East E103, Austin, TX 78723
Orders: 512-323-5411
Fax: 512-323-0403

Inquiry 826.

inquiry 820.

inquiry 816.

DRUMA FORTH-83
Break the 8-SK hlrrlur without l;BQd(8:lCI plnnity.

Powerful, attractively priced. '8 Stan ard.

SOFTWARE/GEOLOGICAL
GEOLOGICAL CATALOG

The Ultimate CADICAM Engine

Geological software for log plotting, griddlng/contouring, hydrology, digitizing, 3-D solid modelling,
synthetic seismogram, fracture analysis, image processing, scout ticket manager, over 50 programs
in catalog. Macintosh too! Please call, orwrite, for
Free Catalog!

TurboGeometry Library 3.0. The most complete tool box of

Rockware, Inc.
4261 Kipling St., Suite 595, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 USA

(303) 423-5645 Fax (302) 423-6171

2D & 9D routines available today! Over 900 routines. Surfacing, Solids, Hidden line, Volumes, Areas, Transforms,
Perspectives, Decomp, Clipping, Tangents & more. 30 day
guar.. $199.95 w/source S&H Incl. Foreign $225.00. MSIPC
DOS 2.0+, Turbo Pascal, Turbo C, MSG, MIX C, Zortec C+ +.
VISA/MC, PO, Chk, USA funds only,

Disk Software, Inc.

2116 E, Arapaho Fid, #487, Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 423-7288, (B00) 635-7760, FAX (214) 423-7288

TEKMAR is a graphics library for the VGA, EGA or Tecmar Graphics Master. Similar to PLOT-10, includes WIN-

RAINDROPTM

Curve fitting, complete plotting program, Log, semi-log,
multi-axis, 3-D, contours Jerry Pournelle (Aug 86 Byte):
“As good as any I have ever seen..," Demo disks,
literature available,

FAST, compact PrtScrn Utility for end users AND
developers. Harclcopy as fast as 10 secs. Average binary
size - 6 kbyte. 14 video graphic standards. Scale, rotate,
colorize and more. ‘CALL’ from user-written programs.
Complete 9- & 24-pin dot-matrix, lnkjet, and laserjet
library $4-1,95-+$3 s/h,

Advanced Systems Consultants

ECLECTIC SYSTEMS

pow, VIEWPORT, AXIS. Support for HP, HI plotters.

21115 Devonshire St. #829, Chatsworth, CA 91311
(B18) 407-1059

B106 St David CL, Springfield, \/A 22153

(703) 440-0004

S100
S 90
S 50
5 50

Macro Assembler V2.0 (3‘/2” or 5'/4”)
$195 $ 40
VISA, MC, Check accepted, S and H fee $10 per order

THE COMPUTER PLACE, INC.

12105 Darnestown Rd, it9A
Gaithersburg, MD 20878

Tel: (301) 330-6016
Fax: (301) 926-3415

The “Software Success Reference Book (1987-1988)" is a
MUST READ it you want to market your sottware products
successfully, Written by David H. Bowen, publisher of Software Success'7 the monthly newsletter on successfully running a sottware business, the Reference Book is a 268-page
guide, organized by topic, Covers Lead Generation, Promo
tion, Pricing, Distribution, Support, etc Only $25 Check or
Credit Card (Visa/MC/AEX).

100% Money Back Guarantee

Software
Success
PO Box 9006, San Jose, CA 95157
(408) 446-2504

FAX (408) 255-1096

inquiry 828.

Inquiry 822.

Inquiry 817.

$900
$795
$395
$495

SOFTWARE/MARKETING

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
FORTRAN TECHNICAL GRAPHICS

COBOL V2.0 (3‘/2" Bi 5‘/A”)
Prol. FORTRAN V1.3 (31/2” 81 5‘/4")
C Compiler (31/2" or 5'/4")
BASIC Compiler V2.0 (3!/2”)

Inquiry 827.

Inquiry 821.

,

FINAL LIQUIDATIONII

IBM ' Compilers, SAVE UP to 80%!
Title WW" _
Retail Sale

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS
S E G S

2 . 1

Scientific Engineering Graphics System
0 Logarithmic, Time/Date & Linear Axes.

O
0
0
0

Easy Curve Fitting and Data Smoothing.
1-2-3 interface & Numeric Spreadsheet.
Supports all Video & Device Standards.
10 Curves with up to 16,000 points each.

Advanced Micro Solutions
3817 Windover Dr.
Edmond, OK 73013

405-340-0697
800-284-3381

PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR
FPLOT turns your dot matrix or laser printer into
an HP pen plotter. Fast hi-res output. No jagged
lines. Vary line width, color. Works with Autocad,
Drafix, etc. Supports NEC P5/P6, IBM Proprinter,
Epson LQ/FX, Toshiba, HP Laseriet, Okidata
29x/39x, Hercules/CGA/EGANGA. $64 check/moi
\/ISA/MC

Fplot Corporation

24-16 Steinway St., Suite 605, Astoria, NY 11103
718-545-3505

inquiry 823.

James Gleick's

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT
AT LAST! Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled B&W
or color reproductions of your display on any dot matrix,
iriktet, or laser printer (incl, Postscript) in up to 64 shades
of gray or 256 colors. GRAFPLUS supports all versions
of DOS with IBM (incl. EGA, VGA, Super VGA), Hercules, or compatible graphics boards. Linkable/OEM
versions available. $59.95

way. Aulodesk worked with James Gleick to transform some
of the rnost famous equations from the new science of Chaos
into a series of six interactive programs that let you create
stunning visual patterns in high resolution color and

sound. $59.95
For IBM PC/XT/AT, PS/2 or compatibles with 640KB RAM,

MS-DOS/PC-DOS, EGA/VGA

Autodesk, Inc.

2320 Marinship Way, Sausalito, CA 94965

(800) 223-2521

Inquiry 818.
380
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equations as you type. Menu and control key
operation. Reads and writes TeX files.

Leo for PCs — $199

ABK Software
4-495 Ottawa P|,, Boulder CO 80303

(303) 494-4872

Inquiry 829.

Explore Chaos in nature lor yourself, in a hands-on, visual

CHAOS: The Software“

Fast WYSIWYG Editor
Leo — the best math editor available. See

MATH EDITING FOR ‘rm: Pc

. 2... it <.i i , M, i

x’ =

(200) 937-1001

+

1 l F ds

~ Ma!hEdi't constructs math equations to be inserted into
WOIclPerfect, Word, ‘

- MaihEd/'t~8199

'. and others.

need to be learned.

.

"
1.91651 FlrSI Avenue, Silllﬂ 100
COIUMDU5, Ohio 40201

4740 - 44th Ave. SW, Seattle, WA 98116

1 (000) 204-2574

x2" "

~ WYSIWYG intertace~.'

Jewell Technologies, Inc.
Inquiry 824.

°‘

°°'“‘“"'°“"°""

Inquiry 880.

1°") 2944535

SOFTWARE/MA THEMATICS

SOFTWARE/SORT

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE

ORDINARY/PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL EQN
SOLVER

HOW TO PROTECT YOUR COMPUTER
And Make It Last Longer

Ex\remely fas\ SorUMerge/Selecl u\ility. Run as an MS·
DOS command or CALL as a subroutine Suppo1ts most
languages and lile types including Btrieve and dBASE.
Unlimited file sizes, multiple keys and much more! MS·
DOS $149. OS/2, XENIX, UNIX $249,

fOll THE IBM PC & COMPATIBLES

MICROCOMPATIBLES, INC.

I

301 Prelude Of.• Silver Spring, MO 20901

(301) 593-0683

(702) 588-3737
Opt·Tech Data Processing
P.O. Box 678 -

Inquiry 831 .

FFEE money-sewing literature tells you how to protect your com·
puter and make Jt last longer with an unlnlerruplible powef supply.
SOOVA through 18KVA models from the world's largest manulac·
lurer of single-phase UPS.

Best Power Technology, Inc.

Zephyr Cove. NV 89448

Inquiry 837.

P.O Box 280, Necedah, WI 54646
Toll·Free (800) 356·5794, Ext. 1799

"

TelePhone: (608)565·720 0. Ext. 1799

Inquiry 842.

SOFTWARE/UTILITIES

DERIVE®
A Mathematical Assistant
Makes math more inspiration and less perspiration!
Combines the power of com puter algebra with 20 & 30

planing and a friendly menu·driven userinterface.Does
equation solving, calculus, trigonometry, vector & matrix
algebra. and more. Derive requires a PC compatible
computer & 512K memory.

Soft Warehouse, Inc.

Duplicate Disks Fast!

DAT~VER

RE LAV feature lets you quicklyduplicate lotsof master
disks effortlessly. And you ca n prorect your masters by
Sloring disk images on your hard disk. Also supports
high-density formats- plus a whole lot morel $19+S/H,
Money Back Guaranlee.

Pro ides reliab le, affordable power protection for LAN
Systems, Fileservers, CAO/CAM Systems, and all Desktop
Microcomputers. Low profile, con ection cooled and auto
shutdown capabilities are some of the many user benefits
Highest quality. Made in the U. S. A. (DeakY, VAR, OEM
inquiries welcome)
For Free Information Call or Write;

DlskDupe duplicates, formats ard compares disks
amazing ly fast-up to 200 disks an houri Its unique

3615 Harding Ave.. Suite 505, Honolulu, HI 96816

IJI

(808) 7 34-5801

11,

Micro System Designs, Inc.

CUESTA SYSTEM CORPORATION

4962 El Camino, Sui\e 204, Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 964-2844
Fax: (415) 964-4529

3440 Robe1to Court, San Luis ObisPo, CA 93401
(BOS) 541-4160
(BOO) 332-3440

nquiry 838.

Inquiry 832.

Inquiry 843.

Medlcal Systems with ECS

MULTI-VOICE® TOOLS

PPM offers a complete fine of medlcal sottwere ranging from simple
Insurance claims proceaalng to comprehensive NA management

~u~~:?0~e.~~~ :a:aES~o~~~: f=:~~f';~T~~'N

PC CLAIM

PLUS~falms

UTILITIES

SOFTWARE/VOICE

SOFTWARE/MEDICAL

0

EZ-"DISK" COPY PLUS™

5

Insurance carrlers-30-day money-back guarantee
THRESHOLD-complete AJR, patient billing, comprehensive prac·
!Ice managemenr atallstlcs
CLAIM NET-Nationwide e!echOnlc claims clearinghouse transmlla
claims ro over 100 Insurance caulel's
So h:ware prlcea start at $459.00,
Dealer Inquiries welcome.

systems in minutes. A powerful TELEPHONE ANSWERING
program is given as an example with source code.
DIALOGIC. RHETOREX, VBX $599, 1\1\TSON $99, Visa/MC.
N w available: Fax Tool )(It.

Physicians Practice Management

1705 St. Joseph E , Suite 4 , Montreal, PO, Can. H2J 1N1

~~~~id ;,~:: !~~~:~. b'::1~mSfN°.~~tt (f':1 m'::. 1~'.~
1

0

1

er only $495 (Nee for up b 10 mac hines.) ©
EZX, 917 Oakgrove ~. #101·81190, Houslon, TX 71058
INFO: 71ll2BQ.99DO; FAX: 71:11280·0525; BBS: 71ll28081BD
TeslDrives. Onlers (VIM/A/OJ , Ca1alogs: 1 • BOO • BOO • 246B '""

ITI Loglclel

350 E. New York, Indian apolis, IN 46204
B00-42B-3515
317-634-BOBO

.

UP TU 300IHR/Mochlne of FLAWLESS DISKffiESI on \he PCs you oready
own! THIS IS SOFTWARE OilY! Bypasses DOS for \he ulmoS\ speed, G.-m
lo< publi511e<>, d...ioll"S. MS dileClm, ~c lX+ IWl 1"'111 OOS. Ru! d"""le
once. then, quickly ~ a::ctJa1ety mass duplicate 5.25• & 15" disks oo )1Ju1
ONn PCHJ/IJ/rt;, formats, ccpies, verifos. oplionall~SERIAU!ES 6 PRINTS

~f ~~~d~~s~e;~1~ ~~tr/~~~N~ ~1g~h~~~~b~'l

processing with ECS to OYer 100 major

AC POWER BACKUP

(514) 861 -5988
We can also write your voice Response application programs.

Inquiry 833.

Inquiry 844.

STATISTICS

SOFTWARE/SCANNERS
Optlcal Character Recognition

Cover all the bases of design ...

PC-OCR.. software will convert typed or printed pages
into editable te tfilesforyourword processor. Worlcwilh
HP ScanJet, Canon, Panasonic & most other scanners.
Supplied with over 20 popular fonts. User trainable: you
can leach PC-OCR.. lo read virtually any typestyle, incl.
foreign fonts. Proportional text, matrix prilter outpuL Xerox
copies OK From $99. CheckNISNMC/AmExplCOD

wilh Methodologist's Toolchest":' a comprehensi e package
of five programs to aid In research design and analysis.
Specifically, these programs offer assistance in sampling,
data collection procedures, statistical analyses, experimen
tal design, and measl.Kement and scaling. $499.95+5/h. VISA.
MC, AMEX, PO, Checks accepted.

COPY AT TO PC-BRIDGE-IT

::~~'i;~~~~N~~~~~l~re:~~~;:s~~~M~n~R~~~T + SIH
$129.00

Inquiry 839.

Inquiry 834.

VISA.IMC/COO

LF'S BW1

655 S k y Way Suile 220, San Carlos, CA 94070
1-415-593-8777(CA)
1·415·593·7675 (FAX)
1-800-523·8777
1-416-855·1993 (CANADA)
0908-260· 188 (UK)
4711 4020 (FRG)

100 West Briarwood, Columbia, MO 65203
1·800·537-4866
FAX 314-445-4589
Oulslde USA 314-445-4554

P.O. Box 391. Cedar Grove. NJ 07009
(201) 7B3-6940

+ S/H

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS

The Idea Works, Inc.

Essex Software Publishing, Inc.

3.5

''CPYAl2PC" RELIABLY writes360KB floppies on 1.2 MB drlves, Sa"Ving a
slOI for a secon!i tiard diskor tape back·up. Only S79.00 + SIH
"BRIDGE-IT 3.5" Is a DEVICE DRIVER supporting 31/i~ 720KBl1.44MB

Inquiry 845.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

NCSS 5.x Series -

NEW From DSI!
NLF: Nonlinear Forecasting
For Chaotic Dynamical Systems.
IBM PCs & Compatibles - $200

Dynamlcal Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 35241,

Tucson, AZ. 85740

$125

Recover deleted files fast!

Eastto·use menl:ls & spread sheet. Multiple regession.
T-lesls. ANOJA (up 10 10 factors, rep. measures.
cavariancet Forecasting. Facto<, cluster, & discriminant
analys_is. Nonparametrics. Cross Tabulation. Graphics:
hls\ograms, box, scaller, e\c. Reads ASCll/1.Dtuo. Many
new add-on modules.

Disk Explorer now inclDdes automalic file recovery. Yoo
\ype in lhe deleled (ile's name, 0isR Explorer ITnd~ and
restores iL Disk Explorer also shows whal's reahy o>i d"isk:
view, change or create formals, cnanga a· file's status,
change dala in any sector. MS.DOS $75 U.S. Check/
Credil card welcome.

NCSS

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED
45 Charles S t. E. 3 r d Fl.
Toronlo, Onlario, Canada M4 Y 1S2
(416) 961-8243

329 No"h 1000 Easl, Kaysville, U T B4D37
Phone: B01·546-0445
Fax: B01-546·3907

602-292-1962

Inquiry 840.

nquiry 835.

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER
IL

COPYWRITE

PROTECT YOUR COMPUTER!

FREE; CATALOG I
11

BATTERY BACK UPS
MICRO UPS pr<Nides stand17J emergency power a d voltage ir~ty
p,olecliori When irregula11ties occur, UPS kiels in immediately with

lhe necessary power insuring continuous operation .

800-942-MATH
MicroMath Scientific Software
Salt Lake City, UT 84121-0550

II

200 Watt #29033 •149.00
400 Watt #29034 •199.00
FREE CATALOG
'5.00S/H
Withy ur order. Call 1·BOO-n6·3700 or send order to:

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS
Dept. 211 -120 815 Fair iew Ave. P.O. Box 220, Fai1view. NJ 07022

Inquiry 836.

II

CopyWrile
Removes
Copy Protection

~~n~~;: ~;skeues.

US $75

codewheels.
tOOQ's. of products COP,ied.

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED

I

45 C har les SI. E. 3rd Fl. Dep t B.
Toronlo, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2
(416) 961-8243 Fax (416) 961-6448

Inquiry 841 .
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WINDOWS TOOLS

UTILITIES
REMOVE HARDWARE LOCKS

Software utllUy all<M'I for the remowl of hardware lock&. Oon'twail
tor your lock or k8'J device to tad or be stolen.

Gu11Wnl...:t to worttl The to1Jow1ng packag81 are avaHable:
PCAO
$199.00 CAOKEY
S 99.00
MICROSTATION $99.00 PERSONAL DESIGNER
$199.00
MasterCAM
$25000 SmarlCAM
$250..00
TANGO PCB
S 99.00 ~VANCE
$99.00
PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLJNG

Hermes DDE Library

DuangJan

The Hermes DOE Library Is a ~rtul library of high level
routines tor MS-Wi nd~.. programmers. Hermes prOltlides
support for ODE at a much higher level than that prCNided
In the Window:i SOK. Your PfCJllfam attains added functionali
ty by inleracting and commun1c81lng with other Wind~'!:! ep.
plications. Corriparad to the Windows SOK, Hermes reduces

Bilingual word processor for English and: Armenian,
Bengali, Burmese, Eumllatin/Atrican, Greek, Guiarat~
Hindi, Khmer, Lao, Punjabi, Russian, Sinhalese, Tamil,
Telugu, Thai, Ukranian, Viet, . . Only $109+$5 s/h
~oreign + $12 s/h). Font edit0< included. For any IBM
compatibles with dot-matrix & LaserJet printer. Oemo
$9+$1 s/h. Visa/MC

~~~~~e=~rr: ~~~f::11s~5.DDE

FAX (20<) H8·35H
Vl&t\ and MASTERCARD W91come

by hundreds of lines

PHONE (20<) H!l-4839

Raindrop Software Corporation

SafeSoft Systems Inc.

845 E. Arapaho, Sulle 105, Richardson, Texas 75081
(214) 234 -2611
Fax (214) 234-2674

191 Kir1Y$1one W~. Winnipeg, MB, Canada, A 2 G 386

Inquiry 848.

Inquiry 846.

WORD PROCESSING

MegaChomp Company
3438 Cottman Aw., Philadelphia. PA 19149-1606

(215) 331·2748

FAX: (215) 331-4188

Inquiry 850.

WORD PROCESSING
Why You Want BATCOM!

FARSI I GREEK I ARABIC I RUSSIAN

BATCOM is a batch file compiler that transforms your
.bat files to .axe files to make them faster. BATCOM
extends DOS with many new commands so you can

Hebrew, all European, Scandinavian, plus either Hindi, Pun
jabi, Bengali, Gujarati, Tamil, Thai, Korean, Viet, or IPA. FuU
teaiurad multi-language word processor supports on-screen
tore)gn characters end NLO printing with no hardware
modifications. Includes Font Editor. $355 dot matrix; $150
edd'I for laser; $19 demo. SIH in U.S. lncl'd. Req. PC, 640K,
graphics. 30·dey Guarantee. MCNl&VAMEX

read keyboard input, use subroutines, and much more.
In addition, BATCOM protects your source code. No
royalties! Only $59.95. Order today!

Wenham Software Company
5 Burley St., Wenham, MA 01984

1..,

(508) 774-7036

UNIVERSAL

XTIAT/256K. Only $200+$12 slh. Demo $10 $4 slh .
ViseJMCIEurochecques

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Summit Software Ltd.

710 Wiishire Blvd., Suite 609, Santa Monica, CA 90401

PO Box 2·265, Jetusalem. Israel 9:1022
Tel: 972·2·241003
Fax: 972·2·259239

2131394·8622 Tix: 5106008273 Gamma Pro SNM

Inquiry 849.

Inquiry 847.

MULTI-WRITER™
MULTl-UNGUAL Wotd processor, 30+ languages! English,
Eastern & western European, Russian, Hebrew, Arabic, etc.
No hardware modifications necessary! Font editor al~
deSVl & print out of custom-made characters. Customize
keyboard lavcuts. Edits from right to left. Mail merge. Sup
porls 9 & 24 pin printers $ LBser Jet II. Req: IBM/PC/

Inquiry 851.

NO SURCHARGE ON VISNMC

CALL 800-678-8648

MEMORYPRODUCTS

FAX 714-751-2023
1378 LOGAN AVE SUITE E COSTA MESA CA 92626

PO"S FROM QUALIFIED FIRMS UNIVERSITIES
AND GOVT AGENCIES WE SHIP COD
M·F 7 AM·5PM SAT 8AM·2PM

TOSHIBA
LAPTOP

ORAM
CHIPS

MONTHLY
SPECIALS
SAVE

l ~TEBNAII ONAL ORDERS ACCEPTED
5 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS
CALL THE PC UPGRADE SPECIALISTS!!!
382
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Cirde334 on Reader Service Card

AutoCAD® Users
YOU

NEED THIS UTILITY !! !
FastBreak "'

FastBreakN - Cookie-cut, harch, 'break' and/or 'trim' thousands of AutoCAD®
enJities: JDFACES, JDPOLYUNES, JDUNES, SOUDS, TRACES, ARCS, CIRCLES,
UNES, POLYUNES, exploded SURFACES, MESHES , and JD-CONSTRUC170N...
and ALL within secondr in a single 'window' or 'crossing' point and pick.
YES!YES!YES! - JDFACES, SOUDS, TRACES, surfaces, splines, JD-meshes, and
any 20 or JD-construction can be broken andlor tn.mmed using FastBreak "!!!

Only your imagination
limits how you benefit
from PERCON®
keyless data collection.

AutoCAD® will not
break or trim 3DFACES
and other 30-construc

tion.
FastBreak no can do
the job - quickly, ac

cura1ety, and reliably in
any UCS. The drawing
shown is SITE-3D.DWG
with four enlarged insert
clips added. All four in
sertsweremade on a386
PC using FastBreak in

Jess thno rwo mh1u1 H I!~

ClipView,.,,. - is integrated into FastBreak and performs Automatic clipping or
trimming of the above entities to create inserts. Options include: Box or Bubble
boundaries, Inside or Outside (makes a hole) trim, and borders.
FastBreakN and ClipViewN are ;ntegr ated into DOS executeable code, run
interactively in AutoCAD shells from 256K, use fa'\t block bi nary database, virtual
memory paging, user friendly AutoLISP® interface, and perform FAST, FAST, FAST
in any AuroCAD Rel. 9 through Rel IG-386.
FastBreak N and ClipViewN arc licensed in a single user package. Contact your
dealer or buy direct (credit or money order, for UPS Next Day add S6. shpg. fee) from:

BZ Technical
P.O.Box 10, Bothell,WA 98041
Phone: 206/258-1568 or FAX: 206/487-1357
Retail price: $399.95
Demo: Szs.00
NOT Copy protected, NOT AutoLISP® encrypted, FULL documentation, technical
support. 3.5" and 5.25" media.
"Quality nftware development located near the home of MICROSOFT® in &theirs
High Technology Corridor."
AiiloCAD.11nd Al•1at..1SP .11ro roQisttuod tr.11dern•1ks of Al1todesk.lnc. FutBtHk .11nd ClipV1ow .11ro tr.11dernarks of BZ Tectinical.

VOICE MASTER KEY® SYSTEM II
VOICE RECOGNITION & SPEECH RESPONSE
FOR IBM PC/XT/AT/386, PS/2, LAPTOPS, COMPATIBLES

Checking out books or checking in employees-input
data quickly and accurately using bar codes or magnetic
stripes. PERCON has proven bar code solutions for IBM®,
DECrM, and Apple Macintosh®. Call 1-800-8-PERCON.

PERCON
1710 Willow Creek Circle, Eugene, OR 97402-9153
(503)344-1189 FAX(503)344-1399
(} 1989 Percon. lnc.PERCON. IBM. DEC and Apple Macint osh are trademarks.

Santa got his wish ...
Caller ID+Plus!
The Complete Caller Identification
and Contact Management System
Because your business needs to be well organized but retain a
personal touch, you need Caller ID+ Plus. Know who is calling
before you answer. Instantly display caller records. Record
notes on each contact Memory resident Import/export data
For more infonnation contact:

FOR PRODUCTIVITY, PRESENTATIONS, SOFlWARE DESIGN,
ENTERTAINMENT, LANGUAGE TRAINING, EDUCATION, MORE...
SPEECH/SOUND RECORDING AND PLAYBACK. Desktop Audio sound editing
allows you to create custom sound applications. Variable sample rate (to 20 KHz) and
compression levels. A four-voice music synthesizer is included also!
VOICE RECOGNITION TSR utility allows you to add voice command keyboard
macros to your CAO, desktop publishing, word processing, spread sheet, or
entertainment programs. Up to 64 voice commands in RAM at once--more from disk.
HARDWARE SYSTEM contains built-in speaker with separate volume and tone
controls, external speaker and headphone jacks. Enclosure made of sturdy vinyl-clad
steel. Attaches to parallel printer port without alfecting notmal printer operation (U.S.
Patent 4,612.647). Headset microphone. printer cable, 9 volt AC adapter (11 O volt
UL/CSA listed), and comprehensive user manual included.

Rochelle Communications, Inc.
8716 N. Mopac, Suite 200
Austin, TX 78759
Call: 1-800-542-8808
Outside U.S.: +1 -51 2-794-0088

QUALITY THROUGHOUT. MADE IN USA. ONLY $ 219.95
ORDE R HOTLINE: (503) 342 -127 1 Mon-Fri, 6 A M to 5 PM PST
Visa/MasterCard. company checks. money orders. CODs (with prior approval)
accepted. Personal checks subject to 3 week shipping delay. Specify computer type
when otdering. Add $5 shipping charge for delivery in USA and Canada. Foreign
inquiries contact Covox for C&F/CIF quotes. OEM conligurations available.

30LJ4YMOVCYBACKGIJAR4NTEEIFNOTCOMPLETELYSAT/SF/EO

00

CALL O.R WRITE: FOR FREE PRODUCT CATALOG

CO\IOX INC.

675 Conger Street
Eugene, Orego n 97402

TEL (503) 34 2- 1271
FAX (503) 342-12 63
BBS (503) 342- 413 5
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lLAST·BAT.
The Only Lifetime Setup Battery System
for PC/ AT and Compatible Computers

en
1-

200 MHz Logic Analyzer

z
w

:!!
:::>

a:

+$5.00
SHIPPING

I-

en
z
w

• Permanent
• Easy lo Install
• Replaces IBM part #8286121
• For IBM PC/AT, Compaq 286,
386 and all AT Compatibles
• Made in the U.S.A.

...J

m

<t

c

• 200 MHz max sampling rale
• 16K samples/channel
• 3Exlernal Clocks and 12Qualify lines
• FREE soflwareupdates on 24 Hour BBS
$ 799-LA12100 (100 MHz)
$1299-LA27100 (100 MHz)
$1899-LA27200 (200 MHz)

• 24 Channels Timing and state
• 16 Levels of triggering
• Variable, TTL, EGL threshold tevels
Price is complete
Pods and Soflware included

UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER

a:

0
ACCLIMATION, Inc . will replace a malfunctioning LAST·BAT
for as long as the original purchaser uses it in the machine in
which the LAST•BAT was originally installed. providing, al course. that the
LAST•BAT is installed and used correctly.

<t
•

PAL
GAL
EPROM
EEPROM
PROM

:::::>

8 & 16BIT

LL
LL

...J
LL

a:
w

s:

0

LASTeBAT and ACCUMATION are trademarks ol Accumal ion. Inc.
IBM is a regislered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation
Compaci 2B6 & 386 are registered trademarks of the Compaq CorD<>ralion
~

a.

Copyright Accuma1ion. Inc. 1988.

87xxx...

-

• 20 and 24 pin
. PALs, EPLOs
• 16V8. 20V8. 22V10 GALS
• 26V12, 20RA10, 18V10 GALS
• 2716-4MEG. EPROMs
•87xxx MICROs
• EEPROMs (incl. 8 pin serial)

I •W

$475

• 16 bit EPROMS
•ByleSpliUMerge (16 & 32 bit)
• JEOEC, INTEL HEX, Motorola 'S' files
• Dallas NVS RAM programming
• PC/XT/ATCOMPATIBLE
• FREE soltwareupdates on BBS

Call - (20 1) 994-6669
Link Computer Graphics, Inc.
4 Sparrow Dr., Livingston, NJ 07039 FAX:994-0730

Spectacular Performance.
Now Playing On 9-Track Tape.
If you're looking to connect 9-track tape to your PC, Overland Data
offers an all-star cast of complete subsystems. They are equally at
home playing for all IBM PC compatibles or PS/2's, under DOS,
UNIX, XENIX, PICK & NOVELL, 800 to 6250 bpi. They perform
EBCDIC-ASCII conversions and backup brilliantly. And the
supporting cast can't be beat. Two year warranty on controllers,
one year on tape drives. Expert help by phone. 30 day, money back
application guarantee. And ten years experience as founder and
leader of the industry. All of which means spectacular performance
play after play. To reserve your seat, call us at:

1-800-PCS-TRAK

OOI

OVERl.RND DRTR
San Diego. CA

1-800-729-8725 • 1·619·571 -5555 • FAX 1-619·571 -0982 •TELEX 754923 OVERLAND

• Diagnose comm problems
• Install new equipment
• Determine baud rates
• Reduce development time
• Troubleshoot faster
• RS-422 option available
• SOLC, HOLC, X.25. BISYNC • Parity & CRC check
• 40 hours on 9v battery • BK buffer with printer dump
BitView shows you bidirectional data in ASCII, EBCDIC, or Hex for async and sync data
lines at baud rates from 64 Kbs to 38400 baud. Ncm find yrnx comm problems in minutes
instead of hours!

Call (212)662-6012 or Fax (212)678-6143
MEASUREMENT & CONTROL PRODUCTS. INC .
415 Madison Aven ue. 22 FL. New York. NV10017

11·~1

P

arct. 201 on ll6alkr S.ma CanJ (RESELLBllS: 202J

PA480 $1595

+

9,600-38,400 bps
MODEM+FAX... $279
POD PRICE

N 0 W you can afford a SPEEDMODEM.w Raw speed of 300 - 9600
bps and 4:1 data compression push throughput up to 38,400 bps.
Dynamic Impedance Stabilizationw provides robust performance on
noisy telephone circuits. A 9600 bps send/receive, full-featured FAX
is included on the same card. Total communications capability--only
$279. It comes with a 30-day money back guarantee and a 5-year
warranty. BYTE magazine said our 2400 bps modem was "a real
deal"• ...well we've done it again ... our COMBO n is setting a new
standard for value and performance. See for yourself...
'31B9p.102

*New WINDOWS 3.0 Compatible Software
• 48 Channels @ 25 MHz x 4K word deep
• 16 Trigger Words/16 Level Trigger Sequence
• Storage and Recall of traces/setups to disk
•Disassemblers available for: 68000, 8088, 8086, 6801,
6811, Z80, 8085, 6502, 6809, 6303, 8031.

NCI D 6438 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35806 • (205) 837-6667

(408)732-4500

CALL NOW BOO ACTON IT

(8001228-6648

YOUR SOURCE FOR MEMORY UPGRADES
FIRS~

S~!lR~E
LAPTOP MEMORY
Model 1000SEfXE

1MB
2MB
Model T1200XE
2MB
Model T1600
2MB
Model T3100
2MB
Model T3100SX
2MB
4MB
Model T3200SX
2MB
4MB
Model T3200
3MB
Model T5100
2MB
Model T5200,T8500 2MB
8MB

......... $289.00
..
..... $399.00
.
........... $249.00
............... $249.00
..... $249 .00
.............. $249.00
................... $689.00
. $249.00
................ $689 .00
. ....... .. $349.00
........ ....... $249.00
.
. $249 .00
..... $1300.00

COMPAQ
Portable LTE 286

SL T -286
SL T -386

1MB
2MB
1MB
4MB
1MB
2MB

........ ....... $189.00
.
.. $269.00
. .......... $239.00
......... $1325.00
$325.00
.................. $495.00

ZENITH
SuperSporl 286 and 286e
1MB ................ . $189.00
SuperSport SX and 286e
2MB ..
SuperSport SX

ProSpeed 286
ProSpeed 386

1MB .......
. $289.00
4MB
. $900.00
2MB ........ ...... $450.00
8MB
. $2250.00

3 day International delivery available via Federal Express or DHL!

CALL (714) 588-9866

IBM MEMORY
Model PS/1

512K

TOSHIBA

WE ACCEPT INTERNATIONAL ORDERS

1057035 ... ......... $89.00

2MB
IBM ON N/A
$399.00
Models 30-286, Exp. Board 1497259
512K Kil
30F5348 ................ $54.00
2MB Kil
30f5360
$179.00
Models 70-E61 /121,55SX,65SX
6450603
........ $89.00
1MB
Models 70-E61 /121,50Z,55SX,65SX
2MB
6450604 .............. $169.00
Models SSSX, 65SX, 34FJOn & 34F3011
4"MB
34F2933 ...... ......... $509.00
Model 70-A21
2MB
6450608 ............ $169.00
Mo dels 80-A21/A31
...... $659.00
4MB
6451060
All Models 70 and 80
2-BMB w/2M
6450605 ........... .. $499.00
2-14MB w/2M 34F3077 .
$599.00
Mode ls 50, ssz, 60 & 65SX
2·16M8w/2M 645('609 ......... $625.00

LASER PRINTER MEMORY
Hewlell-Packard LaserJel ll P, Ill & 1110
1MB
33474B ..
$99.00
2MB
33475B ..
$169.00
4MB
33477B ................ $299.00
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet II & ll D
JJ.,36 _. ..
$99.0Q
JMB
2M8
334448 . ...... .... . $169.00
4MB
334458 . .
. $299.00
Apple Laserwriler II and IVNTX
1MB
M6005 ... • ... .. $89.00
$349.00
4MB
M6006 ..
IBM L aser 4019 and 4019e
1MB
1039136 .... . .... $ 209 .00
2MB
1039137
. ······ $375.00
3 SMB
103867§ .
. $489.00
Canon LBP-811, Bll R, BllT
...... $1 89.00
S63· 1880
2MB

Circle llOon Reculer Service Card (RESEU£RS: 111)

FAX (714) 588-9872

MEMORY BOARDS

COMPAQ MEMORY
OeskPfO
1MB
4MB
OeskPro
1MB
4MB
DeskPr o
1MB
2MB
4MB
OeskPro
2MB
BMB

286-E,386-20/20E/25
113131 -001 ._ .. .. , , $139.00
113132-001 •...•.......... $349.00
3865116
113646-001
.. $139.00
1 12534-001 .
. $349.00
286N, 386N and 386SX and 20
118688-001
$99.00
11 8689-001 .
$169.00
11 8690 ·001
. $509 .00
386-33, ~86-33 & SystemPr.o
115144-00 1
.... $200.00
116561 -001 .. . . . . $1899.00

AST MEMORY
Premium 386C and 386-16
1MB Kit
500510·007
............ . $95.00
. $349.00
4MB Kit
560510 -008.
Premium 386-20
500510-003 . ............... $129.00
1MB Kit
4M8 Kit
500510 -004 ..
.... $369.00
Br avo 386-SX

2MB Kit

500510 -00 2 .

. .... $179.00

4MB Kit
500510·008 .... ... ...... $349.00
Prem ium 386-SX/16125/33 and all 486 Models
1MB
500718·002 ·-··-······· ····· $95 .00
Premium 486
2MB
500718 ·004
$342 .00

Everex RAM3000Detuxe
Up to 3"3 of base. expanded andfor extended
memory EMS 4 0 compatible with no watt slates.

Uses 2S6Kxt Oram.

with512K: SIM159-512 ....... $139.00

BocaRam/ATPlus
Up to SMB for any AT or 16 bit compalib!e machines
n.ming up to 33MHz. Offers convenlionat,
expanded and/or extended memory, provides a
maximum of SMB UM /EMS 4.0 Uses 1x1 Oram.

with 2MB:

IBM TYPE

M•l;f!1 ,~M
1MX1

4Mx9 ·80 ..... $365.00 1MX1-12 ........... $6.50
1Mx9-12
. $65.00 1MX1-10 ........... $7 .00
1 Mx9 -10 .•. . ... $70.00 1MX1-BO ........... $7. 50
$75.00 1 MX1-70 •.• .•..•••. $8.00
1Mx9-70 ......... $80.00
256x9· 12 . .. $18.50
256KX1 -1 2 ....... $ 1.85
256x9-10 ... ... $20.00
256KX1·10 •.•.... $2.00
256 x9·80
... $22.50
256KX1-80 .• •.... $2. 20
256x9·60 ........ $30.00
256KX1-70 .. ••... $ 2.50

256KX1

PLEASESEND ALL P.0."SAHD MAIL ORDERS TO:

First Source International, Inc.

HEWLETI·PACKARD MEMORY
Vectra QSl20PC, RS/25PC and 20C
1MB Kil
01 640A
.. $105.00
... $349 .00
4MB Kit
01642A .
Vectra 486 PC and 386125 PC
1MB Kit
02150A
... $104.00
02151A ..
. .......... $592.00
4MB Kil
BMB Kit
D2152A
. $1199 .00
Veclra 386/25 PC
D2381A
2MB Kit
. $266.00

SIMA T82 ........... $279.00

M§h•1ht,J§9

36 Argonaut. Suite 140
Aliso Vieio. California 92656

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
t/ NO SURCHARGE ON MCOR VISA
ti Terms· Visa. Mastercard. AmE,. (AE>4o/.) COO. NetJO

0I1 purchase orders from qual1f1ed hrms
t/ 20% Re.stocking lee on all non de!eclt\le returns & 1etused
orders. AMA # required

t/Ma nu faclurerspan numbefs arelor YM con11en1ence. all
prodtlcis third pa'\y
111'

PRICES ANO A'\IAILABIUTYSUB.IECTTO CHANGE .

DECEMBER 1990 • BYTE

385

Circk 331 on &oder Service Card

UNICORN - YOUR l.C. SOURCE!
COLLIMATOR PEN
(INFRA-RED)

LASER DIODE

Al\:::
~=

LASER DIODE

STOCK#

PRICE

S81052

$39.99

STOCK#

PRICE

S81053

$9.99

LASER DIODE

STOCK#

PRICE

LS022

$19.99

•
•
•
•

(VISIBLE-RED)

Gt~
POWER SUPPLY

Output: 4 mW (max.)
Current: 20 mA
Operating Voltage: 2.2-3.0V
Wavelength: 665nm

STOCK#

PRICE

LS3200

$129.99

PRICE

PS1003

$19.99

Scottsdale Systems

.28 MM DOT PITCH
66 Megabyte herd Disk ALL
28 Milliseconds

DOS 3.3 OR 4.01 .

. $1110.00

32K Cache Add

... 185.00

ALL SYSTEMS HAVE A
1 YEAR WARRANTY
OUR SYSTEMS EXCEL
IN PERFORMANCE!

Scotlsdlle 388-20 MHz
1.2 Disk Drive 1.44 Disk Drive
4 MB RAM. 64K Cadle, 101
Keyboel"d
111 MB 1.D E. DRIVE,

15 MS ACCESS TIME
2 Serlel 1 Ptrallel & GAME PORT
DOS 4.01 or 3.3
14" VGA 1024 x 768 MONITOR

.28 DOT PITCH
16 BIT 1024 x 768 CARD
W/152 KRAM . .. .•.. $2975.00

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
POWER UP WITH A
SCOT TSDALE SYSTEMS
COMPUTER

Scottsdmle 488-33 MHz
4 MB RAM 128 K Cache
2 Serial. 1 Pan1lel
t 2 Floppy Drive. 1.4.C FIOppy Dnve
211 MB DE HAAOOISI< DANE

15 MS ACCESS TIME

14" VGA 1024 x 768 MONITOR
.28 MM DOT PITCH
16 BIT 1024 x 768 CARD WITH
512 KRAM

CHOICE OR FULL DESKTOPCASE
W/200 WA TTPOWER SUPPLY OR
l.arge Vertical Case W/230 WATT
POWER SUPPLY DOS 4.01
Ot

3.3 . . . . .

. .$8737.00

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
WELCOME

388-33 25 MHz
Open Architecture

- Since 1980

388-33 MHz
Open Architecture
1.2DSllOrrwe/U40islD'ftt
1101eor.ro1er.101~

liO MB COC 16MS ESOI Hard Drive
OOS 4.01a3.3
.. $3599.00

THE 381-25 MHZ IS
UPGRADABLE TO 4811
CUSS MACHINE!
CALL SCOTTSDALE
FOR DETAILS

.... 1885
.....345

CITIZEN
2 YNr

Wlll.Sacar1y~Ulftic.Fuji1!Sl.l.Ora:n•.

14' VG.A 11?1' x 768 MJNITOfl
.28 MM DOT PITQt
16 Bil 1024 1 768 VIDEO CARO

NEC.TI..
l8'91'S!

W/512 KRAM
160MB CDC 161-IS E'SIX H•d Ori'lt
005 3.3 or •01 .
. .Slll80.00

THE 33 MHZ B ALSO
UPGRADABLE TO
'81 STATUS
CALL US FOR CUSTOM
CONFIGURATIONS

SOFTWARE
S8nt.I Cruz Opere•on•

230Wll F\N«"Supply.itti Vertial

CANON
8J.1lJE
BJ.10E ..• ,

200Wltt~Suprtyw/Desi1op

sea UNIX 386

.. M57

werr..ty

SAVE

GeniCDl'I. ~-and

Prlfllers &

<88
.524

WE CARRY ALL SCO
MODULES
An
NI• are tln•ll

ilott.••

Computer•

MONITORS
S3n lN9
. .111012315

NEC 2A/30

NEC •Ol5D .
Mibubistil Oilm(Jtd Sein
Hitachi Super Scan .
Phillips 20' Hl·Res .

528
1119

. •. .2059
OllEI MOlllTOllS AYAIL.lllJ!

YGA 14'
102'x768andullrll11e. .28dot!Jlld'I.
110-220ds .
. ... S31111
WY.JO GIA. wlK~d

M'·SO GIA . w/Ke)4>0lrd

317
3 99
.. 7
381

•-0

14H

M'.filq1!.4.d1~Am

.$112

...380

MATH CO-PROCESSORS
SAVE

PRINTERS

1$

AUTHORIZED SERVICE
FOR WYSE
I-PROTECT

....... w.a......
r-..ml!'Jlstrain.imprO*re90luliOnand

contrast. and provides 1-radiation and U.V
prCAl!dion

.Sl9.00

AUTHORIZED SERVICE
FOR OTC

(-\

~

100+

3.79
6.17
3.13
3.60
5.98
3 .79
3.60
3.60
3.51
3.03
5.50
1.89
3.98
3.79
360
3.79
3 .13
6.45
3.98
5.50
4.84
5.50
5. 50
5.03
4.55
5.03
7.12
6.64
6.64
17.09
13.29
14.24

3.41
5.55
2.82
3.24
5.38
3.41
3.24

•

1555 W. Unlversily Dr. #101 , Tempe, AZ 85281

PLOTTERS

COLOR
8 M.B. RAM.35 tonts. poslSO'ipl oon1palible,
un•mitedrolots.antorunder S800l.oo.c111
loroelailS.

CANON
11795
... SAVE

LPU

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
... $1135
.1845

T.I. Mie:tOI""'
Tl. MicrolaserPS

PLOTTERS
UNITED INNOVATIONS
IYe1rWmunty
f.bal700J·1
... 1 1199
Mur118000-1 ..
2059
Mlral 9000.1 ...
2829
Mural7~

.... . .2205
2428
3241
.. 238

Mur11eooo.a ..
Mural~ .

Tiii Sland ..
88K Builder .

.238
..... 75

ABER OPTIC
Digitizing Sight

80

THE MURAL PLOTTER
AtoEslze~plotterwifluns.i~

perrormanceand durability ala r&"tWkable
lowpric:I.
Authorized Seni ce F-or United lflnOYa~ons
M111Plollers
HOUSTON INSTRUMENT
AMT ACCEL
SOOW.plol
1 1549
ENTER SPfi08 .
599

ROLAND
CAMM MACHINES
HEWLETT PACKARD SAVE

.12225
A thru E LP 3700
.29U
LP3700.8 LP400J.1
309513414
LP'00·8..
3715
VINYL CUTTINO MACHINES
BLADES & HOT TIPS
CALCOMP
102311025 ..
.S353314111
1026 .
11 31
1043DM/10U .
153211734
5902/5902A .
SAVE
........... 11,919
DM 52224 .

OPTICAL SCANNER
& SOFTWARE
Dala Copy Jelreader or730 GS your
cholee .
$ 1425

DIGITIZERS
KURT A
LiletimeWarr9'11)"0ll Kurla IS1
15.1 12112 Coidless 4-buttoo O.Jtstr , per1
st)'lus andinlerfacekl!
S439
IS.1 12117 cordless' butlo1 C1Jrsa. oen
st)lusand inle'lacekit
Sll52'9
CALCOMP
Calcomp 23120 T2x12 .
Calcomp 9100 Series
CalOOmP 9500 Series
Cl1wmp w;z 1000 Of1 .
SUMMAORAPHICS
l1fe!imeLimtedWarranty
12112 Slimmaskelch 11
12i18 prof!Mo al
HITACHI
Pump pro 12112
PUMA 12x17
PUMA 15115 .

386

BYTE • DECEMBER 1990

SERVICES (Mon.-Frl.) 802-731-4742

.$385
.SAVE
SAVE
$185

$350
• 820
S380
825
435

CALL FOR PRICING ON
LARGER DIGITIZER

[iCll ~

turer's warranty. Rel urned products sublect to 20% reslocking fee and in new condition in original packaging, with all warranty cards. manuals and cables No credil tssued after30 days from date of ship
ment. We do not guarantee compatability. Personal and company checks take up to 5 days to clear.Pricesandspecifications subjecl lo change. Producl subject loavailabilily; all applicable trademarks

802-988-8809

3.16
2.73
4.95
1.70
3.58
3.41
3.24
3.41
2.82
5.81
3.58
4.95
4.35
4.95
4.95
4.53
4.09
4.53
6.41
5.98
5.98
15.38
11.96
12.82

Athru OLP 3500

Prices listed are tor cash, Discovery. MnsterCardand Vise, no surcharge. AZ residents add 6 1 ~%tax. add 3% tor C .O.O.; add 5% tor P.O . International orders welcome. AU items ere new with menulac

recognized end on me.

324

IOLINE

Pen/PencilHldr .

1290

WY . 60G!A-w1K~d

WY-90 GT/A. wlk,,OOard
WY.ISO GIW/A. w/KeJt>oad

WY.211 GIW •

NOVELL
ARCNET

MODEMS
LASERS

LP8-~ll .

CALL SERVICE
FOR REPAIRS ON
Prtnlen. . Tenntn.11, MonHon,

TERMINALS

SCO XENIX OS OPERATl<G
SYSTEM
SCO OEVElOPMENT .

CouSlarlopolo'Ji .
16 Bit Coa1. .

25·99

3.99
6.49
3.29
3.79
6.29
3.99
3.79
3.79
3.69
3 .19
5.79
1.99
4 .19
3.99
3.79
3.99
3.29
6.79
4 .19
5.79
5.09
5. 79
5.79
5.29
4.79
5.29
7.49
6.99
6.99
17.99
13.99
14.99

1-800-777-2369

2 Ser·i11. 1 PlnlW.and Game Po'!
2XI W1tl Pt1W Supply wlv.tical

' MB RAM. 6'K Cachet
2 Serill. 1 Parallel. and GamePor1

W/512 Kf!AM
W VGA 1024 x 768 li«>NITOR. 28 MM
OOT PITCH
200Wlft ~ Soppty 11i1t1 ~op

~\JJMCORN
,,,E L E C T R 0 N I C S

1·24

OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA: (800) 824-3432 (Orders Only)
IN CALIFORNIA:
(818) 341-8833
ORDER BY FAX:
(818) 998-7975
Minimum Order $15.00

Cancutone4to 16 P'OrtBoerdsUni1&Xero1
COfT!Pllible 99 )'981' warranty .. .SAVE

16 811102' x 768 VIDEO CARO

256 x 4 1us
1024 x 8 45ns
2048 x 8 450ns (25v)
2048 x 8 350ns (25v)
2048 x 8 450ns
2048 x 8 450ns (25v-CMOS)
4096 x 8 450ns (25v)
4096 x 8 200rn (21 v)
4096 x 8 250ns (21v)
4096 x 8 450ns (21v)
4096 x 8 450ns (25v)
4096 x 8 450ns (25v-One T ime Programmable)
4096 x 8 450ns (25v-CMOS)
8192 x 8 200ns (21v)
8192 x 8 250ns (21v)
8192 x 8 200rn (1 2.5v)
8192 x 8 250ns (12.5v)
8192 x 8 250ns (25v)
8192 x 8 250 ns (21v-CMOS)
16,384 x 8 200rn (21v)
16 ,384 x 8 250ns (21v)
16,384 x 8 250ns (21v)
16,384 x 8 250ns (21v)
32.728 x 8 200rn (12.5v)
32,768 x 8 250ns (1 2.5v)
32,768 x 8 250ns (1 2.5v)
65,536 x 8 200rn (12.5v)
65,536 x 8 250ns (12.5v)
65,536x 8 25Dns (1 2.5v-CMOS)
13 1.072 x 8 200ns (12.5v-CMOS)
8192 x 8 450ns
8 192 x 8 450ns

10 0 10 Canoga Ave .• Unit 8 -8 • Chalsworth, CA 91311

•

1.201Sl011'1'1/U40iSlOriwe
1101ControllerClld

101K.,-d

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
32
24
24

OESCRIPTION

~

•Input: 115/230v
• Size 7" L x 5'14' W x 2'h H
• Output: +5 volts @ 3.75 amps
• Output: +12 volts@ 1.5 amps
• Output: - 12 volts @ .4 amps
STOCK #

PINS

1702
2708
2716
2716-1
TMS2716
27C16
2732
2732A-2
2732A
2732A·4
TMS2532
TMS2532P
27C32
2764-20
2764
2764A-20
2764A
TMS2564
27C64
27128-20
27128
27128A
27C128
27256-20
27256
27C256
27512-20
27512
27C512
27C1024
68764
68766

• Output: 5 mW (max.)
• Current: 65-100 mA
•Operating Voltage: 1.75-2.2V
• Wavelength: 780nm

(VISIBLE-RED)

Scottsd1le 388-SX
18 MHz

STOCK •

• Output: 10 mW (max .)
•Current: 90-150 mA
• Operating Voltage: 2.2-2.5V
• Wavelength: 820nm

(INFRA- RED)

2MB of RAM,
2 Serial. 1 Parallel, and
Game Pat
101 Click Keyboard
l2 Floppy Disk Drive,
U4 Floppy Drive
200 Watt Power Supply w/Oesktop
230 Wen power Supply w/Verticle
16 BIT 1024 x 768 CARD WITH
512 KRAM
14" VGA 'I024 x 768 MONITOR

EPROMS

• Output: 2.5 mW (max.)
• Current: 90-150 mA
•Operating Voltage: 2.2-2.5V
• Wavelength: 820nm
•Collimation: .18mrad (typ.)
• Size: 11 mm diameter

fAi1iiii1i1
~

FAX 802· 988-8834

Cin:k 278onR£0JlerService Canl

::i~~~ry
512K Kit
1MB Module
2MB Module
4MB Module
1MB Board
2MB Board
1MB Ki t
4MB Board
4MB Kil
1MB Board
4MB Board
1MB Module
4MB Module
1MB Module
4MB Module
1MB Board
4M8 Board
2MB Module
BMB Module
32MB Module
• PORTABLES •
512K Kil
INTFC BO
EXP BO
2MB Kit
4MB Kr!
6MB Kit
1MB Module
4MB Module
512K Board
1MB Board
2MB Board
IMB Kit
INTfC BO
4MB Board
4MB Ex! Board
IMB Module
2MB Module

OESKPRO
386s
OESK PRO
386120. 25 286E
DESKPRO
386120e
DESKPRO
386133, 486125
S'ISIEMPRO
PORTABLE
Ill

SLTr.!86
lfE/286
PORTABLE
386

~3.l':3ry
1MB Module
2MB Module
4M B Module
1MB Module
2MB Module
4MB Module
tMB Module
2MB Module
4MB Module
1MB Board
2MB Board

llP & HP3
CANON LBP
811. 811R. 811T

Eq~I~~~~~#

Your
Low Price
59 00
13800
219 00
569"
299"
499 00
19900
699 00
44900
24800
548"
13800
318 00
13000
29500
24800
548"
218 00
149900
6480"

113012-001
118688·001
118689·001
118690-001
108069-001
106069 W/71
108071-001
108070-001
108072-001
113633·001
113634-001
113646·001
112534·001
113131-001
113132-0 01
113644·001
113645-001
115144-001
116561 -001
116568-001
107331-001
107808-001
107811-0012
107332-0()1
107332-001
107332-001
110235-001
110237-001
117071-001
111081-001
117081-002
107651-001
107651-001
107653-001
107654-001
108303-001
108304-001

89"
99"
249"
179"
349"
499"
249"
99900
199"
199"
249 00
249"
99 00
79900
799"
34900
499 00

PS/2 251286
30·286, 50 & 60
PS/2 50Z & 55-SX
Memory
AST Model
Added
128K Kil
BRAV0/286
PREMIUM WKST/286 512K Kit
2MB Kit
4MB Kil
BRAV01386SX
2MB Kit
4MB Kil
PREMIUM 286
512K Kil
ADVANCE
1MB Kil
WKST 386SX
2M8 Kit
4MB Kit
PREMIUM
1MB Kit
4MB Krt
386
1M ffi lMM
PREMIUM
Jl6r.!5, 16sx, 586133 1-1iMB
PREMIUM 4861
IMS 6 MM
2ST. 25TE. 25, 25E 2MB SIMM
1-16MB

lbur
Low Price
49"
59 00
16900
35900
169 00
35900
79 00
99 00
18900
359"
14900
369'"
79°•
649'"
89'"
2349'"
64900

AST
Equiv. Par! H
500510-011
500510 ·010
500510·002
500510-008
500510·002
500510-008
500510-010
500510-007
500510-002
500510-008
500510-003
500510-004
500718·001·2
500722-004
500718-002
500718-004
500722-00 4

55SX.-031.-061. 65SX
50, 50Z, 55 & 60
PS/2
70·E61. 061. 121
PS/2 70-A21 AXl,BX1
PS/2 80·041
PS/2 80·111.121.311.321
80-A21. A31
PS/2
ALL 70s & 80s

Description

~: :l

[ijijOOtf!fil~lUMUOO~!OO
16 BIT MEMORY BOARD FOR 286, 386 AT
OK-BMeg Board • 4.0 UM Compatible •N ew 5 Yr. Warranty r§l1.
• Con•entional. ExPaided and Extended Memory roo\J ~
• Supports DOS, OS/2, UM/EMS & EEMS
IJ-'l. ~·
• Operates with CPU Speeds to 33 MHz
~,~~
OK - 12900 2 Meg - 24500 4 Meg - 35300 8 Meg - 577"

Toshiba Model
PORTABLE
T1000SE & XE
PORlABLE Tl200xe

HP
Equiv. Par! H
334438
334448
334458
33474A/B
33475AIB
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
1039136
1039137

IBM
Equiv. Part H
1038675
30f5348
30f5360
6450603
6450604
30f5348
30f5360
34f2933
4MB Module
2-BMB Board
1497259
1MB SIMM
6450603
2MB SIMM
6450604
2MB SIMM
6450608
1MB Module
6450375
6450379
2MB Module
4MB Module
6451060
2·32MB Board 645605 OR
34F3077
4-32MB Board
34f30!1
8-32MB Board

PORTABLE T1600
PORTABLE T3100e
PORTABLE 13100SX
PORTABLE 13200
PORTABLE 13200SX
PORTABLE T5100
PORTABLE T5200
DESK TOP T8500

Memory
Added
1MB Kil
2MB Kit
2MB Kit
4MB Kit
2MB Kil
512K Kil
2MB Kil
2MB Kit
4MB Kit
3MB Kit
2MB Kit
4MB Kit
2MB Kit
2MB Kit
4MB Kit

Toshiba
Equiv. Par! H
PC14-PA8311U
PC14-PA8312U
PCl3-PA8306U
PCl3-PA8307U
PC8-PA8302U
PC9 -PA8340U
1PC9-PA8341U
PC15-PA8308U
PC15 -PA8310U
PC6-PA7137U
PC12·PA8307U
PC12-PA8309U
PC7.PA8301U
PCIO-PA8304U
PC10-PA6313U

Your
Low Price
29900
449 00
259 00
69900
25900
14900
199"
259"
589"
399 00
249"
589"
259 00
259"
1495"

1

SONS

1•

3''
1"

6"

()\l \)IS

5"

Memory
Added
1MB Module
2MB Module
Z386125, 20
1MB Module
2MB Module
4MB Module
Z248,Z286LP.Z386SX 2MB Module
TURBO SPAT 3B6,386e 1MBKil
SUPER SPAT
2MBKil
SX
2MB Kil
2MB Kit
SUPER SPRT 286
1MB Kit
286e, SX
2MB Kil

Zenilh
Equiv. Par! H
ZA3800ME
ZA3800MG
ZA3600ME
ZA3800MG
ZA3800MK
Z-60S-1
ZA3034ME
ZA18064
ZA180-86
ZA180 -87
ZA180 -66
ZA180-64

Zenith Model
Z386133

248"
559 00
489 00
589 00
989"

100NS
2''
2"

\~a\\ \'O<

Zli X1

F~~ ~

os

\\\Oii~~;;.~

48"
174"
98"
16900
48"
17900
46800
499 00
98 00
16900
17900
13500

70NS

.,.,

8"

5"

6"

2"

Your
Low Price
9900
199"
9900
19900
54900
249"
549 00
44900
449"
44900
24900
449"

B±mvtWM•lfilti_~ffll=MOOh llil
~~~Joo,on~~~~!,~,ufa~~:~;~~s~:~~'ts~~~5M~ g'.~~ .. 9900

RAM 8'bJo 0-BMG e<pacity base. exlended or "&anded memory any combi·
nation. Compatible wll.otus. lnl~. Microsoh. EMS 4. EFMS. Supports
Mulli-Taskin3 & OMA Multl -Taskino In hardware. uses 1MG CJ.RAM •• .

19900
:fi: L~~~~- l~~~Jic~~'W.'M~ ~&_a~d~ds ';'°~t\i.~f~~~ti~l-e_ .17900

-YEAR END CLEARANCE
'

.::. ·U

.

• Automatic Group Ill Digital fa x • Background operation
• Send & receive, screen images, scanned pages
• fax 9600172001480012400
• Software • telephone cord • New. factory sealed

List 695
•
•
•
•

• IBM Interface & Cable
• PagePo wer Software.
A complete draw;
Scan. fax packages
• 200DPI • Automatic Sheet feede1

14CPS Letter Quality
Manufactured by Silver Reed
IBM Centronics Parallel Interface
New 90 day warranty

List 114900 Your Price 9900
. . .. 89 00

12 CPS version for.

• Fully Hayes Compatible • Monitor Speaker with Volume Control
• 24001300 Baud Transmission Rate• Addressable COM 1.2~.4
•Compatible with IBM PC, XT. AT and Compatibles
• Full Duple x Operation • Complete with Software
• l1JA'.l Year Manufacturer's Warranty •Auto Dial/Auto Answer
Internal.
. .. 199"
External. . . • . . • • . . . .79"

~~ ++t111~ - ~~t\t+-11~ncH-1-+t+t+++-t
EGA Card . .• , . . .... . ... . .......... .
MonoGraphics (Hercules Compatible) with Par Por t .
Color Graphics (Hercules Compatible) with Par. Port .
Mono Card Text Only . . . .
. ..... . , . •• ,
VGA Card 1024 x 768 (256K Exp 512K)
STB mono/color card

59"
.2900
. .. 39 00
.. , 900

.. .10900
29 00

........,...,...,....,-.-.,...,-.-,-,

~.ffji:~-_.-..-

MITSUMI
360K Vz Ht. 5'1• .
1.2 Meg 5'1< . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
720K "J'h" Drive w/5V•" mounting . . . . ,

1.44 ""1g

3~"

.5900
. 79 00
... 69"

Drive w/51'" mounting ... .. . .

360K Tandon TM100-2 full Ht (The original IBM)

. . .89"
..•.••• .. 8900

ORDERS ONLY

V t:}l,f.U,};lck/drl.i

TECHNICAL I CUSlOMER SERVICE I ORDER SIATUS:

702-294·0204

FAX 702-294-1168

~&16/«tlOGalnll

. ... 8900
. .. 209 00
. ... 369"
44900
. _284 00

~l+l=l=t=l

AT KIT
20mB 40msec 3.5"
$249
20mB 28msec 3.5"
$269
30mB 40msec 3.5"
S289
30mB 2Bmsec 3.5"
$309
20mB 65msec
$199
30mB 65msec
$219
51251·1
42mB 28msec
S269
ST227R·1 (RLL)
65mB 2Bmsec
$$3 39
549
ST4096
BOmB 28msec
ST4144 (RLL)
120mB 28msec
$649
XT kits include cables, soltware (over 32MB) controller
ATklls Include cables, rails, soltware (over 32MB)

ST125-0
ST125 -1
ST138 -0
ST138 -1
ST225
ST238R (RLL)

~ 1 tm~'1}-j_~'l~~tfilllij Ri3=t-tt~R@D~§@Wt!#frn
8 Bil
5MHz or less
IN Hz
!OMHz or less
16 Bil
80287
6MHz
802878 BMHz
80287-10 10MHZ
80C287-12 Laptop

All Products 90 Day Warranty unless slated olhe1wlse.

800-654·7762

1b#ll»'*1•,.,.,l1tmddlklr~OI.'&.

12" Amber w/Till & Swi•el Base . .
14" Color 640 x 200, 1l colors.. . .
14" EGA 640 x 350 64 colors/31 .
VGA 800 x 600 MrJti;ync Compatible ..
14" VGA Demo looks new, .31 Dot Prich .

8087
8087-2
8087-1

~~AAtllY-

List 99900 Your Price 25900

Trac tor Feed .•. ..

150 WATT XT Comp. • UL Appr: • 110120V input switch • 4 drives 4900
200 WATT AT comp. • UL Appr. • 1101220V input switch
.69"

_

Your Price 19900

•WE ACCEPT INTERNATIONAL ORDERS

• WE ALSO PURCHASE EXCESS
INVENTORY-FAX OR CALL
• NO SOF1WAAE RETURNS

79 00
114"
149"

149"
18900
205"
239 00

80807-16
80387-20
80387-25
80387-33
80387-SX
80387-SX20
80287-XL
80287-XLT

32 Bil
16MHz
20MHI
25MHz
33MHz

299"
349"
449"
549"
298"
32800
218"
228 00

40 Meg 18 Mil. Sec.
200 Meg

NO SURCHARGE FOR MCIVISAIAE

TERMS:
MC • VISA • COD CASH • NET
• Purchase Orders from Unlversllles,

Fo1tune 1000 & Govemmenl Agencies
• Perional Checks • COD 1dd $5.00
• 201/1 R11tocklng Fee on Relum1 Wltl'ltn 30 Days

• No R1fund1 Aller 30 Diii - EXCHANGE ONLY

18 Mil. Sec.
_54900

FOR HAROORIVES
IDE Controller . .. , . . 39" 8 Bit WO Controller .... . . • .
16 Bit WO Controller 2:1. .109" 16 Bit Everex HD/Roppy 1.1 . .
FOR FLOPPYS
Super Floppy Controls 1.2. 360K, 720K & 1.44 Drives

SE HABLA ESPANOL

ADVAMTECH~
fndustnaf & Lab Automation with PCs

!

PC-Bus Switch/Extension Card

All-in-One 80286-12
CPU Card

$395

PCA-6125
• 12MHz 80286 microprocessor
• Socket for 80287 math coprocessor
• AMI BIOS assures compatibility
• Memory configuration: 5121i, IM, 2M & 4M
• Built-in interface for 2 IDE H/D and 2 F/0
• On·boanl: I parallel/2 serial poris
• VISI CMOS for low power consumption

1340 llllly Rd., #314, San Jo!<, CA 95122 f AX 408·293·4697

Circle 23 on ReaderSenice Card

JD1

• No more PC power-off for
removing or inserting add-on cards
• Protects mother board while trouble shooting or
testing add·on cards
• Fully transparent PC/XT bus extension
• All bus signals buffered
• Easy-to-access ON/Off control switch
• LED display for power & fuse status

• For E/ EE/PROMs, PA I ~. PEELs, FPLAs, GALS,
EE/ EPLDs and MICROs
• Programs virtually any device up to 40 pins
• 40-pin ZIF socket with all pins individually
programmable
• 100% menu driven and user friendly

USA & Canada: San ju,.,,.C.A
Eun >pe & Asia, '!;1ipl'i. 'Htiwa11
•td: H.%·2·918-i5h7 El.\: 9 1 8~5(,(,

408-293-6786

408-293-6786

13~0 folly Rd, #314, SanjoS<, CA 95122 FAX 408·293-4697

Circle 23 on Reader Senice Card

Circle 23 on Reader Senice Card

s~;e

~If~ • insured?
~\) 3W illl!ll!!Q)

S.\FE\HRE "' Insurance prul'ides full
replacement of hard11are. media and
purchased software. As linlc as $4CJ/yr. co1·ers:
• Fire •Theft • Power Surges
• \\ a1er Damage • .\u!U Accident
For informa tion or immediate co1·erage call:

1-800-848-3469
l.oca/ / . 6/.i-262-0559
Sub1ect b underwriting and availability b; slate.
On CompuServe GO SAF On GEnie. SAFEWARE

($uFE @i)
1

MULTI-SPEED !!!
9 TRACK TAPE SUBSYSTEM
for IBM PC/AT/386

DYNAMIC RAMS
4Mx9 80ns
PS2 2M 6041608
1Mx9 80ns
1Mx8 80ns
256x4 1oons
V' 1 Mx1 1oons
41464 l OOns
V' 41256 120ns
51258 80ns
4164 120ns

$235.00
$110.00
$ 45.50
$ 42.00
$ 4.75

1 VEAR WARRANTY

••M•r
$ 2.40

••c:n1
$ 2.95
$

1.70

• For ~~ &co.n, ligh·lli)ted part\. SIPP ..... ~ PI06H Col 1
• MATH COPAQCJSIQRS

80387-33
80387-25
80387-20
80317-18
I0387SX

33mH• $535.00

25mHz
:!CmHz
16mH2
16mHz

$435.00
$350.00
$305.00
$275.00

llTICYRIX

S CALL

21lmHz
2C87-12 12mHz
2C87-IO 10mHz
2C87-8 &Niz
• V-20 8110mHz

$18'.00
$176.00
$16000
S8.5115

lC87

:ictHo

ms.oo

•IBM/ANSI compatible at 800*/1 600/3200 bpi
• Controller, cables and software included
• Interlaces for PS/2*, Xenix* and DEC•
• SCSI*. AT or MC A• Bus 1/0 at 25/50/100 ips.

1514Q Va:.k'y8M;I CtyollrdSry,CA91744
Cu~t~r

\\f'EW\RE. Tbt! /11.rnmnce..Jgem:I' Inc
1919 :\. Hi~h St .. P.O. Bo\ OH I I
Co lumbu s. 011 ~ .U01

Circle 272 on Reader Senice Card

nMte · (818) J.Dettla

FAX

(a1 l)lli~

• oPTIOfllAL

llltl

ORDER: (800) 877•8188 iMoo.F•;

Fa&lerlhan lheEverexStep™& ALR

15 MIPS! $2,990 Oty 1 (Ok)

SHOWN WfCPTIONAL OUST COVER

AKSystems Inc.

• ·.5PSD

CAU FOR ~PRICES & VOLL#.£ OCSCOUNTS

20741 Marilla St.
TEL:818/709·8100

Poce5""""11 lto"cas.11 J.bsl...Caidtv .uaOd 3'11. Pile•~.,, t.utoilK'\ 10,l'l>ll•Q•
M~Ol'dlf'S1000 Shi~&H~ UPSC1c..nc1 S ~OO . A.11 S 700(llb J

AU MERCHAHOISE IS 100'll. GUAAAHTi.ED WITH PROMPT OElNEAV.

Circle 153 on Reader Senice Card

33 MHz 80486 Motherboard

$160

PCL-756

PC-Based Universal
l'C-UPROG Progranuner
$695

Chatsworth C A 91 3 11
FAX: 818/407-5889

Circle 17 on ReaderSenice Card

SuperSound
TurboSound

Terminal Emulation

TEK 4105/ 4010

SoundFX-lll. -Stereo. -Mono. -Eng. -Jr
SoundBytes. SoundJr. Sound Card.
Digital Audio Authoring Workstation.
MSC/TurboC/Windows 3.0 Libraries.
Custom Sound Hardware/Software

ALL WE DO IS SOUND!!

Features:
• 64Kor256KW1ileBadtCaehe • T1ue32·8itMemoryExp .to16MB
• BK lntemal Cactie
• Du31Re:Jd1Writec..chll
• Tr.1nscarent Refresh

• Ul.JfCC BAvai!abfe

486/33
486/25
386/33
386125

Ml PS
15.2
11 .4
8.3
6.2

• Support 'Mlitd<
• UNIX.OS12& N OV1111Com~tible
• 1 Vear Ful Warranty

• Coo1>letr: Oocumerrlatioo
Cache
Ok
64K
2990
64K
2599
64K
1429
64K
1229

IDM-PC DIGITAL VOICE I SOUND
from on ly $20 .,,,,.,,., ""'"'" to $6411 ,,,.,.,,.,.,·, ... ,
Pro Quality Software I Hardware
- in use worldwide, even Japan!

VT320
• Vf320, Vf220, VT102 emulation
• File transfer
• 132 column modes
• Color support
• H otke y
• Extensive network support

30 Da y Money-Back Gu arantee if n o t Satisfied
4M
3290
2899
1729
1529

Technology Power Enterprises, Inc.
47273 Fremont Blvd. Fremont CA 94538
Te (4 15) 623-3818 FAX (415 ) 623-3840

• JUST LIKE HAVING A CASSETTE TA PE RECORDER IN A PC.
• Fastest, easies t Editors with the m ostleatureslor th e price.
• Quick, simple hardware I softwarelnstallation.
• Use l or Foreign Language !r aining I communication s.
• For Business: Triil;lling. Slide Snows .withGrasp, Sh0v1Plklner FfX ..
• For Engineering: FIJl'l:lion Gen.. Clear Voics Alarms. S1orageScope._
• For Fun: Crea1e Ycu Own Sounds For Games, Alter YOU' Voice_
Orders:600·969-44 1 t by Silicon Shack FAX: 408·374·4412

• •• Diversified Computer Systems, Inc

5120 Campbell Ave. # 112, San Jose, CA 951 30.

3775 lri sAvenue. Suite 18
Boulder. C080301(30J)441·9251
FA X 303·447-1406

Technical: 408-446-4521
1\sk C• r fREE l'llOl1UCr CATALOG • r IBM.PC soun<l pr•<lucts-.
Developers: Add TurboSound - PC audio engine 10 your product
• ~ .....,s....l s.. ,..,n_ :W•~<IC01.a. .<o • ..,lllJ"'on01.-<,.,•" '" ""...."'''l•of.''"'" ~1. IM.
••l~ ' ''°"'~" ....."""'""'",..u"''"'''""""1"''""'..

Trademarks: VT102. V1220 -DEC: TEXtranix- Tektronics Inc.
'1

Circle 301 on Reader Senice Card

Circle 284on Reader Senice Card
J

Circle 100 on Reader Senice Card

Circle 164 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 165)

T·10 UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER

VT240 Keyboard
for your PC

i<NAPCO
MASTER DISTRIBUTORS

Turn your PC into a VAX
workstation with the
PowerStation."'

EPROM • PLO • Bipolar PROM
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Built-in LCC & SMT ZIF sockets to 44 pins
Individual pin driving
Point & shoot menus, with MOUSE support
Devic e updates on disk & BBS
Built-in margin testing
Vector testing
User definable test parameters
Full screen editing in 21 formats
Intelligent identifier

SUNRISE ELECTRONICS, INC.
524 S. Vermont Ave. • Glendora, CA 917 40

~

•an exact VT200/VT300
layout keyboard to plug
into your PC, and
•ZSTEM 240 or 220
terminal emulation
software

-f~ ud.
~;:iems
•.'f~
liM
ZSTEM and PowerStat1 0n ar e lrademark s o! KEASyslems lid.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Circle 297 on Reader Service Card

2
80C51
Z1flit
FOR DISTRIBUTED

DATA ACQUISITION
$220 US includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel 80C51FA, new PWM array
RS422/485, auto RXfTX flow
RS232, auto override select
64K static RAM, battery back up
32K CMOS EPROM, SK Basic-52
Battery operated & NiCd charge
On board power supply, 300ma
Hitachi LMxx LCD driver port
PC c ommunication software

* * * OPTIONS * * *

Prototyping Board (Dig.+Analog) .. $39US
PCIRS232 RS422/485 . ... $44US
80C51 Kit form . . .... . ... .. .... $99US

BINARY DATA ACQUISITION CORP.
1735 Bayly Street, Pickeri ng, Ontario UW 3G7
Canada, Phone (416) 420-8029 Fax (416) 831-0510
Cashiers Cheque or Visa

Circle 46 on Reader Service Card

PC Communications

Coprocessors

Our communications coprocessors offload serial and
parallel communications tasks from PC's used in
dedicated applications. RS232 and RS485 style
communications. Easily programmed using C. A
memory mapped inter! ace to the host PC allows high
speed data transfer and simple buffer schemes.
From64k to 512k of memorylocaltothecoprocessor
but accessible from the host PC. Used in many in
dustrial and business systems to dramatically im
prove performance compared to standard PC serial
port implementations.

TRVE ON-LINE
VPS SYSTEMS

3738 North Fraser Way, Unit 101
Burnaby, B.C., Canada V5J 5G1
Tel: (604)431 -0727 Fax: (604)431 -0818
Order Desk Toll-Free: 1-800-663-8702

Circle 160 on /Uader Service Card

=

Statistically, your hard disk is going to crash
sooner or later. And accidentally erasing something
is acommon mistake. Don't be the guy who skips
lhis ad and loses all his data. Call us today and let
us send you the complete info on the VCR Backup
Board. 30day money backguarantee ii not satisfied!

•Backup/Resture only the mos you wish
•2 Hr. tape holds up to 100 Megabytes
· lnlra-Red cable runy C11ntrols tile VCR
::a.
•Fast Forward seek of desired mes
~q
· Easy tu Install and Easy to Use
,o ~
. Works with VHS &Beta VCRs IZI<c (}'.::
· Compatible with PC!XT/AT
0..,,..~ Ill"
Uses low cost VCR Tapes ~ ..., ;;/' ~~·
Very High Rellablllty
.!'..o . ~ ~" ~IZI
Automated Backups
"'Q' ~ <c;
Only $229.00! Oont Oelayl Call us today at

1-800-765-5576

Omnitronix, Inc.

(2061624-4985
760 Harrison St.Seattle. WA 98109 • fax (206) 624·56 tO

Circle 361 on Reader Service Card

Little Giant™
C Programmable Controller
T his shir t pocket
sized c ompu ter
interfaces directly
to the outsi de
worl d. Use it to
control anything.
Instantly program
mable using your
PC with Dynamic
C. ROM and bat
tery backed RAM to 1024k bytes. 8 Channel, 101
12 bit, A/O with conditioning. High voltage and
current drivers. Battery backed time and date
clock. Watchdog and power fail. 4 serial channels.
24parallell/Olines. Timers. lntegralpowersupply.
Terminations for field wiring. Expansion connec
tor. Plastic or metal field packaging available.
OEM versions from $199.00.

SINE- WAVE

ILI.'\
l
'-Y

TOTALLY SELF CONTAINED
LESS THAN 3% THO. GELL · CELL
BATTERIES FOR UP T030 MIN.
RS232 PORT STANDARD ,
PROTECTS AGAINST BLACKOUTS ,
BROWNOUTS , SAGS, SPIKES &
LINE NOISE . NOW UPS SHIPPABLE

§~HEB, PRQR~~
UST
DEALER

• NEW

j00 VA. $ 1499. S 1199.
7j0 VA. $ 1799. S 1J99.
JK VA. $ 2099. S 1494.
2K VA. $ J999. S 2999.
'"VA. $ 6'i99. S ,999.
jK VA. $ 9Jl9. S 6499.

TOSHIBA UPS
ORDER HOT UNE

00-827-4718
l!UtRNAil~Al

m

T!W!SIORMER'i

220v. / 110v. srq> up I dowN

100
JOO
, 00
1000
1)00
' 2000
'}000

WATT.
WATT.
W AT T.

TRANsf
TAAN5f
T AA Nsf

$ 28.

s 40.

$ ~9 .
$ 89.
98.
$116.
$197•

WATT. TAANsf ~
W ATT. TAANS f ~
WATT. T AA Nsf • - - 
WATT. TAANS f

s

:=

•,. Sd<eubl< Vol TA<;< TAIJI

VolTAGE REc;ulAroeoi; & CONdlrioMes
TVR SOO SOOWAn llO / Z20v. 12't . 1 128.
TVRIOOO 1000 WAn
110 / 220.. 1>4t . 1196.
--Abow whit snp up oa dOW111 ra.usr
MV 2K 2000 WAn 220.. 0NLTS42'1. 12Jt.
YR2KD 2000 WAn no/ 220.. 1649. 1>7t .

MY

110 Votr Volpg Rw .1 Luoes
~
,00 WATT
S119.

AUTOMOBILE INVERTERS FOR TOUR
FAX OR r'ORTABLE TELE r'ltONE

s HA p
FERRO

lf'h\

$79

LINE TAMERS

POWER CONDmONER

SuA<;• SuppRH<OA wltlt • }% Rr GUIATl o• ,
~· Outlns, i. fT . CoAd, EEE STd.5111 foA •oln

Joo VA.
4~0

VA.
600 VA.

800 VA.
1000 VA.

Cj)
.

Retail

Dealer

s220.
S28,.
SJJO.
S48,.
S,40.

s16,.
S214.
S247.
SJ09.
SJ19.

813 - 449  0019

FAX 81' - 449 - 0101 0-22

Z-World Engineering

Z-World Engineering

KNAPCO

1340 Covell Blvd.. Davis, CA 95616

1340 Covell Bl vd., Da vis, CA 95616

QUALITY DISTRIBUTION FOR 45 YEARS

(916) 753-3722

(916) 753-3722

Fax: (916) 753-5141

Fax: (916] 753·514 1

Circle 346on /Uader Service Card

Circle 347 on Reader Service Card

•

1201 HAMLET AVE.
CLEARWATER FL. 34616
DECEMBER 1990 • B Y TE

389

EPSON® 386120

s1osa
List Price s3zgg

BRAND NEWl
FULL EPSON WARRANTVl
LIMITED QUANTITVl
$

Monochrome
Monitor & Card

Full Page
Scanner

szes

tnduded FREE
. ISM compatible card & cable

. Microsoft PagePower S?ftware

'

.Contrast adjust for

_ =~AT&T

..-..•··-.... \

..,,,,. ~.

,,,,

}

I

150 MB
Hard Disk

s74

Including FREE Software

JADECOMPUTER

MEMORY UPGRADES
HEWUTI'-PACKARD
LaserJet 11P 1 MB-'148
and
2 MB-'224
easerJet Ill 4 MB-'368

TOSHIBA
T3200SX 2 MB Card -'298
1"3200 3 MB Card-'468
TS100 2 MB Card-'298
TS200 2 MB Card- 1298
4 MB & 8MB Card Available

660 MB
Hard Disk

Modem

All models and accessories
ON SALE. CALL US!

When purcha5f.d with scanner.

T1000SE 2 MB Card -'428
T1600 2 MB Card-'298
T3100e 2 MB Card-'298
T3100SX 2 MB Card - '298

80 MB
Hard Disk

1198 $ 1498 $ 1648 $2498 $3598

LX-810- s17z
LQ-510- sz73
LQ-1010 - s4t8
LQ-850--S468
LQ-860- sss8
LQ-950
478

'98
DeIuxe OCR
. SoftWare
' 19B when purchased separately

LaserJet II 1 MB-'135
and
Z MB-'188
LaserJet 110 4 MB-'344

"

Printers

-1/th:idDWS 2.0 (Runtime)

-Scan. Draw & Modern/FAX

List Price 5 1190

2 MB RAM expands to 16 MB
1.2 MB 51A" disk drive
Parallel printer port
Serial RS-232C port
. 8 open expansion slots
. Top-rated 1O1 keyboard
• Five drive bays
· DOS 3.3 & GW-BASIC

EPSON. Smartcard

. Automatic Sheet Fed
half-tones
. 200 DPI full page.
400 DPI ha If page
• 1 year AT&'f wan-antY

•
·
•
.

Complete Sustems

40 MB
Hard Disk

No Hard
Drive

· 386-20 MHz. Zero Wait States

Technicon
5102

IBM
PS/2 MDL 30/286
PS/Z MDL 70
PS/2 MDL 80
Laser Printer 1 MB

51211 '78 2 MB 1 218
1 MB '118 2 MB 1238
1 MB '168 2 MB '298
1 128 2 MB •zsa 3.5 MB '398

COMPAQ
LTE 1 MB '218 2 MB '398
SLT/286 1 MB 1288
DeskPro Upgrades as low as '144

ZENl111
SuperSport 286 1 MB
386-20/25/33
1 MB

~:~;,

AST
ALL MODELS
AVAIUIBLE CALL

1 288

•toe 2 IVS '238

4 MB '798

p fJflter
•

s1zs
List Price szgg

. 120 CPS. 9 PIN Printer
• Near Letter Quality Printing
• EPSON/IBM Compatible
• Full Graphics

• Built-in BK Buffer
• Friction Feed and
Tractor Feed
• One Vear Warranty

No Surcharge

"1J
r CQ~••pu.,.~R
111 [±] "~ . .
•r•~
•--~

fo~ ~redit ~ards~ .
VISA

California
Torrance. Costa Mesa. Woodland Hills.
San Diego. Sunnyvale
Georgia Arizona
Texas
Smyrna Phoenix
Dallas. Houston

1

-

4901 W. Rosecrans Ave.. Box 5046. Hawthorne. Califi>mia 902..51-5046

Not all items in stock at our nine retail locations.

390

B YT E • DECEMBER 1990

Continental U.S.A.

1-800-421-5500

Jnside California

(213) 973-7707

1-800-262-171 O

1O Day Money Back Guarantee
We accept checks. credit cards (or purchase orders from qualified firms and institutions). No
surcharge on credit card orders. CA.. TX.. GA. & AZ. residents add sales tax. Prices and availability
subject to change without notice. 5 4.00 minimum shipping and handling charge.

Circle 154 on Reader Ser~ice Card

Circle !1l on Reader Service Card

NEW FREE 384 PAGE DATA ACQUISITION
& CONTROL HANDBOOK FOR IBM PUXTI
AT, PS/2 AND COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS

lllf MAAYMAC®
of discounting
Tandy@ computers,
Fax and Radio
Shack® products

3.5 II

(

2.0 MB ) DISK DRIVE
internal fits 5-25" slot for

IBM PC, X1; AT, & Compatibles

• PC INSTRUMENTS
• IMAGE ACQUISITION

67.00~h

Tandy®

11act1e lllaek®
~

will meet or beat . ..
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES

•SEJID IOOAYFOll '1D111Im384 l'Mil METWJJE
ONAACQIJtS/1IOll & COlmlX HAMJBOOft

rllf flAF'fNfl/lFK

lijilllili] METRABYTE

INDUSTRIES INC.

22511 Katy Fwy.
Katy (Houston), TX 77450
1-713-392-0747 FAX (713) 574-4567

440 Myles Standish Blvd., Taunton, MA 02780
(506) 880-3000 TLX: 503989 FAX: (508) 880-0179

Toll Free 800-231-3680
Circle 161 on ll6ader Service Card

Circle 181 on Reader Service Card

VIDEO FRAME GRABBERS

re=~~m=sh-rr~5.25"
5.25"
3.50"
3.50"

DS .......... 5.55
!:ID ......... 9.85
DS (1 MB).... 8.00
!:ID (2 MB). 14.75

• Pre-Formaned...
• fu-Fonna1100 ...
• Pre-Formane<I...
• Pre-Formaned ...

6.20
10.60
8.80
15.95

DATA CARTRIDGES
DC 2000 ........ 15.00
DC 2080 ........ 16.75
DC 2120 ........ 19.25

DC 300 XLP. 18.95
DC 6()(}A ....... 21.00
DC 6150........ 21.85

TAPE BACKUP PRODUCTS

Serial , Modem, & Bus
Stand Alone Ability
• La plop & Handheld
PC & MAC Cards

Blad< Watch Tape (700-2400-C55) ______ 12.29
3480 Tape cartridges .. ( 12514) ... 4.59
DEC TK-50..... 24.99 * DEC TK-70_____ 37.50
" " We Stoel IM Full Lin< of JM(;qmpvler Supplia " "

DISIUtrl'E CONNECnON
MODEL
RESOLUTION
HAT 256-4 256 x 256 x 4
495
HAT 256-8 256 x 256 x 8
795
HAT 512 -8 512 x 512 x 8
995
HAT 512-24 512 x 512 x 24 1995
- IBM PC/Xf/AT COMPATIBLE
- DIGITALIZE IN REAL TIME
- COMPOSITE VIDEO IN
- 24 BIT RGB OUT except model HAT 256-4
16 level gray scale out
- SOFTWARE LIBRAf!'I OF IMAGE ANALYSIS ROUTINES
- FREE SOFTWARE UPGRADES m REGISfEREO OWNERS
- FULL CREDIT ON UPGRADE PURCHASE IN FIRST YEAR
RETURN OLD BOARD ANO JUSf PAY DIFFERENCE

- - HRT
~

=

0

Special Offer

Save Thousands Over
Hardware Based Products
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Software Only-·No Extra Hardware Needed
IBM Compatible MS-DOS 3.0 or Higher
Source Code and License Available
Multiple Modes Based On ITR's Patented
VARI' Technology
Includes Proposed JPEG Mode
Transmit a Full Screen Image In 15 Seconds
Using A Modem and Phone Line
Store Up To 10.000 Full Screen Images On
A 100 Meg Hard Drive
Will Drop Into Any Existing Imaging Platfonn
HQl1 Quality Image Databases With 1000's
Oflmages Now Possible on PC's

CALL NOW TO ORDER

1-800-966-4487
MAJOR CREOrTCAnOSACCEPTEO
'V'$..el Aw'oximatioo Reductioo of Images

Circle 152 on Reader Service Card

Free leaflets and
catalogues
Inf2tl Tulli:

., Software

$695°

FAX 416-4!17-1988

Circle 134 on Reader Service Card

Introducing
ITRVISION

8.99
3.50" HD

HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES
P.O. BOX 76
LEWISTON. N.Y. 14092

PHONE 416-4!17-6493

Circk 102 on Reader Service Card

5.25"
High Denslty

00011 Printer buffers. Perhaps the simplest
way to speed up a computer system.
00021 The ideal interfare is like a cable:
Easy to install. Invisible in use.
00031 T-Switches and Auto-switches.
Optimised for easy operation.
00041 Data cables. Highly flexible. Simple
to ins ta IL A well thought-out system.
00051 Interface Cards. Carefully developed
to eliminate application problems.
00401 ToolArt: Useful art for computer
professionals.
00511 Brains beats money. Enhancements
you can install yourself.
00521 UNIX-Installations. Tips&products.
00531 The right way to install a computer.
W&T Products Corp.
2209 NE 54th Street
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308
Phone 1-800-628-2086
Fax 1-305-351-9099

Circk 340onReaderService Card

DA ;.t
S E E
CS-500 HD .... ( 50 MB) .......... 13.13
CS-600 HD..... ( 60 MB) .......... 1525
CS-600 XO.... ( 155 MB) ........ 15.95

DISKEcl'E CONNECnON

DISKETTE 1

CONNECTION
NORTHEAST & CANADA
1 ( 800) 451-1849
PO BOX 10247 WILMINGTON DE 19650

SOUTHEAST

1 ( 800 ) 940-4600
PO BOX 4163 DEERFIELD BEACH FL 33442

MIDWEST

1 ( 800 ) 654-4058
PO BOX 1674', BETHANY, OK 73008

lll94ift:@Q!'1!W;W!1W!1§*1
1 ( 800 ) 621-6221
PO BOX 12396, UIS VEGAS. "'!. 89112
Minimum Order S20.00 NO SURCHARGE on VISA J MC
COO orders add $3.50 Shipping charges determined by
items and delivery method required by customer.
( Ptil:a$ are &Lb}ec:t to change without nocice )

FAX

405

495-4598

DECEMBER 1990 • B Y TE
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BABY CASE W/200 WATT PIS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 MEG MEMORY
1.2 MB FLOPPY OISK DRIVE
40 MEG HARD DISK DRIVE
2 SERIAL/1 PARALLEL
GAME PORT
MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD
12" AMBER MONITOR
101 KEYBOARD
1st YEAR, PARTS & LABOR
2nd YEAR, LABOR

STANDARD FEATURES:

STANDARD FEATURES:
• 2 MEG MEMORY
• 1.2 MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
• 1.44 MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
• 65 MB HARD DISK DRIVE
• WA6 1:1 Rll CONTROLLER
• MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD
• 12" AMBER MONITOR
• 2 SERIAL/1 PARALLEL AND
GAME PORT
• 101 KEYBOARD
• 1st YEAR, PARTS & LABOR
• 2nd YEAR, LABOR

$1,095. 00 $1,595. 00

HT
8087-3
8087-2
8087-1

STANDARD FEATURES:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 MEG MEMORY
1.2 MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
1.44 MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
65 MB HARD DISK DRIVE
WA6 1:1 RLL CONTROLLER
2 SERIAU1 PARALLEL AND
GAME PORT
• 1024 x 768 MUIJI SYNC MONITOR
• HI RES VGA CARD wl512K
• 101 KEYBOARD
• 1st YEAR, PARTS & LABOR
• 2nd YEAR, LABOR

$2,295.00 $2,595.00

CYRIX
80287-6
80287-8
80287-10

80287-12
80287-XL
80387-SX-16

SHECOM
HITEK
KEYBOARD

$42

SHECOM COMPUTERS
22755-G
Yorba
Tel:
FAX :

• 2 MEG MEMORY
• 1.2 MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
• 1.44 MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
• 65 MB HARD DISK DRIVE
• WA6 1:1 RLL CONTROLLER
• 14" VGA MONITOR
• HI RES VGA CARD wl512K
• 2 SERIAL/1 PARALLEL AND
GAME PORT
• 101 KEYBOARD
• 1st YEAR, PARTS & LABOR
• 2nd YEAR, LABOR

80387-16

80387-20
80387-25
80387-33

DEXXA
ByLogitech

WA6
1:1 MFM
CONTROLLER
w/Cables

HIRES
VGA
CARD
w/256K
(exp512)

$35

$75

$95

HOURS (PDT)
M-F a AM-6 PM

Savi Ranch Parkway
Linda, CA 92686
714-637-4800
~I
(714) 637-6293 ~~~s l~

[•..B•J
..

Quantity Pricing Available
All Merchandise carries
full manufacturers
warranty.
Prices subject to change
without notice.

We Accept Purchase Orders from Qualified Firms,
Universities and Government Agencies

F~~N~~~~~UHEE:T~l~.~~E~N~.
,
THE VIRGIN ISLANDS.

1 (800) 533 0055
•

•

•

We Accept International Orders
with fast delivery via DHL, Federal Express, Air Mail

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS: (714) 251-8689

Computer Memory
and Peripherals

BOCA RESEARCH
TOPHAT - Does backfill conventional memory

from 512 lo 640K on ATlwilh 9K ........... $69
TOPHAT If· Same as TophATlwilh 128K $85
150ns
4MGX 9
1MG X9
1MGX8

BOCARAMIXT Provides up to 2MG of expanded

12Dns

~~o~~fl 8-~~~u;- ~h~r:r.~.~-t-~ . ~~. ~7Js-

with 1M3 ............. $170
BOCARAM/ATProvidesup lo 2MG LIM EMS 4.0

$59
50

256 x 8
256 x 9

16
512

24

and/or 4MG of extended, expanded or backfill
memory. For 16 bit bus. Operates up to 16MHz.

S18

Uses 256K D·RAMlwith 9K .................... $109
with 512K ............. $169

B~x7!~:~A::a~~dPr~;idb:c~f11 tomee~~~~

15Dns
1

Operates up to 33MHz and is set thru software.

1

Uses 1MG D·RAM/

256X 1
256 x4
64 x 1

BOCARAMIAT 110 PLUS Provides up lo4MGof
extended. expanded or backfill mem01y.FOf 16
bit bus. Operales uplo 33 MHz and is set thru
software. Has serial and parallel port. Uses

x4

64

with GK ................ $119
wilh 2MG ............ $235

256 X4 Slalic Col
256 x 1 SlaUc Col

1MG D-RAM/
NEW
RAMOUEST B/16 The only card
expandable to 32MG. for IBM PCs, XTs. ATs,
PS/2 Model 30-286 as well as compatibles.
1

T;:J'cfo7~~~~~~~s. ~/b~K~~ ..:~5.~5.. ~~~

llT

NTEL

RAMOUEST EXTRA 16/32Theonly9·8MG.
0 wail state card for PS/2 mod 50, 60. & 80
whichfullrrsupJXlrtsboti t 6and32-bil meTIQry

~~~1;··a1~~ ~1~~~~~~:~Js~:c~f:.~~1~Ye~

1

INTEL

Uses 256k andlor 1MG SIMMS ............ $299

BOCARAM 30

~~3a~g~~~e~i~~~~\~z~ ~-~'~~'~~~2Js~~

Uses 256K D·RAM/ wilh 9K ................. $149
wilh 2 MG ............ $289
BOCARAM 50Z Provides up to 2MG, O wail
state. expanded or extended memory for IBM

PS/2 model SO, SOZ,60. Uses 1MG D·RAM/
wilh 9K ....
$149
with2MG ............. $270
BOCARAM 50/60
Provides up to 4MG
expanded, ex1ended or backfiHmemo1ylorPS/

2 model SO, 60. Uses I MG D·RAM/
wilh 9K ................. $160
wilh 2MG .............$299

ACCELERATORS
TINY TURBO 286 Lowcost.highspeed,haltslot
PCIXT - Accelerales your PCIXTw1!h a 8MHl. 80286

11

microprocessor. 80287 malh chip socket........ $229

wilh 9K ................. $165
with 2MG ............. $319
Provides up to 2MG of

~orse~~a~~rtao~~~~~i~~:i~n~ss~~rp~~~$~~

110 AT For16-bit bus. Has parallel port, serial
port. and optional 2nd serial port. .......... $69

TINY TURBO XT High speed hall slotaecele·
rater for PC!XT -Accelerates your PC1XT up to 4
limes laster wilh a 12 MHz 80286 microprocessor.
80287 Math chip socket.._.___ ______ .......... .....$259

110 SER 2 Add 2nd serial port. to VOA Tor 110
XT .......................................... ........ .$15 .95

D-RAM TESTERS

MCA PARALLEL CARD Adds 1
UNl-002 RT ............................... .... $139 BOCA
pa•anel pan 10 PS/2 Syslem .. ................. $69
Tes1s speed plus parameters
UNl-003 RT .................. ...... .

... $189 BOCA MCA SERIAUPARALLEL

Tests standard SIMM Modules

CARD Adds 2 serial and 1 parallel port to

2S6 X 8, 256 X 9, 1MG X9, 1MG XS

PSl2System ........................................$119

CALL FOR OTHER OPTIONS AVAILABLE

VIDEO ADAPTERS

• ... I

CI TIZ EN

...$139

1024 VGA 1024 X 768 in 16 simullaneous

1MG x 9 • 100ns ................. .... .......... $75
30F5360(Kit-2ea) ........................... $150
256 x 9 -120ns ..................... ............ $24
30F5348 (Ki1·2ea) ............................ $48
1 ,•,! :t .W•!;U:t;!:M~§r.J~i :!•J.!;!t!•-I
6450605- wl2MG E>pand>io8MG.......... $499
1497259-wlWG~toBMG . ......... $499
34F3011 • w14MG Ei
to 16MG........ $749

34F2933 -4MG Memory Module for55SX; 65SX
Memory Option IBM P/N 34F3077;34F301 t $469
6450372· 2MG Module f<J' 6450367 ............. $309
6450375 • 1MG Memory Bd for 80·041 ......... $139
6450379 • 2MG Memory Bd.for 80·111;311-121;
321 ..............................................................$249
6450603 . 1MG Module for 70-E61;-121, Adaplor
Board IBM P/N 6450605, 6450609, 34F3011 &
34F3077 .......... ...............................-.. ......... $95
6450604 • 2MG Module for 70-061 ;E61;
121,50Z;55SX; 65SX;P70 ...................................
Adaptor Board IBM PIN 6450605, 6450609 ,
34F3011 & 34F3077
.......... $185
' IO DI more units ........................ $175
6450608 for Model 70A21, A61, B·21, 661....$185
6451060 • 4MG Memory Bd.I0180·A21;·A31 $559

1200............. ..........................

CAD .......................... .......................... $109 RAM BOOO ~ lo 8MG capacity/suppoi1 to
8
VGA 640 X 480 Resolulionl2S6K RAM. 8 or 16
bit .................................. ........................... $99
Microsoft, EMS 4.0, EEMS. Supports Multi
Multi EGA 640 X 480 Resolulion on mulliple Tasking and OMA Multi-Tasking in hardware.

~~ bi~a~~~~~u1f;c6~~~~1~=h~fu~~n~~r.

;~~~e~~O:!~~f~~~~1;c":5. W7n d~~s~ J

5

Software configurable (no dip switches to sel).
Full 16MG window for future expansion . Zero
wait state. uses 1MGD-RAM
.... $219

ATI TECHNOLOGIES

RAM 10000 ~to tOMG crncitylsupP0<1 to

cboa~tii~;I~~~ ~~~~~1:wi~el~t~s'.~n~~7.

VGA WONDER 256™(256K video memo".
user upgradable) Same as \/GAwonder 512'",
exceptwilh800x600in 16ailorsand 1024x768

2MG Card-TOShibil Ponable Tl200SX ·-··--···

Microso It, EMS 4.0. Operates with no add lttona~

wailstales. Uses 1MG D-RAM ............ $159

~lof~: ..!~~~~~~.~. ~.i.~.~~~.~~.~~~~lfff

4MG C3td·ToShib.1 Ponablo T3200SX ·--·-···
3MG Ca.Id·Toshiba Ponablo T3200 ··--·~·· ···

~~ ~o!'!~=°'=t!S~~::::::~~

UNITEX

UNITEX

..I..!..i.l.].ii

Egl~~!r~~es6~0-~--4~~: ..1 ~-~~l~r:..E?.~'.1~~' D:.\i~l~~~~~r!'1~~~d:~_r°.s°.fl _{;(J'$3s
VGACARD 1024 x 768, 16 color,vGAiEGA/ 384 Multilunction Card .... .... ............. $89
MGA/CGA ..... ...... .. . .......................... $119 J,o;,~~:,~~xs;;~u~3Jl~~ER/PAR/CLKI
MONO CARD w/parallel port .
CGA CARD w/parallel porl.....

SOFTWARE

I

88U6:8~~~~l8:: : :::::::: ::: :

$25
:::$25

MARSTEK 3 BUTION MOUSE
,/Microsoft/Mouse Systems Compatable

~=~~~:6~~~E~-~~.-~~~-~~~-~!. . . . . ..$39

:::::: m NO SLOT CLOCK Run..n anyempoyROM

~~~:'..~~-~: .... ... .... .................... ..... $25

PAINT BRUSH .. ................................$39

•

1025 E. Twain
Las Vegas, NV B9109
Pho ne: ( 70 2) 732-86B9
FAX: (702) 732-0390

No surcharge for MC or VISA
Terms: MC· VISA· COD •CASH· AMEXadd4%
Purchase Orders lrom quatilied firms.
20% reslocking lee on non ·deleclive returns
P!too'li RbJBG1 lo change.

1-(800\-843-8414

SEND AL L MAIL ORDERS TO

Mon - Fri Barn . 6prn
Sal
Barn . 2 rn

0

Lolu" .. .......... .......................................... $89

2MG Catd·To Shl'ba Potlablo T3100SX ·-·--·~
4MG Catd· TO~ Pot'3bl0 T:uoosx ·-·..-···

lfice

2S6K D·RAM .......................................... $99
With S12K ....
. .......................... $139

Drivers/ 800 X 600 drivers for Windows, Auto

512!< CMl·T - Poo"1blo T3 t00o ·---..-·
2MG Catd·ToSh!"ba Ponab6o T3100o  ..........._

1 111

memory addresses, Expanded Memory
Specifications (EMS) 4.0 I OSl2. Can be used
to back Iill base memory up to 640K and the res!
as expanded and/or extended memory. Uses

43,25. 1024 X 768 + 8001600 drivers/ 132 col
... ... ... .. ............ ... ..... ..................... $159
SUPER VGA 800 X 600 Resolution/ 256K
RAM/ 8 or 16 bit 132 col X S0,43,2S/ LIM

H.tG C81cHoshiba POtlable T1000SE & SX..__,
2MBGard·Toshi>a Pc:wtahlo l 1000SE & XE.---·
2MG Card·Toshiba Ponablo T1 200e...•..•.•,.,___,
2MG Card·TOs.hlbll PortablOTI SOO .••._............

..

RAM 3000 DELUXE Upto3MG. Selectable

colors. 6401480 in 256 colors. 132 col X 50,

180 0.................... .. .. ............
...$299 2MG ~~
jj~TmiimDe
~"'['iliT8[500
~-~
GSX 140... ........ ............ ...... ...............$2991 1
GSX 200 GX Color................... .........$199 EPSON Memo.yUp·
HSPSOO...... ........... .. .................... .....$329 11<•delo•"'°"e1 LPGOOO
HSP550............................................ .$449 IMG.................-..$154
2MG... .......... •. $213
1124.................. .................. ...............$299 3MG ...... .............$336
1lB0 ... ................................................$179
AST 386 MEMORY MODULES
1624....................................... .........$399 tMG 306125·33SX .... $79 4MG 306116 ............$299
1695....................... ..........................$419 IMG 306116 .. ........ .. .$79 4MG 306C .. .. ..........$299
4450 Laser. .................... ................$1449 IMG 306C........ ........$79

etai

EVEREX

BOCA RESEARCH

MODEL 70 &80 SIMM

P.O. Box
Irv ine,

19772

CA 927 13

Mail Order Division & Retail Store
17222ArmslrongAve.. trvine, CA 92714
Phone: (714) 251-UNTX(251·8 6 8 9)
Fax: (714) 251-8943

1-(800)-533-0055
Mon · Fri 7arn • Sprn
Sat

Barn· 2pm

PRll::ESSUBJECTTO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. NOTRESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.
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We Accept Purchase Orders from Qualified Firms,
Universities and Government Agencies
FROMANYWHEREINTHEU.S.,
CANADA, PUERTO RICO AND
THE VIRGIN ISLANDS.

_ _
1 800 533 0055
•

CHECK OUT THE NEW,
LOWER PRICES!!

Computer Systems
and Hardware

Conner 3204

$819

40 MG 26ms
WITH CONTROLLER

UNITEX COMPUTER SYSTEMS
WITH FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY

200MBHard
Drives

AT-XT
HARD DISK

The New 386 Personal Computer Systems from Unitex have some
incredible features that outperform machines that cost hundreds of dollars
more! We have the configuration with exactly the options ym• want.

UNITEX 386 SX/16

$799

110 CARDS

•
•
•
•
•

Mono VGA
Monitor

AT or XT -1P/2S/1G

$25

12" Paper White,
Tit l & Swivel Base

SERIAL. PAR OR XT
GAME PORT
ea.

$15

$89

XT-WIFDC 360K

$49

UNITEX-386-20
•
•
•
•

HARD DRIVES
Kalock 20MB XT 20MB.MFM,3.5 HH.40ms .. ........... $225
Mfott>Solence HH10$6 66MG ALL, 5.25HH, 2Bms ... $320
Conner CP3104 105MG ALL. 3.5HH. 25ms ...............$519
Conner CP3204 200MG ALLllDE, 3.5HH, 16ms.......$619
Rodlme R0 3252 A. 200MG IDE. 3.5HH, 16ms.. .....$799

Internal 1200 BAUD .................................................... $69
Internal 2400 BAUD .................................................. $129
Internal 2400 BAUD w/MNP 5 ......................... .. ....... $169
External 2400 BAUD w/MNP 5 .............................. $199

Unitex tHAYEscoMPATIBLEsJ

•
•
•
•

.. ·r .a]

I

CU US RZ-FAX

Now wor

•
•
•
•
•

ZOLTRIX 96/24

Unitex Price
Unitex Price

SOFTWARE INCLUDED................................_._. ..........

$239

SCANNERS
LOGITECH SCAN MAN Compalible wilhlheCalcutus EZ- FAX.
Scan man is a I ·400 Mul!H~esolulion Scanner. Real time screen image
generation while scanning. Using !his hand scanner makes !axing your scaMed
images a simple wa ve or the hand.

INCLUDES CALCULUS EZ-FAX

$339

DEST PERSONAL SCAN Hand held or s heet
fed, full page scanner with OCR software.
300 dots per inch and 64 shades of gray.
ONLV .. .. ... ... .. .......... ........... ......... ....... ...

•
•
•
•
•

$269

9600 baud. senduecei'° Ja>0ard w;th 2400

ta

25MHz
1MG RAM (expandable to 8 MB)
1.2MB Floppy Drive
Fast IDE 1.1 hard/floppydrivecontroller

•
•
••
•

200 Watt Power Supply
FCC Class B approved
101 keyboard
Supports EMS/LIM 4.0
Has Math-Co Socket

OUR PRICE

$899
AVAIL. WITH

• 200 Wall Power Supply
• FCC Class B approved
• 101 Keyboard
• Supports EMS/LIM 4.0
• Has Math-Co Socket

64K CAC HE
OUR PRICE

$1199

33MHz
1MG RAM (expandable to 8 MB)
1.2MB Floppy Drive
Fast IDE 1.1 hard/floppy drive controller
200 W att Power Supply

~

•
•
•
•

FCC Class B approved
101 keyboard
Suppor1s EMS/UM 4.0
Has Math-Co Socket

64K CACHE

OUR PRICE

$1899

$649

12MHz

286- 12/16 System Board
Expandable to 4MG
80287 Coprocessor Socket
5 Drive Case & 200 W PS
Built-In Clock & Calendar

•
•
•
•
•

$510

1MG 0 Wait State RAM
One 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
(1 :1) HD/FD Controller
2 Serial/1 Par./1 Game Port
Enhanced 101 Keyboard

16MHz

$570

SYSTEM OPTIONS (Add-ons to systems onlyJ
CABLES

MONITORS

VIDEO CARDS

CASES

POWER SUPP.

.J Monochrome(l20X) or
ALL CASES HAVE 2oowoR
~ XT-150W .......$39
swivel base.............$79 Color Graphics(320X)
BETTER POWER SUPPLY.
.,J XT-200W .......$59
.,J 14" Paper wltlt and
.J AT 230W.... . ..$59
swivel base .............$69 with parallel port... ... ..$25 .J Baby AT.... .... ......$69 .J PS/2-200W ....$69
.,) EGA Cotor ............$299 .J Boca EGA(64Dx4B0) ... $69 .J Mini Tower. ........ $139
Monitor Ext.(6')...$4.49 .,J VGA cotor............ $319 .,J Boca VGA(64 o«eoi ...S99 .J Full Size Tower..$189 FLOPPY DRIVES
HDD/FDD...........$5.25
XT HD.. ............ ..$4.49
S
I
$
eria (6')............. 7.95
KB Ext.( 6') .... .....$4.4 9

Io/ 12" Amber w/tilt and

1--------1

Cen to Cen(6') .... $7.95 ~ ~':t~~GM~~~~~~~19 .J Super VGA1eoo,5001$109 .,J Std. XT........... ......$39
Cen to Ce(l 0').. $10.95 1eoo,500) ........... ..... .$495 .,J 1024 VGA(to2•»6B)$ 159 .,J PS/2...................$159
Par. Printer(6') ....$5.95 .J
C 3D M lt'-S
.J ATl -VGA Wonder w·1th
1
NE ·
u
ync.
Par. Printer(l0') .. $9.95
" 024'7681... ..............$695 256K11 024'768>. ..... .$249

ice

1025 E. Twain
Las Vegas, NV 89109
Phone : (702) 732-8689
FAX: (702) 732-0390

1-(800)-843-8414
Mon - Fri
Sal

$1295

UNl-286-12/UNl-286-16

$1 89

baud modem.

CAL002BL

OUR PRICE

Wit/I

Windows3. 0 !

The /1112SJHighly functional, Fully loaded. Cost efleclive FAX board
manufactured.
CCITIGrouplll
Provideslullyconcurrent background operation. Allows usertolransmil. receive
and ~1mvm ~· oc KJOAQ.. Once in memo1y, the transmissions may be
edtled for retransmission, printed, slored !or lulllre, or discarded off your hard
drive. SOFTWAREINCLUDED

CAL OOffX (4HOO baud)
CAL OOWX (9600 baud)

IN CLU DES
60 MB H D

1 Game Port
101- Key Click Keyboard
Supports EMS/UM 4.0
Has Math-Co Socket

~ UNITEX-386-33

Internal 1200 BAUD ............... .... ...... ...... ..................... $59
External 1200 BAUD ................................................ ..$99
lnlernal 2400BAUD ........... ............ ............... ..... .......... $69
Ext ernal 2400 BAUD .................. ....... ........... .. ....... ... $129
Internal 2400BAUDw/MNP5 & 7................................$79
External 2400 BAUD w/MNP5 & 7..... ..... .. ..................$139

Is

20MHz
1 MG RAM (expandable to 8 MB)
1.2MB Floppy Drive
Fast IDE 1.1 hard/floppy drive controller

ff UNITEX-386-25

MODEMS

·:::::1..-<

14" VGA Paper White Monitor
•
Phoenix Bios.
•
1MG on Board Memory (expandable to 8) •
1.2MB Floppy Drive
•
2 EA. Serial and Parallel Ports

ea.

$79-10 or more

i,;jl:I1t!1;lii#

I

I ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE DOS 3.3 AND GW BASIC

Rodime
R03259A

$299

"

~

SPECIALS
MINI-SCRIBE

l.ook at these Great
Computer Systems Buys ••

Barn - 6pm
Ba rn - 2

.,J

360K.. .... .... .... ...$60

.J 720K.................$75
.J 1.2MB...............$79
.J 1.44MB(3.5")....$69

Mail Order Division & Retail Store
20% restocking lee on non·delec!ive relums
Prce:s Ml!ct Io change

SEND ALL MAIL ORDERS TO
P.O. Box 19772
Irvine, CA 92713

17222 Armstrong Ave.• Irvine, CA 92714
Phone: (714) 251 -UNTX(251·8689)
Fax: (714) 251-8943

1-(800)-533-0055
Mon. Fri
Sat

7am - 5pm
Barn · 2 m

PRICES SUBJEC T TO CHANGE WITliOUT NOTICE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS .

Circle 332 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 333)

DECEMBER 1990 • B YT E
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-- --

--
--
- - -
-PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2

m.eg~

model- 3-0/2- 86- -3;
.... . 1795
model 50Z/286-60 meg ..... 2395
model 55SX/386SX-60 meg .. 2695
model 701386-120 meg ..... 5595
model 80/121-120 meg ...... NEW

I

.PRICE

••• Monitor Extra •••

LEADER

t'DlllPAQ

Intel
Coprocessors
8087-3 . ..... . . .. . .... 105
8087-2 .... . ... . ... . . .145
80287-8 . .. .. . . .. . .... 225
8028710 .. .. .. .. . .... 249
80387-16 .. .. . . .. .. . .. 395
8038720 ... . . .. . .. . . . 425
80387-25 ...... .. ... . . 495
80387-33. ....... .. . .. 599

Nee Multisync llA .... 499
Nee Multisync 30 .... 625
Emerson VGA ... .... 340
Nee Multisync 50 ... 2350
Sony 1304 .......... 659
Sony 1302 ... .. ... .. 619

lOSHIBA
NEC
WYSE
HITACHI

PRINCElON GRAPHICS
SONY
ACER
HOUSlUN INSTRUMENTS

SOFTWARE SPECIALS
dBase IV . . . . . . . .. 455
Wordperfect 5.1 .. . ... 260
Aldus Pagemaker .... 495
Ventura Publisher . . .. 525
Clipper . ... .. ..... .. 435
WordStar 5.5 . ... . .. . 150
EasyExtra .. . .. . . .. .. 40

PACIFIC

MONITORS

Everex System 111

DAT A

PROD U CT S

P. Page II. .. . . ..... .395
P. Page llP ...... .. .365
P. 1-2-4 Mem II . .... .140
P. One Meg llP ... . . . 160
P. 25 in One Ill . . . . .250
P. Headlines . . .. . ... 245

4850

Everex Step 386/33 - 4 meg
150 meg VGA card and monitor

*

CALL FOR MODELS & CONFIG *

AGI Computer
AGI 386SX-1 meg
40 meg VGA card and monitor

Memory
1 meg Toshiba 1000SE ... . . .. .... . . 190
2 meg Toshiba 3100SX .... . . .. . . ... 210
2 meg Toshiba 3200SX ... .. . ... . .. . 210
2 meg Toshiba 5200 ..... . . . . . ..... 220
1 meg Compaq SLT .. : ..... .. .. . .. 280

Mac SE/30-40 meg ............. 3195
Mac-llCX-80 meg ....... . . .. . ... 4595
Mac Portable-40 meg ....... . ... 4795
Other Models ....... .... . . ..... CALL
••• Keyboard & Monitor Extra •••

2195

Everex Step 386SX - 2 meg
40 meg VGA card and monitor

LAPTOP
ACCESSORIES

Macintosh

1545

Everex System II

Texas Instruments TM2000 .. .. . . ... 2595
Compaq LTE/286-40 ... . ... . . . .. .. 2975
Sharp 6220 .. . .................. 2595
CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

••• Monitor Extra •••

CITIZEN
OKIDATA
EVEREX
GOLD STAR

Everex System 1
Everex Step 286/12 - 1 meg
40 meg VGA card and monitor

SINCE 1983
LAPTOP

Compaq 286E-40 meg ....... . . . . 1995
Compaq 386/20E-100 meg
with 4 meg memory . . .. ..... .. 3595
Compaq 386S-100 meg
with 2 meg memory .. ... . .... .2795
Other Models . ..... . . . ....... . . CALL

WE STOCK

LOW

~~EEVERE.Jf-

AMDEK
HAVES
SAMSUNG
CALCOMP

~

NOVELL
Authorized
Dealer
LAN BOARDS
8 bit Arcnet ... ... . . 110
16 bit Arcnet . ... .. .220
8 bit Ethernet .. : . .. 190
16 bit Ethernet . ..... 275
8 port Active Hub ... 325
Token Ring Card . .. .399
Token hub 4-port . ... 355
Call for other
LAN Accessories

1595

ASr

AST 386SX - 2 meg
40 meg VGA card and monitor

2195

CALL FOR OTHER MODELS

DISKS
DVSAN 51/4 HD I 3112 HD ...... . ......... 13/26
MAXELL 51;, HD / 31/2 HD . .. .. . .. .. . .. 12/25
Min. 10 Boxes Order

PC MOUSE
MICROSOFT MICE
LOGITECH
MITSUBISHI

SPECIALS
HP Scan Jet . . . . . . . 1425
HP Paint Jet . . . . ... .. 965
Lotus Ver. 3.0 ........ 355
Kodak 150P .... .. .... 355
Complete Fax
Board ........ .. .. .399
Okidata 391 . .. ...... 625
Epson LD1050 ........ 660
Panasonic 1124 ..... . .319
HP-7475 Plotter . . .. . . 1595
SummaGraphic ....... 365

IRWIN & ARCHIVE
TAPE BACK
TAXAN
MAGNOVOX

LASER PRINTERS
HP Laser 1110 . ..... 2550
HP Laser 2P .. . . ... .995
HP Laser 111 .... . . . . 1695
Panasonic 4450 . . . . 1395
Brother HL-8-E . . .. 1895
Nee LC 890 . . . .... .3195
Toshiba Laser 6 ... .. 1095

MODEMS
Everex 2400 lnt/Mnp ... 179
Hayes 2400B . . .. .. . .. 315
Hayes 9600B ...... ... 875
USRobotics Hsi/Dual .. 1150
More in Stock ... . .... Call

ALL QUOTED PRICES ARE CASH PRICES ONLY.
Visa and MasterCard 3% higher, American Express 5% higher

EXPORTS
Available
HOURS:

COMPUTERLANE

M-F 9-6

s

10-6

CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME
CALL FOR VOLUME DISCOUNTS
CONSULTANTS CALL FOR PRICING
396
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1-800·526-3482 (~CA)
(818) 884 8644 (In CA)
(818) 884-8253 (FAX)
Prices subject to change without notice
• Quantities are limited

22107 ROSCOE BLVD.
CANOGA PARK
112 BLOCK W. OF lOPANGA

CA 91304
Compaq is a Registered Trademark of Compaq
IBM is a Registered Trademark of International Business Machines
Circle 7 3 on &ad er Service Card

Circle 59 on Reader Service Card

IEEE 488

Announcing
Flow Charting'" 3:
Powerful
new features
lor greater speed,
flexibility, and
ease-of-use!

Easiest to use,
GUARANTEED!

• Single-page,multi
page or canvas charts
portrait or landscape
• Custom fonts support high
resolution laser and 24 -pi ndot
matrixprinters
• 35 standard shapes. 10 textfonts
• Suggested retail price: only S25 0

• IBM PC. PS/2, Macintosh, HP, Sun, DEC
• IEEE device drivers for DOS. UN IX.
Lotus 1-2-3. VMS. XENIX & Macintosh
• Menu or icon-driven :11.:qui.sition software
• IEEE analyzas. expanders. ex1cnder.s. buff crs

• Analog l/e . digiral 110. RS-232, RS-422. SCSI.
nrndem & Ccntrnnic.s converters ID lEEE4~8

Free Catalog & Demo Disks
(216) 439-4091

PAilON &PADDN

Soltware

WW COST
INTERFACE
CARDS FOR
PC/XT/AT

•

lOtech

Corporat i on

See your dealer today! Or, for a "live:·
interactive demo disk, call:
800-525-0082, ext. BY40.
International: 408-778-6557, ext. BY40.

Cirr:le 227 on Reader Service Card

VGA Ill
Windows 3.0

$ 449
$ 59

lnslalled on color syslem

EZ·ROUTE Version 11 lrom AMS for IBM PC, PS/2 and Com
palibles is an inlegraled GAE Syslem which supporls 256
layers. !race widlh from 0.001 inch lo 0.255 inch, llexible

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
30DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
1-800-972-3733 or 13051 975-9515
ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC.
1321 N.W. 65 Pl ace - Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33309

3% Shipp ing charge

1-

$445

• Software Supporl forBASICA, QuickBASJC and GWBASlC.
• Additional libraries forC, Pasral, FORTRAN.Assembly available- $50 (all)
Full range ofTalker. Listener, Comroller, ScriaVParallel Poll, SRQ, etc...
• Power ful menu-dn-ven BUS ANALYZER can be run in the background while
488 programs or com mands are executed; Features Program Stepping, Break
points, Rea!Time Bus Data Capture (4K buffer), lnsla nl Screen Toggling.
• Complete Cont("oller / Talker/ Lislenu capabilily. Based on NEC-72!0.
• Memory-residentPr in ter Por l Emu la lion Ulilily included (LPTI-3).
• Compalible ~ith Ni 's C PIB-PCll . TMS-99 14 based card - $345.

DIGITAL 1/0 Card [PCL720]

Visa

800 833-3590 Masle~~~~

I12 BIT AID & D/A

[PCL711s]

• ND C(lnnrlir.r. 8 si.nglc -c nd"cd channlcls; Dc.,.itt:

AD S 7~:

co mp :> t~lc.

• Ex1rrn:al Wirin' Trrmlnal Ilo:ird with moun1in~ :icccoone.$ includcoi,I.
• U1ility k ootinc:s Bnd Dc-mo/S:lmplc Prognrtl$ for lJASIC and Qukk-DASIC.

I12 BIT A/D & DI A [PCL812]
8087
5MHZ
8087·2 BMHZ
10MHZ
8087-1
80287-8
80287-10
803870X-16
80387DX-20
80387DX-25
80387DX·33
80C287A-12
80287XL
80287XLT
80387SX· 16
8038 7SX-20
WEITEK
3167-20
3167-25
3167·33
4167-25
4167-33

78.
109
145.

TWIX PC CASH REGISTERS
NEW MODELS, LOW PRICES

$395 j

• ~nci'Sn~~:S~~1~\~g~~;r~~~~~l~s~~~~~~~~;~~~~'ille~i~5t~; 1t~.s
•
•
•
•

!YA con-ver ier: 2 channels; 12 bic resolution.; Output Range 0·5V .
Digilal 110: 16 lnP.ul/16 Outp utchannels;All T/OsTILcompalible.
Counler : I channel programmable interval counter/timer; Uses Intel 8254.
OMA and interrupl capabilily. Utility software for Basic included.

IFAST 12BIT A/D/A [PCL718]

$795 1

• A.JD com·erler: 16single ended or 8 differential channels; 12 bil resolution;

177.
197.
299.
340.
420.
5 19 .
245.
189.
189.

$295 1

Co ninrsio n lime

•:t'!
~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~1~?~1\ r~~;t ~[~lt~c+~rtffiOv~~1"J~1'3ngc.
• DigllaJ 1/0: Uii Inpu t / 16 0 1.1 1put
All UOs Til..
c:h :> n nels~

AMO
AM80C287-10
wil h manual & disc
$ 99.00 !

$175

LOW COST
DATA
AQUISITION
& CONTROL
CARDS
FOR PC/XT/AT

Cirr:le 35 on Reader Service Card

COPROCESSOR SPECIALIST

l

•Mono graphics moniror
• 40 Mb Teac /OE HOO
• 1.2 or 1.44 Mb Teac FOO
• 1 Mb BOns main memory
• 101 Keytronics keyboard
• M S- O OS ·~ 3.3 or 4.0 1
• Choice of 3 case designs
• 1 year warranty

Schemal>e Caprure $100. PCB Layoul $250. Aulo Rouler $250

Cirr:le 39 on R£ader Service Card

$145

5

IEEE- 488 Card [PC488C]
With Built-In Bus Anal zer

All svstems include:

grid, S.MOi c. ompontnl~ and outputs on Penplot!ers as wel
as Pholo plolters and primers.

3

tR~i~i1~ils~~~~~~~~~ I'~~~·u~~~~ ~o~rd~ eer~a~ ~.

$1549

SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT $500
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER

$175 1

• Two independent channels/UART s; 2or 4wi r e operation.Max. Baud 5iTCB.
• Dipswitch configurable as COMl -4 (IR02- 7). On board terminator resistor .

:
·
• Com~l iblC"with mosll EEE-~88 Sollware packages for rn'M-PC.
• VO Addres5ts; and Control Registers compatible wi1h NI's CPIB-PCllA.

386-25

64K Hi speed cache

IDual-Port RS-485/422[PCL 743]

1

Arlington Electronics

$ 989
$11 98
$188 9

$95/1251

Seri al A.sync. Communicalion up lo 4,000n ; 2 or 4wires; NSl64SO UART;
Can be configured as COM 1-COM4; Maximum Baud Rate 56KB.
Flexible configuration options. RTS or DTRcontrol of trans ission direction.
FulU llalr duplex oper alion. Supports hardware handshaking (RTii,CfS).
Dual drivers/receivcrs;Handles 64 devices;Compatible with most comm.sftwr.
High speed nrsion available (supports baud rales up 10 2S6KB ) - $165

• Incl udes DOS De-vice Driver and samp le Communica1ion pro~ram in BASIC.

Cirr:le 150 on R£ader Service Card

286-12 40Mb
386-SX 40Mb
386-33 40Mb

•
•
•
•
•
•

I IEEE-488 Card [PC488A]

25971 Cannon.Rd_ • Clevel and, OH 44 146

El-ROUTE VERSION II

[RS-485/422 Card [PC485]

2C87-8
2C87-10
2C87- 12. 5
2C87·20
3C87·16
3C87 ·20
3C87·25
3C87·33

SXX·2
160
269. 33CC8877S
289.
.

164.
178.
189 .
239.
259.
279.
359.
449.
298.
CALL

X83D87- 16
34 o. X83D87 -20
569 - X830 87 ·25
699. X83087-33
747. X8 3S 87·16
990. X83S87-20

259.
295.
368.
448.
230.
252.

M;IJ!

Programmable scan rale; Built-in Interrupt and DMA control circuitry.
Conversion speed 60,000 sm pls/s~ (standard), I00,000 smpls/sec(optional).
• lnpul ra nges:Oto1'3 r ~ 10v . ::!;5V, ::!;2.SV, :!;JV, ~o.5V; U ipolar 10,5,2,IV.
1

: m~i~::l\Jb':ef6 0~'.'~6 t~~T¥ru~~~~I~~~~~~f~~·~~~~r:i~ ~SV
• Coun1ed6 bilprogr. interval counter/ timer; Uses Intel 8254;Pacer cle>ck;
• Sollware: Utility sof1ware for BASIC and Quick BASIC included.
Supported by LabDAS ($195/495), ASYST, U\BTECH, UnkelScopc

l6 Channel 12 bit D/ A [PCL726]

ANN & ANTHONY (DAI)

.. NEW 3 011 / 12 " REGISTER HEADS": Receipt pri nter,
regis ter ke yboard, cash drawe r & mon l1 or In a
sl eek pa ckage for hook-up to a XT/ATor PS-2.
" NEW 3041 "REGISTER TERMINAL": TV950 terminal
emu1a t1 on for mum-use roper .s y stems with bulll In
c ontrols for drawer, receipts , scanners & more.
• NEW 3081 " REGISTER COMPUTER": Standalone
" AT" compa tlble w lhard & floppy drives, 1 MB Ram.
•NEW " TWIX ADVANTA GE " RETAIL POS Soft ware:
Ad vance d featu res, nel work, scanner Inter lac e.

2464 El Camino Real,Suile 420
Sanla Clara, CA 95051
Tel: (408) 988-5083 Fax: (408) 988-3986

4401 S. BROADWAY, ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110
(303)789·5333 FAX (303)788·0670

Cirr:le 360 on Reader Service Card

$495 1

• Ou1p111 Ran ~ c~; 0 IC + S\I , DLa + mV, ..!.5\1 , .:. ID\/ or sink " ·ZOrnl\.
• Si: n lll'l~ 1lme: 70.,.s, Li ~ l f! .r 112~ 1 .Vn l• iilfl c Mi ~ pu. 1 dtl11; higc<1opiKity: :S rnA
• Dlr;llo.fll'O; t6 '1igit ilo l lnput&;md Iii di111lml 011 ! p u1 ~: T ll.comp;mble.

TWIX /NrERNATIONAL CORP.

Cirr:le 362 on R£aderService Card

I STEPPER MOTOR CARD

$395 1

• Capable of independent and sim ultaneous control of up 10 3 stepper mo1ors.
• Speed: Programmable from 3.3 PPS to 3410 PPS; Buih-in acceleration conlrol.
• Outpul Mode: One clock (Pulse. Direction) or two clock (CW, CCW pulses)
:

~~~iki~\~~~~~~ncpk~~11~-~~~~~0~~~u~~~Tc~~~~ timing.
MC I VI SA/ AMEX

Call today ror darasheers!

Circle 60 on Reader Service Card
B&C MICROSYSTEMS INC.
7 SON . PASTORI A AVE., SUNNYVALE, CA 94086 USA
TEL: (408)73~ · 5511 FAX: (408)730-5521 BBS:(408)730.2317

DECEMBER 1990 • B YT E
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ATARJ Po.,loho $339-$15 mo
PALMTOPeocee. MS

DOS compatible. Lotus
123 file compatible, Word Processor, Ad·
dress Book. Appointment Diary, Phone
Dialer. Up/Download thru parallel po1t to
printers/ PCIXTIAT/386

SHARP Notebook
PC 6220
$79/mo

c

A
L
L

!lla
fs.g

•
•
•
•

2B6-12Mhz
20MB hard drive
Backlit super twist VGA-LCD
Weighs 4.4 lbs. -11 "x8.5"x14"

$1169

F
0
A

TOSHIB~el!:p9ry

11000 786kooo $249
Tl 000/SE/XE 2MB S2QQ
$239
Tl200XE2MB
!1600/3100/3200/
T52002MB
S229
T31 OOSX/3200SX
4MB
$6 48
SHARP
SHARP 6220
1MB/2MB
$279/498
SH5541 lMB
$499
PANASONIC
P4420Loser l MB $210
P4420 Loser 2MB $279
P4450 Laser l MB $199
P44501 Loser 2MB $249
EPSON

L
0

w
$
$
""' "

M
0
N
T
H
L
y

p

.•

A
y

s

JO

&·..

·!I
!

.Ii!
:1

H.

DeskPro 286

20/20E/25/286-E
1MB/4MB $165/440
DeskPro 386$
1MB/4MB
$165/495
DeskPro 386/33

2MB
$295
IBM PS/2
Mdl 30/50Z/60
512K/2MB
$75/225
Mdl 70 1011121 lMB S125

ZENITH

HP LaserJet

Super Sport

HPll/ llD
1MB/2MB
HPllP/111
1MB/2MB
4MB

$124/198
$124/178
$299

~LFAX

!!Mi 1 '~1
Hayes JT 9600
9600 FAX+ 2400
Modem card
Complele
PC 9600
9600 Fax cd
$184

1 l31~.
lll1M
4 1111
.
2400 exl
$Call
9600 inl
$395
9600 exl
$Call
Aoc"" 2400 i/ex $82/116
2400 MNP i/e $155/225
9600 v32 MNP5 i $745

$15tm

RM~u1·m11 ~~:~~

7

$

s164/225

LP 6COJ Loser l Ms $199
LP 6CDJ Laser 2i.is $225

11

M
E
N
T

$199

SLT lMB
LTE 286
1MB/2MB

Mdl70 A-21 2MB $245
Mdl80 141 lMB $199
Mdl80111/211
$299
2MB
4019 Loser lMB $179

1MB/4MB $179/Coll
Z386-20/25/33
1MB/2MB
$145/249
4MB
$649
Z3B6SX 2MB
$199

0

5125
51Q5
5204
526Q
5295
SJ69
$455

Fax,oooo 35
Fax 222
Fax270
Fax 350
Fax450
Fax630
Fax705
Fax 770
Fax 850

$569
$749
$895
$865
$1099
$1399
$1595
$1845
$1899
$2149
$3399
$2849

Sl045

S1335
SCALL
SCALL

Fax 95
Fax 105
Fax 1010

a~'J''h'!'•
M1100
M1850
F25
F37
F40
F45

$499
$698
$769
$849
$1110
$1299
$399

AF2000 110112ov

SCANNERS

Sharp JX 100
5665
Sharp JX 300
52779
Sharp JX 450
54779
Chinon DS 3000
5549
Chinon DS 3000/ 0CR 5699
5Coli
Epson Color
HP Sconjet
51385
Oscom 40[\jpi full pg +
doc feed + OCR
5695
Panasonic 505U
5784

!m

Panasonic 506U
Panasonic 307U
Complete PC 112 pg
Complete PC full pg
Logltech 5' SconMon
+OCR
DEST 8112 scan + OCR

Mars 4COdPI

4· Hand. OCR

51078
5989
5165
5499
5299
5699

S179

Mars 800d~ 5 · HondScon
+OCR
5299

!1's
Terms: These are pre-payment prices discounled 2.9% for cash. Discover, VISNMC/AmEx are nol considered pre-payment Reslocking 20%.We accept Cashiers Checks. WE CHECK FOR STOLEN CREDIT CARDS. Prices ard
availabilily subjec11o change. an sa~s are final. Oeleclive ilems repaired, in warranly. A $5.95 handling charge wl be added lo all orders. NO RETURNS. Monthly financing paymenls are approximations only.

AD BOO BT

Circle 305 on Reader Service Card

Circle 61 on Reader Service Cord

PROMPT DELIVERY!!!

486/25MHz

SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY)

QUANTITY ONE PRICES SHOWN for OCT. 28, 1990

64K Cache Series

$1995

DYNAMIC RAM
4M Board for hp LJ's w/2MB $170.00
SIMM 2M IBM PS/2 Model 70 175.00
SIMM tMAST Prem386/33Mhz 125.00
SIMM
t Mx9 80 ns
53.00
SIMM
256Kx9 100 ns
20.00
t Mxt
60 ns
10.95
1Mbil
1Mbil
t Mxt
80 ns
5.95
256Kxt
80 ns
2.85
41256
41256
256Kxt 100 ns
2.05
41256
256Kxt 120 ns
1.85
64Kx4 100 ns
2.00
4464
41264*
64Kx4 100 ns
5.95
EPROM
t 28Kx8 200 ns
64Kx8 120 ns
32Kx8 150 ns
16Kx8 250 ns
STATIC RAM
62256P-1 o 32Kx8 100 ns
BKxB 120 ns
6264P-12

·-~~
.

l!\

I

• .

i48612SMHz CPU "18K Cache
64K External Cache Memory
Expand 8Mb Memory On-Board
Durst Mode for Max Throughput
Baby-Size (8.5 by 1.3 In)
AMI 486 BIOS w/Setup
Intelligent Memory Rerresh Scheme

HOl\IBSMARTCO:MPUfING

800-62 7-6998
(113)496-9110/Fax Info Line
147(,() Memorial Dr.HoUSlon, TX 77079

Ma.s1orCard!VISA OI UPS CASH COO

SAT DEL OH
FED-EX ORDERS

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED, INC.

J.~

'
'Qt<_
Pooda
A'• ··
OEGGS,
?4.ii!21
No minimum Ot d~r. ,...... n0111

SU$411

ff:! " I
11UI011l
COD AVAILABLE

Circle 135 on R£ader Service Card

(918) 267• 4961

24 0005

AEC£1VEO DY:

n.

PC BASED UNIVERSAL
DEVICE PROGRAMMER

'°

P<oeft awiec1
cN•"IJe'
~ . lf\Mlllll't•ll'JO~ ... VllD SI 111"~ 11'9...,. lon;ILI.

Circle 188 on R£ader Service Cord

X.25
QLLC
ADCCP

SDLC
HDLC
PAD

695 895

• Programs EFJEPROMs, MICROs, BIPOl.ARs,PAl.s, GAW, EPl.Ds, PEELS.
(currenl libraries support over 900 devices by over 35 manufacturers).
• SoRware driven pin drivers. DIA generaled programming voltages (8 bit
DACs used to generate vo!rages from5-25V with O.IV resoluti'onfor all pins).
• Fas! device programming/verify/ read via dedicated parallel intc1face.
• Upgradeable for Yirlually any fulure programmable dnices up to 40 pins.
• Self-subsistent operation. No additional modules or plug-in adapters required.
• Includes user friendly MEMORY BUFFER FUt.L SCREEN EDITOR.
Commands include: Fill, Move, lnserl. Delece, Search. Da1a enuy can Ix done
in ASCII or HEX form. FUSEMAP EDITOR for Lngic devices.
• Friendly Menu-Driven inlerface. Device selection by P/N and Manufaclurer.
• Supports 8/16/32 bil dala word formals.
• Programming algorithms: Normal, lntelligenl I & II, Quick Pulse Program.
ming. Automatic selection offaslest algorithm for any given part.
• Verify operation performed at normal & worstcascopcratingvollagc.
• Funclional lesl:JEDEC standard func1ional testing for logic devices.
TIT.. Logic functional tcsl for7.;xx.f54:o: series dcvi'ccs and mcmo1y devic-cs.
T est library can be updalcd by the user. User definable Iese paucm generation.
• File f ormatsaccepted: JEDEC (full), JEDEC(kemal), Binat)', MOS Tech
nology, Motorola Hex, Intel Hex, Tektronix Hex.
• Base price ($,95) includes lntc1facc card, cable, Mcmo1y+ Micro+Bipolar
libra1y, TllJCMOS/MEMOR Y device test capabilicy, one year free updates.
• Complele price ($895) includes all of the above plus Logic Device Library.
• Library updales can be received via floppy or B&C Cuslomer Support BBS.
• Full I year warranly. Cuscomcr support via voice line, Fax & dcdicalcd BBS.

• C source code

•ROM-able
• Full porting provided
• No OS required

IPROGRAMMER
UNIVERSAL RS-232

GCOM, Inc.
1776 E. Washington
Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 337-44 71
Specialists in Computer Communications
FAX217-337-4470

Circle 343 on R£ader Service Cord

Circle 118 on R£ader-Service Cord

ROM BIOS UPGRADES

R & R Electronics

6050-X. McDonough Drive, Norcross, GA 30093
(404) 36B-1m • Fax (404) 368-9659
We accept VISA MC Am Exp. & DiscCJ\ler + Fees

D-RAMS
256K-120
256K-80
64Kx4-100
256Kx4-80
lMxl-80

$2.00
$2.25
$1.90
$5.25
$5.00

INTELIWEITEK
8087-2
80287-XL
80387-SX61
80387-20
80387-25
80387-33

$115
$225
$288
$350
$448
$545

SIMMs/SIPPS
256Kx9-80
1Mx8-80
1Mx9-80
1Mx9-60
4Mx9-80

$18
$45
$50
$75
$350

ITT/CYRIX
2C87-8
2C87-10
2C87-12
3C87-20
3C87-25
3C87-33

$170
$188
$200
$310
$420
$505

PS/2-lmg
$ 95 VGAcard 256K $ 99
PS/2-2mg
$180 2400 Modem $ 66
HP laserjet 2mg$175 Dexxa Mouse $ 40
$ 70 SVGA Monitor $375
1.44 F/D
Boca AT +
$149 Card 25, P,G $ 26
CALL FOR OTHER COMPONENTS

III
Circle 271 on Reader Service Cord

C3C

$345/495 1

• Programs EE/EProms, ZPRams,lnlel Micros, Flash EProms,Memory Cards.
• Sland-Alone Mode for EE1EProm and Memmy Card Duplication I Verify.
• All 24/28/32 pin EfJEProms 10 4 MBils (upgradeable to32 meg:abils).
• Micros:874l/A,-'ZJA,.4,-8,-9, ·Sl ,-CS1,-C5IFAJ[J,-S2,.53,-5S,-C521,-CS4J,976l
• ModelUPIOO ($345). ModelUP200($495) accepts dedicated modules.
• Memory Cards Programming Module (Sciko/Epson,Fuji1su.) - $145.
•CA.NG ProgrammingModule (4sockets )- $145.
• Optional built-in Eraserffimer module -550: Conduclivdoampad.
• On-Board Programming capability; Cuslomintcrfacc modules available.
• User friend.~· Menu-DriYen Interface Program for IBM-PC and Macinlosh.
• Can be operated wi1h any compu1cr containing an RS-232 serial port.
• OEM open board programmer configurations available (from$245).
• One year f rec software updates and Cuslomer Support.
• Cuslomer support via voice line, dedicated BBS or fax; Full l yearwaf?"&nly.

ROM BIOS FEATURES

suron

THE l\JM BKISUffiPJ\OES
31iJK. l20K, 1.1MB & 1.44MBfUJPPV O~K
ORIVES;COMPlffiSH·UP Wl\lM, EGl\ANOllJA SlPl'ffil; OPOONAL BlJL TW
O~GNOSTX:S IN l\JM (Af.I OM.YI, NIJVEU. ANO NEIWARE COMPAT'llLE; SUP·
fllRTS UP TO 4B OH!R!NT lYPES OF HARD IJRl\IES PU~ 11\11 USCR DEFINED;
84. 101 & 102 KF1 l<f'fllG\RO SUf'fUH; 100% lll\1 CCJolPAl BLE; SUPflJRTS 0.1
OR1WAH SlAIES; COMPlffi IXX:UMEN1AOON; IATEST VERSIONS. WEARETHE
LARGEST STOCl<JNG BKIS 0STPJBUTOO IN AMERCAI

XT BIOS UPGRADES
AMl·XTBIOS .. ..... .... ....49.95

PHOENIX·XTBIOS

... . .<9.95

AT 286 BIOS UPGRADES
,11.11.286 ~TEJ. BJlS ..
• fi9.9S IJ,tj.!M VJ.51 MJS ..
AMi-286 CHIP &
TECH BIOS . •. . •. .........69.95

.~9~5

PHOENIX·2B6 INTEL BIOS. , • .69.95
PHOENIX-1B6 ASTBIOS . .... 69.95

AT 386 BIOS UPGRADES
AMl·3B6 INTEL BIOS
...69.95
AMl-3B6CHIP & TECH BIOS. .69.95
AMl·3B6VLSI BIOS ... .. . ....69.95
AMl·3B6·SX INTEL BIOS . .
.69.95
AMl·3B6·SX CHIP &
TECH BIOS .... . ...... ...69.95
AWAR0-3B6 INTEL BIOS .. . . . .69.96

AWAR0-386 CHIP &
TECH BIOS.• .... .. .. .
PHOENIX-386 INTEL BIOS.. •
PHOENIX-3B6 COMPAO BIOS
PHOENIX·3B6 CHIP &
TECH BIOS .. ..... ......
PHOENIX-3B6·SX INTEL BIOS

.69.95
..69.95
. .69.95

PHOENIX-IBM·ATBIOS .. .. ... .69.95

LJPGR.o\DES ETC.
1 '\.
I'
t, \ I I I !
(som :;.11-1 •'·'-'
3!:
f

11 I{

II

=

. ..34.95
.34.95
. .. .34.95

~~~~ri,~,J~srJ:.~-

!80015.t l 1943 ORDERS

:ii:: mmi .mH

SUPPORT

VISA • MC • COD

Circle 335 on R£ader Service Cord

•
•
•
•

KEYBOARD BIOS UPGRADES
AMl·1B613B6 KEYBOARD BIOS ..
AWARD·1B6/386 KEYBOARD BIOS ...... •..•.• • . •• . •
PHOENIX-2B613B6 KEYBOARD BIOS .

•
•
•
•
•

.69.95
..69.95

IBM BIOS UPGRADES
PHOENIX·IBM-PC BIOS .. .....69.95
PHOENIX·IBM·XTBIOS , . .... .59.95

[INTELLIGENT
ROM EMULATOR

•

$3951

Emula lcs2716 lhrough 27512 EProms (2k to64 k bytes) wich a single unit
Megabit parlscan be emulated with multiple units (Mega adapter required)_
Connects to 1hc slandard parallel prinler porc. Usess1andard primer cable.
FAST data loading via parallel printer port (64k byles in less lb.an IO seconds).
ln1elligen1 "ln-Circuil-Emulalor" typc fea1urcs include: Address Compare
(wich HALT oulpul), AddressSnapshol(for tar gel addr. bus monitoring),
Trigger lnpul (for external events monitoring), f"'rvcnmmable Reset Oulpul.
Powerful Memory burrer editor. Sclec1ablcwordsi2cs(8,16.32).
User f ricndly software. Command sci include!.: Load, Wrile, Display, Run,
'J)pe. Edil, Fill, Run-Command-File, Monilor, Potl, Reset, Help, Calculalor.
Cascadable lo 8 unils. Includes targclcablcwilhTriggu, Halt & Reset dips.
CMOS model wilh NiCad rechargeable 9V batlery backup - $495.
(Can be used in sland-alone mode; Buill-in ba1tc1yrcchargingcircui11y.)
File formats acceplcd: Binary, Intel Hex, Molorola S.

MC I VISA I AMEX

Cai todayfor datasheets!

B&C MICROSYSTEMS INC.
7SON. PASTORIAAVE., SUNNYVALE, CA 9'W86 USA
TEL: (408)730-5511 F.4.X:(408)730-5521 BBS:(408)730-2Jl7
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TM

"gives you all the C
language routines you
need to write an impres
sive scientific graphing
program ofyour own.
Highly recommended.*"
- PC Magazine

FACTORY SALE

8051/8052
BASIC

COMPILER!
Full floating-point numbers, integer, byte antJ
bit extensions. Fully compatible with MCS
BASIC 52. Runs on IBM-PC or compatible.

$295.00

Fresnel Integrals
C(z) = J0'cos(0.5nt 2)dt

Call Now! 603-469-3232

AST. R!JmPacie.". Plus 286
Expanded Memory Board
For
rn: f\I
M
IBM XT /286 AT and compatibles
Up to BMb of JiM.S 4.0 Expanded Memory
Con11qurallons
IJKb
512Kb
2Mb
8Mb

$230.00
$275.00
$350.00
$675.00

• Two Year Factory Warranty
• FREE Shipping on PrePaid Orders
• Immediate Delivery
* Dea/er Inquiries Welcome

Galaxy Electronics Inc
33 Freeman Street
Newark, NJ 07105
516 374-3020
FAX 516 374·4170

Circle 117 on Reader Service Card

Cornu's Sp/rs/

PLD Design
Software

Program

$149.95

In Sets of 4 for $495.00

Get Started with CUPL™ for only

IBM® PC (with source code) $395

Your Chips

Circle 275 on Reader Service Card

Macintosh® (no source code) $295
Circle 276 on Reader Service Card

Licensed for persona/use only

Now you can have a PLO Starter Kit
that gives you all the horsepower that
the CUPL PLO compiler offers, at a
fraction of the cost. For more infor
mation, call 1-800-331-7766or305
LOGICAL
974-0967.
DEVICES, INC.

Circle 170 on Reader Service Card
(RESEUERS: 171)
Circle 277 on Reader Service Card

VTEK-HP has added full
VT220 emulation to VTEK
New High Performance features:
111 . .
111 . .
111 . .
111 . .
ill. .
ill. .
111. .

TIFF export
Color Postscript® and viewable EPS
HP-GL/2™ and PaintJet XL rM support
Full national character set support
Telephone dialer
faster and uses less memory
requires '286 or '386 and VGA/EGA

VTEK-HP $245

VTEK $195

(615) 376-4146 FAX:(615) 376-1571
400
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Free UV eraser, CUPL starter Kit and
a $300.00 Factory Rebate with the
POT-1 E~ROM, LOGICAL
EPLO, Micro
Dl!v1c•s. •Ne.
Progammer.
1-800-331-7766
Oircle 172 on ReaderServiceCard
(RESEl:LERS: 173)

Cross-Assemblers from sso.oo
Simulators from s100.oo
Cross-DisassemblerSfroms100.oo
Develooer PackaQes
from $2od.OO(a $50.00 Suvrn~

Make Programming Easy
Our Macro Cross-assemblers are easy lo use. With powe1ful
condUional assembly and unlimlted lriclude files.

Get It Debugged--FAST
~~~·~~~~~/~r~r~rdware Is finished. Debug your software

Recover Lost Source!
Ourlineof disassemblers can help you re-create the original
assembly language source.

Thousands Of Satisfied Customers
Worldwide
~~~~P~~so~ro~~s ~~6~~'9%.s.quality

solutions for

Processors

Scientific Endeavors
508 North Kentucky Street
Kingston, TN 37763 USA

Special offer Now Includes:

WRITE or CALL for YOUR FREE
COMPREHENSIVE 8 & 8 ELECTRONICS CATALOG TODAY!
Pages and pages ol photog1aphs
and illustrated, descriptive text
for S&8"s complete line of RS·
232 converters, RS·422 con
verters. current loop converl
ers, adapters, bre ak·out box
es. data swnches. data split·
ters. sho1t haul modems,

~~~~~~~~~~~~ta~~~~~~~eet """====a.:Q""=..J/

FCC Part 15J. Vcu RS·232 needs
for qual i l~ service and competilive
prices will be more than met bY S&S
lUDllY
ELECTRONICS.Manufacturer to you. no mid
dleman! Money-back guarantee! Same -day
shipment' One·year warranty on products'
Technical support is available.

a SAVEi

Write For Your FREE Catalog Toda11!

PseudoCorp
716 Thimble Shoals Blvd, Suite E
Newport News, VA 23606

(804)873-1947

FAX:(804)873-2154

Circle 348 on Reader Service Card

D&D !:!~!~!!!!?!!:~

4002M Saker Road P.O. Sox 1040 •Ottawa, IL 61350

Phone: 815-434-0846
Circle 40 on Reader Service C anl

$435
259
265
615
149
259
289
689
419
265
265
265
345

2MG Card- Toshiba Porlable T 1200e

2MG Card-Toshiba Por1able T1600
2MG Card-Toshiba Portable T3100SX

4MG Card-Toshiba Por1able T3100SX
512K Card-Toshiba Portable T3100e
2MG Card- Toshiba Portable T31 OOe

2MG Card-Toshiba Por1able T3200SX
4MG Card-Toshiba Porlable T3200SX
3MG Card-Toshiba Portable T3200

2MG Card-Toshiba Porlable T5100
2MG T5200
2MG Module-T oshrba Portable

2MG Module- Toshiba Desk1op T8500

• DTK Mother board
•Intel 80386-25 MHz
Microprocessor
• Intel 80387 Socket
• 8125 MHz Clock Speed
•Page Mode
Interleave / Shadow RAM
• 8 Expansion Slots: 2x8 bit,
S.11 16 bit, 1.x:J 2 bit
• 1 MB On Board Expandable
10 8 MB
• 1.2 or 1.44 Di sk Drive
• IDE/ 1: 1 Hard/Floppy
Controller
•Serial/ Parallel

,,,,,,

ORCHID
RAMOUEST 8/16 Card expandable lo 32MG. lor IBM PCs. XTs, A Ts.
PS t 2 Model 30-286 and compal ibles_ Supports 8 and 16 b11 bus.
Uses 256K. 1 MG or 4MG Modules.
w/OK $289
RAMQUEST EXTRA 16/32 0-BMG.O waitstatecardfor PS/2 Mod SO.
60 & 80 fully supports 16 and 32·bil memory access. Includes 1 SER
and 1 PAA port. Free serial cable. EMS 4.0 and OS/2 compatible
Uses 256K and/or 1MG SIMMS
wtOK $27 9.

· Baby AT Desklop Case
w/200 W Switch Power
Supply
• 101 Enhanced Keyboard
• Speed Rating: Landmark
31 .7, Norton Sl 27.1 , Power

Meler (MIPS) 4.35
•FCC Class B Appro ved/UL,
TUV Listed

TREND PRICE

'1159

EVE REX

ggf4¥fui=3a6-SI~-===

RAM 3000 DELUXE Up to 3MG Seleclable memory addresses.
Expanded Memory Specilica!ions (EMS) 4.0/ 0512 . Can be used to
backllll base memory up to 640K and the rest as expanded and/or
eJtlended memory Uses 256K 0-RAM.
wtOK S 89
RAM 800 0 Up kl 8MG capacitytsupporttobase. ex I ended or expanded
memory in any combinahon. Fully compatible with Lotus. Intel.
Microsoft. EMS 4.0. EEMS. Supports Multi- Tasking and OMA Multi
Tasking in hardware. Sollware configurable (no dip switches to set)
Full 16MG window for future expansion. Zero wail slate.
wJOK $189
Uses lMG D·RAM

BOCA RESEARCH
BOCARAMIAT Provides up to 2MG LIM EMS 4.0 and/or 4MG ol
extended. expanded or backfill memory For 16 bit bus Operales up to
16MHz
Uses 256K D·RAM
w/OK $109
BOC ARAMIAT PLUS Provides up to B MG ole x! end ed, e xpa n dedor
backlit! memory. Operates up to33MHzand is set thr u software.
w l OK $129
Uses 1M G D· RA M
BOCARAM/ AT 1/0 PLUS Provides up to 4MG of extended. expanded
or backlill memory for 16 bit bus Operates up to 33 MHz and isset thru
software Has serial and parallel port
Uses 1MG D·AAM
wtOK $145

4MG

8MG

$375

8MG
$249 5

$ 80

$ 20

$ 24

$ 16

$
$
$
$

50
62
24
13

$
$
$
$

53
60
39
16

ll T (2C871
INTE L (80287)

4MG
$795

Now works wi th Windows 3.0! Manufactured CCITT Group Ill.
Provides fully concurrent background operation. Allows user to
transmit. receive and view documents on screen. Once in memory, the
transmissions may be edited for retransmission. printed, stored lor
fulure. or discarded off your hard drive. SOFTWARE INCLUDED.
001 FX (4800 baud)
Trend Price
$189
002FX (9600 baud)
Trend Price
$289

---~,,
TREND
$ 69
12 9

Internal 1200 BAUD

$ 59

Exlernal 1200 BAUD

99

169

ln1ernal 2400 BAUD

69

199

E,l( !ernal 2 400 BAU D

~p-:e:r:E-R=sYSl:E-M=
60MG Hord Drive/14" Monitor
• 14" VGA Paper White Monitor

•VGA Board w/ 256
• Phoenix Bias.
• 1 MG On t Bd Memory
• 1.2 Floppy Drive

& SPEED S AVAILAB L E

286 MA TH CO- PROCESSORS

• 60MB RLL Hard Drive

6MHz

• 2 Serial Ports
• 2 Parallel Ports

$120

8MHz
$185
$1 83

10MHz 12MHz 12.SMHz 20MHz
$219
$280
$324
$208
$280

•1 Game Po1t
• 101-Key Click Keyboard
• 3 Button Mouse
• 3 Year Warranty

TREND PRICE

'1259

8088 MA TH CO-PROCESSORS
5MHz
$88

8MHz
$115

10MHz
$165

CYRIX 183D871
llT 13C871
INTEL (80387)

HP II & II D
1 MB
2 MB
4 MB

16MHz 20MHz 25MHz 33MHz
$350
$305
$450
$549
$549
$305
$350
$450
$305
$350
$450
$549

SX

KALOCK 20MB XT 20 MB. MFM. 3.5 HH. 40 ms
MITSUBISHI 40MB. 5 25HH, MFM. 28ms
MITSUBISHI 60MB. 5.25HH . ALL. 28ms
CONNER 3204 200MB. 3.5HH. RLL/ ID E. 16ms

$225
319
849
900

$290

HP MEMORY
HP II P & Ill
$109
1 MB
$179
2MB
4 MB
$309
TONER
$ 74

$ 62
$ 94
$289
$ 70

ISM PS - 2

CALCULUS EZ-FAX

Circle 322 on Reader Service Card

60ns

$385
$ 60

D-RAM

TONER

--~
-f,---

ln1ernal2400 BAUD
lnlernal 2400 BAUD
wlMNP 5
Ex1e rnal 2400 BAUD
w l MNP 5

70n s

$415
$ 55
$ 69

ALL PACKAGES

$2.495

MEMORY UPGRADE KIT S
MODEL
512K
2MG
$70
$178
Portable Ill
$250
DESKPRO 386116

EVEREX

150 ns 120ns 100ns eons

386 MA TH CO -PROCESSORS

MEMORY EXPANSION BOARDS
1MG
2M G
4MG
512K
MODEL
$13 75
$425
$675
386116
$250
$7 25
386120E125E 386S
$125 0
Portable386
$495
Portable LTE
$219
$325
SLTl286
$279

Internal 1200 BAUD

4MG X 9
1MG X 9
1MG X 8
256 x 8
256 x 9

INTEL 180871

COMPAQ MEMORY
ADD -ON MODULES
MODEL
1MG
2M G
386120/20E125125E
$135
DESK PRO 286E. 386S
386133. 486125
$3 20
& SYS TEM PRO

SIMM/SIPP MODULES

34F2933 - 4MG Memory Module for 55SX; 65SX
Memory Op11on IBM PIN 34F3077; 34F3011
$599
6450375 - 1MG Memory Bd 10, 80-041
149
6450379 - 2MG Memory Bd 1or 80-111 :311 -121; 321
320
6450603 - 1MG Modulefor70-E61. -121. Adap1or Board
IBM PIN 6450605. 6450609, 34F30 11 & 34F3077
95
64 50604 - 2MG Module for 70-061: E61: -121. 50Z:
55SX 65SX: P70
165
Adap1or Board IBM PIN 6450605. 6450609. 34F3011
& 34F3077
18 5
64 50608 for Model 70A21
185
30F5360 (K11-2 ea)
190
72
30F 53481Ki1-2 ea)

TREND
EGA CARD 640 X 480. 16 color EGAIMGAICGAIHercules S 89
VGA CARD 1024 X 768, 16 color. VGAI EGAIMGAICGA 11 9
MONO CARD wl parallel por1
25
CGA CARD 21parallel por1
25

- ----5AA4
$ 35

DFI MOUSE
3- Bulton Mouse with Selectable Sen:;i1iv1ty.
Software - up to 400

$159

ST AR MICRONICS
Doi M at r ix Pr inte r 180 cps 34 c p s t nlq N X1000 12

$45

360K FLOPPY DRIVES
Panasonic & Milsumi XT Only DSIDD

MONO VGA MONITOR
14" Paper While. Tilt & Swivel Base

$99
10 or more $ 89

WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE

1-800-678-2818
#9 Exchange Place, Suite 900
Sall Lake City, Utah 84111
Local 801-350-9180 Fax 801-350-9179

TERMS AND COND ITIONS : NO S URC H ARG E FOR MC OR I
VI SA. TE RM S: M C •VISA · COD · CASH • AM EX ADD 4%.
PURCHASE ORDERS FROM QUALIFI ED FIRMS. 20% I
RES TOCKING FEE ON NO N-DEF ECTIVE RE TURN S.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

129
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9 Track Tape Subsystem
for PC/XT/AT/386/PS2

0-RAM
AST Upgrades
500718-001 386/25 .... $65 256x1- 150ns ..$1.59
500718-002 386/33 .. _.$70 256x1- 120ns ..$1.69
500510-004 386/p_,,_$350 256x1- 100ns ..$1. 79
256x1- 80ns ...$1.89
256x1- 70ns ... $1.99
COMPAQ
256x160ns ... $2.25
113131-001 386/20 ..$425
113131-001 386/25 ..$425 1x1-1 100ns .... $4.50
115144-001 386/33 .. $325 1x1-1 80ns ..... $4.75
1x1-1 70ns ..... $4.99
1x1-1 60ns ..... $7.99
SIMM-SIP PS
256x4 80ns .... $4.99
.. ...$49 256x4 70ns .... $5.99
1x9-100.
1x9-80
...... $52 256x4 60ns .... $7.99
1x9-70 ........................ $54 4464- 120ns ... $1.75
1x9-60
.... $65 4464- 100ns .... $2.00
1x8-1 00 MAC- ............ $45 4164- 120ns .... $1.50
... $47 4164- 100ns .... $1. 75
1x8-80 MAC.-....
256x9-100...... .. ...... $15
256x9-80
..... $20
256x9-70.. .
.. ....$22
256x9-60 __ ................ .$25

8086/88. 80x86/88
• Fast. reliable operation
• Compact and ROMable
• PCperipheralsupport

• DOS lile access
•
•
•
•
•
•

C language support
Preemptive scheduler
Time slicing available
Configuration Builder
Full documenlalion
JnSight'• Debugging Tool

AMT

PS2 SIMMS
30F348 512K ............. $55
30F53602MEG ....... $160
6450603 1 MEG .........$85
6450604 2MEG ........ $170
6450608 2MEG ...... ..$175

International
(408) 432-1790
2393 QUME Drive
San Jose, CA 95131
FAX: (408) 944-9801

68000110120
Z80. 64180. 8080185

80386

• lnlertask messages
•Message e.1echanges
• Dynamic operations
- task create/delete
- task priorilies
- memory allocation
• Event Manager
•Semaphore Manager
• Lisi Manager

NoRonm..
Sou1n Code Included
Demo Disk
Monuol only
AMX e6

l25US
S75 US
IJOOO US

KADAK PtoduciS Ltd.
206·1847 West Broadway
Vancouver. B.C .• Canada
V6J 1Y5

fS"'PPl•'l<J"''"d'inr;••"•J

C11/forprices for
othBr processors.

A::ilA~P=;:~~~t•111d•m.,ks
Z801$ttradtm1r-olZ1!0Q.lflC

Laguna Conversion Systems

tt ;:~~~one :(~~~~) ;334~2:~61

Cin:le 159 on R£ader Service Canl

Cin:le 363 on Reader Service Canl

ARCTANGENT
PROFESSIONA L

• lntiol 80486'28(86) CPU
• 8KB a.et.. n~ in CPU
• llalh

CD~uor inl~

in

CPU

• - " RAii for Video & S~ BIOS
• Second Le1191 Cache M.mory
expatdadablo to G12KB

• Wo11Bk4167 nlnl9ric coproceooor ood<el
• 30 DAY llONEY BACK GUARANTEE

486 Complete System .• .• • $3385

lrdlde .um Memory, l!!OIE l!SDI KJO,
Esol est.
12 C< 1.4-WB FOO,
MS DOS, AT l/O, 101 K"Ybomd

Co-.

80386120 CPU Bd, C&T chipset
80386125 CPU Bd, C&T chipset
80386125 Cache Bd, C&T chipset
-

5615
$665
$845

IThere is aDifference.

$695

lifetime,..,,,,Free Updatts

Compil'I<' .\l11ilin,~ U ,;I
,\.11HrnSt'11u•ut Sufi w11re

WITHOUT TELLING

-

~

~

121 Gray Avenue
Sanla
Barba ra. CA 931 01-1831

CLIP OUT
THIS FORM
AND MAIL
TO:

~

BYTE Magazine
P.O. Box 555
Hightstown, NJ 08520

1-800-225-2102

(805)965-7277

(7t3) 41MM30

Cin:le 33 on R£aderService Canl
(RESELLERS: 34)
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9-Track Tape Subsystem
for the IBM PC/XT I AT

.
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Now you can exchange data files between
your IBM PC and any mainframe or mini
computer using IBM compatible 1600 or 6250
BPI 9.:frack tape. System can also be used for
disk backup. Transfer rate is up to 4
megabytes per minute on PCs and com
patibles. Subsystems include 7" or 10"2''
streaming tape drive, tape coupler card and
DOS compatible software. For more informa
tion, call us today!
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Cin:le 53 on R£ader Seniice Caril
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BP~

Arc Tangent, Inc.
- ·

S.tOO De La CNz BM::I.. Uni T
ru
Ss1'a Clora C... 9!054
(408)727-7

DON'T MOVE

Aprogrammer is not just anolher programme.: That
is why BP Microsyslems is conuniled to bringing our
customers the highesl quality programmers at ar.
affordable price. Agood example of thiscommilment
is the EP-1EPROM Programmer. lhe EP-1 supporls
virlually every 24- or 28-pin E/EPROM. And, all of
our progrunmers inclode lifetime free software
updales and an unconditional money backguaiantee.

• Unlimited number of names and addresses
•Sophisticated merge/purge duplicate
detection
• Complete postal presorting and barcoding
• Custom letters, labels, reports
• Convert data from dBase. ASCII, other formats

(408)727-89

Cin:le 157 on Reader Service Canl

EP-1
$349

The most advanced, professional-level mailing
list management system available for IBM and
compatible microcomputers. Save thousands
of dollars on postage, printing, and processing
costs.

laqulrtes ww:lcome ,,._

.Jemlnl Elec1ronlca

1401 South Pacific Coast Highway
Laguna Beach, CA 92651

Cin:le 167on Reader Service Canl

MAIL
The JCS 486, lhe New Performance
Leader In Personal 486 Syslemboards

$1995 for 1600/3200 BPI
$4995 for 1600/6250 BPI
$6995 for 800/1600/3200/6250 BPI
CALL 1-800-289-4TAPE
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DllRLSTRR;
9621 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311
Telephone: (818) 882-5822
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New Products

Low Cost
Data Acquisition
and Control

lipha Products proudly announces two new
)roduct lines: C·Net serial communications
levices. and Alpha Box interfaces. These
iew products are not merely A·Bus
1ccessories. but complete sets of products
::ir all of your interfacing needs.

A·Bus Sensing & Measuring:
'

.II the products are used to connect different

(pes of devices to your computer. Our
:ommunications devices help you connect
levices that have computer interfaces
1lready built in. C·Net provides the option of
:onnectlng many different RS-232 devices
::> a single serial port on your computer. We
.lso carry converters to other standards.
1cluding RS-422. RS-485 and IEEE-488.
C·NetAdapter. Connects the master control
:omputer to C·Net. $74
· Quad C·Net Module: Connect 4 RS-232
;erlal devices to C·Net. Each device is
:onfigurable (baud rate. parity. etc.) and has
I.SK byte input and output butters. $695
C·Net Device Module: Connect any RS
~32 Device to C·Net for data collection or
:ommunicatlon, with handshaking. $195

~lpha Boxes and A·Bus cards both provide
vays to interface other types of devices to
•our computer. Alpha Boxes sense.
neasure, switch and govern. They feature:
Each b9X is an attractively packaged self
:ontalned module that connects directly to
he computer and includes power supply.
·The input boxes otter the option of logging
lata "off-line" and downloading it rapidly to
he computer.
Built-in intelligence provides a simple and
:onsistent interface to your software.

\ Sampling of Alpha Box Products:
' Digital Input: 64 TTLJCMOS/0,5V input
:hannels. $495
' Digital Output: 64 TTLJCMOS/0,5V level
iutputs. $495. 120VAC control available.
Digital 1/0: 32 TTL Level (0.5V) Inputs and
12 Outputs. $495
· Analog Input: 16 channels. 0-5.1V. 20mV
;teps (8 bit). 2000 read ings/sec. $495.
~pansion Option: 16 more channels. $100
' 12 Bit Analog Input: 16 channels.
lrogrammabfe gain. 10000 inputs/sec. max.
;995. Option: 16 more inputs. $200
Analog Output: 4 channel.12 bit D/A. ±5.1V
)ufputs. $495. Expander Option: 12 more
iutputs. $200
Counter: 16 inputs. 24 bit. $595

•
~42-B

"We can make your PC do
things you wouldn't believe."

3

C From Your PC
·Command
· Control
· Communications
Bring new dimensions to your computer with
A·Bus. C·Net and Alpha Boxes. No longer is
your computer limited to number crunching
or word processing. Now you can connect to
all types of equipment. sensors or machines.
This otters unprecedented power from pro
duction lines to experiments to home control.
Each product is designed to fit your needs:
They're affordable. Compare our prices: the
cost of a solution is surprisingly low.
They're slmple and easy to connect to your
computer and your application. and carefully
designed to adapt to your software easily.
They're versatile. An infinite number of
combinations is possible: one of them is right
for you. Easily expanded or changed for
future projects.
They're proven by customers around the
world, including Fortune 100 companies.
universities. governments and individuals.

Call for a Catalog (800) 221-0916

Overseas distributors
Asia: Batam DA. Singapore
Tel: 473-4518
Fax:479-6496
Japan: Japan Crescent
Tel: 03'-824-7449
Fax: 03-818-8914
Scandinavia: A/S Con-Trade Norway
Tel: (04) 41 83 51
Fax: (04) 41 94 72
Spain: Arteca S.C.P.
Tel: (93) 423.n.o5
Fax: (93) 325.70.16

ALPHA ffeJfl®@JO!J©il~
West Ave. Darien. CT 06820 USA

Circle 18 on Reader Service Card

(203) 656-1806 Fax 203 656 0756

Read switch status. Detect or measure
voltage. Read pressure. temperature. weight
and other sensors. For example:
• High-Speed 12-bit AID converter: 8 1011s
analog inputs. 1 mV resolution $179
• 8 Bit AID: 8 inputs. 0-5.1V in 20mV steps,
7500 conversions/sec. $142
• 12 Bit AID: ±4V in 1mV steps. 130mS
conversion time. 1 input. expandable $153
•Temperature Sensor: 0-200°F 1°
Accuracy. 10mVfF. $12
• Digital Input: 8 opto-isolated. Read voltage
presence.switch closure. $65
• Latched Input: Each individually latched to
catch switch closures or alarm loops. $85
•Touch Tone Decoder: $87
•Counter/Timer: 316-bit counters. Generate
or count pulses. Time events. $132
• Clock with Alarm: real time clock with
calendar and battery backup. $98

A·Bus Switching & Governing:
Switch any type of electrical device. Adjust
level or position. A sampling:
• Relay Card: 8 individually controlled
industrial relays. 3A at 120VAC. SPST. $142
• Digital Output Driver: 8 outputs: 250mA at
12V. For relays. solenoids ... $78
• Reed Relay Card: 8 individually controlled
relays. 20mA@ 60VDC. SPST. $109
• Multiplexer: Switch up to 32 channels to a
single common. $83
• Smart Stepper Motor Control: Micropro
cessor controls 4 motors. English commands
for position. speed. units. limits. etc. $299
• Telephone Control Card: On/off hook.
generate and decode touch tones. call
progress detection. $159
• X-1 o Controller: Control and sense
standard wall outlet power modules. $149
• Voice Synthesizer: Unlimited vocabulary.
text to speech software built in. $159
• D/A: Four 8 Bit Outputs. Adjustable full
scale. $149
• 24 line TTL 1/0: Connect 24 signal. TTL
0/5V levels or switches. (8255A) $72

A·Bus Adapters and Software:
Adapters connect A·Bus cards to your
particular computer.
• Plug-in adapters for IBM PC/XT/AT/386 and
compatibles ($69), Micro-Channel ($93),
Apple II. Commodore. TRS-80.
• Serial adapters for Mac. PC. etc.
• Odin PC compatible software. Control
relays from analog inputs or time schedules.
Logging. Runs in background. $129
DECEMBER 1990 • B Y T E
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TOSHIBA
FLOPPY~

ONLYS49.

UPGRADED LAPTOPS AT
DOWNGRADED PRICES !

WE MAY BE CLOSED
FOR. THE HOLIDAYS
FROM DEC. 26 THR.U JAN. 7

24008 INTERNAL MODeM
WITH MNP-S SOPTWAllE
POR TS200, T3200SX
T3200, & T3100e

ONLY $99.
96008 INTERNAL PAX
POR TS200, T3200SX,
T3200, a: T31 OOe

ONLY $199.

Tl200XE
W/ 3MB RAM •..$2,499.
W/ SMB RAM... S2,S99.

BAITER.Y PACK.
FOR. T3100SX
JUST $79.

MATH COPROCESSORS

TOSHIBA TS200/200MB

80387-25 .. $399. 80387-20 ..$309.
80C287-12.. SI80. 80287-8 .. $179.
80387SX-16 .... S259.

.W ITH 4MB 'RAM. ••••••$5,619.
WITH AO RAM..••••••SS,819.
WITH IMB llAM..••••• ..sti,Ol9.

TOSHIBA~s~
ONLY $169.
POR T1IB POU.OWIJlfO

2MB
2MB
2MB
2MB
2MB
2MB

FOR T1200XB
FOR nlOOe
FOR n1oosx
FOR n200sx
FOR TSIOO
FOR TS200

4MBCAR.D
FOR. T3100SX
ONLYS489.
4MBMODULE
FOR. T3200SX
ONLY $529.

2MB FOR.
lOOOSEIXE
ONLY $299.

3MB FOR.
T3200
JUST $299.

2MB FOR.
T1600
ONLY $189.

8MBMODULE

FOR. T5200
JUST Sl,J89.
8-BIT ARCNET

LANCAR.D
JUST $79.

ORIGINAL TOSHIBA

AST MEMORY
Pl.BMIUM ~ATION
2J6lll6..a & BllAVO 216

512L................S 59.
2MB ....•..•.......... Sl59.
386C & 386116
lMB•..••••........•.• S 89.
4MB.................. S329.
41&133TR, 48612.sTB.

316133TB, 48612ST.
3"133T. 4161338,
'""'2.SB. 486133,
416125, 316133,
316125, 386SX/16
lMB.•................ S 89.
BR.AVO 386SX.
BllAVOl'l86,
PllBMIUMIU6,

S-SLOT EXPANSION CHASSIS

ONLY $299.

SIXP~ll6,

llAMPAGHPLUS :216.

2MB..................Sl59.

LAPTOP, DESKTOP, & LASER MEMORY
~sg:~~ AT MEMORABLE PRICES ~~1:~
WITII Cll.BDIT ~

COMPAQ
DP ll6e, 316e, 3"'20,
386/lOe, 386f2S a: 3l&rue
lMB MODULIL.----··-·Jllt.
4MB MODULIL.-••- •• -..135'.

DP 316133, ~. &
SYSTEM PRO 316133
llO MODULIL.-••- •.-.S:Zl,.

386/lOe & 31&12je
IMB BOAaD.•• -···-···.%229.

SLTfl86
lMB..•••••....$169.
4MB.•.........S799.
LTM.U

T1Dl Pmn ltMBUOUlm I

AND GUARANTEED ZERO DEFECT RATE.'!!

LASER PRINTER MEMORY
BPSON BPL40llD
TOSHIBA PAGB LADR fi
PAClT N060

HP IJ/lln'IIP/ID/lllD
CANON LBP IDJlllll/IDT
OUVB'IT1 P0-10&/PQ.208

PACKARD BBLL PB9SOO
WANMEXMANN TALLY 905
ATaT 593 LASllll
Nell 6435 LASEil

1MB••••••••••••••• $ 89.

lMB•••••••••••••••$179.
lMB•••••••••••••••$269.
4MB•••••••••••••••S329.

lMB•.•....••.......••. S 139.
2MB.•••••••••••••••••• s 119.
4MB•••..•••.•.••.•••.• S 799.

'.ZJii(]l••••••••••••••• $159.

4MB•••••••••••••••S279.
IBM .C019/.C019e
lMB•••••••••••••••$189.
lMB•••••••••••••••$299.

t 0 ~:.~m:ilt P

COMPAQ LTB/'l86
MODEL 40 WITH DO
ONLY Sl,999.

SHARP
PC.QlO NOTBBOOC

550 PILGRIM DRIVE, FOSTER. CITY, CA 94404

(415)578-1901 EXT. 9241 FAX (415)578-1914

lMB•••••••••••$189.
lMB.•......... $359.
TEXAS INS'ntJMENn

TllAVlll.MATB 2000

I MB•••••••••••$189.
lMB••••••••••. $359.
MICR.OLASER
1MB............. $129.
2MB.............S229.
3MB.............S329.
<IMB............. ~.
PANASONIC LASER
ll-!'4420 & UC-P44SOi

lMB•••••............ $149.
lMB•................ $199.
3MB••..•••.•........ S249.
4MB.................S299.

NOT R&SPONSIBLB FOR TYPOS. PRIC&S SUllJECI' TO CHANGB W/O NOTICE..
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UNIVERSAL .
PROGRAMMER
& TESTER

Price PB Box

Price Per Box

4.89
5.25 " 1.2mb HO . 8.89
3.50" 1.0mb OS ..... 6.99
3.50" 2.0mb HO ... 13.79

5.69
9.69
Pre·Formalted. . .7.69
Pre·Formatted ... 14.69

5.25 " 720 kb OS

ALL-03

1P11PRovED
$695
(FREE UPOAT EI
SOFTWARE FEATURES:
• E(EIPROM : NMOS, CMOS(Up-fo 4· MB) • BPROM. PAL ,

~s~.o.rs~L&~:~:,~e~~· .e~~o& F~~~/!~'f/~~o5mf.u.te~(2~41~

BINARY(INTEL:S0/ 86, MOTOROLA: S11S2 , T EKTRONICS) .
• _2-Wayor 4-Way BINARY File splitter and shuffler. • Dump
Ille to co nsole in BINARY format.• Fun ctio n inc lude screen
edit ing for BINARY DATA, ASCII and JEOEC FUSE MAP.
• Securit y programm ing , Auto Programming and much

TEL: (408) 748 -1491, FAX: (408) 741· 8492

C & J

MICRONICS

Pre·Formalted .... .
Pre·Formalted

JM DAT A CARTRIDGES

Price Each

OC-2000 .. ...... .. 13.95 OC  600A . . . . ... 18.99
OC -300XLP ...... .. 17.39 OC·6150XTO ... .. 19.99
(Call for others and also formatted)

more.
HARDWARE FEATURES:
• 40-Pin tesl socKel with 40-Sel• ol software controlled ci r
cuit and 40-Sets of lTL 110.
• 3 Groups of programmable DI A VOLTAGE SOURCE & 2
Gr oups of OSC outpul sourc e.
• 60 %of Digital compon ent s in high speed CMOSHCTtype .
• Hardware eJCpendab1e l or compleJC device programming.
• Hardware Configuration i s a v ada bt e tor Soltware
Designers.
• 'G O' · k ~ y & "GOOO'-LEO permit stand -alone machine
oP erahon.
• Va rious Adapter• l1 to 4 Socketa)-Opllonal.
••• 1-Y••r W111ram.ya lODaysMoney-BackGuarantee ...

..

TAPE AND BACKUP

Price Each

700·'h"·2400'·C55 .. 11.95 777-'h"·2400'·C55 .. 10.95
OEC·TK-50 .. ... ... 23.95 OEC-TK -52 ... ..... 35.95
IBM-3480 ..
. ... 4.55 Opl Rewrite Disks .. 159.00

JM HIGHLAND DISKETTES

Price Per Box

5.25" 720 Kb OS .. ... 3.79 5.25" 1.2 mb HO ..... 6.49
3.50" 1.0 mb OS .. .. 6.79 3.50" 2mb HO
.. 11.99

1400 Coleman Ave. Suit e 0 - 13. Santa Clara, CA 95050
C.11 1t Toll Free tr or O r<1ers Only)·. 1. 600-63J- 3«9

Circle 299on &oder Service Card
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MEMORY UPGRADES

QUARTERHORSE
High Capacity
Tape Subsystems

IBM PS/2 , APPLE
AST,COMPAQ
HEWLEIT PACKARD
ZENITH , SUN MICRO
STANDARD SIMMS

for Disk Backup, Data Acquisition, and

Archiving
Everything you need in a single. high-qualily
package: Drive. SCSI Hos! Adap ter. Enclosure.
and DSl's Backup Software.

• 320/520 Mb l /4" CT .. .. s 1.495
• l.2 Gb 4mm DAT .. . .. .. s3. l95
• 2.3 Gb 8mm HS . . ..... . s3.695
New: 450 Mb 3480 CT .... s4.295

LAPTOP MEMORY
(NEC, TOSHIBA. APPLE, COMPAQ)
LASER PRINTER MEMORY
(HP, CANON, TEC ENGINE)
NO RISK, BEST PRICE, BEST QUALITY

Optional Application Interface Library
(in 'C') available. Full Supporl.
Terms: U.S.-Vlsa,COD,pre-appvd. credll.
Olher: Prepaid wire lrans!er, Jnter
nallonal letter ol credit.

·~1AooON
~MERICA

AOIVISIONOF llOHM CORPORATION

DATA STRATEGIES
INTERNATIONAL, INC.

<JJ N. MATHILDA AVE. SUNNYVALE. CA !l'-OIJ(I
!El (<08) 1'6·1!00 Fl\)( (11)8) 7'6-1593

1-800-292-7771

<;tJ21JCopuo1orrx Hwy . Sro.420 . Austln . IX 78/ffl
(512) J;l8·4745
FAX (512) 345 1328
I

Cirde 83 on &oder Servi.ce Card
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OS -DD

"No-Logo"

OS -HD

.39
5.25" Color Oiskeltes
.. •69
.59.... ...... 3.50" Color Diskettes ... ... .... . , 99
BULK DISKETTES
5.25" OS/OD 5.25" OS/HO 3.50" OS /OD

.28*

.42*

3.50" OS/HO

.39

.79

'WITH SLEE VES. LABELS ANDW/ P TABS

Ch~ ~!~.Z!~6

6800/6809

canon

laserjel Series 1-11-111 ... L~~~~j~l . Tone~s.... 74.95
Laseriet Series I P ....•. ..... ..... ...•. .. 60.95

Micro Modules

I ~a~aama

llL

Compactape for TK50 & TZ30 . .
. 24.95
Compactape II for TK70 &TK52 . . . . . . ... 38.95
LN03 Mainlenance Kit .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . _. . 159.90
New, Gridless, 100% Autoroutlng
Create schematics and PCBs quickly and
simply with HiWIRE-Plus® and your IBM
PC. With the new, gridless, multilayer autor
outer (AR) for HiWIRE-Plus, creating printed
c ircui t layouts is even faster . AR and
HiWIRE-Plus are each $895 and come with
30-day money-back guarantees. Credit
cards welcome.

\\'IN'l'Elr

Corpora lion
1801 South St .. Lafayette, IN 47904
(800) 742-6809 or (317) 742-8428

Circle 341 on &oder Service Card

Circle 342 on &oder Service Card

EPSON Original

OFX5000 . ... 18.29

WE BEAT ANY PRICE!!
TERMS : N o surcharge Oil VIS A. Mast ercard or AME X. Order packaging and
processing = S2 95 per orde1. COO orders add $3.95. PO's accepted lrom recognized
ms1itu11ons on Ne! ll days LIC. TIT and Bank. Oral! acceplable. P1ice quo1ed 101
ca:!".e (100 disks or )() callridges). For quanllhes less lhan 1 case add
10% SH IPPI NG: lP.i su11aceSl .9515cart1idges: SO 9515Dd1sket1es (Prices

S4..0ttc.I ta cnanqe withoul nolice En orsand om1ss1011s nol accepled.Allwarranlies
are bom NnUtachnrs)

To

r Line:

Information Line

1-tlUU·:J~il-9681
TLX-9102404 712

1-801-255-0080

n

FAX-801-572-3327

DISKCOTECH

213 Cottage Avenue
P.O. Box 1339
Sandy, Utah 84091
:

•

... ,

EDITORIAL INDEX BY COMPANY
Index of companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories in thi s i ssue
Each reference i s to t he fir st page ofthe articl e or section in which t he company nam e appears

Company, Page#

Inquiry#

Q
Abaton , 307
Accton Technology, 58
Acer, 19
Adaptec, 361
Adex,307
Advanced Matrix Technology,
156
Advanced Micro Devices, 312
AEG Olympia, 156
Alps America, 156
American Mitac, 44
AMT, 19
Antic Publishing, 19
Apple Computer, 19, 119, 156,
275,307,420

Q
1225
1294

1226
1111
1112
1113
1273

1114
1227
1287
1228
1304
1311
1on

Ariel,50
Artists Graphics, 307
Aselco,66
Ashlar, 72
Ashton-Tate, 246
AST Research, 337
AT&T, 19, 327
AT&T Mail, 341
ATI Technologies, 19, 46, 307 1229
1281
Autodesk, 72
1313
Automated Design, 54
1289

B
Beacon Expert Systems, 66
Bell & Howell, 307
Bitstream , 19
BIX, 119
Boca Research, 307
Borland International, 62
Boston Museum of Science,
418
Brother International, 19, 156

1302
1230

1224
1234
Dataproducts, 156
1118
DCA Software, 72
1310
Dell Computer, 213
1108
Desktop Computing, 307
1235
Digital Equipment, 119, 125, 337
Digital Research, 197
1064
Discovery Systems, 19
Dolch Computer Systems, 246 1075
Dynacomp, 70
1308

Edsun Labs, 312
Eltech Research, 44
Enable Software, 93
Enertronics Research, 307
Epson America, 156
Ernst & Young, 66
Erudite, 66
Everex Systems, 132
Evergreen Systems, 58

1274
1222
1236
1119
1305
1303
1060
1293

Q
Facit, 156
Farallon Computing, 19
Fortis Direct Connect, 156
Fujitsu America, 156

1115

1116
1232
1117
1146

General Instrument, 297
General Parametrics, 307
Generation X Technologies,
307
Generic Software, 72
Genoa Systems, 307
Goddard Space Flight
Center, 341
GoldStarTechnology, 44
Grandmaster, 73
Graphic Software Systems, 19
Groundhog Graphics, 307

1120
1121
1122

1237
1238
1312
1239

1275
1156
1240

H
1105
1064
1233
1067
1301
1298
1106
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lnterleaf, 19
Internet, 119
lsiCAD, 182

0
1061

J
Jandel Scientific, 70
Joint Photographic Experts
Group, 19

1309

Half Moon Press, 418
Headland Technology, 307
1241
Hercules Computer Technology,
307
1242
Hewlett-Packard, 45, 156, 307,
337
1123
1243
1276
Houghton Mifflin Software, 73 1149
HP/Apollo, 119

1244
1245
1297
1060
1063

Occam Research, 132
Ocean Microsystems, 19
Oki, 19
Okidata, 19, 156
Olivetti, 19
OmniComp Graphics, 308
Orange Micro, 46
Orchid Technology, 308

1062

1127
1262
1280
1263

K

p

Kodak, 19

Panasonic Communications
& Systems, 156
1128
Pantone, 275
PCTech, 308
1264
Performance Technology, 62 1299
Personal Computer Peripherals,
308
1265
Phase II Software, 201
1060
Philips, 297
Pixar, 253
Plus Development, 132
1065
Poqet Computer, 312
Practical Peripherals, 58
1295
Prentice-Hall, 345
1005
Princeton Graphic Systems,
308
1266
Princeton Publishing
1267
Labs, 308

L

Q

IBM, 19, 119, 289, 321 , 337
Imaging Technology, 307
lmagraph, 307
Intel, 19, 289, 312
Intelligent Environments, 62
Interactive Systems, 178, 206

406

1284

G
1231
1300

c

C-Cube Microsystems, 19, 289
C-Tech Electronics, 156
Calcomp, 307
Canon USA, 19, 156
Ceres Software, 105
Chips & Technologies, 19, 312
Cirrus Logic, 312
Claris, 19
Colorado Memory Systems,
235
Commodore Business
Machines, 1 9, 132
Compaq Computer, 19, 307
CompuAdd, 140
CompuServe, 101 , 119
Comsoft, 66
Conceptual Software, 62
Core International, 235
Corel Systems, 281

DanCraft Enterprises, 50
Data General, 119
Data Translation, 229, 307

Landmark Research
International, 73
LaserMaster, 307
Logos Technology, 307
Lotus Development, 19, 58,
233

1154
1246
1247
1148
1296

M
Mannesmann Tally, 156
Mars Microsystems, 119
Mass Optical Storage
Technologies, 19
Matrox Eclectronics Systems,
307
Maxtor, 19
MCI Mail, 341
MegaGraphics, 307
Megatek, 307
Matheus, 307
Micro Logic, 73
Micron Technology, 307
Microsoft, 19, 119, 125, 221,
275, 281 , 420
Microtest, 54
Microway, 307
MIPS Computer Systems, 172
Mirror Technologies, 58
MIT, 297
MIT Press, 418
Monolithic Systems, 307
Motorola, 19
Mylex,307

1125

1248

1249
1250
1251
1153
1252
1065
1288
1253
1109
1292

1254
1255

N
Nakamichi Peripherals, 19
National Design, 308
NCR, 19, 191 , 361
NEC,44, 289
NEC Technologies, 156, 308
New Media Graphics, 308
NexGen, 19
NeXT,289
NHK, 297
Northgate Computer Systems,
73
Novell, 19, 119, 125, 337
NSA, 308
Number Nine Computer, 308
Nutmeg Systems, 308

1256
1107
1271
1126
1257
1258

1150
1259
1260
1261

a

Qualitas, 19
Quark, 19
Qume, 156

1129

R
Racal-Redac, 70
Radius, 19, 275, 308
Ramtek, 308
Rasna, 70
RasterOps, 308
Renaissance GRX, 308
Ricoh, 54

s

1307
1268
1269
1306
1270
1421
1290

Samsung Information Systems
America, 19, 44
1272
The Santa Cruz Operation,
206, 209
1005
1062
Sarnoff Labs, 297
Second Wave, 50
1285
Seiko, 19
Seikosha America, 156
1130
Sharp Electronics, 73,312
1159
Sigma Designs, 308
1422
Smith Corona, 19
SoftKlone, 54
1291
Solbourne Computer, 140
1068
Soltec,46
1283
Sony, 45
1278
Sony Microsystems, 119, 172 1110

Sota Technology, 308
Spectral Innovations, 46
Star Micronics America,
19, 156
STB Systems, 308
Sun Microsystems, 119, 140,
327, 337
SuperMac Technology, 308
Supra, 45
Symantec, 73, 178
Symbolics, 308
Systems Compatibility, 105

1423
1282
1057
1131
1066
1132
1277
1056
1152
1133
1147

T
Tandy, 156
Tate Gallery, 418
Tecmar,132,308
Telemail, 341 ,
Texas Instruments, 73, 151,
312
Toshiba America Information
Systems, 156
Touchstone Software, 73
Traveling Software, 73
Trident Microsystems, 308
Truevision, 289, 308
Tseng Labs, 308
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I'm a volunteer supporter of the International Executive
Service Corps, a not-for-profit organization with a vital
mission:
We send retired U.S. managers overseas to help busi
nesses in developing countries, which often respond by
increasing their imports of U.S. goods. In fact, develop
ing countries consume about 40 percent of U.S. exports.
As an IESC volunteer, you would not get a salary. But
you would get expenses for you and your spouse, plus
a world of personal satisfaction.
IESC leads the field in this kind of work. We've done over
9,000 projects in 81 countries. We could have a project
that's just right for you. To find out, send this coupon to:
Harold W. McGraw, Chairman, McGraw-Hill, Inc., PO.
Box 10005, Stamford, CT 06904-2005.

1221

1.--------------~

I
I
I

Dear Mr. McGraw: Tell me more about
becoming an IESC volunteer. I am a re-

International 1

pany. I'm free to accept an overseas as-

1142
1223

1158

Executive II
Service Corps I
It's not just doing good.
It's doing good business.

I
I

cently retired manager or technician-or
am about to retire-from a

U.S.

com

signment. I understand that volunteers
receive expenses for themselves and
their spouses, but no salary.

Name
Address

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
II City
State _ _ Zip _ _ I
L------------~-~
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MW-13
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..
. _... MW-13
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DERBYTECH COMPUTERS. . MW·16
ESl/CADWAREHOUSE . .. __ - MW-4
ESl/CAD WAREHOUSE
. . MW-4
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- MW-2
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IRIS SOFTWARE PRODUCTS .. MW·3
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BSI .. .. .... .. _.. .. .. .. .. NE-19
. .. NE-19
BSI .. ... _. __ .. __ .
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H.CO COMPUTER PRODUCTS PC-13
IME COMPUTERS .. . ....... PC-15
IME COMPUTERS _..... . .. . PC-15
IRIS SOFTWARE PRODUCTS .. PC·3
IRIS SOFTWARE PRODUCTS . . PC-3
MACWORLDcXPO. . _
PC-9·11
MACWORLDEXPO . .. __ . _. _ PC-9-11
METAWARE,INC ... _.. _.. _ PC-17
MICROCOM COMPUTERS . _. PC-19
MICROCOMPUTER MKTG.CNCL _ PC-23
MYODA,INC .. ............. PC-21
MYODA,INC ... _... _... _. . . PC-21
PROSPEROSOFlWARE,INC _. PC·2
PROSPERO SOFTWARE.INC . PC·2
STRATEGIC MAPPING.
PC-15
VERIDATA.
PC-5
VERIDATA .
PC-5
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BSI
... _. S0-3
BSI . . .
..
.. _.. S0·3
CHAUMONT & ASSOCIATES ... S0-5
DERBYTECH COMPUTERS ... S0-16
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ESl/CADWAREHOUSE _ _... S0·4
ESl/CAD WAREHOUSE . _ . .
S0-4
EXPO BUSINESS SYSTEMS ... S0-7
EXPO BUSINESS SYSTEMS
S0-7
FD MICROSYSTEMS .... _. ... S0-1
FD MICROSYSTEMS _.
. _ S0-1
IME COMPUTERS _. - - - - S0-2
IME COMPUTERS _. _........ S0-2
MICROCOM COMPUTERS ... S0-13
MYODA,INC ....... ..... ... S0-8,9
MYODA,INC .. -.- .. .
.. . S0-8,9
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586 COMPUTER SALES PROF. INC. NE-13
86 DELL COMPUTER CORP. . . . . CH, 1
553 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS . ... MW-16
554 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS . . .. MW-16
587 DERBYTEC H COMPUTERS. . NE -24
588 DERBYTEC H COMPUTERS . . NE-24
617 DERB YTECH CO MPU TERS . . PC-24
618 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS . . PC-24
658 DERB YTECH COMPUTERS . . S0-16
659 DERBYTECHCO MPUTERS .. S0 16
ELONEX . . . . .. . ... .... .. .. IS-61
105 ERGO COMPUTING . . .
. . . . 217
555 ESl/CAD WAREHOUSE . . ... . MW-4
556 ESllCAD WAREHOUSE .... . . MW-4
589 ESl/CAD WAREHOUSE . . . . . . NE-4
590 ESl/CAD WAREHOUSE .. , . , , NE-4
619 ESl/CADWAREHOUSE . , • , , . PC-4
620 ESl/CAD WAREHOUSE . . . . • , PC-4
660 ESllCAD WAREHOUSE .. , . , . S0-4
661 ESl/CADWAREHOUSE ...... S0·4
352 EVEREX SYSTEMS ...... . 218, 219
109 FALCO DATA PRODUCTS . . . . .. 67
593 FD MICROSYSTEMS . ,
... NE-7
594 FD MICROSYSTEMS . . .
NE·7
664 FD MICROSYSTEMS . . .
. . S0-1
665 FD MICROSYSTEMS . . ... . . • S0-1
113 FL Y TECHTECHNOLOGIES . . . .. . 51
GATEWAY 2000 . . . . . . . .
32A·D
427 GOLDSTARTECHNOLOGY . . . IS-22,23
596 H.COCOMPUTERPRODUCTS . NE-17
597 H.COCOMPUTER PRODUCTS . NE-17
623 H.CO COMPUTER PRODUCTS . PC-13
624 H.CO COMPUTER PRODUCTS . PC-13
IBM PS/2 • . , . , • , .• , . , .. , . 260,261
139 IBM WORKSTATION .
. . 12, 13
559 IMECOMPUTERS
. . .. . . MW-2
560 IME COMPUTERS . . .
. . . MW-2
598 IME COMPUTERS . • . .• , .... NE·2
599 IME COMPUTERS . . • . . • . . . . NE-2
625 IME COMPUTERS , • , • , • , • . PC·15
626 IME COMPUTERS . , . , , . , .. PC-15
666 IME COMPU TERS . , . , , .• , . , S0-2
667 IME CO MPUTERS . . ..• , , , • , S0-2
356 INTEL CORP . . . .
. . .. 14 8, 149
357 INTEL CORP. .. . .. . .. . . .. 148,149
353 IVERSON COMP.CORP . ... 176,177
155 JAMECO ...... .... . .. . ... . 42,43
157 JEMINI ELECTRONICS • , •• , . , 402
184 KNAPCO .. ... ...... , , .... , , 389
165 KNAPCO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
389
MANCHESTEREQUIPMENT 72NE· A,B
602 MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT .. NE·1
185 MEGA TEL COMPUTER CORP .. 344
188 l.£TRA INFORMATKJN SYSTEMS . 335
567 MICON COMPUTERS .... . . . . MW-1
568 MICROCOM COMPUTERS . . MW-11
605 MICROCOM COMPUTERS , . NE-18
634 MICROCOM COMPUTERS , . PC-19
672 MICROCOM COMPUTERS . S0-13
569 MY ODA,INC .. . .. . . ... , . .. MW-8,9
570 MYODA,INC . . .. . , .. , . .... MW-8,9
806 MYODA,INC.. .. . .. .. . , .. ... NE-10
607 MY ODA,INC . . . ... , .. .. , .... NE-10
639 MYODA,INC.. ........ , .. . . PC-21
840 MYODA,INC. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . PC-21
873 MYODA,INC . ......... .. , . . S0-8,9
674 MYODA,INC . ....... . .. . .. . S0-8,9
209 NORTl£ATE COMPUTER SYS. 240,241
210 NORTl£ATE COMPUTER SYS. 242,243
211 NORTlf3ATE COMPUTER SYS. 244,245
212 NORTl£ATE COMPUTER SYS. 204,205
213 NORTl£ATECOMPUTERSYS. 310,311
258 RADIO SHACK .......
. ..... Cl\I
282 SHARP ELECTRONICS
. . . 296
457 SOLO UNIBIT . . ..... .. . . ... IS-57
290 STANDARD COMPUTER . . ... 88,89
298 SUPERSOFT....... . . . ..... . 334
300 TANGENT COMPUTER ..... , . 257
306 TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS . .. 180,181
TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS . . . 180A·B
463 TOP LINK COMP.CO .,LTD . ... . IS-20
314 TOSHIBA . .
. .... 56,57
315 TOSHIBA . . . . . .. . . .. . .
56,57
325 TRl·ST AR COMPUTER ... . .. . . . . 18
465 TWINHEAD . ..... . . . . , . .. IS-38,39
645 VERIDATA . . . . . . . .
. . . PC-5
.. , PC-5
846 VEAi DATA . .. . .. . .

READER
SERVICE
Inquiry No.

Page No.

943

UPS

14
1S
103
104
164
18S
226
228
229

ACCUMATION.INC . .. .. ... .
ACCUMATION.INC.
...
EMERSON UPS ..
.
EMERSON UPS
. .. ..
KNAPCO . . . .
KNAPCO . .
... . .
PAAASYSTEMS,iNC....
PC POWER & COOLING ..
PC POWER & COOLING ..

Inquiry No.

953

.... n

954
469
36
37
4S
441
214
227
2S2
286
326
327
338

SOFTWARE
944

APPLE/MAC APPLICATIONS
Business/Office

114 FOXSOFlWAAE ..
. ... .. . 104
644 STRATEGIC MAPPING .
PC-1S

9SS

.

94S

APPLE/MAC APPLICATIONS
Sclenllllc/Technlcal

274 SAS INSTITUTE.INC. . • . . . . . . . 3S3
946

APPLE/MAC APPLICATIONS
Mlscelleneous

270 AOYKOAE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
644 STRATEGIC MAPPING. . . .
PC-1S
947

APPLE/MAC COMMUNICATIONS

49 BLASTICOMM.AESEARCHGAOUP 3S7
SO BLASTICOMM.RESEARCHGROUP 3S7
948

APPLE/MAC LANGUAGES
COPIA INTERNATIONAL LTD. . . 332

949

IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS
Business Office

2S9
260
264
26S
266
9SO
364
36S
62
170
171
178
179
366
27S
276
277
289
291
9S1

ARCTANGENT.INC. . . . . . . . . . . 402
COMPUTER SUPPORTCORP... IS-33
COPIA INTERNATIONAL LTD.. . 332
COREL SYSTEMS . . . . . . . . . . . 291
ELEX INFORMATION SYS . .. , . 347
FOX SOFTWARE ... . .... . .. . 104
GAMMA PRODUCTIONS ..... IS-34
HAU'PAUGE COMPUTER WORKS 317
HAVENTREE SOFTWARE . . ... 207
HAVENTAEESOFTWAAE .. . , . 207
JETFOAM . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . 340
JETFORM . .. .•. .• . , . , .. , • . . 340
LEXPERTISE • ... , . . . . . . . . . . 363
LEXPEATISE . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . 363
MAP INFO .......... . ........ 128
MICROSOFT . . . ........... . 97-99
ORACLE .. . . . .... .. . ... . . 14S
PROGRAMMER'S SHOP ... 186, 187
PROGRAMMER'S SHOP .. . 188, 189
AAIMACOAP... ... ..... . . . .. .. 47
AAIMA CORP .. . ... . .... ... . ... 8 7
RECITALCORPORATION,INC.. 208
RECITALCORPORATION,INC . . 208
AECOGNITA CORP.. , ..... • , • 306
IBMIMSDOS APPLICATIONS
SclenllflcfTechnlcal
BOURBAKI.INC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3S2
BOURBAKI.INC . ...... ..... , . 3S2
CADRE TECHNOLOGIES . , , ... .. 21
LOGICALDEVICES,INC . .. .... 400
LOGICAL DEVICES, INC . .. . . .. 400
MAGEE ENTERPRISES.INC . . . .. 210
MAGEE ENTERPRISES.INC.. .. . 210
MICAONICS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190
SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS ... .. 400
SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS . . . .. 400
SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS
400
SPECTRUM . . .
309
STATSOFT . . .
. .es
IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS
Mlscefleneous

87 DESKTOPTECH>IOLOGYCORP. . 164
106 EVENTHOAIZONS . ... . . ... . . 279
1S8 JYOS SYSTEMS.INC.. .
. . 200
9S2
27
39
119
120
341
342

IBMIMSDOS -CAD
AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS . 2S9
A.M.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
397
GENERIC SOFTWARE.
283
GENERIC SOFTWARE . . .
283
WINTEK CORPORATION
40S
WINTEK CORPORATION . .
40S

IBMIMSDOS COMMUNICATIONS

IBM/MSDOS GRAPHICS
ART MACHINES .
. IS-76
ASHTON-TATE .. . . .. . . .. . ... . 1SO
ASHTON-TATE . . . .. . . .... . . . 1SO
BELL ATLANTIC
. . • . . . . . 227
MICAOGAAFX . . . ....... .. IS-31
NOVA.INC. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . 287
PATTON & PATIO N. .
. . 397
QUARTERDECK ..... . . . . . ... . 21S
SOFTWARE PIJBLISHINGCORP . 236,237
TRUEVISION,INC. . . . . . . . . . . . 28S
TRUEVISION,INC. . . . . . . . . . . . 285
VENTURA PUBLISHER . .. . ...... 7
IBMIMSDOS -LAN

101 ELEX INFORMATION SYS . . .. . 347
280 SEAVER TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . 126
281 SEAVER TECHNOLOGY . . .. .. . 126
9S6
67
423
107
108
168
191
4S1
4S2
348
279
292
293
461
312

33 ARCTANGENT.INC.. , , , . , , , , . 402
34
417
•
3S8
101
114
426
129
130
131
142
143
367
368
180

Page No.

49 BLAST/COMM.RESEARCH GAOlP 3S7
so BLAST/COMMRESEAACH GAOlP 3S7
126 COMMUNIQUEFAX9600 ....... 96
100 DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER SYSTEMS388
11S FTP SOFTWARE . . . . . . . . . . . . . 340
323 TRITON TECHNOLOGIES . . . . . 320
324 TRITON TECHNOLOGIES . . . . . 320

384
364
199
199
389
389
288
288

• Correspond directly with company.

9S7

IBMIMSDOS LANGUAGES
CNS.INC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 330
EXPERT SYSTEMS LTD .... . . IS-66
FAIRCOM CORP.
. 118
FAIACOM CORP. . . .. . ... . . ... 118
LAHEY . . . , . ......... , ...... 3SO
MICROSOFT
. . 147
MIX SOFTWARE . . . .. . . . . . . . 367
PAOLOGDEVELOPMENT . ... IS-10
PAOLOG DEVELOPMENT .... IS-10
PSEUDOCOAP . , . . .. . . , ... .. 400
SEQUITER SOFTWARE.INC. . . . 220
STONYBROOKSOFTWARE . ... 102
STONY BROOK SOFTWARE . . .. 102
TERRA DATENTECHNIK
IS-70
THE WHITEWATER GROUP
280
ZORTECH , •. . , , .. , .. , , . . , . ... 41
ZORTECH
..... 9S
IBMIMSDOS UTILITIES

10 ABACUS SOFTWARE, INC .. .... 17S
11 ABACUS SOFTWARE.INC ... , , , 17S
AVOCETSYSTEMS ......... . . . 80
47 BLACK&WHITEMERNATIONAL. 271
48 BLAISE COMPUTING. ... .. . ..... 6
S80 BRIGHTBILL-ROBERTS . . .. .. NE-8
614 BRIGHTBILL-ROBERTS .. .. .. PC-7
409 CLARION SOFTWARE . . . . . . . . IS-9
410 CLARION SOFTWARE ..... . .. IS-9
423 EXPERT SYSTEMS LTD . . . . .. IS-66
12S GREENVIEW . , • . .. • , .. . , . .. . . 76
S63 IRIS SOFTWARE PRODUCTS .... MW-3
564 IAISSOFlWAREPAODLClS . .. . MW-3
629 IRIS SOFTWARE PRODUCTS . PC-3
630 IRIS SOFTWARE PRODUCTS . PC-3
1S2 ITR . . . . . ...... ........ .. . .. 391
437 l.M.T. FRANCE ...... . . ... . . IS-72
188 KNOWLEDGE GARDEN . . . . . • . 336
178 MAGEE ENTERPRISES.INC . . . . . 210
179 MAGEE ENTERPRISES.INC. . . . 210
439 MASHOV.. ... . ... . ..... . .. IS-49
21S NU-MEGA TECHNOLOGIES ... . . 78
216 OAKLAND GROUP, TIE . . . . . . . 232
218 OPENETWOAK . ... . . .. . .. . .. . 126
44S PEC'AN SOFTWARE EU10PE LTD . IS-7S
642 PROSPERO s:TIWARE,INC. . . PC-2
643 PROSPERO SOFlWARE,INC. .
PC-2
2SS RACINE TECHNOLOGIES . . .. . 104
2S6 RACINE TECHNOLOGIES . .. . .. 104
308 THE PERISCOPE COMPANY . . . 348
309 THE PERISCOPE COMPANY . . . 348
312 THE WHITEWATEAGAOUP . . . 280
318 TOUCHSTONE .. . . .
.. • . 79
319 TOUCHSTONE . .
. ... 79
320 TRANS ERA . . . . .
. . 326
321 TRANS ERA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 326
323 TRITON TECHNOLOGIES . . . . . 320
324 TRITON TECHNOLOGIES . . . . . 320
. . . . . . . 366
329 TURBOPOWEA . . .
9S8

UNIX/OTHER APPLICATIONS
Business Office

4S BELL ATLANTIC . . . . . . . . . . . . . 227
264 RECITAL CORPORATION.INC. . 208
26S RECITAL CORPORATION.INC. . 208
9S9

UNIX/OTHER APPLICATIONS
MlsceHaneou

•

4S3 SHENG LABS.INC ... ..
960

.. IS-S 6

UNIX/OTHER - CAD

182 MATH SOFT . ....... . ... .

343

I nqulryNo.

Page No.

961 UNIX/OTHER -CROSS DEVELOPMENT
S1
S2
118
197
198

BORLAND INTERNATIONAL . . .. 11
BORLAND INTEANA TIONAL . . . . . 11
GCOM,INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 399
NANTUCKETCOAPOAATION . . 230
NANTUCKETCOAPOAATION .. 231
• SOFlWARE DEVELOPMENT SYS IS-3S
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS . . . . 16,17

962

UNIX/OTHER - LANGUAGES

67
107
108
631
9113

BINARY TECHNOLOGY, INC . . . 400
CNS.INC. . . .
. . . . . 330
FAIRCOM CORP . .. . ...... . ... 118
FAIRCOM CORP. . . .. . . . . . ... 118
METAWAAE,INC. . .
. . PC-17
UNIX/OTHER - UTILITIES

470 COBALT BLUE .... .... . . . . . IS-78
12S GREENVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 76
436 IXI LTD . ... ...... ... . , . . .. IS-44

964 DESKTOP PUBLISHING
442
443
269
338

MICROPRESS . . .
. . . . IS-72
MICROPRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . IS-72
ROSE ELECTRONICS . .
. 129
VENTURA PUBLISHER
.. 7

965

EDUCATIONAL/
INSTRUCTIONAL

8 ABACUS SOFTWARE.INC. . . . .. 167
9 ABACUS SOFTWARE.INC . ... ... 167
28 ANNABOOKS . . . . . ..... .... 120
BYTE BACK ISSUES. .
IS-54
NE-14
BYTE CARD DECK ... . , .
BYTE SUB MESSAGE . .
I~
BYTE SUB SERVICE . . . . . .. . IS-66
CCMI . ... ... ... . . . .. . . .. . .. 344
C0"91JTEAGAAPHCSSHOW'91. NE-1S
161 KEITHLEY METRABYTE . . .
391
637 MACWOALD EXPO.. .. . .. . PC-9, 11
638 MACWOALDEXPO . . . , .... PC-9,11
609 PACE UNIVERSITY . . .... , . .. NE-S
UNIXWORLD . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . 393
UNIXWORLD . .
. .. 392A-B
340 WIESEMANN & THEIS GMBH . 391

966

MAIL ORDER/RETAIL

16
40S
407
40

ADDONAMERICA ........... 40S
AMOS LTD ........... . . . ... IS-48
ATICO .. ............... . IS-62,63
B & B ELECTRONICS . . . .
400
BUSINESSLAND DIRECT , • . • . 372
BZ TECHNICAL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 383
B&C MICROSYSTEMS . ... • , . . 397
B&C MICROSYSTEMS . . . . . .
397
B&C MICROSYSTEMS . . . . . . . . 399
CHAUMONT & ASSOCIATES . SO-S
COMP USA .. ...... ,.. .
. . . 212
COMPUCLASSICS . . . .
. .. IS-S1
COMPUSAVE INT'L . . . . . . .. . IS-77
COMPUTER PEAIP. DIRECT.INC . NE21
COMPUTERPERIP.DIRECT,INC . NE21
COMPUTER QUICK . . . . . . . . . IS-50
COMPUTER SALES PROF. INC. NE-9
COMPUTER SALES PROF. INC. NE-9
COMPUTEASALESPAOF.INC. NE-13
COt.f'UTEA SALES PROF. INC. NE -13
COMPUTEALANE . . . . .
. . 396
DEABYTECH COMPUTERS . . .. MW-16
DEABYTECH COMPUTERS . .. . MW-16
DEABYTECH COMPUTERS . . NE-24
DEABYTECH COMPUTERS . . NE-24
DEABYTECHCOMPUTEAS .. PC-24
DERBYTECH COMPUTERS . . PC-24
DERBY TECH COMPUTERS. . S0-16
DEABYTECHCOMPUTEAS.. S0-16
DISKCOTECH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40S
DISKCOTECH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40S
DISKETTE CONNECTION . . . . . 391
ELEX INTERNATIONAL . .
. . IS-73
ESllCAD WAREHOUSE .
MW-4
ESl/CAD WAREHOUSE . . . . . . MW-4
ESVCAD WAREHOUSE . . . . . . NE-4
ESl/CAD WAREHOUSE . . . . . . NE-4
ESl/CAD WAREHOUSE
. . PC-4
ESl/CAD WAREHOUSE .
. . PC-4
ESl/CAD WAREHOUSE .
S0-4
ESl/CAD WAREHOUSE . . . . .. S0-4
EXPO BUSINESS SYSTEMS . . S0-7
EXPO BUSINESS SYSTEMS . S0-7
FD MICROSYSTEMS . . . . . . . . NE-7
FD MICROSYSTEMS . . .. .. . . NE-7
FD MICROSYSTEMS .
S0-1
FD MICROSYSTEMS .. . . .. . . S0-1
FJ1ST SOlJ1CE MERNATIONAL . 385

56
58
S9
60
61
6SS
68
41S
468
611
612
416
S83
S84
SSS
586
73
SS3
SS4
S87
S88
617
618
658
659
9S
96
97
420
SSS
S56
S89
S90
619
620
660
661
656
6S7
S93
S94
664
66S
110

Page No.

Inquiry No.

111
117
428
S96
S97
431
149
1S3
151
1S4
15S
6
7
181
440
568
60S
634
672
18 8
569
570
806
607

FIRST SOlJ1CE MERNATIONAL . 38S
GALAXY ELECTRONICS.INC . .. 400
GRE Y MATTER . .. . . . . . ... . . IS-71
H.COCOMPUTEA PRODUCTS . NE-17
H.COCOMPUTERPAOOuCTS
NE -17
IMS/FINA TOA .
. .. IS-60
INTEL CORP/DEV.TOOLS ..... 372
LC.EXPRESS . . . . . . . . . . .
388
1.S.C. POWER SYSTEMS . . . 130,131
JADE COMPUTER . . . . . . . . . . . 390
JAMECO .......... . ... . .. . 42,43
JOA MICAODEVICES . . . . .. 413-416
JOA MICAODEVICES . .... . 413-418
MARK WILLIAMS COMPANY ..... 7S
MAAYMACINDUSTRIES . . . . . . 391
MAYFAIR MICROS .. . ....... IS-37
MICROCOM COMPUTERS .. MW-11
MICAOCOM COMPUTERS . . NE-18
MICROCOM COMPUTERS .. PC-19
MICROCOMCOMPUTERS .. S0- 13
MICROCOMPUTER MKTG.CNCL. PC-23
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED 399
MYODA,INC.... .. .. , . . . .. MW-8,9
MYODA,INC. . . . . . . . . . . . MW-8,9
MYODA,INC . . .......... . .. NE -10
MYODA,INC. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. NE-10

~~~ ~rng~::~g

673
674
199
204
20S
206
212
208
209
210
211
213

448
236
237
238
•
2S7
271
278
283
4S4
610
28S
4SS
456
288
290
30S
307
316
322
332
333
334
466

:::::::::::::

~g:~~

MYODA,INC. . . . . .
. S0-8,9
MYODA,INC . . ... ....... . .. S0-8,9
NATIONALINSTRUMENTS . .
372
NEVADA COMPUTER ..
. .. 387
NO NOISE, INC
. . . . . . 214
NO NOISE.INC ..... . . . . . ..... 214
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS. 204,20S
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 238,239
NOATf<>ATECOMPUTERSYS 240,241
NORTHGATE COMPUTERSYS.242,243
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 244,24S
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 310,311
PC CONNECTION .. . . . . . . 110,111
PC CONNECTION . . . ... ... 112, 113
PC CONNECTION .
. 114
PC CONNECTION ... .... . . 11S-117
PROGRAMMERS ODYSSEY .. IS-18
PROGAMt.EA'S CONNECTION . 372
PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE . ... 59
PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE ... 60,61
PROGRAMMER'S SHOP . .. 188, 187
PAOGRAMMEA'SSHOP . . . 188,189
RAD Cll\TA COMMUNICATIONS.INC. 372
R&R ELECTRONICS . . . . . . . . • . 399
SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS . . . . . . 386
SHECOM CO MPUTERS.INC. .. 392
SIMPLE TECHNOLOGY.INC ... IS-79
SIMPLETECHNOLOGY.INC.. .. NE-14
SN'W ELECTRONICS . . . . . . . . . 271
SOFTWAREHOUSEEUAOPEGMBH IS-28
SOFT LINE . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . IS-4S
~ARECO<.STAOCT ION aJ.,LTD.IS-67
SPECIALIZED PRODUCTS CO.... 372
STANDARD COMPUTER . . .. . 68,69
TELEPHONEPACJCJlx:T CENTER . 398
THE CARD SHOP . . . . . . . .. . .. 372
TOTE-A-LAP ... ....... , , .
404
TREND SYSTEMS,INC .. . . .... 401
UNITEX . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. - . 394,39S
UNITEX .. .. . ...... . . . .. . 394,39S
UNIVERSAL MEMJAY PRODUCTS 382
USA SOFTWARE . . . .
. . . . IS-19

967

MISCELLANEOUS

S4
SS
349
411
412
S9S
20S
206
'

BUREAU OF ELECT. PUBLISHING .. . 94
BUREAU OFELECT. PUBLISHING . . . 94
BYTE CATALOG SHOWCASE . . . 372
. ..... .. - . IS-S2
COMPEX ..
COMPEX .. .. .. . .... .... _.. IS-S2
GLASGALCOMM. INC. . . , . . . . NE-23
NO NOISE, INC . . . . . . ...... . .. 214
NO NOISE.INC .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . 214
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYSTEMS247
PUBLISHER' S STATEMENT . .. 290
~~[~~~RE.INC . . . . . . . .

~~:

m

968

ON-LINE SERVICES
BIX.
BIX ..
BIX ..

. . 299
. - . IS-74
. .. IS-80

969 OPERATING SYSTEMS
92 DIGITAL RESEARCH ..
. .. - 137
421 ESIX SYSTEMS ..... - . . . . . . IS·43
1S9 KADAK PRODUCTS LTD .. . . . - . 402
MARK WILLIAMS COMPANY ..... 7S
273 SANTA CRUZ OPERATION . . . . . . SS
223
310 Tl-E SOFTWARE LIN K ..
311 TIE SOFTWARE LI NK .. . . . . . . 223
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REQUEST FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION BY FAX
Just fax this page to 1-413-637-4343. Save time because your request for information will be
processed immediately.
Check off the answers to
questions ''/'\' through "E".

Circle the numbers
below which correspond
to the numbers assigned
to advertisers and pro
ducts that interest you.
Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINf.

A. What is your primary job
function/principal area of responsibility?
(Check one.)
10 MIS/DP
2 0 Programmer/Systems Analyst
3 0 Administration/Management
• 0 Sales/Marketing
s 0 Engineer/Scientist
6 0 Other
B. What is your level of management
responsibility?
7 0 Senior-level
a 0 Middle-level
9 0 Professional

Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State/Province

Zip

)

Fax Number

Phone Number

D. What operating systems are you currently
using? (Check all that apply.)
12 0 PC/MS-DOS
13 0 DOS + Windows
1•0 OS/2
1sO UNIX
160 MacOS
110 VAX/VMS
E. For how many people do you influence the
purchase or hardware or software?
180 1-25
19 0 26-50
20 0 51-99
21 0 IOO or more

C. Are you a reseller (VAR, VAD, Dealer,
Consultant)?
100 Yes
11 0 No

Country
(

Remove this page or
copy this page clearly
and fax it to the number
above.

Print your name,
address, and fux number
clearly on the form.

Inquiry Numbers 1·495

Inquiry Numbers 496-990

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

1B

19

20

21

22

Inquiry Numbers 991-14 79

23

24

25

26

27

2B

29

30

31

32

33

496 497 49B 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506
507 50B 509 510 511 512 513 514 515 516 517
51B 519 520 521 522 523 524 525 526 527 52B

34

35

36

37

3B

40

41

42

43

44

529 530 531

45

46

47

4B

49

39
50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57
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17 0 VAX/VMS
E. For how ma ny people
purchase of hardware or
18 D 1-25
19 D 26-50

do you influ ence the
soflware?
20 D 51-99
21 D 100 or more

D Please send me one year of I!iT E Magazine for
$24.95 and bill me. Ojjer mlid in U.S. and
possessions only.
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DYNAMIC RAMS
PART#

4116-150
4164-150
4164-120

4164-100
TMS4464-12
41256-150
41256-120
41256-100
41256-80
414256-100
414256-80
1MB-120
1MB·100
1MB-80
1MB-70

SIZE
16384x1
65536x1
65536x1
65536x1
65536x4
262144x1
262144x1
262144x1
262 144x1
262144x4
262144x4
1048576x1
1048576x1
1048576x1
1048576x1

PINS
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
20
20
18
18
18
18

SPEED

150ns
150ns
120ns
100ns
120ns

150ns
120ns
100ns
BOns
100ns

eons
120ns

lOOns

eons

70ns

PRICE
1.49
2.49
2.89
3.39
3.95
1.95
2.15
2.25
2.75
8.95
9.95
7.95
8.35
9.95
10.75

SIMM/SIP MODULES
PART#
41256A9B-80
421000A8B-10
421000A9B-10
421000A9B-80
421000A9B-60
256K9SIP-80
256K9SIP-60
1MBx9SIP-10
1MBx9SIP-80

SIZE
256K x 9

SPEED

1MBx8
1MB x 9
1MB x9
1M8x9

100ns
100ns

256K X 9
256K X 9
1MBx9

eons
60ns
100ns

1MBx9

eons

eons
eons
60ns

FOR
SIMM/PC
SIMM/MAC
SIMM/PC
SIMM/PC
SIMM/PC
SIP/PC
SIP/PC
SIP/PC
SIP/PC

PRICE
33.95
79.95
79.95
89.95
99.95
33.95
39.95
79.95
89.95

MATH CO-PROCESSORS
8087
8087-2

8087-1
80287-XLT
80287-XL
80387-16
80387-SX
80387-SX20
80387-16
80387-20
80387-25
80387-33

5 MHz
89.95
8 MHz
129.95
10 MHz.
169.95
12MHz
247.95
618/10/12 MHz. 247.95
16 MHz
359.95
16 MHz
319.95
20 MHz
399.95
'ti MHz.
359.95
20MHz.
399.95
25 MHz
499.95
33MHz
649.00

inter
5 YEAR
WARRANTY

MINI 25MHz 386

@

$

799

• NORTON SI 26.6 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 30.1.

''THE FASTEST NON-CACHING MOTHERBOARD THAT
WE TESTED. "-BHE MN1AZINE, APRIL 1990.
• MEMORY INTERLEAVING FORNEARZEROWAITSTATES
• SOCKETED FOR 80387 COPROCESSOR
• USES SONS 256K OR 1MB SIMM/DIP RAMS
• 16MB RAM CAPACITY: BMB ON BOARD, BMB USING
OPTIONAL RAM CARD (0KB INSTALLED)
• ON-BOARD RAM: 1/2MB USING 4/8 256K SIMMS OR 4/ BMB
USING 4/8 1MB SIMMS • FIVE 16-BIT SLOTS, TWO 8-BIT
SLOTS, ONE 32-BIT SLOTFOR PROPRIETARY RAM CARD
• AMI BIOS • SIZE: 8.5"" X 13"

12.5MHz286
• NORTON S 11.4.3 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 1.6.S
• STANDARD 8088 LAYOUT
• 286-COMPATIBLE • 6 /12 .5MHz KEYBOARD SELECT S PEEDS
• EXPANDABLE TO 4MB ON BOARD: 5 12K11MB USING 18/36
256KX1 DRAMS: 2i 4MB USING 18/36 1 MBXl DRAMS (0KB
INSTALLED)
• MEMORY SPEED: 120NS FOR 1 WA IT. lOONS FOR 0 WAIT
MCT-M286-12 .................................................... $199.95

MCT-M386-25 .................................... ................. $799.00
MCT-M386-M25 PROPRIETARY RAM CARD ..... ...•.... $99.95
1/2MB USING 36/72 256KX1 DRAMS OR 4/BMB USING 36172
1MBX1 DRAMS

WITH MANUAL &
SOFTW ARE GUIDE

33MHz CACHE 386

$1495

• NORTON SI 45.9 • LANDMARK AT SPEED S0.8

"FOR COMPAQ LTE/ 286. TANDY2800
"FOR ALL OTHER 286-BASED SYSTEMS

CYRIX CO-PROCESSORS
STATE-OF·THE-ART TO SAVE YOU LONGEVITY WORRIES!
MANUAL& SOFTWARE GUIDE. FULL5-YEARGUARANTEE!

83087-16 16 MHz ... $299.95

83087-33

33MHz .. 549.00

83087-20 20 MHz ... . 349.95
83087-25 25MHz ...... 439.95

83S87-16 (SX)
83S87-20 (SX)

16MHz .. 269.95
20MHz .. 329.95

• 33MHz 80386 CPU • 64K ZERO WAIT STATIC RAM CACHE
• 1/2/4/SMB ON ·BOARD RAM USING SONS SIMMS
(0KB INSTALLED)
• 1/2MB USING 4/8 256K SIMMS OR 4/SMB USING 418 1MB
SIMMS • SOCKETED FOR 80387 -33 MATH CO-PROCESSOR
• 8 EXPANSION SLOT S (ONE 32-BIT, SIX 16-BIT. ONE 8-BIT)
• AMI BIOS A SSURES IBM COMPATIBILllY
• 8/33MHz KEYBOARD ADJUST ABLE SPEEDS
MCT-386MBC-33 ............................................. $14 95 .0 0
MCT-386MBC-25 25MHZ VERSION

........ .. .. .... $999.00

Dert:d '.r

MINl25MHz
CACHE386

$1299

HIGH-TECH
SPOTLIGHT

•
•
•
•

wrrHRAM CARD

• NORTON SI 30.5 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 4 0.7
25MHz 80386 • REQUIRES 1 OF THE RAM CARDS BELOW
SHADOW RAM FOR ROM BIOS
MEMORY CACHING FOR SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
MEMORY INTERLEAVING FOR NEAR 0 WAIT STATE
OPERATION (8 BANKS OF MEMORY REQUIRED)

• SOCKETED FOR 80387 OR WEITEK 3167 COPROCESSORS

I now feel comfortable publicly recommending
CCITT V.32 and MNP communications protocols!
CCITT V.32 is a description of the electrical sig
nals used over phone lines to move data. The
CCITT is on international committee that refines the
input from many modem indust1y experis into one
accepted standard. Sometimes users or industry
expe1ts reject the efforts of standards committees
and follow o single industry leader (as was the case
with the IBM PCJ. Here. the committee prevailed.
The Microcom Nelwork Protocol (MNP) is the
product of l company's efforts to fix doto errors and
improve transmission efficiency. They"ve mode their
protocol available to others for o fee. and hove
been accepted by users en moss. The committee
approach hos not worked well in this area.
MNP-5 is on implementation of the protocol that
insures reliable doto transfer and compresses doto
al a rote of about 2 to l. Thus. a modem operating
ot9600 BPnS (bits per second) provides a data
transfer rote of approximately l 9200 BPS-about 16
times the rote of older 1200 BPS standards!
For we end users. how standards are created is
of passing interest-we wont solid ones that won't
be soon obsolete. CCITT V.32 and MNP-5 will be
around for o long. long time.
Derick Moore. Director of Engineering
See JDrl"s modem selection on !he nex r page

Circle 6 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 7)

MCT-C386-25 .................................... ..........•... $1199.00
RAM CARD (REQUIRED F OR OPERATION):

112/4/8/16 MB USING 256K OR 1MB SIMMS (01< INSTALLED)
M C T-C 3 8 6-M16 .................................................... $99.95

16MHz MINI 386-SX $

39995

•NORTON SI 1.5.3 •LANDMARK AT SPEED 20.8
• USES 16MHz IN T EL 80386SX CPU
• EXPANDABLE TO BMB ON BOARD
• 512K/1 MB USING 18/36 256KX1 DRAMS OR 2/4 256K S IPS OR
4/8 256KX4 AND 2/4 256KX1 DRAMS: 2/4MB USING 18/36
1MBX1 DRAMS OR 2/4 1MB SIPS: 6/BMB USING 36 1MBX1
DRAMS AND 2/4 1MB SIPS AMI BIOS
• CHOOSEFAST0 WAIT ST ATE OR 1 WAIT STATE FOR
ECONOMICAL USE OF SLOWER RAM
• FIVE 16-BIT & THREE 8-BIT EXPANSION SLOTS
• CHIPS & TECHNOLOGY NEW ENHANCED ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY (NEAT) C HIPS ET
• SOCKET FOR 80387SX·16 COPROCESSOR
• 8.5"' X 13"" SIZE FITS IN MINl-286 AND FULL-SIZE 286 CASES
MCT-386SX ........................................................ $399.95

20MHz286

$389 95

• NORTON SI 20.3 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 26.3
• NEAT CHIPSET HAS POWER TO COMPETE WITH
386 SYSTEMS
• EXPANDABLE FROM 5 12K TO BMB: 512K/1MB USING 18/36
256KX1 DRAMS OR 2/4 256K SIPS: 2/4MB USING 18/36 1 MBX1
DRAMS OR 2/4 1MB SIPS: 6/BMB USING 36 1MBX1 DRAMS
AND 2/41MB SIPS
• 20/lOMHz KEYBOARD SELECT ABLE SPEEDS • AMI BIOS
• SHADOW RAM AND PAGE INTERLEAVED MEMORY
• FAST0WAITSTATEOR 1 WAITSTATEFORSLOWERRAM
• 8.5" X 13"" FITS MOST 8088, MINl-286 & FULL SIZE 286CASES
• FIVE 16-BIT & THREE 8-BIT SLOTS
• SOCKET FOR 80287-12 MATH CO-PROCESSOR
MCT-M286-20N .................................................. $389.95

486 FROM A.l.R.

$2999

•LANDMARK AT SPEED 1.1.3.2
YOUR POWER SOLUTION FOR CAD/ CAM/CAE WORKSTA·
T IONS, AS WELL AS LAN SERVER APPLICATIONS!
• DESIGNED FOR MUL Tl-TASKING & MUL Tl-USER APPLICA
TIONS REQUIRING UNIX OR XENIX • INTEL 80486 CHIP HAS
A BUILT -IN MATH CO-PROCESSOR & BK OF RAM CACHE
• INTEL 80486-25 CPU• EXPANDABLE TO 16MB ON BOARD
(0K INSTALLED) • SOCKETED FOR A WEITEK 4167 MATH
CO-PROCESSOR • SUPPORTS SHADOW RAM WITH
INTERNAL CACHE CONTROLLER • EIGHT 16-BI T BUS SLOTS,
6-LAYER BOARD DESIGN• COMPATIBLE WITH OS/2, NOVELL,
DESOVIEW, UNIX, WINDOWS AND WINDOWS 3.0

s289 95

16MHz 286 W/NEAT CHIPSET

MCT-M286-16N NORTONSl16.2/ LANDMARK AT 21.1

12MHz 286 W/NEAT CHIPSET

$269 95

MCT-M286-12N NORTON SI 12.0 / 1.ANDMARK AT 15.5

10MHz8088

NoRT0Ns12.1

$99 95

• 8088- COMPATIBLE: OPERATES AT 4.77/10MHz
• KEYBOARD SELECTABLE CLOCK SPEEDS • SOCKET FOR
8087-1 COPROCESSOR • 8 SLOTS• MCT BIOS • 640K RAM
CAPACITY(0KB INSTALLED)
MCT-TURB0-10 .............................. .............. .. •.. .. $99.95

AIR-48 6M B 2 5 •••...•.•••. .....•..•...................•........ $2,99 9.00
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MULTISVNCH MON"OR
• 14'" NON-GLARE SCREEN • 800 X 560 MAX RESOLUTION
• CGA/EGNVGA COMPATIBLE • TTUANALOG MODE
JDR-MULTI

VGA
PACKAGE

$379.95

llGA MON"OR

$49995

• 14'" ANALOG VGA MONITOR • GLARE RESISTANT SCREEN
• 720 X 480 MAXIMUM RESOLUTION • TILT/SWIVEL BASE
VGA-MONITOR

VGA COLOR ANO
CLARITY AT AN EGA
PRICE! • 8116 BIT
VGA CARO IS FULLY
COMPATIBLE WITH IBM
VGA • 640 X 480
RESOLUTION IN 16 COLORS
• HIGH RESOLUTION ANALOG
MONITOR • EGNCGNMONO AND
HERCULES COMPATIBLE• DRIVERS FOR
WINDOWS, GEM, LOTUS 1-2-3, SYMPHONY,
AUTOCAD & VENTURA

$339.95

EGA MON"OR

• 14'" NON-GLARE SCREEN WITH 640 X 350 MAXIMUM
RESOLUTION• DISPLAY 16 COLORS SIMULTANEOUSLY
EGA-M O N ITOR

$139.95

:14" SCREEN MONO

• GLARE-RESISTANT 14'" SCREEN WITH AMBER DISPLAY
• 720 X 350 RESOLUTION • TILT/SWIVEL BASE
GM -1469

MOUNTS FOR STANDARD FULL SIZE
AND MINI-MOTHERBOARDS
INCLUDES 250WA TT POWER SUPPLY
MOUNTS FOR 3 FLOPPY AND
4 HARD DRIVES
T URBO AND RESET SWITCHES
SPEED DISPLAY, POWER, DISK LEO S
MOUNTING HARDWARE,
FACEPLATES AND SPEAKER INCL.
CASE-100 ---·-··-·-................. $249.95
CASE-200 "SUPERFOOT"-HOLDS 11 DRIVES . ..... $499.95
CASE -120 "MINIFOOT" Wi200WATTPS .
. ....... $199 . 95
NOTE; CASES DO NOT INCLUDE DRIVES.

MONO-SAMSUNG SAMSUNG 12" FLAT SCREEN $129.95
MONO-VGA PAPERWHITEVGAMONITOR .... ... .... $139.95

VGA-PKG ·······-·-· ---------------- ·------ ---------·----------·-· $499.95

NEC-MULTl-3D
CM-1440

NEC MULTl-30 MULTISYNC .... ... . $649.00

SEIKO DUAL FIXED FREQUENCY ............ $599.00

CM-1450 SEIKO 15'" DUAL FIXED FREQ .................... $749.00

STANDARD
CASES
FULL SIZE SLIDE CASE
CASE-70 ------- $ 6 9.95

DISPLAY CARDS

POST CODE DIAGNOSES
SY STEM PROBLEMS!

$169.95

16-BIT VGA

rr

TO DIAGNOSE, PLUG
INTO A CARD SLOT,
READ THE INDICATOR DISPLAY & CHECK
THE MANUAL FOR THE CORRESPONDING
POWER-ON SELF-TEST CODE. SWITCH
LESS AND JUMPERLESS DESIGN. COM 
PATIBLE W/80286 & 80386-BASED SYSTEMS.
PCODE .... ............................. ... $49-95

• 640 X 480 N 16 COLORS • 256K VIDEO RAM EXPANDABLE
TO 512K • 64 LEVELS OF GRAY SCALE
MCT-VGA-16
MCT-VGA-6 8-BIT VERSION ........ ............. .......... $149.95
MCT-VGA-1024 1024 X 768VGA ........ ..... .. ....... $169.95
MCT-VGA-1024+ 1024 X 768 IN 256COLORS ........ $249.95
MCT-VGA VGA WITH TTL SUPPORT
................ $169.95

CABLES AND GENDER CHANGERS
MOLDED; GOLD-PLATED CONTl!CTS; 100% SHIELDED
15.95
CBL-PRNTR-25
25 FT. PC PRINTER CABLE
CBL-PRINTR-RA
RIGHT ANGLE PRINTER CABLE
15.95
DB25 MALE-DB25 MALE 6 FT.
9.95
CBL 0B25·MM
CBL· DB25· MF
OB25 MALE-OB25 FEMALE 6 FT.
9.9 5
DB9 FEMALE-DB25 MALE 6 FT.
6.95
CBL·9·SERIAL
36- PIN CENTRONICS -M/M
14.95
CBL·CNT ·MM
GENDER· VGA
DB9 -DB15 ADAPTOR
4.95
HUNDREDS MORE AVAILABLE-CALL FOR MORE INFO

MONO GRAPHICS/PRINTER

$49.95

8088/286 COMPATIBLE • HERCULES COMPATIBLE
MONOGRAPHICS • SUPPORTS LOTUS 1-2-3 • 720 X 348
DISPLAY• ADDRESS PARALLEL PRINTER PORT AS LPT1 OR 2
MCT-MGP

CASE-50 FOR 8088 OR MINl-86 MOTHERBOARDS ... $59.95
CASE-FLIP FLIP-TOP XT-STYLE CASE ...................... $39.95
CASE-SLIDE SLIDE TYPE XT-STYLE CASE ......... .... $39.95
CASE-JR ____ .........................................____ ____ ___ ,__ $149.95
WITH 150W POWER SUPPLY. FOR 8088 OR MINl-286 BOARDS .
CASE-JR-200 .................................................... $169 .95
WITH 200W POWER SUPPLY. FOR 8088 OR MINl-286 BOARDS.
NOTE: CASES DO NOT INCLUDE DRIVES.

PC POWER SUPPLIES
PS-135 135 WATT FOR 8088 - U.L. APPROVED . ........ $59.95
PS-150 150 WATT FOR 8088 - U.L. APPROVED .......... $69.95
PS· 200X 200 WATT FOR 8088 - UL APPROVED ....... $69.95
PS-200 200WATT FOR 286/386- UL APPROVED ..... $69-95
PS-250 250 WATT FOR 286/386 ...... .. ...... .. .. .. ........... $129.95

UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SUPPLIES
CONDITIONED CRITICAL LOAD/BACK-UP DURING BLACKOUT.

0

.......

MCT-EGA EGA CARD WITH 256K RAM ......... .. .... ... $149.95

fu// line of prototyping
R caters to the developBtr : :are just a few examples.
JO
. 1
·n produC s.
and programm1 g f r our complete 1ine .
ReQuesf our catalog o

EACHMOOUl.E 1.19'SA COMMON HOST ADAPTOR CARD-USE
JUST I SLOT TO PROGRAM EPROMS, PROMS, PALS &MORE!

COMMON HOST ADAPTOR CARD
• UNIVERSAL INTERFACE FOR THE PROGRAMMING MOD
ULES' • SELECTABLE AOORE!>SES PREVENTS CONFLICTS
MOD-MAC ..._.,......... .<...............................,.......... $29 .95

UNIVERSAL
MODULE
$499 95

EPROMS
PART#
271&-1
2732A
2764
2764·250
2764-200
27128
27-128A-200
27256
27C256
27512
27C101·20

SIZE
2048x8
4096xB

B192xB
8192x8

8192x8
16384x8
16384'8
32768x8
32768x8
65536x8
131072x8

SPEED

350ns
250ns
45Dns

250ns
200ns
250ns
200ns

250ns
250ns
250ns
200ns

EPROMPROGRAMMER
• RROGRAMS 27XX AND 27XXX
ERROMS ~e TO 27512 • SPLlt
OR COMBINE CONTENTS OF
SEVERAL DIFFERENT SIZED
EPROMS (VARIOUS FORMATS AND
VOLTAGES) • READ, WRITE, COPY.
BLANK CHECK ANO VERIFY • HEX
ANO INTEL HEX FORMATS SOFTWARE
M OD -EPROM

Vpp
25V
21V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V

PINS PRICE
24
4.95
24
3.95
28
3.95
28
3.95
28
4-49
28
3.95
28
4.95
28
4.95
28
5.95
28
5.95
32
17.95

s1299s

DATARASE II EPROM ERASER $ 39

I

~

• PROGRAMS EPROMS,
EEPROMS, PALS,
Bl-POLAR PROMS. 8748 & 8751
SERIES DEVICES; 16V8 AND 20V8 GALS
{GENERIC ARRAY LOGIC) FROM LATIICE. NS, SGS
•TESTS TTL. CMOS.DYNAMIC & STATIC RAMS
·LOAD DISK. SAVE DISK, EDIT, BLANK CHECK, PROGRAM,
AUTO, READ MASTER, VERIFY AND COMPARE
• TEXTOOL SOCKET FOR .3"TO 6" WIDE I CS (8-40 PINS)
MOD-MUP ........................................................ $499.95
MOD-MUP, EA 4-UNIT·ADAPTOR ................ ............... $99.95

EPROM MODULE

11

• SMALL SIZE! • ERASES ALL
SIZE EPROMS UP TO 4 AT A
TIME-- MOST IN 3 MINUTES
• WALL PLUG POWER SUPPLY
D ATARASE II

95

$119

95

• PROGRAMS 24-32 PN EPROMS, CMOS EPROMS & a< TO
1024K EEPROMS • HE1: TO OBJCONVERTER • AUTO,
BLANK CHECK/PROGRAMNERIFY • VPP 5, 12.5, 12.75, 13' ,21
& 25 VOLTS· NORMAL, INTELLIGENT, INTERACTIVE &
QUICK PULSE PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS
MOD- MEP ........................................................ $119.95
MOD-MEP-4 4-EPROM PROGRAMMER ............. $169.95
MOD-MEP-6
8-EPROM PROGRAMMER ...... .. .. ... , $259.95
MOD-MEP-16 16-EPRCJM PROGRAMMER ... ...........'$ 499.95

PAL MODULE
•PROGRAMS MMI , 1115. Tl20 & Tl 24 Piii DEVICES • BLANK
CHECK, PROGRAM. AUTO, READ MASTER. VERIFTY &
SECURITY FUSE BLOW
MOD-MPL

POS-601

8-BIT SOLDERLESSBOBB
$
95
BREADBOARDW"HDECODE
79
• INCLUDES ADDRESS DECODING LOGIC, DATA BUFFERING,
2 LSI CIRCUITS FOR PROGRAMMABLE DIGIT AL 1/0 AND
COUNTER-TIMER FUNCTIONS • LOGli;ALLY GROUPED
• ACCESSES ALL62 l/OSIGNALCONNECTIONS • CLEARLY
LABELLED BUS LINES • ACCEPTS UP TO 24 FOURTEEN-PIN
ICS • ACCEPTS 9, 15. 19, 25 OR 37 -PIN 0-SUBS
PDS-60'1 ............. .................................. ............... $79.95
POS-600 ABOVE CARO WITHOUT DECODE .........- •• $49.95

286BUSBREADBOARD
W"HDECODE
• ADDRESS DECODING LOGIC. DATAT BUFFERING, 2 LSI
CIRCUITS FOR PROGRAMMABLE DIGIT AL 110 ANO COUNTER
TIMER FUNCTIONS • ACCESSES ALL 96 1/0 SIGNAL
CONNECTIONS • LOGICALLY GROUPED • OVER 2.000 PTS.
• ACCEPTS 9, 15, 19, 25 OR 37-PIN 0-SU!l CONNECTORS
eDS-611 <"""""""'"""' """""' """" " " ""'"' '--·-·····~·-···-·- .. $69 .95
PDS -6 10 ,!\BOVE CARD WITHOUT- DECODE .............. .$59.95

MORE PROTOTYPE CARDS•••
JDR-PR1
8-BIT WITH +5V AND GROUND PLANE
JDR-PR2
ABOVE WITH ltO DECODING LAYOUT
JDR-PR2·PK PARTS KIT FOR JDR-PR2 ABOVE
JDR-PR10
16-BIT WITH 1/0 DECODING LAYOUT
JDR-PR10-PK PARTS KIT FOR JDR-PR10 ABOVE

B Y T E • DECEMBER 1990

27.95
29.95
6.95
34.95
12.95

MORE PROGRAMMING MODULES•••
MOD-MMP MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMER ..... $179.95
MOD-MIC DIGITAL IC& MEMORY TESTER ............ . $129.95
MOD-MBP Bl-PO[AR PROM PROGRAMMER ........... $259.95

PAL DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE
ENTRY-LEVEL PAL DEVELOPMENTFROM CUPL. FULL SUP
PORT FOR 16L8, 16R4, 16R6, 16R8, 20L8, 20R4. 20R8 & 20X8.
MOD·MPL-SOFT ..... ........................,................... ~. 99 . 95

TERMS : M1n1muin order $10 00. For s11ipp111g & handling include $4.00 for ground and $5.50 for air. Orders over 1 lb. and foreign orders may require .JckJllion...11shipping charges-contact
our Sates Oepl. for the amount CA r~sidon 1 s must include applicable sales tax . .Prices subjec; to change wilhout notice. W{) are not responsible for 1ypogr ap111cal errors. We reser e the
right to l1m1tquanllties and to substiluta manufacturer. All merchandise subjec1 to prior sales : A lull copy al our terms is avai lable upon request. Items piclurect may only be w p1 1"1se rna11vu_
JOA. the JOA logo, JOA MlcH>daVICf..ls~ and the MCT logo are registered trademarks al JOA MICROOEVICES. INC. Modular Circuit Technology, Li Ille loot, Minlloot and Super loot are
t1adema1ks of JOA MICROOEVICES. INC . Copy1lght 1990 JOA MICROOEVICES.
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VA FREQ. CURR ENT BATTERY
PRICE
PART NO.
EMERSON-20 300 60hz
2.50A
10m in. $299.95
EMERSON-30 500 60hz
4 .20A
10min. $499.95
EMERSON-40 BOO 60hz
6-70A
1 Dmin. $699.00

JDR'S OWN MODULAR
PROGRAMMING SYSTEM

-

WORLD .

MORE DISPLAY CARDS
MCT-CGP CGA GRAPHICS Fffi RGl MONITOR .... $49 .95

KEY
CODE

Clii.il]
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Tl MICROLASER™
-FAST, AFFORDABLE
AND EXPANDABLE!
EXPANDABLE PRINTER HAS TEXAS

-ic=::::::::r:~:~=~l~I~~~~ ~~~~A~~OSI ZE!

UPGRADEABLE TO 4.5MB ANO
POSTSCRIPT® • 300 OPI • 6 PPM
OUTPUT• 250 SHEET DRAWER
• MANUAL FEED • 40 ENVELOPE AUTO FEED • .5MB RAM
BASE UNIT • EMULATES HP LASERJET 11

MICROL ASER .•............•.... .......•. .•. .••.•••.••••.• •••• $1495.00
MICROLASER-PS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $2495.00
WITH35·FONTPOSTSCRIPT®ANO 1.5MB RAM

TEFAX-FAX, COPIER,
SCANNER, PHONE &
PRINTER

KODAK DICONIX 150+
PORTABLE PRINTER

/. '- - - 
/'

$599

;

~--•

•

WEIGHS 5LBS AND MEASURES JUST
6.S"X 11"X2"!
• QUIET NON-IMPACT INK-JET TECHNOLOGY
• UP TO 180 CPS • DRAFT, NLO. QUALITY AND CONDENSED
MODES • USES CUT-SHEET OR CONTINUOUS FOAM PAPER
• SUPPORTS EPSON FX-80 & IBM PROPRINTER COMMANDS
DICONIX-150 •••••.••••••••.•.••••••.••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• $399.95

HIGH PERFORMANCE
IBM·PC COMPATIBLE
COMPUTER CAN
COMPETE WITH A FULL
SIZE PC! STAND IT UP
RIGHT. SET IT UNDER
A MONITOR-ITS
COMPACT SIZE IS THE
PERFECT SOLUTION
FOR A CROWDED
JUST 1'/,"' X 9'/," X lY."
DESK. A COST-CONSCIOUS
SCHOOL OR AN EASILY TRANSPORTABLE HOME COMPUTER.
12MHZ80286 CPU WITH 0 WAIT STATE
AMI BIOS WITH DIAGNOSTICS • 1MB MEMORY
TWO SERIAL, ONE PARALLEL POAT
BUilT-IN CGNMGA DISPLAY ADAPTOR
BUil T-IN 3.5" 1 .44MB FLOPPY
7-112" W X 9-112" L X 1-3/4" H • WEIGHS JUST OVER 6 LBS.

FUJ«SU COLOR PWTTER

JDR 'S AN AUTHORIZED EPSON
DEALER-CALL US FOR QUOTES
ADD 425 FONTS
W"H 1 CARTRIDGE!

CITIZEN EXPANDS 9·WIRE
TECHNOLOGY TO THE CUTTING
EDGE ! OPTIONAL COLOR KIT
PROVIDES VIVID COLOR OUTPUT
UNRIVALLED IN ITS PRICE RANGE!
• 5 RESIDENT FONTS • 240 X 216 OPI • 213 CPS DRAFT
MOOE: 40 CPS LETTER QUALITY• PARALLEL INTERFACE
• BK PAINT BUFFER
ClZ 200GX-C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• $199.95
200GX-COLOR COLOR ON COMMAND KIT .
..... $59.95

~~~;i:~~TOCU~M;:R~~~ Fp';;~ YOUR

..
• G3/G2 FAX MACHINE • 8.5"
I ~r
SCAN WIDTH • 200 OPI SCAN·
NER • SAME SIZE COPIER
..._~,_..-•FAX SOFTWARE FOR IBM & MAC • AUTO FAX SEND
TEF AX ..................... .......................................... . $995.00

INTRODUCING
THE MINI-SIZE
286 COMPUTER

COMPACT PLOTTER • HP7475A COMPATIBLE • .025MM AES.
FPG-315 ............................................................. $ 799.00

WORKS WITH ANY STANDARD KEYBOARD
INCLUDES CARRY BAG, 30W POWER ADAPTOR.
MINI -UPRIGHT STANDS AND MANUAL
FCC CLASS B APPROVED

$349

COLOR HAND
SCANNER!

95

NEW SUPERSET+ HAS THE CAPABILITIES
OF THESE CARTRIDGES: POP 'S "25 IN
ONE, "HP'S MASTEATYPE "PAOCOLLEC
TION," HP'S "MICROSOFT" CARTRIDGE.
HEADLINE FONTS& 18 PTS AND JET
WAAE'S 12/30 • FOR HP LASER-JET
SERIES II, 110, llP, Ill AND PCL COMPATI
BLE• PAINTER DRIVERS FOR WOADPEAFECT, MS WOAD, MS
WINDOWS, EXCEL, PAGEMAKEA, WOAD, AMI PROFESSIONAL,
VENTURA PUBLISHERS, WORDS TAR AND LOTUS 1-2-3.
S UPERSET+

RAM CARD FOR HP LASERJET

$

8!19

5

• FOR HP LASEAJET II PAINTERS• USER EX'ANDABLE
TO 112/4MB (0K INSTALLED) • USES 1MB 120 NS DRAMS
M C T -RAM J ET ....... .................. ............................. $89. 95
MCT-RAMJET-P ........... ................................... .... $99. 95
112/3/4MB FOR llP, USES 256K X 4 DRAMS

$ 599

CARRV-1C WITH 1.44MB FLOPPY DRIVE ..... ... ....... . $599.00
CARRV-10 WITH 1.44MB FLOPPY& 40MB HD ...

•
•
•
•

400 DPI 16-COLOA DITHER MODE
200 DPI 16-SHADE GRAYSCALE
TRUE 400 DPI MONO MODE
3 SWITCH-SELECT ABLE
64·SHADE DITHER
PATTERNS
• 3.5MS/LINE SCAN SPEED
• ?-S EGM ENT LED STATUS
READOUT
• BRIGHTNESS CONTROL
• HALF-LENGTH 16-BIT
INTERFACE CARD
• SCAN EXERCISER SOFTWARE
CONFIGURES THE SCANNER, SCANS
IMAGES IN ANY MODE, LETS YOU VIEW
REAL TIME IMAGE. THEN SAVES IN PCX FILE FORMAT
• INCLUDES ZSOFT PAINTBRUSH VI PLUS FOR EDITING AND
ENHANCING YOUR IMAGE
CHS 4000 .•...• •••••••• •••••• •••••••• • $599.00

CARRY -1

8088-BASED VERSION ..

... $899.00

......... $299.95

CARRV - 18 ENHANCED 8088 VERSION .......... . ..... .. $399.95
INCLUDES 2 FLOPPY DRIVES (720K) AND 640K RAM
CARRV-1 K82-KEY CA RR Y-1 KEYBOARD ............. ..... $ 4 9.95

DFI LOW COST ETHERNET CARD
• 100% HARDWARE COMPATIBLE WITH
NOVELL NE-1000 ETHERNET CARD
• FOR THICK OR THIN ETHERNET
• 15-PIN ETHcANET CONNECTOR
• BNC CONNECTOR FOR THIN ETHERNET
DFINET-300 8-BIT VERSION ... $159.95
DFINET 400 16·BIT VERSION

$189.95

9600 BAUD V.32 MODEM $629

MINI 2400 BPS MODEMs13n!Js
WR'H SEND ONLY FAX
~-

2400 BPS MNP ERROR $1Sn!J5
CORRECTING MODEM
~-

THIS NEW EXTERNAL MODEM IS V.32 AND V.42COMPATIBLE,
THE EMERGING 9600 BPS STANDARDS. PLUS IT NOW HAS
FULL GROUP 3 FAX SEND AND RECEIVE CAPABILITY. THIS
MACHINE TRANSFORMS YOUR PC INTO A COMPLETE
PERSONALINFOAMATION CENTER

THIS TINY EXTERNAL MODEM PACKS A BIGGER PUNCH HIAN
YOU'D EXPECT! NOT ONLY IS IT A FULL FUNCTION 2400 BPS
DATA MODEM BUTIT ALSO OPERATES ASA SEND·ONLY FAX
AT A AEMA8KABL Y tOW PRICE!

AN ECONOMICALLY PRICED EXTERNAL MODEM THAT NOW
INCLUDES MNP-5 ERROR CORRECTION AND DATA
COMPRESSION CAPABILITY

WR'H SEND/RECEIVE FAX

9600148001240011200 BPS DAT A MODEM
CCll T V.32, V.42 ERROR CORRECTION COMPA TIBLE
MNP·5 ERROR CORRECTION AND DA TA COMPRESSION
FOR THROUGHPUTS UP TO 19200 BPS
9600 BPS GROUP Ill SEND AND RECEIVE FAX
INCLUDES PAO-COMM COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
INCLUDES FAX-IT FAX SOFTWARE

ccm V.22/V.22BIS,BELL 103/212A COMPATIBLE

• CCl1T V.22N.22BIS, BELL 103/212A COMPATIBLE

DATA COMPRESSION BOOSTS THROUGHPUT UP TO
4800 BPS

• 4800 BPS GROUP Ill SEND ONLY FAX
MEASURES JUST 6.25 X 3.8 X 2 INCHES

8 STATUS LEDS

B STATUS LED!>

AT COMMAND SET COMPATIBLE

INCLUDES PAO-COMM COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE

AUTO DIAL AND AUTO ANSWER

INCLUDES FAX-IT FAX SOFTWARE

2 YEAR WARRANTY
PR0-24EMNP

2 YEAR WARRANTY

2 YEAAWAAAANTY

saa~q5

PR0-96EF

INTERNAL FAX MODEM

~

2400112001300 BPS DATA MODEM
9600BAUD SEND/RECEIVE FAX CAPABILllY
8088,286, 386 COMPATIBLE CARD
PRO-MAXI

gn

CUSTOMER SERVICE 800·538·5001

r.;:::::)
~

TECHNICAL SUPPORT 800-538·5002
Copyright 1990JDR MICRODEVICES.
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2400112001300 BPS DATA MODEM

• 240011200/300 BPS DATA MODEM

PRO-EFXM

P R0-24E EXTEANAL2400 BAUD MODEM-NO MNP . $149.95

MINI-MODEM WITH9600BPS FAX-SEND SPEED
PRO-EFXM - 96 •••••••••••••...••••••••• ••.••••••••••••••••••••••• $169 .95

5
2400BPS MINI MODEM$11fl9

INTERNAL MNP MODEMs:t69

95

IPLUG-IN CARD MODEM HAS SAME FEATURES AS ABOVE
MODEL FOR 8088, 286/386 COMPUTERS

AS ABOVE BUT WITHOUT FAX CAPABILITY

PR0-24MNP

PR0-24ME

PR0 - 241INTERNAL2400 BAUD MODEM-NO MNP •.. ... $99.95

MON.·FRI. 7 A.M. TO 5 P.M., SATURDAY, 9 A.M. TO 3 P.M. (PST)

KEY

ORDER JiOLL-11!'.R
11!'.1!!' 800-538-5000 :;m
r
1

j

....
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65}' seagat~ HARD DISKS
•
•
•
•

153.5MB CAPACITY
ESDI INTERFACE
AVG ACCESS TIME: 1BMS.
RECORDING: 19,612 BPI BIT,
1,240 TRACK DENSITIES
• 20 SEC. START/STOP TIME
• REO. DC+SV,+12V POWER
• USES 2·7 ALL METHOD AND NAZ
TRANSFER MODE
5655 .......................... ............. ............................ $849.00

MICROPOUS DRIVES
KITS INCLUDE FLOPPY/HARD CONTROLLER AND CABLE.
1654 161 MB ESDI, 16MS .. .... .. .... .. KIT: $1099 .. . DRIVE: $ 899
1674 158 MB SCSI, 16MS .. ... . .. KIT: $1199 ..... DRIVE: $949
1664 345 MB ESDI, 14MS
..... KIT: $1699 •.• DRIVE: $1449
1694 338.1MB SCSI, 14MS .. .......... KIT: $1749 ... DRIVE: $1449
1568 676 MB ESDI, 16MS ....... ,
.. ... DRIVE: $2195
1588 676 MB SCSI. 16MS .

....... DRIVE: $2195

2J..4MB 5 199

65.SMB 5 349

2J..4MB 5 249

32.7MB 5219

80.2MB 5 569

32.7MB 5279

42.BMB 5299

84.9MB

SIZE

MODEL

21.4MB

32.7MB ALL
42.BMB
43.1 MB SCSI
65.5MB ALL
B0.2MB
B4 .9MB SCSI
122.7MB AL L

ST-225
ST-23B
ST-251 · 1
ST-251N
ST-277-1
ST·4096
ST-296N
ST-4144R

65MS
65MS
2BMS
40MS
2BMS
2BMS
2BMS
2BMS

5 .114•
5·114"
5·114"
5.114•
5-114"
5·114"
5-114"
5-114"

$199
$219
$299
$419
$349
$569
$449
$699

2 1.4MB
32.1MB ALL

ST-125
ST-13BR

40MS
40MS

3-112"
3-112"

$259
$2B9

.t' MODULAR

$9995
1.44MB
3·1/2" DRWE
• 80 TRACKS • 135 TPI • HIGH DENSITY
• READ/WRITE 720K DISKS, TOO
• INCLUDES ALL NECESSARY MOUNTING HARDWARE
FDD·1.44X BLACK FACEPLATE . ..... ..........., ..
FDD·1.44A BE IGE FACEPLATE ...

. .. $99.95
.. $99.95

FDD·1.44SOFT SOFTWARE DRIVER ..................... ..... $19.95
MF355A 3-112" MITSUBISHI 1.44MB, BEIGE
.. .. $129.95
MF355X 3·112" MITSUBISHI 1.44MB, BLACK .......... .... $129.95
FDD-360 5-114" DOUBLE -SIDED DD 360K .......... ............. $69.95
FD-558 5-114" TEAC DOUBLE-SIDED DD 360K .. ... ...... . $89.95
FDD-1.2 5-114" DOUBLE-SIDED HD 1.2M ..•.
. $89.95
FD-55GFV 5-114"TEAC DOUBLE-SIDED HD 1.2M ......... $99.95

ONL'(

CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY INTERFACE CARDS

DRIVE CONTROLLERS

MULTIFUNCTION 1/0 CARDS

J..44MB
FLOPPY

• SERIAL PORT • CLOCK/CALENDAR WITH BA nERY
• PARALLEL PORT IS ADDRESSABLE AS LPT1 OR LPT2
MCT-10

FC-3001 101-KEY, 12 F-KEYS & CALCULATOR.
. $74.95
BTC-5339 101 -KEY WITH 12 FUNCTION KEYS
$ 69.95
BTC·5339A COMPACT 101-KEY, 30% SMALLER .. ..... $79.95
MAX-5339 101-KEY MAXI-SWITCH (286 ONLY) ....
$84.95
K103·A AUDIBLE "CLICK" 101-KEY KEYBOARD ........... $84.95

STANDARD KEYBOARDS
BTG-5060 84-KEY WITH 10 FUNCTION KEYS ....
$59.95
MAX-5060 MAXI-SWITCH 84-KEY(286 ONLY) ............. $64.95

PC·TRAC

ss9s5

HIGH RES. (200 PULSE/INCH)
• 2-AXIS POINTING DEVICE (X & Y)
• INCLUDES MAP DEVICE DRIVE
WITH BALLISTIC GAIN
PC-TRAC W/RS-232C SERIAL INTERFACE
FAST-TRAP THE 3-AXIS MOUSE ALTERNA TIVE I

LOGITECH TRACKMAN

$4995

•BOBB OR2B6COMPATIBLE ·SUPPORTS 2 FLOPPY DRIVES
(360K.720K, 1.2MB & 1.44MB) • USER SELECTABLE AS A
PRIMARY OR SECONDARY (3RD OR 4TH) FLOPPY DRIVE
MCT -FDC-HD ..................................................... $49.95

HIGH DENSITY 4-FWPPY CARD $59.95
• INTERFACES UP TO 4 FLOPPY DRIVES • CABLES FOR 4
INTERNAL DRIVES • BIOS FOR ANY COMBO OF DRIVES
MCT-FDC-HD4

s199s5

HARD DISK CONTROLLER

$79.95

• SUPPORTS 16 DRIVE SIZES INCLUDING 10, 20, 30 AND
40MB • CAN DIVIDE 1 LARGE DRIVE INTO 2 LOGICAL DRIVES
MCT-HDC
MCT -ALL ALL CARD SUPPORTS 2 ALL DRIVES .... .. .. $89.95

286/386 FLOPPY/HARD

$149.95

• 1: 1 INTERLEAVE FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE
• CONTROLS 2 HARD & 2 FLOPPY DRIVES (360K/720K/1.2MBI
1.44MB) • CONCURRENTLY USE HARD & FLOPPY DRIVES
MCT-FAFH

$89.95

• SUPPORTS UP TO 2 360K FLOPPIES
• SERIAL, PARALLEL, GAME PORT AND CLOCK/CALENDAR
MCT-MIO

$59.95

286/386 MULTI 1/0 CARD

• SERIAL. PARALLEL AND GAME PORTS • USES 16450
SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH SPEED OPERATION
MCT-AIO

NEW! ALL-IN-ONE·CONTROLLER$129.95
•MONOCHROME GRAPHICS • SUPPORTS 2 IDE HARD
DRIVES AND 2 FLOPPIES • 2 SERIAL AND 1 PARALLEL PORT
MCT-MGEIO

MEMORY CARDS
$49.95

576K RAM CARD

• USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION TO 576K • USES 64K
AND 256K DRAMS (0K INSTALLED)
MCT-RAM

EMS CARD

$129.95

• USER EXPANDABLE TO 2MB USING1 MB DRAMS • CON
FORMS FULLY TO LIM EMS 3.2 • RAM DISK SOFTWARE
MCT- AEMS .................................................... ... $129.95
MCT-AEMS-256 USES 41256 DRAMS
......... $129.95
MCT-EMS BOBB EMS CARD 2MB CAPACITY ..... .... $129.95

EEMS CARD

$149.95

• EXPANDABLE TO 4MB USING 256K X 4 DRAMS N
INCREMENTS OF 512K • CONFORMS TO LIM 4.0
MCT·EEMS

$109 .95

• 3-BUTTON SERIES 9 • 320 DPI RES. • SERIAL PS/2 COMPAT.
LOGC9 SERIAL MOUSE .. . ............. .. . .......... .... ........... . $98.95
LOGC9-C SERIAL MOUSE (NOT PS/2COMPA TIBLE) .. $79.95
LOGC9-P SERIAL MOUSE WITH PAINTSHOW ........ . $109.95
LOGB9 BUS MOUSE
... .... $89.95
LOGB9-P BUS MOUSE WITH PAIN TSHOW .............. $104.95

GENI SCAN
SCANNER

$29.95

• INTERFACES UP TO 4 360K/720K FLOPPY DRIVES
• DB37 CONNECTOR FOR EXTERNAL DRIVES
MCT·FDC

• SUPPORTS 2 IDE HARD DRIVES & 2 FLOPPIES • 2 SERIAL
& 1 PARALLEL PORT • SUPPORTS COM 1 & 2, LPT 1, 2 OR 3
CT-IOEIO

•TO 300 DPI RES. • MOUSEWARE UTILITIES.
MENUS, MOUSE -2-3 • RED. 256K MIN. MEMORY
TAACKMAN SERIAL VERSION -NO CARD RED . . ... $94.95
TAACKMAN·B BUS VERSION..
............. $99.95
WISHORT CARD FOR 808B, 2B6, 3B6 OR PS/2 MODELS 25 & 30

LOGrrECH MICE

$79.95

MULTI 1/0 FLOPPY

IDE MULTl-10 FLOPPY/HARD

•

$59.95

MULTll/O CARD

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
ENHANCED KEYBOARDS

s449 ~Seagate

DRlllE

4800/2400 BPS
FAX MODEM
• 4BOO BAUD GROUP Ill FAX TRANSMISSION ONLY • 2400
BPS DAT A MODEM • W /MENU DRIVEN PROF AX SOFTWARE
• SENDS DOS TEXT. PCX & TIFF FILES TO FAX TRANS.
MCT-FAXM ....................................................... $119.95
MCT·241 INTERNAL 2400 BAUD DATA MODEM .. ..... $89.95
MCT-121INTERNAL1200BAUDDATAMODEM ......... $59.95

VNA2400
5
BAUD MODEM

11995

• 2400112001300 BAUD OPERATION • HAYES
AT COMMAND SET COMPAT. • EXTENDED
S-REGISTER PROGRAMMING• SPEAKER
• 2ND PHONE JACK• AUTO DIAL TONE/
REDIAL • STD. RS-232C INTERFACE
VIVA-24E .................................. $119.95

LOGrrECH
SERIAL
MOUSE AND
WINDOWS3.0

VIVA·24MNP .... ........................ $149.95
ERROR CORRECTING VERSION

• UP TO 400 DPI • 32
LEVELS OF GRAY SCALE
• WllNT ERFACE CARD.SCAN EDIT II AND DR.GENIUS
GS-4500 ........ $199.95

416
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CHAOS MANOR
MAIL
Jerry Pournelle answers questions about his column
and related computer topics

Leading Edge Format
Dear Jerry,
While reading your description of Sy
mantec's Q&A Write, I was struck by the
similarities to my experiences with the
Leading Edge word processor that I use.
It is very easy to learn, is fast (at least by
my standards), and has more. bells and
whistles than I ever need. It doesn't have
the old WordStar commands built in, but
I don't miss them, because I never
learned WordStar. It does have one fea
ture that Q&A Write doesn't-automatic
save, which can be either a blessing or a
curse, depending on your temperament.
And, like Q&A Write, the Leading Edge
word processor stores its files in its own
strange format, which wastes disk space,
is difficult to exchange with anyone else,
and can't be accessed by third-party pro
grams.
When I mentioned the strange format
of Leading Edge word processing files to
a friend, his curiosity impelled him to
look at one of them with a HEXDUMP
program. Serendipitously, his HEX
DUMP blocked the output in the same
512-character sectors that the Leading
Edge word processor uses in manipulat
ing its files. The first 10 sectors contain
header information, and the actual text
begins with the eleventh sector. If en
tered without any heading or modifica
tion, the text runs continuously from sec
tor to sector, filling all but the last byte
of each sector.
The text is straight ASCII with em
bedded control sequences in a single-line
format. However, when the text is edited,
the corrections are entered into the text
stream in their normal location, and
something has to give.
At each automatic save, the program
looks to see if the text has been shortened
or lengthened enough so that the sector is
overfilled. If the text will not overfill the
sector, the new and old material in that
sector is written seamlessly at the begin
ning ofthe sector. If the old and new ma
terial will overfill the sector, the text is
broken at the end of the new material,
and the remainder of the material in that
sector is put in a new sector at the end of

the file. Unused space at the end of any
sector is stuffed with nulls (00 hexa
decimal). Even though there are also
some conditions that recombine under
filled sectors, an edited document fre
quently gets to be highly fragmented and
contains huge blocks of nulls. I've seen
Leading Edge word processing files that
are two to three times as big as the ASCII
file would be.
John Laidig
Holmdel, NJ

tion that is valuable for the articles, or I
have a good idea for improving the struc
ture of an article. Do you know of a sys
tem for organizing all this information?
Do you write all your information into a
database or word processor, or on paper?
When you start writing an article, do you
mix properly formulated texts with short
notes and sketches of ideas and do the
complete formulation iteratively?
Can you tell me, or are these the se
crets of a successful writer?
Dr. Rainer Winz
Idstein, Germany

Symantec has published the file format of
Q&A Write; the important parameters
are that in the decimal twenty-seventh Well, let's see: usually I keep a bunch of
byte of the file is a long integer that says subdirectories under the "QW" direc
where the text starts (in hexadecimal, of tory, where Q&A Write resides. There's
course), and the thirty-first byte gives the a BYTE subdirectory, one for each novel,
and one for articles, under which I have
text size in bytes.
I don't like automatic save, since I ex
different projects.
periment with text a lot and don 't neces
I also keep a GrandView outline called
sarily want to save what / 'm doing over Projects, which has each major job,
along with deadlines and suchlike; I col
what I have.-Jerry
lect random notes in there. Some projects
will have their own GrandView file;
A Writer's Secret
Dear Jerry,
others don't.
The secret of all this is Desqview and
I appreciate Computing at Chaos Man
or. The direct comparisons between the Big Cheetah 386, which let me jump
products and the best product awards are back and forth among all these and even
valuable information that I can't get from have multiple Q&A Write windows.
I keep swearing I'm going to go to a
German magazines. I am fascinated by
the style of your articles-how you get different word processor, but I always
data and technical information into a end up back with Q&A Write, which is
the easiest of the lot to use, at least for
form that is enjoyable to read.
I am a senior engineer in a system me, and the new GrandView imports and
house, and I do a lot of writing. There are exports Q&A Write files, making it all
technical articles for technical newspa even easier.
Finally, I do keep a hardbound log
pers, training courses for our customers,
product information for our marketing, book in which I collect all those notes that
internal specifications for our engineers, one is forever making; I tape business
and requirement and functional specifi cards, scraps of paper, and everything
cations for our customers. At a given else in there, in chronological order.
I doubt my system would make sense to
time, I have five to eight papers in differ
ent stages of completion. It normally anyone else, though.-Jerry •
takes several weeks to collect and sort
Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
out all the information for an article.
I have a problem that you must have chology and is a science fiction writer
solved: I am looking for a system to orga who also earns a comfortable living writ
nize this kind of work according to per ing about computers present and future.
sonal performance. On some days, as He can be reached cl o BYTE, One Phoe
you know, writing does not run smooth nix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458,
ly, but on those days I collect informa oronB/Xas "jerryp."
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PRINT QUEUE
Hugh Kenner

A Fairy-Tale Future
Machines that can read, write, make music, and draw.
What hath man wrought?

A

!though Raymond Kurzweil is a scant 43, his name,
like "Xerox," seems in dangerof becoming generic. A
"Kurzweil," that would be a pattern recognizer. Ex
amples: a machine that can read books aloud to the blind; an
other machine that can type to human dictation; yet another that
combines acoustic patterns so accurately that professional mu
sicians have thought they were hearing a $40,000 concert
grand. These are none of them dreams; they're real products.
So who is better qualified to offer us a big book called The Age

ofIntelligent Machines?
Kurzweil has; and, faithful to his track record, the book
(MIT Press, 1990, $39.95) is, yes, superb. Not surprisingly, its
hinge chapter is the long one on pattern recognition, something
to be distinguished from the kind of sequential thought most
computer programs mimic. "The trillions of computations re
quired for the human visual system to view and recognize a
scene can take place in a split
second." It's all massively
parallel: simultaneous pro
cesses, not sequential.
But chess is something you
can analyze sequentially;
that's why pretty good chess
programs could be developed
fairly early. The rules being
unambiguous, an intensive
search of position after posi
tion can be counted on to iso
late "strong" moves. In about
the same time as a grand mas
ter takes to decide, the ma
chine has checked out many
thousands of options. The
human mind being slow at
IF ... THEN .. . ELSE, the
grand master will have exam
ined only a few. Yet (as of
1990) the grand master tends
to play rather better than the
machine. Somehow, pattern
recognition seems to be fo
cusing analytic energies.
If chess can fall back on
brute-force programming,
reading text cannot; it's too
slow. Text-scanning hard
ware geared to a specific font
can run fast because it's sim
ply matching templates. Font
independence, as in the Kurz
418
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weil Reading Machine, relies on "multiple experts," watching
for patterns. One expert concentrates on closed loops: A has
one loop, B has two, Chas none, and neither has/. A concavity
expert, though, can distinguish those last two because Chas an
"east concavity" but I hasn't. Conversely, when east concav
ities are spotted in both C and 6, it's up to the loop expert to
make a choice. And what about N and H (each with north and
south concavities, but no loops)? Well, we can keep a line seg
ment expert on call, to distinguish "northwest to southeast"
from "midwest to mideast." You see the principle.
Which is all very well, but "even a well-printed document
contains a surprisingly large number of defects"; thus, a
broken crossbar could deprive A of its loop. The solution? "Re
dundant experts, and multiple ways of describing the same pat
tern." All those experts make simple choices very fast, while
an expert manager busily weighs their findings. The present
version of the Reading Ma
chine can handle 30 to 75
characters per second, with
remarkable tolerance for de
graded input.
Kurzweil 's running exposi
tion is punctuated by 23 guest
contributions, one of which,
by Harold Cohen of San Di
ego, describes what I'd have
sworn was impossible, a pro
gram (Aaron) that draws elab
orate pictures with intricate
vegetation plus numerous
human figures, variously
posed. After coloring by Co
hen, they've been shown
worldwide, from Boston's
Museum of Science to Lon
don's Tate Gallery. By Co
hen's account, just making a
drawing is no miracle at all;
like a human artist, Aaron
simply "knows how to draw."
And "if one can draw, then
anything that can be de
scribed in structural terms
can be represented in visual
terms." (As the great anima
tor Chuck Jones likes to say:
If you can draw a human fig
ure, skeletal similarities can
free you to draw a rabbit, a
coyote.)
ILLUSTRATION: JERE SMITH© 1990

Analogy from Cohen: We can get a picture of a kangaroo
from an artist who's never seen one. We say that it's ratlike but
much bigger; has a long, thick tail and a pouch. Corrections to
the first attempt: No, it doesn't carry the pouch; the pouch is
part of its belly. And it doesn't walk on all fours like a rat, but
on hind legs much bigger than front legs. Further correction:
The tail rests on the ground. End result? Not quite right, but
close enough. Aaron works something like that, from a reper
toire of structural descriptions.
Human figures? Aaron knows (1) what the body parts are,
and how big in relation to each other; (2) what the type and
range of movement is at each joint; (3) how movements are co
ordinated-for instance, what the body must do to keep its bal
ance. Aaron elaborates a stick figure with something resem
bling musculature and generates the visible result, bestowing
greater concentration on hands, say, than on thighs. So, "Re
markably little of the program has anything to do with art; it
constitutes a cognitive model of a reasonably general kind."
A cognitive model for literary art? That's been more elusive.
Racter, which I reviewed in the May 1986 BYTE, uses a store of
words, random selection, and some "syntax directives" to gen
erate stuff like this:
"Bill sings to Sarah. Sarah sings to Bill. Perhaps they will do
other dangerous things together. They may eat lamb or stroke
each other. They may chant of their difficulties and their happi
ness. They have love but they also have typewriters. That is
interesting."
"Crazy thinking," Racter's creator concedes, albeit ex
pressed in "perfect English." (Not artificially intelligent, adds
A K. Dewdney; no, "artificially insane.") It works some
thing like this. Starting, like a chess program, from a present
position ("They may eat"), Racter searches its word list for
something edible, plugs in lamb, on a second search opts for an
or construction, needs a further verb, searches, comes up with
stroke, and then gladdens the programmer's heart by chancing,
during yet a fourth search, on each other when it might have
chanced on drizzle. Hence, "They may eat lamb or stroke each
other." Artificial insanity, yes, and perfect English, the way
chess programs, however dubious their moves, never violate the
rules of chess. The most important contributor to a Racter ses
sion is the human who cuts it off when it's commencing to rave.
No, the root problem isn't lack of real-world knowledge. If
Racter's The Policeman's Beard Is Ha~f-Constructed (Warner
Books, 1984) is "the first book ever written entirely by a com
puter," I'll add the claim that Sentences (Half Moon Press,
sometime in 1991) will be the first book of computer-generated
poems to be at all interesting as poetry. Its title page will list me
as coauthor, along with Charles 0. Hartman, an accredited
poet. He wrote one of the programs the book derives from; I
cowrote the other.
And the only real-world knowledge the programs had was
embodied in 487 "sentences for analysis and parsing," pre
pared circa 1870 for the use of Rhode Island schoolchildren.
They range from "School begins. Dogs barked." all the way to
"He spoke in as noble strains as ever fell from human lips."
From them, two sequenced programs quickly derived 15 works
fit for performance by a cantor and massed choirs. Excerpt:
... What could ye desire not for not for
John
for glory

C omputer
performance per unit cost has
doubled every 22 months, an
improvement factor of2000 in 20
years; ifDetroit had done as well, the
typical auto would cost two dollars.

performance per unit cost has been doubling every 22 months,
an improvement factor of2000 in 20 years; if Detroit had done
as well in the past two decades, the typical auto would now cost
about two dollars. There's no reason for such improvement to
abate. So, down the road, the affordable translating telephone,
moving words from language to language in real time as we
speak, possibly "in the first decade of the next century." An
intelligent answering machine that converses with the caller
and seeks you on identifying an emergency. Invisible credit
cards and keys (scanning fingerprints and voice patterns) . . ..
On and on. But what about the Sorcerer's Apprentice, who
didn't know when to stop? Are we being seduced into a frustrat
ing future where djinns beyond our control run blithely amok?
Well, Allen Newell has a happy answer to that. First, the
djinn that kept fetching water regardless of flooding was just "a
program with a bug in it." The bug was an infinite loop, and
detecting those is standard practice now. Second, the better
computer technology gets, "the less of our environment it con
sumes." Clean, unobtrusive, it uses up "little energy and little
material." And it can be "saturated with intelligence, to keep
accounts, to prevent errors, to provide wisdom for each deci
sion." Newell calls that a fairy tale: a dream with a happy end
ing. Happy endings, he reminds us, are not forbidden.
So runs the dream. And, lo, George Gilder, whose optimism
I discussed here last February, reliably chimes in: "Israel, a
desert-bound society, uses microelectronic agricultural sys
tems to supply eighty percent of the cut flowers in Europe and
compete in avocado markets in New York. Japan, a set of barren
islands, has used microelectronic devices to become one of the
world's two most important nations .... "
Newell's delighting "fairy tale," he warns, will not come
true of itself; it's barely past its "Once upon a time." We'll have
to learn to learn, and grow into growth. But in fairy tales,
"magic friends sustain our hero." Here, we're still in early
stages of discerning the magic.
Meanwhile, magic has been at work. The guest contributions
to this book, Kurzweil tells us, were scanned as they came to
his desk by his read-to-the-blind machine, although it didn't
speak audible words but sent characters to a formatter. And
portions at least of his own text he spoke aloud to his type-to
dictation machine. How much editorial fiddling either process
required we're not told. Under the rug: That's where glitches
had best go, as we await the glitchless millennium. •

glory
providence learn glory ...
There imagine a diapason .... And it does make quite as much
sense as most librettos.
Kurzweil entitles his tenth chapter "Visions." Computer

Hugh Kenner is a professor ofEnglish at Johns Hopkins Univer
sity. He writes for publications ranging f ram the New York
Times to Art & Antiques. His recent books include Mazes and
Historical Fictions. He can be contacted on BIX as "hkenner. "
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor,
BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH03458.
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Brett Glass

APLEA FOR

SOFTWARE
THAT WORKS
Let's have software
that runs right,
not just fast
ike most computer users, I like
using programs that run fast,
have pretty, ergonomic displays,
and are easy to learn and use.
Some days, however, I'd gladly settle for
software that is simply reliable.
This week, for example, I attempted to
use the Paintbrush accessory in Windows
3.0 to create a large bit-mapped image
1024 by 512 pixels-to be printed on my
300-dot-per-inch laser printer. When I
told the program the number of pixels I
wanted in the drawing, it offered no com
plaint. However, as soon as I tried to use
the scroll bars to move about the image,
the program crashed.
The next day, I was using a Windows
3.0 DOS session to connect to BIX. Sud
denly, Windows decided that my termi
nal emulator-a faithful program that
had exhibited no bugs-had "violated
system integrity" and terminated it auto
matically, aborting my on-line session.
In theory, the system's Virtual 8086
mode should have been able to keep any
one application from damaging the sys
tem. In this case, however, Windows
warned me to shut down all my applica
tions and reboot my system at once.
Finally, I decided to sidestep my prob
lems with Windows by moving to Desq
view. Alas, my disk cache program,
Power Cache Plus, got into a tussle with
Desqview, and it was big red switch

L

time. Which program was at fault? Who
could tell? All I knew was that I still
couldn't get things to work reliably.

House of Cards
If your computer crashes, it's easy to
blame an application or the operating
system for your woes. But if you look at
the big picture, you see the real problem:
Nearly every personal computer, regard
less of make, is essentially a house of
cards, ready to come crashing down as a
result of a single erroneous instruction or
bad memory location.
In an IBM PC, a program can change a
single location-for example, the timer
tick interrupt vector- and instantly
cause the system to lock up solid. On the
Mac, trashing the heap or the system
globals can cause a brilliant, sizzling dis
play of random pixels. It's no trick to
cause a Guru Meditation on the Amiga.
Even in OS/2, which in theory provides
isolation between tasks, you can lock up
the keyboard simply by calling the sys
tem routine DOSEnterCri tSec. The se
curity holes in most operating environ
ments are not simply Achilles' heels;
metaphorically speaking, they're the
size of Achilles' entire body.
Such weaknesses may have been toler
able in the early days of microcomputers,
but today-when millions of people trust
computers with health, welfare, and live
lihood-there's no longer any excuse.
Operating systems must provide good
protection against errant applications,
and applications themselves must be de
signed to prevent bugs or catch them
when they occur.

Button Up That OS
Stop Bit is an open forum for informed
opinion on topics related to personal com
puting. The opinions expressed are those of
the author and not necessarily those of
BITE or its staff Your contributions and
comments are welcome. Write to: Editor,
BITE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterbor
ough, NH03458.

Unfortunately, most microcomputer op
erating systems do not offer consistency
checking on operating-system calls. The
Mac OS is one of these.
For this reason, Apple Finder author
Steve Capps created a program called
Discipline, which intercepts Mac OS calls
and reports erroneous parameters. His

results were startling: Virtually every
Mac program that he tested-including
Apple's own applications-made serious
illegal calls to the operating system.
OS/2 l .x, by contrast, checks every
parameter passed to the operating system
before it allows a system call to go
through. What's more, it uses the seg
mentation hardware of the 286 to check
every memory reference, ensuring that a
program never steps out of bounds-by
even a single byte. If a program tries to
use any memory that does not belong to
it, it is instantly terminated.
The 32-bit version of OS/2-0S/2
2.0-also checks memory references,
but, ironically, it checks 32-bit pro
grams far less stringently than it does 16
bit ones. A memory reference can be as
much as 4K bytes or more off the mark
before the problem is detected- if it's
caught at all. This regrettable step back
ward is the result of Microsoft's desire to
give 32-bit programs a "flat" memory
model at the expense of the 386's built-in
error-checking capabilities.

Writing Applications That Work
While theoreticians have shown that
proving programs to be absolutely cor
rect is an arduous task, the programmer
can flush out many subtle bugs by adding
sanity checks to the compiled code.
Every physics student learns an error
checking technique called dimensional
analysis, which verifies that the units of
measure in a result match those of the re
quired answer. If, for example, you de
rived a formula to solve a problem, and
the formula proceeded to add apples and
oranges, you could immediately recog
nize the problem and correct the formula
before using it on any data. This is called
a static check, because it can be applied
to a formula or program without actually
running the numbers through it.
Another way of checking your answer
is to ensure that it falls within a reason
able range. If you compute the weight of
an apple to be 100 kilograms, you're
continued on page 369
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